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RULES
OF THE
Society for the Promotion of Hellenic Studies.

1. The objects of this Society shall be as follows:

I. To advance the study of Greek language, literature, and art, and to illustrate the history of the Greek race in the ancient, Byzantine, and Neo-Hellenic periods, by the publication of memoirs and unedited documents or monuments in a Journal to be issued periodically.

II. To collect drawings, facsimiles, transcripts, plans, and photographs of Greek inscriptions, MSS., works of art, ancient sites and remains, and with this view to invite travellers to communicate to the Society notes or sketches of archaeological and topographical interest.

III. To organise means by which members of the Society may have increased facilities for visiting ancient sites and pursuing archaeological researches in countries which, at any time, have been the sites of Hellenic civilization.

2. The Society shall consist of a President, Vice-Presidents, a Council, a Treasurer, one or more Secretaries, and Ordinary Members. All officers of the Society shall be chosen from among its Members, and shall be ex officio members of the Council.

3. The President shall preside at all General, Ordinary, or Special Meetings of the Society, and of the Council or of any Committee at which he is present. In case of the absence of the President, one of the Vice-Presidents shall preside in his stead, and in the absence of the Vice-Presidents the Treasurer. In the absence of the Treasurer the Council or Committee shall appoint one of their Members to preside.
4. The funds and other property of the Society shall be administered and applied by the Council in such manner as they shall consider most conducive to the objects of the Society; and the Council shall also be vested with the control of all publications issued by the Society, and the general management of all its affairs and concerns. The number of the Council shall not exceed fifty.

5. The Treasurer shall receive, on account of the Society, all subscriptions, donations, or other moneys accruing to the funds thereof, and shall make all payments ordered by the Council. All cheques shall be signed by the Treasurer and countersigned by the Secretary.

6. In the absence of the Treasurer the Council may direct that cheques may be signed by two members of Council and countersigned by the Secretary.

7. The Council shall meet as often as they may deem necessary for the despatch of business.

8. Due notice of every such Meeting shall be sent to each Member of the Council, by a summons signed by the Secretary.

9. Three Members of the Council, provided not more than one of the three present be a permanent officer of the Society, shall be a quorum.

10. All questions before the Council shall be determined by a majority of votes. The Chairman to have a casting vote.


12. The Secretary shall give notice in writing to each Member of the Council of the ordinary days of meeting of the Council, and shall have authority to summon a Special and Extraordinary Meeting of the Council on a requisition signed by at least four Members of the Council.

13. Two Auditors, not being Members of the Council, shall be elected by the Society in each year.

14. A General Meeting of the Society shall be held in London in June of each year, when the Reports of the Council and of the Auditors shall be read, the Council, Officers, and Auditors for the ensuing year elected, and any other business recommended by the Council discussed
and determined. Meetings of the Society for the reading of papers
may be held at such times as the Council may fix, due notice being
given to Members.

15. The President, Vice-Presidents, Treasurer, Secretaries, and
Council shall be elected by the Members of the Society at the Annual
Meeting.

16. The President and Vice-Presidents shall be appointed for one
year, after which they shall be eligible for re-election at the Annual
Meeting.

17. One-third of the Council shall retire every year, but the Members
so retiring shall be eligible for re-election at the Annual Meeting.

18. The Treasurer and Secretaries shall hold their offices during the
pleasure of the Council.

19. The elections of the Officers, Council, and Auditors, at the
Annual Meeting, shall be by a majority of the votes of those present.
The Chairman of the Meeting shall have a casting vote. The mode in
which the vote shall be taken shall be determined by the President
and Council.

20. Every Member of the Society shall be summoned to the Annual
Meeting by notice issued at least one month before it is held.

21. All motions made at the Annual Meeting shall be in writing
and shall be signed by the mover and seconder. No motion shall be
submitted, unless notice of it has been given to the Secretary at least
three weeks before the Annual Meeting.

22. Upon any vacancy in the Presidency, occurring between the
Annual Elections, one of the Vice-Presidents shall be elected by the
Council to officiate as President until the next Annual Meeting.

23. All vacancies among the other Officers of the Society occurring
between the same dates shall in like manner be provisionally filled up
by the Council until the next Annual Meeting.

24. The names of all candidates wishing to become Members of the
Society shall be submitted to a Meeting of the Council, and at their
next Meeting the Council shall proceed to the election of candidates
so proposed: no such election to be valid unless the candidate receives
the votes of the majority of those present.
23. The Annual Subscription of Members shall be one guinea, payable and due on the 1st of January each year; this annual subscription may be compounded for by a payment of £15 15s., entitling compounders to be Members of the Society for life, without further payment.

26. The payment of the Annual Subscription, or of the Life Composition, entitles each Member to receive a copy of the ordinary publications of the Society.

27. When any Member of the Society shall be six months in arrear of his Annual Subscription, the Secretary or Treasurer shall remind him of the arrears due, and in case of non-payment thereof within six months after date of such notice, such defaulting Member shall cease to be a Member of the Society, unless the Council make an order to the contrary.

28. Members intending to leave the Society must send a formal notice of resignation to the Secretary on or before January 1; otherwise they will be held liable for the subscription for the current year.

29. If at any time there may appear cause for the expulsion of a Member of the Society, a Special Meeting of the Council shall be held to consider the case, and if at such Meeting at least two-thirds of the Members present shall concur in a resolution for the expulsion of such Member of the Society, the President shall submit the same for confirmation at a General Meeting of the Society specially summoned for this purpose, and if the decision of the Council be confirmed by a majority at the General Meeting, notice shall be given to that effect to the Member in question, who shall thereupon cease to be a Member of the Society.

30. The Council shall have power to nominate British or Foreign Honorary Members. The number of British Honorary Members shall not exceed ten.

31. Ladies shall be eligible as Ordinary Members of the Society, and when elected shall be entitled to the same privileges as other Ordinary Members.

32. No change shall be made in the Rules of the Society unless at least a fortnight before the Annual Meeting specific notice be given to every Member of the Society of the changes proposed.
RULES FOR THE USE OF THE LIBRARY.

I. THAT the Library be administered by the Library Committee, which shall be composed of not less than four members, two of whom shall form a quorum.

II. That the custody and arrangement of the Library be in the hands of the Librarian, subject to the control of the Committee, and in accordance with Regulations drawn up by the said Committee and approved by the Council.

III. That all books, periodicals, plans, photographs, &c., be received by the Librarian or Secretary and reported to the Council at their next meeting.

IV. That every book or periodical sent to the Society be at once stamped with the Society's name.

V. That all the Society's books be entered in a Catalogue to be kept by the Librarian, and that in this Catalogue such books, &c., as are not to be lent out be specified.

VI. That the Library be accessible to Members on all week days from eleven A.M. to six p.m., when either the Librarian, or in his absence some responsible person, shall be in attendance.

VII. That the Society's books (with exceptions hereinafter to be specified) be lent to Members under the following conditions:

(1) That the number of volumes lent at any one time to each Member shall not exceed three.

(2) That the time during which such book or books may be kept shall not exceed one month.

(3) That no books be sent beyond the limits of the United Kingdom.

VIII. That the manner in which books are lent shall be as follows:

(1) That all requests for the loan of books be addressed to the Librarian.

(2) That the Librarian shall record all such requests, and lend out the books in the order of application.

(3) That in each case the name of the book and of the borrower be inscribed, with the date, in a special register to be kept by the Librarian.
(4) Should a book not be returned within the period specified, the Librarian shall reclaim it.

(5) All expenses of carriage to and fro shall be borne by the borrower.

IX. That no book falling under the following categories be lent out under any circumstances:

(1) Unbound books.
(2) Detached plates, plans, photographs, and the like.
(3) Books considered too valuable for transmission.

X. That in the case of a book being kept beyond the stated time the borrower be liable to a fine of one shilling for each additional week, and if a book is lost the borrower be bound to replace it.

---

The Library Committee.

Prof. Percy Gardner,
Rev. H. A. Holden, LL.D.
Mr. Walter Leaf
Mr. George Macmillan (Hon. Sec.)
Mr. Ernest Myers
Rev. W. G. Rutherford, LL.D.
Mr. Arthur Hamilton Smith
Mr. E. Maunde Thompson
Rev. W. Wayte (Hon. Librarian).

Assistant Librarian, Miss Hughes, to whom, at 22, Albemarle Street, applications for books may be addressed.

---

SESSION 1891-1892:

General Meetings will be held in the Rooms of the Royal Asiatic Society, 22, Albemarle Street, London, W., for the reading of Papers and for Discussion, at 5 p.m. on the following days:

1891.
Monday, October 19.

1892.
Monday, February 22.
Monday, April 11.
Monday, June 20 (Annual).

The Council will meet at 4.30 p.m. on each of the above days.
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Chavasse, A. S., University College, Oxford.
†Chawner, G., King's College, Cambridge.
‡Chawner, W., Emmanuel College, Cambridge.
Cheetham, J. F. M., Christ Church, Oxford.
Chetle, H., Stationers' School, Bolt Court, E.C.
*Christie, R. C., The Elms, Reckhampton, S.W.
Christian, J. Henry, 18, Devonshire Place, Portland Place, W.
Christian, Rev. G., Redrake, Uppingham.
Clark, W., Gilchrist, care of Miss Talbot, 42, Grosvenor Road, S.W.
†Clarke, Hyde, 32, St. George's Square, S.W.
Clarke, Joseph Thacher, College Road, Harrow, N.W.
Clayson, A. C., 12, Park Place Villas, Paddington, W.
Clay, C. V., 32, Great Ormond Street, W.C.
Cobbold, Felix T., The Lodge, Felixstowe, Suffolk.
*Cobham, C. Delaval, H.B.M. Commissioner, Larnaca, Cyprus.
Cohen, Mrs., 5, Devonshire Place, Portland Place, W.
Colby, Rev. Dr., Lilton Cheney, Dorchester.
Cole, A. C., 64, Portland Place, W.
Colfax, William, Westminster, Bridport.
*Colvin, Sidney (V.P.), British Museum, W.C.
Compton, Rev. W. C., Uppingham.
*Constantiades, Prof. M., care of Gen. Rogem.
Conway, W. M., 21, Clarendon Gardens, Haywards, W.
Cookson, C., St. Paul's School, Kennington, W.
Coolidge, Rev. W. A. B., Magdalen College, Oxford.
Cordery, J. G., C.S.I., 47, Albermarle Street, W.
Corgialeno, M., 21, Penbridge Gardens, W.
Cornish, C. J., St. Paul's School, Kensington, W.
Courtney, W. L., 33, Belize Park, N.W.
Courtney, Miss, 34, Brompton Square, S.W.
Caverston, J. G., St. John's College, Oxford.
Covington, Rev. W., The Vicarage, Brompton, S.W.
Covington, W. H. W., The Vicarage, Brompton, S.W.
Craik, George Lillie, 2, Hallish Street West, S.W.
Crawley, Alfred Ernest, Lutterworth, Leicestershire.
Crewson, Wilson, 60, Courtfield Gardens, S.W.
Crockett, John D., Union Place, Dungannon, Co. Tyrone.
Crosthwaite, Miss Margaret C., The Dingle, Regent.
Crickshank, Rev. J. A. Harrow, N.W.
Curtis, Rev. Canon, Constantinople.
Cust, H. J. C., Ellesmere, Salop.
Cust, Lionel, 43, Park Lane, S.W.
Cust, Miss Beatrice, 15, Eccleston Square, S.W.
Dunson, J. T., F.S.A., Grasmere, R.S.O.
David, W., 15, Norfolk Street, Park Lane, W.
Davidson, H. O. D., Harrow, N.W.
Davies, Rev. Gerald S., Charthouse, Geddington.
Davies, T. Harold, University College, Oxford.
Deibel, Dr., care of Messrs. Asher, Berlin.
* Dilke, The Right Hon. Sir Charles W., Bart., 76, Sloane St., S.W.
Dill, S., Montpelier, Malvern Road, Belfast.
Dillon, Edward, 15, Upper Phillimore Gardens, W.
Dinsdale, M. S., King's College, Cambridge.
Dobson, Miss, 27, Harcourt Terrace, Redcliffe Square, S.W.
Donaldson, James, L.L.D., Principal of the University, St. Andrews.
Donaldson, Rev. S. A., Eton College, Windsor.
Drisler, Prof. Henry, Columbia College, New York, U.S.A.
Drummond, Allan, 7, Emmismore Gardens, S.W.
Drummond, Edgar, 8, Prince Gardens, S.W.
Duchâteaux, M. V., 12, Rue de l'Echaude, & Reims.
Duhn, Prof. von, University, Heidelberg.
Duke, Roger, 8, Neville Terrace, Onslow Square, S.W.
† Dunkham, Miss, 37, East Thirty-Sixth Street, New York.
Dyer, Louis (Council), 68, Banbury Road, Oxford.
Dyson, Rev. Frank, The College, Liverpool.
Earl, Mrs. A. G., The Priory, Tonbridge.
Edwards, Miss Amelia B., The Larches, Westbury-on-Trym, Bristol.
Egerton, Mrs. Hugh, 11, Titre Street, Chelsea, S.W.
Ellis, Robinson (Council), Trinity College, Oxford.
Eliot, C. N. E., British Embassy, St. Petersburg.
Elwell, Levi H., Amherst College, Amherst, Mass.
Ely, Talfourd (Council), 73, Parliament Hill Road, Hampstead, N.W.
Erichsen, Miss Nelly, Grove College, Upper Tooting, S.W.
Esrigge, R. A., Liscard Vale, Liscard, Birkenhead.
Eumorfopoulo, A., r, Kensington Park Gardens, W.
Evans, A. J. (Council), 33, Holywell, Oxford.
Evans, John, D.C.L., F.R.S., Nash Mills, Hertford Heath.
Eve, H. W., 57, Gordon Square, W.C.
Everard, C. H., Eton College, Windsor.
Farnell, L. R., Exeter College, Oxford.
Farrar, Rev. Canon A. S., Durham.
Farrow, Frederic R., 2, New Court, Carey Street, W.C.
Fennig, W. D., Haileybury College, Horsham.
Field, Rev. T., Kings School, Canterbury.
Fitzmaurice, Lady Edmond, Leigh, Bradford-on-Avon.
Fitz-Patrick, Dr. T., 59, Sussex Gardens, Hyde Park, W.
Flather, J. H., Cawdaldish College, Cambridge.
Flower, Wickham, Old Swan House, Chelsea, S.W.
Fowler, Harold N., Ph.D., Exeter, New Hampshire, U.S.A.
Fowler, Rev. Professor, President of Corpus Christi College, Oxford.
Fowler, W. W., Lincoln College, Oxford.
Fox, Ernest Long, 18, Dean's Yard, Westminster, S.W.
Franklin, A. W., F.R.S., British Museum, W.C.
Fraser, J. G., Trinity College, Cambridge.
Freeman, C. E., Parkhouse, Southborough, Tunbridge Wells.
Freeman, Edward A., D.C.L. (V.P.), Somerstown, Wells, Somerset.
Freeman, Douglas W., 1, Airrie Gardens, Campden Hill, W.
Freston, Henry W., Eagle's Nest, Prestwich, Lancashire.
Fulcher, J. S., 12, Kingsgate Street, Winchester.
Furneaux, L. R., Rossall School, Fleetwood.
Furneaux, Rev. W. M., Repton Hall, Burton-on-Trent.
Fyffe, C. A., 54, Laxham Gardens, South Kensington.
Gardiner, E. A., British School, Athens.
Gardiner, Prof. Percy, Litt.D. (V.P.), 12, Canterbury Road, Oxford.
Gardiner, Miss Alice, 18, Grasmere Head, Cambridge.
Gardner, Samuel, Spring Hill, Upper Clapton, E.
Gardner, W. Amory, Groton, Massachusetts, U.S.A.
Geddes, Sir W. D. (V.P.), Principal of the University, Aberdeen.
Gibbs, F. W., Q.C., C.B., 21, Mount Street, W.
Gibson, Mrs. Margaret D., Castle-brun, Chesterton Road, Cambridge.
Giles, P., Caius College, Cambridge.
Gilles, A. H., The College, Dulwich, S.E.
Gilliat, Rev. F., Harrow, N.W.
Gilman, D. C., President of Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, U.S.A.
Glazebrook, Rev. M. G., Clifton College, Bristol.
Goodhart, Prof. H. C., The University, Edinburgh.
Goodwin, Prof. A., University College, Gower Street, W.C.
Gordon, R. G., King's School, Canterbury.
Gore, Rev. C., Pusey House, 61, St. Giles, Oxford.
Gow, James, Litt.D., High School, Nottingham.
Gower, Lord Ronald, Stafford House, St. James's, S.W.
Granger, E. S., University College, Nottingham.
Gray, Rev. H. B., Bradford College, Berks.
Greenwell, Rev. Canon, F.R.S., Durham.
Greenwood, J. G., LL.D., 34, Farness Road, Eastbourne.
Gregory, Right Hon. Sir William H., K.C.M.G. (V.P.), 3, St. George's Place, S.W.
Griffith, G., Harrow, N.W.
Guillelmiard, W. G., Harrow, N.W.
Gwatkin, Rev. T., 3, St. Paul's Road, Cambridge.
Haddow, W., St. Paul's College, Cambridge.
Hagar, Herman, Ph. D., Owens College, Manchester.
Haggenbotham, Miss, 3216, Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, U.S.A.
Hag, James R., Union Club, Trafalgar Square, S.W.
Haigh, A. E. (Counsel), 2, Crick Road, Oxford.
Hall, Rev. R. H., Oriel College, Oxford.
Hall, Miss S. E., 15, Broomhilda, Cambridge.
Hall, Rev. F. J., Wymondley House, Steyning, Herts.
Hall-Dare, Francis, 10, Bury Street, St. James's, S.W.
Hallam, G. H., The Park, Harrow, N.W.
Hanneton, P. G., Pré Charmoy, Autun, Saône-et-Loire, France.
Hammond, B. E., Trinity College, Cambridge.
Hardcastle, Wilfrid, Beechenden, Hampstead, N.W.
Hardie, W., Ross, Balliol College, Oxford.
Hardinge, Miss, 3, Norfolk Crescent, Hyde Park, W.
Hardwick, Philip, 2, Hereford Gardens, W.
*Harison, Charles, 29, Lennox Gardens, S.W.
Harrison, Miss J. E. (Counsel), 43 (D), Calville Gardens, W.
Harrover, Prof. John, The University, Aberdeen.
Hartshorne, B. F., 41, Elm Park Gardens, Chelsea, S.W.
Hastam, S., The School, Uppingham.
Haverfield, F. J. (Counsel), Landing College, Shoreham.
Hawes, Miss E. F., 89, Oxford Terrace, W.
Hay, C. A., 177, Harley Street, W.
Haynes, Miss Lucy, 7, Thornton Hill, Wimbledon.
Hayropo, S., Bella Vista, Manchester.
Headlam, Rev. A. C., All Souls' College, Oxford.
Headlam, W. G., King's College, Cambridge.
Heard, Rev. W. A., Petites College, Edinburgh.
Heathcote, W. E., 114, Ebury Street, S.W.
Hodgcock, Mrs. Harrison, 21, Caversham Road, N.W.
Herschell, The Rt. Hon. Lord, 49, Grosvenor Gardens, S.W.
Heydorn, Dr. Heinrich, The University, Halle.
Hicks, John Power, Clifton Lodge, Blandford Road, Maidstone, W.
Hicks, Rev. F. L., Hatton Hall, Manchester.
Higgins, Alfred, 64, Baker Street, W.
Hinschfeld, Prof. Gustav, Ph.D., Mittel Trutzheim 29, Königsberg, Germany.
Hobhouse, Walter, Christ Church, Oxford.
Hodgson, F. C., Education Department, Whitehall.
Hodgson, J. Stewart, 1, Audrey Square, W.
Hogarth, David G. (Counsel), Magdalen College, Oxford.
Holden, Rev. H. A., L.L.D. (Counsel), 50, Redcliffe Square, S.W.
Holliday, Henry, Oak Tree House, Brent Hill, Hampstead, N.W.
Holland, Miss Emily, 20, Ridgway Place, Wimbledon.
Hollway-Calhoun, H. C., Stanhope Hall, King's Lynn.
Horn, Rev. Prof. D. D., St. Peter's Terrace, Cambridge.
Hügel, Baron Friedrich von, 1, Holford Road, Hampstead, N.W.
Hughes, Rev. W., Hawker, Jesus College, Oxford.
Hutton, Miss C. A., 52, Lower Shane Street, S.W.
Ingram, J. K., LL.D., Trinity College, Dublin.
+Ionides, Alex. A., 1, Holland Park, W.
Jackson, Rev. Bloomfield, 29, Mecklenburgh Square, W.C.
James, A. C., Eton College, Windsor.
James, Rev. S. R., Eton College, Windsor.
Jeans, Rev. G. E., Sharwell, Newport, Isle of Wight.
Jenkin, Miss M. L., 15, Lower Cheyne, E.C. Hillside, Harley Road, Exmouth.
Jenner, Charles, Ealing Duddingston Lodge, Portobello, Mid-Lothian.
Jevons, P. T., The Castle, Durham.
Jes: Blake, Miss, Girton College, Cambridge.
Jones, H. Smart, Trinity College, Oxford.
Kepp, R. P., Ph.D., Free Academy, New York, Conn., U.S.A.
Keltie, J. S., 32, Cromwell Avenue, Highgate, N.
Kemp-Welch, Mrs., The Red House, Compton Hill, W.
Kennedy, Rev. John, Grammar School, Aldenham, Elstree, Herts.
Kenyon, F. G., British Museum, W.C.
Ker, Prof. W. P., 93, Gower Street, W.C.
Kerr, Prof. Alexander, 30 City Bank, Threadneedle Street, E.C.
Kieffer, Prof. John B., 232, Lancaster Avenue, Lancaster Pa., U.S.A.
King, J. E., Grammar School, Manchester.
King, Rev. J. R., St. Peter's Vicarage, Oxford.
Lacaita, Sir James, K.C.M.G., Florence, and Athanasum Club, S.W.
Lambros, Spiridon, Athens.
Lang, Andrew, L.L.D., 1, Marlborough Rd., Kensington, W.
*Lang, R. Hamilton, G.M.G., Ottoman Bank, 26, Threadnorton St., E.C.
Langhorne, Rev. J., Rochester.
Lathbury, Miss Mary, 19, Elmfield Road, Wimbledon, S.W.
Lathbury, Miss Maria Millington, 16, Elvaston Street Chambers, Bloomsbury, W.C.
Lautour, Miss D., 83, Harcourt Terrace, Radcliffe Square, S.W.
Lawford, Frederick le Breton, 65, Fitzjohns Avenue, Hampstead, N.W.
Layard, Sir Austen Henry, G.C.B., 1, Queen Anne's Street, W.
Leaf, Mrs. C. J., 6, Sussex Place, Regent's Park, N.W.
Leaf, Herbert, The Green, Marlow.
*Leaf, Walter, Litt. D., [Concil], Old Change, E.C.
Leathes, Stanley, Trinity College, Cambridge.
Lecky, Mrs., 38, Outlow Gardens, S.W.
Leeper, Alexander, Warden of Trinity College, Melbourne.
Leichtstein, Moritz, Fairfield, Tooting, S.W.
Leigh, Rev. A. Austen, Provost of King's College, Cambridge.
Leigh, W. Austen, King's College, Cambridge.
Leighton, Sir Frederick, Bart., F.R.A., Holland Park Road, W.
Lewis, Miss Agnes Ellen, Newnham College, Cambridge.
Lewis, Harry, 51, Holland Park, Kensington, W.
† Lewis, Mrs. S. S., Castle-hayne, Chester ton Road, Cambridge.
† Lewis, Prof. T. Hayter, 12, Kensington Gardens Square, W.
* Leycester, Mrs. Rafe, 6, Cheyne Walk, S.W., or Tof, Cheshire.
Lindley, Miss Julia, 10, Kidbrooke Terrace, Shooter's Hill Rd., S.E.
Lindley, William, 10, Kidbrooke Terrace, Shooter's Hill Rd., S.E.
Litchfield, R. B., 31, Kensington Square, W.
Livingstone, Rev. R. G., Pembroke College, Oxford.
Lloyd, W., Watkiss (Council), 3, Kent Terrace, Regent's Park, N.W.
Lloyd, Miss A. M., Caythorpe Hall, Grantham.
Lloyd-Roberts, H., 1, Pump Court, Temple, E.C.
† Lock, Rev. W., Keble College, Oxford.
Lockyer, J. Norman, F.R.S., 16, Pen-y-Wern Road, South Kensington, S.W.
Long, Prof. Albert Linterick, Robert College, Constantinople.
Loring, Frederick R., Market 11, Weimar, Germany.
Loring, William, St. Mary's Lodge, Ewshot, Farnham.
Ludlow, T. W., Cottage Lawn, Yonkers, New York.
Lushington, E. L., Park House, Maidstone, Kent.
Luxmoore, H. E., Eton College, Windsor.
Lyttelton, Hon. and Rev. E., Haileybury College, Hertford.
Macdonald, Miss Louisa, 62, Gower Street, W.C.
MacEwen, Rev. Alex. Robertson, 1, Woodside Place, Glasgow.
Macmillan, Alexander, 21, Portland Place, W.
* Macmillan, George A. (Hon. Sec.), 19, Bedford St., Covent Garden, W.C.
Macmillan, Mrs. George A., 19, Earl's Terrace, Kensington, W.
Macmillan, M. C., 32, Colgan Place, S.W.
Macnaghten, The Rt. Hon. Lord, 3, New Square, Lincoln's Inn, W.C.
McPherson, Miss Florence, Bank House, Maghull, Liverpool.
Mann, J. S., 6, Mansfield Square, N.W.
Manning, Percy, New College, Oxford.
Manos, Gregoire, Greek Legation, Vienna.
Marchant, E. C., St. Peter's College, Cambridge.
* Marquand, Prof. Allan, Princeton College, New Jersey.
Marshall, R., Brownfield, Duffas Hill, Croydon.
* Martin, John B. (Hon. Treasurer), 17, Hyde Park Gate, S.W.
* Martyn, Edward, Tillyra Castle, Ardrahan, County Galway.
Mason, H. C. F., Haileybury College, Hertford.
Matheson, P. E., New College, Oxford.
Mavrogordato, Pandeli, South Sea House, Treadwell Street, E.C.
Merriam, Prof. A. C., Columbia College, New York.
Merry, Rev. W. W., Rector of Lincoln College, Oxford.
* Middleton, Prof. J. H. (Council), King's College, Cambridge.
Miller, Sir Alex., O.C., LL.D., 28, Gordon Square, W.C.
* Miller, Thomas, S. Geismar Chaussee, Gottingen, Germany.
Mills, Rev. W. H., Grammar School, Louth.
Milne, J. G., Albert Square, Bowdon, Cheshire.
* Milner, Alfred, Ministry of Finance, Cairo, Egypt.
* Misto, John P., Smyrna.
Mitchell, C. W.
Mocatta, F. D., 9, Connahquah Place, Edgware Road, W.
Monk, C. J., 5, Buckingham Gate, S.W.
Montague, H., 34, Queen's Gardens, Hyde Park, W.
Morgenthal, J. C., Ph.D., 17, Lexington Avenue, New York.
Morice, Rev. F. D., The School, Rugby.
Morley, The Rt. Hon. the Earl of, 31, Princes Gardens, S.W.
Morrison, Alfred, 16, Carlton House Terrace, S.W.
Moss, Rev. H. W., The School, Shrewsbury.
Moul, C. W., Corpus Christi College, Cambridge.
Mount, Rev. C. B., 14, Neheram Road, Oxford.
Mudie, Mrs., Badeleigh, Marefield Gardens, Hampstead, N.W.
Munro, J. A. R., Lincoln College, Oxford.
Murray, A. S., (V.P.), British Museum, W.C.
Murray, Prof. G. G. A., The University, Glasgow.
*Myers, Ernest (Council), 31, Inverness Terrace, W.
Myres, J. Linton, New College, Oxford.
Nottleship, R. L., Balliol College, Oxford.
Newbold, Rev. W. T., Grammar School, St. Bees.
Newman, W. L. (V.P.), Pittville Lawn, Cheltenham.
*Newton, Sir Charles T., K.C.B. (V.P.), 2, Montague Place, W.C.
Nicholson, Rev. W., 4, New Inn, Street, St. Peter'sburg.
*Northampton, The Most Noble the Marquess of, K.G., 44, Lavenham Gardens, S.W.
*Pace, T. E., Charterhouse, Godalming.
Park, Rev. Mungo T., Grammar School, Oundle.
Parker, R. J., 27, Brunswick Gardens, Kensington, W.
*Parry, O. H., Magdalen College, Oxford.
Parry, Rev. R. St. J., Trinity College, Cambridge.
Paton, W. R. (Council), Grand Holme, near Aberdeen.
Pears, Edwin, 2, Rue de la Banque, Constantinople.
Pears, C. R., Harrow House, Vicarage, Stanmore, Middlesex.
Pelham, Professor H. F. (Council), 20, Bradmore Road, Oxford.
Pemberton, E. H., O.C., Vicar's Hill, near Limington, Hants.
*Penrose, P. C. (V.P.), Chapter House, St. Paul's, E.C.
*Percival, E. W., 2, Southwark Place, Hyde Park Square, W.
Perkins, Miss Emma Read, Newnham College, Cambridge.
*Perry, Walter C., 5, Manchester Square, W.
Phillips, Rev. Lancelot Ridley, Oriel College, Oxford.
Pickard, John, Bayerische Vereinsbank, Munich.
Picard, D., Larnaca, Cyprus.
Pollock, Sir Frederick, Bart., 48, Great Cumberland Place, W.
Pond, C. A. M., St. John's College, Cambridge.
Poole, Reginald Stuart (Council), British Museum, W.C.
Port, Dr. H., 48, Fitzroy Square, E.C.
Porter, Miss Sarah, Farmington, Connecticut, U.S.A.
→ Posnag, Prof. J. P., Trinity College, Cambridge.
→ Powell, John U., Borsham, Warmminster.
→ Poynter, Edward J., R.A., 28, Albert Gate, S.W.
→ Pretor, A., St. Catherine's College, Cambridge.
→ Frickard, A. O., New College, Oxford.
→ Prideaux, Miss Sarah, 37, Norfolk Square, Hyde Park, W.
→ Proctor, R. G. C., Corpus Christi College, Oxford.
→ Frothero, G. W., King's College, Cambridge.
→ Pryor, Francis R., Home Park Mills, King's Langley.
→ Radcliffe, W. W., Fonthill, East Grinstead, Sussex.
→ Raleigh, Miss Katherine A., 106, Great Russell Street, W.C.
→ Ralli, Pandeli, 17, Belgrave Square, S.W.
→ Ralli, Mrs. Stephen A., Cleveland House, Thornton Road, Clapham Park, S.W.
→ Ramsay, Prof. W. M. (Council), The University, Aberdeen.
→ Rathbone, Mrs. F., Wootgate, Sutton Coldfield, Warwickshire.
→ Raven, Miss, Grove College, Froom, Hampsstead, N.W.
→ Rawlings, F. H., Eton College, Windsor.
→ Rawnsley, W. F., Parkhill, Lyndhurst, Hants.
→ Read, General Meredith, 128, Rue La Boétie, Champs Elysées, Paris.
→ Reed, Percy R., Ruskin, Grove Road, Subloton.
→ Reeves, Henry, C.B., 92, Rutland Gate, W.
→ Reid, J. S., Litt.D., Cain College, Cambridge.
→ Rendall, Rev. F., 82, Philbeach Gardens, S.W.
→ Rendall, Prof. G. H., Principal of University College, Liverpool.
→ Reniari, M. Maria, Athens.
→ Richards, G. C., Hartford College, Oxford.
→ Richardson, D. W., M.D., F.R.S., 25, Manchester Square, W.
→ Richards, H., Wadham College, Oxford.
→ Richmand, W. B., A.K.A., Beever Lodge, West End, Hammersmith, W.
→ Riddway, Prof. W., Queen's College, Cork.
→ Ribbley, Edward, 45, Leman Gardens, S.W.
→ Rivington, Septimus, Kilburn, Arterberry Road, Wimbledon, S.W.
→ Robb, Mrs. Gordon, 16, Rutland Gate, S.W.
→ Robins, Miss Julia, 95, Mount Vernon Street, Boston, U.S.A.
→ Robinson, Sir J. C., 107, Harley Street, W.
→ Roberts, Rev. E. S., Caノs College, Cambridge.
→ Roberts, Professor W. Rhys, University College of North Wales, Bangor.
→ Robertson, Charles, Balfour, Clifton Road, Edinburgh.
→ Robertson, Rev. Archibald, Hatefield Hall, Davnam.
→ Robinson, T. P. G., Ashfield, Rothley Place, Bedford.
→ Rogers, Major-General, 24, Bassett Road, North Kensington, W.
→ Rows, W., The Red Lodge, Putney, S.W.
→ Rosebery, Sir the Right Hon. the Earl of, 38, Berkeley Square, W.
→ Cotton, J. F., 3, Bottoms, West Brompton, S.W.
→ Roundell, C. S., 16, Coron Street, W.
→ Roux, Lieut-Colonel, Worstead House, Norwich.
→ Rose, W. H. D., 45, Montpelier Terrace, Cheltenham.
→ Rublee, George, 17, Prospect Avenue, Mikhaukie, Wits, U.S.A.
→ Runtz, Ernest, St. Roman, 160, Lordship Road, N.
→ Rushbrooke, W. G., 13, Cathcart Hill, Highgate, N.
→ Rutherford, Rev. W. Gunton, LL.D., 19, Dean's Yard, Westminster, S.W.
→ Rylands, W. H., 11, Hart Street, Bloomsbury, W.C.
†Ryle, Rev. Prof. H. E., Meadhamcroft, Cambridge.
Savile, The Right Hon. Lord, G.C.B. (Councill), 38, South Street, Park Lane, W.
*Sawmills, Sir B., Bart., M.V., 36, Prince Gate, S. Kensington, S.W.
†Sandy, J. E., Litt. D. (Councill), St. John's College, Cambridge.
Saumarez, Sir James St. V., Bart., Shrubland Park, Coldham, Suffolk.
Savage-Armstrong, Prof. G. F., Queen's College, Cork.
*Sayce, Rev. Prof. A. H., LL.D. (V.P.), Queen's College, Oxford.
†Scaramanga, A. P., 18, Burdaston Gardens, S. Kensington, S.W.
Schlitzer, John S., 93, Westbourne Terrace, W.
Schultz, R. W., 6, Hart Street, Bloomsbury, W.C.
Schuster, Dr. Ernest, 13, Harrington Gardens, S. W.
Scouloudi, Stephanoos, Athens, Greece.
Scull, Miss, Southport, McKean, 20, Pennsylvania.
Seaman, Owen, The Durham College of Science, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
Seeholm, Hugh, The Hermitage, Hitchin.
Sellers, Miss Eugenie, 9, Kensington Square Mansions, Young Street, W.
†Selwyn, Rev. R. E. C., School House, Uppingham.
Selwyn, Rev. E. J., Pluckley Rectory, Ashford, Kent.
†Sennett, Sir Walter J., K.C.M.G., Colonial Office, S.W.
Seymour, Prof. Thomas D., Yale College, Newhaven, U.S.A.
Shadwell, C. L., Oriol College, Oxford.
Shankley, J. C., Christ's College, Cambridge.
Sharpe, Miss, Harrod House, Lansdowne Road, W.
Sheppard, Alexander, 9, Pimloum Links, St. Andrews, N.B.
Shuckburgh, E. S., Fair View, The Avenue, Cambridge.
Sidgwick, Arthur, Corpus Christi College, Oxford.
Sidgwick, Henry, Trinity College, Cambridge.
Sikes, Edward Ernest, St. John's College, Cambridge.
Simpson, H. B., 45, Gloucester Terrace, Hyde Park, W.
Sinclair, Captain H. J., R.E., Junior United Service Club, S.W.
*Skine, H. D., Claverton Manor, Bath.
*Skine, Rev. J. H., Trinity College, Glenalmond, Perthshire.
Smith, A. Hamilton (Councill), Rivervank, Putney, S.W.
Smith, B. Leigh, Glattenham, Robertridge, Sussex.
Smith, Cecil (Councill), British Museum, W.C.
Smith, H. Babington (Councill), Rivervank, Putney, S.W.
Smith, Rev. J. Hunter, King Edward's School, Birmingham.
†Smith, Prof. Goldwin, The Grange, Toronto, Canada.
Smith, Prof. T. Roger, 7, Gordon Street, Gordon Square, W.C.
Smith, R. Elsey (Councill), 7, Gordon Street, Gordon Square, W.C.
Smith, R. J., 4, Tanfield Court, Temple, E.C.
Smith, William, LL.D., 94, Westbourne Terrace, W.
Smith, W. G., St. John's College, Oxford.
†Snow, T. C., St. John's College, Oxford.
Soames, Miss Laura, 44, Marine Parade, Brighton.
†Somerset, Arthur, Castle Goring, Worthing.
†Southwell, The Right Rev. the Bishop of, Thurgarton Priory, Southwell.
Spratt, A. W., St. Catherine's College, Cambridge.
Spring-Rice, S. E., 9, Willow Street, Grevener Place, S.W.
Stanton, Charles H., 65, Redcliffe Gardens, S.W.
Statteham, H. Heathcote, 40, Gower Street, W.C.
Steele, Dr., 33, Via S. Galle, Florence.
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SESSION OF 1890–91.

The First General Meeting was held on October 20th, 1890, Professor Jebb, President, in the chair.

Mr. A. H. Smith read a paper on the sculptured drum from Ephesus which is now in the British Museum, and which is commonly interpreted as relating to the story of Alcestis. He tried to show that the subject of the relief is the making and sending forth of Pandora as told by Hesiod. According to this theory Pandora stands, ready to depart, between Eros and Hermes (who is seen conferring on her the gift of speech). Hephaestus stands on the left of the scene. On the right a goddess, perhaps Peitho, holds out a necklace; and beyond her is a seated figure of Zeus. The writer adduced an unpublished vase in the British Museum to support his argument (J. H. S., vol. xi. p. 278). Miss Harrison said the suggested interpretation was interesting, but doubted if it could be accepted as final. Mr. Watkins Lloyd and Mr. Cecil Smith also took part in the discussion.

Mr. Theodore Bent gave an account of his recent researches in Cilicia, and regretted that, owing to the bulk of epigraphical material, the paper on the district of Olba would not be ready for the next issue of the Hellenic Journal. He described first of all the coast towns of the district, Augusta Sebaste, Corycos, and a third town Korasios, which he has identified as the pseudo-Coracesium of Stephanus Byzantius. He then proceeded to describe his identification of the Corycian cave by means of inscriptions and the long list of Cilician names, 160 in all, which he found on the outer wall of the temple of Zeus over the cave. He then spoke of the adjoining
cave, only alluded to by Pomponius Mela as Typhonia, and a third cave, on the lip of which was a fortress with an inscription on it stating that it was built under the priest-king Teucer, in honour of the Olbian Jove, under the superintendence of one Pleistarchos of Olba. Mr. Bent gave an account of several cave-temples of Hermes which he found in this district, and associated them with the worship of the deity of the Cilician pirates, and Corycos, which Oppian calls the city of Hermes. Mr. Bent then described his exploration of the gorge of the Lamas river, with its numerous rock fortresses, each with its own particular symbol, and evidently the cry of the Cilician pirates. Then an account was given of the discovery of the capital of Olba itself, at a spot called Oura, up in the mountains, and its identification from an inscription on the aqueduct. Mr. Bent described the great temple of the Olbian Jove, where the priest-kings mentioned by Strabo held their court, and other ruins still standing in this city in the Taurus. In conclusion, Mr. Bent described his identification of the ruins of Boudroum on the Cilician plain with Hierapolis-Castabala, the last place where Alexander the Great halted before the battle of Issos (J. H. S., vol. xi. p. 231).

Mr. Hogarth, who had recently been partly over the same ground with Professor Ramsay, bore testimony to the thoroughness of Mr. Bent's researches, though differing from some of his conclusions. The whole district, and especially the city of Olba, were, in his opinion, of unique interest.

Sir Charles Newton also commented on the paper.

The Second General Meeting was held on February 23rd, 1891, Professor P. Gardiner, V.P., in the chair.

The Chairman read a paper on the life and work of Dr. Schliemann, dwelling much on the sterling character of the man, his indomitable perseverance and triumph over difficulties, and arguing that, whatever might be thought of his theories, Schliemann's discoveries had revealed for the first time a new world. Without the labours of his spade we should have had no true idea of the prehistoric age of Greece. (The paper was published in Macmillan's Magazine, April, 1891.)

Mr. R. W. Schulte read a paper on the north doorway of the Erechtheum. This doorway had generally been accepted as contemporary with the rest of the building. Recent investigations, however, had led Mr. Schulte to think that the doorway as it now stands is not part of the original structure at all; that the thin inner jamb linings are of Christian times, the main jambs of a period not far removed from the date of the building, but not contemporary, and the lintel brackets and cornice still later insertions. He argued that the original lintel was probably of a plainer nature, and of a depth of two courses of the wall-face; and he alluded to a curious notched stone to the west of the present lintel as likely to have been one end of this still in position. He thought the original
door-jambs were thinner marble casings, in two pieces in height, and probably identical with the four βοραι of the inscription, which fit the opening exactly. The original lintel having been damaged, it was cut out, leaving, however, the ends in, and the present heavy door jambs were inserted to support a second lintel, which was again broken, and gave place in its turn to the one which now exists. At the time of the insertion of the last lintel brackets were added to each side and a cornice inserted above, and in order to do this holes, which cannot be easily seen from below, were cut in the wall stones over to take the beams necessary for their temporary support. The difference in the nature of the carving of the same ornaments on the jambs and lintel implies clearly that the latter must be of later time, and the workmanship of the cornice shows none of the characteristics of contemporary Erechtheum work, but rather that of a later period. Last of all, the thin inner linings were put in in order to conceal as much as possible the damage done at some later time to the present main lintel (J. H. S., vol. xii. p. 1).

**The Third General Meeting** was held on April 13th, 1891, Professor Jebb, President, in the chair.

The following papers were read: "On some Small Reliefs in Bone preserved at Dimitzana and found in the Neighbourhood of Sparta," by Mr. G. C. Richards. On them are represented two warriors and a lady, possibly the Dioscuri and Helen. They are executed in a very rude and very early style, not unlike that shown on early Spartan stele (J. H. S., vol. xii. p. 41).

"On Cecrops," by Miss J. Harrison. The writer pointed out that Erechtheus had long been regarded as the double of Poseidon, and tried to show that Cecrops must in similar fashion be regarded as representing a very early local form of Zeus, the serpent tail showing connection with the soil. The evidence brought forward was derived in part from the recently discovered archaic Athenian pediment, in which Cecrops is represented as present at the contest of Heracles and Triton, holding in his hand an eagle, the attribute of Zeus, an attribute which is replaced on later monuments by the olive bough. The writer also pointed out that the three daughters of Cecrops were closely paralleled by the Charites, the three daughters of Zeus and Eurynome, who in her Arcadian temple was represented as of semi-human form. Probably a Cecropian Zeus occupied the Acropolis hill of Athens before he was dispossessed by Athena and sank into the position of a demi-god (J. H. S., vol. xii. p. 350).

A paper by Mr. Nicolaides, of Athens, in it the writer attacked certain views as to Athenian topography originated by Dr. Dörpfeld and adopted by Miss Harrison in her recent work, especially as to the position of the spring Callichoe, the identification of the Eridanus, and the ancient notices of the Erechtheum.

Miss Harrison briefly replied.
THE ANNUAL MEETING was held on June 22nd, 1891, Professor Jebb, President, in the chair.

The following report was read by the Hon. Secretary on behalf of the Council:

There is not much that calls for special comment in the progress of the Society during the past year. Two Parts of the Journal have been published as usual, and there has been no lack of good articles in various departments of Hellenic study. The General Meetings have been as well attended as in previous years, and interesting communications have been made and discussed.

The British School at Athens has again had a successful season, its chief work having been the continuation of the important excavations at Megalopolis, which have excited so much interest from the light they have thrown upon the vexed question of the Greek theatre. It is hoped that the final results of the excavation may be published in the next volume of the Journal of Hellenic Studies. While the School is doing work of this kind, besides giving its students the opportunity of pursuing various branches of Greek archaeology in Athens itself, the Council feel confident of receiving the approval of members for the renewal last autumn for a term of three years of the grant of £100 which has been made annually to the School since it was opened.

The only other enterprise in which the Society has been called upon to assist during the past year, is that exploration of Asia Minor, which has so long and so honourably been associated with the name of Professor W. M. Ramsay. Towards the expenses of a new expedition, upon which Professor Ramsay started early in May, and was followed a month later by Mr. D. G. Hogarth and Mr. J. A. R. Munro, the Council have thought it right to contribute the sum of £50. Unhappily Professor Ramsay has been struck down by fever and obliged to return to England. But his companions will carry out as far as possible the programme of research, mainly in the region of the Anti-taurus.

In the course of last autumn it was suggested by a member of Council that the Society should undertake the collection and management of a series of lantern slides in Greek archaeology which might be lent to those lecturing on the subject. The proposal was at once agreed to, and a Committee, consisting of Mr. Walter Leaf, Mr. Cecil Smith, Mr. H. Babington Smith, Mr. R. Elsey Smith and Miss Harrison was appointed to carry out the scheme in detail. It has naturally taken time to communicate with the owners of slides and to collect and classify those contributed, but the matter is now so far advanced that the collection will become almost immediately available for purposes of demonstration. Grateful acknowledgment is due to the following members who have generously contributed slides to the collection, viz. Miss. Jane Harrison, Mr. Louis Dyer, Mr. Elsey Smith, Mr. J. S. Furley, Professor Gardner, Mr. Talfourd
Ely, and Mr. Walter Leaf. The collection already amounts to some 400 slides, of which nearly 300 have been contributed by Miss Harrison and Mr. Dyer. The conditions under which the slides are to be lent have already been stated in a circular which was issued to members with the last number of the Journal. The collection is under the control of the Library Committee and it is to the Sub-Librarian at 22 Albemarle Street that all applications for slides should be addressed.

The Council have to announce with much regret that owing to a large increase in the rent of the premises at 22 Albemarle Street, consequent on the falling-in of the old lease, the Royal Asiatic Society has found itself under the necessity of raising the sum payable by the Hellenic Society for the exclusive use of one small room, occupied by the Library, and the right of meeting in the two larger rooms on the first floor, from £30 to £50 per annum. The Council did not agree to this increase of liability without full consideration, but they came to the conclusion that the prospect of finding as good accommodation in as convenient a situation for a lower rent was very doubtful, while there were obvious objections to moving from the quarters which the Society had always occupied.

The Treasurer's accounts show, ordinary receipts during the year of £898, as compared with £746 during the financial year 1889-90. The subscriptions show an increase of £53, and the receipts from Libraries and for back volumes an increase of £23. The receipts from Life Subscriptions show an increase of £32, and in respect of arrears the increase has been £13. The receipts from dividends are slightly increased, owing to a further sum of £46 having been invested since the last balance-sheet was made up. Life Subscriptions to the amount of £32 have come in since the date of this investment. The advance made some years ago towards the cost of reproducing the Laurentian MS. of Sophocles was entirely repaid during the past year, leaving a balance of £37 to the credit of the Society in respect of this undertaking.

In the matter of ordinary expenditure, stationery, postage, and sundry printing show an increase of £8. The cost of the Journal exhibits an increase of £43, being £440 as compared with £397 during the preceding financial year. The difference is partly accounted for by the fact that, in the year 1889-90, the Journal was published in one volume instead of in two parts, which diminishes the cost of carriage. The total ordinary expenditure has therefore been £598 as against £536. The financial year, which began with a balance at the bankers of £150 19s. 6d., closes with an effective balance in favour of the Society of £254 12s. 6d. This balance remains after making allowance for the grant of £100 to the School at Athens and of £50 to the Asia Minor Exploration Fund. There were on 31st May arrears amounting to £165, of which £20 have been since received. The analysis of the annual receipts and expenditure for the last ten years is appended.

Since the last Annual Meeting 49 Members have been elected. On
the other hand by death or resignation the Society has lost 28, showing a net increase of 21. The present total of Members (including 20 Honorary Members), is 693. To the Subscribers 8 Libraries have been added, bringing the total to 101.

On the whole, the Council feel that the Society may fairly congratulate itself upon the progress made since the last Report. Good work has been done, as many new members have been elected as in any recent year, and in spite of losses by death and resignation, the total of members shows a substantial increase. Nor is the financial position of the Society at all less satisfactory. It only remains to express the hope that the number of members will continue to grow, and that all who are interested in the welfare of the Society will use their influence to that end.

In moving the adoption of the report, Professor Jebb delivered the following address:—

It is the custom that, at this Annual Meeting, reference should be made to some of the more noteworthy incidents which have marked the course of Hellenic studies during the year. The account can make no attempt to be systematic or exhaustive; its aim is rather to bring a few salient points into a single view.

The first place in such a survey is due to the exploration of ancient sites, whether the work has been actually performed within the past twelve months, or has first been published during that period. To begin with Greece Proper;—in Attica, the eastern and north-eastern regions are those which have furnished the principal results. At Rhamnus, on the north-east coast, the Athenian Society of Archaeology has been clearing the precincts of the two temples. The larger of these was sacred to Nemesis; it has now been shown that the smaller was a temple of Themis, as had long ago been conjectured, from the fact that a marble throne, dedicated to her, had been found there (Leake, Demi 2, 10). At Marathon the famous mound has been further explored, and the traditional view, that it was the tomb of the Athenians who fell in the battle, has been placed beyond doubt by the discovery of vases belonging to that period. At Velanideza, on the east coast, and at some other places, prehistoric tumuli have been found. In Athens the principal work has consisted in excavating the greater part of a large Roman stoa, on the north side of the Acropolis, near the Tower of the Winds.

In Euboea, members of the American School have been working at Eretria. An interesting theatre has been laid bare; among other discoveries are a stoa, and several tombs. One of these is the tomb which Dr. Waldstein conjectures to have been the family grave of Aristotle. The belief rests partly on an inscription, which, as restored, contains the name Ἀριστοτέλους, partly on some objects found in the tomb, viz., a pen and two stilts of silver, and a statuette, which seems to be that of a
philosopher. Chalcis, where Aristotle spent his last days, is only a few miles distant.

In the Peloponnese the centre of interest has been Megalopolis, where members of the British School have continued their work. The excavation of the theatre has now been completed, laying bare the orchestra, the seats (so far as preserved), the parodi, the scene-buildings, and the part of the stoa immediately adjoining. It now appears that the restoration suggested in the *Journ. Hellen. Stud.* of 1890 must be modified in some respects. The raised stage which that restoration supposed was a stage to which a flight of six steps led up from the orchestra. The three lower rows of these steps exist; the three upper rows were conjecturally restored. But it has now been shown that the three lower rows, whether added in the fourth century or later, did not form part of the original plan. On the other hand, two of the three upper rows, which had been conjecturally restored, have been found. Thus the fact remains that the level of the orchestra was lower than the top of the steps. This justifies the English excavators in still holding that they are right on the main point, viz., that there was a raised stage in the fourth century, though it was not so high as they first supposed. Their view is not affected by another detail in which their former restoration has to be corrected. The wall which they believed to have been the back-wall of the stage—containing the thresholds of three doors—was found to be of later construction. With regard to Dr. Dörpfeld's view, that the topmost step once supported columns, the explorers hold that the evidence is not strong; but they wish to await technical advice. Even if columns had stood there, however, the existence of a raised stage would not be disproved; the difference of levels would remain unchanged. The explorers hope to have the assistance of an architect next autumn; with his aid, they propose to weigh the whole evidence, and to embody it in their final publication. Meanwhile they reasonably ask that judgment may be suspended. It remains to observe that the work at Megalopolis has not been confined to the theatre. On the opposite, or northern, side of the river Helisson, the Stoa Philippicis, which bounded the Agora on the north, has been identified, and its plan has been determined. Another building, which almost certainly enclosed the temenos of Zeus Soter, has been completely cleared. The explorers may well be congratulated on the progress which they have made in their difficult and important task. It has been carried on from the first by Mr. Ernest Gardner and Mr. W. Loring, who were subsequently joined by Mr. Richards and Mr. Milne.

We may now turn to Asia Minor. The *Journal of Hellenic Studies*, vol. xi. No. 2, (Oct. 1890) contains Mr. J. Theodore Bent's interesting account of "Recent Discoveries in Eastern Cilicia." Among the sites identified by him is that of Hieropolis-Castabala, with its temple of Artemis Persasia. He also copied a large number of inscriptions. Mention is due likewise to the expedition of Professor W. M. Ramsay, with Messrs. Hogarth and Headlam, into Pisidia, Isauria, and Cappadocia,—
supplementing Mr. Bent's work in the Kalykadnos valley, and carrying on new and important researches in the region of the Anti-Taurus. Here we may note with satisfaction that the work of the Austrian Expedition in Asia Minor is prospering. The first fruits of it have appeared in vol. I. of Landorowski's splendid publication, 'Les Villes de la Pamphylie et de la Pisidie.' It has been announced that Prince John of Liechtenstein has offered to the Academy at Vienna an annual sum of 5,000 florins for five years, in aid of these researches.

At Salamis in Cyprus the English Committee have continued their excavations, under the direction of Mr. Munro and Mr. Tubbs. Among the objects found has been a series of terra-cotta statuettes, with drapery painted in imitation of elaborate embroidery. We may recall the fact that two natives of Cyprus, Aësas and his son Helicon, are recorded as having excelled in the art of embroidery (Athenaeus, p. 48 b).

With regard to Egypt, mention is due to Mr. Flinders Petrie's discoveries at Kahun and elsewhere, showing that the earliest geometrical pottery, of the Mycaen type, occurs in Egypt as early as 1400 B.C., and is followed, about 1100 B.C., by the beginning of natural designs. Mr. Petrie's summary of these discoveries appeared in the Journal of Hellenic Studies for October last. He is disposed to think that a European civilisation, little indebted to Asiatic lands, may have arisen before 2000 B.C. Such are some of the more notable points in the record of exploration during the year.

With respect to the literature of Hellenic Studies for the same period, it must suffice to indicate a few characteristic features. First we may notice some great works directly illustrative of archaeology. Such are, the first volume of the Berlin Corpus of Sarcophagi Reliefs; the first instalment of the Sidos Sarcophagi, by Hamdi Pasha and Th. Reinach; the Grave-Reliefs published by the Vienna Academy; Furtwängler's Olympian Bronzes (vol. iv. of the official publication). In a kindred province, we have had Professor W. M. Ramsay's 'Historical Geography of Asia Minor,' published by the Royal Geographical Society; also Humann and Puchstein's 'Reisen in Klein-Asien und Nord Syrien.' In other departments of literature, no event has excited so much interest as the publication by the British Museum, from the newly-founded papyrius, of the Treatise on the Constitution of Athens. Those who have seen either the papyrus itself or the Autotype Facsimile can best appreciate the difficulty of the task imposed on Mr. F. G. Kenyon, who transcribed and edited the text. Great credit is due to him for his work, as has been cordially recognised on the Continent, and by competent opinion at home. As might have been foreseen, Aristotle's authorship has already been questioned; but thus much, at least, is certain; this is the treatise which passed in antiquity as his; and it was written either in his life-time or soon after his death. It will be long, perhaps, before all the questions which the book raises will have been sifted; but at any rate it is a valuable addition
to our knowledge of an important period. Another volume, shortly to be published by the Museum, will contain other texts from new papyri,—including seven poems by the lambographe Herodas; part of a hitherto unknown oration, perhaps by Hypereides; a grammatical treatise ascribed to Tryphon; and collations of papyrus MSS. of Isocrates' De Pace, parts of the Iliad, etc. When we remember that fragments of Plato and Euripides are to be added to the newly-found texts, it is apparent that the range of literature over which new light may be looked for from new papyri is a wide one; and it does not seem too sanguine to hope that Egypt may have more such gifts in store for us. At any rate, the experience of the year agreeably reminds us that this generation can still feel a ripple of excitement at the discovery of a new Greek classic,—such a ripple as a similar occurrence might have sent through the Italy of Petrarch.

But these are not the only literary discoveries which have been published during the last twelvemonth. Mr. W. Loring has edited, in our Journal the new portion of the Edict of Diocletian, in a Greek version, found on a stone at Megalopolis. The date of the edict was 301 A.D.; its object was to fix the maximum prices for various commodities. The prices are reckoned in the copper denarius, worth about 1/ of our penny. The chief interest of the new fragment consists in the proof that gold—of which copper was then, as it is now, merely the token—was then extremely dear; i.e., the value of gold, relatively to commodities, was extremely high. Another point of interest consists in the local epithets given to commodities,—showing whence they came. A kind of woollen cloak is called a βιπς Βρεταννικός. It has been suggested that the epithet may mean 'Bruttian'; but if it means 'British,' then this is probably the earliest reference to an exportation of wool or woollen stuffs from Britain.

Another remarkable discovery, published this year, is as yet, perhaps, less widely known. During a visit of the Emperor Hadrian to Athens—probably at his first visit, in 123—126 A.D.—an Athenian philosopher named Aristides addressed to him an eloquent Apology for Christianity. The fact is noticed by Eusebius and Jerome; but the Apology itself was not extant. In 1889 Mr. J. Rendel Harris, formerly Fellow of Clare College, Cambridge, and now Professor of Biblical Languages at Haverford College, Pennsylvania, found a Syriac translation of this Apology at the Convent of St. Katherine on Mount Sinai. He transcribed it, and prepared to edit it, with notes and an English version. The proof-sheets of the English version were read by Mr. J. Armitage Robinson, Fellow of Christ's College. Shortly afterwards, Mr. Robinson happened to be reading, in the Latin version, that once-famous romance, the 'Life of Barlaam and Josaphat.' Josaphat, the son of an Eastern king who persecutes the Christians, is converted by the monk Barlaam; the king his father thereupon lays a plot for re-converting him: an old man named Nachor, a good actor, shall personate the monk Barlaam,—shall make a pretended defence of Christianity,—and shall be publicly confuted by the Pagan advocates.
But, when the hour of trial arrives, the utterance of Nachor, like that of Balaam, is miraculously overruled; he delivers an Apology for Christianity which convinces his pagan hearers. This story was originally written in Greek, probably in the fifth or sixth century, A.D.; the Greek text was first printed by Boissonade, in his *Annales*, vol. iv. (Paris, 1832). In reading the Latin version of this story, Mr. Robinson suddenly came on something which reminded him of Aristides, whom he had just been reading in the English version from the Syriac. He turned to the Greek text of the Life. A comparison with the Syriac version of Aristides then showed that the speech which the author of Balaam and Josaphat had put into the mouth of Nachor must be, at least in substance, the original Greek text of the long-lost Apology. We see at once how the author of the romance came to think of his Eastern king; he suited his plot to the Apology which he wished to frame in it, and which was addressed to an emperor. It may be mentioned that the recovered Apology, which cannot be later than 155 A.D., contains a distinct allusion to a written Gospel. Adolf Harnack justly calls this 'a brilliant discovery.' It may serve to remind us that the Christian—we might add, the Jewish—regions of Greek literature still offer a comparatively fresh field to research. That fact is exemplified by another recent Greek book. The so-called Psalms of Solomon are believed to have been written by a Pharisee of Jerusalem about 70—40 B.C.; they were translated into Greek at some time before 40 A.D. A very complete edition of this Greek version has lately been published by Prof. Ryle and Mr. M. R. James. Students of Roman history will find in one of those Psalms the cry with which Judaea greeted the tidings of Pompey's death.

Among other works, bearing on Hellenic studies, which the year has produced, there is one which stands conspicuous, alike by the great scale on which it is planned, and by the author's reputation. Mr. Freeman has given us the first two volumes of his Sicily, carrying the story down to the beginning of Athenian intervention (33 B.C.). The narrative will be continued, he hopes, to a point not earlier than the death of the great Sicilian Emperor, Frederick II., in 1250 A.D. No previous writer has essayed to tell the story of Europe's central island, 'the meeting-place of the nations,' as a whole; nor has any, probably, been so well qualified to relate alike the strife of Phoenicians with Greeks, and the strife of Saracens with Normans. This year has seen also the completion of a work which may fitly receive mention here, both on account of the labours which have conspired to produce it, and on account of the wide interest which it possesses for various classes of students,—I mean the third edition of Dr. William Smith's Dictionary of Greek and Roman Antiquities, edited in the first volume by Mr. Wayte, and in the second by Mr. Matinlin. Forty-three years have elapsed since the last preceding edition,—the second,—appeared in 1848. No one who remembers how fruitful this long interval has been in fresh materials of every kind can wonder that the new
issue is almost a new book. Scarcely twenty articles remain as they stood; two-thirds have been largely altered, and one-third has been entirely rewritten. One more work must be named, which has just come forth at Leyden,—an addition, almost unique in its kind, to that instructive and stimulating branch of scholarly literature, the biographical memorials of illustrious scholars. It is a collection of letters written by Cobet from Italy between November, 1840, and July, 1845,—his own account of the studies which were making him what he became. The great Dutchman relates with gusto a remark which a German friend of his overheard from a person of another nationality: ‘Those dreadful Germans actually work for the love of working!’

The obituary record of this year includes the names of several members whose loss we deplore. Among these are Dean Church, whom this Society had the honour to number among its Vice-Presidents; Archbishop Thomson; Canon Liddon; Sir Robert Fowler, who had been a member of the Society from its foundation; Samuel Savage Lewis, F.S.A., Secretary of the Cambridge Antiquarian Society, a scholar of rare accomplishments, of untiring industry, and of most genial disposition; Anthony Rich, the well-known author of an excellent Dictionary of Antiquities; and Dr. Henry Schliemann, whose brilliant and indefatigable services had won the lasting gratitude of archaeologists throughout the world.

In concluding this retrospect, necessarily a very slight and incomplete one, I may remind you that this year is memorable for something more than the additions which it has made to the record of achievement. It has also determined the destiny of a great future enterprise,—one to which scholars in all countries have long looked forward with exceptional interest. No response of the Pythian Apollo, in days when the fate of some national undertaking might hang upon his utterance, could easily have been awaited with more suspense than that which the archaeological world had lately felt, while waiting to see what nation was to have the honour of exploring Delphi. We in this country should have felt a natural satisfaction if, as seemed at one time possible, that task had been committed to the competent hands of our kinsmen. But this was not to be; and they, like ourselves, will, we may be sure, cordially recognise the worthiness of their successful competitors, the French. It may be said, indeed, that there is a certain historical fitness in the award of this privilege to the nation, which was the first to establish a regular School of Archaeology on Hellenic soil; and to whose archaeologists, we may add, Delphi is not new ground. We offer to the French our congratulations and our best wishes in the full confidence that their execution of this momentous task will be marked by all those admirable qualities which we are accustomed to expect in their best work, and which recently distinguished, in so eminent a degree, their exploration of Delos.

The report was adopted.
Mr. E. Gardner, Director of the British School at Athens, spoke of the
great debt that the School owed to the Hellenic Society, and made some re-
ference to the excavations at Megalopolis, asking his hearers to suspend
judgment until the results were finally published. Professor Jubb was re-
elected President; Mr. Colvin, Mr. E. A. Freeman, Professor Gardner, Sir
W. Gregory, the Provost of Oriel, Mr. A. S. Murray, Mr. W. L. Newman,
Sir C. Newton, Mr. F. C. Penrose, Professor Sayce, Mr. E. Maunde
Thompson, Rev. H. F. Tozer, and Professor Tyrrell, were elected or re-
elected Vice-Presidents; Mr. L. Dyer, Mr. R. Ellis, Dr. Freshfield, Miss J.
Harrison, Mr. W. R. Paton, and the President of Magdalen College, Oxford,
were elected to vacancies on the Council.
THE NORTH DOORWAY OF THE ERECHTHEUM.

[Plates I.—III.]

While engaged recently on a careful analysis of the architectural detail of the Erechtheum, I chanced to observe certain peculiarities in connection with the north doorway which, as far as I am aware, have not been previously commented on, and which may be of sufficient importance to warrant my bringing them forward.

The date of the north doorway of the Erechtheum has been generally accepted as contemporary with that of the rest of the building, at least I have not found any published evidence which calls it in question; this of course excludes the thin inner linings which are supposed to have been added by the Christians when they turned the temple into a church. My investigations have led me to the conclusion that none of the original doorway is in situ, that the main jambs are of a period not far removed from the time of the building but not contemporary, and that the lintel, brackets and cornice are still later insertions. I shall endeavour in the following paper to state my reasons for these assumptions, and it may help us to follow them more clearly if we commence by observing the various parts which go to make up the composition of the doorway as it now stands.

First, then, we have the thin inner linings to the jambs and lintel, and inserted over these a second thin lintel piece; next come the main heavy door jambs, with their enriched mouldings and carved rosettes, extending each in one piece the whole height of the opening; resting entirely on these is the main lintel of a similar ornamental nature, with an additional moulding on the top worked on the same stone; and over this again is the cymatium or cornice, with a richly carved band of ornament running along its face. Abutting on the lintel at each end and apparently supporting the ends of this cornice were two carved brackets or consoles, one of which has disappeared. The combined depth of the lintel and cornice is equal to that of two courses of the adjacent walling. Above the doorway are two courses of plain walling, and over that again the band of richly carved so-called honeysuckle ornament and enriched moulding forming a continuation of the capitals of the antae along the wall face as a cornice, and coming immediately below the heavy-beamed and coffered ceiling of the portico.

We may now proceed to examine the evidence in favour of an earlier door, and in this connection I would draw attention to the fact that all the
lintels of the smaller existing doors are equal in height to two clear courses of the walling, while the present lintel of this the largest door in the building has two stones in the same depth.

Adjoining this present lintel, on the west is a curious stone (Fig. 1) equal in depth to two of the wall courses and rebated on its upper part to allow the topmost of these two courses to lap over on to it. This may have been one end of the original lintel of the door. On the end abutting on the present lintel it has a carefully cut joint, but the finer arris from one to two inches wide, which we see on the return face of the other wall stones against the jamb, is wanting in this instance, which seems to be a further indication that the stone was cut short here and this end piece allowed to remain when the second lintel was inserted. This appears to be the most reasonable explanation of the existence of this curious stone, which, as far as I can see, was not wanted for any other purpose. The rebating of the upper end can be very simply explained as a necessity in order to carry up the regular alternation of the jointing of the wall surface (see Plate II). In the other doors, where the thick lintels have straight joints at the ends, this was not requisite, the door in the west wall having a string course immediately over it; and in the case of the small door in the north porch the lintel extends right across from the anta to the side of the large door.

At the other side of the lintel this rebated stone is not apparent, although it must have existed there also, but the deep part has been cut off to allow of the insertion of the console, which on the west side was only doweled on to the face of this stone. Another thing which tends to confirm me in my opinion about this lintel is that the courses of the north anta of the west wall of the building which come immediately behind this rebated stone are, both above and below the lintel, formed, in conjunction with corresponding courses of the north wall, out of one stone, while the part of the anta behind this one stone is a separate piece two courses high, thus obviously showing that our rebated stone was part of a big lintel, otherwise there seems to be no reason why it should not have been wider and formed part of the anta like the others.

We will now turn for a moment to the references from the inscription, and consider the position of the ὘απας which were lying unfixed at the time the inventory was made. These were four in number, and were each of a length of eight and a quarter and of a breadth of two and a half Attic foot.

---

*See Appendix to this paper: *Note on the Evidence from the Inscription* by E. A. Gardner.
The Attic foot was slightly less than an English foot, the latter being 305
of a metre and the former 296 or 11\frac{1}{2} inches. The length of each of these
stones is therefore practically eight English feet.

These 
have been usually appropriated for the east door, but if we
compare the relative heights of the two porticoes we shall see that there is a
difference of nearly three and a half feet between them. The east door must
therefore have been proportionately smaller. I think we are thus safe in
saying that they did not belong to the east door, which would have been
about thirteen feet high. As to the smaller doors, although the height of
eight feet would suit the one in the north portico, when we examine it we see
that there is nothing to lead us to suppose that it ever had any linings at all.
In the case of the one in the west wall, although it has been widened and the
cill lowered in later times, it was always a subsidiary door and not generally
seen, and originally it was too low to suit these; and it is unlikely that it was
ever more than a plain opening like the other. Therefore, as they evidently
did not belong to these smaller doors, let us see how they would do for the
original north door. The height of the present door, leaving out of account
the later Christian linings, measures sixteen English feet from the top of cill
to the underside of lintel, so that two of these slabs placed one above the other
on each side would exactly fit in. Having been more linings to be fixed after,
and not constrictal parts, there was no particular reason why they should
have been in one piece in height, and two stones would have been lighter and
more easily raised and fixed. These 
might therefore very well have
formed part of our first door. But we have not yet examined how their
breadth, which is given at 2\frac{1}{2} Attic feet, would fit in. 2\frac{1}{2} Attic feet is equal
to about 29 inches. The thickness of the wall adjoining the door measures
2 feet 2\frac{1}{4} inches, or practically 26\frac{3}{4} inches. Let us assume that they were
fixed flush with the inside face of the wall as the present ones are, and we get
a projection of 2\frac{3}{4} inches beyond the face of the wall outside. This agrees
with the projection of the moulding on a slab forming part of another door
lining of a similar nature which is lying near the Erechtheum (Fig. 3),
and which I shall refer to further on as likely to have been part of the
east door.

I have already shown that the lintel of the first door was possibly a
block of the height of two courses, built in as a structural part of the wall and
rebated at ends for adjacent wall stones. We have also seen that it is prob-
able that the jamb linings were thinner than those now in position, and
were made of two stones in their height and fixed afterwards. We now come

2 Since this article was set up in type another paper by Dr. Dorpfeld on this subject has
appeared in the same periodical (1889, pp. 167 and 234) in which he withdraws his previous
assertion that the Attic foot was 290 and tries to prove that it was 328, but his previous
arguments seem at least as convincing in them.

3 See Penrose, Athenaeum Archit. Pl. 42 gives the height of the pillars of north portion as 25-990 feet. Pl. 44 gives those of
east portico as 21-912 feet.
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to consider what was the decorative nature of this earlier door. I am inclined to say it was much simpler in every way.

The east door is generally thought to have been the main entrance to the temple or at least the entrance to its most sacred part, the shrine of Athena Polias. As I have already remarked, it must have been smaller in proportion to our north door, as the east portico is of less height. The decoration of the east portico is simpler than that of the north; the continuous ornamental band round the necks of the capitals and antae and along the wall is less elaborate, the bases to the columns are much plainer, having a series of simple parallel channels running round the upper and lower torus, as against the richer guilloche on those of the north pillars. I do not however think that this extra richness was given to the north portico as an approach to the

![Diagram]

Fig. 3.

temple, but rather follow the view that it was done to emphasize it for its own sake as a special shrine outside the temple, the shrine in which stood the important altar of the θυγγός, and under which lay the sacred trident marks of Poseidon who shared with Athena the honour of the worship here. And these reasons may also account to a great extent for the squarer form of its plan, a form essentially more suitable to its peculiar purpose than the usual flat porch like that at the east end, which is more traditional of an approach to a shrine within.

Thus while the east portico was simpler, its doorway may have been more elaborate; and while the north portico was more decorative for its own sake, its doorway may have been plainer as being an entrance to a less sacred part of the temple. I am thus inclined to accept the view that the fragments of the somewhat elaborate doorway which I have alluded to are lying near the
Erechtheum (Fig. 3) belong to the destroyed eastern door and not, as one would have liked to suppose, to our original north door.1

This we ought to feel more strongly when we know that no fragments of a third door have been brought to light. It is very likely that the Greeks removed completely the old pieces of the earlier door when they altered it; whereas the Christians, when they pulled down the east door to build their apse, probably used portions of it elsewhere, or at any rate as building material, and so these fragments have been preserved to us. These pieces give us valuable data for reconstructing our first door. I have already shown how they tally with the projection which our jambs would have had from the wall face. They are also comparatively thin (6 3/ inches), and a piece of the lintel remains showing the starting of a cornice moulding over that of the jambs. I should therefore say that our jambs were very similar but less ornamental, and that the lintel had the same mouldings running round it, with perhaps a simple cornice over.

Another important point to notice on these fragments is that the return in of this lining is only dressed back about two inches2 and beyond that it is rough. This leads me to think that the original doors had an additional lining of bronze inside the stone frame.

We now come to consider the door as it stands (Plates I and II).3 We will begin with the thin inner linings (a, a, Fig. 4), which can be put down

---

1 Inwood (p. 16) mentions that two pieces of this door lining were found built into a late wall which used to stand immediately to the east of the Erechtheum. One piece is now in the British Museum.
2 Letter A on figure 3.
3 See also figures 4 and 5 and details of the same figures, Plate III, figures 3 and 4. I should like here to draw attention to the fact that many of the details of this building which are given in Inwood's work (The Erechtheum at Athens, H. W. Inwood, F.S.A., London, 1887) and reproduced in the German edition (The Erechtheion zu Athen, A. F. von Quast, Berlin,
as quite late; even later than the conversion of the temple into a church. They were undoubtedly added after the present lintel met with the accident which cracked it across, and which broke away a considerable part of its lower surface; but when this happened we have no means of saying. It seems reasonable to suppose that these stones were put in to conceal this damage to the lintel rather than mainly to support it, for as a matter of fact they do very little of the latter (see Fig. 3). The top of the thin lintel is about five inches below the underside of the broken one; the second lintel piece is merely a facing to hide the damaged part of the main lintel, and it goes back only about six or eight inches at the foot, and is quite thin at the top and splayed away. The five-inch space between the two lintels shows clearly from the inside, and there are only a few small pieces of stone roughly put in as a prop at one end, which may have been done quite recently. Of the existing lintels the only one that is not cracked is the lowest of all. The feet of these thin inner linings are sunk in chases cut into the threshold about one inch deep. The surface of these stones is very roughly dressed; you can see distinctly the chisel lines running the long way of the stones in parallel rows about half an inch wide, and with a slight ridge between each indicating that the workman held his chisel in a slightly bevelled manner while working; but although the manner of finishing the dressing is roughly done, the stones are fairly worked with a good level surface and bed. The ogee moulding tells us nothing as to the date.

Let us next examine the main part of the door. Possibly the first lintel was seriously damaged through an earthquake or from some other cause, and necessitated the insertion of

---

1840] are not actual outlines of the ornament and mouldings as they exist but are rather diagrams enlarged from the original for use in the building of the church of St. Panras. London, the detail of which is an exact copy of that of the Erechtheum but to a considerably larger scale.  

1 See elevation of door, plate II.
another. It would have been difficult, almost impossible, to have cut out the whole of the lintel and replaced it as it stood, so they altered the arrangement and design of the door by putting in new heavy jambs (b, b, Fig. 4) in one stone strong enough to support the new lintel, and so did away with the necessity of again resting and tying it into the wall on each side; and to facilitate the raising of this lintel they made it in two pieces in height instead of in one stone, which would have been a great weight to lift and fix in position at one time.

The return face of the jambs and lintel into the door is smoothly dressed right through from back to front, which seems to show that when the thicker jambs were inserted the bronze inner lining which, as I have already observed, may have existed in the earlier door was done away with.

I feel convinced that the lintel now in position is not contemporary with the jambs. I take this view after a careful examination of the architectural detail. The ornament of the Erechtheum, although varying to some extent in elaboration or in minor points of detail, has still the same general characteristics throughout. The ornament on these door-jambs differs considerably from that on the rest of the building. The detail, however, is quite equal to that on any other part of the building for delicacy and excellence of execution, and here as elsewhere it shows a general refinement throughout. While on the lintel-stone, which repeats the same detail, it varies considerably in different places, alters its style and proportion, and is generally more clumsily done; in fact, it looks like the work of a man who had tried to copy what he found but lacked the spirit and appreciation to reproduce it with all the refinement of the original. This is to be noticed all through—on the running leaf ornament, which is much coarser, on the rosettes, and even in the plain mouldings. I do not mean to uphold a mechanical repetition; but what we find on this lintel is not a legitimate variety, but rather general carelessness of execution. The bed moulding of the corinice, which may not have been copied from the older lintel but have been an addition or alteration when this one was made, is quite late in section when contrasted with other similar ones in the building; and the same remarks about the carving apply to the egg and tongue enrichment, where we find the foot of the eggs at one end are quite pointed and altogether different to those at the other. To return to the rosettes, those on the jambs (see Plate II.) have the centres bored out for the purpose of inserting a wooden plug on which was fixed a bronze disc. These circular holes taper slightly to allow of the wood being firmly wedged in.1 Indeed mentions a bronze disc which was found amongst the rubbish formerly filling up this doorway, and the diameter of which would just fit the centre of these rosettes. It had been fixed to the wood by a bronze nail or pin going through a hole in the centre, and by four sharp points on the back. It was divided into twelve leaves like the rosettes.2 On the lintel the centres are

1 Remnants of these plugs still remain in some of the holes.
2 Indeed thinks that this bronze disc belonged to the door itself which may have been bronze covered, but it is more likely that it formed the centre of one of the rosettes on the marble jamb.
solid of a convex form, and must have been merely painted or gilded over; and the general form and section of the leaves are much less refined.

I should therefore think that the first alteration to the door and the insertion of these second jambs took place very shortly after the completion of the building, say within fifty years, while the tradition of the carving and the accuracy of the workmanship and finish was still to be found; and that the lintel of that time having again become damaged was replaced by the present copy at a later date, perhaps contemporary with the columns and entablature of the temple of Jupiter Olympus, the enriched bed-mould of which corresponds fairly well with that on this stone.

Let us now look at the brackets or consoles on each side of the lintel. These, I consider, may have been put in when the lintel was renewed for the second time. The inscription tells us that the east door had consoles, but no mention is made of any on the north door, and it is probable that none existed here before this time.

I am inclined to believe that the second lintel had no bed-moulding and cymatium, or, if it had, that they were of a different character from the present ones. An interesting point to notice is that the width of the jambs and of the part of the lintel corresponding with them is exactly that of one course of the walling. There seems to have been some particular reason for making them of this width, and I think it may be explained in the following way. The second lintel was probably made in two pieces of equal thickness, the lower piece being the continuation of the mouldings of the sides; having narrowed the door by inserting heavier jambs, they probably thought that this thickness would be strong enough for the lintel. Over this they inserted a plain block or blocks, and either cut on them, having made them project slightly from the face of the wall, or fixed on in front afterwards, some ornamental scroll and leaf work in the form of an acroterion. There exists in the Central Museum at Athens the top of a stele of the beginning of the fourth century B.C. which was found in the Ceramicus, and which is ornamented in the same way I mean. I have roughed out, as a mere suggestion, a sketch showing this treatment used thus over the lintel of the door (Fig. 6). This form of finishing was not an uncommon one amongst the Greeks. It often occurs on steleae, but I cannot recollect an example of its actual use on a doorway. Some of the restorations, however, of this identical north door of the Erechtheum show such a finish on the top of the present cornice, although there are no marks or other indications to lead us to assume that anything had ever been placed there.

This construction allowed the lintel and stones over to be fixed without

---

3 I take Pourton's view (Athenian Architecture, p. 79) that this work at the temple of Jupiter Olympus is more likely to belong to the age of Antoninus Pius than to the time of Augustus or Hadrian.

damaging the wall by cutting holes for supports. The broken lintel having been gradually cut out and let down, the wall over was supported by beams of wood running through under the stones above and resting on strong uprights both outside and inside of the wall. The jambs having been set up, the lintel was hoisted into position on the top, and the side bearers being removed, the smaller stones were inserted, taking part of the bearing of the wall on to them, and through them to the new lintel and jambs, and finally the central stone was put in.

When the lintel was again damaged and the third one substituted, as we have assumed during the second century B.C. or even later, the brackets were probably added for the first time.

This last lintel has a square joint at each end, rather rougher than we find in the earlier work; and against the east end abuts the bracket which still remains in position, and which is tailed right through the wall, the thicker part of the end of the first lintel having been cut off to make way for it. The bracket on the west side which no longer exists was only dowelled in to the face of the end of the old lintel, and the holes for the two dowels by which it was fixed are still visible (Fig. 1, see also Plate 1).

The reason why this one did not also go through the wall may possibly be explained thus. The north anta of the west wall, as we have already noticed, being immediately behind this, any further cutting of the old lintel would have disturbed it and have been rather a difficult business. This may
not be very apparent as the anta now stands, as it is rebated back half its thickness (Fig. 7), and the stone could easily be got at from behind in order to cut it; but I do not think that this rebating is earlier than the period when the west wall was altered to its later form, probably in Roman times; when these brackets were added to the doorway the anta stretched across the full thickness of the west wall. There are many points about these brackets which would lead one to suppose they were better workmanship than that of this later time, but on closer examination we see that the work is less careful in many parts. The whole design, however, is very good, as is also the general detail: the palmetto on face, for instance, being quite of the same character as those on the carved wall-bands. The inner side next the end of the lintel is only worked as far back as it can be seen, and the rest of it is plain. I cannot think that the men who built the Erechtheum would have, originally, placed brackets in this position, which seems to me both constructively and decoratively false, set back as they are, in reality supporting nothing and half hid behind the projecting architrave so that only a small part of the inner face can be seen, and their full value lost to any one standing in front of the door. The most we can say for them is that they may have been copied from the original consoles of the east door, which were probably of similar detail, but I trust more suitably placed in relation to the other parts of the composition. They also seem to me to be too small in proportion to the great architrave and cornice of this door as it now stands. It is curious to note how the tail part of the bracket, which is built into the wall, goes up the full height of the two courses, and is notched to receive the cymatium over it at the top, and how the leaf under, which is now broken away, has hung over the face of the stone below.

There remains yet the cymatium of the cornice for us to examine. This stone, which is considerably thinner than the main lintel, goes right through the wall and is finished flush with inside face. It is longer where it projects beyond the wall, and is related to pass in front over the brackets (fig. 8).

I can hardly think that it is of the same date as the lintel and the brackets under it; the nature of its ornament varies so much from that on the others, in fact it is of quite a different type (plate III, fig. 2). While that on the lintel and brackets is a fairly faithful copy, although, as I have already said, wanting in the delicacy of the original, this on the cymatium is much rougher in composition and outline; and although evidently intended to be on the lines of that on the wall-band over (plate III, fig. 1)

1 See section fig. 5 and detail on plate III. fig. 4.
one can see at a glance the general similarity—it has been executed by a man who was not a mere copyist, but who worked in his own way, getting his main idea from something else but putting his own impression into it, and doing it in a way perhaps rougher and coarser but more straightforward. You notice this in every line. Compare the sections of the two ornaments and you see that he did not trouble about how it went on the original; but put it in as he thought it ought to go. You see it in the scrolls, in the curves, and in the leaves; they are bad in many ways; much worse than the Roman copyist would have done them, but they still show life and vigour. You will observe the difference between the deadness of a good Roman copy and the rough life which still existed in this later Greek work, if you compare it with the copies of Erechtheum detail on the remains of the temple of Rome and Augustus lying to the east of the Parthenon.

We must however, I think, believe that this cymatium is contemporary with the lintel and brackets, and that whereas in the latter the workman had to stick closely to a copy, in the former he had a freer reign. The line of the curve of the moulding shows us that it may very well be of the second or third century B.C., and there are various points in the carving which remind one of characteristics in the later Ionic temples in Asia Minor.

Before closing there are still one or two points of miscellaneous evidence to be considered.

On the underside of the stones immediately over the cornice are a series of somewhat roughly cut square holes about five inches wide by four inches deep, and going right through the wall from front to back. These were almost certainly cut there, at the time the last lintel and cornice were inserted, for the beams necessary to temporarily support the wall. On account of the nature of the cornice stone these beams could not have been put in under the stones, which, as I have already explained, might have been done on a former occasion. There are six of these holes in all, three under each stone. On the top bed of the cornice there are also some flat sinkings corresponding to them in position and made no doubt during the progress of the fixing in order to get the stone more easily into its place. In the exact centre, from the ends, of the top bed of this cornice an oblong lewis hole is sunk in. It is 1\(\frac{1}{2}\) inches wide, 4\(\frac{1}{2}\) inches long, 4 inches deep, and about 1 inch longer at the foot, bevelling down at the ends but of the same width across. It is six inches back from the front of the cornice. If we were able to examine the top bed of the cornice under the wall we should probably find another hole further back. These were used for raising the stone which was balanced and drawn up much as we should do the same thing to-day.

The upright joints on either end of the main lintel were left from 1\(\frac{1}{2}\) inches to 1\(\frac{1}{2}\) inches wide in order to get the stone more easily into position.

\[1\text{ See 4, d, fig. 5, and also plate II. The projection of the cornice of the doorway prevents these holes from being seen by any one standing in the portico below.}\]
THE NORTH DOORWAY OF THE ERECHTHEUM.

In these joints have been inserted iron wedges, probably two in the thickness of the wall; which could have been let down from above before the cornice was fixed. There still remains at the east end a wedge run in with lead, but I should not like to say it is an old one although it may be. In front these wide joints would be concealed to a great extent by the projection of the brackets, and at the back they may have been hid perhaps by a lining. On the back of the console block on the side next the lintel is a sunk hole which also extends across into the top of the lintel itself: a cramp has evidently been fixed here, let in from above before the cornice stone was put in position. I should think there were two of these in the width of the lintel stone.

The back of the main lintel is now very much broken away, but there are still traces of a series of bevelled holes running along its inner face about four inches above the underside. Two of these remain and they measure 4 inches long, 1\(\frac{1}{2}\) inches wide, and 4 inches deep, and they are bevelled wider as they go in. Assuming that they continued along at equal intervals there would have been eight in the length of the lintel. I should think they were used for the purpose of fixing a bronze hood or cornice over the doorway to receive the top of the door which was hung clear of the wall inside, as we know from the sockets for the hinges, which remain in the threshold, I have however found nothing to indicate the existence of a complete bronze lining round the door on the inner face of the wall.

On the top of each door jamb is a pin or dowel hole which has no corresponding sinking in the lintel over. These holes may have been used for dowelling on the second lintel and were probably discarded when the last one was inserted.

On the upper part of the jamb at the east side of the door and on the inside angle is a long rebate extending down four feet eight inches from the lintel (see plan of this, Fig. 9). It measures seven inches from the back and five inches from the side. In one face of it are cut two small dowel holes one above the other. I do not find any trace of a similar sinking on the opposite jamb, but it might have existed as the jamb is very much broken away at this point. This rebate may have been for two purposes: either, the actual door was not the full height and a great flat slab was filled in across the upper part of the opening on the inside to this depth, or, this corner of the jamb had got damaged in fixing, and the defective part was cut out and a new piece inserted. The dowel holes seem to favour the latter view, which I think the more likely one.

In every course of the walling at the sides of the opening we find traces of iron cramps, sometimes one, sometimes two, in the width of the wall (\(\varphi\), \(\varphi\), \(\varphi\), fig. 4); they were of a T shape, the cross and having been fixed in the wall as it was built, and the tail projecting out to receive the jamb. Their principal use would have been to steady the jamb not to actually tie
them back, and the slightly wider and downward turn of the holes cut in the jambs themselves would be necessary in adjusting them into position. We must assume that they were intended originally for the thin earlier linings, and they may have extended right through the thickness of the slabs and been turned over or wedged up tightly from the outside. This would have been possible, as we have already shown how the inside face of the first jambs was probably rough and had an inner bronze casing. When these first linings were discarded the ends of the cramps were probably cut off and left, and the holes made to suit them in the present jambs.

Let us now sum up very briefly the main points which I have advanced. The door as it stands is presumably not the original one. The original door had a lintel the depth of two courses of the wall face. The original jambs were thinner casings and in two pieces in height, and were probably identical with the tivaras of the inscription. The original lintel having been damaged not long after the completion of the building it was cut out, leaving however the ends in, and the present heavy door jambs were inserted to support a second lintel which was again broken and gave place in its turn to the one which now exists.

At the time this last lintel was fixed, brackets were added to each side and a cornice inserted above, and, in order to do this, holes were cut in the wall stones over to take the beams necessary for their temporary support. The difference in the nature of the carving of the same ornaments on the jambs and lintel implies clearly that the latter must be of later time, and the workmanship of the cornice has none of the characteristics of contemporary Erechtheum work, but shows rather those of a later period. The brackets were of no use constructively but merely badly placed decorative shams. Along the inside of the lintel was probably fixed a bronze hood or capping over the door. The second jambs were steadied in their place by the iron cramps or dowels which had been used for the purpose of fixing the first linings. Last of all, the thin inner linings were put in in order to conceal, as much as possible, the damage to the present main lintel.

I do not offer this paper as a final solution of any of the points I have brought forward. I give my investigations and theories merely for what they are worth, trusting that they may open up grounds for a further and more complete analysis of this door and of the complex building of which it forms such an interesting part; and I venture to say in conclusion that, altered and transformed as I have endeavoured to prove it has been, the north doorway of the Erechtheum as it stands to-day is still the finest and most beautiful example of a doorway that has been handed down to us from classical times.

ROBT. WEIR SCHULTZ.

BRITISH ARCHAEOLOGICAL SCHOOL, ATHENS,
March, 1890.
APPENDIX.

Note on the Evidence from the Inscription.

At Mr. Schultz's request I have collected the passages in the Erechtheum inscription which may be connected with the north door, and added such notes upon their interpretation as are necessary. For the architectural inferences deduced from these passages Mr. Schultz is alone responsible; but I have endeavoured to present them in such a form as to enable any reader to judge for himself whether they afford sufficient ground for the conclusions arrived at. No previous explanation of these passages in the inscription is satisfactory, or free from grave difficulties; and there is therefore every reason for applying to them a new theory, which certainly seems to suit them much better than any which has previously been suggested.

Several passages in the great Erechtheum inscription (C. I. G. I. 322.; Brit. Mus. Inst. (Hicks) I, xxxv.) have been or may be referred to the north door. The clearest of these is that which calls it the θύραμα, and uses it to define the πρόστατος ἢ πρὸς τὸν θυραμάτος, which still lacked the altar of the θυσίαις and parts of the roofing, clearly the north portico. But this tells us nothing about the door itself, except that it was a recognized and conspicuous part of the building. A second passage referred by Boeckh to this door must now be given up. The inventory, describing the unfinished parts of the building in situ, mentions certain portions as ἀκατάστατα, lacking their final work and polish. Among these are 32 feet of the curved moulding (γυμνός άδος) of the internal wall (Hicks corrects ἐντός, for Boeckh's ἐντός), and 48 feet of the wall in the προσταμαίον. Boeckh had read 8: for 48 (τετραπούδας δῷο for Δ 11), and had suggested accordingly that προσταμαίον meant the lintel of the door; but with the change of the number his theory falls to the ground of itself. It may be added that no probable explanation has, to my knowledge, been suggested for προσταμαίον, for the number equally precludes Botticher's suggestion that it is the little porch outside the S.W. door of the N. portico. But with the loss here of any reference to the N. door disappears all documentary evidence for its decoration with a richly decorated moulding such as we now see round it. Of course the silence of the documents cannot be quoted as evidence against such a moulding, for the lintel may have been finished before the rest and so be passed over in silence, or may have been mentioned in a missing part of the inscription. A third passage referring to some door or doors of the Erechtheum offers considerable difficulty. Among portions of the buildings lying on the ground, and partly or completely finished and ready to be set in their places, are mentioned the following:—

Four marble θύρας, 8½ feet long and 2½ feet broad. These were otherwise completely finished, εἰ τῇ ξυγῷ δὲ ἑδίετο τοὺς λίθους τοὺς μελανας κυθήειν,
which we may translate: 'but there was wanting for the ζωγά the setting in of the black stones.'

The first problem is the meaning of θύρας and ζωγά. In an inscription (Michaelis' Perch. p. 317) the word θύρας is used to mean the leaves of the great door of the Hecatompedos, and ζωγά for the 'rails' of the same door. Michaelis seems to think that the same meanings must be accepted in this Erechtheum inscription; and if so, all attempts to associate the inscription with extant parts of the building must be given up. But there are serious difficulties in the way of such an interpretation, especially since a door with marble leaves seems very improbable; and therefore most authorities have taken θύρας to mean jambs and ζωγά to mean lintel and cornice. The principal objection to this is that in such a case the obvious method of description would have been to mention two θύρας and two ζωγά—not to mention four θύρας and in the very next line to call two of them ζωγά—at least in a list intended to be readily intelligible. That ζωγά should be first included under θύρας and then used to mean ιπτέρητον, which occurs in the next line in its proper sense, seems an absurd suggestion, unless it was the intention of those who make this inventory to puzzle their successors. Throughout the rest of the inscription, all technical terms seem to be used, so far as can be judged, with perfect accuracy. Again, if ζωγά meant lintel and cornice, it is hard to see why the lintel, cornice, and upper parts of the two jambs, as Boeckh suggests, should be in four pieces of equal length and breadth, while the lower parts of the jambs were not prepared at all. On the other hand, the number four precludes our supposing that the lintel only, and jambs are meant by the θύρας. The only explanation left, therefore, is that these four θύρας, if they belong to one door, must be the upper and lower part of the jamb on each side, each jamb being made in two parts, to avoid the awkward necessity of a block of marble 16 1/2 Attic feet long by 2 1/4 feet broad. This measurement I give merely from the inscription; the accuracy with which it fits the aperture of the north door of the Erechtheum is very remarkable, and might alone suggest the inference which Mr. Schultz has drawn from quite different evidence. The measurement is, on the other hand, much too large for the east door of the Erechtheum, with which Boeckh and others associated their θύρας.

If these four θύρας are the jambs, what are we to make of the ζωγά? This is a difficulty I cannot solve with certainty; and I doubt if it can be solved without a more exact knowledge than we possess of the meaning of the architectural terms employed. But I may add that no even probable explanation seems to have been suggested by those who have adopted other interpretations, and therefore that my interpretation is in this respect no worse—though no better—than theirs. One thing is clear—the ζωγά must be some part of the θύρας as we see from the expression 'τοὺτων τα μὲν ἄλλα ἐφετέρηλες, ἐφ' ἐς τα ζωγά ἕως κ.τ.λ.' So far as we can judge from the usual meanings of the word, ζωγά ought to signify cross-bars of some sort, and for these—or into these—black stones were to be set in. I do not know that we can get any nearer to the meaning than this. If we possessed the
original jambs, we should probably be able to make it out; but those who
have compared conjectural restorations of any building or part of a building
with the original, when discovered, know how little use there is in theorizing
on such a matter, and how little probability of hitting on the real meaning.

One more passage may be noticed, which immediately succeeds the last; it mentions an οξε or console for the cornice of the east door, half finished.

The order here is worth noticing. After stones for the pediment, the
inventory mentions as lying on the ground these θύραι, then the console for
the east door, and then the stones for the altar of the θυνή in the north
portico. I do not think we can infer much from this; but it does not seem
to tell for Bocckh's association of the θύραι with the east door; if the console
belonged to the same door as the θύραι mentioned immediately before, it
seems improbable that the east door would be mentioned in connexion with
the console only.

E. A. GARDNER.
The object of the following article is not to review the work achieved by the first editor of the newly recovered 'Αθηναίων πολιτεία, still less to discuss the plan adopted for its publication by the authorities of the British Museum. It would, however, be an exaggerated and perhaps a misleading reticence, if no reference were made to those preliminaries and mere points of procedure. Many sharp things have been thought and said in various quarters about the matter; but there are several sides even to these minor questions. The Museum from amid its priceless cuneiform and hieroglyphic treasures, all crying for publication, need not have regarded the mission of this small Greek argosy as marking so great an epoch. A committee, indeed, might have worked more surely, but it would have worked more slowly than our single industrious and indeed brilliant editor; had assessors been voted him, we might still be waiting the result. Now, as may be observed with satisfaction, the resources of the whole world of learning are being concentrated upon the new text, and the earlier murmurs of critical dissatisfaction are in a fair way to be lost in good-humoured collaboration for a reconstruction of the text. This work, indeed, has been carried so far already, as appears from the March number of the Classical Review, that it will not be deemed premature to raise some questions in regard to the value of the new text, viewed from the side of the historian. It is the design of the present paper to define some of the points which must be considered before the exact place of the new text among our historical sources can be determined. It is no reproach to the editor to say that he has dealt somewhat curtly with these problems in his Introduction and notes. It will require that many minds should independently be brought to bear upon the multitude of questions which present themselves in connexion with the more strictly historical criticism, or, as it was in some quarters too proudly termed of yore, 'the higher criticism,' before definitive results can be reached. If the present paper contribute to elucidate some of the points to be discussed in relation to the historical authority of the recovered treatise on the Athenian Constitution, it will fulfil its purpose, and not be considered a pettio principii.

Here, then, leaving on one side all questions of strictly palaeographical significance, and assuming the given text in a fairly correct edition, a student who is looking to employ it for the reconstruction of Athenian history will have to satisfy himself at starting not merely as to the unity and date of its composition, and if possible the name and person of its...
author, but also as to the spirit or purpose with which the treatise was composed; as to the sources from which the author derived his information, especially in regard to events and persons more or less remote; as to the method or manner of the history presented. The solution of these problems will involve not merely a careful analysis of the internal indications and evidences afforded by the text itself, but an elaborate comparison of the text with other extant or indirectly recoverable authorities. Prima facie the work might be a political pamphlet, like the Ἀθηναίοι ἱστορίαι found among the works of Xenophon; or it might be a strictly scientific monograph, not unworthy of the hand of Aristotle. It might be derived from sources superior to any others now to a greater or less extent open to us, and those sources carefully and critically used; or it might be a careless essay or a bundle of anecdotes. There is no end to the possibilities which might be imagined for the sake of an argument. It may be useful to indicate and discuss, in somewhat tentative fashion, the leading questions.

And first it is difficult to read the text carefully through and to doubt that we are here in possession of a work which, though fragmentary in its present form, was originally a literary work, and the work of a single author. From the bulk which remains the outline of the whole may be restored with more assurance than the figure of the so-called 'Venus of Milo'; at least it is evident that we are dealing with a literary unity. The structure of the work is indeed highly artificial, and its several parts are closely related to each other. This observation points to a single author and a single date for the composition. True, the work falls into two divisions: the first and longer (cc. 1—41), as the text stands at present, tracing the historical course of constitutional reform at Athens from the beginning to the great epoch marked by the Restoration of the Democracy in the Archonship of Eukleides (403—2 B.C.); the second (cc. 42 ff.) giving a descriptive analysis of Athenian institutions in the latter part of the following century, i.e. the fourth century B.C. But will any one argue from this division that the existing text comes from two different authors? It will be time enough to discuss that hypothesis when it is seriously projected. Meanwhile it is sufficient to observe that the two parts, the historical retrospect and the analytical description of the Athenian polity, or politics, were obviously composed to complete each other. This is proved (on internal grounds) less by cross-references from the one to the other (see e. 55 for a somewhat doubtful case, p. 137. last line; also p. 139 compared with e. 7, p. 17), than by the natural connexion between the description of the present constitution and the account of how and through what changes it has come to its present form. This assumption of the unity of the work is well borne out by a considerable number of more or less analogous αἰτίας in the two parts respectively. In the first or historical part these αἰτίας contain references to circumstances or features in Athenian institutions belonging to the writer's own age, and contrasted with the circumstances of the past which he is recording; in the second or descriptive part these references are to antecedent and even archaic
details, which have become obsolete in the writer's own day. Examples of the first class may be found (c. 3, 7, surviving) in regard to the Archons (c. 7, p. 21, c. 8, p. 22, existing restrictions on sortition c. 22, p. 57, the Bouleutic oath c. 21, p. 56, the origin of the use of the Deutelikon and some others. Examples of the second class of references, from the present to the past, may be found in the very opening words of Part II (c. 42). η ἐν κατάστασιν τῆς πολιτείας implying a contrast with its antecedent stages; further, in the remarkable passages on the former jurisdiction and, so to say, didactic functions of the Council (Βασιλεία). c. 45, p. 117, cp. c. 48, p. 121, c. 49, p. 123, c. 55, p. 138. (Cp. also in Part I. c. 40, p. 103, c. 41, p. 106.) Further, in regard to changes in the conditions of the appointment of various officials: e.g. the γραμματεῖς c. 54, p. 135, the Archons c. 55, p. 138, the στρατηγοὶ c. 51, p. 127, the Strategi c. 61, p. 149. Cp. further c. 53, p. 132, c. 55, p. 139, c. 56, p. 140, c. 56, p. 141, c. 60, p. 149, c. 62, p. 153. All these passages contain references to the past, and contrast the past and the present practice or institution. Another argument for the unity of the work may be found in the clear articulation of each of the two parts of which it is composed. In any case it will be worth while to realize more fully than could be gathered from the editorial Introduction the artificial structure of the two parts of the work. And here it will be convenient to deal first with the second part (c. 42 ff.), as well because it is shorter and simpler, as because it is concerned with matters for which, it appears, the author will rightly rank as a primary authority. It is moreover the part containing less of novelty and of disputable matter, apart from the many difficulties arising from the fragmentary condition of the text. It can thus, for present purposes, be more shortly disposed of. A brief passage in the editor's Introduction (pp. xlvi, xlvii) summarises the contents, or at least the main heads, or subjects, handled in the second part: but this summary hardly follows the exact lines of the original. As there stated, this second part is to be conceived of as consisting or having consisted of four sections, dealing successively with the following topics:—I. The admission of the Athenian citizen to his place in the Constitution (presumably c. 42). II. A section dealing with the Ecclesia and Council in turn. (This extends, presumably, from c. 43 to c. 46 inclusive.) III. A section on the various magistrates and their powers and duties. (This section the editor apparently conceives as beginning c. 47 and extending to c. 62, for he describes it as 'fully included within the six columns of MS. which occupy the third roll of the papyrus'; and the third roll begins with column 25 on p. 118 and extends over part of the next section to p. 116.) IV. A section, 'the final section,' dealing with the Law-courts (τὰ δικαστήρια), represented by the text of c. 63, and by the Fragments (pp. 161—170).

These Sections are not, however, quite so clearly distinguishable as is implied in the above analysis, nor is the author's point of view underlying the text quite so logical as seems to be implied in the editor's summary. Or rather, let it be said, the political logic of the author is not quite represented in the editor's analysis. A modern writer upon the subject, after dealing with the admission of citizens to the full franchise, might very prob-
ably proceed "to describe in turn the functions of the Ecclesia, the Council, the magistrates, whether elected by lot or by direct vote, and the courts of law" (i.e. p. xlvi.). These, however, are not exactly the lines upon which the author proceeds. The Ecclesia is very curtly dealt with in the extant text, and in complete subordination to the Council, in c. 43, and in c. 44, in connexion with the Prytaneis and Proedri; a separate and approximately complete account of the Ecclesia, and its procedure, such as afterwards follows with respect to the Dikasteria, there is not in the treatise as it now stands. Either such a treatment followed the section on the Dikasteria, or the author considered "psephisms" of less significance than "krisis" (cf. p. 106, lines 10 ff.), and treated the ecclesiastic function as a sort of process of the Bouleutic. The Boule itself is indeed treated with remarkable fulness, as is right for a body that sits every day, πλην ἐν τῷ ιερῷ ἀβέδου μος ἡ (c. 43, p. 111), and combines (if such treacherous modern analogies be in order!) many of the functions of a modern cabinet and of a modern civil service, or civil service commission. It may be, indeed, that the treatment of the Boule in this work will bring home afresh to students of Athenian history the great prominence and importance of that institution in the governmental machinery of the Athenian state. But the Boule is not separated from the "magistracies," if that English (or rather, Latin) word corresponds to ἀρχαί. The Boule is treated in close connexion with the ἀρχαί; it is treated, in fact, as one ἀρχή among the rest, as an office, magistracy, authority, or organ of government as much as any ἀρχή ἐγκύκλιως ή ἀρχή ἐλευθερία. This position is perfectly plain from the opening of c. 48. It is made still more plain when we find the διάλευκος ἀρχαί treated in connexion with the Boule, cc. 47, 48, and c. 49 returning to special functions of the Boule. It is not, in fact, until c. 50 that we get quit of the Boule and find ourselves among institutions which would be generally described as magistracies, or quasi-magistracies. In fact, the second portion of the treatise is only concerned with one single subject, αἱ ἀρχαί, to which the account of the franchise and its conditions (τὰ περὶ τὴν τοῦ πολιτῶν ἐγγυστήρων) in c. 42 is introductory. The Council, or Boule, is first dealt with, perhaps as the busiest, the most permanent and most popular, or at least numerous, of all ἀρχαί περὶ τὴν ἐγκύκλιον ἔκκεντρον (c. 43 ad init.). But beside the Boule there are included under the term ἀρχαί the various officials, boards of officials, or magistrates as they may perhaps be called, if it be remembered that we are using a Roman terminus technicus for Athenian institutions, treated in connexion with or independently of the Council. The term ἀρχή also covers the office of δικαστῆς, and the Diasts were for the writer of the treatise in a sense ἀρχιουργεῖ. Is it quite certain that the term covered no more? Anyway, the whole extant portion of the second part of this treatise has for its one subject, as the editor indeed very well puts it, a description of the mechanism of (Democratic) government. It deals accordingly first with the Council of Five Hundred, with various official boards of ten, nine, or other number, and finally with the Dikasteria. The brief section on the enrolment of new citizens, and the training of the Ephesi, forms an introduction to the description of various ἀρχαί, posts of power or service,
honour or emolument, for which the Athenian citizen becomes eligible or qualified sooner or later once the franchise is conferred upon him. There are, in fact, four rough and unequal sections in the second part of the treatise, the lines of which fall as follows: I. The conditions of the franchise (c. 42). II. The exercise of the full franchise in the ἀρχαίοι ἀρχαί (c. 43—62), first the κληρονομοι, the Council with sundry other authorities, (43—54). The Archons (c. 55—59). From these may be detached, III. The χειροτονηταὶ ἀρχαὶ or ἄρχαι πρὸς πόλεμον c. 61. IV. The Dikasteria c. 63 ff., not placed here, perhaps, because they were proper to the νεώτεραι, veterans so to speak, but as permanent and not concerned with administration (ἡ διοίκησις) though recruited by the Lot.

Can it be necessary to point out—the editor has not done so—that, although there is little of political philosophy in this treatise, the classification of the ἀρχαὶ, the ideas underlying the second part of the work, are conspicuously Aristotelian? The distinction between ἄρχειν and ἄρχεσθαι and its relation to the franchise; the definition and essence of citizenship¹; the description of the Dikast and the Ecclesiast as ἄρχοντες ἀρσεταὶ χρῆσθαι, and the ridicule poured upon the contrary hypothesis; in short the theory of citizenship in the Politics, especially in Bk. III: ad init., might seem to be presupposed in the treatment of ἀρχαὶ in the work now under consideration.

This resemblance does not, however, extend to details (cp. Politics VII., VIII. p. 1321 B). It makes at first sight for a belief in an Aristotelian influence rather than for a belief in the Aristotelian authorship of the work in question. The reply might be that the greater subtleties and refinements of classification in the Politics are due to after-thought, due to possibilities as well as actualities being taken into account, due to the induction of facts embracing many democratic states beside Athens. But this reply is merely negative, or deprecatory of a premature judgment adverse to the assumed Aristotelian authorship. Meanwhile the artificial and coherent structure of the second part of the treatise furnishes an argument against its being regarded as a mere hodgepodge, a mere compilation from various hands, or the upturning of a common-place book. It is a treatise, or part of a treatise, on Athenian institutions with which we are here presented.

The external evidences point in the same direction. Citations in Polybius, Harpocratus, Suidas and others are especially numerous from this part of the work. The virtual continuity of the text in the newly discovered papyrus is of course evidence for the same conclusion. The simplest and most obvious hypothesis is that we are dealing with a continuous text. The locus probandi here at any rate lies on the other side. But it is a very different question whether every chapter, or every paragraph and sentence is from the same hand, and of the same date, or whether there are any considerable interpola-

¹ Arist. Pol. III. I. 6 (1275 a. 22) καλίτηρ ΧΕΙΡΟΤΟΝΗΣΑΣ, τοῦ δὲ ἀρχεόντος οὐκ ὕπερ ἢ τοῦ ἀρχείτος ἐποίησαν. Οἱ ἄρχαὶ ἐκεῖνοι ἐποίησαν, συνθῆσαν. The definition of citizenship (the Franchise) suits Democracy best, III. I. 10. Add the notably democratic character of a θέαμα, VII. VIII. 17. 24 (1222 b. 12 sqq.).
tions. It will be verily a remarkable text if none such are discovered in it. Two somewhat suspicious passages may here be mentioned: viz. c. 54, p. 133, on the λογισματα and συνηγρομεν compared with c. 48, p. 121, on the λογισματα ἐξ αὐτῶν (ἐκ τῶν βουλευτῶν) and εἰδυναι. The words from Harpocration quoted in the editor's note to c. 54 suits the first-mentioned passage: some words in Pollux, 8, 99, not quoted by the editor or V. Rose, rather suit the passage last mentioned. The editor remarks, apparently without having observed this possible 'doubt,' that 'it is unlikely that Aristotle would have had two descriptions of the same officers in this one treatise.' But is it certain that the ten Logistae of c. 48 do not represent the same board as the ten Logistae of c. 54? If they do, then to acquit the author of repetition, it is necessary, not to say self-contradiction, we must suppose one of the passages from a different hand.

The citation from the Lex. rhet. Cantabrig. (note to c. 54), which gives a passage as from the Ἀθηναιων ποιτεια of Aristotle to which no passage in the British Museum MS. corresponds, may suggest a doubt as to the character and quality of this MS. and its claim to represent the original and authentic text. This copy made in Egypt according to the editor some four centuries at least after the original text was composed at Athens, and made from an already mutilated copy, and made by four different hands, one of them at least not a well educated person, and two others, mainly concerned with the second part, not above suspicion: how far is this copy from being an exact or faithful representation of the original work? True, it is vastly older than any MS. of Plutarch or of Pollux, of Harpocration, or of Suidas: older, indeed, than the original texts of all those authors, save Plutarch. But is it certain that this MS., even if affiliated to a copy in the Alexandrian Library, is as good a copy as that in the hands of Plutarch at Chaeroneia, or as that in the hands of Pollux at Athens, a while later? Fragments of these versions have filtered through to us, more or less imperfectly, in the texts of their works, and may sometimes be preferable to the corresponding passages in this text. For example, the passage on the third and fourth Ecclesiae in each prytany, c. 43, p. 113, looks less intelligible than the corresponding passage in Pollux. On the other hand the new text scores a good point against Suidas in the excellent πρόγραμμα, c. 44, p. 116, line 1 (the Agenda List, or Order of the Day for the session of the Ecclesia). Suidas has πράγμα. But until an exhaustive comparison has been made (and displayed) between this text and the corresponding passages cited by ancient authorities from the work, the materials for the verdict upon the quality of this text, viewed simply as a copy, are incomplete.

Turning to the first part of the text we observe without much difficulty that it is constructed on an artificial scheme, and divided more or less clearly into successive portions; it is a structure, and more or less a literary unity. This observation, which must presently be verified by a brief analysis of the contents of this first part (a task not distinctly undertaken in the first edition

1 The editor's index indeed identifies the two.
of the text), again makes for the belief in the unity of authorship, without precluding the recognition of larger or smaller passages added or inserted by later hands, and of inferior or highly questionable authority. The first part, now specially under discussion, contained a retrospective narrative of the constitutional history of Athens from the settlement of Ion, i.e. from primitive times, down to the Restoration of the Democracy in the Archonship of Eukleides on the eve of the fourth century B.C. This portion, albeit the beginning be lost, is, in the existing condition of the work, considerably longer than the second: its contents possess more of startling novelty, and will give rise to many more varieties of opinion and judgment among historical students, than the second part of the work. It is not to-day or to-morrow that the last word will be said upon the value, for historical purposes, of this part. It is only fair to remember, in justice to the first editor, that he recognises an uncertainty in 'some of the conclusions' which he has drawn in regard to the inner history of Athens from the new material (Introduction, p. xx); but it is impossible to welcome his 'short sketch of the history of Athens from the new standpoint' (Introduction, pp. xx—xxiv.) as a fundamental contribution towards a critical construction: it is impossible to admit that 'the traditional views of the chief crises in that history have been modified' to the extent which he implies, or require modification forthwith to any such extent. However, before discussing further the authority of the new history, the unity of authorship must be established for this part, and it must be shown that we are not in presence of a mere hotchpotch of historical notes on sundry or successive changes in Athenian institutions, but in possession of a literary treatise, or part of a treatise, the work of one age and probably of one author, except in so far as this unity and authenticity may be invalidated by second or third hand insertions.

Apart from the presumption created by the obviously continuous nature of the story of constitutional changes, and apart from the external evidence afforded by citations in ancient authors, there are two arguments which make for a belief that this part of the work is from a single author: the one turns upon the literary construction of the part, the other upon the chronological scheme or system which underlies it, or seems to be implied in it.

I. The literary structure is clear enough, and the author, or some one else for him, has supplied the clue in c. 41. Some suspicion as to the authenticity of this chapter in its present form and extent may well be aroused by the three following considerations: (1) It contains a date, in the fourth line, which is not only erroneous but flatly contradicts c. 30, p. 100, where the correct date for the Restoration of the Democracy is given. (2) The terms or titles by which some of the successive katastaseis τῆς πολιτείας are described do not range exactly with the titles to be derived from a careful reading of the preceding text as it stands. This observation applies in particular to the ἐνερέα καὶ πρώτη τῆς θεωρεῖται γενομένη τῷ Ἔφιάλτῃς ἐπιτίμητος, where the author's formula is ἐπὶ τῆς ἐπιτίμητος τῆς πρὸ Δρακοστότου αἰῶνος ἡ πρώτη πολιτεία. Again, the seventh revolution (μεταβολῆ), the eighth constitution, is entitled ἡ Ἀριστείας μὲν ὑπὲρθείην Ἐφιάλτῃς ἐπιτίμητος.
the legislation of Ephialtes (cc. 24, 25) being thus taken as the terminus of epoch for this stage. But cc. 26, 27, 28, record developments under Pericles and his successors which would entitle Pericles at least to take the place here assigned to Ephialtes. Neither of these two cases are, however, at all conclusive. In the first, the πρώτη might be a reminiscence of the πρώτη πολιτεία, c. 4, line 1. In the second the first two lines on p. 196 may be taken to supply a cover for cc. 26, 27, 28. The Constitution of the Five Thousand (c. 33) is not specified in the summary. To be sure, the original author could afford to be a trifle inexact in his summary quite as well as a later interpolator. Still, this very explicit table of contents, inserted at the close of the historical sketch, has somewhat the air of an intruder. (3) It is followed by a passage on the sovranity of the δήμος (ἀπάνταν γὰρ ... χάρισμα), p. 106, not unworthy of Aristotle, but somewhat like an afterthought, and the part is closed by a colophon on the ecclesiastic wages, which comes in full quaintly to finish the story. In any case it is obvious that, if the MS. had omitted the whole passage constituting c. 41 in the editor's numeration, no one would ever have missed it, or suspected an omission.

If this chapter, or any part of it, be an insertion, it is not the only insertion in the first part. It is certainly very extraordinary to find in the summary in c. 41 the constitution of Theseus described as μικρὰ τιμηκλίνουσα τῆς Βασιλείας, and to find in c. 2 this constitution described as utterly oligarchic. Moreover the title in c. 41 suits the details of c. 3, though it does not suit the details of c. 2, which are likewise inconsistent with each other. The second chapter appears either to be spurious, or out of its proper place: it would come better between the account of Drakon's constitution and of Solon's, i.e. between cc. 4 and 5. It might owe its present form and place to the same hand that compiled the table of contents in c. 41. In any case the contents of c. 2 are highly suspicious in the position it occupies at present, all the more as it stands practically at the beginning of the mutilated text of the existing MS. The summary in c. 41 implies of course a previous description of the constitution of Ion, which would have been closed consistently with the author's plan of composition, as will presently appear, by an account of a στάσις. But it is certainly surprising to find τὴν ἐπὶ Θηρίων τάξιν described in c. 3 after the account of the Kylonian ουρανός δ' άτομ (c. 1), and after the account of the στάσις which precedes the Reforms of Drakon, may rather, the Reforms of Solon. It may also be observed that the opening words of c. 5 are quite inconsistent with the description of the Drakonic constitution in c. 4, which is in no sense an oligarchy, but as described in c. 4 bears the semblance of a timocratic and moderate republic. This chapter itself is indeed replete with difficulties which render it suspicious. Inter alia the Solonian classes (τιμηματα) appear in it before the legislation of Solon (p. 13, lines 1, 2), and yet the property qualifications for various officials in the constitution are not based on the classification, but upon another scale (pp. 10, 11). To other possible anachronisms and anepisthēs in this chapter reference must be made later in another connexion (pp. 27, 33 infra). Enough has here been said to show that
the text of the first four chapters of this treatise as it now stands is in a somewhat disorganised condition. Had the MS. extended no further, it might have suggested the hypothesis that we had on the papyrus only some excerpts or disconnected jottings, belonging perhaps to one and the same work, but not preserved in their proper places or order. Such an hypothesis was, it may be remembered, proposed in respect to the celebrated Berlin Fragments, and it may here be added en passant that the new text confirms the order of these fragments as adopted by Blass and Diels. The disorder here visible may be due to interpolations, and the curious and corrupt text, p. 105, lines 1 ff., may betray some traces of the interpolator's hasty work, or of an attempt to 'harmonize' the inconsequences of cc. 2-4. If these considerations are deserving of weight, suspicion may extend to the second chief passage above referred to, from the omission of a clear reference to the Periklean legislation and the Periklean régions in the Table of Contents, c. 41, as compared with cc. 26, 27 of the treatise. This is all the more remarkable as c. 26 concludes with a notice of the law of Perikles restricting the franchise to those εἴ τιμωμένων γεγονότος, which anticipates the fundamental law of the constitution in the writer's own day as specified in c. 42, ad init. The contents of c. 27 and the manner in which they are displayed, as well as its relation to its context on both sides, taken in conjunction with what has been already said, constitute grounds for impeaching its authenticity. Three points must here suffice: (1) the inconsequence of the opening words, μετά δὲ ταῦτα, κ.τ.λ., (2) the afterthought by which Perikles is included among the opponents of the Areopagites, (3) and the notice, at the close of the chapter, of the introduction of bribery and corruption by Anytus μετά ταῦτα. The trial referred to would belong to the year 409 B.C. Are these 'afterthoughts' of the original author, or of a later hand and hand? It is obvious that c. 27 might be expunged from the text, with some gain to its continuity, and without doing any appreciable violence to the passage in c. 41 which summarizes cc. 24—28. While upon the problem of interpolations in this first part of the work, it is permissible to say at least that cc. 30, 31, upon the oligarchic constitutions of 411 B.C. call for some medicine. The editor's note on c. 30, p. 83, draws attention to one statement in direct contradiction to an assertion in c. 32. As though this were not enough, c. 30 seems to contradict itself in two particulars: (1) the Archons, in common with the other officials who are to be members of the Council, are to be elected (αἰρείοις) ἵπτα ἀκατάστασις, pp. 83, 84. The Archons are to be taken by lot, p. 85. The explanation is possibly that the term αἰρείοις, p. 84, line 5, is used inaccurately. (2) The Hellenotamiai are to be, and are not to be members of the Council, p. 84. A reconciliation of these two last statements has been suggested by Prof. L. Campbell, Classical Review, March, 1891, p. 119, but the passage is at least obscure. These two chapters 30, 31, are in striking contrast and in partial contradiction to the corresponding account of the

Aσθναίων Ποιήτεια, 25.

Revolution of the Four Hundred in Thucydides. Whether one or other is interpolated, at least to a greater or less extent, is a problem deserving consideration. C. 30 indeed contains the account of a mere paper constitution which, on the writer’s own showing, never came into existence. If all the text had disappeared from c. 30, line 5, καὶ ἐν τῷ δὲ down to c. 31, line 3, τάδε, and we read ἔξαρχελα τάξει, βασιλεῖαν μὲν τετρακοσίων, κ.τ.λ. —who would ever have been the wiser? But however the case in regard to interpolations may stand, it is plain that the first part of the Ἀθηναίων πολιτεία contained a history of the inner and constitutional history of Athens presented on a carefully thought out plan. The table of contents in c. 41 corresponds with considerable accuracy to the cardinal points in the historical review. The successive stages by which the present constitution had been evolved, through constructive and destructive moments, were presented indeed in strictly chronological sequence, but something like a logical or literary idea lifts the chronicle towards the plane of philosophic history. From first to last there have been eleven great political conversions—there have been, first and last, twelve epochs of constitutional construction. Six of these lie before the Persian war; six constitutional moments are distinguishable between that war and the writer’s own day. It were not too fanciful to suppose that the author conceived at least the first six “Politics,” or successive constitutions, to have been separated, or connected, severally by a party struggle, στάσεις. But this idea is apparently modified in the last six stages. In them, so far as the developments or revolutions are traced to causal antecedents, those antecedents are sought in the warfare of the time, first the Persian, then the Peloponnesian, rather than in economic or social conditions in Athens itself. With these brief indications the following analysis may be submitted as presenting the literary structure of the first part of the work. In it the lines suggested by the table in c. 41 are followed out and emphasized, and the result is to show that, whether the text has suffered interpolation or not, the author had a firm and clear scheme and outline of the history of the Athenian constitution, and that the literary sketch as a whole is the work of one mind.

The XII. Politeia of Athens.

1. ἡ κατάστασις τῶν εἰς ἄρρητος Ἰωνὸς καὶ τῶν μετ’ αὐτῶν συνοικισάντων, i.e. the settlement of Ion: described no doubt in the lost beginning of the treatise (cp. c. 3, p. 5). It might perhaps be inferred that the author ascribed the first synecism of Attica to Ion, not to Theseus (as Thucydides, ii. 15). The passage in Plutarch, Theseus, c. 24, is at least partly based on Thucydides. Plutarch did not hesitate to dissent from what he believed to be the authority of Aristotle upon occasion. Ccp. Lycurg. c. 28. But it will be safer to take συνοικισάντων here as implying no more than εὐνοικισαν, Thucydides i. 24. It was a Synecism IN not OF Attica. Compare Herodotus, i. 57, 2, 51. σύνοικοι ἔγεισαν Ἀθηναίοις (κ. Πελασγοί).
This must, provisionally be identified with η ἄρχαια πολιτεία of c. 3, η πρώτη πολιτεία of c. 4. It shows a slight deviation from royalty, according to c. 41. The expression here is not so strong as in Plutarch, Theseus, c. 25, πρῶτος ἀνέκλεια πρὸς τὸν δύναν, ἀν 'Ἁριστοτέλης ὤν, καὶ ἀνάκει τὰ μνημεῖα. It might appear as through the author laid little or no stress on the Theban synecism, and regarded as the two chief institutions of Theseus, the threefold division of the Athenians into Eupatridae, Agroikoi, Dedemugri, and the first beginnings of democracy: religion, law, and government being, however, left to the Eupatrids (Plutarch, op. c.). To the speculative historians of the fourth century B.C. a modification of royal power was tantamount to an institution of democracy.

As the text now stands c. 3 appears to contain some account of this constitution; c. 1 (and possibly c. 2) some account of the στάσεις which led to its abolition.

η ἐπὶ Δράκωντος. This constitution is set forth in c. 4. It is difficult to see how any one could regard this chapter as a solid contribution to the actual history of the Athenian constitution. It contains statements which are hardly rash to characterize as anachronisms and as mutually destructive. One of these difficulties has been specified above (p. 24). It may be added here that the feature which seems so extraordinary to the editor, viz. that the property qualification of a Strategus is 100 minae while that for the Archons is only 10 minae, will be no puzzle to any one who recognizes that this chapter is a product of the ideas of a period when the Strategi had long taken the place of the Archons as the leading officers of the State. The constitution here ascribed to Drakon looks uncommonly like an ideal constitution, projected at one of those crises in which, as in 412 B.C. or 404 B.C., 'Restorations' of the πατρία πολιτεία were demanded, and some persons, to whom the admittedly popular constitutions of Kleisthenes and Solon were not satisfactory, may have found an eponym for their programme in the author of the earliest written laws at Athens. As the information conveyed in this chapter, whether true or not, is absolutely new, we are presented with the dilemma that either the text of the 'Ἀθηναῖον πολιτεία used by Plutarch did not contain this passage, or that Plutarch considered it bad history: otherwise surely we should have found traces of it in the Life of Solon. But this supposed Drakonic constitution, with its Ecclesia of Hoplites, with its high property qualification for office, with its Strategi, Hipparchi, its Archons and Tamea, all elected, and its lesser officials appointed by lot; with its limit of age, its limits on re-election, its fines for neglect of duties; with its Council of 401, and its Areopagus as general censor and guardian of the Constitution,—what is it but afterthought taking the place of history?

A passage on the inevitable στάσεις (c. 5 and perhaps c. 2) introduces the IV. fourth constitution—that of Solon. The person and work of Solon are treated at great length (cc. 6-13), but it is not necessary for the present purpose to

1 It is to be regretted that the reading c. 13, note is virtually decisive for the matter.
review the details. C. 13 records the renewed and augmented party struggles
V. which issue in ἡ ἐπὶ Πεισιστράτου τυραννίς, which may be taken to include
the government of his sons, and covers the passage cc. 14–19. The next
chapter (20) records the στάσεις between Isagoras and Kleisthenes, and makes
VI. way for the description of the Reforms of Kleisthenes (c. 21). With
Kleisthenes it might appear as though, in the author’s conception, the period
of revolutions and reforms gave way for a time to a period of warfare and
development. Instead of a στάσεις we have in c. 22 a record on the working
of ostracism (an excellent substitute!), and of the influence of war, which
VII. introduces the seventh stage, ἡ μετὰ τὰ Μηδείκα, the government or supremacy
of the Areopagus (c. 23). This condition melts by degrees into the restored
VIII. and developed Democracy, ἡ Ἀριστεία μὲν ὑπέδειξεν, Ἐφιάλτης ὁ ἐπέλεγεν, κ.τ.λ., though for Ephialtes we might expect Pericles, and must
take this title to cover the whole passage from c. 24 to c. 28 inclusive.
IX. The ninth stage, ἡ τῶν τετρακοσίων κατάστασις, is connected in the text
with the disaster in Sicily, and is described, with some anomalies noticed
above, in the passage cc. 29–32. The table of contents in c. 41 passes over
the constitution of the Five Thousand, described in c. 33, and reaches the
X. tenth stage with the Restored Democracy (c. 34) where the text omits to
connect the restoration with the victories in the Hellespont in 410 B.C.
XI. The despotic governments, first of the Thirty and then of the Ten are
conceived as a single chapter (ἡ τῶν τριάκοντα καὶ ἡ τῶν δέκα τυραννίς); and
XII. this title corresponds to the text cc. 35–40. Finally we reach the twelfth
stage, ἡ τῶν κατάστασες τῆς πολιτείας, the restored and extreme Democracy;
with which stage historical narrative gives way to descriptive analysis, and we
pass to the second part of the treatise.

II. Beside the argument in favour of a unity of authorship based upon
the literary structure of the first part (as of the second part) of the
work, a second, though palpably weaker, argument arises from a con-
sideration of those passages, which appear to show that an elaborate
chronology underlies the historical account of the Athenian constitution.
It may be observed that, passing over the legendary Akastos (c. 3, p. 6),
whose name is not cited for a chronologica! purpose, the Archon Aristaechnes
(c. 4, p. 9), whose name serves to date the legislation of Drakon, and for
the sake of convenience omitting Xenocrates (c. 40, p. 104)), there are
between Solon and Eukleides, between c. 5 and c. 39, the names of twenty-
five Archons given, and the names are given, with three exceptions to be
specified, for strictly chronological purposes. Solon’s name is not used as a
date in c. 5, p. 13, but it is so used in c. 13, p. 33. The name of Damasion,
c. 13, is not used primarily as a date. Mnestheides, c. 26, p. 73, is not used
primarily as a date; the same remark applies to the name Mnestheus, c. 33,
p. 90. The remaining twenty-two names of Archons, from Solon to Eukleid
inclusive, are used for strictly chronological purposes, generally under the
formula ἡ ἐπὶ (τοῦ δεῖτος) ἀρχήνως. Adding Xenocrates, 3, c. 40, we get
twenty-three. It may be said that twenty-three such dates are not a list
when spread over nearly two centuries; and it must be admitted that facts of
considerable importance are mentioned without the archontic date. But will any one venture to say that the twenty-three names used for chronological purposes do not imply the pre-existence and employment of chronological tables, such as the one still preserved on the *Marmar Parionis*? The hypothesis of course presents itself that these three and twenty chronological names may have been inserted in the text by a second or third hand. There is indeed scarcely a single case where the Archon’s name might not be deleted from the text without creating a visible scandal; and, conversely, nothing would be simpler than to insert the appropriate Archon’s name in cases where it does not appear in the text—given, that is, the requisite materials. But the removal of all or any number of the twenty-three chronological Archons, whose names occur in the first part of this treatise, would not get rid of the exact and comparatively full chronological scheme which underlies the account of Athenian constitutional development; for, with the exception of the two excellently attested names, Pythodorus, c. 35, p. 93, Eukleides, c. 39, p. 100, the Archon’s name never occurs in the text as the sole chronological indication for the event recorded. In other words, all events dated by the Archons’ names are also dated by the intervals separating them from other recorded events. This dating by intervals, or casual chronology, is so constant a concomitant of the Archontic chronology as to suggest a doubt whether the two could originally have been independent. To expunge all the casual or empirical chronology from the text would be to do very great violence to probabilities. Though some of the chronological intervals or periods were probably traditional, as for example the Hundred years, c. 32, p. 88 (ep. Thuc. viii. 68), the constancy of these dates by intervals implies a systematic chronology, constructed with or without regard to the list of Archons. The fact that some of the intervals may be inaccurate (e.g. the fifth year, c. 22, p. 57, the sixth year, c. 34, p. 91) does not disprove the presence of an exact or systematic chronology; we all err by rule. Nor is it necessary for the present argument to discuss the desperate passage, c. 13, p. 33, where three Pentekoreides are gobbled up in four lines with unblushing assurance. Provisionally it may here be assumed that a quasi-scientific chronology underlies the first part of the treatise, and that the chronological data have not, to any damifying extent, been falsified into the text by later hands; that being admitted, this systematic and preconceived chronology becomes a fresh argument in favour of the unity of authorship, the unity of date, for the great bulk of the treatise.

We pass naturally from these last considerations to the consideration of the probable date of the composition, a topic which has an immediate bearing upon the question of the real authorship, and a more remote bearing upon the question of the authority, of this new historical source. Something has been added, and something may still be added, to the editor’s arguments under this head. It is urged that the treatise must have been composed after the year 329 B.C., for the Archon of that year (Kephisophon) is named in c. 54. The name occurs in a sentence ‘hopelessly mutilated,’ but is apparently indisputable. If, however, the sentence ‘is clearly an incidental note which
might have been added after the main bulk of the work was written" (editor’s note), it might have been added ever so long after: it was probably, if added at all, added some time after: or it may not be an addition; *prima facie* it is a part of the primitive text of the second part of the treatise; in short, it makes very little for the Aristotelian authorship of the treatise; it is rather a difficulty to be explained away on that hypothesis: we are to suppose in fact that Aristotle was writing, or revising, this treatise within seven years of his death! 

Mr. Cecil Torr (*Athenæum*, 3302, p. 185) has accentuated and further defined the date of composition by an argument based upon the mention of Quadriremes and the omission of Quinqueremes in c. 46—a chronological indication overlooked by the editor. On the basis of this passage Mr. Torr fixes the composition to the years 428—425 B.C. This argument is conclusive as far as the upper date is concerned, assuming that the words ἵπτρημακτ.Α. are part of the primitive text, and it certainly would be rather harsh to bracket all the words from ἵπτρημακτ.Α. (c. 46 ll. 3, 4), even though the scribe was blundering and the corrector nodding over this passage (cf. editor’s note on κακιάς τρηρημας, p. 118). In regard, however, to the lower date, 425 B.C., after which, Mr. Torr argues, a writer would have mentioned Quinqueremes as well as Triremes and Quadriremes, can we feel sure that the author of the tract would certainly have recorded the building of Quinqueremes, of which there were apparently in the year 425 only three in the Attic docks? (Beeckh, *Staatst.* I 5 p. 338, *Urkunden*, p. 76.) How far is it possible to follow the fortunes of the Athenian Quinqueremes? Were they ever built or used in large numbers? Does any ancient author mention them in the Athenian fleet? If not, their omission in c. 46 of the Ἀθηναῖον πολιτεία will not seem quite conclusive as to the lowest date to be assigned to the treatise.

In regard to this lower date the editor argues that the treatise must have been composed before 307 B.C., seeing that the author, in speaking of "the present constitution," assumes and implies that there are ten and only ten tribes (φυλακα), "which number was increased to twelve in the year just mentioned" (p. xxvii.). This is, indeed, a very strong argument, all the more because the increase of the Phylee involved changes in the institutions based upon the phyleic system, and no reference to these changes appears in the text. There is, indeed, a passage in the first part of the treatise which might remotely suggest a possible reference to the later duodecimal system: c. 21, p. 54, l. 7, for a certain good reason οἷς ἐκατερανθρακεντάκειν, κτ. Κλεισθένης. But this may be a mere accident: certainly the whole description of the institutions of Athens appears to apply naturally to the period before the Demetrius and Antigonus. And as the external evidences for the existence of the treatise may be said to begin, though in a very indirect fashion, about the middle of the third century B.C., our conclusion must be

---

that the work before us, assuming its unity granted, was composed between 330 B.C. and 320 B.C., probably before the occupation of Athens by the Macedonians, and rather before than after 325 B.C. As Aristotle died in the year 322 B.C., this treatise on the Athenian constitution, which formed the first of 158 similar tracts, would appear to have been composed, or revised, within three or four years of the death of its reputed author. That the Αθηναίων πολιτεία stood first in the list of the collected Politeias does not of course prove that the other 157 were all composed after it; but it is not likely that it was composed last, or among the last. In any case the narrow margin of time for its composition, or revision, must tell against the assumption of strict Aristotelian authorship.

To any one who accepts the above dates for the actual composition, it will hardly be worth while to observe that the systematic chronology by means of the Archons, assuming these data authentic, might contribute to determine the general or approximate date of the work in question. For when were the lists of Attic Archons compiled and first used for historical purposes? The new text must now take rank before the Maxent Parium as the first document, or monument, extant in which the Attic Archons are systematically used for chronological purposes. If it be assumed that the Archontic data in this tract are genuine, it would seem to follow that the author had a fairly complete and accurate list of the Archons before him, and that it was sufficiently in fashion to be of use: were it known for certain who first compiled such a list, with the leading events in column, after the manner of the Parian Chronicle, we might have a fresh argument for the date of this treatise. As the case stands, the use made of the Archons scarcely serves to push the date of this chronological device back much beyond Philochorus and Androton, who probably used the Archons as dates. It may be just worth while to observe that though lists of Ολυμπιονίκαι, of Πειθονίκαι, and of νικας Διουσιακαι appear among the pseudepigrapha Aristotelis, no one seems to have ascribed to him the compilation of the Archontic List. It is also observable that the chronology in the 'Αθηναίων πολιτεία makes little attempt to relate the chronology of the constitution to the general chronology or course of Hellenic history, such as is found, with some startling omissions, in the Parian Chronicle. We have, in fact, in the case before us a purely Athenian record, apparently derived from purely Athenian sources.

Before opening the question of the sources from which the history in this tract is derived it will be well to determine provisionally the question of the author's intellectual position and sympathies, and of the interest in which the tract was composed. And here it will be recognized at once that, on the face of things, the primary interest and purpose of the author must have been the historical or scientific interest, the justification of a proper curiosity. His paramount purpose is neither to praise nor to disparage Athenian institutions

Berl. 1870, No. 294. This carries a fair inference as to the 'Athenean politeia. If the Lection was the work of Aristotle, a fortiori therefore was the Athenian. The reference to Rhet. Nic. X. ix. 28 (1318 1b) is inconclusive.

but simply to describe and to explain. The author proceeds, for the most part, sine iva et studio, with a 'detachment,' which must surprise us, if we think of him as an Athenian, and a contemporary of Demosthenes. The more conception of treating institutions and their history apart from external politics, and no less apart from the ideal Polity, is a conception not unworthy of Aristotle. It might well be the fruit of his teaching. To speak in a figure: the second part of this treatise supplies the statues (cτα) of the constitution of Athens, the first part the dynamics (Δυνατες). Nor is it true to say that all general points of view, all philosophic insight are banished. The passage in c. 9 on the character of Solon’s Polity shows a speculative turn worthy at least of Isokrates if not of Aristotle himself. Again passages in c. 28—a chapter, certainly, a trifle suspicious—and notably the generalizations on p. 79 and the formula on p. 80 have an Aristotelian flavour in them. The penultimate line of the chapter contains indeed a description of ἀγαθον ρικτὸν ἔργον sufficiently Aristotelian to have been written in the light of the Polities (III. iv. 1276 B). But the formula is an old one: the sophisticated ρικτὸν ἀγαθος exists already in Thucydidès (vi. 14), and one has not to wait for the formula of the ἔργον till Aristotle appears. Another passage with some philosophic point about it may be found c. 41, p. 106. Unfortunately two of these passages are not, perhaps, above suspicion. But even if these passages were given up, it would remain true that the very structure of the treatise, as a whole, and the strictly positis, or positivist interest, implied throughout, betokens a certain mental enlightenment. Not but what the author betrays partialities, or preferences, and relates his story with some signs of feeling. The second part of the treatise may be almost colourless, but the first part is tinged here and there with a warmer hue. Strangely enough these passages are not all dyed the same shade. The two last referred to are commendatory of democracy, and to them may be added the expression in c. 22 p. 59 descriptive of the Athenians and their non-enforcement of ostrakismos, χρωματιν της ειςδυνα ρυθμον πρότερου. This passage is not ironical. In other passages the point of view seems changed. The brief notice of the trial of the Strategi after Arginusae (c. 34, p. 91) is, as the editor remarks, ‘certainly inaccurate’ (note ad locum): the inaccuracy appears explicable as due to political bias: the author in this passage is either unfair or uncritical. In other passages a moderate or intermediate position is implied. The praise of Nikias, Thucydidès (son of Melesias) and Theramenes in c. 28, and the apology for Theramenes already referred to, serve to define the writer’s partialities. Not less remarkable is the verdict upon the Polity of the Five Thousand, c. 33, p. 90, which shows a material agreement with the well-known judgment in Thucyd. viii. 97. Not less remarkable is the

1 With the reflection κόμος γαρ δια δόμαν τοῦ φασμάτων γινομεν τῆς πολιτείας οπισθώτατον Αριστ. Pol. IV. x. 5 (3329 a. 11) αἱ γαρ τὰ τοιχαν κόπων καὶ τῆς κόμου καὶ τῆς πολιτείας. This two passages are not controversial.

2 With the generalisation εἰσαρθοδοτούμεναι γαρ ἀλήθεις τῶν πολλῶν αἰτεῖ καὶ αἰτεῖ καὶ χάριν. οπ. Arist. Pol. VIII. vi. 19 (3306 a. 9) ἀκοςσοκει&

3 Οπ. Isokrates, 7, 156, on the ἀριστεια τοι ἔργων. See also Plato, Rep. viii. 558 A.
express approval of the régime of the Areopagus after the Persian wars (c. 23, p. 65) καί ἐπολιτεύθησαν Ἀθηναίοι καὶ καὶ <εδ> καὶ κατὰ τοῦτον τοὺς καυροὺς. There is here no qualification as in the case of the Five Thousand (c. 33, πολέμον καθεστῶτος): the Areopagite supremacy is the nearest approach to the ideal suggested by the author. But this position is not obtained by the depression of democracy: the general point of view has a remarkable resemblance to the positions of the Ἀρεοπαγίτες of Ἰσοκράτης. Solon and Kleisthenes are the truly popular heroes, as with the orator. Aristides preserves his reputation for justice (c. 23) though his policy (c. 24), as the editor observes, 'is what one would rather have expected to have come from Themistocles.' Themistocles is indeed somewhat discredited, whereof more anon. Perikles (c. 28) belongs to the better type, and contrasts favourably with the later demagogues. In all this there is a remarkable resemblance also to the views expressed in the Politics II. xii. (1273 B). If that passage in the Politics is not from Aristotle's hand, is it any the more likely that our treatise is genuine Aristotle? The chapter on the Drakon's constitution remains, indeed, a crux in this, as in every other connexion (c. 4). It deprives Solon of the credit of being the first legislator to dethrone the oligarchy. Drakon's constitution has most of the good points elsewhere approved of, and ascribed to Solon: the Hoplite franchise (c. 4 p. 9 compared with c. 33, p. 90); election of the greater officials, under restrictions of birth and property (by all citizens instead of by the Areopagus alone? Such might be the result of a combination of c. 3, p. 3, last three lines, with c. 4, pp. 10, 11 and c. 8, pp. 22, 23, if it were worth while to smooth away the inconsequence of the Drakon's record in c. 4); appointment of lesser officials by the Lot (c. 4, p. 11). A popular Council of 401, with compulsory attendance at the sessions; above all the nonophylactic Areopagus to observe the officials and to check illegality. But if this passage somewhat blurs the historical perspective it does not seriously oblitrate the main points in the author's political views. In fine, the writer is no partisan. Though the treatise shows now and then political sympathies, the bias is not so strong as to lead us to expect wilful distortion of fact. In the worst cases the blame may have to be rolled back upon the author's sources. If the history is unsound its unsoundness or shortcomings may be due, rather to the imperfection of his sources, or to the defects of his own methods, than to males fides. The position thus reached leads directly to an examination of the sources from which the matters of fact in the treatise have been drawn.

In examining the sources we may dismiss for the time being the problems of the second part with the remark that, except for the historical

date and complete rejection of the second, is much to his credit. With c. 23, γιορτάζων τὴν ἔοικον ἱκανόν συμμαχίαν αἰτία (§ 6 τοῦ ἄνδρος ἀντικτιστέος), cp. Arist., Pol. VIII. iv. 8, 1304, a. 22, διαταγῆς δὲ τὸν γιορτάζοντα αὐτόν τῇ ὑφ' ἐνόπλων σινθοφόρον. The passages are not strictly contradictory. See also Thucyd. I. 74, 1.
aside in this part, the matter might seem to have been almost all collected by simple observation on the spot, or by notorious hearsay, at worst. It is entirely consonant with this supposition, and with the general methods of composition in antiquity, that no parade is made, little or no indication of the sources is given, in this part. Returning to the first part we find the case very different. To determine with approximate certitude the sources from which the historical review of the Athenian constitution (cc. 1-40) was derived two methods must be employed in conjunction with each other. The first will seek to detect, from a collection of the obvious inner indications afforded by the text itself, the sources from which it is derived; and the principles upon which they are used: the second would aim at a comparison of the text with other extant or more or less recoverable authorities for the same period or subjects, and a resultant solution of the problems whether, and to what extent, the author of the Ἀθηναίων πολιτεία made use of these authorities. But the second task is an immense one, and must for the present be here passed over. In what follows the task is restricted to an examination of the more obvious points in regard to the sources used by the author, and a consideration of the reconstructive method followed by him, or found ready by him to his hand in those sources, when real evidence failed him and them, so far as may be gathered from the internal evidence.

Ach, die Quellen! — Once upon this task there is an end for the while to all mutual confidence between master and disciple, between author and reader: we cease to be amused, and become actively critical; we destroy the work of art, in order to see how it was put together. In the case of epos or drama this may be the Philistine’s method (ἀγωγικός τεν σοφίαν); but in regard to histories, which profess to deal with the external order and to record the actual succession of events, it becomes a mortal necessity. In the present case to close every doubtful point with an appeal to ‘the great authority of Aristotle’ is but a sop to our idleness. In justice to the editor it must be said that in his notes he occasionally admits that ‘Aristotle’ may be mistaken or misled; but it does not appear to be unfair to say that a very high value is set upon ‘the narrative of Aristotle,’ ‘the testimony of Aristotle,’ without any discussion of the prior questions, whence the materials of this ‘narrative’ were obtained, and how far in this ‘testimony’ the statements of matters of fact rest upon autopsy, upon hearsay, upon written tradition, more or less authentic, and how far mere inference, in all its subtle forms, takes the place of genuine testimony and tradition. From the nature of the case it stands to reason that neither Aristotle nor any other resident in later Athens can be so good an authority for the events and institutions of the days of Pericles or Themistokles, of Solon and of Drikon, as he is for the institutions and events of his own day, and of the generation or two immediately antecedent. Whether a later author is to be preferred to earlier authorities dealing with events and institutions of their own day, or of times less remote from them, when he comes into conflict with their testimony, must depend upon the opinion we form of the alternative sources open to him,
and of the way he uses them. Neither literary planning nor chronological system is a substitute for sight and speech of men and things. Prima facie Thucydides should be a better authority for the lives and actions of Themistokles and Perikles than any author in the last quarter of the fourth century could be. At least the question must be raised as to the title the latter may have to preference.

In respect to the institutions described in the second part of the treatise, the new authority may pass unchallenged into the first rank. In respect to the events and institutions described or narrated in the first part, the new authority cannot possibly be taken to disprove 'assumptions' (i.e., conclusions) 'made on the strength of the previously existing evidence' (Introduction, p. xix.) unless the ordinary canons of historical criticism are to be upset. Or why should a rather late authority, whose evidence is based partly upon the witnesses he is called upon to disprove, and partly upon materials peradventure inferior to them, be allowed to take the court by storm? Why should a late writer, undertaking to cover the events of Attic history from the days of Ion and Erechtheus to the Archonship of Euclid, be assumed an uniformly strong authority? That indeed were an assumption which could only be justified by a most searching criticism of his sources and methods throughout.

There follows a brief capitulation of the author's sources, so far as clearly indicated by the internal evidence, or to be gathered from an analysis of the text. Four main heads may be conveniently distinguished in the sources from which the narrative is derived.

I. The bulk of the history seems to be based upon a general tradition and consensus of authorities, or upon the uncontradicted version of some antecedent authority. Mere oral tradition is not referred to expressly, for the terms φαρεῖ, λέγεται, passim; or even such a term as ὁ λέγομενος λόγος, c. 18, p. 48, cannot be taken to imply strict word of mouth. This basis in general or in uncontradicted tradition becomes more obvious when it is traversed or corrected by special traditions, special versions. The author thus distinguishes the common or general from the particular, cc. 3, p. 6, c. 7, p. 10, 19, c. 16, p. 44, c. 17, pp. 45, 46, c. 18, pp. 48, 49, c. 28, p. 80, and elsewhere. All these references are to anonymous sources; once and once only does the author name a prose writer, viz. Herodotus, c. 14, p. 41, by reason apparently of a discrepancy between the versions of Herodotus and other traditions; but it is tolerably obvious, from the account of the Peisistratidae and of Kleisthenes given in the text, that even if the author had not happened to name Herodotus we should be justified in concluding that he had made use of 'the father of history.' A similar conclusion is to be arrived at by comparison of the text with the texts of Thucydides and Xenophon. Widely as this author departs from Thucydides in regard to the story of the Peisistratids, in regard to Athens in the days of Themistokles and Perikles, in regard, above all, to the revolutions in 412-11 B.C. it is perfectly obvious that he had the work of Thucydides before him. Time and tide wait for no man, and space is limited: it is impossible here now to exhibit the evidence for this conclusion, and for the corresponding conclusion.
in regard to Xenophon's Hellenics (I. II.). But a prima facie case may be established by a reference to the parallels between 'Aθ. πολ. c. 33 and Thucyd. viii. 97. In respect to Xenophon a similar case may be established by a comparison between 'Αθ. πολ. 36 and Hell. II. iii. 18—10, where the verbal agreement is startling, and is not seriously weakened by the quasi-Aristotelian paraphrase: ὃς ἐν ταύτῃ τῷ πλήθει τῆς ἀρετῆς ὁ ριστερός μέγεθος for Xenophon's ἐντερ πων ᾗθημένον τοῦτον ἔχουσα τινά ἄνευρην κάλους κάραδες εἶναι. As this passage reproduces a speech by Themistocles it might be argued that Xenophon and the author are independent, and rely on a common source: but the argument is not a strong one, if the date and relation of Xenophon to the subject be considered. But the evidence for believing that the author was acquainted with the works of Thucydides and Xenophon, starting as his dissent from their records is, and strange as all omission of their names may be, is not by any means limited to the items here indicated. Here however upon this point it can only be further observed that the author of the 'Αθ. πολ. evidently had not that supreme reverence for the authority of Thucydides, and that lesser but still lofty reverence for the authority of Xenophon, which is nowadays in order. He does not scruple to traverse their versions, and to gainsay, by implication, their histories. That he does not name them is in accordance with his own attitude to the nearer and the more remote passages in Athenian history. The deliberate references to any authorities, especially to personal authorities, are much fewer for the last six than for the earlier stages in the constitution. Especially for the period of the Peloponnesian war the author plainly considers himself an authority: the unconscious indications for his sources in that period are to some extent favourable to that consideration, as will appear below; and in some particulars, notably in regard to the two Decemvirates in the year 403 B.C. the new text makes a valuable addition to our resources. In regard to the earlier periods the author himself betrays a critical unawareness of the more numerous reference to the sources and their discrepancies, and in two notable particulars he exhibits a sound sense of the comparative merits of various literary sources, viz. in the copious citations from the poems of Solon in support of or in refutation of tradition, cc. 5, 12; and in the use made of the Skolia, c. 10, p. 50, c. 20, p. 53, though the latter is not to be regarded as beyond criticism. Even in respect to Solon's poems, the author had not, perhaps, realised that the poems themselves might be the source of the traditions which they are cited to confirm. But in any case they are evidence of the highest order, and are so used by the author. In respect to the List or Table of Archons, which is presupposed in the chronology of the piece, it may have existed in manuscript, or upon stone; but in either case was a private document, not an official record, though largely based upon official sources, such as the λησταρχικά γραμματεία, or other lists, and any inscriptions with the Archon in the superscription. (Cp. c. 53, pp. 131, 132, and epigraphic texts, even for the fifth century, passim.) It is evident, anyway, that the author has some sense of the relative values of various historical sources.
II. A second class of evidences which he employed may be found in the passages where official or quasi-official records or materials have been used in constructing the text. The most notable of these are (1) the Articles of Concord in 403 B.C., the νυνθήκας τε Ἐθναλείου in c. 39, a very valuable complement and corrective to Xen., Hell. II. iv. 38; (2) and the psephisms of Drakontides c. 34, p. 33, of Pythodorus c. 29, p. 81, and we may venture to add of Themistokes c. 22, p. 64, and of Arisien c. 14, p. 38, with perhaps others. Was the νυνθήκας του Ἐθναλήου of Krates not the earliest collection of its kind? Was any such collection made, or utilised, by the author of the Ἀθηναίων πολιτεία? Or are the psephisms used in the text casual reminiscences or mere accidental intruders? This suggestion appears unnecessarily harsh. These sources, so far as appears, are most prominent in the period for which the author considers himself a good authority.

III. A third class of evidences deliberately employed by the author, though not to the extent which we moderns might desire, is archaeological. To this or to the preceding head might be referred the citation of the κυρίεια in c. 7, p. 17, with which should be compared the reference to laws (φήμα) of Solon's no longer in use c. 8, p. 24. A general reference to this class of evidence, and a particular use of it, occurs in c. 7, p. 20, but not primarily on the author's own part. The remark on the pre-Solian coinage c. 10, p. 27, may or may not be based on analogy. In any case the total amount of evidence under this head is disappointing. The Persian War and later troubles damaged the archaeological evidences in Athens and Attica for earlier times, and what the enemy spared the native builders or restorers destroyed.

IV. But failing general tradition or agreement (ταύτες σχέσεις, οἱ σχέσεις et simil.); failing special traditions and criticisms (ἐννοι, οἱ δημοτικοί, τινές, et simil.); failing individual authorities—Solon, Herodotus, and anonymous; failing skolia, psephisms, and archaeological evidences, the author has a source of knowledge, or rather a method of reconstruction, to take the place of direct testimony, tradition, or evidence. This method consists in a process of inference from the present to the past, from existing circumstances to their presumed antecedents, from a given state of institutions to a former condition of the same. This is a method for the recovery of the past which, if employed with due precautions and in proper conditions, may work wonders; but if used illegitimately is a mere form of rationalism, deducing a past which was never present, as surely as an allegorisating or a subeshmatic interpretation of legend. The method here under review is in vogue with anthropologists to-day. It proceeds upon certain assumptions and analogies: as of the organic continuity of the historic process, the survival in later stages of relics material and

---

1 In respect to the psephism of Pythodorus the editor makes a remark, that (as Pythodorus is spoken of as the author of the psephism) "the oration proposed by Clistophon" was apparently rejected; on the contrary, the highly technical language in which the proposal of Clistophon is introduced would support the inference that the author is following an epigraphic or at least an official text, in which the proposal of Clistophon would scarcely have been included unless it had been passed. Of course the main psephism bore the name of the original mover.
objective of earlier stages, relics which carry us back further than mere reminiscence or memorial tradition can do; carry us back not merely beyond the recorded memory of man, but almost beyond the sphere of self-consciousness itself. If such a method be not critically and carefully applied, and tested by positive evidences and historic traditions so far as recoverable; if it be employed without a full realisation of the differences between the results of evolution and the revivals, or survivals, of earlier stages, between the inference to objective facts in the past (institutions, circumstances, events) and the inference to subjective facts in the past (designs, purposes, intuitions, ideals, &c. of legislators, statesmen, kings and priests); then the results of the application of this method is a presentation of logical fictions, not a representation of historical facts.

In justice to the author of the Αθ. πολ., who largely employs this method, it must be observed that he is more or less aware of the distinction just drawn: we find, as it were, the formula, or a part of the formula for the critical application of this method in c. 9, p. 27, οὗ γὰρ δύσεαν ἐκ τῶν νῦν γνωρεμένων ἄλλ’ ἐκ τῆς ἄλλης πολιτείας θεορεῖν τῷ ἑκείνου βασιλείᾳ. But this anticipation of the formula is little or nothing. Many employ correct methods in reasoning without expressing the formulae for their methods; and many formulate the right methods, only to depart in practice from their ideal standards. An examination of the passages in which this method is employed in the 'Αθηναίων πολιτεία points to the conclusion that the author himself, and his authorities, often make it do duty for direct evidences or testimony, and present results, which are really inferences of one kind or another, and sometimes illegitimate inferences from the present to the past, as though they were genuine memories, traditions, bequests from the past to the present. It is impossible here fully to set forth the illustrations for this critique. The following instances may, however, serve provisionally. In two cases the author mentions the employment of this method by others and apparently endorses the method: (1) c. 3, p. 6, the oath of the Nine Archons, (2) c. 7, p. 19, the property qualifications of the second class (ιππαῖκα). In the second case, notwithstanding the additional archaeological argument, he dissent from the result, apparently on the ground that the conclusion to which the method points in this case disturbs the analogy of the classification (op. c. 9, ad fin.). In the two cases following the author uses this method himself, or accepts its use, and the argument is legitimate, though the results may not be certain: (1) c. 3, p. 7, the sacred marriage of the Βασίλεια, (2) c. 8, pp. 21, 22, the Solonian method of appointing officials. In other cases the method is employed under very suspicious circumstances, and with highly questionable results: e.g. (1) c. 26, p. 74, the supposed institution of οἱ κατὰ δήμους δικασταὶ by Peisistratos, (2) c. 22, p. 59, the supposed motive for the institution of ostracism by Kleisthenes, a case where the author seems to come very near violating his own admirable canon, c. 9, ad fin. Without attempting here further to multiply examples or to discuss details, it may be added that the signals of this method of inferring the fact from the reason are the innocent γὰρ (c. 2,
p. 3, c. 2, p. 5, et al.] the more elaborate διοιρ, or διοιρ καὶ (c. 3, p. 5, c. 8, p. 22), the suspicious δόλ, δόλ καὶ (c. 3, p. 6, p. 9, c. 8, p. 24) and above all the term σύμεια. Wherever these signals occur the critical reader will beware of danger ahead. It may not be necessary in every case to reject the supposed evidence and inference; but it will always be expedient carefully to examine before admitting them. In fine, a critical examination of the system followed in the reconstruction of the past and primitive stages of Athenian history shows us that this authority is by no means free of the fallacy which substitutes inference from the present or remembered past to the unknown and forgotten to do duty for historical evidences, to a greater or less extent. In this process Reason takes the place of Memory, Imagination represents Tradition, Fiction is with more or less good faith substituted for Fact. In all this, it must be admitted, there is nothing un-Aristotelian. The account given in Politica, I. of the genesis of the πόλις, is an eminent illustration of the application of this method, notwithstanding the excellent profession of faith with which the second chapter starts. The origin of the πόλις is there deduced from the existing constitution of society, and the supposed nature of man; and the result is not much more historical than the Social Contract theory of Hobbes itself. But this coincidence in method is no argument for the Aristotelian authorship of the 'Ἀθηναίων πολειτεία, for the method is common to most of the Greek writers, to a greater or less extent, and is by no means confined to them.

Illusions bred of this illusory method may be fairly expected in greater numbers the more and more remote the past with which the author deals. And such in fact appears to be the case in the present instance. The 'Ἀθηναίων πολειτεία is a very high authority for the institutions of the fourth century, but not so good an authority for the institutions and events prior to the archonship of Euclid. It is, prima facie, a better authority for the last six stages of the constitution, than for the first six: a better authority, where contemporary historical evidences are still forthcoming, than when inferences of the author, or in his sources, lead to a speculative reconstruction. It is endlessly to be regretted that the beginning of the treatise, dealing with the constitutions of Ion, and of Theseus, has not yet been recovered: it would probably have afforded indisputable illustrations of the mischief worked by an a priori method in historical research, and have facilitated the recognition of its presence, in more or less diminishing force, in the later stages. But enough remains to put us on our guard against accepting the new authority as equally valid and valuable in each section, and in every sub-division, and to convince the critical historian that each particular statement in this new text, and especially in the retrospective portions of it, must be tested and scrutinised before the full franchise is conferred upon it. The author's methods are not unquestionable, his sources not exhaustive, the points of view not always unprejudiced, the text not all genuine. Even if the argument for ascribing the work to Aristotle himself were stronger than it is, would the result be to enhance the authority of the treatise on the one hand, or of the philosopher on the other? In any case
the historical value of the work can only be fully appreciated by an exhaustive consideration of its details.

To undertake such a scrutiny of particular statements lies beyond the purpose of this Essay, the main object of which has been to lay more stress on some of the considerations preliminary to an historical appreciation of the text than has so far been laid, whether in the Introduction and Notes, by the editor, or in the comments of the learned press.

Reginald W. Macan.

Oxford, 11 March, 1891
ARCHAIC RELIEFS AT DHIMITZANA.

[PLATE XI.]

At Easter-tide last year, while returning through the Peloponnesus from Olympia to Megalopolis, I passed through the picturesque mountain town of Dhimitzana and had the opportunity of paying a short visit to its Museum. This collection is attached to the Hellenic or second-grade school, the successor of a famous institution, which did much to keep alive the Greek language and literature in the darkest days of Turkish rule, and has been almost entirely formed through the archaeological learning and intelligent energy of the Archimandrite Hieronymos Bogiatzis, who has himself conducted excavations in the neighbourhood and whose interest in the antiquities of his country is as keen as it is exceptional. The Arcadian objects preserved in the Museum are of less importance; but a connection with Sparta, where many natives of Dhimitzana are resident, has attracted to it presents of Laconian antiquities from patriotic townsmen. Among these are the two supplementary Spartan steles, those of Timokles and Aristokles, published by Mehlhofer in his "Antikenbericht ans Peloponnesus" in the Athenian Mittheilungen; and the three archaic bone plaques, which are now published at Father Hieronymos' request (see PL XI.) are part of a similar gift. Unfortunately the details of their provenance cannot be satisfactorily ascertained, as they are not the fruit of any regular excavation but only of an accidental tomb-find. They were presented to the Museum about four years ago by Mr. John Kazakos, director of the telegraph-office at Sparta, and had been shortly before found by Mr. Chronopoulos in a tomb in the neighbourhood, on the left bank of the Eurotas, at a spot called the “Bath of Helen” (τῆς Ἐλένης τῶν λοιπῶν). This tomb, according to the report, contained also pieces of mirrors, coins, broken ornaments, and some curious cone-shaped objects of gilded metal, two of which, if placed together resemble an egg and were to all appearances thus originally attached. All these objects are now at Dhimitzana, but during my short stay I had no time to examine them; the coins however need no attention, whatever their date may be, as the archaic character of the reliefs makes it almost impossible that they can be contemporary. We have before us probably older objects, which found their way into a later grave.

The question arises, what purpose they served. Were they votive, or part of the decoration of some kind of cista or box? Both theories are possible. It is not necessary to adduce examples of "anathenai" found in
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graves, as that is common enough; and in the immediate neighbourhood of Sparta the juxtaposition of two warriors and a lady suggests Helen and the Dioscuri. It is likely in that case that these reliefs are similar to the many votive figures in lead and clay first found by Ross in the Menelaion at Therapne, which has recently been completely excavated by Mr. Kastromenos, ephor of antiquities, the sanctuary where Menelaus and Helen were worshipped (Paus. iii. 19, 9). The published specimens of these figures (Arch. Z.Heit. 1854 pl. Ixx.) bear no resemblance in detail, but belong to the same primitive period of art. It is possible then that these male figures may be duplicates of Menelaus; but there was also a temple of the Dioscuri near Therapne (Paus. iii. 20, 1) and the cult of both was popular in Sparta. Each of these three specimens has or had two holes for attachment by nails at opposite corners; this however does not prove either view to be correct. It is equally possible

(1) Polished. (2) Unpolished.

that they were decorative panels of a box or casket which was perhaps of wood, and if so the figures are typical ones applied to decorative purposes. Two bone plaques, here engraved, of the same size and shape with female figures in low relief were found in the Acropolis at Athens and are now in the bronze-room of the Museum. These have the same attachment-holes and are doubtless to be classed with the numerous votive figures of terra-cotta. The latter are certainly not intended in the majority of cases to represent the goddess Athena, but the offering to her of a female figure, in whatever material, was appropriate enough. While then it may be fairly held that these small reliefs are ‘anathemata’ to the mythic-heroized personages of Spartan cult, they need not be supposed to be representations of them.

The reliefs are reproduced as nearly as possible full-size. The dimensions
are only 0.3 metre by 0.8, and in the case of the female figure 0.27 by 0.84.
There is absolutely no trace of colour or gilding, such as is to be seen on the
Etruscan ivories figured in MicaU, Ant. Mus. xii. 10-11. The latter plaque
has a raised ledge at top and bottom: it shows a female to right clas in a
long chiton and a short himation drawn over the head and utilized as a
veil. She is obviously supposed to have both hands uplifted and placed
together, though the artist has only known how to represent one. The
pattern of the flounces, consisting of two raised lines separated by a row
of dots, is repeated horizontally across the dress somewhat higher, while below it
is curved. The pattern and shape of the dress reminds somewhat of the
Mycenae-gem with the female figure seated under a tree, and still
more of the strange term-cotta female idol in thin gold relief. The eye
is a circle separated from the surface of the face by an incision, with a dot
in the centre and depressions marked at either corner, just like the male
eye on black-figured vases. The surfaces are very flat and the technique
is that of an inexpert wood-carver; the hand for instance is divided into
fingers by three straight notches. The figure has many parallels in early
black-figured vases. In the archaic kylix of Xenokles (who must surely
be an earlier artist than the 'Kleinnelster' painter of that name) repre-
senting the three goddesses and Hermes, the central figure, which seems to
be differentiated from the others as Athene, is very similar in the rendering
of the uplifted hand, the veiled head, the bars of pattern across the dress,
and the protruding profile. The two warriors of the other plaques are very
remarkable and are in essentials alike. Both are represented as marching
to the right with the left leg advanced, and wear helmets with bushy crests,
corsets with a raised lower rim but without mitra or περίφραγμα, and
greaves, holding in the right hand a spear with very stout shaft. Neither
has the short chiton of the later Aristion-type of warrior, and both present
an extremely rude and barbarous appearance from their short and squat propor-
tions, thick limbs, and the absence of anything in the shape of clothes
as distinct from armour. Both have long hair, treated in one case as that of
the Diskos-bearer in rolls, in the other almost like a cluster of grapes. They
have beards but not moustaches. In the two cases the helmets are slightly
different. One has cheek-pieces and a flap over the nose, the other seems to
have a chin covering. One carries a round shield on his left arm, the other
has the left arm bent and the hand seems to be also grasping the spear.
The eye in both cases is a mere circle divided from the flat face by an
incision; the nose is very prominent, the small mouth is set back and has an
upward curl, and the chin projects. Under the cuirass are indicated the
outlines of the chest. The treatment of the eye, the pattern round the
bottom of the cuirass, and the notch arrangement of the crest show the
wood-carving technique again. The rudeness of these figures with their
stout thighs, bare feet and absence of περίφραγμα shows the extremely

1 Schuchardt, Schliemann's Ausgrabungen, pl. 49.
2 Roaü-Rochette, Mon. Inst., pl. 49.
Neb, 231, 132.
primitive time of the work. The proportion of head to body is the same as in the bronze warrior from Dodona (Arch. Zeit. 1882, Pl. I.), which has a more slender anatomy and consequently a less clumsy appearance; in both cases the head is almost a fifth of the total height of the body (014 to 0968 and 02 to 107).

A mere comparison with the Spartan stelai would suffice to show that these are genuine specimens of early Spartan art. The famous Chrysapha stele with the notehlike treatment of the side-curles and the flatness of its surfaces shows the influence of wood technique. But two undoubted specimens of Spartan art can be brought into comparison, which show a most remarkable resemblance to these reliefs. The first is a small inscribed bronze, 067 high, found at Kosmas, the ancient Selinus, on the heights of Parnon, 30 kilometres from Sparta, Chrysapha being on the direct line between the two; it is now in the Museum of the Archaeological Society at Athens, and was published (though the reproduction is extremely poor) by Dr. L. Julius in the Athenian Mittheilungen for 1878 (Plate I. 2). A warrior of very short proportions (the head being a fourth of the body), armed with helmet, corselet, and greaves, is stepping forward with his left foot advanced. He has no moustache but is bearded and wears long hair. In the slightly raised right hand he held a lowered spear, and the left arm is bent at the elbow, as if he were carrying a shield. There is no indication of there ever having been a shield soldered on, but it is quite possible, though Julius thinks otherwise, for such signs of attachment entirely to disappear. The resemblance to the shieldless figure on the bone plaque is strikingly close. The only real variations are that in the bronze a semi-floral pattern is added on the corselet and that the lance is not held upright. The crest is treated in the same way but raised on a rod in the round, which was impossible owing to want of space in the flat. The difference of material causes slight variations in the rendering of details: in bone the eye and the pattern on the bottom of the cuirass were raised, in bronze they are given by sunk holes. It is not too much to say that these two works, the bronze figures and the bone relief, must have come from the same hand or at any rate the same school and time. The bone plaque suggests a somewhat earlier date than that conjectured by Julius, arguing from the inscription.

The other work is a fragment of terra-cotta relief, which seems to have been part of a vase, bought by Lebas in the village of Magoula close to Sparta (Lebas vol. iv. pl. 105) and last seen at a dealer's shop in Paris (Conze Annali 1870 p. 279), representing the fight over a fallen warrior, perhaps a scene from the Trojan war. Two bearded and long-haired warriors wearing helmets with tall crests, corselets, greaves and swords suspended by belts are fighting with spears, one bearing a Boeotian shield decorated with two four-point stars and the other a round one. The warrior below has fallen on his
face to right, also having Boeotian shield, helmet and corselet. On the left an archer is stretching his bow and from the right approaches a warrior with sheathed sword. These warriors are not so short and clumsy, but in their equipment, the profile of the faces (cf. also the vase of Aristonophos) and the same cluster-like treatment of the hair, there is a strong likeness between them and the Dhimitzana reliefs.

In these three materials the same type is represented—the Spartan warrior of the 7th or early 6th century with his long hair and his military equipment lacking both chiton and corselet-flaps. The female figures on the Acropolis plaques are obviously later and may be compared rather for technique and subject than for style; the surfaces are not so flat but more rounded and the difficulties of the material are better overcome. The eye for instance is still in relief but quite of an almond shape, the side-locks and the ears are shown, the veil is being drawn aside with quite a different attitude, and a rude attempt is made to express the feet. Etruscan art is not without its parallels. Mr. A. H. Smith has kindly pointed out to me some ivory plaques found in a tomb at Corneto-Tarquinii, which have the same attachment holes and bear a general resemblance to these reliefs though in feeling and subjects they are thoroughly Etruscan (Mon. vi. 46). A similar warrior type is also to be found in relief on the handles of ‘bucchero nero’ vases of Chiusi (cf. e.g. Micali, Ant. Mon. ii. 3); this class, which is probably both anterior to and contemporary with the earliest importation of Greek vases into Etruria, shows similar figures with wedge-shaped beards, crested helmets, stout spears, and cuirass fitting to the outline of the body. It would however be unsafe to draw any conclusions as to connection of art-types therefrom: the primitive warrior type is prima facie likely to be similar in different localities. It may then be regarded as certain that in these reliefs we have specimens of early native Laconian art, which it is interesting to compare with the Spartan stelai, and see the type of Dorian warrior and lady of a very early period reproduced as faithfully as the limited artistic power of the local artist allowed.

G. C. Richards.
SCULPTURE IN SICILIAN MUSEUMS.

On travelling through Sicily in the spring of last year, I studied as carefully as my time allowed the classical remains in the museums of Palermo, Girgenti, Catania and Syracuse, and in the lack of any general catalogue of those antiquities and of any accessible information concerning them, the following notices accompanied by a few sketches from photographs I was able to take may be of slight service. I only wish to speak of the more important objects that, as far as I know, have not yet been at all or sufficiently published. Valuable as these objects are, I have been greatly surprised at the paucity of literary reference to them. The coin-collections and the architecture of the island have been carefully studied and written on; but an Englishman might seek in vain for much enlightenment in the archaeological publications of Sicily itself concerning its other antiquities. The art-journal entitled La Sicilia antica ed archeologica refers almost entirely to mediaeval and modern paintings; and has published nothing classical except the Venus of Syracuse with two or three other statues of the goddess. Possibly the Bulletino della commissione di Antichità e belle arti di Sicilia may have contributed much to classical archaeology, but unfortunately nothing of this publication is to be found in England except an isolated number of the year 1864 in the British Museum Library. There may be some important notices in such works as Politi's Viaggio in Sicilia, or Bartoli's Briefe über Calabrien, or Parthey's Wanderungen durch Sicilien, but I have not been able to find these books in any of our libraries. Serradifalco's Antichità di Sicilia is mainly architectural, with a few valueless references to works of sculpture. The metopes of Selinus and the Venus of Syracuse are the best known objects of these museums, and these have been frequently and carefully published; and the Hippolytos-sarcophagus in the Cathedral of Girgenti has been sufficiently described. The few scattered references in archaeological journals of Germany, France or Italy to the Sicilian museums will be mentioned in the course of this paper; the most important is the description of the vases of Palermo by Heydemann, in the Archaeologische Zeitung of 1870, who visited the museum in 1869 when it was scarcely put into order. The inscriptions of the island have been collected in the Inscriptiones Graecae Sicilias et Italicas recently edited by Kaibel.

Among the works of sculpture in the Museo Nazionale of Palermo there is little that belongs to the archaic period besides the metopes of Selinus. These are too well-known to need description, and the recently discovered
metope was found after I had left the island. Certain terra-cotta male and female heads are worth noticing that were found at Girgenti, and have not yet been published so far as I am aware: they are of the middle archaic style and some of them show the 'Doric' or 'Peloponnesian' treatment of forms, but one or two the softer 'Ionia' or Eastern manner that is illustrated also by another head in the museum—a terra-cotta female head from Selinus with earrings in the ears. We may suppose that at Acragas, as again in Cyprus and Rhodes, the two styles were simultaneously in vogue, and the just mentioned head from Selinus contrasts with some other heads apparently of

![Fig. 1](image-url)

the same origin in the room of the metopes, that show a Peloponnesian style and expression and belong to the archaic and transitional periods.

Of fifth century sculpture, the museum possesses three works of considerable beauty and interest, placed along the right wall of the large court:

(a) A statue restored as Hermes, somewhat under life-size, holding a purse in his uplifted right hand; but the body has nothing to do with the head, being of different and much later work and of different marble. The hair is compressed by a very close-fitting pilaeus, and the whole countenance with its sombre expression and Peloponnesian forms reminds us immediately of the Doryphorus type.
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We are struck with the severely drawn lines of the cheek-bone, the great breadth of cheek and head and the largeness of the chin. The line of the eyebrows is well marked but scarcely curved; the ear is free of the surrounding hair. Approximately one might assign the head to the earlier decades of the last half of the fifth century.

(b) A votive relief showing the nude figure of an Attic ephebos, who holds in his right hand a cloth and oil-flask—the signs of the palaestra; the left arm is enveloped in a chlamys, and his left hand rests on his hip (Fig. 1). The surface of the centre of the body and of the right arm from the middle of the forearm downwards has been broken away and restored, the restoration being certain because the objects which his right hand held are still preserved on the relief. The representation may be illustrated from other grave reliefs; but this possesses a special interest because of the remarkable resemblance of the figure to the well-known Hermes on the Ephesian column. The outline of the figures would be exactly the same if the head of the ephebos were looking up instead of down, if his left foot were placed more freely and lightly on the ground, and if he held the εἰσπαῦντορ instead of the oil-flask and cloth; the congruity of the two prove the wide prevalence of a certain type. But the Palermo relief is of higher beauty; the torso shows, though in a subdued degree, the grand manner of the Parthenon sculpture, and the surface, with the exception of the part about the juncture of the right arm and the right breast, is very warmly wrought. The upward spring of the lips and the curve of the eyebrows remind us of the features of the Eros of the Parthenon. The nose and the upper part of the skull are modern, but enough of the countenance is preserved to display the moving grace of the Attic expression.

c) A relief-slab, sixteen inches high and twenty broad, uninscribed, and containing a rather doubtful representation: a tall female figure in a Doric tetrastyle, and with such an arrangement of drapery as to recall the works of the earlier Hellenic period, is pouring a libation to a man on the right, who wears a chiton and cuirass and bears a shield on his left arm but whose head is missing; above her is a Victory flying towards him. On the left of the scene are smaller figures—a woman, and a man clad in a himation that leaves most of his breast bare, and holding up his right hand. I am not sure of the "provenance" of the relief; if it comes from Athens it would be natural to interpret the taller personage, who is certainly a goddess, as Athene, though she has no other appropriate attributes but the maidenly costume: and it is probably no divinity or hero whom she is greeting with the wine but a successful general on his return, a Pericles or Cimon. It would be scarcely antedating the relief to refer it to the time of Cimon’s victories, for the style of the transitional period appears in Athene’s face, in the great breadth of her cheek, and the faulty rendering of the profile of the eye. If some such explanation as this that I have suggested is correct, the occasion must have been a great one that was thus commemorated. Among the interesting group of votive or commemorative reliefs published by Schöne there is none that offers a close parallel to this scene, although its spirit is quite in accord with many
of those in which Athena appears in various intimate and friendly relations with her citizens. In many of them the winged Victory is with the goddess and stretching forth her hand or a garland to a victor, only never flying above the head of the goddess as in the Palermo relief but poised above her hand as in the chryselephantine work of Phidias, from which the type of the goddess in that series of works is usually derived.

Near to this relief is another tablet, said to have been brought from Athens and containing an inscription and relief, that in all probability commemorates like the last some victory: the inscription is a decree in honour of Leochares, son of Clares from Apollonia, and the style of writing belongs to the fourth century. Above the inscription on the left a female figure is represented who appears to be decked a trophy or perhaps writing on a monument. On the right is a seated male figure, probably Demos.¹

The museum possesses four striking works of Alexandrine sculpture:

1 A marble figure of Hypnos that deserves to be better known through proper publication (Fig. 2). The statue stands near by the centre of the right wing of the first court, and there can be little doubt as to its right designation, for the head is crowned with a chaplet of poppies half concealed in the hair and not very visible from below. By a correct instinct the restorer has placed the head upon a body that may have belonged to a statue of Hypnos, for part of the torch is ancient, and the whole pose is very like that of the Pio-Clementino statue given in Clarke (Musée du Sculpture, pl. 762, No. 1869). But the body of the Palermo statue has nothing to do with the head, which is of quite different marble, and perhaps three centuries older, and of exquisite Greek work, while the treatment of the body is hard and cold. The face is dreamily serious, the head is slightly drooping sideways and the eyes half closed: the lips are rather full and broad; the whole surface is very warm, and some of the forms, for instance the right ear, are rendered with the rarest delicacy. These qualities of the sculpture and the large oval contour lead me to assign the head to the early Alexandrine era: and to consider it the earliest surviving representation of Hypnos in sculpture—earlier than the bronze head of the British Museum, of which the forms are sharper and thinner, and in which the idea is more vividly and less profoundly expressed. The sculptor of the Palermo Hypnos has dispensed with wings, and in rendering the character of Sleep has relied upon the poppy crown, the subdued expression, and the pose of the head. The features are well preserved, but the lower part of the nose is modern: the length of the head is about 6½ inches.

2 A grave-relief from Athens, containing the form of a young boy, who holds a curiously shaped toy in his left hand, and in his right holds out a bird to his dog, a shaggy terrier. The smiling face shows the softest Attic grace and expression, and the body which is naked is excellently modulated without any trace of hardness except in the rendering of the feet. The style belongs to the early Alexandrine period, and the work deserves reputation as one of the earliest that has dealt successfully with the forms of childhood.

¹ This inscription is strangely omitted by Kühnel in his Inscriptiones Graecae Selectae et Refata, I cannot find any publication of it.

H.S.—Vol. XII.
(3) With this may be compared another work in the museum, a broken torso, perhaps of the child Eros, another specimen of excellent Alexandrine work.

(4) A bronze of Hercules with the Kerynean stag, of very vigorous and robust forms, but not very finished workmanship: the face is skilfully modulated.

![Statue](image)

**Fig. 2.**

Of the sculptures of the Roman period some may be singled out as possessing a special interest through their more or less near relation to Pergamene style or motives. Such are:

(1) A relief representation of a combat between the Gauls and the Greeks, which, as far as I can find, has not yet been published, and which is not
mentioned by M. Reinach in his series of articles on *Les Gaulois dans l'Art Antique*. It is unfortunately set so high on the wall that I was unable to obtain a successful photograph of it: but the following is a brief description of the groups. At the right and left extremity of the whole scene are two male figures erect and wearing the Gallic tunic, possibly captives, or rather, as their hands do not appear to be bound, personifications of the conquered country; next to each of these and also taking no part in the action is a woman, the one on the left in the customary attitude of mourning, bringing her left arm across her breast and raising her right hand to her face as she looks down and away from the scene, the other on the right with her hands folded in front of her and her head raised and turned towards the battle which she watches without any particular show of emotion. These two figures resemble each other on the whole though their drapery is rather differently arranged, the woman on the right being draped more in the later Pheidian fashion. Her whole form and expression remind us of the "Thunokhtis" of Florence, except that her feet are not crossed; and the pensive attitude had become typical for the woman of the conquered barbarian land as in the statue described by Aldrovandi: *ha i capelli lunghi e il capo appoggiato su la man manca, mostrando mestitia*. By the side of the women are pitchers turned over on the ground. We have then a *selle* of Greek horsemen and Gallic warriors who carry the spear and the oval Gallic shield, of whom some are erect, some struggling on their knees, and two recumbent under the horses. The work may be of the first century A.D., but there is nothing Roman in the details; and older motives that belong to the Pergamene age have survived in the representation: one of the kneeling figures resembles the kneeling Gaul of Venice, and another reminds us of a wounded Gallic warrior on the sarcophagus of Amendola; the recumbent bodies appear more or less as they are found on the sarcophagus of the Campo Santo of Pisa, and in looking at the warrior threatening the horseman on the right one may remember the giant on the Pergamene frieze who is withstanding Zeus; but no form on the Palermo relief has preserved so much of the Pergamene style and expression as the central barbarian whose left knee is on the ground, and whose shield is raised over his head to defend himself from the horseman's blow: his eyes are deep-set and his brows knit, and the wild hair and the wrathful features are like those of the giant's head from Trebizond in the British Museum.

(2) An oval medallion about three feet high representing in relief a barbarian with wild hair and expression, looking up as though at some enemy above him; his body is preserved as far as the beginning of the thighs; he wears a cloak buckled over his shoulder and he carries two spears. His face, partly covered with moustache and whiskers, is of a more than usually ferocious type; his eyes are very deep and the bone and flesh of the forehead projects over them, and the mouth is wide open.

---

1 *Revue Archéologique*, 1889 and 1890.
2 *Ippolito*, No. 357.
4 The central figure kneeling beneath a horseman, vide Pl. xii, xxii. in *Revue Archéologique*, 1888.
(3) A monument of greater interest than these, and standing in a closer relation to the Pergamene school, a statue representing a youthful companion of Odysseus in the clutches of one of the dogs of Scylla (Fig. 3). The interpretation is proved—if at first it might seem doubtful—by traces of the fins that must have spread themselves from Scylla's waist and appear on the neck of her hound. At first sight of the Palermo work, I was reminded of the 'Milo' in the Torlonia Museum, and felt sure that the name of this latter statue and the tree in which one of his hands is caught are due to the folly of the restorer. And I have afterwards found that this very close affinity of the Palermo and Torlonia statues had been already established by Schöne in the *Archaeologische Zeitung* 1870, S. 37, who publishes an engraving of the latter and a slight sketch of the former (Taf. 34).\(^1\) He has also noticed another head in the Palermo Museum which almost exactly corresponds to a head in

![Fig. 3.]

the Villa Albani, both belonging to the same representation of Scylla and the companions of Odysseus.\(^2\) A few remarks may be added to his notice and criticism. From the literary notices that Schöne collects, and from the surviving fragments of various representations of the same subject, we may conclude that there was an archetype group of some celebrity. And there can be little doubt as to the main forms of it: we must imagine the upper body of Scylla towering above the hounds and their prey, as the centre of the whole.

---

\(^1\) When Schöne saw the Roman work in 1869 it was in the Villa Albani, and was neither designated nor restored as Milo; it was then transferred to the Villa Torlonia, and defaced by the evil genius of restoration that has presided over that collection. The absurdity has since been exposed by Schlechter, *Arch. Zeit.* 1873, p. 69.

\(^2\) Cf. also the head at Hanover, sketched in *Muth, d. deut.* 1888, p. 163, recognised by Dr. Preus as belonging to the representation of the same subject.
the figures of the Palermo and Torlonia collections must have been on the right extremity of the group; the left being perhaps occupied by the bearded man whom Scylla has clutched by the hair, the figure of which the heads at Palermo and Hanover showing the hand of Scylla are fragments. This re-
construction is guaranteed partly by the necessities of the case, but chiefly by the important marble in the University Galleries of Oxford, which has been accurately described by Michanlis (Ancient Marbles, p. 549), and of which engravings are here given (Figs. 4, 5); and with this we may also compare the representation of Scylla in Mon. dell' Inst. iii. 53, and in Mitth. d. deut. Inst. 1839, p. 162. The original we must suppose then to be a large group of free sculpture with picturesque episodes, and with something of the same general character as the group of the Farnese Bull. The small Oxford copy was evidently intended to decorate a fountain, and the subject is an appropriate one for the purpose, but that this was also the purpose of the archetype we have no sufficient reason for saying, as the passages in ancient writers that refer to well-known representations of this theme contain no such allusion. But we have reason for believing that the original work—whatever was its destination—was an achievement of the Rhodian-Pergamene school. In the first place, the youthful figures of Palermo and the Villa Torlonia—as a glance at the accompanying figure will show—forcefully remind us of the pose and motive of Laocoon; in the next place, the well-known style of that school appears in the head and body of the Palermo statue, in the large surfaces of the pectoral muscles, in the treatment of the wavy hair, in the violently wrought features and the vehement expression. The other head in this museum, closely akin to that in the Villa Albani which used to be called Thersites, has been with some probability attached by Schöne to this group; the expression is yet more violent and approaches the barbaric, but still shows a general resemblance to that of the Laocoon. Both the Palermo fragments are of the Roman period, but the Torlonia statue is still later and of worse execution, showing however the same dramatic and pathetic qualities of sculpture. And we cannot trace the subject far back into the older periods of Greek art: for we cannot say that the Scylla of Nicomachus was a representation that included the companions of Odysseus. Again, we have certain a priori reasons—whatever the weight of such reasons are—for attributing the subject to the above-mentioned school, as one, if not invented by them, at least congenial to them: we have other instances of their skill in dealing with the personifications of the sea, as for instance the Triton of the Vatican; and the subject in question admits of that vehement expression of mere physical pathos which they loved. We find a Scylla with hounds around her waist and serpent legs on a vase from Pergamon now at Berlin. Thus it may be more than a mere coincidence that the same representation on an Etruscan cinerary urn has a formal resemblance in outline to the group of Laocoon, and in details to some of the groups in the Pergamene gigantomachy.

(4) A small relief containing the figure of a youthful giant with both

---

1 The description of the bronze statue of Scylla in the epigram Anth. Pal. ix. τὸν θρόνον τῆς τρόφιμος, τὸν θρόνον τῆς Υῖαίνης, would apply to such a work as we might expect from the Pergamene school.

2 No. 2894, Beschreibung der Fund von Pergamon im Antiquarium.

3 Villa Mon. dell. Inst. iii. 53, and Hausmeister, No. 1762.
hands uplifted and serving as an architectural support: he has serpent legs, and the style of the Pergamene school, though much debased, appears still in the torso and the face.

(5) A small statue of Hercules wearing the lion's skin as a helmet, and holding the apples of the Hesperides; many parts of it and especially the arms have been restored. The rendering of the face shows a faint impress of the style of this school.

(6) A mosaic containing a very striking bust of Poseidon with his trident; he has the wild hair and expression proper to the later type; also a head of Helios crowned with rays. The countenance is full of passion and shows a development of the type seen on coins of Rhodes.

Of the later Roman period and of general affinity with Alexandrine themes, the following are noticeable: (a) a youthful satyr pouring a libation, a copy of an early and much imitated work; (b) a relief of comparatively good style showing the sleeping Ariadne in the pose of the Vatican and Torlonia statues, attended by a boy Eros, revealing her to Bacchus who must be supposed to be coming from the left, while a fawn is looking towards the approaching god, and a maenad is shaking her crotalos over Ariadne; (c) the Zeus-statue of Tyndaris, described by Abeken and Overbeck and over-rated by both; there is a certain simple grandeur in the arrangement of the drapery, but the rendering of the body is very coarse and dull. It is Greek marble worked from a good original but in the Roman period.

The vases in the Palermo Museum have been described by Heydemann in three papers of the Archäologische Zeitung (years 1871 and 1872). I will only mention a few important representations which do not occur in his list, and which perhaps have been added since his visit to the collection: (a) A black-figured vase on which Hercules is represented carrying the Cercopes on a pole over his shoulder, while Athene behind is holding out her aegis and encouraging him. (b) A black-figured amphora showing Hercules with the dead bear which he holds in the usual fashion over Eurytheus who has retired into the well. (c) A red-figured crater, of fine fifth century style, containing a group of Dionysos and his maenads with Eros: it is one of those vases that as regards the treatment of the drapery and features might illustrate the style of Polygnotus. The figure and countenance of Eros are very striking: he stands with one foot raised as if he were buckling his sandal; there is an unusually profound expression in his face.

Of the sculpture and vases at Girgenti nothing as far as I can learn has been published except the well-known sarcophagus of the Hippolytos-representation that stands in the Cathedral. The small museum contains some vases, and one important work of sculpture: of the former I can only mention a black-figured crater with white marking of the flesh on which the struggle of Peleus and Thetis is represented, and a red-figured vase with the finely drawn figures of Dionysos and Hephaestos, the wine-god leading him on the ass back.

1 Vide Annuar dell' Inst. 1839, p. 63, and Overbeck, Kunst-Methode, Bd. 1, p. 132 (with sketch).
SCULPTURE IN SICILIAN MUSEUMS.

to Olympos. The work of sculpture deserves to be known, and I regret that I could not obtain a photograph of it. It is the statue of a boy in the style of the transitional period, closely resembling the bronze boy in the Louvre. The right leg is advanced, and the right arm extended; but otherwise the pose is stiff and constrained; for the hips are parallel and the weight falls equally on both feet.

There is only a faint indication of the diaphragm and the ribs but the rendering of the large surfaces of the breast and of the muscles about the hips is excellent. The hair is bound in a fillet and shows the imitation of bronze work as it falls in parallel vertical spirals over the forehead, leaving both ears free. The head is somewhat four-square: the centre of the face a long oval; the cheeks are very broad and the chin large; the line of the lips is straight and the lower lip slightly flattened outwards; the eyes are very narrow and long and the lids not very prominent.

The collection of the Catania Museum has little of value compared with those of Palermo and Syracuse. Among the vases a fine red-figured oinochoe is of interest, showing the representation of the pursuit of Ganymede by Zeus. The god bears a sceptre and wears a fillet and chlamys; a slight touch of archaism survives in some of the details, as for instance in the beard of Zeus, but the drawing and the articulation of the flesh show the power and freedom of the best fifth century style. There are few works of sculpture of importance. I observed some terracotta heads of the archaic period, and the sensuous Ionic style, and a good bronze figure of fifth-century work, a goddess with an arrangement of drapery that resembles that of the Guistiniani Vesta. The Polyphemos relief, described in the Archäologische Zeitung, is of late and coarse style: the faces of Odysseus' companions, as well as the face of Polyphemos, show something of the wild gigantesque character in the forms and expression. Worthy of notice also is a fragment about four inches high of a head of Hercules with the lion's muzzle on the top. It has some resemblance to the head of the Glykonische statue, and the great breadth between the eyes, its corrugated forehead and hollow temples are forms common in works of the Pergamene sculpture.

The Museum of Syracuse is perhaps richer than that of Palermo in classical remains, but there has been even less record of it. Among its most interesting acquisitions in recent times are some fragments of sculpture brought from Africa—when or from what site I was unable to discover:

1. A very archaic head of a goddess wearing the polos, with hair arranged over the forehead in a row of small circles and falling down over the shoulders in two knotted plaits: the expression of the fleshy face with its staring eyes is like that of the archaic head from Ephesus in the British Museum.

2. Near this a colossal veiled head—perhaps of Demeter—but so defaced that I could not decide upon its age, though I was led to think it archaic: it is adorned with a stephan e and anthemion, and shows traces of

2. 1871, p. 126.
red paint; the centre of the face is very flat, and rather falls in, the chin is long and the sockets of the eyes very large: some recognisable Demeter-faces of the fourth century B.C. display such forms.

(3) A large female head about 12 inches high and 16 deep, a fragment of a colossal statue of Athene, as the helmet is visible, below which a mass of hair appears marked in faint rippling lines and almost hiding the ears. The face is a broad full oval outline, and the treatment of the flesh shows the soft Asia Minor style of the Alexandrian period; and the type seen in some heads from the Museum is shadowed in the forms of its mouth and chin and in the parts about the eyes. The head is turned to one side with a slightly sentimental effect.

(4) A head of Zeus-Ammon, that might be of the fourth century, and if it were not so injured would take a high rank among the representations of the god, for this subject is exceedingly rare among the marbles of a good Greek period: the depth of the head is almost as great as the height (the proportion being about 13 inches to 14); the forehead and the eyes conform to the type of the Zeus heads of the fourth century; and apart from the horns one cannot detect much of the character of the ram-god: the mouth is partly open, but the teeth scarcely appear, nor is there any of that sensual or bizarre expression apparent which marks the later Ammon-heads. There is some power of thought in the face, and on the whole the rendering shows an Attic hand.

Of the other works in the museum I can say nothing about the "provenance." The archaic period is represented by some terra-cotta figures showing for the most part the stiff, sharp forms of the "Peloponnesian" style; a large female head wearing the stephane with purple-coloured hair drawn in zig-zag lines is a conspicuous instance of this manner; the forms of the face resembling those of the "Apollo" of Tenea. There is also an archaic marble statuette of a priestess in the same pose as the greater number of the statues found recently on the Acropolis. Nothing is to be found in the museum except among the coins that belongs to the Pheidias period, but there are a fair number of good Greek works of later schools, of which the following is an account:

(1) A torso of about 16 inches, a part of a male figure wearing a himation that passes round the middle of the body and is gathered in under the left shoulder; I seemed to discern traces of a staff here, and the body inclines to the right; it may then be an Asclepios or an Athenian citizen in the attitude seen on many reliefs and in the Parthenon frieze. The rendering of the flesh is very warm and soft, and shows good fourth century style.

(2) A charming Greek head in limestone, about 3½ inches high, bound with a laurel crown, of high oval contour and very pure expression, perhaps a head of Artemis.

(3) A statuette of a maiden, unfortunately headless, but with great beauty of drapery: her left hand is placed on her hip: she wears a long high-graded chiton with himation, and the drapery is almost transparent, as is the fashion in early third century work, but the older style appears in the columnar folds of the left side.
A striking terra-cotta figure of Eros, about five inches high, in an attitude that probably reproduces a work of great sculpture: he is shooting upwards into the air towards his left, as though Zeus were his mark: the red- or pink-coloured chlamys over his left shoulder recalls the lyrical passage of Sappho, the forms of his breast and torso are almost feminine and the hair is a luxuriant mass.

The Aphrodite of Syracuse, the only well-known work of the museum, upon which a few words may be allowed here: the workmanship of the very warm and soft surface is entirely Greek, and the articulation of the lower part of the torso is skilful: the marble has been polished, but does not seem to have been worked over by a later chisel. As regards the motive, the idea of the Cnidian original has in the main been preserved with some alterations; it would seem that the right hand was lifting a strip of the drapery across her breast, as certain signs may be interpreted as traces of the drapery between the breasts and of the fingers that touched the left breast.

Of the Roman period there are two very noticeable works that it would be a gain to publish well:

1. A head of Poseidon of great power and expression and of wholly Greek treatment of the forms, though the surface does not show the warmth of pure Greek work: the long and flowing hair rises up over the forehead and falls in partially severed masses, as though matted with the seawater: there is an immense protuberance of bone in the centre of the forehead and the eye sockets are very deep, as in the Pergamene type of the water-gods, the depth of the head is great and the skull is almost concealed by the hair, only that the outline of it is indicated by the pressure of a fillet: the expression is wildly excited.

2. A small archaistic relief of good Roman work, representing the Indian Dionysos, with stiff Oriental curls and a touch of Oriental form; the lower lip is strangely protruding and the forehead is prominently barred; the effect of the head is partly un-Hellenic, and the expression rather sensual.

I. R. FARNELL.
EXCAVATIONS IN CYPRUS, 1890.

THIRD SEASON'S WORK. SALAMIS.

[Plates IV.—X.]

A few words will suffice to introduce the following report on the work of the Cyprus Exploration Fund at Salamis. It was intended to prefix a brief sketch of the history of the city, but it was found that to be of value the sketch would outgrow the limits defined by the occasion, and the present account is already too long. That history is often difficult and obscure, and I hope to handle it in another place, but the main outlines are sufficiently familiar, for which it is enough to refer the reader to the material accumulated by Engel in his monograph 'Kypros,' a book which, although published half a century ago and by no means free from errors, still remains the standard authority on the subject. The site has been described by many travellers from Pococke and Drummond to the latest account by Mr. Hogarth in his 'Devia Cypria.' Our plans and Mr. Tubbs' narrative are a sufficient supplement to their notices.

Excavation at Salamis is no new project. General di Cesnola spent large sums of money at this place on three different occasions, but with no result in any way satisfactory. His brother Major Alexander di Cesnola for some time kept a band of diggers at work among the tombs between the monastery of S. Barnabas and the village of Encomi. His extraordinary topographical remarks show that he had little or no personal acquaintance with the site. After the British occupation Sir Charles Newton took up the project on behalf of the British Museum, and through Mr. C. D. Cobham, the Commissioner of Larnaca, employed the well-known archaeologist M. O. Richter to conduct an excavation on the site of Salamis. Part of a Roman house, including a bath and small mosaic, was discovered, and is marked on our plan. Beyond a few remarks in the Repertorium für Kunstwissenschaft 1886, vol. ix. p. 204, I am not aware that any account of this excavation has been published. Herr Richter has also worked on the necropolis of Salamis, of which he has given some description in the Mittheilungen des Institutes in Athen 1881, vi. p. 191 and p. 244. Readers of this Journal will remember his account of the prehistoric 'Tomb of S. Catherine' in the fourth volume. Among the most important of Herr Richter's many services to Cypriote archaeology may be reckoned the accidental discovery of two marble capitals
under the sand near the Forest Guard's house, which occurred while he was employed in the Forest Department, and subsequently gave us a clue to one of our sites.

The excavation of Salamis was an idea early entertained by the Committee of the Exploration Fund. The idea was ambitious, and one felt as soon as one saw the site that the sum at command was ludicrously small for the undertaking, for buildings worth excavating had first to be laboriously sought. It is, however, satisfactory to have made a start, and we may hope that the past season's work is only preliminary to larger operations. Considering its tentative character the excavation has met with a fair measure of success. Interest will naturally be directed chiefly on the one hand to the topographical and architectural results—especially the plans of the Agora and of the temple court in the sand, and the great Bull's head capital—and on the other to the finds from the Sand site, the Cistern, and Toũ̄irra, and among these more particularly to the important fragments of painted terracotta statues. Mr. Tubbs has written the sections on the Excavations and Inscriptions, I have contributed the description of the Finds. We have worked quite independently, and are each of us solely responsible for our respective shares in the following account. It is perhaps inevitable that in so large and often difficult a subject there should be occasional differences of opinion, but the division of matter is sufficiently distinct to save us from the necessity of discussing them, and we have striven rather to set the facts before the reader than to develop views about them.

The season's work did not end with the excavations at Salamis. A small additional sum was procured for the purpose of continuing the previous year's operations at Polis on the Chrysochou, on what promised and proved to be more trustworthy and profitable sites than those before explored. The results of this further work will, it is hoped, be published in a succeeding number of this Journal.

There remains the grateful duty of thanking the many friends in Cyprus whose kindness contributed so much to render our sojourn there a pleasant one. Some are old friends, some were new, but in their kindness there was no distinction. It is impossible to name all, and invidious to make a selection, but we cannot omit to mention the hospitality which we enjoyed from His Excellency Sir Henry Bulwer, Captain and Lady Evelyn Young, Mr. C. D. Cobham, Mr. Justice Smith, Mr. H. Thompson, and from Mr. Williamson. The rest will understand that they are not forgotten.

J. ARTHUR R. MUNRO.

[Mr. Tubbs having left England early this year to take a post in Australia, the task of seeing his work through the press has devolved on others; for many reasons this task was a difficult one, and as his sections stand they probably contain blemishes which the author, by a revision in print, might have removed.—Ed.]
I.—The Excavations.1

THOUGH the one of us came from the South and the other from the North, both J. A. R. Munro and myself reached Larnaca the same day, Jan. 8. It was a Wednesday. On the Friday, having spent the interval in getting together various stores and necessaries, we were again en route; and, after riding seven hours through a Cypriote deluge, evening found us in the bar of the Royal Oak, Varosia, vainly trying by help of a charcoal brazier to exhaust from clothes, baggage, servants, and selves some of the superabundant moisture. Next day the remaining six miles to Salamis were laid behind, and our tent pitched for the time in the adjoining village of Ai Sergyi. There, until Captain Young, the Commissioner of Famagüsta, could arrive, and fix boundaries to the sites it was proposed to excavate, we found plenty to do in verifying old inscriptions or hunting for new, in wandering again and again over the ruins of the ancient city, in enrolling labourers or hearing such antiquarian gossip as Ai Sergyi and Encomi could furnish up, and, finally, in transferring bag and baggage to more convenient quarters in a house built originally for the local forest-guard, which, standing all but upon one of the sites to be excavated, not only conducted to our comfort but proved of material assistance to the better prosecution of our work. Alas! next season's excavation will necessitate the removal of our six months' home.

In anticipation of Captain Young's arrival, three sites had been chosen where first to tempt fortune. Salamis as it exists to-day is a waste, rather more than a mile long and six furlongs broad—a waste covered with stones great and small, squared or rough, with here and there yet standing remnants of walls, floors of houses, and drums of columns. Spring transforms the desert into a miniature forest of thousands of tall fennel bushes, under whose shade grow innumerable mushrooms. The ground takes the form of a low plateau, bounded on the east, north, west, and south, respectively, by the sea, by a sand tract interrupted by salt marshes, by the main road from Famagüsta to Tricano, and by the valley of the Pediaeus. The surface of this plateau is broken by numerous alternating hills and depressions, in the main natural, but due, partly, to accumulations of débris: the greatest height may be 50 to 60 ft. above sea-level. Westward, behind the town as one looks from the sea, stretches a broad tract of perfectly flat country, the rich corn-land of the Mesoréa, gradually contracting in the distance between the embracing arms of two mountain-ranges, one of which runs from the nose of the Carpass westwards forming the backbone of the island, while the other is the higher group of Trócós, capped through the spring months by a

---

1 The writer wishes to express his gratitude to Mr. A. H. Smith for the pains he has taken in overseeing the preparation of plates and woodcuts, and to Mr. R. W. Schultz for many valuable suggestions, and for his assistance in re-drawing and arranging the plans of the sites.
glistening hood of snow whence a keen Tramontana blows down upon the eastern coast. Nearer at hand the level line is varied by modern villages and ancient ruins. Bulking large against the horizon rises the monastery of Ai Varnava, occupying the traditional scene of the martyrdom of St. Barnabas. Below, and standing out white in the sunlight against the monastery's darker mass, lies the strange old tomb which the natives assign to St. Catherine, but which, half-built, half-brown in the rock beneath, has the massiveness and simple grandeur of an age before history was written on parchment. To the right stretches the long trail of a great aqueduct which supplied Constantia with water, probably from Kythrea. Many of its pointed arches are still standing, more grand in their solitude than when once they formed only a few links in a chain.

Resting the gaze now on that which lies closer at hand, three landmarks at once catch the eye—the wall of the later city, the strangely massive ruins of a church, and the so-called Leventron. A line drawn from one to other of the two latter and slightly prolonged will nearly cut the three sites which we had marked out for our first essay. Pococke, in his Description of the East (II. p. 216), writes: 'On the north of the new city, just within the gate, there are several grey granite pillars lying on the ground; two or three Corinthian capitals of grey marble cut in a very beautiful and particular manner.' Pococke here describes the first of our sites, but the Corinthian capitals of which he speaks have either disappeared in the last century or are a mistake for the limestone capitals of our last site (H) which lies close at hand. Mr. Hogarth visited Salamis in the summer of 1888, and, though it was no part of his plan to deal with well-known ground, he left a valuable note of his observations in Devia Cypros, p. 61. I quote the passage in full: 'There are two places in this wilderness where I longed to set a few diggers to work; the one is near the south-western corner of the site, just within the walls, where a fluted shaft of white marble, evidently deeply buried, is peeping out of the ground; the other is at the north-western angle beyond the Aetova, where, in a well-defined oblong depression, much choked with sand, lie half-buried a number of glistening granite shafts of very large diameter—quite half as large again as any on the site of New Paphos; the sand here is strewn with fragments of a white marble pavement. That this is a temple-site I have little doubt.' The first site here mentioned we failed altogether to find, and can only assume that the fluted shaft is identical with one which according to the villagers—whose accounts, however, were somewhat confused—had been conveyed away quite recently by stone-stealers, a class of thieves from whom Salamis has suffered enormously in past years. The second site is that on which we dug first, but Mr. Hogarth has erred slightly in connecting with it either a deposit of sand or fragments of a marble pavement. Mr. Hogarth had also noticed, though he does not especially refer to it, the long rectangular depression which runs southwards from the Leventron, and supplied our third site. The remaining site, of the three chosen, is not described by previous travellers, but was seen by Mr. Hogarth. It lies close to the Forester's House, and had been accidentally
discovered in digging for water to supply the needs of a plantation which the English Government had a year or two after the occupation commenced along the sand dunes in the eastward half of the town.

On Wednesday, January 15th, just a week after we landed in Cyprus, Captain Young who had been absent in the Carpass, came over from Famagosta, saw our sites and fixed their boundaries. The greater part of Salamis belongs to Government; but here and there are patches of ground, which, having been cleared and tilled before the land was declared public, have remained in private possession. As the terms under which excavation can be carried on vary somewhat according to the owner of the property, it was necessary first to determine whether any of the ground selected was claimed by private persons. Fortunately this was not the ease.

**Site A** or **"The Columns"** (Plate VI).

Close to the northern wall of the new city and about halfway along its irregular course from west to east is a slight depression bounded by a double line of rising ground which gives it, roughly, the form of a rectangle, some 150 x 190 feet. The surface is covered by large fustas of granite, which lie in a certain rude order, and, though mainly crowded together towards the south-west corner, suggest to a hasty glance the ruins of a four-sided colonnade. Of capitals or entablature, much less of walls, there is no trace above ground; nor, so far as concerns the two former, was any discovered below. The columns were indeed of granite, plain, and Roman; but they lay on the surface. There was hope then of a rich underlayer, and here accordingly, on January 16th, the first sod of the season 1889-90 was cut.

The site being rectangular two trenches were dug N.-S., and E.-W., intersecting near the centre [A A and B B on accompanying plan, Pl. VI. Site A]. Two more were afterwards added [C D], and some enlargement of the former pair took place. Subsequently also probing shafts—none running to great depth—were tried at various points [a, b, &c.]; but the results attained were no great inducement to further work. In trench A A a depth of 13-14 feet was frequently reached, under column 1 as much as 15'6"-16"; elsewhere digging was less deep and in some of the probes was carried down only two or three feet from the surface. Throughout, the earth showed signs of frequent disturbance; débris was plentiful, actual objects few. A first layer of from 5 to

---

1 As it was necessary to distinguish the different sites, I first lettered them consecutively, and then replaced the letters where possible by a title to which excavation showed the particular site to have a claim.

2 Unless the fragments mentioned below are such.

3 For the sake of brevity and clearness I have added at the close of this section a short abstract of dates, and of numbers of workpeople employed.

4 The difference of level between the centre and south end of the site is 0", and between the centre and north end, 2' 6".

Measurements of depth, where given, are calculated from the ground directly above, and are not adjusted to a uniform level.
8 feet was full of faults: drains made of stone or terra-cotta, wretched late tombs, fragments of building without meaning or connection were inextricably mixed together. Below this line there seemed to have been less disturbance, and masonry grew more regular and coherent. The soil as a whole was remarkably dense, and at some points as firm as though it had been purposely rammed and packed. Labour was proportionally hard and slow; it was equally ill repaid. Of the various classes of finds sculpture had no representative, unless part of a face in bronze slag may be excepted; of inscriptions, only two or three chips; pottery, mainly broken pieces, not numerous, from late Roman to black-glaze, and so-called "primitive" Cypriote; a bare half-dozen bronze coins, with some miscellaneous fragments such as a head in terra-cotta, a bronze horse-shoe (?), some enamelled glass, a portion of Turkish window-grating [5 feet], and animal bones [4 feet] complete the tale.

More coherency was observed at a few points on the site. Thus 5' 6" south of the intersection appeared a cement floor in which was sunk a cistern. At the S.E. corner of the floor were two steps, the upper of which is 6' 9" down from the surface. Southwards from the steps and running slightly across the trench was a wall, whose head lay at a distance of 28' 6" from column 2. By its northern end a pit for water with roughly built walls of stone, was opened in the side of the trench. Northwards from the intersection a stone runnel for water—or perhaps oil—was found 8 inches below the surface. It rested on a bed of rubble and cement, and, as was proved later, was part of an octagon. In the centre of the space so described and level with the substructure of the channel was a cement floor of two layers, 7 inches thick in all, which, being hewn through, disclosed under some loose earth containing charred remains, a mass of large stones loosely piled together to form a foundation, and bounded on east and south by regular walls. The blocks of stone were in general worked and, while most were squared, there were fragments also of columns of blue-grey marble and pieces of moulding and entablature. These blocks being of considerable size and weight are not likely to have been brought from any considerable distance, but there was no indication of a building to which they might have belonged. To the N.E. of the site, and just outside the limits of the accompanying plan there are surface remains of a small building, also apparently octagonal in shape but of quite uncertain purpose.

In trench AA near the northern end of column 2, and at a depth of 7 feet, was a wall of remarkably solid construction, its top stone alone measuring 3' 2" in length (so far as uncovered), 5' 6" broad, and 3' 5½" deep.

---

1. These were:
   Fragment marble 34" x 23" x 17" (a)
   34" x 23" x 14" (b).

2. Perhaps worthy of mention are fragments of an amphora, i.e., black-glazed, with white frieze painted on—like that of Campania.

3. One, a Phiale, was 6 feet down. The figures in brackets denote depth of finds.

4. For convenience of measurement I used those of the columns which lay on the lines of the trenches. When not otherwise stated measurements are always of the shortest interval.

5. Doublet sides of a square.

6. Pavement work, with a general resemblance in design to the mosaics from the Regia in the Forum Romanum.
The total height of the wall was 8ft., and it consisted of six courses; its direction was 250° or 11° south of west. A second portion of the same wall seems to have been that found in prober a, though existing at a level 5′ lower. If the wall on which the granite columns rested is to be found anywhere on this site it must be represented by these two fragments: to the north I could not satisfy myself that either of two portions of walls corresponded adequately with those on the south. Of greater interest and promise of better things, was the discovery in the westward trench, not far in from the intersection [14′9″ to 21′], of three Ionic fusts of fine limestone together with a base, a capital, and a portion of entablature, all in excellent preservation.

(On PL VIII, Fig. 14 we reproduce the mouldings.) As these were removed a foundation appeared, running north and south across the trench, with a cross wall extending westwards a short distance. Above in the side of the trench was a slanting layer of ash and refuse. In prober a were splinters from a corresponding column: and a line drawn between the two find-spots would harmonize with the direction of the wall and may represent that of a colonnade. But just where these remains were found the earth was at its hardest, needing to be hewn like concrete, so that under the circumstances it was thought advisable to leave to better filled purses the task of further exploration. I will only here add that south of column 2 a mass of painted wall-plaster (Roman) was turned up; and that close under the surface eastward from this point were unearthed many fragments moulded in low relief, from a deal-window, apparently that of a church. Almost all fitted together.

Altogether, just over a week was spent on 'The Columns,' by the end of which time the men, 40 in number at first, had increased to 58, with 26 women to assist. Few hands were, however, kept employed here till February 2, and to them are mainly due the results, such as they are, recorded above. For any general or satisfactory conclusion as to the site, materials are wanting: there are, however, several points worthy of consideration. The columns lie entirely on the surface—with one partial exception no drum was found beneath the soil. It is as though they had been overthrown yesterday: only the weather-scars consort ill with such an impression. The column-wall, if it is such, lies on the other hand 7ft. down. The site, too, seems almost unnaturally deep in refuse earth. Late burials, such as may have been made during the Arab invasions, are some feet below the surface: in fact, the first fathom of soil in most parts of the site may be considered of later date than the columns themselves. It is not impossible that the granite fusts on this site were brought thither from some other part of Salamis: one has grappled-
holes for removal, other similar fists seem to have been dropped in transit at the S.E. of the town, where they now lie; others may be some of the numerous granite columns in Famagusta.

SITE B.

Although, as has been mentioned, some work was still in hand on this site up till February 2, a move had already, on January 22, been made to the second site [B] which lies close under the western wall of the Forester's House. The latter stands on a natural rise increased in height by débris of former buildings, but having no great deposit of sand except on its flanks where alternating sea and land winds have piled up deep drifts. In the westward drift the head of site B plunged. Running back and falling rapidly away from the house is an undulating plain of low sand-hills in which a slight and moderately even depression marked, though somewhat vaguely, the limits of the space to be excavated. At two points, east and west of one another, the villagers had, in digging for water, brought to light a couple of bluish-white marble capitals in Roman-Corinthian style together with a base and two ἄγαθακερα of limestone. In laying foundations for the house other remains, here of masonry and wall, had been found; while further towards the sea inscribed marble blocks had rewarded the pains of a previous seeker after antiquities. These indications pointed to a temple such as, for example, comparing the position with that of the famous Aphroditeum at Chios, would have suited well with the title of Venus Prospeirens, to whom, as Ovid [Metam. IV. 760] states, an important shrine was dedicated at Salamis. Whether this suggestion was afterwards justified will appear later.

In the centre of the depression there were not more than five to five and a half feet of sand, but towards each side the drift grew deeper, reaching 10 and 12 feet on the west and double as much eastwards by the house. North and south the difference was less marked, but still perceptible. The character of the ground in the vicinity will be apparent from the general plan of the city. From the house there is a rapid fall to the sea-shore, and a sharp, though short, drop southwards. The building on site B, whatever its character, though looking out over the sea must always have had its lower position hidden by the rise on which the Forester's House stands.

Work in the sand was easy and rapid. A single day sufficed to confirm the indications which the villagers' finds had furnished. Column after column was uncovered till the line of the western wall, with its bases almost all in position, was fairly cleared. But the weather was unpropitious. Strong dry north-easterly winds prevailed, raising storms of dust, in face of which the men could not work. Accordingly site B was temporarily left on one side, and the bulk of the hands drafted off to the third site. As in this account I follow roughly the order of events, and as site B was the one important excavation which the close of the season found still unfinished, and indeed just opening out into wider developments, it will be more convenient to deal first with C (or the Agora), and then pursue the course of the work in other fields returning finally to discuss the results from the sand.
EXCAVATIONS IN CYPRUS, 1890.

SITE C.—THE AGORA. (PLATE VII.)

From the new city wall near its south-west angle a long depression extends, nearly north and south, at right angles and is closed at the further end by a hillock. This depression, when first seen, presented an appearance of great regularity. Along each side stretched a fairly continuous line of limestone drums which seemed to lie as much as they had fallen. So weather-eaten were these blocks, long ago deprived of the protective stucco, that it was quite possible at a short distance to doubt whether a given mass was part of architrave or column; but a closer examination showed that amid all the vast accumulation of debris—and the ground was like the moraine of an Alpine glacier—there was scarcely a single piece of moulded or even of squared stone on the surface. Of capitals there were a few fragments from which it was clear that a long arcade of the Corinthian order had occupied the site.

Excavation began by the cutting of two trenches at the southern end, one running across the depression from (presumed) wall to wall, the other, at right angles to the first, cutting up the hillock slope with a view to lay bare the southern line of front. On the surface and especially on and about the hillock were numerous fragments, some of large size, from squared blocks of blue marble, such as were most in favour under the Ptolemies and the Empire for bases of statues and dedicatory inscriptions. A preliminary search revealed three inscribed fragments from as many dedications, one of which was of some length and recorded the erection of a statue in honour of an Emperor [s. infra No. III, 1 in section on inscriptions]. Another was a small piece from a large pedestal which had carried a portrait of a Ptolemy [Philometer?], the remaining portions of the one half of which were discovered some weeks later. Although no one inscription named the locality it was clear that the site had been one, such as the Agora, which was suited to the erection of monumental records. A few hands were set aside to search for further spoil of the like kind; and a day or two later a rectangular floor, as of an olive press, was discovered, formed of large marble blocks in which a channel had been cut when they were adapted to new uses. On turning these blocks over five were found to bear inscriptions, all practically complete, and with excellently preserved surface. Already the fine bull’s-head capital had been unearthed; and the work of clearing the site was now prosecuted with none the less vigour for this successful commencement. In appearance the task was certainly not difficult. It resolved itself into the laying bare of a long colonnade on either side and the investigation of the northern and southern ends. The first trench having merely tapped the two column-walls, the line of one or other had first to be determined by further

1 12 feet N. and S. by 11° 9’ E. and W. It lies somewhat to the west of the south-western end of the Agora (s. accompanying plan of Site C on Pl. VII.). East of the floor is a small drain-pipe (1/4” diam.) of terra-cotta, which from its direction would seem to have been in connection with the floor.

2 s. infra No. III, 4-8 in section on inscriptions.

FIG. 2.
experiment. To this end a crosswise trench was run striking the eastern colonnade some eight intercolumniations further northwards. Having thus obtained the orientation I set to work to completely clear both lines of columns, east and west, following this up by laying bare the south-eastern and south-western angles and the walls which ran back thence to the outside of the colonnade. The hillock was then cut into and various cross-trenches opened up sections of the outer walls of the colonnade. The hillock proved to be a problem of greater complexity than had been anticipated; while an attempt in the meantime to find the column mentioned by Mr. Hogarth [cf. sep. p. 62] had led to the discovery east of the hillock of a marble base in position on its supporting wall. Both these points required and received further elucidation; especially it was necessary to establish the lines of the building hidden under the hillock. The opening of the main arcade in its full length raised a further question. The walls were not complete but were cut off by the fortification of the new city. Thus it became requisite to extend operations across the city-wall in the narrow space intervening between it and the Leoutron; and, finally, to ascertain whether, and in what way, the building last named was connected with the Agora. Lastly, something had to be done towards fixing the character of the space intervening between the arcades.

Though long, the work here summarized was not difficult. One circumstance was especially favourable; there was nowhere any great depth of earth. The layer in the centre was not more than a foot, and often much less, on to a rough pavement. Almost equally light: 1 ft. 8 in. to 3 ft. was the deposit on the column walls. Only in cutting up the northern and southern slopes in attempting to strike the outer arcade walls was it necessary to excavate any considerable depth. Otherwise the task would have been heavy: even to clear two spaces of 700 x 12 ft. to the depth of nearly a yard means a large expenditure of labour, and our soil was doubled by the accumulation of stone and débris which everywhere along the lines of building encumbered the surface. Virgin soil was seldom reached. It was found near the bull’s-head capital at a level of 13 6", and by the south-west outer angle at 12 6".

There is no need to enter further into details of the actual work of excavation, which was on the whole straightforward, and I will content myself with a statement of results. As will be seen from the plan (Pl. VII.) the Agora consisted of a double colonnade enclosing an open space. Its east and west walls have, as existing, a length of respectively 701' 9" and 701' [Eng.]. the measurement in either case being from the back of the southern corner half-base to the city-wall. These two walls exist throughout at, practically, the same level, that of the emplacement of the bases. Their height at this

---

1. On the plan on Pl. VII.
2. The two angles S. E. and S. W., being determined, the divergences have observable, so far as exists in reality—and something must be allowed for the imposibility of an absolutely accurate measurement—must be produced by the city-wall which cuts across the northern end.
3. There are two unimportant exceptions—
4. At the north end of the east wall the top courses have been cut away between columns 44-46 in order to adapt the space to later building.
level is 3' 3" on to a lower stepped course which itself continues about another foot. Their breadth is 5 ft., or 6 on the lower course. The central space has a width between walls of 110 ft.; and the span of the arcade is 31' 2"; so that the total width reckoning in the walls is 192' 6" [Eng.], or, approximately, 200 Roman feet. The order is Corinthian, and a sketch of the capital is given here. Its columns, of limestone with moulded fluting in stucco, had a height of 26' 4½" (exclusive of base, but inclusive of capital). Of entablature there were but few remains. On Pl. VIII., Figs. 1, 2, 3, and in the annexed cuts, are collected such moulded stones as may with some certainty be identified. Of all others I have made and preserved drawings, but have thought it advisable not to publish them here. The intervals between the columns are not regular. From the south-east corner to centre of base 4 is a span of 60' 7½", allowing an intercolumniation of, as nearly as possible,

(1) A small section of the east wall—also towards the north end—was left unexcavated owing to the number of heavy falls lying on the ground, to move which was difficult with our strictly limited resources in the matter of tools; we had two good ropes which friendly shipwrights had furnished.

Only here and there was the wall measured to its full depth in the process of excavation. The measurements are not quite uniform.

* 106' 8" and 110' 6½" measured, the difference being mainly due to the varying preservation of the walls.

* One column—45 on the east wall—is fortunately preserved entire; it has only lost part of its stumps. The base has however been reused.

On the plan I have indicated all bases still existing, and have distinguished between those which are broken and those which are practically sound. The remnant, wherever clearly discernible, is shown by a rectangle.
15' 6"; whereas between columns 14—16 the intercolumniation falls to 14' 6'', is about 12' 9'' between columns 19—21, and at the northern end rises again to 15 ft. Similarly in the western colonnade, although data are for the most part wanting, while the interval towards the northern end is nearly regular at about 14' 6'', the southern end seems to start with a wide arch of just upon 17 ft.

The outer walls were not opened throughout their length (v. plan), and in general are badly preserved as compared with those on which the columns rest. Being encumbered by no bases they presented an easier quarry to the

indefinite stone-stealer. In some instances only their lower course has remained, in others they have been so broken up and intermixed with later masonry that their outlines are scarcely recognizable; but here and there are still comparatively sound portions, even among the few laid bare in excavating, and these show a width of 5 to 6 ft. In the eastern wall close to the southern corner there seemed to have been a narrow door having an inner

\[1\] At present built up.
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breadth of 7' 1¼" and posts 5' 3" high (as existing), whose upper edge is 2' 11" above the level of the E. column-wall and agrees with the higher course of the south-east return. At and about the south-east corner are several cross-walls running eastwards, which we did not as a rule open beyond the few feet comprised in the trench along the main wall (see also below). The centre of the Agora, so far as it was excavated, was composed of an uneven floor of rough, square blocks, less irregularly placed than, e.g., the paving of the Via Sacra at Rome, but of sufficiently poor workmanship. This flooring is about 3 ft. below the east column-wall. Beneath it at the northern end some remains of walls were disclosed, but were not found to lead to any development of importance. At the southern end a flight of marble steps climbs the slope of the hillock. The flight is 70' 6" wide. Three courses remain in greater or less completeness, and there is perhaps trace of a fourth. The steps are not regular in tread or rise: the latter is generally 1 ft, the former varying from 1 to 1' 4½". There is some indication that the facing course has been lost. In the centre the flight has apparently been interrupted where a width of 13' 6" probably represents the true stairway. Higher up the slope, 13' 8½" beyond and 4' 2" above the middle lower step, are the presumed remains of an additional step. If such they were it will be necessary to assume that the flight between these two points was, as is common in Roman work, interrupted by a ramp; for the gradient of the lower steps does not agree with the difference of level between them and this supposed higher step. The surface of the middle step is practically on a level with the rough flooring of the centre of the Agora; flooring and stair therefore are hardly contemporary.

The eastern arcade, as will be apparent from the plan, is far better preserved than is the corresponding western. It is here, therefore, by preference that we must look for further details of structure or plan as still survive. On both sides of the east column-wall have been found portions of a tessellated marble pavement which joins directly on to the wall itself about a foot below the emplacement of the columns, and extends thence 8 ft. eastwards and 10 westwards.¹ It is clear from the finding of remains of this pavement at so

¹ This is in each case the greatest distance opened by our excavation, but does not represent the original width. That the pavement ever extended right across the Agora is doubtful; at least it cannot have maintained the same level. The present difference of level between the centre and sides is probably original; the site has in this respect been slightly interfered with. One fragment of similar pavement was found in the centre (see plan), but is of poorer quality and probably belongs to later building, of which there are here some remains. Between columns 6-7 E. wall the ground has been more fully opened up inwards, and here there are few traces, beyond some few tesserae, of the pavement. Instead, several stone courses, as though foundations for steps, project from the column wall.

They measure (downwards) —

(a) 1' 3½" rise, 1' 2" tread.
(b) 1' 3½" 1' 2½" ..
(c) 8" 1' 2½" ..
(d) 1' 1½" 2' 1½" ..
(e) 30½" 1' 1" ..

Of these (a) is already at a lower level than the flooring of the centre. The fragment of marble pavement in the centre is 6'-9" above the rough flooring. By the southern nave wall of the church (see fig.) is also a piece of this tessellated pavement, whether it has probably been removed from the Agora.
many different points that it must have extended the whole length of the colonnade. Near the western wall scarcely any indications of a corresponding pavement are to be found; but it must be understood that digging here has not been carried, with trifling exceptions, more than a foot or two on either side. Some few tesserae I picked up lying loose on the surface, and, as these in more than one instance were united by the original cement, they may perhaps be evidence in point. More traces remain of a flagging course which is interposed between the pavement proper and the wall, but marble has here been freely replaced by tiles which, towards the northern end, have served apparently as a water-channel in connection perhaps with a lime-kiln constructed in the column-wall between columns 44-45. There may also have been a channel at the southern end by columns 2-3.

Contrasting with the general character of the western walls, the frequent overbuilding and reconstruction for later purposes, is the discovery towards the southern end of a long strip, in excellent preservation, of fine mosaic work, with patterns—for the most part Chinese bridges with meandering borders—in slate-blue, red, pink-white, and white marble. The tesserae are of medium size. They are set in cement, and the entire floor is supported on a cement underlayer. After running 93 ft. with a width of 16' 3" it breaks off suddenly, the under cement continuing a few inches farther. At this point we cut down to a depth of 5 ft. passing through several layers of cement; 5 ft. farther north was a cross-wall. At one point a late wall crossed the mosaic diagonally and was removed; at another [56' 3" from S. end] a base of bluish marble of the customary late form lies resting on the mosaic as it was found. Attempts were made to discover a corresponding mosaic on the eastern side of the Agora, but without success. Several fragments of mosaic flooring were indeed found; but, instead of lying outside the colonnade altogether, these were invariably between the column and outer-walls, were plain, and of poorer quality. The largest fragment lies behind column 4 near the outer wall, along whose inner edge are several patches, of considerable intervals, of a long strip which seems to have continued up to the end of the trenching on this side the wall [opp. column 9]. Throughout this section moulded limestone pavement giving a parallelogram of 8' x 13' 6".

1 Thus in the E. colonnade:
   43-42 West. Yellow marble slabsbing, 5' 4"
   length [prob. later work].
   43 W. Plane of tessellated pavement, 9' 4" x
   4' 9" [as excavated].
   42-57. Remains on W. side, yellow flagging
   course on E.
   57-58 W. Yellow flagging.
   58-59 W. "
   59 on E.
   29-27. Tessellated pavement, 3' 6" wide [as
   excavated].
   26 on W. Tessellated pavement joining on to
   flagging course; width 3' 6" [as excavated].

17. In cross-channel eastwards, tessellated
   pavement giving a parallelogram of 8' x 13' 6".

18-14. Numerous fragments, loose, on W.
   side, some on E. also.

12. In cross-channel, giving a parallelogram
   16' x 18' 6".

   Colours used are orange, blue-white, and dark
   blue; all are geometrical.

3. This width is perhaps original, as the mosaic
   ends westward, against remains of a wall.

3. Opposite if the mosaic has a different pattern—
   a polychrome wheel. The floor has here sunk as
   if an adjoining portion projects in the corner of
   the next colonnade on 3' higher level.

4. It has a width of 8' 6" as uncovered.
blocks [square] are set against the outer wall at nearly regular intervals of about 15 ft., as though part of some architectural ornamentation. Without further clearance their purpose cannot be determined; they can scarcely however, have had anything to do with the Agora itself. This south-east corner has been considerably rebuilt, or adapted to later erections. A not dissimilar block, in better preservation, is set in the east column-wall at its northern end, where also the wall has been cut away and altered to suit the exigencies of a later house, whose marble-flagged floor still remains between columns 46 and 45.

Here may best be placed details of the more important of such additional walls or buildings as either have a possible connection with the Agora, or have at a later time been constructed on or against it. At the south-east inner corner of the eastern colonnade there is some adventitious masonry, both westwards and southwards of the angle, which itself is well defined. From it a canting has been carried 4' 8" west, 2' south, while neatly joined on to it and coincident with the last 22" westward is a wall running southwards. Of better character is a piece of masonry 3' broad which continues the line of the column-wall for 14' 9" at 2' 2" lower level. It is, however, interrupted at 6' 4"—11' 6" by a marble plaque floor, and beyond it is later limestone masonry for another 2'. Resting against the outer face of the southern end of the arcade are fragments of two walls, small, and in appearance late and unimportant. For a distance of 67 ft. northwards from the outer S. E. angle of the colonnade there are numerous cross-walks, six in all, of which only one seems of importance; the others were not followed up. This one is part of a three-sided rectangular building of good construction, at least the lower stepped course of which seems homogeneous with the masonry of the Agora. Its northern, eastern, and southern sides measure respectively 30' 3", 19' 6", and 23', with a thickness of 3' 7", 2' 8", and 2' 9". The shortness of the southern side leaves an interval of ground unbuilt over, perhaps to correspond with the (presumed) doorway which, as already mentioned, exists in the outer colonnade wall at this point. The inner wall surfaces are all plastered, and in the S. E. angle is a small oblong pit, also plastered, measuring 4' 2"x2' 6", with a depth of 2 ft. (from the top of the adjoining wall). Though, perhaps, rebuilt in later times, this erection seems to have originally been included in the Agora and its annexes. There may have been at the S. E. corner a row of offices or shops.  

---

1 After the first of these walls the outer Agora wall is plastered. All the walls excepting that of which details are here given may belong together; conjecture is useless where merely a few feet have been disclosed. The fourth wall is carried on into the Agora wall, and has been opened for some distance up to its junction with the N. and S. wall which runs parallel with the Agora. Beside it was found an inscription of the Palemaka period (c. A.D. No. 33, 34; also part of a marble head [female] of large size and Greek work.  

2 The northern wall is also of the same width as the southern end wall of the Agora colonnade. The other two walls are narrower. From its northern side a wall starts off which seems continuous to that to which the fourth cross-wall is attached [c. plan].  

3 It may be worth while to note the character of the objects found thereabouts. These include:—  

In marble: object like mason’s mallet; split
Another noteworthy building is the church which was found planted against the east colonnade, whose outer wall it utilizes. It is a true basilica of the type of which the subterranean church of S. Clemente in Rome is a well-known example, and is peculiar only in that its southern aisle is somewhat narrower than the northern. The dimensions are 36 feet to spring of apse (from eastern face outer colonnade wall, which is utilized to form the rear wall of the basilica), 38' 6" width over all. The apse of the nave has a chord of 22' 3", and a radius of 7' 4"—7' 6". Within the apse is a mass of débris which belonged presumedly to the altar. The floor of the basilica is 2' 6" below the (existing) top of the apse wall, and still lower are further remains of masonry and drain pipes, and a thin layer of cement and pottery. At the head of the southern aisle, where the apse wall breaks off suddenly, a shaft was sunk to a considerable depth, but failed to show evidence of an under-layer; the earth was indeed remarkably free from foreign substances. Beyond the apse a cutting 3' 0" deep was made for a distance of 25 feet up the slope in a line of the basilica, but the earth here also was nearly virgin. Near the surface, against the southern nave wall, a small Lusignan coin was found, and by the same wall a portion of tessellated marble pavement, like that of the Agora, and several architectural fragments, including a small marble stele and a capital. On the western side of the outer Agora wall is a flight of stone steps leading northwards, which may probably be assigned to the basilica.

From this point on there is little to remark in the eastern colonnade. Many remains of walls and other masonry were disclosed in cutting cross-trenches, but none was opened for more than a few feet, and none needs description here. In several places the colonnade wall has been used for later requirements, and this has caused a certain amount of re-cutting and re-plastering. Along the northern slope a trench was run in the earlier days of the excavation, with a view to determine the northern face. This opened some remains of masonry and a deep well full of potsherds, shells, and other refuse, which were cleared out until at 22 feet the rising water prevented further progress. In the centre below the slope, two trenches disclosed a plastered wall running parallel with the main direction of the Agora; two others more to the south contained only rough paving, like that
at the southern end—a cement, floor and beneath it a mass of stones, mostly architectural, thrown in apparently as a foundation.

A curious circumstance was the finding built into the new city-wall, two marble bases, which with their podia were monolithic [p. PL VIII. Fig. 4]. A ragged peasant of Sergyi, who had not seldom served us as guide, reported that a number of marble columns had been disinterred from the city wall. Others, he said, still remained. It was, indeed, quite possible to trace certain bays in the wall, such as might well have been built round a column or similar round mass; but such a mode of construction seemed little adapted to strengthen what had clearly been a wall of fortification. On cutting down, however, two marble bases were in fact found, while the bay in which a third had stood was well defined. Moreover, these bays have a certain regularity, as though base and column had stood in position before the wall was built; but the one base which was thoroughly exposed proved to rest on cement, not on a masonry course. Part of a marble Corinthian capital was turned up in an adjoining shaft sunk against the south-western pier of the Loutron, but I seem to have taken no note of its measurements, and cannot say therefore whether it had any connection with the bases.

There is even less to note in the western colonnade. At the northwest the new city-wall is carried on to the column wall of the Agora to a height of four courses and for a distance southwards of 6° 9°. The courses below are stepped. The inter-columniation 45-46 is marked by the superimposing of a narrow late wall, level with the top of the bases of the colonnade: it continues a short distance northwards of 46. A little north of the centre of the arcade the column-wall is for several feet stepped on its eastern face. The step is 1° 3" down and has a width of 1° 5½": it may probably be a vestige of the supporting course for attachment of the marble tesselated pavement, which no doubt extended inwards from the western as from the eastern colonnade [p. 77. p. 71]. The most noteworthy feature was, however, the series of drains which underlie the arcade, and generally pierce the column-wall at a slight depth from its existing surface. They are all of similar type, built of rough stone, once probably faced, and are nearly equal in size, varying in width from 1° 3" to 1° 10", with heights of from 2° 3" to 4°. Only one of the most southerly could be traced to its termination—a plain wall, which may however have been interposed,—in the others progress was stopped, sooner or later, by an accumulation of earth which in so confined a space there was no means of removing. A rather larger drain is that which crosses the column-wall at its northern end, and then bending round northwards runs under the Loutron, and is no doubt identical with one found at the N. W. corner of the latter building. The drains afterwards supplied a run for two litters of foxes: and the vixen repaid our kindness by carrying off a fine turkey-hen the night before it was destined to replenish our larder.

---

1 This regularity is not fully maintained in the actual measurements, which give 12 feet between first bay and first marble base, and 12 feet to a probable second bay, and 20 feet again to the second base excavated.
The upper course of the column-wall shows in its existing state much evidence of later interference. Many architectural fragments have been hastily built in; and among these one, a pilaster capital in low relief, is of some interest, and is represented in the annexed cut. Other pieces are probably from the entablature of the colonnade itself, but are unfortunately few and small. Somewhat south of the arcade’s central point there is on the west a rectangular depression at present under tillage. It was at one time intended to make trial of this patch of ground, on which an answer to the Agora might well have stood. Two preliminary trenches were carried from the outer wall down to the edge of the plot, but as they failed to disclose anything of importance, and as the ground, being in private possession, would have had to be bought up, or at least the standing crop and owner’s rights paid for, the idea of excavating it this season was abandoned. Inside the Agora, and somewhat further south, two walls, separated only by a couple of feet, were found running parallel with the colonnade and only a short distance away from the column-wall. They were, however, not followed up. At the S.W. angle were several remains of building. They seemed to be for the most part of a late period. Among them are some architectural members including a marble base and a small stele. From the outer angle of the arcade a wall runs westward for some 34 ft. It shows on the surface of the ground and has not been excavated. Another wall, parallel with this, also exists further north, and extends 15 ft. from the outer arcade wall, against the lower course of which and between the two cross-walls there was some remain of a cement floor.

The excavation of the Agora was completed by that of the hillock at its southern end. Here were found thick walls forming a double rectangle. There can be little doubt that these are the stoa and cella walls of a temple, which forms a natural finish to the Agora. The peristyle has an extreme length of 96 feet, and breadth of 72, a proportion of 4:3; the cella is practically square, being 52' × 50'. The eastern wall of the cella was not rectangular but square; the divergence may be accounted for by the differing thicknesses of the four cella-walls.
found, though the space it should have occupied was excavated to a considerable depth. The general width of the walls is 8 feet. Two narrow walls connect the peristyle with the marble steps. No vestige of base or podium was found, with possible exception of the middle of the western peristyle wall just opposite some fallen drums. The latter are indeed plentiful, especially on the southern slope, where a great mass of limestone fistls may be seen. The diameters of the drums vary considerably from 4' 8" to 3' 0½", so that they must be representative of at least two orders. The existing surface of the walls is remarkably even and in part flagged with large flat stones. Their level is 1' 10" above the S.E. corner base, or 3' 6" above the column-wall of the Agora. The north cella-wall breaks off short at its eastern end, where it has a depth of 4' 8" masonry, supported on a comb-bel 1' 6" thick. Here 7' 10" below the top of the wall, or 11' 6" below the surface soil is a floor of small squared pieces of tile set orderly in a matrix of cement 2 feet thick. Cutting through this floor, of whose presence at this point I have no explanation to offer, a mass of heavy masonry was disclosed heaped together with no pretence to regularity. On removing the upper blocks however, masonry in course appeared at an additional depth of several feet: this seemed to be the remains of walls running slantwise to the line of the later temple. Further work proved to be impossible without greatly enlarging the shaft; water too was beginning to appear, and at a depth of 13' 9" below the cella-wall excavation was abandoned. The sole object found in the shaft was a colossal limestone hand similar to those afterwards turned up on another site (Toumpa v. in/). This underlayer was only discovered after the Agora had been abandoned when the season was already well advanced, and I did not at first realize its full importance. Some valuable time was lost accordingly before I could set on a few hands to excavate to a lower level at other points of the temple. When this was done, however, masonry in course, and apparently agreeing in direction with that already mentioned, was found also at the N.W. angle of the cells, and at the S.E. of the peristyle. It was then too late to do more, the shafts sunk could not be extended underground, and there was not time to attempt a thorough clearance of the hillock. That task must be left until the excavations are resumed. The hillock is a mass of débris and loose earth, which must be removed bodily.

1 It is 6' 8" on the N. cella wall, 5' 11½" on the peristyle at the S.E., and with this narrower measure the other walls agree rather than with the wider dimension.

2 Many drums owing to their imperfect preservation it was impossible to measure. I must join the diameters of the others: 4' 8" [drum at S.E. peristyle angle], 3' 6½" [W. peristyle wall, opposite supposed emplacement], 3' 7½" [second drum, ibid.], 3' 11½" [N. peristyle wall], 3' 1½" [S.E.], 3' 1½" [W.], 3' 9½" [E.], 3' 3½" [all on S.]. There is a large, much-broken drum standing on the Agora floor, which even in its present state measures 4' 6½".

3 CAVE the level of the N. cella-wall; the peristyle wall on the south is somewhat lower.

4 As open, the floor is 12' 6" wide E. and W., and 11' 0" long N. and S. On the E. side of the cutting there are in the earth-wall of the trench traces of two cement layers 2" to 3" thick at a height of 3' and 6' 0" respectively above the floor.

5 The space was too confined to render measurement possible, and my compass was unfortunately broken.

6 On the crest of the hillock; just about the centre of the cells, a shaft was sunk to a depth of about 10 feet without encountering anything but loose soil.
The site is certainly an important one and the temple, whose walls now occupy it, is almost as certainly a rebuilding of an older shrine whose ruins exist beneath.

On the surface and still more in trenching, numerous fragments of inscriptions were discovered. The majority of these were from the pedestals of honorary statues, and belonged partly to the Ptolemaic epoch, partly to that of the early Empire. Almost all came from the north slope of the hillock, in and about the line of the cella wall; but no one was deeply buried, nor were the earlier necessarily at a lower level that the later. On the surface before excavation, some splinters of fluted columns of blue marble, and corresponding Corinthian capitals were picked up; and at the N.W. a short way into the soil were various small fragments of a white marble cornice, as also a piece of wall-plaster with device in colours. From the eastern trench which occupies the line of the lost cella-wall came a fragment of a marble trophy (T), near the southern cella-wall, a phallicus in terra-cotta, pierced for suspension. There were too some remains of surface building; a patch of marble plaque flooring on the crest of the rise, and a wall parallel with, but at a higher level than, the northern cella-front. Nothing was discovered which could account for the bull's head capital. This huge block, though discovered lying beneath the hillock, we had supposed to have fallen from a higher position; but nothing like a base or pedestal was unearthed. Its own mass, immovable without better gear than the expedition possessed, prevented excavation of the ground immediately beneath it; but on its western side a shaft was carried down without encountering any masonry, or indeed remains of any description until at 13' 6" level was reached.

The inscriptions do not afford a certain clue as to the dedication of the temple. Three fragments of an important document which seem to relate to the lands of the temple are unfortunately fragments only, and can with difficulty be restored. One mentions probably a Zeus Olympia — the five concluding letters of the second word are alone preserved. The inscribed blocks from the olive-press [p. 69, p. 71] were doubtless removed thither from the hillock; and one of these, the pedestal of a statue in honour of Livia Augusta, is dedicated to Zeus Olympia. Until further evidence of a more conclusive nature can be obtained these indications may serve to give a name to the temple. But important as the site is, lying as it does at the

---

1 It is a fragment only, part of the trunk itself; but the remains of other parts attaching to it are scarcely reconcilable with the supposition that it is the ordinary tree-support of a statue.
2 Its lower diameter is 3'. 1"; the side of the upper enquiries-square 4'. 3".
3 As will be seen from the photograph in another section, this fine marble has been chiselled away, the corresponding veins (bull's head) being lost, and a considerable portion of the wings. It was probably intended to use it as a font in the Byzantine church which adjoins the eastern colonnade.
4 I cannot see that among the various architectural remains discovered there is any one that can be connected with this capital, which must originally, it would appear, have adorned a monumental column.
5 This is the native word to designate everything that is not χαμή, or loose worked earth; χαμή accordingly includes every form of virgin soil and native rock. The term is a convenient one and may be kept with advantage.
very heart of the city's life, there is no reason as yet to identify the pres-
sumptive Zeus Olympios with the chief deity of Salamis, Zeus Salaminios. It is remarkable how Zeus meets one at every turn in ancient Salamis, here, at Toumpa tou Michali, on the sand-site, and on D. The temple on the hillock is from its form Roman. Its rebuilding may therefore be contemporary with that of the Agora. The marble steps are of poorer workmanship, but they, as connected with the peristyle, may on the whole be assigned to the same date, so that Agora, stairway, and temple will be parts of a single plan.

Before adding a final word on the Agora some experimental excavations outside its limits but having more or less relation to the main work fall to be mentioned here. I have already referred to the olive-press (7), whose floor furnished the inscribed blocks. At no great distance a second cast was made on a spot which seemed to promise similar results; but fortune was unkind. Shafts were then sunk on the westward rising ground, which intervenes between the Agora and the high road to Famagusta. Here plastered walls, as of a house, were laid bare and by them several small objects were found. Further northwards along the slope a prober struck the mouth of a concealed well, the water in which 26 feet below the surface was warm and brackish. Eastward nearer the Agora other walls appeared under the surface; but neither in the one case nor the other was there enough to tempt us to spend more time or trouble. A fresh trial was then made between this rising ground and the olive-press, at a point nearer the latter than the former. Again a house-wall (N.—S.) was disclosed and beside it a piece of mosaic; but as before there was no sufficient inducement to carry on the experiment. Lastly, a prober of more importance had been worked on the east side of the hillock, where the column mentioned by Mr. Hogarth was supposed to have stood. Here a column-wall was found and traced for a length of 94 feet, at which measure its apparent limits were fixed. Four of its bases were in position. They were of marble and their moulding was of the usual late type. The wall had been largely overbuilt by a later house (or houses); beneath one of whose floors was quite a number of bronze coins, the pilfered treasure of some long dead slave. The ruins of the house made excavation very difficult; the spade was useless and the space had to be cleared entirely with pick and rope. The limits of the wall itself having been to all appearance determined, there seemed no sufficient reason, in view of more important matter, to turn what had from the first been an experiment into a serious excavation. Further digging was accordingly abandoned, not however until it had disclosed at the northern end quite a little network of drains.

\[\text{1 This ground rise about 15}^\circ\;\text{6}^\prime\;\text{above the Agora wall.}\]

\[\text{2 Including a small marble Nike, fragments of an altar, [\text{antennae?}], terra-cotta, ivory medallion and medallion, pottery of Cypriote type, lustre and glass. The northern shaft produced a little bronze figure (mirror handle).}\]

\[\text{3 To this house must also be referred some fragments of wall-plaster, with part of an inscription painted in pink-red, apparently an artist's signature:}\]

\[\text{4}^\text{\styled}\]

\[\text{5}^\text{\styled}\]

\[\text{6}^\text{\styled}\]
I have spoken throughout of the Agora by that name without offering any justification for it. It is indeed almost sufficient to refer as ample evidence to the plan of the building. Such a colonnade of such dimensions could not well have been in a Greek or Roman town anything but the Agora. There is, however, some additional reason for the name. According to village report an English archaeologist some years previously had dug up a stone close by the western colonnade, an inscription on which, so he had told them, described the site as the Agora of Salamis. In the course of this season’s excavation some portions of a large block of blue marble were found, to which a bronze inscription had been affixed. From the soldering holes and marks on the stone, the letters, which are from 4 to 6 inches high, can be read as . . . .

and the reference seems to be to a restoration of the Forum by a propraetorial governor. The imperial officers in Cyprus however bore after 22 B.C. the brevet rank of pro-consul. In Le Bas and Waddington is a second inscription which records a (partial) restoration by the ἀγοραπόθαινος Pasikrates (?) son of Empylos, and Karpion [Voyage Archéol. No. 2758] while a third published in the same work proves that a Karpion, perhaps the the same man, held the position of government architect [ibid. No. 2757]. An inscribed pedestal [v. ref. ‘Inscriptions’ III. 44] found this year is from the base of a statue in honour of ‘Empylos the son of Empylos the son of Claisius’ erected in ‘the year nine.’ If the era referred to is that of the reconstitution of the province the year indicated will be 14 B.C. Combining the two inscriptions referring to Empylos, and assuming for the moment that the same individual is the subject of both records there would seem to be evidence for a restoration of the Agora soon after the battle of Actium. Such a date would agree with the ‘propraetor’ of the inscription already mentioned as found this year on the site. But on the other hand the architectural remains point rather to the first century A.D., or as late perhaps as the reign of Trajan or Hadrian. Dr. Dörpfeld saw the site before excavation had begun, and judging from the surface remains was inclined to place the structure in the ‘first century’ of the Empire. The question is one for an architect and I prefer to leave it open. There is probably nothing to exclude the hypothesis of two restorations, one perhaps partial, the other more complete. To the former the inscriptions just quoted will refer, though the evidence they furnish is inconclusive: the latter will be established by the character of the remains themselves, if, as is probable, these are proved to be later in date. With the latter hypothesis should perhaps be connected an inscription in honour of

1 This inscription may conceivably be identical with that published by Sakellarakes, Τά Κεραμεικά, p. 171, and republished by Lehmann and Waddington, Φυσ. στοιχ. Τόμ. III. Νο. 2758.

2 The fragment from an inscription in large characters on a moulded stone [v. ref. p. 14] cannot be restored with sufficient certainty, but may be quoted as lending a little of collateral evidence, as it was found by the Louvres.

3 If the restoration is placed in the 1st cent. A.D., or the beginning of the 2nd, it must be in all probability, connected with a partial destruction of Salamis by the Jews in Trajan’s reign. This will determine the date as falling within the first twenty or thirty years of the 2nd century A.D.
Hadrian [infra. No. III. 16]: the evidence of which cannot however be pressed, since, though the slab was found at the S.E. corner of the Agora, it was lying loose in the soil against a wall which is outside the limits of the colonnade, and had evidently—for its surface was covered with mortar—been used as building-stone.

C (continued). The Loutron. (Plate VII.)

The excavation of the Agora was completed by March 18; but for several days previously only a portion of our staff of workpeople could be profitably employed upon it. By Feb. 27 we were already experimenting for a new site to the westward [c. supra. p. 79], and even earlier had commenced work against the Loutron. The problem which offered itself for solution was to determine the manner in which the northern end of the Agora was rounded off. The colonnade-walls are continuous up to the wall of the new city, which is laid over and across them. Beyond it a space of rather more than twenty feet is occupied by higher ground up to the Loutron wall, into which columns seemed to have been built, so as at least to suggest the theory that here an older colonnade had been swallowed up. In approaching the difficult question of the northern end of the Agora the levels of the various portions of masonry are data of value: I have added accordingly a section exhibiting the relative position in this respect of all the buildings from the temple to the Loutron inclusive. It will be seen from this plan that the Agora columns and the Loutron piers stand approximately on the same level: there is a difference of a few inches only, such as may have crept in by error into an extended calculation. The agreement however, if actual, must not lend colour to the idea that the Loutron piers preserve any portion of the Agora.

The building known as the Loutron or Vourta is one of the few still standing ruins on the site of Salamis. The accompanying view, which I owe to the kindness of Captain A. H. Young, Commissioner of Famagosta, exhibits the Loutron as it was previous to our excavations. It will be noticed that the interior does not contain a very deep deposit of earth: but it was otherwise with the exterior, where the soil is 8 to 10 ft. above that inside. Hence, while the details of the inner structure were for the most part visible, those of the outside were wholly hidden; though it was possible even there to trace the imprint of columns in the walls. The work accomplished this season consisted accordingly in laying bare the piers of the southern front, in establishing the form of the northern and western sides, and in determining the intermediate vaulting of the interior [c. plan]. The eastern end was not touched so far, that is, as the outer face of the wall is concerned; but as the S.E. corner was completely, that at the N.E. partially, turned, there seemed less reason for dealing with it, more especially

\* With exception of some additional work on the temple at the southern end, and more particularly on the older layer beneath it.
as the accumulation of soil is here much less, the ground falling away so sharply that any important peculiarity must have left traces of itself on the wall above. No more work was done than barely sufficed to complete the plan; but without an expenditure of labour disproportionate to the main purpose of the expedition nothing more could be done, with the exception of one or two small tasks whose completion was prevented only by the approaching end of the season and the failure of funds.

The Loutron as excavated proves to be a structure of great strength and considerable irregularity. The walls are faced with big blocks of squared stone, the core being of large stones, and here and there fragments of marble concreted with white cement. The total length (inclusive) is 194' 6", the width 70' at the western, 72' at the eastern, end. The main course of the walls is 8' thick on the southern side, 7' 3" to 8' 6" on the west, varies from 12' to 8' 3" on the north, and is 14' on the east. The north wall is especially irregular, but part of this irregularity may be more apparent than real, since excavation on this side was not carried down to any considerable depth. At the eighth arch, counting from the west, the wall bends outwards, and though I cut down several feet on the inside and for some distance along from the beginning of the deflection, I could find no apparent reason for it. The remaining arches, however, from this point to the N.E. corner are different in character, resting on real corbels which have a greater projection; those toward the western end spring almost directly from the wall. Corresponding to the irregularity in thickness of walls, there is a difference in structure. Against the south side rest huge pier-buttresses, whose corners are ornamented with engaged columns. The buttresses, like everything else in this curious building, are irregular; for, though similar in design, they are

1 Drumbmond, travelling in the latter half of the 19th century, gives almost exactly these dimensions—192' 7"; yet presumably he only passed the distances. The remainder of the passage from his letter is curious. The walls are 3' thick, besides cloisters for the priests and the refugees to which they are attached, and gardens, which ran the whole length of the temple on the south side, and are in breadth 25' within walls, with an entry different from that of the temple. He identifies the Loutron with the "temple of Zeus Salaminis". Nothing is now to be seen but the vaults below, which supported the temple, and some parts of the walls above; the vaults are unroofed, and it appears that twelve rows of arches have run from side to side, and four from one end to the other... Part of the wall that supported the vaults (of Zeus) remains in the east end: the grand court is 660' x 300', and both included other buildings besides the temple, but of what kind I will not presume to say.—Drumbmond, Travels through Different Cities, &c., 1734, Letter XIII., p. 224.

It is much to be regretted that Drumbmond did not make a sketch, even of the roughest kind, of the cloisters.

2 These measurements are of an upper and lower course.

3 These are not however true columns. I give a plan of the western side of the central pier, which will show the method of construction. The long stones continued into the square mass of the buttress, and are arranged alternately, the upper being at right angles to the lower. There are no drums. Thus the buttress is not weakened at its angles, as it must have been had the columns been true columns built in.

That this method of construction holds for all the angle columns I have little doubt, although it is only visible in the present state of the excavations in the central pier, the fourth pier, N.W. column; S.W. pier, S.E. pier, [only column open]; such columns cannot therefore represent a preserved column incorporated with the Loutron; but arch and column are of a pier. How far the buttresses themselves were originally part of the Loutron is a different question.
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unevenly spaced. The second buttress (from the east end) has no columns existing; there may be trace of them at a lower level, but the buttress which moreover is of smaller dimensions, is surrounded on one side by solid cement-work, and on the other by soil of such density that further excavation had to be abandoned. The measurements of each pier-buttress it is scarcely necessary to give; the centre one, as the most complete, may serve as typical. This has a width of 7' 7", a length of 6' 3" (unfortunately not capable of being calculated exactly), and is 12' 8" high on to the upper line of moulding at its base. Its columns are 3' 7" to 3' 9" in diameter at the top, and have a height of 16 ft. (base included), or 16' 6" measuring to the under surface of the podium of their base [as also Pl. VIII. Fig. 9]. Base like column is made in sections; and in the one instance where the former is satisfactorily preserved and exposed (S.W. buttress), its sections do not correspond with those of the column. Against each buttress additional walls have been laid. Thus from the S.E. buttress a wall starts southwards and another west; the eastern edge of the second is hemmed in with solid cement-work; from the columns of the central buttress walls are carried east and west, and that they are additions is proved by the fact that the columns and their moulded bases continue into the masonry; a similar wall runs eastward from the fourth, and is perhaps one with that which starts to meet it from the centre buttress; and, lastly, from the S.W. a wall runs southwards and may be continuous with that from which further west spring the corbels of a vault. By the eastern side of the fourth buttress is an additional wall 3' breadth, which at present exists only at a lower level than the top of the pier, itself incomplete, but from the remains of mortar seems to have extended once to the same height as to the pier. Similarly against the centre pier was found masonry laid roughly in course, but not built up as a wall. It will be noticed that on the plan the south wall of the Loutron is not hatched throughout. The portion left plain represents a course found only by the process of excavation; and possibly adventitious; for the columns of the centre buttress with their base moulding continue into it. There is, too, a difference in the mortar used. White cement of great purity and fine grain is here employed as a binding, while on the column are remains of a grey mortar mixed with ash. The N.W. and S.W. columns of the buttress seem to have been repaired; their bases have, I think, been re-dressed, and part of the moulding has been filled in with a mortar mixed with brick-dust. On the other hand, there is a white (marble) cement between the base and its podium.

---

1 From W. edge S.E. pier-buttress to E. edge fourth pier, 38' 8", or an interval of 23' 3"; from E. edge fourth pier-buttress to W. edge central, 38' 8", or an interval of 38' 8"; from W. edge central pier-buttress to E. edge second pier, 38' 3", or an interval of 23' 3"; from E. edge second pier-buttress to W. ditto (1) S.W. buttress, 38' 3", or an interval of 38' 3".

2 Though unequal, there is a certain correspondance in the intervals.

3 The moulding remains upright than on the S.W. pier; and the column's edge is square with the top of the base, whereas on the S.W. pier it recedes an inch or two. Below the facing mortar the stone is weatherd. The bottom member of the moulding does not project sufficiently, and where continued into the wall appears to be filler.
The western end is very differently treated. Here a strong wall 7'6" broad, 10' high, and at a distance of 11' covers the front of the main building, a prolongation of whose northern wall it joins at the N.W. corner. Towards the northern end a tie-wall has been inserted coincident with the upper 6ft. of masonry of the outer western wall. It is 2'6" broad. Near the southern end traces of a vault were found in a shaft sunk some feet down, just north of the S.W. corner.

Yet another mode of building is shown on the northern side. Less excavation was done on this flank of the Loutron; but the edge of the masonry hidden under the soil was traced throughout its length. The projecting spurs which characterise this wall were laid bare to the extent indicated on the plan, and an accumulation of stonework, including one wall of considerable length, was disclosed at the N.E. corner. Of the "spurs" here mentioned—they are masses of plain masonry irregularly spaced, and of varying width—one only was opened to its further end; the others I assume to be of similar character. What the structure at the N.E. may have been, there are no data to show: further excavation is required throughout.

On the east front the spade was not employed, but the great thickness of the wall seems to preclude the idea of any buttress or other form of added strength. Three holes have been knocked through the wall at a later time: otherwise this, like the other three sides of the Loutron, is solid-built.

The interior was a large pillared hall, its width formed by four aisles, its length by thirteen bays. The vaulting springs from corbels, and rests in the centre on solid square piers which measure 3'9" to 3'10" either way. These do not always present a straight line, nor are the corbels of the north and south walls always directly opposite one another; and while at the western end the arch is planted on similar square piers placed against the wall, at the eastern it springs directly from a continuous corbel course running the whole length of the side. The corners of the rectangle are cut off obliquely, and the corner-pieces serve also as buttresses for the arch spring. There is an interval of 9'7" to 9'9", and this dimension is fairly regular, except that the span between the northern wall and the first line of piers is less by about two

---

1 The wall is of the same height in its present condition as that of the main building, reaching down to the same depth. Below it is a drain whose floor is 17' 6" from the surface. The wall, like those of the main building, is constructed of large squared stones facing a concrete core. It is only at the N.W. corner that it has been opened to its full depth, elsewhere, on the surface, or a few feet below.

2 From 6 to 8 feet.

3 The holes are mostly square, yet there is some trace of an inner square frame which might be original. There is another opening in the S. wall between the first and second corbels. At the N.W. and S.E. the walls have been broken away to admit of entrance to the rain, which, before our excavations disturbed the ground, was largely used as a sheep-fold.

4 Of these, enough were opened to make the plan of the vaulting clear.

5 Even these corner-pieces are irregular, the length of the hypotenuse varying from 7' 0" to 10'.
foot for two-thirds the length of the building than it is for the remaining third, or at any point along the southern wall. In the present condition of the Loutron the pillars of the interior are just hidden beneath the surface of the earth and débris which fill the interior. When Drummond visited Salamis, they must have been still above ground. Some 9ft. lower, 14'3" below the cushion of the arch, is the floor, a solid mass of the hardest cement, through which it took one of the men nearly three days to cut a distance of 26', and even then he failed to reach the soil below, and had to abandon the attempt. All the interior masonry has been protected by stucco. The highest portions of wall still standing are at the east end; the best preserved surface is on the south wall (inner face).

To the S.W. of the Loutron are remains of buildings whose relation to the main structure I am not in a position to decide. There exists at this point, above ground, the upper part of a vault, which as it afforded shelter to the hands in rainy weather, and served as an, if rude, yet not uncomfortable,

*suître à manger*, went by the name of the *kaphéion.* Its southern side is incorporated with the new city wall. The *kaphéion* was not excavated, but the ground immediately to the east of it was. Here were found the buttresses and springs of a second arch, with part of a floor (? of large marble

---

5 From the plan of comparative levels, it will be seen that the northern floor is virtually on a level with the bottom of the base of the columns in the buttresses of the S. side.
6 Marked 'Vault' on plan.
EXCAVATIONS IN CYPRUS, 1890.

The north arch-buttress rests against a wall running eastwards, and possibly continuous with one which starts to meet it from near the S.W. pier of the Loutron (c. plan). The arch will have been at right angles to the axis of that of which, as previously mentioned, some trace was found north of the S.W. corner of the main building. The existence of these vaults explains the mention of 'cloisters' in the passage previously quoted from Drummond. It is much to be regretted that that passage is not more explicit, as it is obvious that far more was above ground in Drummond's time, and much that is now obscure was then no doubt plain.

The amount of earth and débris in and about the Loutron contrasted strongly with the shallowness of the layer which hid the Agora from view. Inside, a multifarious deposit was found. There were numerous fragments of marble of a late epoch, pieces of Turkish window-grating, of small blue-veined columns, bases and capitals, a slab—as though from a balustrade—surmounted by a plain cornice, portions of a window, tesserae from a polychrome pavement and mosaics, and plaster mouldings and panels. At the N.W. corner, between the inner and outer western walls, scores of tesserae from a marble pavement were disinterred; and from the same shaft came a small alabaster box. A large sandstone block, cut pentwise on one side, bore the mason's mark O×10, roughly incised. From this shaft comes also a large-moulded fragment of marble bearing a mutilated inscription, which, though it may refer to the

\[ \text{CHCTHE} \]

Agora, has, so far as concerns its discovery, nothing to do with the Loutron. The same holds good of another fragmentary inscription, a small piece of a marble slab found at the S.W. loose in the earth near the mantling wall.\(^2\)

It remains to say a few words of the Loutron as a whole. Irregularities in the structure have been remarked at every turn; but, while irregularity is common in architecture from the Temple at Ephesus to the Duomo of Fiesole or S. Maria Novella, there is one feature in the Loutron which can hardly be original to the first plan—I mean the deflection of the north wall. Moreover, this deflection corresponds, as has been seen, with a difference in the springing of the vaults—a difference which divides the building into two parts, of which the one is represented by the westward two-thirds of the north wall together with perhaps the western end, the other by the remainder

---

\(^1\) One slab extends from buttress to buttress of arch, a distance of 5', and continues under them. West of the southern buttress is a marble block moulded; and in the angle between this and the slab first mentioned, is a second marble slab. The two vaults are parallel and presumably continuous. The greater span of the supersede is apparent only, its inner casing having given way.

\(^2\) There is not much material for restoring this inscription. The first line—there was a line above it—looks like the formula ἕξαπλωσας ἐν τῷ ταύτῃ ἔργῳ, but no letter follows the τ, and the stone seems to end here. The second line contains part of ἑν τῷ ἔργῳ perhaps. There was another line below.
of the building. We seem to have here the work of two periods, and yet a third stage in the structure may be exhibited in the added walls of the southern side. The latter, perhaps, are of the same date as the vaults at the S.W., a date which is not improbably that of the construction of the new city wall, when the Loutron was already fallen into disuse, or when at least its walls could be turned to account in connection with the new fortifications. The vault at the S.W. is certainly of poorer workmanship than the Loutron, agreeing better with the city wall into which it is joined. The ugly irregularities of the north wall may indicate that this portion of the Loutron was either partially below ground, or was mantled and hidden by some other adjoining structure; while, on the other hand, the ornamental character of the southern side shows that this was once open to the view. That the pier-buttresses are strictly part of the Loutron is perhaps more than doubtful; yet again I could see nothing to suggest that they are not contemporary with it, or were not intended to serve some purpose strictly germane to that of the main building. But the whole problem is one for an architect, and mindful of the proverb, I prefer to leave open a question to which I have given much thought without arriving at a satisfactory conclusion.

There is less cause for hesitation in pronouncing upon the purpose, and, with some reserve, upon the date of the Loutron. That the local name of the ruin may contain a genuine tradition as to its use need not be doubted; but instead of the structure serving as a bath, for which its internal arrangement is ill-fitted, it is in all probability one of the very few existing specimens of a castellum for the cooling and filtration of the town's supply of water. With this view the solid cement floor, the massive walls, the pillared vaulting are alike in agreement. A similar reservoir once existed in connection with the Thermae of Diocletian; another is the "Hundred and One Columns" of Constantinople. The pillars which seem misplaced in a building where room is all-important may have been of use, as facilitating a more rapid deposit of the solid matter held in suspension by the incoming water. The Loutron is later than the Agora, earlier than the adjoining wall of the new city. Between these limits its date cannot be determined with accuracy; but judging from the style of the work it may well belong to the second century, A.D. A castellum, however, is only the terminus of an aqueduct, and for the latter we have not far to seek. The general map of ancient Salamis,

3 An alternative view, to which I held at first, would see in these vaults part of the aqueduct which supplied the Loutron. This would agree very well with the probable line of this aqueduct, and would explain the vaulting; but there is a trace of a vault on the western wall, and it seems scarcely probable that the water was made to double a right angle.

4 The earth however for some distance below the top of the 'spora,' which in their present condition are somewhat higher than the corbeled on the inner side of the wall, is γεια, and contains a sparse admixture of small objects.

5 It serves as a castellum, but has the form rather of a plesion, (using the latter term in its Roman; not in its ecclesiastical sense), and is accordingly, as a building, nearly unique. It will not be long, I hope, before it is laid bare in its completeness. Even as it stands it is not only one of the most complete, but, architecturally, one of the most interesting ancient buildings in Cyprus.
published with this report, will show two aqueducts which cross the plain from the west, and, approaching each other at an acute angle, enter the city nearly at the same point, after which the one is lost to view. Either from its position would serve as feeder to the Loutron; but one, the later in character, on entering the city turns sharply away N.N.E., skirting the line of the new city wall, and occupying in all probability that of the wall of the older town. It is the other and older aqueduct which supplied the Loutron, and this is sufficiently proved by the ruins of a smaller piscina near the so-called ἀγμασμός τοῦ Βασιλία, a piscina whose construction exactly resembles that of the Loutron. In plan it is more nearly square, measuring 31' 6" x 34' 6" outer to outer; but the masonry is exactly similar; it is similarly vaulted, and the corbels of its arches have the same width, 3' 9". The aqueduct itself is lost sight of near the monastery, behind which, however, are some small runnels which may have served as feeders to it. That the water was not brought from a distance seems indicated by the presence of the small piscina, which in all probability was used to collect it in such fashion that a continuous service, of volume adequate for the needs of the Loutron, could be maintained. From the point where the aqueduct, at its eastern end, crossed the Famagusta road it is again lost to view; but one line of masonry runs southward, crossing the road obliquely, and then pursuing its eastern edge till near a small mound of earth it strikes up the rise towards the Agora. Opposite the head of the aqueduct, across the road, is a mass of masonry nearly hidden underground, which may represent the continuation towards the Loutron; the mass is of greater width than might have been expected. Two-thirds of the distance between this ruin and the new city wall is again masonry, here suggesting rather a N.—S. wall. The fragment is, however, composed of two pieces, each of which has perhaps belonged to a different structure, for each seems to employ a different mortar. In the one case, a fine white binding of nearly pure lime is to be seen, closely resembling that already remarked in the wall adjoining the centre pier-buttress of the Loutron. It is not impossible that the aqueduct was divided about this point, and while one arm ran N. and N.E. close under the new city wall, which there is some reason to think used its ruins as a buttress, the other turned southwards, and then again E. to the Loutron. The disappearance of this arm may probably be accounted for on the supposition that it followed the same line as the new city wall, which was afterwards constructed on its ruins. On reaching the Loutron it would have slightly diverged from the line, and was, I would suggest, carried alongside the reservoir on the

---

1 Of the later one, that from Kythrea, considerably remains are still standing. Two of its arches, just above the village of Al Sorgyl, are entire. It is from this aqueduct that the inscriptions published in Le Rev. and Waddington are derived. The other is a street of ruins running in a practically straight line to within a stone’s throw of the monastery of Al Varnava.

2 According to Florin Butts.

---

3 In martirnato da Igmena podestà de Salamis et dopo morte, fu tratto fuori della città e sepolto in una grotta chiamata Tis Igla. St. Barnabas’ tomb would then be underneath the Byzantine church of the άγιας τοῦ Βασιλία, a well below which is still used by clergy today, when the mitres are attached by material ties.
pier-butresses of the southern side,\(^1\) whose presence it is otherwise difficult to explain, thence discharging itself by shoots into the interior of the reservoir. Between the first and second corbels of the south wall of the Leontron there is a hole, the side-stones of which appear worn as though by the passage of water; but though I was at first inclined to call this a shoot, I am now more than doubtful. The hole seems placed too low, and it has no counterpart in the rest of the wall.

From this the older aqueduct, must be clearly distinguished, as far as concerns its remains, far more imposing later aqueduct, which brought an abundant supply of water to Constantia from the hills near Kythrēn. Of the date of this aqueduct I shall have to speak when dealing with the inscriptions from it; here I will merely describe its course. From the point where it crosses the road it turns sharply N.N.E., and continuing in a straight line, clearly marked by the bases of its arches, buries itself in the sand just where it is traversed by the fence which surrounds the government plantation. Thence it seems—or perhaps only one arm of it—after, as is indicated by the character of the ground, continuing for some distance in the same direction, to have turned seawards, and, passing just north of the ruins which Pococke styles a church, to have crossed the path which now leads up from the village to the forster's house, and thence again to lose itself in the sand. Where this path in its turn traversed by the government fence which here turns southwards at a right angle to its previous westerly direction, there seem to be distinct traces of the masonry of the aqueduct (see map); and it is worth, perhaps, considering whether Pococke's church, with its four abnormally thick walls,\(^2\) standing as it does on nearly the highest ground hereabouts, may not rather be another castellum. In any case the course of this later aqueduct ought certainly to be followed up when the excavation of Salamis is resumed. That a building so important as the town reservoir, if it was such, that the main aqueduct, and that a principal building like that which occupies our second site [B] should lie wholly outside the ring-wall of the later city, and at a distance from it, equal at this point to the entire width of the city itself, may make us hesitate before we identify the later city with Constantia, with whose magnitude the narrow dimensions of its circuit seem ill-assorted.\(^3\)

**SITE B.—THE DAIMONOSTASION AND CISTERN.**

The excavation of the Agora being nearly completed, and site B not offering room at this time for more than a limited number of hands, the series of experiments was extended. I have already briefly noticed a trial which was made of the ground westward of the Agora. On March 12th work

---

\(^1\) Whence the southern Leontron wall, in its second plan, was joined on to them.

\(^2\) They have in their present condition a width of from 12\(\frac{6}{10}\) to (apparently) 20 feet, as contrasted with a length of 80'.

\(^3\) Cf. the language of Polybius, Bishop of Rhinomoura, in describing the restoration of S. Epiphanius' body to the town in which he had lived and worked: Constantia is there spoken of as κάλλος, a 'great metropolis.' [The passage is quoted by Meinira, 'Cyprus' cap. xxi. col. 564.]
began on the S.E. quarter of the ancient city, where a few men were despatched to test the abrupt hill which forms the end of the plateau of Salamis towards the river. The very name of the hill, 'Daemnonstadium,' was alluring, and it was said that 'a large marble statue having a hand across its breast like a soldier' had been found in the neighbourhood. Debris of buildings was plentiful here as everywhere. Below the hill-slope at the S.W. were numberless fragments, mostly of small size, of blue marble columns and capitals, while on the rise itself various walls cropped up above the soil. Further westwards, between the Daemnonstadium and the southern end of the Agora, were many finds of large blue marble columns, and I was anxious also to try the eastward slopes towards the sea where remains of black-glazed pottery were littered about the surface, which was moreover almost free from debris of late buildings. It was not intended to do more than experiment on this long and varied tract of ground, unless important finds should supply cause for more extended operations. Probers were sunk first on the crest of the hill, whence we gradually made our way with successive trial-shafts seawards along the slopes of the plateau. Two short trenches were also cut on the site marked by the blue marble finds just mentioned, and resulted in the discovery of two portions of a probably continuous N.—S. wall forming presumably the eastern side of a large rectangular building whose date may be indicated by a fragment of stamped Artime ware found in the trench. It was not possible, however, at this stage of the season's work to undertake a fresh site of such dimensions as this promised to be; so that we contented ourselves with having ascertained its existence. On the summit of the hill part of a late (Turkish) house was first opened, then various portions of walls; and the further seawards the probers extended the older became the layer of finds they revealed. We soon found that we were meeting with ground of a very different character from any hitherto encountered. Roman and Ptolemaic remains had been left behind, and Cypriote and Greek of a good period took their place. The last slope before the sand-hills commence produced strange results. Here the καταφ were cut and quarried in ancient times, so that a narrow line of χώμα ran athwart the incline in a direction somewhat north of east. The ground had clearly been turned over more than once, as the spade brought to light pottery and terra-cottas of all ages and styles mixed together in hopeless confusion. Numerous pits or wells-shafts had been sunk; one of which is simply cut in the καταφ, a second is walled round with rough stone, a third plastered. In the flat ground at the floor of the slope, a wall of brickish water still exists; a second, smaller in form but much deeper, may be seen on the rise westwards towards the Daemnonstadium. But the number of such pits brought to light in excavating is certainly noteworthy, nor does there seem anything to account for the fact that the hillside

\[\text{It is stamped}\]
has been, as it were, ploughed from west to east with a single broad and deep furrow. Mining for water can scarcely have been the sole cause; but there is no indication of what the finds might otherwise suggest, a necropolis. I can only suppose that old disused wells were filled with rubbish, that this then became a general refuse-heap, the ground perhaps being even excavated for the purpose; and that afterwards, in comparatively late Roman times, when the surface had again become level, fresh shafts were sunk for water, resulting in a general disturbance of the older layer. In keeping with this view it may be noted that one probe, and to a certain extent a second, revealed, not fragments of terra-cotta or pottery, but a dense mass, unmixed with earth, of shells of the whelk, evidently a table delicacy, also that, while the objects found were of all periods without distinction of find-spot, yet on the whole the older layer was nearer the surface, the more recent deeper into the soil, and both occupied mainly the upper stratum of χώρα. From the character of these objects it seems probable that they were the refuse from a neighbouring temple, of which however no trace was discovered on the spot. The shafts ran down to a considerable depth; we followed them for a distance of from 17 to 24 ft. until water stopped further progress. No remains of buildings were disclosed, but here and there were portions of walling of rough construction, clearly intended to train and buttress the edifice, which has at this point rather more consistency than hardened clay and breaks off with some freshness. In two adjoining shafts this walling had the same direction northwards up the slope, and was no doubt continuous. It consisted of two courses, one stepped above the other.

Altogether about thirty shafts were sunk on this site within a confined area; not seldom two of them were afterwards merged into one. A trial too was made of the flat ground below the slope, a broad expanse which sweeps

1 Similar masses of shells representing husks of fish were found on the adjoining site Ε, and again on Κ.
2 Some fragments of pottery afford special evidence of such a temple and may even supply its name.
(a) Three portions of the neck and rim of a black-glazed vase bear the words scratched in large hirack characters

ΣΑΦΕΑ

(b) Fragment, plain coarse vase (milk-bowl) with decorated handles, on whose rim, done with the nail in the wet clay, is

ΕΕΥΧΗΝ

(c) Bottom of a black-glazed vase

ΣΩΤ

(d) Fragment of brownish-black pottery with

ΣΕΟΥ in relief. See (e).

The evidence of these four fragmentary inscriptions may be completed by reading them as though they formed a sentence

ΕΕΥΧΗΝ ΣΑΦΕΑ ΣΩΤ ΣΕΟΥ

3 The varying depth corresponds to the position of the shaft, which reached the water-level sooner or later according as it was sunk lower down or higher up on the slope.
4 Hereinafter measurements of a few examples: (a) Flattened cylinder: 13.5" deep; 6" diameter; 3.5" extent of plaster from surface. (b) Round cylinder: 13" deep; 3.6" diameter; roughly walled with stone.
(c) Ε; shaft: 11.4" deep; 5.8" wide; 7.3" long; at bottom walled in two courses 12" and 13.4" respectively from surface; dimensions about 23° W. of N.
(d) Κ; shaft: 14.6" ; wailing continuous with that in preceding shaft.
(e) Η; shaft: 14×8.5"×9.5.
(f) Round cylinder: 24×7" deep; diameter at top 5", then increasing and again contracting to original dimensions.

In all cases whether "shaft" or "cylinder" we have simply reworked ancient pits.
from the plateau to the river channel, and, with its sandy waste broken here and there by small hillocks, has the appearance of having been once under water. Indeed it might well have been supposed, as Pococke seems to have thought, that here had been the harbour of Salamis, and that the river-mouth had opened out into a natural haven. On cutting down however through a layer of sand about 5 ft. thick, remains of masonry were found, and this clue would have been followed up, but for a most untoward accident which happened on March 21, and resulted in the death of one of the workmen—a deaf-mute from Encomi.

The finding of masonry at this point under the sand is important in reference to a reported destruction of part of the city by an earthquake which altered the level of the Pedieaca. There seems to be some exaggeration. As far as existing indications show there has been little or no change of level or formation either in the river valley or on the sea-line. For a considerable distance inland the Pedieaca cannot fall more than a foot or two in the mile; on the sea-shore are still unbroken many pieces of the ancient slips and harbour walls; and the masonry discovered in the sand is not more than a few feet higher than the present sea-level. Ancient geographers speak of two harbours of Salamis and of 'islands' against which incoming ships must be on their guard. These two harbours as well as the islands probably exist to-day and have not, as Pococke supposed, been turned into part of the mainland. The one harbour is the Κλαστός Νεμέρης of Seylax [Periplus, § 103] and lies to the north of the point; it is 'locked' by the line of reef which runs nearly parallel with the shore—a distance nowhere exceeding one hundred yards; further north shore and reef all but meet. Several of the slips still remain and can be traced for a considerable distance under water. The other harbour was probably south of the point, and is the natural haven formed by the meeting of river and sea. This also is partially sheltered by the reef which here trends out from the point and then returns forming a sickle, at the end of which it disappears below the surface of the water. The 'islands' I take to be some isolated broken fragments in which the reef ends; they are somewhat small to justify the title perhaps, but πόλις does not in strictness mean more than 'floating land.' Nor can the level or channel of the Pedieaca have greatly altered; the remains of one, and perhaps of a second, older entrance are visible crossing its present bed, and their level hardly varies from that of the one in use to-day, which was probably first constructed when Famagusta rose into importance. The older remains lie between the latter and the sea. No doubt the bed of the river has risen slightly and the harbours have, like

---

1 The shaft is sunk in a low hillock, not on the flat.
2 So far as I could measure between wading and swimming. The masonry below the water is not shown on the accompanying map except by a general, and not quite accurate, reference. I have preserved memoranda of the existing masonry, which extends at intervals from the first to the second point: north of the latter there are no certain vestiges. It is not necessary here to insert measurements, which were unavoidably approximate only. The harbour fully justifies Seylax' epithets; the violent N.E. winds which are often experienced here in January and February cannot disturb the calm of its shallow sheltered waters.
3 Cf. what is said of Ammochostos in the Periplus Opici, § 384.
that of Famagosta, silted up; but in the tideless Mediterranean the sea neither recedes nor advances, and while I have often observed an easterly wind carry the waves another ten yards inland and wash away the sand from rock or masonry which generally is covered from view, a day or two of calm weather, with the equable motion of such slight tide as there is, soon restores every part to its accustomed smoothness. There is masonry here along the shore-line which, though covered with only two or three inches of sand, is never washed clean.

2. The Campanopetra. (Plate VII. A.)

Having failed thus far to find any traces of a building which might account for the pottery and terra-cottas unearthed in such profusion on the slopes of site D, the higher ground immediately above was next essayed. Attention was more especially directed to the site known to the villagers as the Campanopetra, a name given by some wandering Florentine to the tall moulded block of limestone which rises straight and square from the ground like Giotto's Campanile. Probing was also made on the edge of the plateau and along its crest westwards, disclosing objects for the most part similar to those discovered on the slope below, but not including the earliest varieties. One shaft ran down beside a wall of considerable length.

An experimental shaft was tried at a spot farther to the east, but resulted merely in the finding, close under the surface, of some Roman *meopus*, shallow tombs lined with gypsum slabs and tiles. There was nothing in them but human dust and a few fragments of bone which were given back to their interrupted slumberers. The experiment, however, had thus much value that it proved, as had been already inferred from the character of the vegetation, that the low hills which bound the coast are not deeply covered with sand, a fact of some importance in view of the early resumption of excavation. It is not indeed to be expected that the sand can anywhere lie to a great depth, except where, as on site B, it has drifted—the margin of shore is very narrow, and there is no long expanse over which the sea-wind sweeping coastwards may gather a dusty harvest; nor does the area of sand extend far inland. The Government fence marked on the map indicates very fairly its limits up to the point where it turns eastwards to the sea.

With exception of one tomb to the N.E. of the Campanopetra no other

---

1 The *northern* θαλασσην μεοπαδα is rarely more than five feet in depth, and the greater part is only 1' 6" to 3' 6" or 4'.
2 The preservation of the ancient slips precludes the idea of any considerable alteration by the earthquakes from which Salamis suffered.
3 Since I wrote this report I have learnt that the name Campanopetra is open to some doubt. It is certainly the name used to me by several of the villagers, but J. A. R. Munro obtained from others the form *Campanopis*.
4 *μεόπα* Cypriote means "built tomb intended to hold a single body". The term is a convenient one. The present tombs had covers of gypsum, sides of plastered stone, and floors of tiles. They measured 1" × 2' 3" × 2' 6"; dimensions which are almost invariably for *μεοπαδα* and for niches of brick tombs of the Roman period in Cyprus.
outlying experiment was undertaken, and the work was confined to site E. This, like most of those excavated, is a rectangular patch of ground with a surface slightly concave. Beside the large upright block which properly speaking has alone a title to the name Campanópetra, other smaller pieces of limestone similarly moulded were scattered about. Like the Campanópetra itself, which still stands erect 9' 7½" high, they are parts of the jambs of a door. The section of the stone is given here. The moulding is also shown in Pl. VIII, Fig. 11. The principal block rests on a wall 2' 8" wide whose course so far as laid here may be traced on the accompanying plan of site E, Pl. VII, A. With it the angle of wall at the S.W. is probably continuous, though there is a divergence of line amounting to a few inches between the one and the other. At the N.E. is again a portion of wall running nearly at right angles to that on the west, but exhibiting a depth of 10' 3" (inclusive of rubble bed). Further east was found a large fragment of late flooring, and by it was a pit filled with shells. Similar deposits of shells were found also in a shaft on the south side where again were portions of walls, which in this instance however did not extend far from the surface. At the N.W. was a piece of late marble flooring and under it a small drain. These different remains of building do not appear to belong entirely to one plan or to one period; but it would be idle to speculate on their character or purpose until further excavation has supplied further premises.

In the centre of the plot near where, as I afterwards learnt, the first shaft was sunk, a fortunate rustic was reported to have chanced upon the

---

* The wall beneath the Campanópetra has a depth of 9'; that at the S.W., where the ground is somewhat higher, of 9' 6½".

* One wall is merely a single course of stones on a rubble and cement bed, 2' 8½" high (inclusive) the others of even less height. Partly under the latter but deeper down is the bed of shells. Remains of masonry other than those mentioned are unimportant.

* As the plan will scarcely convey a sufficient idea of general dimensions it may be stated that the artificial square constructed for measuring purposes, one arm of which is coincident with the W. wall and extends from a few feet N. of it to the S.W. angle, measured 100' W. X 100' S. X 110' E. X 102½' N.
proverbial pot of gold, containing in this case pieces of Constantine, who having been made a saint is the one Emperor with whose name the village savants are familiar. We found no gold Constantines, but a layer of pottery, rather less broken than that near the wells of site $D$, consisting mainly of Cypriote ware of the earlier sort (vi$^{th}$-v$^{th}$ centuries B.C.), such as has been sometimes classed with "Mycenaeans." Other shafts produced, partly similar ware, partly blank-glazed pottery and one or two fragments of red-figure of good style. But the six or seven holes, some of them reaching a depth of 10, 11 and 12½ feet, failed to supply evidence of any more permanent remains than had been found on the southward slope below. The pottery was met with at no great depth, 3' to 5' in the centre and 7' or more at the sides of the plot, where the θαῦα was deeper.

Site $E$ has not been excavated; it has been the subject of an experiment only. When the work at Salamis is resumed, a further attempt must certainly be made to solve the problem presented by the finds of early pottery in and about this part of the ancient city; and the plot of corn-land intervening between $E$ and $D$ might be first tried [e. plan]. Here at any rate is the one quarter of the cityl where in the course of a season's excavation a really archaic layer of remains has been found. It is true that the Rhodian, early black-figure, and red-figure vases which were discovered are fragments only; but they are fragments of good work and of undeniable early character, and that they should exist in such crowded mass as a refuse-heaps only, without there being any neighbouring building or necropolis whence the refuse had come, is scarcely credible. So important a clue must be followed up, even if the money expended should not be recovered in the form of a valuable collection of pottery. There are many problems in the early history of vase painting, and especially in that of the Rhodian and Asiatic schools, which no site promises better to solve than does Salamis.

$G^*$: OR TOUMPA.

At this period of the season quite a number of excavations, mainly of an experimental character, were being carried on simultaneously. Of these the Campanoïpetra had occupied a few hands from March 19 to April 3; $D$ had been abandoned on March 20, and the day before, having concluded a bargain with the proprietor, I had started some of the men on a new outlying site which, from the nature of the ground, is known to the villagers as Toumpa [i.e. 'The Hill, or Mound']. Between the two rivers where the line of cauesway which carries the Famagusta road across them is for a short distance

---

1 Excepting of course the portions of wall already mentioned.
2 Accordingly it has not been thought worth while to burden this description of it with detailed measurements.
3 The following site Toumpa, as outside the limits of this city proper, is only a partial H.S.—VOL. XII.
4 According to chronological order this should have been $F$; but that letter had long before been pressed into the service of the general map to demarcate a point of high ground close to which excavation was subsequently commenced.
interrupted, and opposite the road which turns aside from the highway to feed
the villages of Encomi and Ai Sergyi, there is a small rocky hill rising
abruptly out of the surrounding marshy plain. Fronting the road the rock
has been so cut and quarried as to present an appearance of steps and seats;
behind and to the north a gentler slope leads down to the second Famagusta
road, used in summer only. Here also the villagers had done some digging
and made, as usual, report of marble statues. Apart however from villagers'
gossip, there was little possibility of mistaking the character of the site. The
position, a shelf of earth nestling under a shoulder of rock, the cutting of the
rock itself, the fragments of terra-cotta on the surface, all told their tale.
There could be little doubt that here had been a Cypriote shrine, and probably
a shrine of requisite; for it was placed on the main road to Ammochostos with two
carriageways converging upon it, a solitary spot of solid land between the crossing
of two rivers, where the traveller in either direction could give thanks for
having passed the one peril and bespeak a safe journey over the other,
paying here his octroi to the religious authorities of Salamis.

The site divides itself naturally into two portions, hill-crest and slope.
The westward side, that towards the main road, was ploughed land and here
preliminary shafts were sunk, though I was anxious to come as soon as possible to where the line of rock cropped up above the soil on the hilllock's
brow. The slope, as anticipated, produced nothing, though it had been
necessary to first test its character. Accordingly starting away from the face
of the rock, a deep trench was carried along the front, and, objects soon
coming to light there, the remainder of the excavation consisted simply in
pushing the trench farther back down the slope until the limit of finds was
reached. In the end the trench was 28'-30' wide, with a depth of 12' from
the rock-level. Outside this trench finds were made only at the S.W. corner
of the rock in what was, but for the intervention of a small portion of
unworked ground, merely a continuation of it. Many other shafts were tried
further out in the field near the S.W. corner but with little or no result: at
the N.W. the rock had been cut straight down forming a blank wall, but this
though investigated led to nothing. Supplementary digging was also carried
out on the crest of the hill, and on its northern and eastern slopes: the shafts
however, which generally did not reach more than from four to eight feet,
opened nothing but débris of late masonry—of which, indeed, there was here
a considerable amount on the surface—and a few fragments of pottery and
limestone figures similar to those found in the main trench. Among the
pottery fragments were one or two pieces of 'Klein-meister' ware. Almost
therefore of the very interesting and important find from Toumipa comes.

* Encomi, to a native of which village
Toumipa belongs, was in Turkish times a
headquarters of illicit digging. Encomi com-
prises one end of a ridge of sands which
stretches thence northwards to the monastery
of Ai Yavnava; and parallel with this ridge
northwards is a second, shorter, line of sands.
The two ridges form the necropolis of Salamis
and have been so evidently from prehistoric
days as to contain also sepulchres like Ai
Katharina. It is this city of the dead which
Alexander Comnena intends by the name
'Salamis' that any remains of the town itself
existed be scarce scarcely to realise.
from the main trench just under the brow of the rock. Toumpa, in fact, has little place in this section, it belongs almost entirely to that on "Objects Found." No plan of the site is given: the general map of Salamis suffices. There was, in fact nothing to plan. Beyond some débris on the crest and northward slope all the masonry discovered is comprised in a piece of poor walling low down in the S.W. corner by the road. In this there is nothing to cause surprise; Cypriote shrines were far more of the nature of groves than of temples.

Toumpa being private property the excavation was no sooner ended than it became necessary to remove all trace of it. The ground had to be restored to its former level, and left in such a condition as was not incompatible with tillage. It may be to the point therefore to notice here the character of the subsoil. At the foot of the slope close by the road water was reached at a level of 7'3" and was brackish. About half-way up the slope a trench opened ground which evidently had long been undisturbed. There were: three distinct layers. First came 5 ft of loose sand and sandy earth, then 4 ft. of comparatively firm earth only partially mixed with sand. This layer trended upwards at an inclination of 15° from the horizontal line; and below it was again loose sand, free from admixture of any foreign substance. These deposits of sand on ground raised above the prevailing level deserve to be noted. If they were formed by drift from the sea-shore the present coastline must be considerably in advance of the ancient; for the limit of drifted sand falls in modern times far short of Toumpa. Close under the rock the soil had been completely disturbed: its upper layer was a mixture of sand and soil, and below at 5' to 6' was a stratum of black earth full of charred matter and of fragments of bone. The presence of such earth on the site of a Cypriote shrine does not require explanation.

\[ F.—\text{The Atrium. (Plate VII A.)} \]

While Toumpa was being worked out, two other experimental sites were undertaken, one on the high ground a short distance north of the Dhaemnostasion hill, the other within the circuit of the later city. On the map accompanying this report marks about the summit of the plateau of Salamis which thence runs S.E., at nearly the same level to its termination in the Dhaemnostasion. Just eastward of \( F \) is a hollow filled with large blocks of stone, among which are several limestone drums. Two of the latter, which stood upright, had the air of resting still in position. Gregori, the foreman, was anxious to follow up this clue, and as there were at the moment several workmen to spare, he was given a free hand. An extended excavation was not, however, contemplated: how much or how little was accomplished will be best seen from the accompanying plan \( F \). The two

\[ ^1 \text{ Cf., generally, report of excavations at } \]
upright drums proved to be, as had been expected, in place. Their base, whose moulding is eccentric [c. Pl. VIII. Fig. 9], has an upper diameter of 2' 11½"; the side of its podium being 3' 11"; its base and column have a united height in existing state of 4' 8". The wall on which they stand is 4' wide, but consists of only a single course 1 ft. thick. By it was found a Roman portrait-head in marble [section on ‘Finds’]. The wall ends westward with a short flight of steps, set at right angles to it, which again lead on to a fragment of plain mosaic floor.¹ Eastwards near the first column, are also two small fragments of mosaic just showing in the side of the trench, and curiously enough, lying one a few inches above the other. Above them is a narrow layer of charred matter which extends, at a slightly lower level, throughout this trench. Between the columns, and extending just beyond (westward of) the second, a narrow (later) wall has been placed upon that which supports the columns. Eastwards and westwards of this, the main wall, were others at no great distance having direction not quite coincident with it. That to the east has at present a length of 88', and is 2' 6" wide; it finishes towards the west in a cross-wall,² on to whose western edge join other portions of wall, though in slightly different line. In the N.W. angle of the trench opening this wall is a pit, much-choked, whose roughly circular wall is formed of loosely-placed masonry. To the west are two deep walls separated only by a narrow interval, the northern of which seems to bear an impress of greater age.³ Neither is directly in line with the column-wall. Northward from the steps already mentioned, and beyond the patch of mosaic, was another deposit of whelk-shells, such as has been noted on preceding sites. In the side of the trench the cement-bed for the mosaic continues, and below is a second layer of cement, above and beneath which is blackened soil containing charred fragments. South of the steps was part of a cement floor (or bed for mosaic), beyond which rough masonry, not unlike that with which the Agora is paved, was found. This being removed, a shaft was sunk till at 17' it reached safas. Here, as at other points,* an older layer was opened, consisting mainly of broken pottery, plain, black-glazed, and Cypriote. A trench south from the eastern column produced nothing but loose earth, with very sparse fragments of older pottery, and struck safas apparently at a depth of 10' 6". Other shafts revealed only rough masonry of a similar character to that just mentioned, or pieces of wall, mostly of a late period. One trench, however, at the N.E. was carried along the side of a wall of better character. This wall was opened for a distance of 20 ft., and proved to extend 7' from the surface, at which depth was a step-course projecting

1 Coloured tesserae, small; without pattern: 4' 7" N. to S.
2 It has a width of 4' 3" and runs N. 1' 4" and S. 3' 6" from a point equal to axis of column-wall. Its western edge slopes westward of south, so that the adjoining wall placed at right angles to this edge does not square with the longer wall southward.
3 The same southly of the two has an angle-return at its eastern end; both portions being 5' 6" deep and extending from the surface. The northern wall only exists at a lower level 9' beneath the southern, and thence continues to the bottom of the trench, or 13' to 13' 6" from the surface; there is an angle-return at the western end.
4 Indicated on plan.
about 18", and apparently intended to support a floor of which some traces remain. At the S.E. corner of the trench part of an open water-channel. Possibly continuous with this wall are some portions of masonry which protrudes above the surface further southwards. Of surface remains there are indeed a goodly number; they are distinguished on the plan.

The site did not yield much portable spoil. In addition to the portraithead already mentioned, there were the greater part of a small marble statuette of Aphrodite, several more or less complete terra-cottas, of which some retained their colouring, and various fragments of pottery. What other finds there were consisted of architectural members: a couple of small marble columns with diameters of 10" and 15", two small white marble bases, and a blue marble drum which had been hollowed out to serve as the mouth of a well. The villagers reported that many similar columns had been carried off from the site in previous years. There can be little doubt that the space had chanced upon part of a large Roman mansion, and in view of more important work the experiment was abandoned.

H.—The Drums. (Plate VII. A.)

'The grand court (of the temple of Zeus Salaminius) is 650 feet by 390," writes Drummond, 'and has included other buildings beside the temple, of what kind I will not presume to say. One part on the north of the square I take to have been a circus; great numbers of broken fusts are scattered about, some being 3½ feet in diameter, so that they must have been very high; they lie near the temple among some foundations which probably belonged to the palace, as one person was both king and high-priest.' It is not quite clear what ruins Drummond alludes to. If the Loutron, his temple of Zeus, stood inside the 'great court,' the latter can hardly be identified with the Agora, though this is the only large rectangular space in its neighbourhood. If the court is not the Agora, then the 'large fusts' north of it may perhaps be identified with the last site H, excavated this season. As, pursuing the path which leads from the Loutron to 'The Columns,' one tops a slight rise, H lies to the right, a depression roughly rectangular in outline, covered with fragments of huge limestone drums and capitals. It was not of inviting appearance or of great promise; but it was of considerable size, and the building which had stood upon it must have been, judging from the remains of its order, though late, yet important. There was more than sufficient reason for making a further experiment. Accordingly, a few hands commenced work here on Mar. 28, and were employed up till Apr. 19. Just at the close of the season a little additional work was done. The main lines of the building were thus ascertained, but not enough was effected to render the plan complete [c. plan H, Pl. VII. A].

The western end is occupied by a wall running about N.N.W., with an ascertained length of 116' 6"; it would, however, if fully excavated undoubtedly prove to be considerably larger. The wall has a width of 3' 6" to 3' 0", and a height of 4' 2" on to a projecting course which continues
another 2' 6". From it at least four parallel walls start eastwards; the one most fully excavated has a present length of 181' 6" and is still incomplete. These walls form two pairs, an inner and an outer. The former, separated from each other by an interval of 32 ft., are just over 4' 6" wide, and carried large Corinthian columns not differing greatly in form from those of the Agora, but perhaps of larger dimensions. Though several bases remain in position they are much mutilated, none retaining more than a trace of its original moulding. The intercolumniation is not quite regular, but seems to have been about 12 ft., considerably shorter therefore than that of the Agora. The last span westward is rather larger, instead of being, as might have been expected, smaller. The outer pair of walls are of less dimensions, and have carried apparently an order of three half-column pilasters; but so little of them has been opened that their connection cannot be regarded as absolutely certain.

There seems to be an irregularity in their level, the southern wall being rather lower than the northern at the line of emplacement of its columns; the best proof of their connection with the building is afforded by the similarity of the bases of their columns, their direction parallel with, and their equi-distance from, the inner column-walls [see cut of moulding and plan of these bases, Pl. VIII. Fig. 8]. The walls are about 2' 6" wide, and seem to have been increased under the columns the better to support their weight. These walls with their pilaster order would appear to have formed the sides of the building, but the western end wall certainly continues beyond them. Traces of flooring were found at various points. Thus there is a vestige of a cement layer level with the top of the southern outer wall, and 3' 8" lower—depth of the cutting—there seems to have been a second. Another fragment 3' 3" wide adjoins, on its northern side, the first base of the southern inner column-wall; there may have been again cement flooring resting on the outer stepped course of the western wall; and there is a thin layer of crumbling cement north of the central portion of the southern inner column-wall, and below it a layer of black earth so fine as to resemble sand. The face of the wall here is stuccoed. There is a goodly array of other walls on the site, which have little or no apparent connection with the main building. Though all are inserted in the plan, it is not necessary to give a description of each one. On the south has been opened part of a wall whose direction is very nearly, but, so far as with a lack of instruments I could determine, not exactly parallel with the colonnade. It exists also to a higher level than the main wall.

---

1 Two mutilated blocks standing on this wall are just conceivably the remnants of bases.
2 The side of the base square is 4' 6.5"; and of the drums scattered about one has an apparent diameter of 3' 6", another of 3' 24", a third of about 2' 2". A drum resting on the outer southern wall has a diameter of about 2' 11.5".
3 By combining together the vestiges of moulding on various bases it was possible to reconstruct a base having a general resemblance to that of the order of the Agora, but the reconstruction is too tentative to be reproduced here. The lowest moulding seems to have been more than a foot high, and the entire base quite two feet.
4 The interval is about 27' 19' 2" and 29' 9" measured over all from nearest face of inner column-wall; and allow 2' 6" for width of outer wall.
walls, but like them seems to have carried columns or pilasters, for which however there is no further evidence than its outline [a. plan]. Nearly parallel with this is a portion of wall in the trench furthest to the S.E., by which are remains of a tessellated marble floor, and a blue marble Corinthian capital. At the eastern end of the northern inner column-wall are two cross-walls, but neither is sufficiently marked as the eastern front-wall of the building. The column-wall too continues beyond them. On the one are some tiny marble bases placed on a later wall which occupies the eastern half of the cross-wall. At the extreme N.W. is a bewildering medley of walls, which may in part have belonged to a house. Portions of wall-plaster were at any rate found there, and vestiges of cement flooring; the ground above which is very firm and dense, while below, after a thin layer of burnt earth, it is equally loose and mixed with all sorts of débris. The easternmost portion of the southern inner column-wall also shows a medley of masonry, and in the next trench westwards are considerable fragments of plaque-flooring [πλακωνία]. The other walls placed on the plan reach generally to the surface, and are in most cases of slight character; some masonry which appears in a trench occupying just the centre of the building may be excepted, but is much mutilated, and is at best a fragment.

As a whole the building was probably of a late period, and the ground has been extensively used again at a still later time. Interesting was the discovery of a large drain which runs under the southern slope nearly in the direction of the Leontron. I traced it for some 120 ft., but could get no further as the earth had fallen in and choked the passage. The firm is as usual square, but the drain is larger than those in the Agora, and receives a number of smaller affluent. The site, like A, had also been freely used as a burial ground. Several μυηματα roughly constructed of stones, some of which had been architectural members, were chanced upon and lay at a fair depth. One yielded a well-preserved skull. Turkish glazed pottery was occasionally met with, but finds were extremely rare and comprised merely fragments of terracottas—a poor little Roman amber Cupid [7], and three pieces of inscribed blocks, two having merely a few letters. The excavation was too incomplete to supply satisfactory material for any conclusion of value as to the character of the building which had occupied this site.

J.—TOMBS, AND ΤΟΜΒΑΙ ΤΟΥ ΜΠΙΧΑΗΛ.

To complete our series of experiments we resolved towards the close of the season to open some of the tombs of Salamis. For this purpose two patches of ground in the necropolis, west of the town, were acquired. The one of these plots lies at the foot of a great mound of earth, itself probably a sepulchre, and not far from Ai Katherina [see map]. It is a polygonal field of poor soil, poor both for the growing of corn and the pro-

---

1 The general position of the tomb-district has been indicated above. See also, in part, the map, which however only covers a portion of the ground.
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During the excavations of antiquities. Commencing on April 29th some six or eight shafts were sunk, and sufficiently showed that tombs had indeed existed here, but had been long rifled and destroyed. Scarcely a single complete object, and not one of value, was found. In one shaft the workmen came upon masonry close under the surface which Gregori decided was the prelude to a tomb of the Pera type. For once however his instinct was, unfortunately for us, at fault; and though with the thermometer at 92° in the shade he sadly distressed himself by furious onslaughts with pick and shovel, the masonry still refused to yield a treasure it had never possessed.

A large tomb near the monastery, whose Ægips had fallen in, was next attacked. It belonged, or rather the ground in which it was sunk belonged to a good lady of Encomi, whose relatives and friends had for many months intended to rob it, but had found their courage slip away whenever they were on the point of carrying out their plan. So the tomb was left for us, and

The Encomites contented their love of plunder—by proxy. It was a fine Roman sepulchre in excellent preservation, and had three semi-chambers, in which were sarcophagi of terra-cotta, placed on couches of natural rock. In the earth of the tomb were a number of small clay vessels, and of glass cups and tear-bottles. The sarcophagi yielded some gold earrings and plated beads, and with a few objects in bronze the list of contents is at an end. The chief interest of the tomb was architectural, as will appear from the annexed plan.

The second site Tonumps tou Michaili, lies on the southern end of the eastern ridge of the kala, and consists of two plots, one belonging to the head man of Enomai, the other to a brother of the unfortunate deaf-mute Petros, from whose father it takes its name of ‘Michael’s Hill.’ The two plots are divided from one another by a road running to the village. Behind them is a long strip of land covered with rushes, which in the wet season becomes a
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marsh.¹ Michali's patch proved a great surprise. It had little that savoured of tombs, but the surface was strewn with fragments of inscriptions of all kinds and periods. A goodly number of shafts were sunk both here and in an adjoining patch of vetches; but failed to open anything of the nature of tombs. Two ended in rough holes which, cut in firm rocky saxus, had preserved their original shape; wells they were not, but they may possibly have been pits to hold water, such as are still used in the neighbourhood by the villagers, and afford, for some days after rainfall, a scanty draught for flocks of sheep and goats. The earth is shallow, and is not very full of ancient remains. The majority of the inscribed fragments were on the surface, and

² Hidden by the bushes at its southern end is a huge block of limestone which, utterly ruined by wind and weather, bears now but the faintest resemblance to a lion, of which animal it is said to have been still a possible portrait a few years back. It measures 7'2" long x 3' high x 4'6" thick and is all but shapeless, though very probably the relic of a funeral monument.

Plan of Tombs: Panagy's Field
where another blue marble block on being dug up, proved to be moulded and to have been cut to receive a statue. It is probable, however, that there was no great building in this neighbourhood, but that the Circus had stood near at hand, perhaps on the flat ground now traversed by the high road in and about which are several remains of foundations. The neighbourhood of the circus will account for these numerous fragments of inscriptions; the pedestal mentioned is from a statue in honour of a gymnasiarch.

Quite different was the find on the N. side of the road. This plot of ground proved to be as crowded with tombs as the other was empty. All however had been rifled long before, the greater number doubtless in ancient times. One little group was interesting architecturally [cf. plan annexed]. Each chamber was hewn out of the rock in the form of a large sarcophagus with pent-house roof. The stone stair leading down to the principal sepulchre was also complete, and had been used as a means of rifling the adjoining tombs. In all, about fifteen tombs were opened, and all fifteen were empty.

Taken as a whole this experiment was a decided failure so far as concerns its main object: but the find of inscriptions, though these were for the most part very fragmentary, and the suggestion they supply as to the locality of the circus, are a result of some importance. That many untouched tombs still remain is certain; the subsidence of earth above is continually revealing fresh ones. But it is rather on the western ridge that they must be sought, not on the eastern, of which Toumpa tou Michaili forms part. That many have been plundered both in ancient and modern times goes without saying, but our experiment was on too small and partial a scale to be the basis of a general inference. Only the close of the season and failure of funds prevented a more extended trial. It was necessary to concentrate our remaining time and energy on the sand-site in order to bring the work there not indeed to a termination—that was beyond our power and must be the legacy of a second season—but that we might at least reach a certain stage in it at which the task could be conveniently taken up by our successors. To the interrupted story of this important site I must now return.

B. TEMENOS OF ZEUS (I) IS THE SAND NEAR THE FORESTER’S HOUSE.

(Plate VI.)

Of site B, or the ‘Sand Site,’ which was in work almost throughout the entire season, I have already given a general description; it remains to tell the story of the excavation and its results. Assuming that the capitals and bases discovered by the villagers had, lying as they did nearly due E. and W. of one another, marked either the two ends of the building or one of its side walls, a trench was first run from one find-spot to the other, and to this a second was added, cutting across the western end of the first. Two others were subsequently commenced, one at the eastern, one at the western end, and the first two extended in both directions. The western column-wall was then ascertained for its entire length, and from its northern angle a new
trench was drawn along the line of the northern wall. Further trenching
was becoming difficult and unprofitable in this deep layer of loose sand, and
the weather being unfavourable, work was interrupted until a supply of
barrows ordered from Limassol could arrive and render possible its resumption.
When these were at length received the clearance of the site was
taken up in earnest, but it required a fortnight's hard work for all the sand
previously excavated to be removed to a distance. The western end and
N.W. inner angle were excavated to a considerable depth, well down into
virgin soil; the northern wall cleared together with a broad strip on its
inner side; and then, as there proved to be more sand than had been
expected, and as the season was already well advanced, attention was
concentrated on the eastern end. Here the drift was extraordinarily deep,
reaching more than 20 feet as the work advanced up the slope. A consider-
able space was however cleared, completely opening the eastern wall and the
ground for some distance adjacent. On the plan of the site I have marked
in continuous character the limit of excavation, so far as this reached
down to the level of earth, or of masonry resting on the earth: a much wider
area has in fact been partially cleared, or, in loose sand, the work actually
done would have been impossible. Thus the labour still necessary to entirely
clear the building is less great than it might seem: the large, almost
untouched tract in the centre consists of a much shallower layer (9-8 feet)
and can easily be removed by working from its inner edge. Female labour
will at most points be found relatively to cost much the more effective.

An unfinished excavation in the sand places many difficulties in the way
of a satisfactory statement of its results. While the work is in progress there
are no landmarks; the aspect of the site changes insensibly, and as the wall
of sand recedes the eye fails to appreciate relative distances; what was
apparent yesterday will be hidden again to-morrow. Thus plan and measure-
ments have to be left to the very last, till the work is at an end in fact, when
a chance wind may again obscure everything and there are no workpeople to
clear away the intruding layer of dust. Once the site is laid thoroughly
open difficulties will have vanished: at present many things must be taken
even ground around.

The building of which the greater part was excavated this season was
apparently a four-sided colonnade, of a late period, and, at least as concerns its
western end, very unevenly constructed. In length it is 168' (Eng.), and 125'
broad, thus giving, with allowance of a few inches for the impossibility of
exact measurement of weathered limestone, a proportion of just 4:3. The
column-walls are remarkably slight in construction, the western which alone is
uncovered to its foundation having a width of 2' 9" and a depth of 1' 8" for

---

1 The measures here are, length from centre N.W. corner pedestal to further edge N.E.
corner = middle of eastern wall; width from centre N.W. corner pedestal to centre S.W.
corner pedestal.

The allowance spoken of in the text is not therefore necessary for the older building whose
length deducting 3' 4" for half the entrance will be 165' 8" which is to 125' exactly as 4 : 3.
The restored structure has varied the length slightly in order to harmonize with the eastern
front which (n. d.f.) is of a different character,
the first course, and 3' 7" width by 10' 6" depth for the second course, below which is a layer varying in thickness from 2' 6" to 3' 0", of loose rubble, and this in its turn rests on natural. The first and second courses are not square with one another, the upper being set slightly adant the lower. The lower course in reality is part of a much older building, dating perhaps from the ivth century B.C., of which the existing structure is a restoration in late Imperial times. Of this older building there are also other remains:—to it belong the four corner pieces, a base on the north wall used as a substructure, two bases inverted on the east wall, and some finely moulded jambs which were found on the western wall. The material used was a hard limestone of very fine grain, almost like marble, which, sheltered in the sand, has generally weathered admirably. Some idea of the character of the structure may be gathered from the cut of the S.W. corner-piece given here, and the mouldings of the bases and jambs on Pl. VIII. Nos. 5, 16, 13. As it has occupied the same space so it has been in all probability of the same character, architecturally, as the restoration, a four-sided colonnade. It was of more substantial construction than its successor, but was not heavily built, as the subsoil is sand.

The character of the existing structure and its state of preservation will be best understood from the views reproduced on Pl. IV, from negatives taken by J.A.R. Munro. The colonnade is composed of plain pillars, bearing Corinthian capitals, and the material is marble, varying in hue from a blue-veined white Asotic kind to the common blue. The columns are of uneven length to equalize which their bases are raised on pedestals of proportionate height or placed directly on the upper courses of the wall. An average height is 13' 6", an average diameter 2' at the base.

1 But see later as to a probable modification of this statement.
2 Annexed to plan R is a section of the west wall showing the relative heights of the bases.
3 By an oversight I omitted to take an exact measurement of the difference of level between the S.W. corner and the adjoining base. It is inserted from a photograph, approximately.
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[inclusive of fillet], 1' 7" at the head. To these dimensions correspond a base of 1' x 2' and a capital slightly over 2 feet high. The intercolumniation is also irregular, but does not vary more than a few inches on either side of 9' Roman, except at the corners where it increases to 11' English. There are 14 such intercolumniations on the western end, that is to say 13 columns exclusive of the doubled half-columns at the corners, only the bases of which, belonging to the older building, remain. All the bases, two only excepted, remain in position; their columns and capitals, generally entire, lie as they fell at right angles to the wall, and, as a rule, on its inner side. Details of the order are given by Pl. VIII, Figs. 12, 15. On the north wall only two bases remain, one of which is probably not in position and is not shown on the plan; the other close to the N.W. corner was in place and rested on a base from the older building, to obtain whose measurements and moulding it had to be removed. A third was lying displaced on the wall. It was necessary for convenience of excavation to leave the sand lying between the northern walls, so that the columns and capitals were not, with few exceptions, exposed to view. On the south wall, so far as it has been opened, all bases are in position; their columns only the ends of which have as a rule been cleared, lie adjacent and seem to be entire. Beyond the column-wall on these three sides, and at a distance of 18 to 19 feet, is an outer wall, courses of which remain in places several feet above the level of emplacement of the columns. It is of fairly good construction 2' 1" wide, and is of limestone. At the S.W. it is united to the column-wall by masonry; and its western portion continues beyond the angle, but has been opened only a very short distance.

The peristyle probably enclosed an open court; but the greater part of the space it occupied has not been excavated. A slight wall runs inwards from about the centre of the northern column-wall, and is almost certainly continuous with that opened by a trench in the middle of the court from which another wall of similar character strikes off eastwards at right angles. No certain trace of flooring appeared in the strips of ground excavated along the western and northern walls, with a possible exception in favour of a small patch adjacent to the intersection of the two original trenches (e. plan); the νεκτα, with which fragments and foreign substances were but sparsely intermingled, seemed rather like that of a patch of open soil, a Cypriote άναίλη. In the S.W. corner was found a small, covered-in drain or water-channel, which seemed to connect with a rectangular shaft, roughly built of stone, a few

---

1 The measurements of column 10 are subjoined as a sample; those of the others need not be inserted here.
2 Shaft, length 14' 3"; base diameter 2' 10" (inclusive of fillet); head 1' 7".
3 Base, sides of square 3' 10"; diameter (upper) 2' 8"; height 1' 6".
4 Capital, flower to flower 2' 9"; diameter (lower) 1' 31"; height 3' 2".

The length of the columns beginning from the northern end are 13' 101/2"; 13' 7"; 14' 31/4"; 14' 01/2"; 14' 31/2"; 14' 41/2"; 14' 51/2"; 14' 71/2"; 14' 101/2"; 14' 121/2"; 14' 131/2"; 14' 141/2"; 14' 151/2"; 14' 161/2"; 14' 171/2"; 14' 181/2"; 14' 191/2"; 14' 201/2"; 14' 21/2"; 14' 3/4"; 14' 5/8"; 14' 1/4"; 11' 1/2"; 11' 3/4"; 11' 5/4"; 11' 7/8"; 11' 9/16"; 11' 11/32"; 11' 13/64"; 11' 15/128"; 11' 17/256"; 11' 19/512"; 11' 21/1024"; 11' 23/2048"; 11' 25/4096"; 11' 27/8192"; 11' 29/16384".
5 On the S. wall the intercolumniation is a fraction under 9' English and therefore slightly greater. The corner interval is as before 11'.
6 19' 5", 18' 7", 19' 3" on the S., W., and N., respectively.
7 It has a width of 1' 6", extends 11' 3" as open, and starts from the lower course of the N. wall.
foot west of the southern end of the column-wall. A similar pit of still smaller dimensions exists 13 feet further east than the slight wall just previously mentioned. In the N.E. angle is much débris of late constructions, one wall of which has for angle-pieces two fragments of limestone columns. The corresponding S.E. corner also preserved similar remains; and from a portion of stuccoed wall adjoining the second column came part of an inscription and a statue of Athena wearing the aegis. Both had been mortared in. Between the outer and inner walls of the western end, near the 3rd base [from N.W.], is some rough masonry forming a rude semi-circle. Against the 1st base of the north wall, partly cut away for the purpose, a wall has been laid extending 4' 10½" to a rough floor of large square stones. Enclosed between these and the N.W. angle was an irregular quadrilateral slabbed with gypsin with an under-bed of cement, cutting through which we found evidence of an older layer in a small terracotta head of pseudo-Egyptian style.

The eastern end of the rectangle is of a different character. Here a broad wall replaces the narrow masonry of the western front, and has supported fluted columns of fine white marble 22 ft. high, carrying Corinthian capitals of a slender calathus shape with design in low relief. Half of one column still stands erect on its base. The bases of which seven remain in position are level, and the intercolumniation sufficiently regular at 11' 2" to 11' 8". At its southern end the eastern wall continues beyond the corner, and the same is probably true of its northern end, where, however, the ground is insufficiently cleared, and owing to a great accumulation of débris, certainty cannot as yet be had. The northern and southern column-walls fit into the eastern, their ends being coterminous with the line of its centre; and the limestone corner half-base is constructed to carry not two pilasters but one [cf. plan of S. E. corner; the corresponding N. E. corner is at present obscured by later over-building, but has almost certainly been of the same character]. Moreover, the last interval on the eastern wall is only 5' 3½", which might almost be indicative of a pycnostyle front, as the intercolumniation is 11' 2" to 11' 8½"; but, taken in conjunction with the facts just mentioned, confirms the hypothesis that the eastern front is not the true front of the colonnade, but belongs to another structure to which the colonnade has been attached as an annex, a hypothesis which even apart from this evidence

---

1 6' 0": 7' from S.W. angle. The pit in existing state is 4' below the S.W. angle and has a depth of 5' 6", but is partly choked.
2 Inner diagonal 22½.
3 Probably forming part of a square building.
4 Just outside the angle were similar remains; part of a thin wall of flag-stones and a gypsin floor, both now destroyed. Against the wall was found a thin marble slab moulded—perhaps a door-jamb—on which was an exorcised inscription.
5 The wall is 2' 1½" wide and ends on the lower course of the column-wall into which it projects 5½".

---

8 Length of shaft: 21' 9½": top diameter 2' 4½": base diameter 2' 11½" inclusive; square of base 3' 3½": upper diameter of base 2' 11½".
3 Capital: height 3' 7½" with cushion 2' 2½" more; diameter (lower) 1' 1½"; side of cushion 2' 4½".
4 The capitals have suffered greatly, most of their tracery being lost. I regret that I have no drawing of these capitals. One however is shown on a small scale on the photographic plate of this eastern wall.
5 For a distance, as far as it has been opened, of five feet beyond a point equal with the middle line of the southern column-wall.
would be almost sufficiently proved by the character of the eastern column-wall itself. The older building has followed similar lines, as the plan of its S.E. corner shows. At this corner too there are, lying on the adjoining portion of the southern wall, three continuous drums of limestone as though fallen from the corner-base. One at least has probably a square underside but they have not been moved and cannot be measured satisfactorily in their present position.\(^1\)

Within and without the outer wall, at a level 3 ft. below the top of its basis, is a pavement of coloured marbles,\(^2\) arranged in various patterns, which do not however fit orderly into one another, but follow haphazard. The designs are in many cases similar to those in the pavement discovered on the

---

\(^1\) They have an inclusive length of 8' 10", and the lowest drum has a diameter of about 2' 5", no allowance being made for its original stucco base. Another—entire—drum lying a short distance away has a diameter (exclusive of allowance for stucco) of 2' 4". Lying on the steps (see below) is part of a large plastered limestone capital (Corinthian).  

\(^2\) Mainly various tints of blue, alternating with white.
breadth, similarly clad with coloured marble tesserae, whence it again descends to a limit not as yet ascertained. At the north traces were found of a corresponding step or flight of steps, but by a workman's mistake were partly covered in, partly destroyed before measurements could be taken. Several loose tesserae from a not dissimilar pavement were also turned up in the end of our first trench outside the western outer wall of the peristyle. Of an outer wall no vestige was found at the eastern end, though, as a glance at the plan will show, the pavement has been opened far beyond the point at which an outer wall if homogeneous with that on the other three sides of the rectangle should have made its appearance. This circumstance, added to the reasons already stated and others which are implied in the existence and dimensions of the marble floor, is, at the present stage of the excavations, conclusive in favour of the hypothesis that the eastern colonnade is not general and a part of a structure the remainder of which continues under the sand further towards the sea.

From this point anything like certainty as to the eastern end of the site leaves us. There is indeed sufficient evidence for one architectural member, a coffered limestone cornice, but its connection is not clear. A very considerable portion remains, in all thirty blocks, equivalent to a length of 50 ft.; but each block is isolated, many are in bad condition, and only the fact that they were all found lying close to the eastern wall, inside and outside, throughout its length, furnishes any evidence as to their destination.

The whole of the eastern end, and especially the N.E. corner, is cumbered with great masses of débris, in this presenting a marked contrast to the rest of the site. Very few of the stones had any pretension to be in place. They formed a disorderly heap with which, as the season was closing and workmen were few, there was some difficulty in coping. There are, however, three 1

---

1 1st step 4½ rise; 1½ tread; 6' long so far as excavated.
2nd step; 7½ rise; 2½ tread.
3rd step; 9½ rise; 3½ tread.

Beyond the 3rd step is a high descending step, leading apparently on to another portion of flooring. But this was opened at the last moment, and while being cleared for measurement the sand fell in and I was unable to get its dimensions.

The mass of masonry, of rough stones roughly joined together, which may be seen on the plan running southwards from the N.E. cornor on top of the pavement, is an exception.

The stone has weathered badly, since it lost its stucco, a fact which deserves noting, since most of the stone found under the sand has been well preserved. As no one block was quite complete it was difficult to obtain their faces, but by working them together I was able to construct the smithing with some certainty. Though doubtful at first I am inclined to think now that, as stated above, all the blocks are of a single series. Their original width would then be 20', and height 16'; the length varies according to that of the unsawned portion. One block was found at the S.E. which exhibited a different type, and near it one piece of dentils, of the poorest late work. There was however, one other large block from a cornice (1), which was removed from the N.E. débris. It is of a different type, is well preserved, and retains some of its stucco.

Some idea of the amount of this débris may be gained from the fact that with one half of it we built shelter-walls all along the northern, for a considerable distance on the southern side, and both within and without the eastern colonnade wall. These walls, which make a prominent feature in the photographs of the site, must not be confounded with the outer colonnade walls, which hardly appear at all. It is hoped that when the site is again taken up these shelter-walls will prove to have done good service in keeping out the sand.
blocks of rude masonry which have more coherence. One of these extends from opposite the N.E. corner of the colonnade, some twenty-five feet southwards, and is quite characterless. It can scarcely be called masonry. A second, almost equally rude and formless in its present condition, lies to the north of the same corner and consisted in part of architectural stones, among which were two half-drumns of limestone. It is incompletely cleared, and may hide the finish of the northern outer colonnade wall. Eastwards is a third mass of masonry showing much more certainty of line. A curved wall (f) is partly exposed, as though there had been a church at this point, and was in some extent hidden under some upper masonry, a portion of which—it was quite rough—has been removed. At its western end stands upright a small marble stele, erect against which was found the lower half of a colossal figure of a goddess (?) in white marble, the remainder of the statue minus the head, and the greater part of the arms being discovered some weeks later a short distance southwards. Close against this stele is a row of four and a half friezes placed upright and so as to touch one another; whether

---

1 It consisted mainly of a straight upper course 2' 6" broad, which caused the entire mass to present, in plan, the appearance of a single concave lens seen in profile.

2 Taking these in order, from south to north, we have: (1) marble stele, 1' 3½" diameter, inclusive of a plain fillet; (2) limestone drum, 2' 3½" diam.; (3) limestone drum, 1' 10½" diam.; (4) granite, 2' 4½" diameter, inclusive of fillet; (5) limestone, 2' 5½"; (6) limestone half-drum,
they stand on anything but loose soil has not been ascertained. Among the stones which lay entirely loose and without connection are several which need to be noted. Beside various pieces from the cornice already mentioned, there is firstly a series of building stones, all of about the same size, on one and sometimes on both sides of which are grooved mason's marks: one similar stone is built into the northern column-wall. The greater number are drawn on the annexed cut. Another larger block has also a mason's mark, but of a different character. Secondly fall to be mentioned vestiges of vaulting. Two large flat stones, and a third in fragmentary condition, were found to retain the curvature of an arch: another stone of finer material discovered at the S.E. end can scarcely be other than a keystone. A third series is formed by members from different orders—capitals, drums, and bases. These include a large capital of unusual shape [figure annexed], a sort of simplified Ionic, in which the volutes have been reduced to half-curves: it is incomplete, and a second large block close by may be its remaining portion. The

1 2 6" × 20" × 22" may be taken as an average measure. The marks extend right across the stone, and consist of grooves about 3/16" × 1".

2 In this case composed of the letters JB, two or three inches high. The stone is of a different shape from those of the series.

3 A merely blocked-out volute is found in very late Roman work, but is there combined with foliage. Such a design is simply the rude form of a composite capital, showing the point of transition between debased Roman and mediaeval. There is a large capital of this kind lying at the end of the Colosseum.

The capital here figured measures 2' in height: 1' 3" in height to top of volute; 1' 4" string from middle to middle of ends of two adjacent volutes (only two remaining); 4' 6" (approximately) diameter inclusive of ear-plates.
material is a coarse yellow limestone, with a biscuit-like texture. Similarity of stone may serve to connect with these capitals a large base at the south-east [moulding, Pl. VIII. No. 15], also eccentric in form, a companion to which in point of moulding is the re-cut base of an engaged half-column, now lying on the northern wall near its N.E. corner. For the like reason two huge squared stones at the S.E., as yet imperfectly exposed to view, and some moulded fragments, one of which is perhaps part of a door-jamb, may be placed in the same category; and the series of blocks from the cornice should at least be compared. Of uncertain provenience are the limestone fusts, up-ended, which stand in a row beyond the N.E. angle of the colonnade; but the granito drum which stands with them cheek by jowl is matched by a second, also found erect, near the eastern end of the southern column-wall. The two very nearly agree in measurement with the drums on-site A, but seem to be a fraction smaller. They have probably been brought from some other site. A short column of blue marble with spiral fluting lies on the pavement eastwards of the main wall; it has no doubt been used as a pedestal. The end of a second exactly similar column appears in the sand-wall of the cutting not far distant; but has not been fully opened. Placed just against the eastern wall in front of its centre base is a small base of marble, with a diameter of 1' 9"; upon it the fluted column may possibly have stood, as the diameter of its lower end is 1' 7½", and the two were found only a few feet away from one another. A few drums were also discovered at points of the site other than the eastern end; three of limestone, badly worn, were laid bare by the first cross-trenches in the early days of the excavation, and have diameters of 2' 3", 2' 2¼", and 2' 1½", respectively. Another, which retains its stucco fluting, projects from the side of the cutting on the north; it has a diameter of 2' 1", and its fluting resembles that of the marble columns of the eastern end. The interest of these limestone drums lies in the possibility or impossibility of connecting them with the older colonnade, one of the bases from which has an upper diameter at the channel-line of 2' 2½", or 2' 4½" extreme measure. As regards finds there was on site B, taken as a whole, a remarkable dearth of small objects and of inscriptions. At the western end, where alone excavation was carried down to the level of salae, little of an older layer was discovered. At and near the intersection of the first two trenches fragments of bronze slag and of glass blackened, but not fused, by exposure to fire were turned up at a depth of one to three feet into the soil [± six to nine feet from the surface of the sand]. Somewhat lower pieces of Cypriote ware appeared, and one fragment of a red-figure vase. From a shaft sunk by the villagers for water at the time when the plantation was begun, had come some limestone statuettes. Further east we found the bases of similar statuettes in working

1 A second half-column, here is lying loose further eastwards.
2 That at the S.E. has a diameter of 2' 4½" inclusive of fillet; for that at N.E. see, i.e., Contrast measurements of flutes on site A.
3 It is 2' 3½" long; and has diameter of 1' 7½" lower, 1' 6" upper inclusive.
4 These measurements do not allow for stucco but do so for imperfections of curvature, where existent.
down below the spot where, just at the junction of sand and soil, a small marble Eros-torso had been brought to light. In the same hole was a row of large plain amphorae placed upside down, and the soil beneath them and for some distance east and west was full of fragments of Cypriote ware of the usual geometric variety. Similar pottery, always in fragments, appeared throughout the north-west corner of the rectangle and along the northern wall. Beside the Eros-torso only one other piece of marble statuary, a recumbent figure of the Pediadus (?), was discovered, though several chips and small fragments of marble statues came to light. It was not, in fact, till the east end began to be cleared that finds became numerous. Here, however, statuary was so plentiful that at one time the workmen were turning out a statue a day. All were found at one level, that of the junction between drift-sand and soil, a level slightly lower than the existing surface of the column-walls. The marble was generally in good preservation, but each statue had suffered the loss of head and arms. One ideal female head was recovered; its surface is excellently preserved, and only the tip of the nose and back hair have suffered injury. The fate of many limestone statues is made too clear by the discovery near the north-east angle of a dense mass of shavings of tooled stone prepared evidently for the kiln.

As will be seen from the plan the marbles lay both within and without the column-wall, but the greater number were on its eastern side; in fact the further seawards the excavations advanced the greater was its interest and the better its results. Here a miniature precipice, more than a score of feet high, discloses, as the sand slides downwards, fragments of masonry perched at various altitudes, threatening to fall and destroy all beneath them. All this unsupported masonry has to be broken up and removed. Measurement is impossible. It is true that the remains high up in the sand are presumptively late, as they are certainly of poorer character; yet it goes sadly against the grain to destroy even them without a record, especially as with them doubtless belong much of the débris of tooled stones accumulated on the marble pavement. At the south-east there is less difficulty. Here excavation has been for the moment stopped by a blank wall nine feet high, the bottom course of which is five feet above the bases of the eastern colonnade. This wall, which is marked γ on the plan, is poorly built, but remains solid; at least for the present: before another season commences it may not improbably have fallen. Its southern end is marked by an engaged quarter column, which starts from 2' 8" below the apparent lowest course of the wall and extends to a height of 6' 6". The middle portion presents the appearance, probably

---

1 Ornamentation in brown-black on a grey-white slip. Level of find from 2' 6" to 2' into the soil. At about the same level was found the pseudo-Egyptian terracotta head mentioned above.
2 The find-spots are indicated, approximately, on the plan.
3 Among the stones there described, those composed of yellow limestone-limestone are probably to be connected more particularly with the remains here spoken of.
4 An appearance heightened, if not accounted for, by the insertion of some moulded blocks. The corner column may have been filled from the older colonnades: cf. a block built into the western outer wall near the S.W. angle.
delusive, of a blocked-up window, of which the lowest course of the wall would then have formed the sill.

It was at the N.E. opposite the first base on the eastern wall that excavation was carried furthest towards the sea. Here there is a wall resting upon the soil at the level of the marble pavement which itself ends somewhat abruptly at this point. It was followed up for 6' 3" when it appeared to turn southwards at right angles. Several courses remain and give it a total height of about six feet. Having come to the end of the marble pavement, and there being no possibility of an extended excavation at this point, it was decided, as the last days of the last week of the season were upon us, to see what lay under the pavement. Cutting down at its edge we came at once upon the older layer, which probably exists under the whole eastern end, but which could not be dealt with without destroying the later building. A wall* of limestone blocks, remarkably neat and even in construction, here appeared running parallel with the eastern colonnade. In the two days of work still left it was only possible to open the wall for a distance of 7' 6" and a depth of 6' 6", at which level it has a projecting course. At 8"—3' 4" from its southern end the stones project three inches so as to give its wall greater breadth and strength. There is a neat finish and exactness of jointing about the masonry of this wall which mark it off from anything else on the site and prove it to belong to a good period. The material, a hard fine-grained limestone, seems to resemble that of which the ornamental members of the older colonnade were composed. It is curious that several feet above this wall, but occupying nearly the same direction, there was, and still in part is, one of those pieces of hanging masonry of which mention has already been made in characterizing this quarter of the site.

So much for the work done. I must now briefly state the general results. Five periods of building are to be distinguished on the site, and these again fall into two main groups, an earlier and a later. As representatives of older work we have the eastern limestone wall, and the remains of a limestone colonnade. The second group comprises the eastern column-wall, the marble colonnade, and the unimportant late structures, such as encumber the N.E. angle, or form the hanging masonry of the eastern sand-cliff. Having first sub-divided into five periods, it is quite possible that we must re-arrange the division, and distinguish only three, or at most four. The eastern limestone wall and the limestone colonnade may conceivably be of the same period, though this, in the present position of the site, is not a probable hypothesis; and similarly the eastern column-wall and the marble colonnade may be of the same period. But until more work has been done it is as well to keep the five groups distinct; or, putting the division into the form of a consecutive story, there was first a building, of limestone, date, form, and purpose unknown, against, or at least close to, which a three-sided peristyle, also in

---

1 Marked e on plan.
2 f on plan. When the little that remains has been done, and the Eastern front completely cleared, the pavement can be removed and the existence of absence of older remains below satisfactorily ascertained. Our work has been preparatory.
limestone, was constructed as an 

Then the first-mentioned structure was restored in marble or replaced by a marble erection of different form, and to this was, later, annexed a restoration in marble of the limestone peristyle. Finally, the whole having fallen into ruins, part of its material was used to construct upon the site houses or other buildings. This, I think, will be a reasonable description of the results so far as the present excavation has gone; obviously it is merely temporary, and will have to be revised when excavation is resumed and extended. Next follows the question as to the date and destination of these different structures. Here the field is at once narrowed. For the eastern limestone wall and the building of which it formed part there is no evidence on which to base a judgment; it can merely be said that the character of the masonry, and the level at which it was discovered, prove them to be of a comparatively early period. Not much more can be determined, in the second place, as to the limestone colonnade. The evidence here is such as only an architect can weigh and pronounce upon; it consists of the form taken by the mouldings and the style of masonry. I will therefore merely repeat an opinion expressed by Dr. Dörpfeld, who, visiting the site in the early part of the season, declared that this portion of the ruins might be as old as the ivth century b.c. The finding of pottery from this or even an earlier period tends to confirm this date, but is not conclusive. There is, thirdly, the eastern column-wall which is probably the western wall of a building the remainder of which is still buried under the sand. Here a terminus a quo is supplied by the discovery, built into the wall, of a blue marble pedestal which has been thrice used and contains three inscriptions, each one of which has been more or less completely chiselled away. The latest of these inscriptions mentions Augustus as θεός; and dates, therefore, not later than shortly after 14 a.d.\(^1\) The terminus ante quem must rest upon architectural evidence, and I would merely suggest, therefore, that the workmanship suits rather with the first than the second century a.d., or perhaps with the period covered by the reigns of Trajan and Hadrian. The collateral evidence of the statuary found adjacent to the wall is not convincing; while some examples may well belong to the first century, others are more probably later, and in any case statuary by itself can only prove that a building was in use during a certain period and does no more than suggest that it was neither erected much earlier nor destroyed much later than the dates corresponding to the extremes of such a period. For the fourth division, which consists of the marble peristyle, there is the same terminus a quo as for the eastern column-wall. Personally I think the limit can with safety be placed considerably lower, the contrast of architectural style sufficing to give the irregular structure a date at least well on into the second century. So far as concerns its architectural features, the peristyle might be considerably later still, but a terminus ante quem seems to

\(^1\) Nov. 52, 53, 54 b.c.

\(^2\) But in the eastern provinces Augustus was already a god, and had his high priests long before his death.

The other two inscriptions are of the Ptolemaic epoch, but cannot be regarded as affording evidence whereby to date any of the existing older remains.
be furnished by a fragmentary inscription which had been built into a later wall at the S.E. This wall had, when standing, been part of the buildings of the fifth period, which cannot have coexisted with the peristyle. The inscription, which is not, I think, of a later time than 300 B.C., and may be even of the second century, is not necessarily, but probably, to be connected with the marble peristyle. It mentions the worship of Zeus, and this raises a further question. Is it conceivable that the restoration of the peristyle should have been carried out after 333 B.C., when Salamis was rebuilt under Constantine and Christened Constantin? The answer, having regard to the nature of the building as well as to this inscription, must surely be in the negative; otherwise it can only be supposed that a profane site was exercised, and in that case a church or at least a sacred building should have replaced a heathen répevos. Finally, the fifth period for which there is evidence on this site cannot commence earlier than the founding of Constantin, and extends to an indeterminable date. It is possible, indeed, that a lower limit might be approximately established were there means of accurately gauging the rate of accumulation of drift-sand. After the buildings had been overthrown, perhaps by the iconoclastic zeal of Christian Constantin, the materials were suffered to lie undisturbed, soon to be hidden from sight by indrifting sand. The western end is untouched; its columns and capitals lie as they fell, and they fell not on sand, but on the soil. It is otherwise with the eastern wall. Here one column remained erect, and guided the thieves who attempted to carry off material, perhaps for the embellishment of Famagusta, just then rising into foremost rank among the cities of Cyprus. It is to the account of this attempt that we may with some reason attribute the fact of the columns being found lying in the sand some 3 to 4 ft. above the level of the wall on which they originally stood. Now in cutting our first trench there appeared, especially in its northern side, a clearly-marked line of marble splinters forming a narrow layer from 2' 6" to 3' or 3' 6" down in the sand, which here had a depth of 5' to 6'. The same layer is found elsewhere, and is particularly thick at the eastern end. Throughout it is to be seen at the same level. Assuming the sand to have accumulated in the centre of the depression at a regular and unvarying rate, it would be possible to fix this attempt to remove material at a date corresponding to one-half the interval 350-1890, or in the latter part of the 11th century, a.d. This would then be the epoch at

1 For the inscription see below, No. III. 48 in section on Inscriptions. It is written on a fragment of thin marble slab, 34 x 34 x 1" thick. The very insufficiency of such a fragment renders it altogether unlikely that it should have been brought from any distance. A blue marble pedestal, such as that mentioned on p. 25, offers sufficient reason for the trouble of removal, and may have stood, under the Ptolemies, in a quarter of Salamis very different from that in which it was last used to support a statue, and in which it lay ready to the builder's hand.

2 There is ample evidence for the attempt at removal. Not only are the columns in many cases badly broken, but they are sometimes split lengthwise, or have clamp-holes for holding. The attempt was abandoned, and the number of splinters and the awkward fractures of the columns show that it was ill-omened.

3 Not, of course, at the same distance from the surface, for the depth of drift varies. The northern column-wall has also been interfered with, and here a capital was found four feet down in the sand - i.e., at about the same level, the drift being deeper towards the sides of the depression.
which Famagosta was becoming a town capable of containing large and splendid buildings. Still later will be some of the 'hanging masonry' at the eastern end of our site, which lies well above the layer of splintered marble. Thus the site of Constantin will have been inhabited for some time after Famagosta became the only large city in this district.

Lastly, the question has to be faced—What were the peristyle and the adjoining structure? I shall answer it in very few words. Trusting to the inscription already spoken of, and to the character of the buildings, I will call it a Tomenos of Zeus. The temple is probably still hidden under the sand, but its western wall may be that which has been spoken of hitherto as the eastern column-wall. Beneath it the eastern limestone-wall may be the remnant of an older temple. The peristyle would then be an annex, comparable in some respects to the Atrium Vestae in the Roman Forum. The frequency with which female portrait statues occurred perhaps unduly accentuates the general resemblance between these two buildings. The other marbles found do not afford much more help; for if the principal among them is a seated Hades with Cerberus, there are also an Eros, a river-god, an Athena, and a goddess with a snake, while a nude male figure seems to have had one of the attributes of Dionysos. Άρδαμαστα, which might at once have set the matter at rest, were not brought to light.

The story of the excavations of 1890 ends here. Its results are threefold. Towards the final restoration of ancient Salamis a contribution has been made which is large, even if regarded solely from the point of view of so many cubic yards of earth removed. But more has been done than merely to displace a quantum of soil. The topography has been placed on a firm basis; the centre of the ancient city disclosed; the site of the temple revealed; a large tract of unexcavated ground tested. Everything is thus ready for a resumption of the work. For, those, secondly, who ask a more solid return, a plentiful spoil has been won from 'Time's remorseless toil.' Lastly, to the archaeologist and the historian new material is offered for the rewriting of the tale of ancient life. In fact, the Cyprus Exploration Fund has set its hand to a task of great promise and profit as of importance. No other ancient site offers such advantages as Salamis. A whole city lies buried, and no modern village or town cumber its ruins. The foremost state of Cyprus, a state which from its infancy fell almost completely under the sway of Greek culture, awaits to be given back to the world. It offers material of every sort: its ruins already disinterred cover a period of at least 1,000 years, from 600 B.C to 400 A.D., and others still standing carry these limits yet further back. All cultures are here represented, all forms of classic civilization have met and intermingled. Egyptian, Assyrian, Phoenician and Greek, Cypriote and Roman, each nation has tarried to grave its character on the monuments of Salamis. Drifting sea-sand has shown itself as able to
shelter and preserve as the lava-stream. A great work has been successfully begun, Italy has her Herculaneum and Pompeii; why should not Cyprus, and through Cyprus England, give to the world a Sabinus rexibus?

H. A. T.

### Diary of the Season

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>Site(s)</th>
<th>Hands Employed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 16–22</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>40 men, increasing to 58 men, 26 women.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 3–13</td>
<td>C—Work several times interrupted by rain. Occasional work also on B.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr. 7–10</td>
<td>E, Tomba, H: 92 men, 39 women.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr. 11–15</td>
<td>Works closed during Greek Easter festival.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr. 16–19</td>
<td>E, Tomba, H: Only a few hands on H, which was closed Apr. 19. Additional work on C [Hillock].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 12–17</td>
<td>E—Tomba too Michaeli. Latter closed May 15. Barley harvest nearly ended; more hands available.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 19–24</td>
<td>E—Little work could be done owing to failure of funds. Clearing up and finishing off.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 26–June 1</td>
<td>Division of finds, completion of plans, packing and shipment of antiquities.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In all there were 102\½ days of full work; on three and a-half rain prevented all labour. From April 11-15, inclusive, the Greek Easter, and on May 5th, St. George's Day, no workmen were to be had. During the greater part of the season from 150 to 180 hands were employed: a higher number would have outstripped the staff of managers and overlookers. As the men were hired nominally for the day but virtually for the week, and as in excavating the sphere of labour shrinks or expands in a manner which cannot be exactly estimated in advance, those who were from time to time set free by the exhaustion of a part of a site were employed to make experiments on other portions of the ancient city. This serves to explain the comparatively large number of trial excavations.

H. A. T.

II. The Finds.

A. Site of the Granite Columns.

The great majority of the objects found on this site are of the Ptolemaic and Roman periods. In the lowest stratum, just above the red virgin soil, were fragments of Cypriote pottery and of rude terracottas, presumably of early date, but not numerous. Nothing seems to deserve more than passing mention. The following is the list:

A. Twenty-four bronze coins.

B. Pottery (mostly fragments) of various styles.

(a) Plain, light or red, including several of the little bottles of late shape with slender neck and foot and swelling middle.

(b) Six Roman lamps, three of them with moulded devices—(a soldier and another figure—side-boss in form of a lion's head—two winged draped figures (angels?) kissing, standing on rosettes, on the spout a torch).

(c) Black-glazed, plain or with impressed patterns, one fragment with white ivy branch.

(d) A fragment of a cup, black throughout, the body decorated with patterns in relief—rosettes over a pattern of leaves arranged scalewise—matt black surface.

(e) A small fragment of fine thin smooth pottery with red concentric circles, resembling Mycenae ware.

(f) Cypriote pottery, mostly from the lowest stratum, light surface, dark concentric circles, dark and red bands, chequers.

C. Terracottas.

\* \* \* I have to thank Mr. A. S. Murray for the kindness with which he was always ready to interrupt his own work and conduct me to inspect one or another of the antiquities here described, after their arrival at the British Museum, also Mr. Warwick Wroth for looking through the coins, Mr. A. H. Smith for the trouble he has taken in superintending the execution of the illustrations, and Mr. Herbert Read, R.I., for drawing out the plan of Salamis in a form suitable for reproduction.

(2) Fragment of little terracotta group, pair of lovers, pretty style.

The following from the lowest strata—

(3) Small horse's head of archaic type (cf. others found on the Cistern and Teûkra sites), the head-harness and breast-trappings resembling the Assyrian.

(4) Small female head from statuette, in high head-dress, details indistinct, rude work.

(5) Two or three very crude little animal heads.

D. Miscellaneous objects mostly of no importance, including—

(1) Fragment of a decorative frieze, white marble, 10 inches x 6, with remnant of a griffin. Late Roman work.

(2) A number of fragments of wall plaster, from near the great south wall, white ground, with a yellow border brushed over with red, and blue birds, with black legs and markings, among green foliage.

(3) Fragment of the crown of a head (? with a row of bosses or curls—material uncertain—(8 inches x 4).

(4) Fragments of an enamelled glass alabastron, blue and yellow, and of an amber-coloured glass cup.

B. Sand Site.

The objects found on this site lay mainly in two groups, either near the western row of columns, especially at its northern extremity and in a 'nest' a few yards east of the centre, or along the whole length of the eastern line of columns. Elsewhere objects were only occasional and sporadic, and none of them were large or important. It is, however, necessary to bear in mind that much of the site, especially in the centre and along the south side, remains unexcavated. As regards levels there is little to be said. The whole site was covered with an accumulation of sand varying in depth from about six feet towards the west, to five and twenty or more at the east end. The objects found lay upon, or but a few feet embedded in, a stratum of earth immediately below the sand. Deeper probings revealed more sand beneath the soil, but no antiquities save broken Cypriot pottery—this, however, in great abundance. For the rest neither was pottery at all prominent among the finds, nor terracottas. Sculpture was the staple, and bronze objects were fairly plentiful, but of little importance. The sculptures are divisible by material and by style or period. The division by material corresponds to the division by date, and there is a similar division by date and material in the building. The earlier sculptures, like the earlier building, are of limestone. They are in an archaic style which cannot be later than the fifth century B.C. The later sculptures are of marble, and their style points to the Ptolemaic and Roman period. The columns of the later building are also of marble, but although the columns themselves may be contemporaneous with the sculptures, their architectural combination can hardly be so early. The finds may be grouped as follows—
A. About 150 bronze coins.
B. Sculptures, most of them more or less mutilated.
   (a) Limestone. All very fragmentary. Almost all from the nest near the western colonnade.

   (1) Base of statue, with feet and remnant of legs (1 ft. 4 in. high), about life size, in bad condition. Was draped down to the feet. One sandal distinguishable. The length of the toes is noteworthy and marks the archaic style.

   (2) Similar base (11 inches × 10 × 4). Only the forepart of the toes preserved. No sandals. Not bad work. Traces of red colour. There is a large round hollow underneath the plinth, and a smaller hole right through between the feet.

   (3) Life-size right hand, half closed, grasping something between the thumb and forefinger, the palm against something. Perhaps from a female figure holding an object against her breast.

   (4) Similar right hand, about half the size.

   (5) A number of small fragments, including two with what seem to be locks of hair (or one of them a necklace?) treated in archaic fashion in beads, and several fragments of drapery, one of them carefully worked in deep regular folds, with a fringed border, and traces of red colour.

   (6) Fragment of torso from small female figure (8 inches × 12). The right arm is broken off at the elbow, the left a little below it. The back, and the front from the left breast to the right arm are split away. The upper arms are held close to the sides, the left is slightly bent at the elbow. The figure is draped in an under-garment with sleeves reaching to the elbow, and an upper-garment (?) passed round the waist below the arms. The latter is coloured red, and there is a red border to the sleeves, and a red stripe down them on the outer side. Three notched talls of hair fall down the breast on each side. Careful and delicate work.

   (7) Torso of little draped figure (about 3 inches × 4), holding an object in front of her with the right hand. Traces of red colour. Rough work. Flat behind.

   (8) Fragment of similar figure (about 4 inches × 5), holding in the right hand a long object below her breast. Half sleeves. A double string of beads about the neck.

The above described fragments are best explained as belonging to a series of female figures of various sizes, analogous to the series of marble figures which is to follow.

(b) Marble. These works seemed to have suffered intentional mutilation. All the heads are knocked off, and of the few found none can be fitted to any of the statues. Perhaps when the site is completely cleared some may be recovered. A possible clue to the meaning of the mutilation is given by a purposely obliterated inscription, at each end of which a cross has been cut. Further damage has been done by the fall of the building. One figure was discovered under one of the eastern columns, shattered almost to chips.
The first two figures were found at the west end of the site, the rest, with the exception of a few small fragments, at the east. Two or three of the better works may date from Ptolemaic times, the majority seem to be of the Roman period. The isolated fragments are very numerous, only the larger and more interesting are here enumerated.

(1) Nude torso of small boy (1 ft. 2\frac{1}{2} in. high), the arms broken away at the shoulder, the legs through the thighs. The remains of wings on the back mark the figure as Eros. He rested on his right leg with the left slightly bent. Neither arm can have been raised. The work is fairly good and not without freshness. Found in the 'nest.'

(2) Small reclining figure of a River-God (2 ft. 2\frac{1}{2} in. long). The head, right shoulder and arm, both feet, and the left hand, are lacking. The God reclines on his left side, his left elbow propped on a water-jar, which is bored for the insertion of a pipe. His mantle is wrapped about his legs and carried round behind his back, so that the end falls over his left arm. His right hand holds a little dolphin against his thigh, and he carries a cornucopia in the bend of his left arm. Inferior Roman work.

(3) Sarapis seated on a throne with Cerberus by his side (Fig. 1). Size about two-thirds of life. Broken away are the head, both arms from just above the elbow, both feet and the front of the legs from the knees downward, and the three faces of the dog. The material is blue marble, with white marble inserted for the flesh where shown. The footpart of a sandalled right foot cut away square at the instep and evidently intended for insertion under drapery, which was found seven weeks later, almost certainly belongs to the figure, with which its scale is in complete harmony. The breast of the figure is rather full, but there can be no doubt that Sarapis is intended. He is seated on a high-backed throne, his left arm is raised, and was probably supported on a sceptre, his right lowered, perhaps to hold a patera. He is clad in a thin chitos which clings close to the body, and his lower limbs are enveloped in an himation which is carried behind the back and over the left arm. Cerberus, a dog of rather shaggy bulldog type, squats on his haunches against the right arm of the chair. About his neck is twined a serpent. In front of Sarapis projects a footboard with rabbeded edges, narrowing forwards, and not set square to the chair. I cannot satisfactorily explain this object. Round the plinth of the statue runs a hollow moulding. The workmanship is careful and finished, the folds of drapery are studied and not displeasing. One would naturally assign the work to the time of Hadrian, but it may quite well be rather earlier. The type goes back to the great statue at Alexandria. With the difficult questions of the origin and authorship of that statue we need not here concern ourselves; they are discussed by Professor Michaels in connection with 'Sarapis standing on a Xanthian marble in the British Museum' in the sixth volume of this Journal, where full references to the literature on the subject will be found. But two points may be noticed in which our figure recalls descriptions of the Alexandrian statue. There seems to be a weak reminiscence in the three heads of Cerberus, mutilated as they are, of the prototype described
by Macrobius (Saturn. 1. xx. 13-15). The middle head is larger and broader than the others, and so more leonine in type, and the head next to Sarapis is a little raised above its fellow and laid carelessly against its master's knee. The second point is the colour of the marble. The use of coloured marble for drapery and accessories is of course common enough in Roman Imperial times, and this dark blue marble is extremely common in Cyprus, whereas white marble had to be imported, but it is perhaps more than a coincidence that the only statue of this material which has, so far as I know, been found in the island should be a Sarapis, for (quoting: Athenodorus son of

![Image of a statue]

Sanidion) Clement of Alexandria, after describing the materials out of which the artist Bryaxis, whoever he was, fashioned Sarapis, proceeds: λεύμας ὁδὲ τὰ πάντα καὶ ἀναμίκτας ἐχρωσὶν κοίνω, αὐτὸν ἰχθυν μελάτερον τὸ χρώμα τοῦ ἰγλαματος, κ.τ.λ., having, then, ground all these ingredients to powder and mixed them together he added a colouring of cyanus, which is the explanation of the colour of the statue being so dark. Professor Michaelis (who seems
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by the way to conceive of the statue as painted) adopts Kroker's opinion that the work described was Egyptian, and conjectures that it was an Osiris placed in the ancient sanctuary of Apis in the Rhakotis. But Clement, at least does not seem to distinguish two statues, and, whether he accepts the explanation of the fact or not, does seem to imply that the Sarapis of his day was of dark bluish colour, which would exactly match the Salaminian figure. It is, of course possible that there was an earlier Egyptian statue, of which the Greek one was a modified rendering, and that the colour was a characteristic retained in the latter. But if so, we are certainly committed to sar-kos as the true explanation of the traditional Sinope. There is another point on which I venture to differ from Professor Michaelis. Ptolemy Soter seems to me to have a stronger claim than Philædorh or Euergetes to have established or re-established the worship of Sarapis, for Macrobius quotes the answer of the God to Nicocreon 'king of the Cypriotes' who had inquired of him 'quis deorum habetur?' Now Nicocreon was king of Salamine from 331 to 310 B.C., and (if we are to press the Cypriores rote) vassal king of Cyprus under Ptolemy from 312 to 310. It is not unlikely that the inquiry was preliminary to the introduction of his suzerain's new deity into Cyprus. In any case, the story is plausible enough, and represents Sarapis as already established in Egypt, although not yet known in Cyprus, before the year 310 B.C., that is to say long before the death of Ptolemy Soter. It is of interest not only for the history of the type in general, but also for the artistic pedigree of the statue before us. Is it possible that the building may have been connected with a sanctuary of Sarapis?

(4) Perhaps related to the Sarapis is a female statue considerably above the size of life (Fig. 2). The head, the greater part of the right arm, and the left wrist and hand are lacking. The surface has here and there suffered from the weather. The left arm is bent, the wrist and hand were separately made and somehow attached by the large vertical socket under the stump of the forearm. The figure stands firmly but not stiffly upright, resting on the right leg with the left knee slightly advanced. A long tunic descends to her sandalled feet, and is gathered under the breast by a narrow band. Her mantle is girt about her hips and falls over her left arm. Serpentine locks of hair flow down each shoulder. The style is large and simple, and the general effect good. The work on the back is but slight. The statue was found in several pieces, and together with the upper part was a much damaged right hand grasping a fragmentary snake, which probably belongs to the figure. The scale matches well enough, and the prop that projects from the snake may be plausibly connected with the rough boss on the right side of the figure. A female figure holding a snake would naturally be interpreted as Hygeia, but the action of the right hand has yet to be determined. It seems probable from the attitude, and the position, shape, and size of the socket, that the left hand carried
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1 The dark blue mantle is always known in Cyprus as μάλλας μέρας. the epithet may be compared with μελάττος above.

2 Close on 7 ft. high without the head.
some upright attribute of considerable size, and I am inclined, as the merest of conjectures, to assign to this figure a cornucopiae of suitable scale, of which the top was found some distance further south. Isis is the natural associate of Sarapis, but just as Sarapis approximated to Asclepius on the one hand and Pluto or Agathos Daimon on the other, so Isis was assimilated to Hygieia and to Tyche. The mythological combination therefore would not be surprising, and the attributes are actually combined e.g. on the figures in Clarac
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pl. 557, 1186 A. and C., which Stephani would name not Hygieia but Ge (Comm. Rond. 1860, p. 102). But until some material connection is established between the cornucopiae and the figure, the question need not be raised.

(5) A series of draped female statues, from rather over to rather under life-size. Of these five are fairly complete, except for the heads and most of the forearms, but there are fragments of several more. Some are better executed than others, but none rise much above the average style of Roman
work. All wear the same garments, a chiton reaching to the feet, and a mantle thrown round the person over it. Two wear the mantle over both arms, the right hand raised to the breast or face respectively, and one of them holds in her left hand under her right elbow a bobbin of wool. Two others wear their himation passed in a roll across the breast from under the right arm to the left shoulder. Their right forearms and left hands are gone. The fifth is closely draped in a similar manner, but the fold of the upper-garment supports the right arm, which is raised from the elbow and held away from the body. The left hand catches up the drapery by her side. She turns towards the right hand, a posture which displays to advantage the contours of her figure and the studied folds of her dress. The work is careful and not unpleasing, but without special excellence. None of the backs are highly finished. The statues are not characterized by any divine attributes, their dress is that of ordinary life, and the bobbin of wool is simply the mark of a good housewife. We have probably to recognize in them individual portraits, perhaps a series of priestesses.

(6) Fragment of female head. Life size. There is practically no face left, the fragment is from the back, crown, and left side of the head. The hair is parted on the top, gathered up in a thick ridge along the face, and collected in a mass behind. One lock hangs down behind the ear. The treatment is in shallow lines. Poor work.

(7) Athena, standing, rather under life size. Lacking are the head, arms, left lower leg, and right shoulder. The head has been broken off and fixed on again, for although the edges of the break are ragged there is a socket for the insertion of a bolt or spike. The Goddess stands on her right leg, with her left knee a little advanced. Her left arm was raised from the shoulder, and probably rested on a spear. The stump of a prop on the right hip seems to show that her right hand was well lowered, possibly it held a shield. She is clad in a long chiton with diplos, and a narrow snake-fringed sakkos which passes over the right shoulder and under the left arm. The Gorgoneion is small and unusually placed under the left breast. The figure is of ordinary style of the Roman period. The back imperfectly worked out.

(8) Small nude female torso, broken off through the hips. The upper part of the left arm is preserved, and from its position and the curve of the body it is evident that the figure sat on the ground propped on her left hand. Under the right armpit is the hand of another figure, probably supporting her from behind. There is a plain armllet round the left arm.

(9) Another female figure, which must also have belonged to a group. The legs are broken off just above the knee. The head is gone, and the greater part of both arms. The right leg is advanced in rapid motion. The dress is a shortened (?) chiton with diplos, girded in at the waist, with cross bands over the breast. The movement of the figure is helped by the action of the drapery between the legs. The size is considerably under life. Many small isolated fragments may be connected with the group or groups to which these figures belonged.

(10) (Fig. 3) Female portrait head (7 inches high). The end of the nose...
and the left ear are gone, the surface on the top and back of the head damaged. Otherwise the head is in perfect preservation. The hair is parted transversely across the middle of the crown. The back half of it is plaited and twisted into a flat mass behind, from under which two plaits are carried forward, forming a head-band. Over this band falls the front hair in a formal fringe, which gives a *frons toruis*. The fringe is treated in a schematic tooth-like manner, as so often on Roman heads. The face is of a regular oval form. The curve of the eyebrows is broad and low. The eyes are not fully open, but the upper lid, the projection of which gives an expressive touch of shade, droops a little, and the under is gently drawn up across the eye. The ears are small; the nose is delicate and finely cut. The cheeks are carefully modelled, with perhaps just a trifle too much downward tendency about the corners of the nose and mouth. The small slightly flattened chin has an air of decision, but passes into a rounded jaw overshadowing a neck softened by the tender ripple of a little fold. But the most successful feature is the dainty mouth with thin lips parted and showing a glimpse of the teeth. The lips are the most mobile and living part of the face, and upon them seems to hover the echo of a smile. The whole expression, while not without a certain chastened severity, is that of maiden meditation, pleasant dreams. If not seen, however, in quite the right light, the face looks cold and dead. The execution is careful and finished, the whole effect laboriously built up by
attention to the several parts, rather than impressed at once on the stone by a master hand. The sculptor seems to have striven after an idealism rarely attempted in his time, but one still exclaims not 'what a masterpiece of art!' but 'what a charming model!'

(11) Passing over an unimportant fragment, we have two other female heads, a small head with drapery carried over it like a veil, and a small mask with curved back, doubtless intended for insertion in drapery. The latter is in very poor condition, and both are of extremely degraded style.

(12) The greater part of a more than life-size nude male figure, gradually recovered in many fragments and still far from complete. Preserved are the torso, left arm down to the wrist, right leg down to the ankle, and the greater part of the tree stump beside it. Doubtless further excavation at the southeast corner of the building will reveal more fragments. The type approximates in general to that of the Hermes of Andros: the right hip is arched, the left arm bent, and a *olabys* is wound about the forearm, the end falling over the left shoulder, where it is adorned with a round brooch. A hand of about the same scale, and found in the same spot, may belong to the left arm, but the connecting wrist is not discovered. The hand, of which the surface is badly weathered, held a staff or similar object. Long hair, attested by a serpentine curl on each shoulder, is a deviation from the Hermes type, but a raw boss on the right hip indicating the position of the right hand is in harmony with it. The left wrist was of a separate piece. The style is good, although not early. The forms are largely rendered, with considerable softness and life, and without exaggeration. There is more of Praxitelean inspiration in the work than in many perhaps earlier renderings of the type. The statue may well represent a deity, and no identification seems more appropriate than Dionysus.

(13) Among the many small fragments which cannot be fitted to any of the larger works, it will be sufficient to mention one which has a significance of its own and beyond itself—a headless eagle on a stump, no doubt the support of a statue. It is a good deal damaged. Below is what looks at first sight like a snake's head, but may be only a twining branch.

(c) Bronze.—With the possible exception of a little piece of a fold of drapery, no bronze works were discovered, but their former existence is rendered probable by the bronze slag frequently met with, which sometimes preserved the form of the bottom of the melting pot.

G. Pottery.—Scarce except in the lower stratum, very fragmentary, and of little interest.

(a) Cypriote. Apparently the only pottery of the lower stratum, which was full of it, but also found in the upper stratum in stray fragments. The fragments are too small to give much idea of the shapes, but most of them seem to belong to large jars, jugs, and open cups of the commonest types. The pottery is of the ordinary kind with light surface and dark decoration in concentric circles, bands, and the usual patterns, occasional red bands being introduced.

(b) Plain, e.g., a series of coarse brown jars arranged in a row in the nest.
before mentioned, Roman lamps, lamps of the pinched saucer or 'cocked-hat' type, minute jugs, &c.

(e) Black glazed ware (scarce), both plain and with little impressed patterns.

(d) One small chip of red-figured pottery, with drapery and the fingers of a hand, rough careless style and presumably late date.

D. Miscellaneous.

(a) A few terracottas, namely:

Fragments of female face, about 1½ inches long, with white coating.
Fairly good style and type.

Crude little terracotta beast, apparently meant for a bull, painted with red and black bands.

Terracotta head from statuette, about three inches high, female, flat behind. The head resembles many found in Cyprus, we may refer particularly to the analogous heads found on the Tomba site described below. The hair which is treated in fine parallel lines, is parted across above the forehead, and falls in a heavy fringe close over the eyebrows. Tassel-like dependent ornaments cover the ears. The features are indistinct in detail, but the eyes are large and prominent, the face flat with a projecting mouth and chin, and the line of the cheeks clearly marked at and below the corners of the mouth. The head was found near the north-west corner of the building at no great depth into the soil. It may belong to the lower stratum, and have been thrown up in digging the foundation of the colonnade wall, but in any case is probably at least as early as the fifth century B.C.

(b) Bronze objects.

Two small bells, one of them with an iron clapper.
A signet ring (the seal lacking).
Three hooks hanging from a fourth.
A small wheel or pierced disk suspended from a hook.
A dart-head, buckle, pin, needles, &c.

(c) Various odds and ends:

Glass vessels, a variegated glass button, a little stone bird, a stone lid of a vessel, a bone handle, a light-blue porcelain bead, fragments of wall plaster with red and black colour (one with a red bird's head), a piece of large lead pipe, &c.

C. The Agora.

As the Sand site was pre-eminently the site of sculptures, so the Agora is the site of inscriptions. But a considerable number of fragments of statues and statuettes were also found there. The quantity of bronze coins turned up was a special characteristic of the site. Pottery and terracotta figurines were rare, and not for the most part of any particular interest. They were most abundant in the exploratory trenches dug in the large field behind the northern half of the great west colonnade. A large number of small miscellaneous objects came to light, most of them of bronze.
A. About 550 bronze coins.
Also five lead seals or tokens.

B. Sculpture. The most important works were found at the southern end of the site in the neighbourhood of the hillock, all the following are from within the limits of the Agora proper unless it is otherwise stated.

(a) Limestone.—Fragments, mostly in poor condition and of rude style, but not therefore archaic.

1. Stray pieces, which may well have belonged to statues over life size of the usual Cypriote type, such for instance as those found at Dali and Bouni—a left hand against drapery, a knee, a portion of a draped figure, a large hand found among the foundations under the hillock.

2. A small female torso, about half life size (from the marble bases beyond the south end of the east colonnade). The surface is much damaged, the left hip gone. The figure is draped in a short-sleeved chiton girdled under the breast. The back is very rough, possibly the hair fell in a mass behind. A band over the right shoulder carries what seems to be a quiver. The figure is therefore probably intended for Artemis.

3. Draped torso, with the upper part of the arms and legs, of an extremely rude figure, whether male or female can hardly be determined, (11\(\frac{2}{3}\) inches high. From the west field.) The left arm is closer to the side than the right, the left leg is a little advanced, but without bending the knee apparently. The build looks archaic, especially the long waist. The surface is much gone, and the work of the very rudest.

4. Three fragments of statuettes from the west field—a left arm, with a bracelet on the wrist, holding a large torch (?)—an ugly little male head of the vilest style—and a fragment of a ram with the mark of a broken something on the head.

(b) Marble.

1. The first place must be taken by the great Bull’s head capital (Fig. 4). Its architectural significance is not here in point, we are concerned with it only as a piece of sculpture. The design is no doubt oriental. The two bulls back to back with their heads projecting to either side are found for example on the capitals from the Palace of Darius at Persepolis, where they were doubtless copied from older models in the art of Chaldea and Assyria. But one cannot but feel how much the design has been improved upon in the work before us. The curtailment of the bulls to heads and shoulders gets rid of much of the grotesque awkwardness of the earlier composition, and gives greater relative prominence to the heads. The addition of wings springing from the shoulders and curling forwards like volutes is a happy, although perhaps not original, touch. On the other hand the wings must have looked rather small and cramped, and the unity of the design is spoilt, for the artist has now to find something to fill the centre face of the capital between the wings. He does it with a female figure in Caryatid posture, with a sort of modius upon her head, who passes below the

\(\text{8} \) Cf. also the gilt pin from Phaphos, \( J. H. R. \textit{vii. P. x} \).
waist into a curious floral ornament. The filling is well adapted to the space, and the contrast between the simple broad outer surfaces and the broken complicated play of light and shade in the middle section is not unpleasing. But the effect is none the less inartistic. Wholeness is sacrificed. The contrast between the big bulls and the little woman is too emphatic, and the centre has too much the appearance of a decorative patch on a bold sculptural design. The figure may be mythologically connected with the bulls, may be for instance associated with the oriental Goddess whose emblem is the horned moon, and who underlies the Greek legends of Artemis, Io, and Europa. But a mythological connection is not an artistic one, and to stick in the principal thus baldly between her monsters is unpardonable. Nor does it mean the design to say that the combination is merely eclectic, and the figure has long since degenerated from a Goddess or Priestess into a purely architectural Caryatid.

The capital has suffered a good deal, only two sides are preserved, and roots of both the wings of the extant bull have been deliberately chiselled away. The horns and ears are broken off, and the face of the Caryatid is half obliterated.

The bull’s head projects boldly and effectively. In looking at the neck, it must be remembered that the capital is intended to be seen from below, the ridge of the neck, which looks awkward in a level view, would not be seen. The upper part of the head is for the same reason tilted well forward.
The wings are treated in broad parallel curves without any attempt at feathering. The rough hair, on the other hand, of the forehead and front face is carefully rendered, and the folds of hide on the neck are not forgotten. The modelling above the nostrils, and the expression of the small truculent eye, are well done. The female figure is dressed in a simple sleeveless chiton gathered in by a band round the waist. The work displays considerable skill in the rendering of the form, and some feeling for the difference of texture between the drapery and flesh. Both arms are raised as though supporting the abacus.

On the whole the workmanship, if a little dry, is good and effective. Yet the capital must be of comparatively late date. The material, the style, and the taste displayed in the Caryatid and the ornament out of which she grows, all prevent our assigning it to an earlier period than the Ptolemaic, even if it be no later, as well it may. The design is extremely interesting showing how oriental motives persisted in the art of Cyprus after the final establishment of Hellenic culture.

(2) Fragment from the thighs of a draped figure, under life size, probably female. The right knee is slightly advanced. The drapery clings closely round the limbs except at the left side where it falls in parallel folds. The back is only roughly worked. Perhaps archaistic work. Much damaged.

(3) Fragment of colossal statue. Part of the calf of a leg in a high buskin which reaches half way up it, against a palm stump. Found on the hilllock.

(4) Fragment of female face, over life size. The upper part, including the eyes (except the inner corners) and half of the left cheek, is lacking. The face is full and rounded, of a broad type, without sharp lines or features. The iris of the eyes is incised, the glanss in the corners are rendered. The nose is broad, with a wide bridge. The full lips are parted but not sufficiently to show the teeth. The corners of the mouth are soft, and the chin and jaw rounded. The lips are rimmed with an incised line as in bronze work. The execution is fairly good, and may be of Hellenistic date, but it is perhaps more probably an archaistic product of Roman imperial times.

(5) Torso and thighs of a male statuette (9 inches high). Nude, but with drapery hanging against the left leg. Of no special merit or interest.

(6) Winged female statuette of slender proportions, headless, armless, and footless (6½ inches high). Draped in a long chiton with δωρακα. Mark of something (right hand?) on the breast. The figure is probably Nike. Very poor work. From the west field.

(7) Head and other small chips of a little statuette. The hair is long and tied in a bow on the top of the head. The type is about equally suited to an Aphrodite or a young Apollo. The execution is facile, and the marks of a fine-toothed chisel are clearly visible. The effect is singularly fresh and happy. Style not too late, probably Hellenistic.

(8) Fragment of a sepulchral stele with a small jar in relief.
There may be added—

(9) A fragment of gypsum slab with half of a large bulbous fish in relief. Probably very late.

C. Pottery.

Within the limits of the Agora proper nothing was found but plain pottery, jugs, pinched saccar lamps, Roman lamps, etc., with here and there a small piece of black-glazed ware. On the west field, however, the black-glazed ware was more plentiful, and fragments of Cypriote pottery of the usual kinds, with light or red ground, and dark bands and concentric circles, were fairly abundant. Three fragmentary vessels may be mentioned.

(1) Fragments from a large ful l-bellied jar with small rim and handles. The clay is reddish with white surface, the decoration in matt red. The latter consists of bands, especially one broad between two narrow, an-arcade pattern, and floral sprays below the shoulder. The shape and patterns seem to be early.

(2) A broken little ovoid lecythus of fine thin ware, with smooth yellowish surface, decorated with three dark glazed bands on each of which are painted three red lines. Certainly of early Greek fabric.

(3) Fragments of a small vase. Light red ground with a dark pattern of leaves and spirals surrounded by dots. Careless execution.

D. Miscellaneous objects in stone, terracotta, bronze, etc.

(a) Terracotta.

From the Agora proper there are only two fragments to record, the torso of a crude little beast, and part of a female head, being the left side of the face (fragment 5½ inches x 3½). The latter is adorned with a disk earring with a little boss in the centre, and surmounted by a lofty crown with a row of rosettes. It seems to be of good Greek style.

The following came from the west field—

A fragment, three inches high, which looks like the leg of a Siren with a bird's claw, on an ornamental base.

A little head in a pointed cap or hood. The details are indistinct, but the forehead is retreating, the nose is prominent, and the eyes are large and flat.

A fragment of female torso, the right hand slung in the upper garment, the left holding an object. Hasty work without finish.

Several heads and other fragments of female statuettes wearing a high crown and generally resembling the female figures so common on the Cistern site described below. The crown is usually decorated with a row of rosettes, sometimes with elaborate palmettes. Disk-and-pendant earrings are generally worn. The style is developed but severe, and not without traces of archaism here and there, the eyes, for instance, of one head are large and flat, of elongated almond shape, and bordered by a distinct rim. The other fragments are most of them mere draperies, one however represents a deer or kid grasped by the left hand of a draped figure, a motive to which we shall find parallels hereafter.
(b) Bronze.

Small objects of bronze were plentiful—dart and arrow-heads, little chisels, borers, weights either square or of pendant form, a large hook, a buckle, a fork, a key on a ring, a finger-ring, a little wheel or disk with pierced openings, a small bell, a shield-shaped pendant, etc. A curious little object about two inches long, shaped like a double-headed axe with small blunt blades, may be a hammer-head. A small paw may have been the foot of a candelabrum. From behind the south end of the west colonnade came a bronze vase or bottle seven inches high, and from the west field a handle of a mirror in the form of a young boy (including the base about three inches high), who lays his left hand on his chest, his right on his hip. None of these objects need be earlier than the Roman period.

(c) Odds and ends, including iron implements, an iron lock, an ivory object resembling a napkin-ring, a blue porcelain bead, a crystal pendant, a silver finger-ring, bone pins, dice, a small lead circle with a cross in it, lead weights (one or them as large as a big orange, with a bronze ring to it), a sling-bullet, a glass saucer, a stone hammer-head or pestle, a marble mortar, pieces of several marble basins, an oblong marble plate ribbed like a door scraper, two cubical stones with depressions on each side (possibly drill-heads), etc.

D.—The Daemonostasium.

During the very slight operations on this site two objects were found which deserve notice. The one is part of a dark stone mould on which is incised something resembling a fluted pilaster surmounted by a lotus flower. The other is a small limestone head, about two inches high, of archaic style. The hair is dressed in Egyptian fashion, carried straight across the forehead, behind the ears, and falls in a mass down to the shoulders. The ears are large and high set, the eyes protruding and elongated at the outer corners. Nose and mouth are damaged. A necklace encircles the throat.

D.—The Cistern.

The objects found on this site consist almost entirely of fragments of terracotta or limestone statuettes, and of broken pottery. The site is on an open hill-side unencumbered by the débris of buildings, part of the southern slope which runs eastward from the Daemonostasium to the sea and divides the upper city from the harbour quarter. Wherever in the slope over the hollow marked by a dilapidated cistern a trench is dug, remnants of pottery, etc., are sure to be turned up, but the part productive of really interesting fragments is confined within very narrow limits; five and twenty paces in the one direction and fifteen in the other would more than cover it. On this small patch a confusion of fragments of all Greek periods was found. No stratification according to age was observable, and the oldest fragments were often nearest the surface. The following classification gives little idea of their number:
A. Terra-cotta and limestone figurines.

(a) Crude little head-shaped human and animal figures. There are a score or more of little figures, all of them apparently male, and almost all with pointed beards. Most of these figures wear a pointed head-dress, which in the better worked-out specimens develops into the regular Cypriote cap with flaps. Many of them are of columnar form with a head and arms. Two or three little round shields indicate that some were warriors (cf. Perrot and Chipiez, Hist. of Art in Phocisian and Cyprus, Vol. II. pl. II.), others simply lay their hands on their chests or paunches. Others again were probably charioteers, for terracotta chariot wheels were also found, and many pieces of horses. The better horses are equipped with harness and trappings; the fringes or tassels on the chests of some of them are quite in the Assyrian manner. Horsemen too are not infrequent. Two or three animals seem to be beasts of burden carrying panniers. Others are more like dogs than anything, and several are probably meant for oxen. About the birds there can be no doubt. The figures are often painted, the caps of the men for example and the tassels of the horses are often red, and red and black stripes are a favourite decoration for man and beast alike.

(b) Archaic and later Animals.—Animals of better style were not uncommon. Half-a-dozen more or less broken bulls' heads may be mentioned. Most of them are of mask form, between two and three inches high, with holes here and there round the edges for affixment. One has pierced eyes, and another is bored through the nose as though it had been a spout of some sort.

Of genuine archaic style are five or six horses' heads of bony angular type with button-like eyes laid on. Two of them retain a fragment of body and seem to have carried panniers (?). There are other fragments of horses which show muscular modelling and freer style.

Among the birds two or three doves may be recognized, and a headless limestone hawk of conventional style not unlike the Egyptian.

Of later appearance are several dogs, two of them wearing collars. Two bristly fragments may be referred to pig-rattles (cf. one from tomb 4). A monkey, and two rude animal-headed men give the transition to humanity.

(c) Archaic heads.—A number of heads, from about one to two and a half inches high, were found which exhibit archaic style, neither crude and helpless nor facile and free. Several seem to have belonged to warriors or charioteers in pointed head-dresses. The eyes are usually large, flat, and long, the mouth prominent, and the beard sharply defined. Best of the warriors is a little bearded head, of the type familiar in porcelain and Corinthian pottery, in a helmet with cheek-flaps. The front of the helmet is decorated with an incised device, a winged wheel or circle with a star in it. The eyes are high-set, large, and pointed at both ends. The face has been painted red, the helmet yellow. Two small bearded heads exactly reproduce the type of which so many examples were found on the Tomisura site (v. infra), one of them indeed seems to have come from the same mould as some of the heads found there. The hair is black and the lips are red. A little limestone head
with short beard and a flat round cap wears hair in the Egyptian style in a heavy mass behind the neck. It is difficult to decide whether some of the beardless heads are male or female. Many of them are extremely ugly, e.g., one with high-set almond eyes and a prominent snub nose, another with pierced eyeballs and large high-set ears, or a third of limestone with rimmed eyes, unevenly placed, and on the one side almost level with the forehead, on the other cut deep into the cheek. Certainly feminine is a grotesque head, wearing necklace and ear-pieces, whose great semicircular eyes occupy half of her cheeks. Another resembles the archaic head from the Sand site and many from Toymi.

(d) Female heads of severe Greek style (cf. Agora).—One constant type includes almost all, a face with regular Greek features and dignified severe expression, or lack of expression, surmounted by a high crown or head-tire, sometimes as high as the whole head. Besides fragments we found forty fairly complete specimens, ranging in height of face from one and a quarter to three and a half inches. The type is no doubt an early one, and was no doubt long retained. The heads are not much touched up after leaving the mould. The back is left plain in all cases. The crown is sometimes plain, but more usually adorned with at least one row of bosses, disks, or rosettes. The upper part is often decorated with crenellations in relief, elaborate palmettes, a row of Sphinxes, or other ornaments. The hair is sometimes gathered to an apex over the centre of the forehead. The back of the head is usually covered by a veil. A lock of hair often falls on each side of the neck. Disk- and -pendant earrings and (apparently) necklaces are regularly worn. There are traces of blue colour on the crown of one of the best examples. The type in all its varieties may be readily paralleled from Cyprus in the first case of the terracotta room at the British Museum.

(e) Heads of developed and freer style, various.—It is not easy to classify the remaining heads, but two or three groups or specimens may be mentioned. There are several little comic masks and masked heads, some of them of good workmanship and not without character. With them may be noticed a bearded head, not unlike a truculent philosopher, and another of excellent type and execution, carefully modelled and delicately finished. A youthful head wears a high cap and earrings. It is perhaps rather heavy and lifeless than severe in style. Among the female heads is one over which a mantle is carried, similar to many found in the tombs at Polis tes Chrysechou. Others are of very free and graceful style, some of them bearing traces of white overcoat and colour.

(f) The very numerous fragments of figures are far the most part too small and shattered to be of much interest, but certain main types may be discerned and brought into connection with the leading varieties of heads. Corresponding to the bearded heads of the Toymi type are stiff, flat, heavily draped figures, with the left arm to the side, and the right slung in the upper garment, the edge of which passes from the right knee over the left shoulder, and is sometimes ornamented with a raised or painted border. A series of rude columnar female statuettes, some holding their arms at right
angles to their bodies, others bearing a lyre against the left side, may answer to the cruder female heads. There are, however, also fragments of lyre-players of better type. Without doubt the female heads of the crowned type belong to a set of larger figures of which a great quantity of fragments were found. They seem to have been standing figures holding fruits, flowers, or animals. The scale, the style, the moulding and flat backs, all agree with the heads. Many pieces show red colouring. The drapery, if sometimes a little heavy, is in good Greek style. Bracelets and ornate necklaces are generally worn. The offerings, or whatever be the objects held, are as a rule carried against the breast, but in the case of larger animals under the arm or standing upright against the leg. Of the animals the dove and the young deer are the commonest, but a swan or goose also occurs. The several varieties may be paralleled in the case at the British Museum above mentioned. Of another type, smaller, and mostly of freer style, are the seated female figures. The surface is frequently whitened and painted. Sometimes an object is held in the lap, e.g. open tablets, a dog (?), a dove (?). The arms of the chair of one figure are apparently formed by a pair of Sphinxes. Standing ‘Mantle-figures’ are also common, and exhibit great variety in attitude and drapery. Many are whitened and coloured, and recall in general the Tanagra figurines. One of the best preserved is the lower part of a figure from the elbow downwards, eight inches high, wearing a pinky red chiton and a green himation with deep red border and lining. The male figures are equally various. There are numerous youthful figures, nude or wearing a chlamys, sometimes leaning on a pedestal. One of them rested his arm on a forked staff, and holds a rabbit. Another seems to have been a Moschophoros or Kriophoros. Others ride on horseback. Two little bearded figures are seated on high-backed chairs and wear rams’ skins over their shoulders, the horns covering their ears (Ammon ?). There are boys playing with birds or dogs, and one (Hermes !) holding a snake in each hand. Pretty is a little goat-legged Satyr carrying an Eros on his shoulder. The flesh of the Satyr has been rudely, the wings of Eros blue. Other figures are grotesquely ugly, of Dionysiac character or caricatures. There are several genre subjects, such as a baker in a sleeveless tunic kneading bread. Finally two small fragments may be mentioned, which probably came from the drapery of large painted terracotta figures, such as were afterwards found in great quantity at Toymiara.

B. Pottery.

The pottery on this site was very abundant and very miscellaneous in character, but consisted almost entirely of small fragments an inch or two square. It may be roughly classified as follows:—

(a) Plain.

(1) Rough light or red, of various shades, both thick and thin. Occasionally reddish with a light surface. Shapes are seldom distinguishable owing to the smallness of the pieces, but there were lamps of the pinched saucer or ‘cocked hat’ type, saucers, jugs small and large with pinched lips, minute jugs, pitchers and cups, bell-shaped lids (or strainers) with two small
holes near the knob on the top, double and twisted handles, large flat basins or plates, big-cared diotae, amphorae, etc. The inscribed handles of amphorae read ΔΙΣΚΟ beforeed by a combined upright and diagonal cross, ΔΑΜΟ, ΔΑ, and ΜΙΑ.

(2) Fine smooth clay, usually of a light red colour. Platters and fragments, presumably early, a small amphora. Also deep lamps with covered spout and ordinary Roman lamps. With them may be noticed a fragment of lamp of open form with horizontal rim and a series of spouts, which bears incised with a blunt tool along the rim the fragmentary inscription...ειρην in very late letters, and two small pieces of reddish glazed lamp with...Αοειν in relief, equally late.

(5) Without patterns or glaze, but washed over with simple matt colour. Mostly little red lecythi with a bulge or step in the neck, of the early type found in great plenty at Τουμπα.

(c) Unpainted vases of animal form, light clay. The only example at all complete is a legless ox standing on knobs. The head forms the spout, and there is an ordinary vase-mouth at the end of the handle, which springs from the back of the neck. Several heads from similar vessels were found, including a ram's. With these may be mentioned a fragment of a vase of the Poli type with the pitcher-bearing woman. She is seated and supports the pitcher with her left hand. A rude example, with traces of red colour:

(d) Cypriote painted pottery.

The fragments seem to be from great jars, jugs, flat basins, bowls, etc., of the ordinary kinds. Four varieties may be distinguished, but the first two at least seem to pass into one another by insensible gradations; the surface, for instance, may be white and red in different parts of the same fragment.

(1) Light reddish clay, light surface, dark and red decoration.
(2) Light reddish clay, natural surface, dark and red decoration.
(3) Light yellowish clay, light surface, dark and red decoration.
(4) Light clay, deep brown-red surface, dark decoration.

Of the fourth variety, which has a very smooth surface, only two fragments were found, adorned with very small concentric circles. For the rest the decoration is, as usual, in bands, concentric circles, hatched squares or lozenges, etc. There are one or two fragments of the small bowls that approximate most closely to the Dipylon system of ornament.

With the exception of the vases of animal form, the above-described varieties were commonest on the outskirts of the site, whereas in the centre the terracotta figurines and Greek imported pottery were predominant.

(c) Early Greek painted pottery, mostly of the oriental style as found at Camirus and Naucratis, etc.

(1) Five fragments from a large bowl with horizontal rim (Fig. 5). Red clay with white engobe. On the rim a black meander. Inside the neck a red painted line between two white. Round the shoulder, close under the neck, a band of black strokes or dashes. Then a large beast, black to red, brilliant crimson neck, white line dividing shoulder and neck, head and foot in outline, no incised lines. In the field in front a rosette.
(2) Two fragments of pinax. White engobe, red decoration. Lotus pattern; buds, groups of strokes and dots, maeander.

(3) Fragment of vase. White engobe, reddish brown to black ibex of the usual conventional type, purple horn and shoulder; outlined bead, no incised lines.

(4) Fragment of similar vase, with goose and maeander, incised lines.

(5) Two fragments of finer ware, creamy white with black to brown decoration. Spotted deer feeding, outlined heads, ornaments in field. Underneath a finely drawn lotus pattern.

(6) Fragment of pinax. Creamy white, with black outlined pattern of leaves. (7) with purple centres. Back, natural red, with concentric rings.

(7) Two fragments from a vase. Black, white, and purple godroons, scale pattern black to red, with white dots, incised lines.

(8) Several fragments of vases with yellow ground, natural or artificial, black birds and beasts, rosettes, etc., purple scarcely occurs, incised lines. These fragments resemble the elder Corinthian rather than the more eastern varieties.

(9) Fragment of aryballos, Corinthian type; the black decoration almost entirely gone.
These specimens do not stand alone, but are accompanied by a number of small fragments of similar vessels. Especially common are those with the white ground and patterns characteristic of the oriental style, radiating spikes, straight or curved, guilloches, bands of black dashes, etc., and thin red or purple lines between white on black ground. Other pieces are without the white engobe, but the patterns are closely related. Others affect patterns of wavy lines or ‘arcading.’ One curious little bit stands by itself; on the grey natural ground is roughly but freely drawn a flower and trefoil leaf on a stalk.

(f) Numerous fragments of small bowls or cups of the shapes and decoration of those figured in *Naakratia* I., plate X. The rims often ornamented with groups of vertical strokes and rosettes of dots.

(g) Black-figured vessels.

(1) Broken kylix, stemless, with horizontal rim decorated with black dots, round the foot radiating strokes. Band of Sirens and winged Sphinxes,

very rudely drawn. Purple touches, incised lines freely used, rosettes in the field. Poor black glaze often passing into red.

(2) Small fragment of ‘Kleinmeister’ kylix (Fig. 6). Female head. Below the rim E. The fragment is exactly similar to the kylix in the British Museum, figured in the *Amer. Jour. Arch.* 1857, tav. A, which bears the inscription Στροιβος καλός. There can be no doubt that the Στ on our fragment are the first letters of the same words, and that the two vases are by the same artist. The black-figured kylix in Gerhard, *Amer. Jour. Arch.* III., 190, 191, 3, 4, bears the same inscription, and from its similarity to the Glaukytes kylikes in Munich and the British Museum (Gerhard, *ibid.* 235, 236, *Wiener Verlagblatt*, 1889, tav. II.) has been ascribed to Glaukytes. The other British Museum kylix and the new fragment from Salamis may therefore also be ascribed to that same artist.

(3) Fragment of similar kylix, with two beasts face to face.

(4) Fragment of similar kylix, with an inscription of ten letters, out of which nothing intelligible can be made.
(5) Fragment of stem and centre of a cylix with inner picture. A male figure holding a spear, and the arms of another figure facing him, and holding a wreath. Minutely painted.

(6) Small fragment of a vase, with remnants of a winged Sphinx (?). Masterly work.

(7) Small fragment, doubtless from an early black-figured cup. Fine black glaze, broad yellow band covered with vertical black strokes, red lines above and beneath.

(8) Bottom of a large thick vessel, doubtless a fine black-figured vase. Black 'spear-head' pattern radiating from base.

Also numerous fragments of black-figure technique, but no special significance, mostly from cylices of the 'Kleinmeister' type.

(i) Red-figured vases.

(1) The most interesting of the fragments is a small piece from the neck of a large crater with a meander pattern on the outside of the rim, and close under it a band of figures in the best style of the great masters. A battle scene is represented. A warrior in a crested helmet, with raised cheek-pieces, a short chiton with scalloped edge, and cuirass with lappets, bends forward to thrust with his spear, which he holds horizontal at the level of his hip. His back is turned to the spectator, his left leg is advanced, his right arm is drawn back to thrust, and his left thrown forward with his round shield, of which only a small part is preserved. Behind appear the shield and spear of another warrior. There is a small round hole above this shield, so the vase was probably mended in antiquity. The execution is admirable and full of freshness, but there are little omissions, e.g. the glaze is not carried in under the chin as far as the neck, and does not quite touch the upper line of the right arm, while the line of the thigh is not terminated quite at the edge of the chiton.

(2) A score of fragments from similar vases, but mostly, so far as can be made out, of much later style. These craters have usually an olive-leaf border round the mouth. The colour of the ground is, in the better fragments, very light. Only here and there can figures be recognized. On one fragment is part of a couch, on which a draped figure reclines; a white pair of legs floating in front indicates the presence of Eros. Several pieces have fragments of horses' heads, etc., from chariot scenes.

(3) Fragment of vase with a corner of drapery, well executed.

(4) Bottom part of a cup, with the feet of two figures, and a palmette. Rough, careless work.

With these red-figured vases may go a fragmentary lamp and a little pot with spout and side-handle of the same technique.

(i) Black-glazed ware without figures, either plain, or bearing little impressed patterns.

Very numerous fragments of vessels of all sorts, but especially saucers and stemless cups. Many bear scratched inscriptions in the Greek or native script. Most of these are merely monograms or the first syllables of names (e.g. Τεμω 'O 'na 'sa 'to'), but Διονυσος on the waist of a black cup
is important, as bearing on the question of the origin of the accumulation of fragments on this site, to which the most plausible answer is that it represents the refuse heap of a temple.

Some few fragments bore white painted wreaths and twigs.

C. Miscellanea objects.

1. A much-battered fragment of a small limestone lion, like that which stands before the house of Stavris, in the village of Encomi. (v. Hogarth, *Devia Cypria*, p. 62.)

2. Torso of a little marble statuette, fruit and flowers round the waist. Perhaps Harpocrates. Late work.

3. A terracotta handle with a rude relief of two figures, identical in design, with another found at Toouwra (v. p. 165).

4. A little leaden frying-pan, two inches in diameter, with fishes in relief.

5. A little leaden spoked wheel with raised patterns.

6. A porcelain "sacred eye," two inches long.

7. Several little limestone statuette-bases or shrine altars of various shapes.

8. A number of weights, whorls, etc., of stone and terracotta. Also a quantity of little terracotta disks with holes for suspension.

9. Odds and ends. A glass bottle, alabastra, little objects of bone, bronze, lead, etc. One or two stones with a flat and a convex side (v. J. H. S. IX., p. 154).

D. A dozen bronze coins, apparently of late date.

Some fragments of wall-plaster, with imitation marbling in black and yellow, may be mentioned just to show that ancient art can be as vulgar as modern.

E.—The Campanápetra.

A little probing work was done on the ruin known as the Campanápetra, which lies just above the Chlaren site, and is distinguished by a great standing block of stone. The few objects found were of little interest—Cypriote pottery of the usual kind, but also some few fragments of the "Geometric" cups. One curious fragment has a raised eye painted black on light ground. Black-glazed ware, plain and stamped. Several fragments of limestone statuette, including a small piece of head, with hair very much after the Pergamene manner. A pyramidal terracotta wedge. Six bronze coins.

F.—The Building on the Highest Point in Salamis.

The finds here were of much importance, but ranged from the latest period to a very early date. A few may be mentioned.

---

1. Or Campanápetra, both forms of the name are used.
2. Cf. the Nemezrite "eye-bowls."

(2) Four fragments of a marble statuette. A familiar type of Aphrodite, standing, with draped legs. Ordinary work of the Roman period.

(3) Some interesting fragments of pottery, including—
An excellent specimen of a Cypriote 'Geometric' cup, the decoration chiefly in deep red on the white surface of the clay.

Several fragments of Cypriote ware with lotus and guilloche patterns worked into geometric decoration.

A fragment from the rim of a cup with a red-centred rosette left light in a dark metope field. Cf. fragments from the tombs.

A fragment from an early Greek vase of the 'oriental' style, with lotus pattern and reversed palmettes in black on the smooth red ground; also purple lines on black.

Some excellent black-glazed fragments.

(4) Terracotta fragments of statuettes. Mostly of free style, from 'mantle-figures,' with white paint and blue or pink colour. Also a pretty little child's head, a couple of crude beasts, and a piece of a small bearded mask, the beard of which is black and executed in precisely the same manner as those of the Toziwa terracotta statues.

VIII. Toziwa.

The antiquities discovered close under the western rocky face of the rise between the two rivers are the most interesting of all the finds at Salamis. The terracotta statues especially are not only in themselves important, but still more for the light they seem to throw on the relation of Greek vase painting to oriental embroidery, and the history of the latter art at Salamis. The numerous little porcelain figures and scarabs, which formed a considerable item in the total of finds, are also of interest from their very close affinity to the similar objects found at Naukratis and Canopus. The site thus makes no small contribution to the study of the early art and culture of those important regions where the rising genius of Greece first came into familiar contact with the older civilizations of the East. Considering the extreme smallness of the productive patch of ground, the find was abundant, but admits of classification under a few well-defined headings. The objects lay thickly strewn close over the sloping surface of the rock which they followed down to a considerable depth. It must be noted that the female statuettes were scarce in the main trench, from which came almost all the other figures and small objects, but fairly plentiful further to the south in trenches near the south-west corner of the hillock, where conversely scarcely anything else was to be found.

A. — Terracotta figures.

(1) Bearded type of draped figures carrying flowers.

An extraordinary number of fragments of figures of this type were found, but few of them can be fitted even one to another. There is great
difference in the size; three leading scales may be distinguished—statuettes from 9 to 15 inches high, middle size figures about 2 feet high, and statues of the size of life or above it. Some of the last must have been very large, for there are fragments which, if the scale were strictly adhered to, would give figures at least fifteen feet in height. From their extremely fragmentary condition the description of the large statues must be mostly a matter of reconstructive imagination, but the reconstruction is certain: for, firstly, the material is very abundant; secondly, the small figures accurately reproduce the type; thirdly, precisely similar terracotta statues, not to speak of limestone, have been found before, for example in Colonel Warren’s excavations at Tamassus; and lastly, the type is one of the commonest on the Assyrian and Persian reliefs.

Of the small statuettes about sixty specimens were found, several of which are fairly complete. But the best general idea of the type may be derived from the example of the middle size, which is reproduced on Plate IX. The figure is stiff and flat, and the total lack of form is more noticeable than in the smaller statuettes. The dress consists of a long under garment, which extends from the neck down to the feet, and an upper garment, which covers the right side of the body, and passes from above the knee (or rather the place where the knee ought to be) up over the left shoulder. Round the neck and bottom of the lower vestment, and down the left side, runs a broad red band. A similar band follows the edge of the upper garment, which is further adorned with a fringe of flat tags, slightly raised, and painted alternately red and black. The feet are lacking, but must have projected on each side of the strange triangle with which the figure is terminated. It is hard to explain this triangle as anything but a mere support to the ankles. It recurs, however, on some of the small statuettes. The right arm is slung across the chest in the upper garment, the left depended by the side, and was hung under the hollow shoulder on a pin, the hole for which is visible on the outside. Many such movable arms were found. On the analogy of other examples, both large and small, the right hand simply rested on the breast, the left carried an open flower. Sometimes the flower is moulded with the hand, only the head showing between the thumb and forefinger of the clenched fist; more often a hole is left for its insertion, and several painted flowers were found, of mushroom shape, and evidently intended to be so inserted. The tag or lappet on the left shoulder is a feature which appears on both large and small figures. But the most interesting part of the figure is, of course, the head. It is crowned by a broad band or diadem, which reaches as high as the top in front, and shows only a narrow fringe of hair over the forehead. The hair on the top is punched all over with a small horse-shoe stamp to represent close curly locks, but descends in a heavy mass half way down the neck behind. The beard, on the other hand, is treated: in the Assyrian fashion in three tiers, and is vertically divided into locks, which are 'feathered' by diagonal strokes. Eyebrows and moustache are similarly feathered. All the hair is black, and a black border round the eyes represents the lashes. The eyes are large and almost semi-circular in size.
shape, with staring black pupils. The nose has no special prominence, and
is far from the Semitic type. The ears are big and clumsy. They are
adorned with earrings of a double twist of spiral, painted yellow. No doubt
the gold or gold-plated spirals so often found in Cypriote and other tombs
are just such earrings. The rather prominent lips are painted red. The
whole impression of the figure, although naturally far from handsome, is not
without a certain stiff grotesque dignity.

This figure is typical, but there are a good many small variations on
the type. From the statuettes there is indeed little to add. They fall
into groups according to the various moulds from which they were turned
out. Some are painted, some plain. The flat under-robe of one variety
is broken by two raised lines converging from the hips towards the feet;
on another the lines diverge towards the lower corners of the drapery.
The borders of the chock are often fringed with zigzag indentations.
The beards are long or short, round or pointed, and in one set are divided
into four pigtails. More interesting are the fresh features displayed by
the large statues. Many of the fragments may belong to figures with
shorter drapery, a jerkin or tunic reaching to the middle of the thighs
or to the knees. Such figures were found at Tamassus, and are frequent
on the reliefs, and the smaller figures of the next type favour the sup-
position that something of the kind existed among the larger. More-
ever, some of the fragments of legs show that the drapery was not always
carried right down to the feet, and the ornamental swallow-tails and tassels
in some instances point in the same direction, for they seem to hang below
the drapery against the flesh. But as it is impossible to say in most cases
which fragments come from long-robed, which from jerkinied figures, and the
difference between the types does not seem on the large statues to extend
farther, all are here described together.

All the large statues apparently were painted. The features repre-
duce in the main those of the example described. There are, however,
two main differences in the heads (cf. Figs. 7, 8). The first is in the treat-
ment of the hair and beard. The hair is sometimes stamped with circular
sometimes with horse-shoe marks; occasionally it is rendered by sweeping
incised lines, as though combed. The back hair is now divided in tiers,
now in a single ridge. In one or two instances there seems to have been
a brestly wave or roll of hair over the forehead. The beards are long
or short and close, full and broad or comparatively narrow, stepped in tiers
or plain. The vertical ribs are now close and fine, now broad and large, and
the ends may or may not be curled. The short close-cut beards, which are
in a small minority, are sometimes treated in combed lines, sometimes also
simply roughened with incised dashes. Feathering is usual, but by no means
universal. The second point of variety is the head-dress. Some heads seem
to have had none, others, for example, with the wave of hair above the fore-
head. Others, we must suppose, wore the broad diadem. But far the com-
monest head-dress is the familiar high cap, with a point hanging down behind,
and cheek-flaps (παραγεραθίς, Strabo 733), like those of the modern 'deer-
stalker,' which are usually raised but sometimes on smaller figures let down on each side of the face. This cap is of the ordinary white surface colour of the clay. It is stamped all over with circular punch marks, which, on the analogy of the hair stamps, I take to be a mode of representing wool. The
caps: will therefore be of a kind parallel to the Astrachan caps still worn in upper Asia. The pointed end hangs between two red tasselied cords, which doubtless served to tie up the flaps.

Minor details to be noticed on the large figures are the earrings, which were often apparently of metal, or at least separately inserted, the spiral armlets and bracelets in the form of snakes, and the sandals with painted heel-piece and strings. Handles of dummy swords or daggers were frequently found. The blades were separate and inserted into, or fixed on to, the semi-circular end of the hilt, which is realistically studded with sham nail heads. For these daggers we may once more compare the Assyrian reliefs. They are, in fact, διαπεκτή.

But the most interesting point of all is the decoration of the drapery, which is brilliantly painted to represent oriental embroidery. The groundwork is usually a scale pattern of strong purple-red colour, each scale having an edge of the natural colour of the clay enclosed between a double black line. This field is divided into panels by borders, of which the commonest is the interlacing star, or rather open flower, border. A series of open flowers of six petals (the middle petals on each side shared with the adjoining flowers) is left of the light surface colour of the clay in a black or dark ground. The flowers have, in many instances, red centres. A simpler border is a dark band with light lines. Others are rather to be taken as edgings to the garments than field borders. Of these the most effective is the lotus pattern, left light in a red ground and outlined with black. Other patterns are the guilloche, the herring-bone, the red triangle with incised batchings in a square black panel, the rosette, &c. Very common are plastically indicated fringes, with two or three red tails alternating with two or three black. Double indented frills are also frequent, in which each tooth is half red, half-black. The raised bands, usually red with black edges, which often occur, seem to be shoulder-belts; no doubt to carry the daggers. The garments seem often to have had pendant tails adorned with fringes and tassels, such as we see on the Assyrian reliefs.

Extremely important is a series of fragments on which figures of men, animals, and winged monsters are worked into the scale pattern of the panels. Most of these are represented on Plates X., which renders minute description unnecessary. There are two lions—one looking back over his shoulder, the other fixing his jaws in a stag—a warrior with drawn sword, and a monstrous figure, Sphinx or man-headed beast, facing a similar creature, with a palm-tree between them. The composition seems to have been on the motte system, as the division into panels determined.

The scale pattern was in several instances replaced by chequers of red and light-colour divided by black lines. Plain fields of unpainted drapery without the scale pattern and panels were rarely found among the fragments of full-size figures. Less infrequent were fragments on which a plain red field adjoined a plain black one, divided only by a narrow meandering bor-

* Common in Assyrian work.
der of red with light edges, cut into sections by little light spaces on which are three black strokes. These fragments suggest a jerkin with hippets over a tunic, and possibly point to figures like those classed under the second type.

The backs of the figures seem to have been left unpainted, which indicates that they were intended to stand against a wall or background. Some of the fragments bear symbols incised in the clay while soft.

\[ \sigma \quad \Phi \quad \text{and} \quad \mathcal{H} \]

occur, the second of which may be read as Cypriote pa, possibly the first syllable of Ἐρυθέα, as on the coins.

After the description which has been given of them it is scarcely necessary to point out that these terracotta statues are inspired by the art of Assyria. The type of figure, the attitude, the arms, the flowers carried in the hands, the dress and its decoration, down to the details of the embroidered patterns, all so strongly recall that art that one is at first sight tempted to imagine that the figures have simply walked out of an Assyrian relief. There can, however, be no doubt that they were fashioned, close by where they were found, out of the river clay, which still supplies excellent material to the potters of Varosia. It has already been mentioned that similar terracotta statues, but apparently without the painted draperies, were discovered some years ago in Colonel Warren's excavations near Tamassus. One fairly complete specimen and fragments of many more may be seen at the Commissioner's office in Nicosia. Both the Salamis and the Tamassus figures display the same oriental fashion in dress, but the likeness to Assyrian work is only in externals; the features are very far from Semitic, although equally far from the Greek ideal—are in fact thoroughly Cypriote. The pointed cap with flaps, the so-called καπάρα, whatever its origin, seems to have become the national Cypriote head-dress at a very remote period. There is, I think, no reason to doubt that these figures represent native Cypriotes at a period when dress and manners derived ultimately from Assyria, spreading perhaps from the upper classes of society, had become general among them.

In this connection it is interesting to notice the curious scale pattern. That the ground is really meant to be a textile stuff seems clear from the colours, borders, fringes, and patterns woven into it. But the scale pattern can hardly be derived from anything else than scale armour. It would certainly seem more natural to us that the scales should point downwards instead of upwards, but the upward direction is proved by the monuments to have been the ordinary arrangement in the East. The pattern may have originated from, or even be intended to express, a corselet of mail worn under an embroidered
tunic, both of which are mingled in this conventional combination. Now if, as is probable, Herodotus is at least partly indebted to the picture dedicated by Mardonius in the Heraeum at Samos for his description of the equipment of the various contingents in Xerxes’ army, it is not impossible that there is no lacuna in the sentence (Bk. vii. ch. 61), wherein he describes the body armour of the Persians, περὶ δὲ τοῦ σώματος χειραμαχίαις τοπικοὺς λεπίδος σιδηρίους δύνα ἔχοντες, but tunic and corslet were combined in the picture, as they are on the Salaminian figures. Where on the other hand Herodotus is drawing on no monumental source but on oral or written tradition, he expressly distinguishes the scale armour and tunic of Masistius (ix. 22), ὡς θεώμενος ἐγκακάλαι τοπικοῦ, καταπνηδός δὲ τοῦ θεώμενου κιβώνα φαινόντος ἕνεκεν. Both of these passages from Herodotus very strongly suggest the dress of the terracotta statues, and raise the question whether the latter do not represent the Persian period of Assyrian art, and were produced in the last quarter of the sixth century, after Cyrus fell under the dominion of Cambyses. Several considerations may be adduced in support of this view. It might be doubted whether an Assyrian influence so immediate and direct as appears on our figures could have made itself felt in Cyprus at an earlier date. The scaly armour and purple tunic seem to have been regarded by the Greeks as a special characteristic of the Persian and Median dress. Beside the passages from Herodotus may be placed for instance Xenophon, Cyropaedia VII. L. 2, and Strabo 733. From Strabo 733 (οἱ Μάγοι) τίραμ, περικείμενοι πιλικών καθεκούσα εκπέμπων μέχρι τοῦ καλύττεν τὰ χείλη τὰς παραγωθιδέας, compared with the the words on the following page τίραμ παραπλησίας τῶν τῶν Μάγων, we may suppose the caps of the Salaminian figures correspond pretty closely with these commonly ascribed to the Persians. The leathern breeches were a garment characteristic of the Persians rather before than after they adopted the dress of the Medes, retained as a military rather than civil dress, and neither these nor their sleeves were likely to be adopted in Cyprus. The χλαίνοις of the figures would be quite in keeping. There is another passage from a Greek author which even more strongly recalls the terracotta statues, and at the same time connects them with the Persians. Polyaenus (vii. 8, 10), in describing the strategem whereby Cyrus captured Sardis, says that he set upon long poles έδουλα πόλιμνας χρυσά καὶ Περσικὴν ἑσθήνα, καὶ φαρστράν κατὰ νότον, καὶ τότα μετὰ χειραν. The words έδουλα πόλιμνας χρυσά καὶ Περσικὴν ἑσθήνα might be a summary description of the Salaminian figures. The story comes from Ctesias. Neither Polyænus nor Themæus (Preggna, 11) mention the material of the images. The Epitome of Photius 1 and Tszetzes 2 call them wooden, but it is not unlikely that the wood of the poles has been extended to the figures upon them. The story is inconsistent with the account of the fall of Sardis given by Herodotus: is it possible that the existence near Sardis of statues like those found at Τοῦμπα may have given rise to it?

The first and third of the symbols quoted above from the backs of the

figures may be read as the Greek ς and ρ, and held to support the comparatively late date assigned on this theory to the figures.

Nevertheless I would rather place them about a century earlier. The other objects found with the statues, and presently to be described, if not absolutely impossible in Cyprus at the close of the sixth century, are certainly rather to be referred to the seventh or at least the earlier half of the sixth. Scale armour is seen on the Assyrian monuments no less than on the Persian, and Layard found a quantity of bronze scales with helmets and other armour in one of the palaces at Nineveh. The figures have even more affinity to the Assyrian reliefs than to the Persian. Persian civilization stands to Assyrian in much the same relation as Roman to Greek, neither in art nor in literature can the two always be kept distinct. We need not be surprised if Greek writers, who knew little of the relation between them, used the word 'Persian' in too wide a sense, much as they probably used 'Phoenician' in early days. Apart from the scales, our figures recall Herodotus' description of the Assyrian costume (i. 193) as much as the passages noticed above. As to influences on the island there is no reason to suppose that the connection with Persia was at all closer than had been the connection with Assyria nearly two centuries before, for there was no Persian 'occupation' or resident satrap. The Cypriote kings paid homage and tribute to Sargon in B.C. 719,¹ and a statue of Sargon now in the Berlin Museum was found in Cyprus. Their relation to the Assyrian monarchs remained unchanged under Esarhaddon and Assurbanipal. Without drawing, as we might, on the too often invoked intermediation of the Phoenicians, or assuming, what is yet possible, that the Cypriotes passed under Assyrian influence, in or out of Cyprus, before the time of Sargon, it is quite likely that Assyrian dress and manners had made sufficient progress in the island by the middle of the seventh century for the dedication of such figures as those found at Τοῦρα, not only by princes and court dignitaries, but also by the humbler dedicators of the statuettes. Other considerations tending to the same conclusion may be drawn from points to be noticed hereafter. We may, I think, here date the Τοῦρα finds with some confidence between 650 and 550 B.C.

But whatever their date the chief interest of the figures for us remains the same. The painted draperies doubtless represent with vividness and accuracy the famous oriental woven stuffs familiar in literature as Babylonian embroideries.² For this reason alone they would be an important discovery, especially when we remember in connection with their provenance that Cyprus became famous for its textile fabrics, and that Aiasas and Helicon of Salamis, the acknowledged masters of the art, whose works were numbered

¹ See Winckler, Die Keilschrifttexte Sargons, p. xl., rather than 700 or 708.
² Mr. A. K. Murray suggests to me that the δαρπάζωνα τοῦρατίκαρα, which together with the native hair of women almost concealed from view the statue of Hygieia seen by Pausanias at Titane (Paus. ii. 11. 4), may be explained by the fringes of the draperies. The fringes would certainly be analogous to the hair, but I can suggest so parallel to the use of καταπεραίωμεν to describe them. The word would rather point to some sort of head-band.
among the treasures of Delphi and held a worthy gift from the Rhodian state to Alexander the Great, were reputed to have woven the first peplos for Athena Pollis. However much or little truth there may be in the story, it is interesting to compare for instance the embroidered border on the robe of the Dresden Athena with the panels on the terracotta draperies and the border pattern of triangles with incised indentings which takes the form of a series of vertically arranged squares. The figured drapery on e.g., the François and Sophilos vases also suggests itself. The main point to be noted, however, is that we have here some indication of the influences under which, or even materials out of which, that craft was developed whereby alone Cyprus can claim to have contributed to the arts of Greece at the time of their highest perfection. The παραπέτασμα το Κύπριον το σωκέλων mentioned by Aristophanes may have retained some reflection of the colours and patterns here portrayed. It is also worth while to note that it was Cyprus, the easternmost of Greek settlements, with a population largely infused with eastern elements, that was preeminent in this art of weaving in colours in which it is the immemorial privilege of the oriental peoples to excel.

But there is still a still more interesting point about these draperies which must claim our attention. The influence of oriental embroidery on early Greek vase-painting has long been recognized. The painted draperies of our figures suggest at once the vesture of the Assyrian kings as we see it carved on the reliefs of Nineveh, or the relief of the archers of the Guard emblazoned on the frieze of tiles from Susa, and the patterns and animals that decorate the vases of Namaatis, Camirus, and Corinth. The lotus patterns, rosettes, guilloches, scales, the animals and winged monsters, are common to both. The warrior with the drawn sword is also interesting as showing that the introduction of scenes with human figures in action may not have been an original invention of the Greek genius, but have had parallels in the oriental prototypes, unless indeed it be maintained that the Cypriote painter has improved upon his model. But our fragments do not merely illustrate this connection, they also explain it. In truth, we seem to catch in them the missing link in the history of the development, to witness the very process of transition from textile to fictile. They were painted in direct and realistic imitation of the oriental vestments actually worn by the living models. They were painted in a Greek city and on terracotta. What could be more natural than that the potter, who had once learnt to paint these designs in literal realism on the figures, should repeat them as decorative ornament on his vases? And the white ground, the purple, and the black, are they not just the colours that he seeks to reproduce on his pottery?

Many other interesting questions here suggest themselves. We may

---

23 The borders of squares with figures in them is of course common enough on the monuments, e.g., the throne canopy at Tyre, Rawlinson, Cypriote Men, 15. p. 169.

24 The arrangement of animal figures, as, in bands as a border pattern is not found among our fragments, but is well known on the monuments, e.g., the throne canopy at Tyre, Rawlinson, Cypriote Men, 15. p. 169.
ask whether, if these draperies supply a true link in the history of vase-painting, the important transition may not have taken place in Cyprus, or if not in Cyprus where else? Was the practice of setting up such figures widespread on the eastern coasts of the Mediterranean? Where did it originate? Was it the invention of a community of potters, which grew up by the gradual enlargement of statuettes, and was fostered by the realistic desire to colour them, a desire which led to the preference of clay to stone, or was it a practice native to lands like Mosopotamia where stone is scarcely to be had, and is replaced for most purposes by clay? Are these figures an attempt to imitate in the round the gorgeous enamelled brick friezes of the east, or the resources of the Cypriote artist to whom the marble dear to his pictorially-minded Ionian brethren was denied by nature? Our statues do indeed bear not only on the history of painting, but also on that of sculpture, for the discovery of terracotta works on so large a scale may well stimulate closer inquiry than has hitherto been made into the influence of work in clay on the origin, development, and style of sculpture in stone. Sculpture in stone—but do not these great hollow moulded figures also suggest that the craft of the potter may have been no less influential in the development of the art of casting in bronze?

Into these and similar questions the limits of time and space forbid us to enter here, but what has been said will at least justify our having dwelt at such length on these most interesting figures, to which we may return on a future occasion. Let us now pass on to the other types.

(2) Male figures carrying kids.

This type is usual among the middle-size figures, there is no clear evidence of its occurring among the large statues, and there is only one instance of a rather smaller statuette, which is also exceptional in being long-robed, with the regular cloak and flower. The typical garb is a short tunic, over which is a short-sleeved jerkin or jacket. Another garment worn underneath both is sometimes visible in front, hanging in horse-shoe folds before the thighs. Pendant swallow-tails and tassels to one side are also common, and lappets with macaundering border, like those already described. Both tunic and jerkin are generally painted in red and black, but unpainted examples occur, and some few with elaborate patterns similar to those of the large figures.

In most cases the right hand carries the kid against the breast, either supported on the palm or resting on the forearm and grasped by the forelegs, but sometimes both hands are employed, the one holding the fore and the other the hind pair of legs. The kid is usually painted black. When only the right hand is used the left hangs by the side and holds an open flower. Movable arms seem frequent.

Not one head was found which can be fitted to any of the bodies, but there can be little doubt that most of the heads of medium size belong to this type. The only head of this size that is bearded is that of the figure on Pl. IX., already described; all the rest are beardless and of youthful appearance (cf. Fig. 9). We may presume, therefore, that the type is beardless
at least in the great majority of cases. The heads are painted in the same way as the bearded heads, and the details, treatment of hair, yellow earrings, &c., are much the same. The head-dress, where any is worn, seems always to be the usual cap with flaps. One of the most complete
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of the heads (Fig. 10) wears the flaps let down. The cap is in this case without the ordinary punch-marks, and painted with dark horizontal bands on the white surface of the red clay. The face is long and narrow, the eyes are large out of all proportion, and their upper lids level with the forehead.
the eyebrows being raised instead of the eyes depressed. As is not uncommon on Cypriote heads the one eye is much higher in the face than the other.

One detail which first appears on these smaller figures is interesting. On the breast of a little torso depends from a linked chain a disproportionately large scarab in a swivel setting, the whole of course imitated in clay. Remains of similar appendages appear on one or two other torsos of the middle size. It is, I imagine, not improbable that the numerous scarabs found with the figures on this and other Cypriote temple sites were actually hung round their necks. The earrings, as we have already seen, were sometimes separate and inserted, probably therefore actual earrings of metal. The little round disks with a central boss, which occasionally occur on the breasts of these figures, may also represent metal prototypes. Herodotus (i.195), in describing the dress of the Assyrians, says, σφηνοείδες δὲ ἐκατον ἀτεκν. By σφηνοείδει we naturally in this connection understand a Babylonian cylinder. The Τεμπέια figures wear Egyptian scarabs. The point illustrates at once the dependence of the Salaminians on Assyrian fashions and their independence of them. It supports the view already taken of the date of the finds, and the opinion expressed below as to the Egyptian influence beginning to make itself felt at that date.

The type as above described is fairly constant. Now and then it is the left hand that holds the animal, and the latter seems once to be not a kid or goat but a ram, and once again to be a deer. The sandals are a regular accompaniment of the type, and the left foot seems always to be slightly advanced.

(3) Miscellaneous male figures and fragments.

Many of these may be connected with the types already described, but a few which present interesting variations may be noticed. There is one curious figure in long drapery and red pointed cap. He is of the smallest size and ridiculously slender proportions. His face is of a broad ugly type. Behind his neck is a rough projection, perhaps to hold him by during manufacture or painting. A broken piece of object on the right hip is explained by a black hoof beside his foot. He stood holding a kid upright beside him with both hands.

Several little bearded heads were not simply moulded with the bodies, but are furnished with stalks for insertion. Another in a plain red cap with flaps is noteworthy for its style, which is better and more naturalistic than that of the rest, indeed this little head might pass for a work of genuine archaic Greek style.

Extraordinarily ugly on the other hand is a grotesque head possibly meant for a caricature. He wears a pointed cap of dark colour very much at the back of his head. There is no forehead, the raised eyebrows occupying its place, but the line of the head retreats in one plane from the tip-tilted nose to the point of the cap. The eyes are lifted, showing the whites, and the ears are simply rough plaques stuck on to the head. Another grotesque little head is of almost negro type.
A fragment moulded in relief with the legs of a little nude male figure in the developed style of Greek art is surely a stray piece. It is quite without parallel from this site.

4) Female figures.

Corresponding in quantity and in size to the smallest bearded figures are the female statuettes. They were found mostly in trenches in the southern portion of the site and away from the wall of rock. Like the male figures they are stiff, upright, and flat. Several specimens from the same mould are not uncommon. They have as a rule a somewhat ruditer appearance than the male figures, and are less distinct in detail, probably from lack of finishing touches after moulding.

There are three main types—

(a) Both hands to the sides.
(b) The left hand to the side, the right on the left breast.
(c) One hand to the side, the other (more often the right than the left) holding a disk, or possibly in some instances a wreath or chaplet, under the breast. The disks are possibly meant for tambourines.

The figures may at first sight be divided into nude and draped. It is, however, difficult to say whether all are not really meant to be draped, for some apparently nude figures seem to wear a clinging garment visible only at the corners near the feet where it detaches itself from the limbs. On the other hand it may be maintained that this supposed drapery is due merely to careless moulding and lack of finish, the clay squeezed out at the edges not being pared away. But at least in a qualified sense we may say that the statuettes of the first type with two exceptions, the one a very small figure, the other of rather exceptional style, are nude; those of the second type are all nude, whereas most of the third are draped. The drapery seems to consist of a sleeved jacket over a long tunic. Necklaces of pendants are usually worn, and a disk with a central boss, hanging between the breasts. Earrings are general, and the pendant tassels over the ears not uncommon. Most of the heads seem to be bare, the hair gathered back from the face and falling behind the ears down the neck. One or two, however, wear a round diadem either plain or adorned with bosses or rosettes. Such statuettes are very common on all old Cypriote sites, and may easily be paralleled from Rhodes, Naucratis, and elsewhere. It is unnecessary to mention particularly any but a few exceptional figures and heads.

One of these is the draped statuette already mentioned. There is a vertical ridge of drapery in front between the legs, and the hair falls in a mass on each shoulder, imparting a peculiarly Egyptian air to the figure. Several heads with flat crowns, massive hair, and ear-tassels show approximation to the same type, and recall the head found near the N.W. corner of the Sand site. Two or three heads of a broad large type, but probably feminine, wear the hair in a sort of turban fashion over the forehead, unless it be not hair but a form of head-dress. There are similar examples from Canirus in the British Museum. A head with a round hole through the top may perhaps have formed the neck of a vase. One figure of the first type is
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unique in being moulded on an upright background pierced above the head with a hole for suspension on a nail against a wall. Another, of the third type, holds not a disk but a long object at her breast. Two fragments, a head and a piece of arm with part of the torso below it, show a more nearly Greek style. The latter might well belong to one of the larger female figures found on the Cistern site. The head, although far from beautiful in features or pleasing in expression, exhibits a feeling for form and attempt at modelling, which in spite of stiffness and heaviness is far above the average.

(5) Animals.

The most interesting are the bulls with a row of lamps along their backs. Of these the most complete example is represented in Fig. 11. He measures 10½ inches from the nose to the root of the tail. Between his horns is a four-cornered lamp of the 'cocked-hat' type, and there are vestiges of three more down his back. The style is rude and simple, and the
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grotesque little figure reminds one of a young puppy. An interesting detail is the rough column of clay left, as though to support him, between his legs. It is quite superfluous to a terracotta figure of this size, and can scarcely be other than a survival from a large sculptured prototype. Other specimens of these bulls were painted black. A bull's head mask was also found, for which we may compare the bull masks from the Cistern patch.

Horses form the bulk of the animals. Most of them bear traces of a yoke behind the neck, and are therefore chariot-horses. With them may be connected the spoked chariot-wheels occasionally met with. Many are adorned with trappings, tiers of tassels or fringes in front of the neck and chest (προστερήνια), quite after the manner of the Assyrian chariot-horses, and sometimes side-fringes (παραπλευρίδες). The tails were often separate and inserted. Chariot-groups of terracotta are stock products of the older Cypriote shrines, e.g. Dalé and Tamassus. The Cypriote war-chariots were famous from a very remote date, for the great inscription of Thothmes III. at
Karnak, describing the defeat of 'the miserable king of Kadesh' at Megiddo, mentions the 'gold and silver chariots, which had been made in the land of Ascalon' (Brugsch, Egypt under the Pharaohs, vol. i. p. 372). Their use in war was retained in Cyprus long after it was relinquished in other parts of the Greek world, as we see from Herodotus' description of the defeat of Onesilus. The great plain of the Messares must have favoured their retention.

Connected with the horses is a Centaur of the archaic type—a complete man, with the hind part of a horse tacked on to his back. There may also be mentioned a stag with tassels down his neck, who was evidently intended to run on wheels, for the plinth is bored with horizontal axle-sockets. There are also the head of a sporting hound with a red collar, fragments of a lion, and a curious bristly torso, perhaps meant for an ape's.

(6) Crude figurines, men and animals.

These are of the usual types, and need not be dwelt upon after what has been said of the similar figures from the Cistern site. There are horsemen and horses; there are columnar little figures holding their arms before them (charioteers?), or laying them on their chests or paunches, or bearing a round shield; and there are bearded heads in pointed caps. We may also mention a crude reclining figure, perhaps meant for a nude woman, a couple of sharp-nosed dogs, a pair of apes (?), one of them holding a fruit to his lips and laying his hand approvingly on his belly, and two birds, the one with open wings, the other of concave form like the lid of a vessel.

B. Limestone Figures.

There is more freedom and variety in the limestone figures than the terracotta, no doubt partly because they are emancipated from the mould. Although numerous enough, they are in a small minority as compared with the terracotta images. The same general types of male figures recur. We find, for example, beards from colossal statues, one of them treated in the 'feathered' style, another ribbed and curled at the edge. There are a few large fragments, a piece of shoulder, one or two hands, &c., which may belong to these figures. On the smallest scale there are one or two fairly complete figures of the long-robed type, with the one hand on the chest, the other by the side, and several bearded heads probably to be connected with the same type. Some of the heads wear the cap with cheek-pieces, and in one case the flaps are let down, the tasselled ends hanging on the shoulders. Others are bare, and wear the hair parted over the centre of the forehead. Red colour sometimes appears on the caps and the drapery. One flat formless fragment from the lower half of a figure is curious, because on the left side of the drapery at the level of the thigh is carved a large crab. A somewhat free variety of the type is presented in a fairly complete little figure with the parted hair, who is beardless and clad in a short-sleeved tunic, over which is a small upper garment passing from under the right arm over the left shoulder, leaving both arms free. Flowers do not occur. Still farther removed from the terracotta type are the figures holding animals. One fragment is long-robed, and shows the kid's hind feet resting on the ground. Other specimens hold the kid under the arm, and one carries also a staff.
Quite new is a figure bearing what seems to be a sheep in the *Kriophoros* attitude, and, stranger still, a nude male statuette (broken away below the knees) holding in the right hand the hind leg, and in the left the tail of what seems to be a lion. The parted hair falls back in a smooth rounded mass down to the shoulders, and is straight cut across the forehead, imparting a distinctly Egyptian air to the figure.

We have accounted for the differences between the limestone and the terracotta statuettes partly by the emancipation of the workman from the traditions of the mould, it is time to notice two other influences which begin here to emerge more clearly. Many of the limestone heads with parted hair which is always treated in smooth rounded surfaces, suggest Egyptian art, and the influence of that art stops clearly to the front in a set of heads mostly of medium size. One of them wears a flat-round cap, but all are flat-crowned with straight-cut hair along the forehead, which falls in a thick heavy mass behind the neck. On some there are traces of blue colour. If further evidence of Egyptian influence were wanted, it is furnished by the middle part of a small figure wearing the *skhenti* ornamented in front with a roset. We may also refer to the scarabs, porcelains, and small objects, presently to be described. In all the wealth of terracottas there is scarcely a hint of any influence that can even be plausibly supposed to be Egyptian, only perhaps in a few of the female heads, and there scarabs worn round the necks. It is surprising to find that influence so strong in the limestone statuettes and other finds. The explanation which suggests itself is that, although Egyptian monuments mention Cyprus as early as Thothmes III., and Egyptian influence on the island may have very remote beginnings, yet that influence did not make itself felt in force until the Hellenic peoples attained some footing on the banks of the Nile and began to act as the intermediaries in the transmission of Egyptian culture to Cyprus through the intercourse of trade. We have frequently already been reminded of the finds at Naucratis, and shall again find much to recall them. Here it must be pointed out how strongly our limestone and terracotta figures resemble similar Naucratite statuettes. The nude figure holding the lion is, for instance, exactly parallel to those reproduced Naukratis I., Pl. I. No. 1, and II., Pl. XIV., No. 10; but, indeed, Pl. I. and II. of Naukratis I., and XIV., and XV. of Naukratis II., are full of suggestions of similar figures from Salamis. No less similar are the fragments of pottery and the scarabs, &c. There was probably therefore a close connection between Naucratis and Salamis, and Egyptian influence may well have reached the latter mainly through the former. But that influence was, at least at first (and it must have been comparatively fresh at the probable date of the Teipwra remains), confined to sculpture and the importation of small objects, whereas the established traditions of pottery remained for the time unaffected. If this hypothesis is well founded, it would be interesting to inquire whether the same division of the spheres of Assyrian and Egyptian influence does not hold good for the rest of the Greek world. But we must pass on to other matters.
There is more than Egyptian influence visible in the style of the limestone figures. Several of them may well be termed works of archaic Greek art. One or two of the heads, for example, for all their precise formality, show a certain feeling for natural form, still struggling with the conventions of the type, but not without hope and promise of success. The figure already noticed cannot be separated from a large class of early Greek works; the broad shoulders, narrow waist, strongly-developed thighs, and frank nudity are all in keeping with the archaic Greek style. As Mr. E. A. Gardner has remarked of similar Naucratite statuettes, "from these primitive figures up to the magnificent athletes of perfect Greek art, we can trace an unbroken succession of type." We seem to see the Greek artistic spirit beginning to stir. Something of Hellenic genius there may have been in the mixed population of Cyprus, although I incline to the view that the Greek element in the island was not derived direct from Greece, but had wandered southwards from the Hellespont, passing under oriental influences on the way through Asia Minor. Something too must be allowed for the conflict of influences already indicated, which would give an opening for the development of native talent by freeing it from the exclusive domination of either. But it is worthy of note that it is just where we have seen reason to assume a stimulating impulse from the Greeks in Egypt, that the distinctively Greek style first shows itself at Salamis. By this second influence the conservative terracotta works appear no more affected than by the first.

Several little limestone works represent what may be called genre subjects. One of these is a little (headless) scribe seated on a stool writing on a roll which is spread before him on a table. Another headless figure stands holding a long arched something before him on which he seems to be performing some minute operation. A little head represents a flute-player wearing the 

The female figures of limestone are few and fragmentary—there is not a head amongst them—and diverge totally from the terracotta types. There is a piece of torso of a woman holding her two breasts in the familiar fashion. The edges of tight sleeves round her wrists are the only indication of her being draped, a fact which bears on the question raised before. The other fragments are from figures seated in arm-chairs. All are very small, and it may be doubted whether they are really female at all.

Animals are represented only by two hawks or eagles of the Egyptian type.

The problem of the meaning and interpretation of the figures, limestone and terracotta, is one the like of which has to be faced by every excavator of a temple precinct, yet no one principle of interpretation has hitherto been suggested which will meet all the requirements of the problem. In the present case there is nothing to guide us beyond the figures themselves. We
may assume on the analogy of similar instances that they were dedicated in fulfilment of a vow. Various considerations would affect the form of the dedication—the character of the deity to whom it was made, the sex, status, and age of the dedicatee, the social institutions and religious customs of the community, and finally the varying circumstances of the vow, all the difficulties and successes, fears and hopes of humanity. The dress of many of our figures may be thought to be sacrificial, but it seems rather to be that of civil life, differing perhaps slightly for different classes in its form, and in splendour from the gorgeous robes of a court dignitary to the simple everyday dress of a humble citizen. Perhaps in most cases a man devoted himself or a member of his family to the God, and paid his vow vicariously—originally with a human victim, afterwards with an image of stone or clay. We may conjecture from parallel cases, e.g., the figures found at the neighbouring shrine of Apollo at Pount, that the main type of the figures is some indication of the type of the deity, to which they were assimilated either because the God was the special object of veneration to a certain class and age, and his worshippers bore his emblems in the temple services, or from some religious belief which induced the worshippers in honouring the God to assume his likeness. So, as the Pount figures dedicated to Apollo are mostly beardless young men crowned with laurel or bearing branches of laurel, we may perhaps assume that the deity worshipped in the open shrine at Pount was a masculine bearded God.

C. Pottery.

Comparatively little in quantity, and in very fragmentary condition.

(1) Plain unainted ware, mostly yellow or whitish clay, occasionally reddish clay with light surface. Jugs of the 'bottle-jug' type, narrowing upwards. Jugs with a short neck and pinched lip. Minute vessels, many hand-made. Rimmed platters, apparently wheel-made but much distorted in drying, frequent. Bowls or cups of the shape which is often adorned with geometric patterns. Lamps of the pinched saucer or 'cocked-hat' type, very frequent, often with two wick-spouts close together. From a trench to the S.W. of the main one and some little distance off, which yielded nothing else, came several little pots of thin greyish clay with two incised lines round the body. With them was a Roman lamp.

(2) A large number of little jugs, two or three inches high, of lecythoid shape with a reduplicated neck, painted with a simple wash of deep matt red (Pounta jugs).

(c) Cyproite.

Little hand-made jugs with pinched lips, or little jars. Light ground, black and red bands. Fragments from jugs and open vessels of various shapes and sizes. Clay either light or more commonly red with light surface. The usual decoration in bands and concentric circles. One small fragment may be mentioned here which is worthy of attention as a confirmation of the view advanced above, that patterns on pottery may have been derived from the painted draperies of terracotta figures. A rosette with red centre is left light in a dark ground, and below is part of a lotus flower with alternate red
and light leaves outlined with black. Similar fragments will be noticed from one of the tombs.

(4) Greek pottery.
Fragment of vase, brownish clay, pale saffron yellow ground, with the edge of a band and a spiral in black to reddish-brown glaze.
Fragment from the neck of a large vase, similar ware, with a pattern common to Assyrian wall decoration and Rhodian pottery.
Fragment of similar ware, macander, black band with a purple and white stripe on it, and the head and neck of a duck from a hand of animals.
Fragment of similar ware, but a more butter-yellow ground and more shiny glaze, which tends to chocolate tones. Hind quarters of a lion, incised lines and purple touches, rosettes in the field.
Fragments of two or three bowls or clyices, one of them black inside with a creamy yellow centre, and outside three red-glazed bands.
Small fragments of a 'Corinthian' vase, figures inside and outside incised lines, purple touches, rosettes in the field. Inside the legs of a band of running figures are distinguishable.
Little aryballos, Corinthian type, but red and black glazed.
Fragments of several clyices of the 'Kleinmeister' type; one from the north side of the top of the hill, nearly complete.
Small fragment of a black-figure cylix with part of a rudely-drawn bird, incised lines.
Half of a black-glazed saucer with impressed patterns, and an illegible monogram scratched underneath.

D. Porcelain figurines, etc.
Little figures of Egyptian porcelain were not uncommon. Most of them have their parallels from Naukratis and Camirus. There may be mentioned two little figures of Bes of the usual type; a little white figure with a dark brown nose or beak, wearing the Disk-crown; the upper part of a little bearded figure with his hands to his sides; the upper part of a nude female figure (Fig. 12), white, with dark hair, arms extended (exact parallels from Camirus); portions of two similar figures, but with their arms to their sides (cf. Naukratis I. pl. II. nos. 10 and 17); part of an animal-headed figure; lower part of flute-player (?); minute yellow eagle; etc. There were also found several porcelain beads, plain or ribbed, a little imitation shell, and two of the little disks with fretted edges.

E. Scarabs and seals.
Some five-and-twenty scarabs were found, some of stone, others of blue paste. The former are mostly of dark hard stone, rudely engraved with animal figures, which include a winged beast, a horned beast, and a mounted archer. A scarabaeoid of the same material bears simply a cross hatching of lines. One scarab is of transparent green stone with a representation of a lion and a bull, another is of bright peacock-blue colour, but not engraved. The paste scarabs are most of them imitations of the Egyptian, but the symbols are meaningless. One bears a face on the back, another has a silver
setting. They recall the scarabs found at Naxos, where they may well have been manufactured.

Besides the scarabs were found several seals. One, which is not engraved, is surmounted by a couchant lion; it is of dark stone. The most interesting is a conical dark stone seal with a hole through the apex, engraved with mysterious characters (below, p. 186). There are several similar seals in the Ashmolean Museum at Oxford, where they are roughly classed as Hittite. Curious also are an imitation seal in terracotta (doubtless from a statuette) with an incised symbol resembling the Cypriote α, and a swivel seal, which seems to be of very hard wood, engraved with a rude stag (?)

F. Miscellaneous objects.

Several little limestone bases were discovered, perhaps for bronze statuettes, and two or three limestone shrine-lamps, of the "cocked-hat" type. There is also a diminutive bronze lamp of the same form.

Other bronze objects are—an Egyptian urnen with pin-holes for

affixment; a bronze axle-socket; an object of mushroom shape with nail-holes through the rim, probably some sort of handle; a crude little dog (?) with collar; a three-edged arrow-head; two small rings; and a little fragment coated on one side with gold leaf.

There are several more or less fragmentary terracotta objects, which I am unable to explain, or adequately describe in few words. They are probably connected with the terracotta figures, and some Assyriologist may be able to interpret them. The simplest are four objects resembling spear-heads (? points of dagger sheaths), one of them "feathered" and painted red, and three little things like blunt arrow-heads with one barb shorter than the other. On the north side of the top of the hill was found a terracotta handle with a design in relief, apparently from the same mould as one found on the Cistern site. A bearded figure lays his left hand on the head, and right on the shoulder, of a smaller figure facing him. Then comes a round hole, below which is a figure riding on a bull (?)

Among various odds and ends may be noticed two fragments from the
lower part of a little green enamelled vase. From a simple base rise brown triangular rays, or vandykes, to a narrow brown band through their apices. The vessel, although of different material, must have resembled in design that published by Mr. Petrie in this Journal, vol. xi. pl. X. IV., fig. 9.

Little cowrie and similar shells were very common. They are bored as though for stringing together in a necklace. We may also mention a fragment of ostrich egg and a little bead of elongated form and red transparent stone. Lastly there are four bronze coins. Three of them were picked up on the surface and are evidently late Roman or Byzantine. The fourth was found in the very thick of the objects in the main trench, six or eight feet from the surface. Strangely enough it proves from its fabric to be of Ptolemaic date and is consequently of no assistance in determining the chronology of the finds. The only other objects which can be suspected of so late an origin are the black-glazed sancer with impressed patterns and the little terracotta legs in relief. This coin is an awful warning against chronological generalizations from isolated instances, even when found among homogeneous and apparently undisturbed surroundings.

IX. Site of the large limestone drums.

The work on this site, being mainly directed to the plan of the building, seldom penetrated below the surface rubbish, and yielded few objects of interest. Over twenty coins were found, the latest of which date from the Lusignan kings of Cyprus. Some terracotta fragments of good period were discovered. They recall those found in such abundance on the Cistern site, female figures with high head-dresses bearing animals. With them was broken pottery of good black-glazed fabric, both plain and stamped, and a 'cocked-hat' lamp. Among miscellaneous objects are a little amber figure of a child, a bronze spoon, a marble thumb from a statue, and a bit of marble slab with very late carving representing a bird and foliage.

X. Tombs.

The tombs numbered 1, 2, and 3 lay in the field of Leboris Michaeli close by the large tumulus near 'S. Catherine's tomb.' Tombs they seem to have been, but as we found them they were merely holes, long ago collapsed, and probably robbed before that. Nothing was found in them but broken pottery, plain and Cypriote of the commonest sorts, one little lecythoid vase of the Teucria type, and fragments of crude little terracotta figurines.

Tomb 4, which lies farther to the west towards the church of S. Barnabas, had already been opened and partially worked by the Ecomites. Of the three terracotta sarcophagi which it contained they had opened two, in the third we found a bone pin and a pair of little thin gold earrings of horse-shoe shape. The tomb yielded also:—pottery,—nineteen of the little bottles with swelling waists and slender necks and feet, nine Roman lamps, a minute pot,
three plain light jugs, a hollow pig (probably a rattle), a clay button, and a headless male statuette, wearing a chlamys passed behind his back, and holding a dove against his chest with both hands; glass—eight bottles, two cups, two heads; bronze—a mirror, two spatulae, a little disk, a crescent, a leaf-shaped object pointed at each end, a number of little studs, and two Roman coins; jewellery—a pair of thin gold wire earrings with heads upon them, and a quantity of diamond-shaped gold leaves; four iron stirrups; a small dark stone bace with four 'ears'; a little thin ivory tablet; and a little square leaden frame with circular aperture, decorated with raised bosses and granulations, precisely similar to one figured in Salamis, pl. VI. no. 4.

The few other tombs opened lie farther to the south in the field of Panagis Hadji Tophi. They proved to be of much earlier date, and the rock of the low ridge in which they are excavated is firm and compact, so that they were found in admirable preservation. Every one had, however, as it turned out, been systematically robbed. The tombs, small vaulted chambers, lay so thick that the robbers had often no difficulty in breaking through the walls from one to another. The contents were perhaps never very magnificent, but it was little indeed that had been left behind. Plain pottery was the staple, mostly of light, yellowish colour. Wide-mouthed jugs and jugs with pinched lips were among the commonest forms, but there were also little amphorae, bowls, 'cooked-hat' lamps, etc., and single specimens of the Toymi lecithi, and the ovoid vases already well known in Cyprus. Fragments of Cypriote pottery of the ordinary style were common, and small pieces of black-glazed ware occasionally to be met with.

Reference has already been made to two interesting fragments from tomb 7. They show the same colours and technical methods as the painted draperies from Toymi. Rosettes left of the natural colour of the clay in a black metope field, lotus flowers outlined with black and partly filled in with red, are designs already familiar to us. The fragments are small and it is not easy to say from what vessels they can have come, but one at least must be from a flat pinax.

Beyond pottery there is little to record. Crude figurines and alabastra were sometimes found. One tomb contained an iron knife, another a stone object resembling a scythe-sharpen. It is to be regretted that so little was found, for the tombs seem to be of excellent period.

XI. Τούμπα τοῦ Μεγάλην.

This site, on which we stumbled in our search for tombs, was remarkable for the abundance of chips of inscriptions to be found on it, and for the absence of anything else. The antiquities which it produced are altogether

---

1 A crown of similar gold leaves is seen pointed on some of the heads on the mummy panel brought by Mr. Petrie from the Fayum. They are very common in late tombs, cf. J.H.S. xi. p. 56.

2 For the shears, cf. Cassola, Cyprus, p. 165, Fig. 17, and J.H.S. iv. p. 106.
insignificant. As was to be expected, statuary takes the first place, but is limited to half a dozen fragments of marble figures and the foot of a rude limestone statuette. The fragments are of the very smallest size, and not one of them, so far as can be distinguished, of any particular merit. Three terracotta fragments recall types already described—a hand with a bracelet on the wrist holding a bird, a female figure holding an object against her breast, and a bird's head. Four bronze coins were found, and a small gold Byzantine coin picked up on the surface by the reapers was purchased.

The tale of our finds is complete. If the enumeration has sometimes been tedious, it must be remembered that it is often as important to know what was not found on a site as what was found, so that a practically exhaustive treatment may be justified. On the other hand, no one can be more conscious than the writer how inadequately several important points have been dealt with.

By way of appendix one little antiquity may be briefly noticed, which was acquired in the village of Hagios Sergios. It is a female head of marble about four inches high. The left side, including the eye, is broken away. The hair, which is bound back from the forehead by a simple head-band, is slightly worked, but well distinguished in texture from the skin. The eyes were rather high set and deep at the inner corners, for the centre of the forehead is prominent. The nose continued the line of the upper face. The lips were full. The chin is rounded, the neck slightly inclined to the right, the face directed a little to the left. The expression is grave and severe. To judge from its type and style, this little work may well date from the fourth century B.C.

J. ARTHUR R. MUNRO.

NOTE.—Mr. Warwick Wroth of the British Museum has kindly examined the coins found at Salamis and furnished the following note on them—

I have now looked through the coins discovered during the excavations in Cyprus. You have carefully noted the find-spot of each specimen, and it is much to be regretted that the majority of the coins are in such poor preservation. Mr. Reade, the Museum electrotypist, tells me that he does not consider that they can be cleaned satisfactorily, so that it is impossible to make a detailed report on the finds. So far as I am able to judge, the bulk of the specimens belong to Byzantine and late Roman times. The latest coins found are of Cyprus itself, being silver or billon 'deniers' of Henry II. King of Cyprus struck A.D. 1310–1324. They have the obverse
The Greek class seems to be little represented. One bronze coin marked 'Τούμπια Απρίλιος 10' is of Ptolemy, and among the large series of coins— chiefly Byzantine—found in the Agora is a Macedonian regal coin of bronze struck B.C. 279-277. It has the obverse type of a Macedonian shield ornamented with the Gorgonion.

Amongst the Roman coins is a sestertius (brass) of Severus Alexander, found in the Cistern. Site F yielded some late Roman (and Byzantine) pieces as well as a sestertius, apparently of Trajan. The Byzantine coins consist principally of the large copper money bearing the mark of value on the reverse. Coins of this type were issued from the time of Anastasius to that of Theophilus.

There is one Byzantine coin of gold, a half-solidus (found in the Τούμπια τοῦ Μιχαήλ) of Maurice Tiberius A.D. 582-602. A similar specimen is described in Sabatier's Monnaies byzantines, vol. i. p. 239, no. 4: Pl. xxiv. 13.

Mr. Wroth subsequently identified bronze coins from—

The Site of the Granite Columns:

- Severus Alexander.
- Arcadius.
- Maximinus.
- A Ptolemy.

The Sand Site:

- One little Greek coin and one Ptolemaic.
- Severus Alexander.
- Constantine Pogonatus.
- The majority Byzantine, some few Roman after Constantine.

The coins referred to in the postscript seemed after cleaning to be Roman Imperial (Tomb 4), and Ptolemy V, Epiphanes (Τούμπια).
III.—INSCRIPTIONS.

I shall probably best serve the reader’s convenience by arranging the inscriptions under general heads, so as to produce a certain correspondence with the section on sites excavated.

I. Variant readings of Inscriptions from Salamis and district, previously published.

(1) Lebas and Waddington, Voy. Arch. II. no. 2763.

The first line should read ἐρωστὺς ΚΥΝ
The last line should read ΘΜΕΧΔΣΤ

(2) Hogarth, Deus Cyprus, p. 63 no. 13.

Read ΩΝΙΑΑ θεος Φθλ [or Φθλ—probably] at commencement.

(3) ibid. no. 15. For ‘house of the same Dimitri,’ read house of Hadj Anastasi Panayyi.

And in line 3, ΩΝΗΣΑΝΔΡΟΣ ΑΡΤΑΒΑΤΟΥ
'Ονεσανδρὸς Αρταβάτου

(4) ibid. no. 16.

Line 4. 5. Ω for O.

Line 6. the first letter of the date seems rather to be Χ than Τ.

II. Unpublished inscriptions from Salamis, found in adjacent villages.

(1) Round cippus, used as gate-stone in garden of Panagis Hadji Tophi at Encomi. About 3’ high; letters very irregular, and poorly cut 1”-1½” high.

D(is) M(anibus).
P. AELIO . PF . BASI
LIO /// PALATINA
NICOMEDIA
EVOCA(ton) FL . VALENS
COLLEGA . FEC(unt) . FRAT
TRI PIENTISSIMO

[The above represents Mr. Tubbs’ copy: Mr. Munro has BASILIDE, which fills up the space left blank above before Palatina. Such a form of the dative occurs C.I.L, x. p. 1172. The cognomen preceding the tribe-name is irregular, but there seems no reason to doubt the reading. Frater = ‘brother-in-arms.’—Ed.]
(2) Sandstone cippus over house-door of Maria Kakouri at Enomai: about 2' x 1'6". Surface worn. Letters ¼" - 1", late fairly regular.

(3) Round moulded cippus of limestone in αυλή of Constanti Hadji Tophi at Enomai: above, a socket-hole; diameter 1'4", height about 3'. Letters poor, slightly cut, 1" and 2" high.

(4) Fragment of white marble slab, broken all sides, surface good, back stippled, 7" x 4'1/2" x 1". Letters well cut ½" - ¾". Found by a villager of Enomai on Toumpa tou Michaili (v.also Excavations' site 1), and from him purchased. Now in the British Museum.
I have as yet no satisfactory key to the complicated chronology of this fragment.\footnote{[The difficulties in the way of interpreting these signs and numerals as dates seen insurmountable, and I would suggest that they represent quotas or subscriptions to a Salaminian festival, a supposition which supersedes [if rightly read] in the last line supports. I cannot interpret all the numerals, but would compare inscriptions of Paphian (C. R. S. 1888, Nos. 15 and 110), in which a sign $\mathfrak{L}$ similar to one used above, appears to stand for drachma. In the case of the Paphian festival (No. 15) individuals contributed, besides money, one or more $\delta\phi\rho\alpha\varsigma\varsigma$, and it is conceivable that 6 in this Salaminian list stands for that word. The combination $\Phi\Lambda$ remains unexplained, but on the same analogy would represent 510 of something, whose initial letter is alpha. I would suggest that the whole is a list of names and quotas, and that in two cases we have recorded contributions of 116 . 129 drachmas, and of 516 . 119 drachmas and 65 drachmas respectively.—En.]} Servius Sulpicius Pannes Veraniannus would appear to have been a person of note, already two previously published inscriptions refer to him [Lebas and Waddington, IV, 2759. Hogarth, Devia Cypria, p. 65 no. 15].

5. Blue marble block built into rear wall of house of Ali Hassan at Encomi. Surface much worn, the greater part of the inscription being obliterated. The stone is not complete, and its original dimensions cannot be ascertained: in its present condition it measures about 2' $\times$ 10". The letters, which are neat and regular, are 1" high.

\begin{verbatim}
ÅT O NAP
DE-KTONYM ONAPPEDEIE
ANTETARTONODHMO
XAMNIONTONEAYTOYP
\end{verbatim}

[The above is Mr. Munro's reading. The inscription is a fragment in honour of an Emperor, and should be restored]

\begin{verbatim}
\epsilon\nu\mu\rho\chi\ι\kappa\iota\varepsilon\delta\omega\iota\sigma\iota\as
\tau\delt\epsilon\kappa\alpha\iota\omicron\upsilon\sigma\tau\eta\nu\phi\iota\omicron\epsilon\nu\gamma\iota\sigma\iota\as
\mu\epsilon\nu\iota\tau\alpha\tau\alpha\rho\tau\omicron\nu\delta\alpha\mu\omega
\tau\omicron\nu\Sigma\alpha\lambda\mu\iota\iota\iota\omicron\tau\omicron\nu\epsilon\iota\nu\tau\omicron\nu\pi\alpha\iota\epsilon\omicron\alpha.
\end{verbatim}

The numerals make it practically certain that the Emperor honoured is Nero, and the date the earlier part of the year 59 A.D., which suits well with the style of the lettering.—En.]

6. One of the boys engaged on the works brought us a marble fragment which had been for many years in the wall of his brother's house. It was purchased and is now in the British Museum. The stone which measures $17''\times 17\frac{1}{2}''\times 2\frac{1}{2}''$ has borne an inscription of at least sixteen lines of small Greek characters; but the surface has been so thoroughly scoured and worn away that I have failed as yet to make out more than the extremities of some of the lines. These are in part portions of proper names, and do not greatly assist in restoring the inscription, which, until it has been subjected to longer study, I forbear to publish.
7. Lying just in front of the Forester’s House were four fragments of a large limestone block which from its form, as well as from the content of an inscription upon it, had evidently been brought from the ruins of the later aqueduct from Kythira. The frame in which the inscription is enclosed measures about 1’ 10” × 1’ 2½” ; letters very coarse, poor, and late, lined in with vermillion.

\[\text{ἐγ[σων]τινω σαν θ[εφ]}
\]
\[\beta \text{ αυτος [αι α] ψιτες ι̃-}
\]
\[\text{π(ι) Ἄρκαινο[ν το]ν σ[εφ-}
\]
\[\text{οτατον (ἀρχιεπι-}
\]
\[\text{σκόπου μ(ηρι) η' ἐ(π)δ(ιονων) α'}
\]

The first indiction falls, in the beginning of the viith century, in the years 613, 628, 643 A.D. The Arcadios here mentioned is the first of that name, a man who enjoyed a high reputation for learning—so the epithet σοφοντατον is not merely ἐπιθαυμασιον— and was known especially as author of a life of S. Simeon Stylites. He belongs to the close of the viith century and commencement of the viith. Cyrus Bishop of Phasis writes in 626 A.D. that he had sent to Arcadius a copy of a rescript of Fl. Heraclius and Sergius Archbishop of Salamin and successor to Arcadius refers to him in a letter to Pope Theodore against the Monothelitae which was read before the 2nd Lateran Council of 649. The Plutarchus who is mentioned in inscriptions from the aqueduct published in the Βιογραφία Αρχιεπισκοπική is probably a metropolitan of minor importance whose term of office intervenes between that of Arcadius and that of Sergius.

8. About 3 feet below the level of the keystone on the interapse of the easternmost of the two arches which still stand complete in the middle of the plain southwards of Ayi Sergy, built into the structure is a block of limestone which has carried an inscription similar to the preceding, though only the frame and the final + now remain. The surface has all but entirely disappeared owing to the action of the weather. The stone is about 3’ × 1’ 9.”

9. Built into the structure of the next fragment (seaward of) of the aqueduct, and occupying a position relative to the arch similar to that of the preceding, is again a limestone block inscribed with square characters like those of Lebas and Waddington, no. 2764. The inscription is set in a frame, and is partially legible. Viewed from below it seems clearly to have contained the same formula as no. 7 supra; but the reading here given is hardly more than conjectural.

\[\text{ἐγ[σωντ]ω [σαν] θω}
\]
\[\text{ἐφω . . . .}
\]
\[\text{ται ἐντα . . . .}
\]
\[\text{. . . . .}
\]
\[\text{. . . . .}
\]
EXCAVATIONS IN CYPRUS, 1890.

The three inscriptions 7, 8, 9, taken together are of interest: for they show what those published by Lebon and Waddington fail to do, that it is to the construction of the still existing arches that each and all refer. These arches are in genuine pointed style, and their period as shown by the inscriptions is the first half of the viith century A.D., an architectural date of importance. The aqueduct was probably the last great work carried out in Constantia. In 648 Marias and his Saracens committed fearful havoc, and nearly destroyed the city: and the last mention of an archbishop of Constantia is at the viith Synod 678 A.D.

10. Brought in by a villager. The face of this marble has splintered away leaving a portion of the original surface in the centre. Inscribed surface 4½” x 3½”, with neat lettering ¾” high: much worn by exposure to weather. Broken on all sides. Now in the British Museum.

II. From Encomi also comes a fragment of a large brown unglazed bowl stamped transversely on its rim.

III. Inscriptions obtained in excavating.

A. 'The Columna.' As already mentioned in dealing with the excavations, this site is almost entirely barren of inscribed stones. To the couple of fragments given in the preceding section there is nothing to be added here.

B. The Agora.

β. Certain inscriptions were found on the surface before excavation began. Of these the most important is (1) a fragmentary blue marble block from the pedestal of a statue in honour of Tiberius. The stone measures 10½” x 6½” x 7” thick, and, though broken at both ends, is square above and below with exception of the edges which are frayed. Letters vary according to position from ¾” to 1½”, and are cut in Roman style: shallow and fanciful.
The surface of the stone is rather worn. Now in the British Museum, Found on the hillock.

[This fragment has been communicated to Prof. Mommsen, who suggests that it may have read originally thus:

[In honorem]
[Ti. Caesaris divi Aug. f.]
divi Iuli nepoti(s) Aug[pont. max.
tribunic[iae potestatis [et Iulii
Augustae] minorum[nestorum
facent]am curavit idem[ius dedicavit
..... C. Luretio Ruso.

Prof. Mommsen does not express himself satisfied with this restoration, but refuses to admit Salum minorum in line 3 as Mr. Tubbs suggested. The squeeze does not make it certain that there is an A at the beginning of line 3. The date, according to the interpretation given above, must lie between June 27, B.C. 6 and the same day B.C. 5.—Ed.]

(2) Part of a large blue marble block [pedestal], square to left and below, broken above and to right: 9 1/2" × 8 1/2" × 1 9/16" thick. Letters fairly cut and shallow, 1" high. Left in situ, on southern hillock at foot of which it was found.

A third fragment of similar character to the preceding, also found on the surface, proved to be part of a large pedestal-inscription of which much larger fragments were discovered several weeks later (infra no. 17).

The progress of the excavations soon brought to light a number of other inscribed stones the texts of which here follow for the most part in the order of discovery. A large number of splinters and fragments bearing only a few letters are not reproduced, but in view of a continuation of work
on the temple under the hillock; impressions and full particulars of all have been preserved.

3. Fragment white marble $3'' \times 1\frac{1}{2}'' \times 1''$ broken all sides. Letters $\frac{3}{4''}$; surface good. From trench on slope of hillock: now in temporary museum of Salamis (Forester's House).

\[\text{ΩΔΕΔΕΙΤΩ} \]
\[\text{διοδειειμενων} \]

4. Block of blue marble: broken behind, and partly cut away above; to right re-cut for joint: 2$2\frac{1}{2}'' \times 10'' \times 1\frac{1}{2}''$ thick. Letters 1$, square and regular. From 'olive-press': left in situ.

\[\text{ΗΤΩΛΙΣ ΗΣ ΑΛΑΜΝΙΩΝ, ΜΟΣΧΟΝ ΜΟΣΧΟΥ ΑΡΧΑΙΟ ΤΟΠΙΩΝ ΕΤΩΣ} \]

\[\text{Η πόλεις ἡ Σαλαμίνιων}
Μόσχον Μόσχου ἄρχαίτα
τὸ πρῶτον έτος \]

5. Blue marble block (pedestal), re-cut: 2$2\frac{1}{2}'' \times 7\frac{1}{2}'' \times 2\frac{1}{4}''$. Letters 1$, fairly regular; inscription between lines. The surface has been redressed to obliterate an older inscription, of which only faint traces remain, including a $σ$ in the left-hand upper corner. Socket on top, channel below. Found forming part of floor of 'olive-press': left in situ.

\[\text{ΔΙΟΛΥΜΠΙΩΝ, ΙΙΙΙΒΙΑΝΤΗΝΗΓΥΝΑΙΚΑΤΟΥ}
ΠΟΚΡΑΤΟΡΟΣ ΚΑΙΣΑΡΟΣ \]

\[\text{Δι 'Ολυμπίων}
Ἀμφαί τῇ γυναικῇ τῇ}
"αὐτοκράτορος καίσαρος"
The dedication Δι Όλυμπος has been referred to in a previous section ['Excav. on site of Agora,' p. 78].

6. Large blue marble block (pedestal) 1'11" × 9 × 2'4": partially cut away: socket-holes for feet above, channel (of olive-press) below. Letters very neatly cut between lines, 1' to 1'4": surface quite fresh and clean. Found in 'olive-press,' and left in situ.

Bilingual inscription, defective above, to left side, and at lower right-hand corner.

```
D[NI]ANUS ET JULIA LAMPRIS CHI HAEC LIBERTA HONORIS CAESSA
```

G. Jul[ium] - Nidam - G. Julius - c[hius]
```
DIANUS ET JULIA LAMPRIS CHI
```

The inscription from its spelling is probably of the Augustan age. Lampyris is an unusual cognomen: it occurs once in an inscription, and there also of a freed woman [Wilman's Exempla, I.1, 1.1.1360].

7. Blue marble pedestal 2'11" × 9'4" × 2'10": Letters 1'4", lightly graved. The channel (of the press) passes through the first line of the inscription, of which also the beginning and end have been cut away. Surface fair. Found in 'olive-press,' and left in situ.

```
AI]BERENikh E[IONEYERGET
```

This is Ptolemy Philopator [221-204 B.C.]

This is Ptolemy Philopator [221-204 B.C.]

This is Ptolemy Philopator [221-204 B.C.]
8. Blue marble block [pedestal] 1' 83" x 10' 6" x 2' 2". Letters moderate 1". Surface good except where deliberately cut away or redressed. Channel (of press) above: upper line wanting as also beginning and end of second and third lines. Found in 'olive-press', and left in situ.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[tên δαίνα]} \\
\text{ἀρεστοῦσιν ἢ θεῷ ἵνα τὸ ἱερὸν} \\
\text{ἀγνεῖάς καὶ δικαιοσύνης χάριν} \\
\text{Lio}
\end{align*}
\]

If the era is reckoned from the constitution of the province in 55 the proconsul referred to will be the governor of Cilicia in 42 B.C.: more probably the date is calculated from the reconstitution of the island under Augustus and will then be 9 B.C. 3

3 It is not an absolutely certain reading; owing to the adjacent fracture in the stone: but as the stroke above the letters is complete and the stone retains part of the tooling for an I stroke, there can be little doubt that 48 were the original characters.


[Prof. Mommsen suggests:

Plutor[an August[ae
pro felicitate
matris imp. Hadriani conjuge di-
v[i Tiani Caesa[ris Aug. et pa-
tronae
...itemminus]

1 [The latter alternative is much to be preferred. In 42 B.C. Cyprus was in all probability still held by Arrius and Ptolemy, in whom Caesar had given it in 47 B.C., and consequently had nothing to do with any provincial governo- or. If the numerals are rightly read, this data is important as proving that the second provin- cial era is the one commonly used in Cyprus, and is usually denoted by the sign L. In that case the dating of several previously-known inscriptions will need revision.—Ed.]
He adds however that the blunders thus admitted seem, like the lettering, to belong to a later period — though in a Greek province considerable latitude may be allowed. — Ed.]

10. Three fragments, not continuous, of a white marble slab, broken on all sides (a) 7" × 7½" × 3½" (b) 4½" × 3½" × 3½" (c) 2½" × 2½" × 3½". In (b) a longitudinal drill hole as for rivet. Letters, not cut with chisel, but splintered as though with a nail or similar tool: 1½". Found towards north end of West colonnade close to surface. Now in temporary Museum at Salamis.

[This is too fragmentary for restoration.—Ed.]


If the second line is rightly restored we have here the fragment of an inscription which if complete would probably be of value for the history of Salamis.

12. Two large blocks (continuous) of blue marble which have carried an inscription in bronze (a) 13" × 14" × 9" thick: broken in every direction (b) 1' 8" wide × 12½" thick: original surface at back, otherwise broken.
Only the socket-holes and imprint of the letters on the stone remain; but the reading is almost certain. Found by the eastern column-wall; left in situ.

---leg. Au|g. pro. pra|etor
Salamini|orem f|or|um di|laps|um
restitu|t]

As to the significance of the inscription see above under 'Excavations on site of Agora,' p. 80.

13. Three fragments from a similar block of blue marble, which also have carried bronze letters, were found. Unfortunately only the socket-holes remain; the surface of the stone is uneven, and the imprint of the letters cannot be traced with any approach to certainty. Found in same spot. Left in situ.


---e|ep|s|vias:

15. Marble slab broken to left, top and bottom 21½" x 10½" x 2½". Letters 1½"—1½" in many parts worn. Found by outer (East) colonnade wall near S.E. corner. Has been used as building stone, surface being covered with mortar. Now in British Museum.
16. Portion of the blue marble block (pedestal?): 6\textquoteleft \times 5\textquoteleft. Surface, but little damaged. Roughly recut to left. Other edges broken: but a portion of the original edge remains at the top allowing room for two more lines than are preserved (or one with a margin). Below, the edge though rough cannot have lost anything of consequence. Letters 1\textquoteleft neat. Found against 4th cross-wall (E outer wall towards S.E.). Now in temporary museum at Salamis.

β. Inscriptions found in and about the northern cella-wall of the temple on the hillock. It is to be noted that all inscribed stones were found on this side of the temple, which fronts towards the Agora, and that the fragments lay thickest at the corners N.E. and N.W. of the cella-wall.
17. Six fragments from a large marble pedestal, formed evidently of two blocks, to the one of which alone the fragments, all continuous, belong. One (small) fragment was found Jan. 30 on the surface, others in the earth on Mar. 2, 3, and 4. Placed together they nearly complete the one block, which is broken above but square to left, right and below, and measures $2\frac{81}{2}'' \times 13\frac{1}{2}'' \times 13\frac{1}{2}''$. Letters 1''—1\frac{3}{4}'' well cut. N.E. corner of cella: left in situ.

18. Fragment of blue marble block (pedestal): 1' 6'' back to front $\times$ 10\frac{3}{4}'' high: square to left and below. Inscribed surface: poor, $9\frac{3}{4}'' \times 6\frac{1}{4}''$. Letters \frac{3}{4}'' badly cut. N.E. corner of cella: in temporary museum at Salamis.

19. Three continuous fragments of blue marble block (pedestal). Surface $29\frac{1}{4}'' \times 10\frac{3}{4}'' \times 12''$ back to front. Letters \frac{3}{4}'', fairly cut. N.E. corner of cella: left in situ.
20. Blue marble block in two pieces (half pedestal); surface \(2' \times 1' \times 16\frac{1}{4}''\) back to front; square to left, right and below, broken above top left-hand corner worn. Letters \(1\frac{3}{4}'' - 1''\), firmly cut, but affected in style. Middle line chiselled away. N.W. angle of cella; left in situ.

21. Broken blue marble block (pedestal); surface \(17\frac{1}{4}'' \times 9\frac{1}{4}'' \times 8\frac{3}{4}''\) back to front (back broken away). Letters \(1''\) slightly cut and without true spieces as though by a Roman hand. Square to right and below. N.E. angle of cella; left in situ.
22. White marble plaque fragmentary, and broken in two pieces: 10" x 4½" x 1¼"; surface 9¼" x 4¼". Inscription in panel sunk about ¼". Letters poor ⅛", variable. Surface worn in parts, mortared. Broken all sides; but the panelling shows that there was no additional line below. N.E. angle of cella: now in the British Museum.

[Appears to be a sketch of a marble plaque with inscriptions]

[Unclear text presumably related to the plaque]

Excised in the end of 50 or early part of 60 A.D.

23. Fragment of white marble slab: surface 5½" x 5½" x 1¼", worn, broken all sides. Letters 1" 6" fair. N.W. angle of cella: now in British Museum.

[Appears to be a sketch of a marble plaque with inscriptions]

[Presumably contains the names Procuno and Tibullo.—Ed.]


[Sketch of a marble fragment with inscriptions]
25. Three fragments, not continuous, of a white marble slab: (a) \(7\frac{1}{4}'' \times 7\frac{1}{4}'' \times 1\frac{3}{4}''\), (b) \(2\frac{1}{4}'' \times 2\frac{1}{4}'' \times 1\frac{3}{4}''\), (c) \(2\frac{1}{2}'' \times 2\frac{1}{2}'' \times 1\frac{3}{4}''\).

Surface of all mortared, and slightly disintegrated: each fragment broken on all sides. Letters \(\frac{3}{8}''\) blackened, moderate cutting. The edges of (a) and (b) are rounded away, and do not retain marks of fracture: those of (c) are sharper. (a) and (b) were found together at the N.E. angle of cella: (c) three weeks previously near N.W. angle of stoa wall. Now in British Museum.

The connection and meaning of these fragments is too obscure to admit of complete restoration. The following words occur:

(a) 
\[\text{εἰς τὴν τῆς χώρας τῷ ἐκεῖ περὶ γεγραμμένος πρὸς τὸν σὲ ἔμεινε ἐπὶ τῷ ἀργυρίῳ δραχμάς χιλλας γεμίζειν σύκα τὰ γενόμενα}

(b) 
\[\text{Ὀλυμπιᾶν τὴν ἀργατες}

(c) 
\[\text{ε ἐγραψα τὸ}

[In (a) l. 1. I read /// <IHM on the impression: l. 4 fin. TOM. It is a great pity that this stone is not more complete: it seems to record a contract for exporting figs.—Ed.]

26. C:—The wall of the new city.

Fragment of blue marble block found built into the wall of the later city: \(5\frac{1}{4}'' \times 21''\). The inscription is too fragmentary to merit an attempt at restoration: but it is interesting from the position in which it was found. It is not earlier than the first century A.D.: and would thus supply a terminus a quo for the date of the wall, were such necessary.
C2:—The Loutrón.

For the inscriptions found here—nos. 27-30—see above under 'Excavations on site of Loutrón' p. 88. There were also one or two tiny fragments, and one piece of inscribed marble had been built into the southern wall. It only contains however the lower part of three or four letters from a Greek inscription and has no more value than what is implied in the fact of its use in building.

D.E.G.F. From these sites practically nothing in the form of inscriptions was obtained (31). From one of the shafts of D, however comes a fragment of a marble plaque with a few letters engraved in an unusual style; the broad strokes being purely triangular in form. In temporary museum at Salamis.

32. From G, (Toumpa) was secured a conical seal of steatite with a curious inscription in characters which ought to be Cypriot but are not quite regular. It is reproduced here from an impression, now in the British Museum.

Inscribed Seal.

We may read perhaps, starting with the centre character, Ke ve e o to, which has a close resemblance to Kpa(τ) (for the same cf. inscriptions from Poli no. 6, J.H.S., 1890). But the superfluous e would so far as my experience goes be unexampled; and the last sign may rather be ο than το. If the proposed reading could by any possibility stand good, the seal would be of more than usual interest as supplying an instance of Cypriote syllabic characters used as pure consonants. Ke ve at the beginning of a word
would in any case be *Krè* (or other of the possible equivalents *krē*, *χρη* *κτλ.): while here even the last *e* would have fallen away and been replaced by a sign of its own.

II. The Drums Site. There was but little spoil also from this site. Besides a graffito on a piece of wall-plaster, and a fragment of white marble—neither of which I think it necessary to reproduce—the only inscribed stones were a small piece of blue, and a larger of white, marble.

33. Fragment of blue marble slab: surface $6\frac{1}{2}'' \times 6\frac{1}{2}''$, found in the centre cutting beside the South column wall. Now in temporary museum at Salamis.

This might be part of *Bepev* or of *Baisf*.

34. The white marble slab is a larger fragment. Square to right and below but broken above and to left, it measures $10\frac{1}{2}'' \times 9\frac{1}{2}'' \times 1\frac{1}{2}''$ and is inscribed with neat characters $\frac{1}{2}''$ high. The surface is much abraded and worn, but the letters except those of the last line can be read with certainty. Found in χωμα at the S.E. corner of the site: now in British Museum.
EXCAVATIONS IN CYPRUS, 1890.

Perhaps part of a list of mercenaries in the pay of one of the later Ptolemies; or of subscribers to a festival, cf. no. 15 of Inscriptions from Paphos [J.H.S. Oct. 1888 p. 231]. [Or of Proxeni. In line I Mr. Munro reads Τάροσις, which is surely correct.—Ed.]

J. Toumpa ton Michaili. For conditions of find see section on this site under heading 'Excavations.'

35. Fragment white marble slab: surface $3\frac{1}{2}'' \times 2\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1\frac{1}{2}''$ thick, broken all sides. Letters well cut $\frac{1}{2}''$. Found in shaft close under surface. Now in British Museum.

36. Splinter of plaque, white marble: $3\frac{1}{4}'' \times 1\frac{1}{2}'' \times \frac{1}{4}''$. Letters fair $\frac{1}{2}''$. Faint lines to guide mason. Found on surface. Now in British Museum.

37. Fragment of blue marble block: complete above, elsewhere broken: $7\frac{1}{2}'' \times 4\frac{1}{4}'' \times 5\frac{1}{4}''$ (present thickness, which is not original). Letters moderate. $\frac{1}{4}''$. Found in shaft two or three feet below surface. Now at Salamis.
38. Fragment white marble block: square above, elsewhere broken: $3\frac{3}{4}'' \times 2'' \times 4\frac{1}{2}''$ (existing thickness which is not original). Letters fair, $\frac{1}{2}''$. Found on surface: now at Salamis (temporary museum).

39. Fragment of white marble plaque: $4\frac{1}{4}'' \times 4'' \times \frac{3}{4}''$. Letters $\frac{3}{4}''$, poor, in late style, between lines. Found on surface: now in British Museum.

Memorandum of property, chiefly interesting as tending to show that the modern village of Enoumi represents an ancient Κώμη τῆς Σαλαμίνος. Todoupa tou Michaili lies between Salamis and Enoumi, rather nearer to the latter village.

40. Fragment of white marble plaque: $2\frac{3}{8}'' \times 2\frac{1}{4}'' \times \frac{3}{4}''$. Letters about $\frac{1}{4}''$, so slightly carved as to be almost graffiti. Found on surface: now in British Museum.

/// ΣΑΛΑΜΕΙΝΙ ///
/// ΛΠΙΕΙΑ Μ ///
/// ΧΣΑΛΑΜΕ ///
/// ΘΟΝΙΑ ///
/// ΚΑΛΑΝ ///
/// ΙΑΝ \\

[Beyond the word Σαλαμειο in lines 1 and 3 nothing is to be made of this.—Ed.]
41. Fragment of blue marble block: square above broken elsewhere: $4\frac{1}{4}'' 	imes 7'' 	imes 6\frac{1}{4}''$ (present thickness which is not original). Letters, roughly cut on stippled (perhaps redressed) surface, $\frac{1}{4}''$. Found on surface of ground. Now in the temporary museum Salamis.

42. Fragment of white marble plaque: broken all sides: $4'' 	imes 2\frac{1}{4}'' 	imes \frac{3}{4}''$: fairly good surface. Letters $\frac{1}{4}''$, moderate. Found on surface: now in British Museum.

43. Wedge-shaped splinter of limestone: rough surface, $9\frac{1}{4}'' 	imes 5\frac{1}{4}'' 	imes$ about $2\frac{3}{4}''$ (present thickness which is not original). Found on surface. Now in British Museum.

44. From field of Giorgi Charolampou adjoining Toumpa tou Michaili to the North. Large blue marble pedestal: $2.7\frac{1}{4}'' 	imes 14\frac{1}{4}'' 	imes 10''$: inscribed
surface $27\frac{1}{2}'' \times 7''$. Above socket-holes for feet of statue (bronze). Old crack in the stone, allowed for in cutting the inscriptions. Letters regular. Found lying isolated, just showing above the soil. Now in temporary museum at Salamis.

For the significance of this inscription cf. what has been said above in section on "Excavations" p. 105.

The 'year 9' may be either the ninth year of the province 47 B.C., or the ninth from the reconstitution of the province by Augustus and its transference to the senate, i.e. 14 B.C. Combining with this inscription that published by Lebas and Waddington Voy. Arch. no. 2758 the family tree may perhaps be restored thus:

```
Charis
   |
   Empylos
       |
       Empylus
       |
       Paikrates
       |
       Karpos (for whom see also Op. cit. No. 2767)
```

43. From the field of Panayias, adjoining Toumpa ton Michaeli (see map). Portion of blue marble block: space to left and below, elsewhere broken. Surface $7\frac{1}{2}'' \times 5\frac{1}{2}''$; thickness, not original, about 7''. Letters moderate, $\frac{1}{2}''$—1''. Now in temporary museum at Salamis.
The inscription dates very possibly from the disturbed reign of Ptolemy Philomestor 185-147 B.C.

46. Block of undressed limestone, found in reaping a field near the Roman Tomb (see Excavations). Two sides are roughly squared: three are inscribed; on the fourth, though it is broken, the cleavage gives a fairly straight single edge. The stone is about \(1'4\frac{1}{4}'' \times 8'' \times 6''\), and is in extremely rough condition, yet cannot have lost very much since it was cut; from its shape, which is slightly cuneiform, it may have been originally upended in the soil. Four lines of characters appear on two faces, only two are certain on the other where however the stone is broken away partially.

Top and bottom of the stone are probably intended to be square. Characters Cypriote, coarsely cut on an undressed surface, with traces of vermilion colour. Now in British Museum.

It is not quite evident how the inscription is to be read, but arranged according to the face on which they occur the characters run:

| \(\text{pe} \) | \(\text{v} \) | \(\text{to} \) | \(\text{ve} \) | \(\text{we} \) | \(\text{we} \) |
| \(\text{ve} \) | \(\text{ve} \) | \(\text{ve} \) | \(\text{ve} \) | \(\text{ve} \) | \(\text{ve} \) |
| \(\text{we} \) | \(\text{we} \) | \(\text{ke} \) | \(\text{ve} \) | \(\text{ve} \) |
| \(\text{we} \) | \(\text{we} \) | \(\text{we} \) | \(\text{we} \) | \(\text{we} \) |}

We may either read each face separately, in which case the writing will be columnwise, or follow each line continuously as though the stone were round. The former alternative is a priori improbable, and in view of the combinations which would result (e.g. mi. a e.g.) may be dismissed. Against the other method must be set the irregularity of the lines, and their apparent disappearance—for the lower half of the stone—on the third face where the
fracture is not certainly subsequent to the inscription. Again the fourth side may once have been engraved, though now plain. Finally we have the option of reading from right or left, or vice versa, or βουτροφεῖν. Unfortunately no way produces a satisfactory result and I can only suggest that the fourth face was inscribed, that the record commences with it and runs all round the stone from left to right. The result will be something to this effect.

\[ \text{\ldots} \]

The last line is probably part of an aorist.

K. Site B in the wad : Zeus-Temenos.

47. Thin slab of marble moulded along one side,—probably casing for the jamb of a door.¹ The inscription, in comparatively late Greek characters 2' high, has been cut away: a round hole also has been cut for later purposes. Found lying displaced near the late wall in N.E. angle of the peristyle (of plan B.). Left in situ.

\[ \text{\ldots} \]

48. Fragment white marble plaque 5\(\frac{1}{4}\)'' × 3\(\frac{1}{8}\)'' × 4\(\frac{1}{2}\)''. Letters late, 2'' in. Surface, practically sound, was covered with mortar. Stone had been built into some masonry at S.E. angle by western end of limestone prostrate column: one foot into soil. Broken all sides: inscription between faint lines. Now in British Museum.

¹ Later another and larger portion of the jamb was found lying close by, but without any trace of inscribed characters.

18.—VOL. XII.
This is too fragmentary to restore. The following words appear:

μετὰ τὴν τῶν
Αρχαίαν οικίαν εἰς τὸν
Ολυμπιων ἱερᾶς ἔχων
γραφεῖν τούτο οἰκίᾳ τήν
ἐκ τῆς ἱερᾶς τῆς Δι[άς].

déeska
calopéno

-----

Φιλοδένου
Γαίου.

[From the squeeze it appears that very little is lost at the end of the lines. The last four are probably complete on the right. The fourth from the end reads, as Mr. Tubbs has represented it, στρο and το, with marks of contraction after each o. We have probably here a fragment of a dedication of a slave to the service of Zeus Salaminius, amounting to a deed of enfranchisement.—Ed.]

49. 2. Fragments: white marble plaque. 6" × 6 1/2" × 1/4" broken all sides. Lettering poor. Found near wall which starts inwards at right angles from the northern colonnade; 2' into soil. Now in temporary museum at Salamis.

4 ti αὐτοκράτορος τοῦ δείνος
καὶ Ολυμπίαν
φ... 60.

50. Fragment: white marble plaque picked up by one of the women from among the excavated sand; 6 1/2" × 4 1/2" × 1/4". Similar in all respects to preceding. Now in the British Museum.

μετίθη
cēbāst[ō]
51. Fragment white marble plaque: found loose in soil by eastward wall (and on plan B): \(4\frac{1}{2}'' \times 4\frac{1}{2}'' \times 1''\) Lettering late, but neat 1°. Now in British Museum.

52, 53, 54. Blue marble pedestal found built into the eastern column-wall towards its northern end: \(2' 4\frac{1}{2}'' \times 2' 4'' \times 1' 4\frac{1}{2}''\). Three faces are inscribed with as many dedications: and both above and below are socket-holes for the feet of statues. The block has served its office as pedestal, certainly twice, probably three and possibly four times. Two of the inscribed faces have been mutilated, one very deliberately line by line; the third face has an imperfect surface. Left in situ.

52. Inscription defaced, but can be read with practical certainty from the splices, and a few tooled marks which remain. I have not attempted to reproduce the lines as they stand; they could only be done by photography; but have restored them, preserving their style and relative position.

\[
\text{ΠΤΟΛΕΜΙΩΝ ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΥΙΟΝ}
\text{ΤΟΝ ΣΤΡΑΤΗΓΟΝ ΚΑΙΝΑΥΑΡΧΟΝ}
\text{ΚΑΙΑΡΧΙΕΡΕΑΚΑΙΑΡΧΙΚΥΝΗΓΟΝ}
\text{ΤΟ ΚΟΙΝΟΝ ΤΩΝ ΝΕΝ ΚΥΠΡΟΙ}
\text{ΤΑΣ ΣΟΜΕΝ ΟΝ ΘΡΑΚΩΝ}
\text{ΚΑΙ ΤΩΝ ΣΥΜΠΟΛΙΤΕΩΝ ΟΜΕΝΟΝ}
\]

53. The inscription here also is defaced, and the mutilator has taken the trouble to block out each character separately, with the fortunate result that they are more easy to read.
The third line is the most difficult to decipher. I have given the result arrived at after several hours study of the stone in various lights, but I cannot feel that the date (more especially) is anything more than a suggestion. Λ.Υ. reckoning from the reconstitution will give A.D. 11, which is earlier than the death of Augustus, who was however θέος in the East before his decease.

As to the value of the inscription chronologically, see ‘Excavations’ p. 118.

54. [This inscription is hopeless.—En.]

IV. Inscriptions on Vases.

Vase-fragments with inscribed characters were found almost exclusively in the well-shafts of site D: some specimens I have already given in a note to p. 93 of the section on excavations. The characters are for the most part graffiti, and in many instances are from the Cypriote syllabary. In dealing with the Cypriote graffiti on vases obtained last season from Poli I made some attempt at classification: and content myself here with referring to the report then published (J.H.S. 1890). Those found this year include the following examples.

1. ζ, on the bottom of a stamped black-glazed saucer. [cf. J.H.S. 1890, p. 80, n. 6.]

2. ι, on several fragments of black-glazed ware; in one instance the sign is doubled.

3. ζ, ζτ on two similar fragments. [op. cit. p. 64.]

4. ι, ια: one example.
5. \( \times \) two examples.

6. \( \hat{\Lambda} \Lambda \) one.

7. \( \times \times \) cf. J.H.S. 1890, p. 80.

8. \( \text{W} \)

9. \( \text{A} \) ibid. p. 80, note 5.

10. \( \text{T} \text{M} \) ibid. p. 79.

also \( \uparrow \text{a} \text{t} \).

11. \( \text{A} \) ibid. p. 78, note 1.

12. \( \text{x} \text{x} \) \( \text{v} \text{t} \text{t} \).

13. \( \text{L} \text{L} \) \( \text{p} \text{p} \text{t} \).

14. \( \text{F} \text{V} \text{=} \text{X} \) \( \text{v} \text{v} \text{v} \) \( \text{a} \text{a} \text{a} \) to: possibly 'Orão(ν)το(ς)', a form of genitive of nouns in -ας, ibid. p. 65.

There were also some stamped amphora handles:

1. \( \text{ΔΙΣΚΟ} \)

2. \( \text{ΜΙ} \text{A} \)

3. \( \text{Δ} \text{A} \)

4. \( \text{Δ} \text{A} \text{M} \text{O} \)
Further a fragment of a 'Kleinmeister' cylix with a female head and

Στράτος. (In British Museum.)

I may be permitted to use the present opportunity of replying to a criticism by Dr. R. Meister on my publication of the Cypriote inscriptions from Pali in last year's report. Dr. Meister's notice appears in the *Berliner Phil. Wochenschrift* for Oct. 25, 1890: and the author very courteously sent me a copy of the number. As regards the Onasagoras inscription, J. A. R. Munro, being at Pali this season, purchased the remainder of the stone which proved to have been, as we had supposed, built into the same stairway lettered side downwards. The reading so obtained my colleague will publish shortly: it does not support Dr. Meister's conjecture, which—I refer to his Postscript—might surely have been omitted had Dr. Meister paid more close attention to the data I gave as to (a) the dimensions of the two stones (b) the size and especially the idiosyncrasy of lettering on the Onasagoras block. On the inscription from K. 50 Dr. Meister proposes to change my reading into Φίλος παῖς. While admitting the possibility of all that he says as to the form of inflexion, I remain doubtful whether παῖς in Cypriote or in Greek can be the genitive singular of a *feminine* noun (τὰς Ὀνασίλας παιδῶς). Thirdly the writer objects to my interpretation of vase inscription no. 1 (J.H. S. 1890, p. 76). I should be more inclined to accept Dr. Meister's reading could be adduced proof that Α, which remains no trace of a second horizontal stroke, can be anything in Cypriote but Κνι. A reference to the original article, or to Dr. Meister's citation of it, will show that I expressed myself doubtful as to the true reading.

H. A. T.
NOTES ON THE ANTIQUITIES OF MYKENAE.

When a new field of view was opened to us some years ago by Schliemann's unearthing of Mykenae, there were no sufficient data already known to enable us to judge of the age of the civilization there presented to us, since then the discovery of many other pre-Hellenic tombs in Greece, and the unexpected links which I have found in Egypt, afford some basis for an approximate chronology. We will therefore consider here (1) the comparisons between the objects found in the six tombs in the circle at Mykenae, and others found in Egypt, (2) the relation of these to other pre-Hellenic tombs, (3) the artistic and climatic data bearing on the Mykenaean civilization. I cannot profess these notes to be exhaustive; they are merely what occurs to a bystander who is more familiar with Egyptian archaeology; and many of the facts I am indebted to Mr. Ernest Gardner and Mr. Walter Leaf for pointing out to me, while examining the collections at Athens.

Taking the graves in the order of their numbers (as adopted in the Museum and by Furtwängler), we find in grave I, a group of glass beads which have been greatly changed by moisture; the original colour is seen where the outer scale is broken away, it was a clear prussian blue, decomposing to white on the surface. This decomposition is continually found in the blue glass of 1500 to 1200 B.C. in Egypt; and the tint of this glass is exactly that of glass rings of Ramses II. that I have found, 1250-1200 B.C. So these give a date shortly after 1200 B.C. The vases found in the same grave show the close of the purely geometrical style, and the beginning of natural ornament, and would therefore fall between 1200 and 1100 B.C. according to the examples found in Egypt.

In grave II. were some fragments of blue-green glazed ware which is similar to that of 1200 to 1100 B.C.

Grave III. contained red agate pendants of about 1300 B.C.; and beads of about 1300 to 1200. The alabaster dish formed like two hands recalls the taste of Egyptian alabaster work of about 1200 B.C., when we meet with shells, girls holding dishes, ducks hollowed out with movable wings for lids, and such designs, in alabaster. The anchor-like design in the middle of the gold-fall shrines is found on a jar of about 1300 B.C. at Gurob. The most curious piece here is the hollow knob of rock-crystal painted inside with line patterns in red and black. This is only paralleled by a pectoral ornament of a mummy, a little after 1300 B.C., with a rock-crystal cover hollowed like a watch-glass,
and painted with the phoenix and its name, in black line on the inside. Most of these objects had perhaps descended for two or three generations as the vase with palm-leaves in circles seems to belong to the earliest natural designs after the purely geometrical, probably about 1150 B.C.

In grave IV. we find the most important objects for dating. The gold cup (No. 226, see Schuchhardt fig. 241) is of the form of bronze cups about 1300-1200 B.C. The dome-head rivets on the handles of a gold cup are a pattern which came in about 1400, and lasted for two or three centuries. The anchor pattern occurs again, belonging to about 1300. The alabaster knobs from furniture are also about the same age. The ostrich egg fragments show signs of having had a handle attached, as on two ostrich eggs in grave V. I have found similarly an ostrich egg with a hollow-turned wooden handle ending in an open trumpet mouth, in a burial of about 1400 B.C. at Kahun. But for the most definite date is given by the glazed objects; and moreover it is probable that these porcelain vases were made for the tomb, and did not descend for some generations as other objects may have done. The blue tint of the tyes 277, 284 is about 1200 B.C.; the light blue of the ring and the brown bands on it are intermediate between the colours of 1200 and of 1000; the tie 341 points to 1150; while the disk 343 is most like the colouring of the similar rosettes of Ramessu III, about 1100, and the tie 276 shows the same date. The decomposition of the green to olive in 284 is like that on certain tablets as late as 950, but such a change might occur in earlier glass. From all these it seems reasonable to take 1150 as a medium date, with a possible limit of 50 years either way.

Grave V. contained a cup with dome-head rivets, alabaster knobs, and ostrich eggs with handles all which we have noted above; these point to 1400 to 1200 B.C., but the objects are so closely connected with those of graves III. and IV. that this is doubtless of the same age as these.

The dates we therefore reach are grave I. 1200-1100; grave II. 1200-1100; grave III. about 1150; grave IV. about 1150. That an earlier date is improbable is also shown by the negative evidence that none of the purely geometrical false-necked vases occur, such as are the general product of 1400 to 1200 B.C. in Egyptian deposits.

That the source of this civilization should be looked for before this date is shown by other points. The beads and crystal knobs probably come down from a century or two earlier: the style of the sceptre handle with gold open work enclosing inlay of blue glass and crystal reminds us of the style of the beginning of the xvith dynasty about 1600 B.C.; the method of the inlaid daggers with gold patterns on a middle strip of black metal is like the daggers of Aah-hotep, before 1600 B.C.; and the lions over the gate are similar in position to a gilt wooden lion (broken from some small decoration) which I found dated to 1450 B.C. In stating the date of these graves as 1150 B.C. therefore we do not at all limit the period of the whole civilization.

Turning now to the other pre-Hellenic tombs, we see that in almost all of those that Tsountas has excavated at Mykenae: impressed glass paste ornaments are found, whereas not a fragment of impressed glass is found in
the graves in the circle. This points to a difference of period. Now in some of these tombs this glass is accompanied by ribbed beads, discoid with lines on each side radiating from the hole. We see the same beads accompanying impressed glass from the Nauplia graves. And at Menidi were beads of violet pottery with longitudinal ribbing, along with impressed glass. These styles of ribbed beads are unknown in Egypt before 1100, but are characteristic of the xxii.-xxiii. dynasties, 975 to about 800 B.C. At Spata the impressed glass is found with glass pendants which are like those of about 1200 in Egypt—so it probably began before the age of ribbed beads, but yet certainly after the six graves of 1150 B.C. We may therefore approximately date the impressed glass period from 1100 to 800 B.C.

Before going further we should note that there are evidences of decadence at the graves in the circle, at least in grave IV., which cannot be dissociated from the age of the others. The most obvious case is the extraordinary alabaster vase (242 Schuchhardt) which is so debased and coarse in its whole style—the scalloped edge (not shown in the illustration), and the curly grooved handles—that it seems impossible to suppose that its maker could be advancing to finer art. Another instance is the absurd stand with ferns growing out of it, inlaid in gold on the side of a silver cup (239 Schuchhardt). Again the bow-ties made in glazed ware, imitating flexible cords and fringe, are in a decadent taste, such as could hardly belong to a rising art. Each of these instances might be matched in Pompeii not under Perikles, or in a Georgian drawing-room but not under the Henrys. The use of punch-point ornament, on a gold band in place of embossing, also recalls the debased metal work of Roman times.

Turning now to the Vaphio tomb we find on the contrary finer work than at Mykenae. Is it possible to suppose that after producing the monstrosities just noticed they should leap back into semi-archaic work of a grand style, such as we see on the gold cups? The feeble attempts at effect at Mykenae cannot have led to the vigorous treatment of those bulls and men, instinct with life in even the quiescent scenes, and more resembling the finest archaic Greek coins than anything else. The gems of Vaphio are also finer than those of Mykenae. The dagger found there has an inlaid band along it of simple damascening of gold in silver; if figure subjects were already usual they would hardly be supplanted by a simple ornamentation, but damascening might well be used before figure subjects became the rule. There is also a fragment of an inlaid gold figure which seems to be better proportioned than those at Mykenae. Another consideration is that we have seen that the glass period probably followed closely on that of the circle graves; yet there is no glass at Vaphio, for which there is therefore but a brief possibility after the circle graves. From these details it seems probable that the Vaphio tomb preceded the circle graves. It was not long before them, however, for the form of cup handle is exactly like that found in the circle graves; there are gold-sheet dolphins for inlaying like the work of the stand of ferns on the silver cup; and there is pottery later than the pure geometric, and therefore probably as late as 1200 B.C.
The beehive tomb at the Heraion contained a bit of a bowl of Egyptian blue glaze with a lotus on it which seems to indicate 1250 to 1200 B.C., and no impressed glass was found there, again pointing to its being before rather than after the circle graves.

Again, in the treasury excavated by Madame Schliemann her work did not clear all the floor nor find any side chamber, but was in the earth which had fallen in on the collapse of the top. Yet here were found impressed glass paste, ribbed beads, and rough chipped agate beads, all of which indicate 1100 to 800 B.C. Hence the tomb must have been already partly ruined shortly after the age of the circle graves.

Another consideration is that the artistic evidences point to Egyptian models of about 1500 or 1600 B.C., as we have noted. If then this civilization was active as early as that, where are the great tombs to correspond with the centuries between 1500 and 1200 B.C.? On the other hand there is hardly time for the erection of all of the beehive tombs between 1150 and the Dorian immigration.

A classification which somewhat obscures the matter is the supposed distinction between "shaft tombs" and "beehive tombs." The only "shaft tombs" of importance are those in the circle at Mykenae. The private tombs cleared by Tsountas are all of the "beehive" principle, namely a passage leading horizontally into a rock chamber. Are the "shaft tombs" then a really distinct class? I doubt it. So far as the evidence goes which we have here considered, it leads to the following series: 1st rock chambers approached by tunnels and often with side niches as used down to late times, but which were the evident prototypes of, 2nd large beehive tombs approached by tunnels with a side chamber for the body as at Mykenae, 3rd beehive tombs with the grave sunk in the floor as at Vaphio, 4th being afraid of plunderers, when in a decadent state, the richly furnished tombs were dug within the great wall; and as a beehive tomb could not be made there entire, the circle representing it was made of stone slabs, and the graves dug in the floor of the circle, as at Vaphio, which shortly preceded these. The fact of the side chamber having been excavated as a shaft at Orchomenos does not seriously affect this, as the builders evidently wished to decorate it with highly ornamental coiling, and the easiest way to build such a chamber would be to dig an open pit. Also it should be noted that the term "shaft graves" is somewhat misleading, as they are only cut down in the rock far enough to be safe from hasty plundering, the depth is not in general more than the width of the grave, and they are not deep shafts as in Egyptian or Cyproite tombs, nor is there any enlargement or side chamber at the bottom. The graves are merely rather deep forms of the simple trench grave found in the Vaphio tomb. That there should have been a continuous falling off in the style of the graves is only what is found as a law in Egypt. The earliest tombs there are the most solidly and largely made, and succeeding ages steadily aimed at cheapness and shams until the series ends in shallow, open graves.

Another matter which demands notice is Prof. Ramsay's conclusion that the lion gateway is of as late a date as the eighth century B.C. This result
from assuming it to be derived from the Phrygian lion groups, on the ground of not knowing of any other prototype. As however we now have a wooden lion, in exactly the same attitude, dated to 1450 in Egypt, and at that time the lion was a favourite architectural subject under Amenhotep III. (see the lions seated on either side of the door at El Kab, and the lion head in the room found at Gurob), it seems that the Phrygian designs are not the only source of this motive for Mykenea. As moreover the art of Mykenea is Egyptian in origin in many lines we can hardly refuse the lions an Egyptian pedigree. We cannot prove that they are unique at Mykenea, as we do not know what filled the triangular spaces over the tomb doors, nor what the superstructure of the palace may have been. That the design penetrated to Phrygia is nothing surprising considering the range of Mykeneaean culture.

The climatic question bears seriously on our estimate of the civilization of the time. Was it an isolated culture? Or was it part of a wide-spread intercourse? Certainly to Egypt a great deal must be attributed, if not indeed all the elements of importance. The main feature of decoration is the spiral pattern, often elaborately evolved. And the very elaborations that we find are exact copies of Egyptian decorations. For instance see the painting on the ceilings of tombs at Thebes (copied by Prieur, republished in Porro's Egypt fig. 541). Here is the crossing twist (No. 3), the interlinking spiral (No. 5), and the flamboyant spiral (7 and 8) giving the peculiar curves found at Tiryns (Tiryns Pls. vi., xii.). On the Egyptian ceilings are also the rosettes and the keyfret which are so frequent in Greece; and the palmetto is almost identical with a wooden panel bearing a derived lotus pattern of about 1300 B.C. which I found at Gurob. The work of the inlaid daggers has long been recognized as inspired from Egypt; but we must note that it is native work and not merely an imported article. The attitudes of the figures and of the lions, and the form of the cat, are such as no Egyptian would ever have executed. To make such things in Greece implies a far higher culture, and a more intimate intercourse with Egypt, than merely to import them. The same remark applies to the glazed pottery. Much of it might have been made in Egypt, but the style of some is not Egyptian; and especially a tall vase with spiral patterns in slanting bands is clearly a product of the same class as the Mykeneaean architectural ornament. Here then the Mykeneaans were capable of elaborate technical work; and imitated rather than imported from Egypt. Another analogy with Egyptian work is seen in the grandly embroidered square sails painted on the frescoes at Mykenea (Ephemeris 1887 Pl. xii.). The horizontal bands of embroidery, the square form and suspension from the mast are all like Egyptian sails of the Ramsesian age; but yet these sails are not from Egypt as the decoration is distinctly Mykenean and without any Egyptian influence. The gold rings and Vaphion cups also show what a high state of art had been reached here on a native basis. The familiarity with Egypt is shown by the lotus pattern on the dagger blade, by the cat on the dagger, and the cats on the gold-foil ornaments (for they certainly are neither dogs nor squirrels), since the cat was not known west of Egypt until late Hellenic times.
That the general range of the civilization was in the south of Greece, if not in Africa, is indicated by the frequent use of the palm as a decoration (while the olive never occurs), and by the very scanty clothing of the male figures, indicating that dress was only used from propriety and not from necessity.

On the other hand this culture reached out to the north of Europe. The silver-lead reindeer or elk, found in grave IV, can only be the result of northern intercourse. The amber so commonly used is proved to have come from the Baltic. And we see in Celtic ornament the obvious reproduction of the decorations of Mykenae, as Mr. Arthur Evans has fully shown. Not only is the spiral decoration indistinguishable, when objects from these lands are placed together, but also the taste for elaborately embossed diadems and breastplates of gold is peculiar to the Mykenaean and Celtic cultures.

Another northern analogy deserves notice. In grave IV occur the very curious ties made in glazed green ware (see fig. 253 Schuchhardt, misnamed alabaster). Of these there are portions of four ties (not figured by Schuchhardt), bows and tails, of which the bow is curved in a quadrant at right angles to the plane of the bow. Then, as the tail must have hung down, the bow can only have occupied a horizontal inner edge as between a wall and a ceiling. The back or convex side of the bow being rough, and there being plug-holes, prove that it was fixed against a surface. As we are reduced to suppose that these four bows occupied the top edges or corners of a chamber, what sense could they have in such a situation? They must indicate the idea of some hangings tied up against the walls. And the smaller pair which are made all in one plane (one figured by Schuchhardt) might well represent the bows tying the drapery together across the entrance of the chamber. There is also another indication of drapery. In the great treasury at Mykenae, below the symmetrical holes in the 5th to 8th course which are supposed to have held rosettes of bronze, there are other holes in the top of the 3rd and top of the 4th course, and these are not regular, varying from 41 to 51 inches apart. Hence they must have been for sustaining something continuous, and not for isolated rosettes. They could hardly be to hold bronze plates as they are so far apart, whereas for bronze work the holes are close together, as round the inner door. Hence we are led to suppose that some light hangings or drapery was fastened up around the tomb, and this gives a reason for the visible rosettes or other ornament (perhaps dome-headed nails) in the higher courses to which the drapery might well have extended. If then these tombs were draped around, actually or in representation, we see a close analogy to the great Scandinavian tumulus chambers of a later age, which were likewise lined with hangings.

To recapitulate. We have been led to place the flourishing period of pre-Hellenic art to about 1500 or 1400 B.C., when intercourse with Egypt was common. The great treasury tombs probably range from this time to 1200, when the Vaphio tomb was built. At about 1150 the graves were made in the circle at Mykenae, and decadence had already set in. From 1100 to 800 B.C. or until the art was crushed by the Dorian migration, the prevalent decorations were impressed glass; and to this age belongs the beehive tomb.
of Menidi, and the private tombs of Mykenae, Spata, and Nauplia. The range of this civilization was from the north of Europe down to Egypt, not only by distant trade but by familiar intercourse.

Now we can compare this with the literary record left us by the Egyptians. The Libyans were allied with the Alkaizans, the Dardanians, the Turseni, and other races of the Aegaean, implying the existence of a wide-spread civilization and an offensive and defensive league over the northern shore of the Mediterranean which repeatedly invaded Egypt. And this was not merely a barbaric horde, on the contrary the highly civilized Egyptians were immensely rejoiced at the vast booty they obtained when they crushed the confederacy, the thousands of swords and the rich furniture are specially enumerated. This confederacy ate its way into the country largely about 1200 B.C., and was then ejected by a great national war; and again in 1100 B.C. allied with the Philistines, and fought a great naval battle; while there is some reason to suppose that the Libyans succeeded by 975 B.C. in imposing a foreign dynasty (the xxii.) on the weakened Egyptians. This time of enterprise and power agrees with the most prolific time of Mykenan art—1200 to 1000 B.C. But yet the Aegaean races had derived their art from Egypt before that, and must have been familiar with that land. If we may grant that the xviith dynasty—a foreign one in Egypt—was of 'Hellenic shepherd kings,' as Manetho records, we may see how the Aegaeans were already familiar with Egyptian design; and in any case the Aegaean people were already in Egypt (as friends or captives) in 2500 B.C., as their pottery there shows. Such a date for the beginnings of a civilization which blossomed independently about a thousand years later seems not at all impossible.

After seeing the archaeological evidences and their unanimity, we may perhaps begin to grant some probability to the legendary Greek chronology. The great period of Mykenae is there represented as being from about 1300 to 1100 B.C.; while the traditional links with Egypt are indicated as belonging to 1500 or 1600 B.C. Such dates accord as closely as we could possibly expect with what we now arrive at from the definite evidence of the objects discovered.

W. M. FLINDERS PETRIE.
A JOURNEY IN CILICIA TRACHEIA.

[Plate XII.]

The district which forms the subject of the following remarks is that which we know from Strabo, as well as from numismatic evidence, to have formed the kingdom of Olba, ruled over in ancient times by a family of priest-kings, priests of Jove, dynasts of Olba, and toparchs of Lallasus and Kennatis. Having made a careful exploration of this district, and collected therein the inscriptions which are to follow, I propose to treat the subject-matter under four distinct heads, into which the ground traversed naturally divides itself:

First, the ruins of the three great coast towns between the mouth of the Lamas gorge and the plain of Seleukeia, namely Augusta-Sebaste or Elaussa, Corycios, and Pseudo-Coraio.

Secondly, the first plateau above the sea, studded with ruined towers and villages, and chiefly remarkable for the three great caves or depressions in the ground, one dedicated to the Corycean Jove, a second to the Olban Jove, and a third alluded to only by Pomponius Mela as Typhonious.

Thirdly, the Lamas gorge, closely lined with towns and fortresses, where the Cilician pirates had their eyries.

Fourthly, the ruined towns in the heart of the Taurus, including the capital of Olba with its great temple, probably of Jove.

This district, by a glance at the map Pl. XII., may be seen, roughly speaking, to lie between the Lamas gorge and the basin of the Calycadnos, and to run up from the coast line to the high mountains and the pass into Karamania. Eastward of the Lamas there is the coast town Pompeiopolis or Soli (properly belonging to Cilicia Campestris), too well known and explored to need further comment here, and a few ancient villages in the mountains behind, which we examined, but which yielded no epigraphical results.

The architectural features of the ruins in the Olban district would seem to belong to two distinct periods, the earliest being that in which the fortress towns were built. Perched on almost inaccessible rocks, they were chiefly constructed with large blocks of polygonal masonry. To this earlier period also we may attribute the vast number of rock-cut bas-reliefs of men in armour, &c., which are found all over the district. Secondly come the structures of the Roman period, for Cilicia Trachea seems to have attained a considerable degree of civilization and prosperity after the battle of Coroneum in B.C. 67, when Pompey broke the strength of the pirates, and settled them
in the town of Pompeiopolis; from this time, however, their mountain fortress towns were most of them left to fall into ruins.

What is left of the coast towns would appear to belong chiefly to the Roman period, whereas on the first plateau and in the capital itself the architecture is more or less blended; but most of the ruined towns up the Lamas gorge belonged almost entirely to the earlier period. In this earlier period, namely, when the priest-kings of the Tenetrid dynasty ruled in Olba, the district would seem to have come down almost, if not quite, to the coast. This is proved by inscriptions Nos. 1 and 2, which were found on a fortress about two miles from the coast; but as the coast towns increased in importance under the influence of Rome, the limits of the rule of the priest-kings must have been confined to the towns in the mountains.

I.

I need do no more than briefly refer to the first division of the district, as Victor Langlois, in his Voyage dans la Cilicie, gives an admirable account of Sebaste and Corycos and the ruins by the coast. The character of the ruins is distinctly Roman, and almost the only striking feature which presents itself is the great aqueduct that spans the gorge, and conducted water from the Lamas river to Sebaste. This is, as inscription No. 32 proves, of very late work. At neither Elawussa nor Corycos were we able to obtain much additional epigraphical information, as at both the chief inscriptions are on sarcophagi and rock-cut tombs; some (e.g. No. 21) of Christian date. We were however able to identify the site of the third town as Pseudo-Corasmium beyond a doubt by means of inscription No. 31: the one important line of this document had been left out by some former traveller who had copied it, and later authors on Cilicia have followed him. The spot is called 'Chok Oren' or 'many ruins' by the Turks, and is indeed full of late Roman remains, crowded into a narrow valley between two gently undulating hills a few hundred yards from the shore. From this inscription we get a brief account of the condition of this country during the 4th century A.D. It is cut on a stone slab, let into an arch of what was presumably a small Christian church, on the key-stone of which is inscribed the monogram +

From both the Stadiasmus and Stephanus Byzantius we are able to identify it. In one it is called Calo-Corakesium, in the latter Pseudo-Corasmium, which agrees more closely with our inscription, and it moreover comes in its proper order between Πασαλάν Πέτρα and Corycos. There can be no doubt that a rocky spur coming down almost to the sea, and separating the plain of Selefkeh from the small one of Corasia, was the Peoclita Petra of antiquity. There are very near it considerable ruins, which block up the entrance to the gorge of Pershendi, the ruins probably of a town which bore this name.
The second portion of our investigations took us to the first plateau, a few hundred feet above the sea-level, all now covered with thick brushwood, consisting of wild olives and carobs, myrtle, wait-a-bit thorn, liquorice, arbutus, &c., their dense growth covering the ground wherever the grey calcareous rocks permitted. There are evidences of high cultivation on this plateau in former times. Out of the brushwood, at a distance of very few miles, stand up numerous ruined towns and villages, most of which we closely examined. There were usually several wine-presses in each, an average size being 9 ft. by 5 for the press, out of which a finely cut lip conducted the liquid into a basin 3½ feet in diameter. Each village had its massive sarcophagi, and occasionally a rock-cut relief of a man in armour with a lance in one hand and another weapon in the other: but it must have been during the late Roman period and under the Byzantine emperors that this district was most densely populated, for each village had a large Christian church.

Leaving Sebastê-Elamessa (mod. Ayash) we ascended gradually for a mile along an ancient paved road, until we came to an encampment of some unusual Youroks, who have constructed a few hovels out of the neighbouring ruins; in one of these we stayed for four days, as it afforded us a good central point for our observations.

About a mile beyond this encampment are the ruins of an extensive town, built round the lip of the first of the three great caves or depressions which we came across. The approach to the town is by a shallow gorge with numerous rock-cut tombs and fine reliefs cut in the calcareous limestone, representing men in armour with lances and battle-axes, figures reclining on couches, and women with closely fitting robes. On all the tombs there had been inscriptions (now entirely obliterated) and symbols: one of these had on it a half-moon, and a sun with long rays. The cemetery behind the town is decidedly of later date than those in the valley; here we found fine Roman herms, from one of which (still in almost as good a condition as the day it was built), with the aid of a rudely constructed ladder, I got a squeeze of inscription No. 4; from this we gathered that the town was known as Kanygelleis, a name of Sebastê (it is now called Khani-diwan).

From the sarcophagi in this cemetery came also Nos. 5-11; the symbols on the tombs were uniform with those we had seen at Sebastê, namely, a little altar in high relief at a corner of the sarcophagi and two outspread hands, a very frequent form of decoration on the tombs of both Sebastê and Corycos. Several tombs also had bunches of grapes in relief upon them, and wine, or oil-presses adjoining them. The vast number of tombs at this spot points to the extent of the population; they cover a space of many acres.

1 It should be remembered that in the inscriptions commonly occurring upon tombs in this region the sun and moon are often invoked.—E.L.H.
But the great feature of this town of Kanygelleis is the great hole or depression in its very centre. All around is level ground, covered with ruins and débris, so that the hole is not visible until you are within a few yards of it. It is a quarter of a mile in width and three-quarters of a mile in circumference, and uniformly 200 feet deep; its walls are straight and precipitous, and recall at first sight the quarries near Syracuse. In ancient times there were two approaches to the hole, one cut in the rock to the south, the other a tunnel also cut in the rock, which can still be seen but not followed, and which apparently came out just beneath a Byzantine church, over the door of which we found inscription No. 7. On the rocky wall of this deep hole are cut several bas-reliefs, one with inscription No. 3. Over it are represented six draped figures, two seated on a dais, evidently the father and mother, and the four children standing on a lower level. Lower down is a man in armour with an obliterated inscription.

The bottom of the hole is covered with trees and vegetation, amongst which we saw traces of columns and other cut stones; in fact, at first, the whole appeared to us to answer so nearly to Strabo's description of the Corycian cave, that we considered it to be such until a short time afterwards we came across the real one, and were able to identify it by help of inscriptions.

On the southern lip of the depression is a polygonal fortress, on one corner of which we found the symbol of the Triskells (vide Head's *Hist. Num.*, p. 609, for the triskells as a type of Olba). On the stone below this
symbol was inscription No. 1, and below again, on another stone, No. 2; conclusively proving that this cave and fort once were in the realm of Olba, and that a priest-king of the name of Tonser put up the dedication to the Olban Jove. The illustration here given is taken from the Proceedings of R.G.S., 1890, p. 449.

This fort, constructed entirely of polygonal stones, is 49 ft. wide by 30 ft. A sustaining wall on the edge of the cave, 14 ft. 10 in. off, had been erected to protect it. The door is 3 ft. wide, and the lintel, which is 6 ft. 4 in. long, by 2 ft. wide, bears the spring of an arch consisting of seven large stones. The interior is divided into three chambers, and it had apparently three storeys. The basement never had windows, but the other two storeys had small ones.

Whilst encamped near the Olban cave we visited several sites in the vicinity, which did not produce many satisfactory results. One place, however, about three miles distant, is a remarkable ruin, the fortress of which, though considerably larger than that at the lip of the cave, is similar in most respects; it dominates a narrow gorge, and is very difficult of access. On it we found no inscription, but two stones at either end bore the symbol of the club, another distinctive mark of Olba (vide Head, Hist. Nueva, p. 610), very common throughout the district. Around this fortress were ruins of an extensive town, comprising houses built on almost unapproachable points, ruins of several Doric columns, fine rock-cut tombs with bas-reliefs, and a very neat tomb of polygonal masonry, over the entrance to which was carved a vase. There were no traces of Roman or later work about this ruined town, and we were much disappointed at finding no inscriptions by which we could have identified the ancient name of this romantic spot, which we concluded to have been an eyrie of the Cilician pirates.

Our next point of observation lay about three miles to the west of the Olban cave as the crow flies, but owing to the difficulty of the ground to be traversed we had to return to Elaonnae with our horses and baggage and follow another ancient paved road, which led from the coast to a rocky valley full of ruins about three miles inland. On a rock, which jutted out into this valley, stood three forts and a temple of Hermes all of polygonal masonry, while around were traces of inferior buildings; the summit of this rock was supplied with rock-cut cisterns; there were rock-cut steps, and a large platform had been levelled on the summit.

On the three forts we found no inscriptions; only the symbol of a hunting-horn repeated on a corner-stone of each. The hieron of Hermes, however, yielded better results; its outer wall was 47 ft. by 34 ft. 6 in. The pronaoes 14 ft. 2 in., and the naos 20 ft. 4 in. In the pronaoes we found two stones inscribed with Nos. 13 and 14, and several fragments of statuary fallen together in a mass of uba. To the right of the door into the naos was inscribed in red letters the decree No. 12. Over the door were two stones carved with erect caducei, and there was an aperture between the stones. The naos itself had three small windows in it, one on each of the other three walls.
Ruins of varied nature were scattered all over this rocky promontory down into the valley beneath, where were the usual rock-cut reliefs over tombs; on the opposite side of the valley were also many ruins; a Byzantine church, erected on the foundations of what presumably was an ancient temple, and on two large boulder-stones were carved three decrees, two of which were unfortunately entirely obliterated, but the third gave us the long decree No. 16. On a heroon a little way out of the town we copied inscription No. 15.

From the point where we were located near these ruins we were able to make two more interesting expeditions. One of these was up a valley about a mile and a half from the ruined town, but very difficult of access. Here we found in the side of the cliff a very remarkable site of a cave-temple dedicated also to Hermes. There were here three caves one above another and communicating with each other inside, which had each had a frontage wall of polygonal masonry. Over the entrance to the lower cave was a bas-relief representing the busts of two figures, and under them ran the inscription No. 18. This cave had also a window, and inside were various scribblings on the rock, one of which represented a caduceus. The second cave had also a window under a circular arch with inscription No. 19 under it, and the upper cave had a platform built in front of it, and had five windows but no inscription; the height of the three caves must have been about fifty feet.

In front of these cave-temples were scattered all around the debris of a fine propylaeum, built evidently at a later date than the frontage of the caves. Over the entrance to it had been a pediment adorned with the busts of nine figures; of these the two central ones were females with spindle and whorl, and behind them a representation of a toilette-box, opening with a hinge, containing the lady's toilette requisites, and similar to one on a stele in the British Museum (Auncient Greek Inscriptions in the British Museum, Part ii. No. 142) in honour of the priestess Claudia Agota. Under the pediment ran the inscription No. 20, which gave us the names of the dedicantress and thoroughly identified the building as dedicated to Hermes. In the immediate vicinity of this cave-temple of Hermes were several rock-cut figures of men in armour, and circular holes below them cut in the horizontal rock, which once had had a metal top. One would naturally suppose this hole, which stretched under the temple, to be the tomb of the figure above it, but from its size (it was fully fifteen feet deep and wide in proportion) I imagine it must have been the treasury of the temple, perhaps the depository of ill-gotten gain; at the top were obvious signs of its having had an iron lid with hinges. Above the three cave-temples towered the high perpendicular cliff of the narrow valley, and about fifty feet below ran a stream, on the other side of which the rocks again ran up to a great height; this gorge with its sacred shrine was one of the most awe-inspiring spots I ever visited.

From our encampment in this locality we made a third expedition to a site about five miles westwards. After crossing the valley which contained
the cave-temples we ascended again to the plateau on the other side. Soon we struck the narrow-paved road of Roman date which leads down from the interior to the coast about a mile from Corycos. In following this road shortly afterwards Messrs. Ramsay and Hogarth found the milliaria Nos. 76 foll., copies of which they have most kindly placed at our disposal.

After following this road for two or three miles, we left it and proceeded for about a mile to the west of it, where another fortress (tower and town) dominates another terrific gorge. This gorge is known by the Turks as the Sheitan Dere or Devil's Glen; it begins in the mountains at the ruins now known as Jambazlii, and gradually deepens until it widens and opens out just to the west of Corycos.

This town and fortress afforded us no special object of interest, but on climbing down the precipitous rock beneath it for about 200 feet by an ancient staircase (which had been much worn away and was exceedingly dangerous), we reached a narrow ledge in the otherwise sheer cliff of 1000 ft., along which were thirteen very large rock-cut reliefs. These were similar in character to those previously mentioned, but larger; under two of them ran inscriptions Nos. 22 and 23. One figure of a man reclines on a couch, another holds a bunch of grapes, another a lance, another a battle-axe; some of the figures are female, with loose flowing robes and kerchiefs over their heads.

We will now proceed to give a description of perhaps the most interesting of all the sites we visited on this first plateau, namely the environs of the great Corycian cave. Following the coast-line for about an hour beyond Corycos we reached a small bog called Tatlu-su or sweet waters, from a sweet-water spring which here comes up from the ground close to the sea. A somewhat rapid ascent of about a mile along an ancient paved road leads to the Corycian cave and the ruins of the town and temple at its edge. The natural features of the cave are very extraordinary; a level space covered with pointed calcareous rocks surrounds it, and like the Olban cave one does not perceive it until the edge is reached. The general appearance too is very similar to the Olban cave, only it is oval instead of circular.

Strabo's account of the Corycian cave (Strabo, p. 671) is extremely accurate, suggesting the notes of an eye-witness, if we take the distance he gives of twenty stadia to refer to the distance of the cave from Corycos and not from the shore itself, from which it is only about half a mile up an anciently paved road, whereas from Corycos it would be close upon three miles.

Strabo distinguishes very accurately between the depression (σταλάτις) and the cave (ἀρτονος), and the name Corycos (Κόρυγγος) would also seem to have a similar signification, being used to denote an empty sack of wallet shape hung up in the centre of a gymnasium. The dimensions of the σταλάτις are as follows: length, 886 ft.; mean width, 65½ ft., and the height from 98 ft. at the western end to 228 ft. at the southern end, where the ἄρτονος is entered. Thus it will be seen that the floor (στάτμος) has a gradient of 100 ft., rapid at first and rocky, but much gentler as the mouth of the ἄρτονος is approached.
It is oval in shape (κυκλοεσθηρη), and the surrounding eyebrow of rock (περι-
σκευημεα εφαρμ) which Strabo gives is an exceedingly happy description of it.

Strabo evidently descended by the road at the S.E. corner and found the
floor (δομος), as it is now, 'very uneven and for the most part stone.' The centre
of the depression is now, just as it was in Strabo's days, covered with thick
brushwood (θυμησκολη δομη), kept fresh and green (αεεληδης) by the shade of
the great cliffs and the moisture therein. This brushwood is now very thick
and far more luxuriant than it is ever found on the upper and more exposed
plato. Here too are many pomegranates, the fruit of which the nomads
come to gather in the late summer when ripe. There are also at the
eastern end traces of walls of sustentation, as if there had been at some
time terraces for cultivation, to which Strabo's epithet of ξυμος may refer.

With regard to Strabo's statement about the saffron (καφειος), which
flourished here in his day, we could find no trace of it now, though it is
common enough in the surrounding district, and I see no reason why in
ancient times, in this cool depression, the saffron may not have been cultivated
with success.

Then Strabo passes on to describe the αετρων with its subterranean
source of bright clear water, which can now only be heard rushing through
the bowels of the earth; and a small pool, formed by drippings from the
stream, can now be seen at the extreme end of the αετρων about 200 ft.
from the mouth. Near the sea a fresh stream of water bubbles out of the
ground, now called 'Talhi-su' or sweet water; whether this is the πιθα
δος of Strabo, and whether it has any connection with the stream in the
cave, it was impossible for us to determine.

The entrance to the subterranean passage is now blocked by the ruins
of a Byzantine church built on a rock; over the door leading into it is inscrip-
tion No. 25. The face of the cave, to judge by the δειαρ inside, would
appear to have been walled up in ancient times with polygonal masonry, pro-
bably in much the same way as the three caves of Hermes above mentioned.

On the wall of the cave to the left, about twenty yards from the entrance, we
found a portion of inscription No. 24, protruding from the δειαρ; this we laid bare. There is an old road paved with polygonal stones leading into
the bowels of the earth down a gentle descent. As you proceed, this pav-
ement becomes hidden by a coating of soil, and at about 200 ft. from the
entrance the cave terminates, and a tremendous roar of water in the bowels
of the earth is heard. By crawling on all fours we were able to reach a little
pool of water evidently produced by the drippings from the subterranean
torrent; there are many stalactites hanging around, and one can easily under-
stand how a spot like this inspired the ancients with awe, and was considered
by them as a spot of sacred import. Here was to them the prison of the giant
Typhon, where Jove held him fast-bound, and here was one of those many
spots in Cilicia, of which doubtless another existed at the Olban cave, where
men, agitated by a divine frenzy and possessed by a prophetic madness, gave
out oracles. (Strabo xiv. 670-1; Senea. Quaes. Natur. iii. 2; Aesch. Prom-
351; Steph. Byz. xiv. Κοινωκος; Pomponius Mela, i. 18.)
On leaving the inner cave we closely examined the walls of the outer depression. Along the north wall ran a long inscription with letters half a foot in size, only a few of which are now legible, No. 29, and evidently of Christian date. At the eastern end of the depression is another grotto, but comparatively shallow; at the entrance of it are traces of numerous tablets which had been inserted into the walls, but we found in the cave no traces whatsoever of bas-reliefs with which the Olban cave had been so much decorated.

Our most important discoveries however in connection with the Corycian cave were made outside it. About a hundred yards to the east of the Corycian hole is another depression amid rocks of calcareous limestone; this depression is round and only about a quarter of a mile in circumference, but it would appear to be deeper than the Corycian cave and also has vegetation at the bottom. Its aspect is even more awe-inspiring than the other, and the nomads call it Purgatory in contradistinction to the other, which they call Paradise, for they can use it to tether their camels in and shut up their flocks; whereas the sides of this cave slope inwards, and it could not possibly be entered except with a long rope, which we did not possess. So with regret I was obliged to leave it, and was unable to ascertain whether it contained any traces of antiquity or not. Pomponius Mela is the only classical author who appears to allude to it, and he speaks of it curiously enough as Speucus Typhonicius; the idea therefore occurs to me that this cave, from its inaccessibility, was looked upon as the actual prison of the giant, whereas the other cave was entirely used for religious purposes and the abode of the oracle. The nomads say that there is a subterranean passage between them, and that the smoke of a fire lighted in the Corycian cave will come out here. This is not improbable, as these caves would seem to have been formed by the subterraneous stream (or duileas as they call them in Asia Minor) making its way to the surface.

At the western edge of the Corycian cave are the ruins of the temple and the town; the peribolos wall came to within a few feet of the western edge, and the hieron must have been constructed immediately over the subterraneous hole. In later times this had been converted into a Christian church, an apse having been fitted on to the anta walls of the original temple; a portion only of the peribolos wall is still standing, which is of polygonal masonry, whereas the hieron itself was constructed of neatly-cut stone with a doorway on the northern side.1 By pulling down the later Christian addition we discovered on the eastern anta wall a long list of names (see inscription No. 27). The fact that two of the inscribed stones were upside down led me to suppose that the stones with the list on them had been brought from elsewhere, and thus inserted by ignorant workmen. But Prof. Ramsay and Mr. Hogarth, who visited the site shortly after my discovery, do not concur in this view. I am greatly indebted to them for the accompanying plan, and also for additions to my original copy of the list of names.

1 This doorway Mr. Hogarth considers to have been cut later, and to belong to the church.
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D. G. Hogarth, F.S.A.
On the inner wall of the temple there were also many names inscribed later in date than those on the ante-wall, and many of them obliterated by a tool, presumably when the building was used as a Christian church. Those that were legible are given under No. 28. Though we searched very carefully amongst the ruins in the immediate vicinity of the cave, we found no more inscriptions.

On the summit of a hill about half a mile from the cave are the ruins of another great temple built of stones similar to those of the hieron of the lower temple. From the few traces left of the foundations of this building, it would appear to have been considerably larger than the other temple; but only one wall is left standing, and the stones of the other walls have oddly enough entirely disappeared. On this wall I found roughly scribbled an invocation to the Corycian Jove (inscription No. 30), and a few yards off a stele with inscription No. 26. These two inscriptions are important as being the only two we found which identified the site beyond any doubt as the abode of the Corycian Jove. Within a two hours' walk of our encampment by the Corycian cave, I came across two other ruined towns, an examination of which yielded no epigraphical results; only one of the oft-recurring symbols over the entrance to a ruined building.
III.

We will now return to the mouth of the Lamas river, and follow the gorge up to the source of the stream in the Taurus mountains. With all its sinuositites, the whole course of the Lamas cannot be more than fifty miles, and the gorge, which is of extraordinary depth, is never more than half a mile in width. It is flanked on either side by almost perpendicular cliffs, sometimes reaching the height of 2000 ft., so that it is only possible to ascend and descend into the gorge at rare intervals.

Proceeding up the gorge for about four miles we came across the source of the aqueduct which supplied Sebaste-Eneas with water, the ruins of which town on the coast-line I have already alluded to. About a mile before reaching this source is a boulder on which an armed man is carved, and beneath him inscription No. 38. The aqueduct itself is a very creditable piece of engineering work, its narrow channel being tunnelled along the western side of the gorge in the living rock with occasional openings, until the desired level of the stream is reached. Here stand the ruins of a large house or fortress evidently of the same date as the aqueduct, and presumably constructed to protect the source from attack.

It was impossible for us to push our way up the Lamas gorge by the side of the stream; even the nomads cannot do this, for at one point it becomes so narrow that there is no room even for a foothold.

To give a detailed description of all the ruined fortresses we visited on the Lamas gorge would be unnecessary, as we came across very few inscriptions during this portion of our expedition. These fortress towns occur at intervals of every three or four miles, some on the right and some on the left of the stream, dominating some lofty cliff. Each has the ruin of a polygonal fortress in its midst, massive walls, and the débris of houses and public buildings around numerous, rock-cut cisterns, rock-cut steps, bas-reliefs, &c. In the case of one of these fortresses, now called Pireneh, a rock-cut staircase goes right down to the stream, a distance of at least 1000 ft.

Some of the stones employed in the construction of these forts are gigantic, the following being the measurement of one built into the wall erect on its side,—17 ft. 2 in. long, 6 ft. high, and 4 ft. thick. The marvel is, how such a stone was ever brought to such a height, and the sight filled one with admiration for the engineering skill of these Cilicians.

On many of these fortresses we found symbols,—the pili of the Dioscuri, the caduceus, and the Olban club; besides others the purport of which was not apparent. Here, as elsewhere in this district, rock-cut bas-reliefs of men in armour are very frequent; by the side of one, in red letters, and under a half-moon, was inscription No. 36. But the absence of inscriptions generally amongst such vast and in many cases magnificent ruins was very curious.

Down in the valley itself, near a bridge, we came across two rocks, one facing north and the other south, inscribed in an almost similar fashion in letters about a foot in height with No. 35. These were boundary stones, to
the correct deciphering of which we had no clue. On another rock, a few yards from these, two large O's were inscribed.

At a spot now called Tapoureli the ruins are exceedingly extensive. Three hills are covered with large buildings of both regular and polygonal masonry, several fortresses, temples, and a theatre. These we examined as carefully as the hopeless mass of brushwood would permit, and we only succeeded in finding one late Byzantine inscription (No. 37), and a doorway with four clearly cut symbols over it. Amongst these ruins was a surprising number of men in armour cut in the rocks with holes below, and also circular holes cut in the rock (like those already described), and entered by a circular hole in a square stone, which appears to have had a metal lid. For tombs these holes are very large, and the same idea as before occurred to me, that they might have been depositories for treasure; for the tombs were at some distance from this spot, and not, like these, in the centre of the town.

Three miles to the north of this town is a cave overhanging the Lamos gorge, the front of which is blocked up, like those previously mentioned, by polygonal masonry. This was perhaps a temple, like that of Hermes, and traces of the propylaeum before it were still to be seen, though we could find no inscription actually to identify it. In later times it had been converted into a Christian church, or asketerion, for traces of Christian frescoes are still discernible on its walls.

The population in the Lamos gorge in early Christian times must have been very extensive. The cliffs flanking the stream are in places literally honey-combed with small caves, in which, from writings in red on the walls, such as, for example, ὅ τοπος τῆς μνήσεως Χριστοῦ, &c., &c., I imagine asketes must have lived, connected with the numerous monastic buildings which occur in this district.

Within a few miles of Tapoureli we visited the ruined sites of several other towns, but only succeeded in finding two late inscriptions, Nos. 38 and 39.

Proceeding northwards along the course of the Lamos we visited, amid wild rocks and high mountain scenery, the ruins of an ancient town at a spot now called Esbegli, where we found inscription No. 40 by the side of a much destroyed rock-cut figure.

A small and very beautiful cataract is passed before the source of the Lamos is reached, and a few hours from this point is the Greek village of Maglira, high up in the mountains, and the last inhabited place before the pass to Karman is entered. Here too was an ancient town, amongst the ruins of which Ottoman coins have been discovered, and on a broken rock-cut tomb No. 41, copied also by Mr. Sterrett, who passed by here on his way to Karman.
IV.

The last division of the Olba district to be described is the rugged, mountainous country, rent by many gorges and covered with many ruins, which lies behind the first plateau and between the Lamas and Calycadnos rivers. Starting again from the Khan at the mouth of the Lamas river, we ascended rapidly to a height of 2000 ft., where an extensive plateau is reached bounded on the right by the Lamas gorge, and on the left by two conical and fir-clad hills. The whole of this plateau is thickly covered with bushwood, stunted carobs, wild olives and arbutus, out of which, at intervals of two or three miles, rise the grim and deserted mementoes of the past. Here and there are a few clusters of tents and settlements of the nomads, who pasture their flocks in the early spring at this altitude preparatory to making their way to higher regions as the summer advances. Ukenishkai is the name of one spot, with many ruins and evidences of a large population. Here there is a fine early Christian church, and a few remains of earlier date; but we found no inscriptions. An hour from here is the small village of Guberli, the residence of the nuder of the district. It is built around a small mountain plain of rich red soil, cultivated by the few inhabitants. These tiny plains in the heart of the mountains are characteristic of this district, and generally have some fortress of ancient structure, which served to protect the cultivation.

Two hours beyond Guberli we fell in with an ancient paved road; the same which led down to Corycos from the interior, and soon reached the fine ruins of an ancient town built on a beetling cliff over a shallow gorge, the one which eventually develops into the Sheitan Dere, and terminates near the sea at Corycos. This spot is now called Jambazli, and must have been one of the most considerable places in the Olba district. There are four very fine heroa left standing in fair preservation and in a conspicuous position. At the edge of the cliff stood a large sarcophagus the lid of which represents a lion, seated, with one paw on a vase, quite one of the finest pieces of workmanship we saw in the whole of the Olba district.

There are very extensive underground cisterns here and many gateways, on some of which we saw the symbol of the Olban club. About ten minutes' walk from the town are the well-preserved ruins of a large Christian basilica, the nave of which is flanked on either side with seven Corinthian columns. This apparently promising site yielded but few and very poor inscriptions. Down in the valley we were shown a stone on which was carved the bust of a man and round it inscription No. 42, and the two other inscriptions (Nos. 43 and 44) came from two wells not far from the large heroa.

One hour from Jambazli we came across another polygonal fort in the centre of a small mountain plain, now called Yiennelli. Over the lintel was the symbol of the club between two triangles, and at the base of the tower was a large wine-press, which was connected with a reservoir, presumably for storing wine, 15 ft. in diameter and 25 ft deep, pointing to the extensive cultivation of the grape in this district in ancient times.
Another hour's ride brought us to what we ultimately discovered was the capital of Olba and here we encamped for several days at a Yourouk village, amidst the ruins known as Uzunja-burdj, or the 'long castle,' with the object of thoroughly examining these. Here again I am much indebted to Messrs. Ramsay and Hogarth for the use of the plans which they took on their subsequent visit, and for one or two minor inscriptions which had escaped me.

At Uzunja-burdj the two most conspicuous ruins are those of the great temple of Jove, and the great fortress built on the hill of the upper town, known as Djebel-Hiesar, or 'hill of the castle,' by the natives.

The hieron of the temple of Jove is surrounded by a peribolos wall, a large portion of which remains standing. There are many masons' marks on the outer side of this wall, chiefly of Greek letters thus $\mathbb{H}, \mathbb{V}$, and most frequently $\mathbb{E}$; these marks bear a curious resemblance to those found on similar late buildings in Syria. The space enclosed by this peribolos wall is 222 ft. by 200 ft.

The hieron itself is 127 feet long, and probably owes its preservation to the fact of its having been converted into a Christian church at a later date. Most of the columns are standing, twelve of them on either side, two to the front and four to the back; they are of the Corinthian order. The frontage is 65 ft. 8 in., and the intercolumniation is 6 ft.; the circumference of a column 5 ft. above the base is 9 ft. Each column has twenty-three flutings coming down to 10 ft. above the base. The columns are 40 ft. in height, and the effect of the temple as it now stands is very fine, though the date is probably about that of Palmyra, Pompeiopolis, and many other fine buildings erected in Eastern Asia Minor and Syria in the second century after Christ. This is presumably constructed on the site of an earlier temple, where the priests-kings of the Teurid dynasty held their sacrificial court.

About a couple of hundred yards from this temple is a small one, which we found to be dedicated to Tyche. By turning over a few likely stones of the architrave we were enabled to complete inscription No. 48 and identify the building. There are only left standing five elegant columns of the Tychean, with monolithic granite shafts 18 ft. 10 in. in height, Corinthian capitals and Ionic bases, and with an intercolumniation of 7 ft. 3 in. exactly corresponding to the circumference of the columns at their base. Behind the Tychean was another considerable building, the use of which was uncertain. A triple arch of poor

---

Mr. Hogarth copied the marks as follows.—E. L. H.
workmanship stands north of these two temples, and presumably formed the chief entrance to the agora in which they stood. Below is a valley full of tombs, mostly of a late date and inscribed; from one of these I took a squeeze of No. 59, and Messrs. Ramsay and Hogarth supplied me with the copies they made of others.

An arched colonnade ran up the centre of the town, offering a peculiar feature in architecture, namely, a narrow drum set into each column at a uniform height, to which was attached a stone bracket. Only one of these brackets we found inscribed (No. 54). This colonnade was doubtless similar to the one at Pompeiiopolis, and the one I described in the last number of the Hellenic Journal as existing at Hieropolis-Castabala. The columns of the colonnade leading to the temple of the Sun at Palmyra have the same peculiarity of the narrow drum introduced into the shaft. Near this colonnade we found inscription No. 56, and Messrs. Ramsay and Hogarth found three others in this vicinity.

The theatre of Olba appeared to us small and poor for the size of the town. A long and late inscription evidently ran along the prosenium, of which No. 52 is a fragment, dating it about the second half of the second century A.D. Round the top of the theatre ran a handsome colonnade with massive pillars of conglomerate.

Below the theatre was another long building with one wall standing, the purport of which was not apparent; but it had several windows and doors, and reminded us of the fine structures which the Asiatic governors of Imperial Rome erected for themselves at Myra, Patara, and other places.

Amongst the cottages of the Yourouks we came across Nos. 58 and 49; and over a gateway was a curious collection of symbols or letters, a reproduction of which appeared in the July number of the Classical Review for 1890.

The second great feature of this upper town is the castle, a large square fortress, the wall of the side facing the town being covered with inscriptions. The oldest of these was No. 45, which gave us again almost the same formula as that on the fortress over the Olban cave. This inscription was on two of the corner stones, whereas Nos. 46, 47, and 48 were put on the centre of the wall, No. 46 especially being cut in very large letters all in one long line. On the south wall of this fortress was a fine balconied window, and the tower itself is 50 ft. 10 in. by 40 ft. 9 in. It is four storeys in height, and has five chambers and a staircase on each floor. To the thickness of the inner walls dividing the chambers and holding everything together, this tower owes its preservation for so many centuries. In a frame on the wall facing the town, cut in stone, was the club of Olba placed horizontally.

Along a Christian edifice near the fortress ran inscription No. 57.

Down in the valley below the town I have just described, at a distance of about two miles, is another town; in ancient times a paved road joined

---

1 See Davies' Asia Minor, p. 23, where are recorded of similar brackets from columns at Pompeiiopolis.
the two, flanked on either side by many rock-cut tombs and other traces of ancient buildings. Undoubtedly the two towns were formerly closely connected, one perhaps being the fortress city and the lower one inhabited during the winter months; for Uznaja-burdj, which is 3800 ft. above the sea-level, is generally under snow from November to April. The lower town is built at the edge of a fertile little mountain plain, still cultivated by the Yourooks, and still called by them Oura, a word very probably corrupted from the ancient name of Olba.

The principal buildings of this lower town are on an isolated hill to the west of the plain formed by two ravines; these presently join together and form a fine gorge, down which the main road southward formerly passed. These ravines, the hill between them, and the vicinity of the little plain, were covered with traces of ancient art, rock-cut tombs and figures, fortresses, and a theatre; there was also a curious fountain approached by a flight of steps, and with three basins into which the water originally flowed.

An aqueduct brought water to this isolated hill, a structure of late Roman date; but on it, in large letters, we got the most important inscription of the district (No. 71), inasmuch as it told us that this was the site of the city of Olba, and settled the question once for all. On a round stele in one of the forts, constructed at a later date out of the surrounding ruins, we found inscription No. 48, and outside No. 72. Several of the stones of this fort had masons' marks upon them similar to those on the peribolos wall of the temple of Jove in the upper town. For the reading of a much-obiterated millarium on the plain below I am indebted to Prof. Ramsay.

About a mile and a half to the west of the new road, which leads from the Karamanian pass to Seleukeh, we saw the ruins, now known as Meidan, and stayed in the tents of some Yourooks for several days to examine them. A wall of polygonal masonry, with four large forts in it, enclosed a triangular-shaped town, which with its acropolis at the apex stood on the edge of a precipitous gorge. These ruins were similar in character to most of those we had seen in the Lamas gorge and offered the same objects of interest, namely, rock-cut steps, cisterns, tombs, and bas-reliefs. On what presumably was the principal fort, we found again the symbol of the club placed horizontally and framed with an elaborate decoration with a sort of crown at the top.

In the valley below were many tombs and objects cut in the rock, notably an elegant shrine, consisting of an altar with faint traces of letters on the front, on which rested a carved shell. A Corinthian column on each side supported a frieze cornice and pediment of good workmanship, but somewhat worn by the action of water. Ascending the cliff opposite Meidan we reached a level rocky plateau, along which we proceeded for about a mile, where we saw a rock-cut figure of a man in armour, with inscription No. 75 running down the side.

1 It is worth while to note that Mr. Ramsay and Mr. Hogarth call this site not Meidan but Bagche Deneh. Meidan appears to be a general name for the whole district.—E. L. H.
In the opposite direction from the ruins, at the distance of a mile and a half, we found a solitary column 30 ft. high, down the shaft of which ran inscription No. 74. But Meidan and its neighbourhood, though covered with ruins, proved like the towns on the Lamas gorge, singularly unproductive from an epigraphical point of view.

I am greatly indebted to my friend Mr. Hicks for preparing the following inscriptions for the Journal, and for undertaking to see this paper through the press during my absence in Africa.

J. THEODORE BENT.

Mr. Heslington (who is not in England at present) appendes the following notes to his plan. "The name Meidan was applied to the place by a Yource, who seemed to designate by Castattle Dersel the whole district." (This view agrees with that of Mr. Bent, but not of Mr. Bunn, Ramsay and Hugloth, who invent the name on the authority of a Schottke nephisk.) "The masonry is polygonal, and solidly built, but the only architectural "features" are on the large gateways and house-doors: over the door of a house were these symbols:

![Diagram of symbols]

The most curious feature I noticed as to the wall are the numerous doors pierced in it, and the houses built against it on either side, but mostly outside. Inside are many rock-cut cisterns. Three sides of the acropolis are practically inaccessible: west of the city the slope is steep but not precipitous, and just here it is impossible to trace the wall satisfactorily.

The wall is now about 10 ft. high, and there is no way of determining whether it was ever higher. At the S. E. corner is a large vault of masonry, much ruined: traces of a flight of steps up it can be seen. Inside the city are but few traces of building. I could find no inscriptions or public buildings.

My plan is only correct approximately. The towers were drawn in by eye only."
INSCRIPTIONS FROM WESTERN CILICIA.

There is little danger of any reader nowadays sharing the sentiments of the Pseudo-Aristotle which I have placed at the head of this paper, or of being other than grateful to Mr. Bent for the remarkable discoveries made by him in Cilicia last year. Of the inscriptions which he brought home, either in copies or in squeezes, I have already published those from Eastern Cilicia in the last number of this Journal. Those that here follow are from Cilicia Tracheia. Shortly after Mr. Bent had been through these regions, Mr. Ramsay, with Messrs. Hogarth and Headlam passed through the upper part of the Olban district, and made an excursion down to the coast expressly to re-copy the long temple-inscription, No. 27 infra. The heat of the lowlands prevented their doing more. They have rendered me all the help they could in editing these documents; several of them are from copies made only by Mr. Ramsay, and the long list of names from the temple over the Corycian Cave is here given from the careful copy of Mr. Ramsay and Mr. Hogarth.

Since I began to prepare these inscriptions for the Journal, Mr. Ramsay's remarkable work has appeared on The Historical Geography of Asia Minor. This makes it unnecessary for me to preface these documents (as I had intended to do) with a sketch of the history of Western Cilicia. It will suffice for me to refer to Mr. Ramsay's work, especially pp. 371 foll., where he has laid out with great care the history of Cilicia Tracheia. On p. 22 and p. 400 of his book, he has paid a valuable tribute to Mr. Bent's discoveries, and the task of preparing these texts for the printer has been lightened by the recollection of delightful days spent last September with Mr. Ramsay and Mr. Bent (both fresh from their Cilician travels) under the hospitable roof of Mr. W. R. Paton, himself no mean authority on the antiquities of Asia Minor.

1 I have to thank Mr. Ramsay and Mr. Hogarth for the trouble they have taken in reading my proofs, and for valuable suggestions. To them are due the plans which accompany Mr. Bent's and my papers, and also some additions to Mr. Bent's map.
Several features of this region which have been remarked by travellers will find illustration in these documents: (1) the frequency of important ruins, testifying to a large and industrious population; (2) the rarity of inscriptions, indicating a low level of culture; (3) connected with this, the difficulty of assigning its name to each site. It will be observed also that the inscriptions discovered by Mr. Bent cover a wide area of country and a long period of time. Some are pre-Roman, and belong to the prosperous days of the Cilician pirates. Others are of the earlier or of the later Roman period; and some are Byzantine. In the oldest documents we find proof that the territory of the priest-kings of Olba reached down to the coast. After the suppression of piracy the power of Olba shrank, and the cities on the coast, e.g. Elaeussa-Sebaste, increased in wealth and importance.

L.—Inscriptions from Kangelies,

three miles from the coast at Ayash (Elaeussa-Sebaste), on the first mountain-heights, between Kizil-Oren and Kizil-Baghi.

1. 'On a fortress of polygonal masonry standing on the S. edge of a large depression similar to the Corycian Cave: on the fortress is carved the triskellia. Squeeze by Mr. Bent.'

ΔΙΟΛΒΙΩ
ΙΕΡΕΥΣΤΕΥΚΡΟΣ
ΤΑΡΚΥΑΡΙΟΣ

Διʰ Ολβιω
Ιερεὺς Τεύκρῳς
Ταρκυάριος (i.e., son of Taremaris).

The letters are rather over 2 in. in height, and beautifully cut. They can hardly be later than 200 B.C.; compare No. 45. This inscription worthily heads our series, being the oldest Cilician document yet known. When this fortress was built, this district belonged to the territory of the priest-kings of Olba. The name Teucer is very important in connexion with Strabo, p. 672: 'Ετὶ έκ ηπερθεν τοῦτον τε καὶ τῶν Σύλων άριστον εἶτε, ἐν Ἄχαια πόλις Δίων ορθον ἄχρισα, Άιατος Πρώτῃ τῷ Τεύκρῳ καὶ οἱ ιερεῖς δυνάστες δὴν τὴν Τραγειώτιδος εἰτ ἐπέθετο τῇ χώρᾳ τῶν Τεύκρων καὶ τῶν Λαοτίδων καὶ τῶν Αργοσκόπων δαιμόνων τοῦ Τεύκρου τόπῳ έκάλουν, τῆς τύχης καὶ εἰρεσίας καὶ οἱ πλεῖστοι τοῦ Άιατος τοῦ Τεύκρου τοῦ Άιατος.

2. 'From the same fortress, on a lower stone.' Squeeze by Mr. Bent.

cf. No. 1.

ΕΠΙΣΤΑΕΝΟΝΤΟΣ ΠΛΕΙΣΤΑΡΧΟΥ
ΤΟΥ ΠΛΕΙΣΤΑΡΧΟΥ ΩΛΒΙΩΣ

Επιστάενου Πλειστάρχου | του Πλειστάρχου Ωλβίως.

Rather smaller letters than in No. 1, but apparently of the same date.
3. On the face of the rock within the depression which Mr. Bent has called the Olbian Cave, but which I prefer to speak of as the Canygalian Cave. Above a bas-relief with six figures; the first part of the inscription is obliterated, and it was impossible to take a squeeze. It is given in a still less perfect form in Le Bas-Waddington, No. 1457. The following is Mr. Bent’s copy.

... ΕΕΟ... ΘΣΕΕΡΜΑΙΟ...
... ΑΡ. ΜΑΡΩΝΖΑΝΤΟΝ...
... ΤΟΥΠΑΤΕΡΑΝΚΑΙΓΥΝΑΙΚΑ
... ΥΚΑΙΤΑΒΑΥΤΩΝΚΑΙΔΙΑΜΗΤΙΚΑΔΙΚΙΟΤΑΤΟC
5... ΠΕΣΑΝΕ... ΝΕΝΚΑΙ... ΕΙΣΤΟΝΔΡΑΜΑΣΣΕΧΧΧΧ

Line 5 threatens a fine. I can make out only a word or two besides.

4. From the inside wall of a large heroon, 200 yards from the Olbian Cave; squeeze taken with difficulty on a ladder. From the impression made by Mr. Bent.

ΑΒΑΚΑΛΑΙΓΟΝΟΥΤΟΥΚΑΙΚΑΙΠΑΙΟΥΚΑΙΡΟΝΟΜΟC
ΟΥΣΑΛΑΛΟΥΝΙΚΑΝΟΡΟΚΟΣΤΟΥΑΡΙΟΥΤΟΥΑΝΔΡΟC
ΑΥΘΣΚΑΙΝΙΚΑΝΟΡΟΚΑΙΑΡΙΟΥΤΖΝΤΕΚΝΝ
ΑΥΘΣΚΑΙΚΑΙΟΠΑΛΗΝΙΑΙΑΔΗΒΗΧΑΝΙΡΟΥΤΟΥ
5... ΑΝΔΡΟΣΕΝΤΕΛΟΜΑΙΚΑΙΚΕΛΕΥΘΚΑΙΔΙΑΤΑC
ΣΟΜΑΙΜΗΔΕΝΛΕΝΤΕΠΟΝΤΕΘΝΗΛΕΙΗΚΤΟΜΝ
ΜΑΤΟΠΡΙΟΥΠΕΛΕΟΝΑΥΘΕΣΘΕΒΑΒΑΣΚΑΙΜΕΤΑ
ΑΥΘΝΑΛΛΛΟΝΜΗΔΕΝΛΗΟΧΟΠΑΡΑΤΑΤΑΤΟΠΟI
ΗΣΑΚΙΤΣΗΛΕΒΗΚΛΕΒΟΕΤΕΤΟΥΚΑΚΑΤΑΚΕΘΟΙΟΥC
10 ΘΕΟΥΣΕΖΘΛΗΣΤΕΚΑΙΠΑΝΝΗΛΛΑΛΣΟΤΕΟΠΑΡΑΤΑ
ΤΑΠΟΙΗΣΑΚΙΑΙΟΤΕΝΟΚΑΤΟΥΚΑΙΑΙΠΟΔΩΤΙΤΗ
ΤΑΜΕΙΗΤΟΥΚΡΟΙΟΥΚΑΙΚΑΡΟΣΧΑΚΑΙΣΕΒΑΣΤΗN
ΠΟΛΙΤΗΚΑΙΤΗΛΗΜΑΝΚΑΝΥΓΧΛΕΩΝ*ΒΦ vacant
15 ΚΑΙΤΑΚΕΛΕΥΘΕΝΤΑΚΑΙΔΙΑΤΑΓΕΝΤΑΤΠ
ΤΟΥΑΝΔΡΟΤΑΤΗC IIΑΦΕΝΤΑΩΙΝΑΙΚΥΡ
ΝΑΙΝΙΜΑΤΟΥΑΙΝΟΚΑΙΜΗΔΕΝΙΕΖΟΝ
ΝΙΚΑΚΑΓΑΤΑΖΕΚΑΣΕΚΕΣΤΑΙΤΠΕΥ
ΕΙΟ vacant

No

After much study most of the letters have been recovered from the impression with tolerable certainty. The stone is much worn or weathered towards the bottom, especially at the beginnings of the lines. Certain portions of letters are visible in the last line, but they are too faint to warrant any safe suggestion. From line 11 onwards the lapidary left less margin, becoming afraid lest he should be short of room on the slab.
INSCRIPTIONS FROM WESTERN CILICIA.

Abia Kalligoyou tou kai Kataiow, katheromos.

ο'da Alov Nikainoros tou 'Arion tou 'andrōs
aut'his kai Nikainoros kai 'Arion touv tēknoi
aut'his, kai' ev tolh kai diaithkeiv' 'Arion tou

5 'andrōs einilhmai kai keleiv kai diastas-
somai mebōn eperon tevithen eis to mebē-
ma to 'Arion plēon aut'his tias 'Abas kai metà
aut'his allon mebēn, ή o parα taumata po-
nsaix hteisateis eis te touv katakhθronov

10 theoi ξωλης te kai paradois autōs te o parα taum-
ta pothasac kai to gevov autow, kai apodoto to

15 tov ypmertos tov kυrios Kaisaros μεγαλων, kai τη'
Sebasteiηn πολει ημη, kai τη' δημος Kauruχαλλεον μη.

Veïloumai [ε] kai ta keleūsteis kai diatrapēsteis urpov

'Arimo tov 'andrōs aut'his kai grαfhtetai eisai kυριa

10 taumata eis tov αiwm tov aiwnon, kai mebėni eφov [eisai

aiwmis, o de apha] eisai katakhθaseis θatai ἑσοφοβι-

15 ην[εν] ι. τ. Α.

The name Abia was borne by a daughter of Zenophanes, who obtained for herself the monarchy of Olba from Antony and Cleopatra (Strabo, xiv. p. 672). The present document is not earlier than the second century A.D. At this time the little town, whose ruins Mr. Bent discovered near the 'Olbian' Cave, was evidently subject to Sebaste (line 12), and no longer formed part of the territory of Olba (see on No. 1). Its name was o deños Kauruχαλλεον (line 13). Sebaste was a very important town (Strabo, xiv. 671): it was built by Archelaus, king of Cappadocia, B.C. 36–A.D. 17 (Hend, Hist. N. p. 633), to whom Augustus committed the charge of Cilicia Tracheia, as needing the constant pressure of a strong government to keep piracy in check. The city was named Sebasteiη after Augustus. The form ην, line 9, is worth noting; and the phrase eis tōv aiwm tov aiwnon, line 16. Eis tōv aiwm tov aiwnon is common in the LXX. and N. T.; the singular form is not uncommon in the Psalms (LXX.) and occurs once in the N. T., Heb. i. 8. We may perhaps attribute the phrase to Jewish influence.

The site appears to be the spot described by V. Langlois, Rapport sur l'exploration archéologique de la Cilicie et de la petite Arménie pendant les années 1852–3, Paris, 1854, p. 10: 'Kannidali (ancienne ville ruinée). Sur l'un des nombreux rameaux de la chaîne taurienne, et à deux heures environ d'Aiasch, se trouve une ville en ruines comme celle-ci, et dont les débris couvrent tout un plateau de la montagne. Quelques Turkomans ont bâti, au milieu de ces décombres, un village qu'ils habitent et qu'ils nomment Kannidali. Les ruines de cette antique cité appartiennent à deux âges distincts: époque romaine et époque byzantine.'

5. From the ruins of the town close to the 'Olbian' Cave. Small round-stele; copy by Mr. Bent. No squeeze taken.
6–7. One of the many tombs on the same spot. Mr. Bent notes that they nearly always had one or other of the following symbols on them—a pair of outspread hands, or a supine crescent, or a star. The text is from a very clear squeeze of Mr. Bent, given below: a less accurate copy by Langlois is given by Le Bas-Waddington, No. 1460.

6. **TONAYTON**
   
   τῶν αὐτῶν ἑαυτῷ
   [αὐτογράφων]

(6) **ΑΙΓΟΛΙΕΙΚΟΙΟΥ**
   
   Αἴγολος Κοιοῦ
   κατεσκεύασεν ἤναν
   τῆς σοφοῦ ἐκ τῶν
   ἱδίων καὶ ἱθηκὼν
   Νὰν τὴν γυναίκα
   αὐτοῦ καὶ λήρω
   καὶ Ὀρα[...] τὰς θυμα-
   τέρας: μετὰ δὲ τὸ
   τεθηκαὶ καὶ αὐτὸν
   μηδειν ἐξεστὶν ἀ-
   νοιξαὶ τὴν σοφὸν

(7. On another part of the monument.)

**ΕΛΕΤΕΡΟΝΙΤΤ**

[ταύτην, μηθ—]

εἰ ἐπεράν αὐτὸ-

μα θείαι, ἡ ἀπο-

δῶτοι ἐκ τῶν Και-

σιοῦ φιλίκον

δραμάχις δια-

χειλιάς.

Line 1: for the name Αἰγολός see No. 11. The next name Langlois writes ΚΟΛΚΟΥ. Mr. Bent's squeeze ΚΟΛΙΟΥ. Line 6: Langlois ΝΑΝΗΝ, and line 7 ΑΝΝΙΝ. The first letter 'Ὁρα[...] is doubtful: for Να see No. 43.

8. 'From the Byzantine Church built over the old temple, near the same Cave.' From a copy (not a squeeze) by Mr. Bent, which is more complete than Langlois' copy in Le Bas-Waddington, No. 1463, and C.I.G. 8857.
The name, άπεδωκεν, is, I suppose, Παπύλος understood; he built the church in fulfilment of a vow. The name is not without interest; see Lightfoot, Essays on Supernatural Religion, p. 148.

9. "Tomb near the same Cave." Stone not copied; impression made by Mr. Bent.

ΧΑΡΙΔΗΡΑΣΤΡΙΚΑΙΑΒΑΜΑΡΨΝΟΧ ΝΗ
ΑΥΤΟΥΣΩΝΟΝΕΚΤΩΝΙΩΝΚΑΤΕΙΣΧΕ
ΑΚΑΝΕΠΙΤΩΜΙΝὶΕΝΕΤΕΡΨΩΝΕΙΝΑΙΝΕΙΒΗΝΑΙ
ΗΜΟΝΟΝΑΥΤΟΙΚΑΙΕΓΓΟΙΒΑΥΣΝΟΝΟΠΑΤΑΥ

5 ΤΑΠΟΙΗΣΑΚΑΣΒΗΣΕΤΩ

Χαρίδηραστρις και "Αβα Μάρωνος ἡ [γυνή]
αυτοῖ τὴν σοφὲν ἐκ τῶν ἱδίων κατασκέυᾳ-
ασαν ἐπὶ τῷ μονέν, ἐπίρημα ἢν εἶναι ἑνζησκώ.
ἡ μόνον αὐτῶν καὶ ἑγγύστοις αὐτῶν ὁ παρὰ ταῦ-
τα τοιχών ἁστίβης ἔστω.

The masculine name Χαρίδηραστρις is unknown; every letter is certain. In line 4 ΕΓΓΟΙΣ is an obvious blunder of the lapidary.

10. From the same site. Impression only by Mr. Bent: very hard to decipher, but I think I may warrant my readings. The lettering is bold; the Ε is crooked in the back, much like Σ with its tongue prolonged to a point. Another copy is given by Le Bas-Waddington (No. 1439) from Langlois, which is worth comparing.

ΜΑΡΚ ἌΤΟΥῌ ὸΣΚΝ ΣΚΑΤΕΣΚΕΥ
ΑΣΕΝΤΗΝΣΟΡΟΝΕΚΤΝΙΔΙΟΝ
ΕΠΙΤΘΕΙΝΑΙΑΣΤΟΝΤΕΚΑΙΣΑΜ
ΔΗΜΗΤΡΙΟΥΣΙΚΑΙΜΗΝΑΚΝIKΩK
5 ΚΝΩΚΑΙΤΑΣΓΥΝΑΙΚΑΣΑΥΤΝ
ΕΤΕΡΩΔΕΜΗΣΕΝΕΙ ΑΙΤΕΘΝΑΙ ... ΝΔ
ΗΝΟΙΣΙΒΑΛΕΣΙΚΤΟΣΤΟΝ ... ΣΑΥΡΟΝΤΟΥΔΙΟΣ
ΑΛΗΝΙΚΑΙΕΙΣΤΟΝΗΛΙΟΝ ... ΝΑΜΚΑΙΕΝΟΧΟΣ
ΙΤΟΙΣΚΑΤΑΧΘΟΝΟΙΣΘΕΓΩ
INSCRIPTIONS FROM WESTERN CILICIA.

Μάρκιας Ὀδὴς Ἐλὼς Κύρος κατασκεύασεν τὴν στορνῆν ἐκ τῶν ἱδίων, ἐπὶ τῷ ἱσθείκαι αὐτῶν τε καὶ Σαρ ... Δημητρίων, ἔτη καὶ Μηρᾶν Κύρο καὶ Κ...  

Κυτταρίου καὶ τὰς γυναῖκας αὐτῶν ... ἐτέρος ἐν μή ἵππον ἔλευσαν τιθήματο [καὶ ἄνθρωπον ἔπεμψαν οὐκ ἐπὶ τὴν Σελήνην εἰς τόν Ἠλίον] καὶ ηὗρον μισθόν ἔστησαν τοῖς καταχθοῦσι θεοῖς.

For the mention of sun and moon in the imprecation, compare C. I. G. 4380τ (from Pisidia), and No. 11, &c.; also see the heading to No. 6.

11. 'From tomb near the same Cave.' Deciphered from impression made by Mr. Bent.

ΟΨΑΚΜΙΑΙΝ ὈΛΕΨΚΑΣΤΕΚΕΚΕΑΣΕ  
ΕΙΟΝΕΚΤΝΙΔΙΩΝΕΠΙΤΩΤΕΒΗΝΑΙΕΝΑ  
ΝΟΝΑΛΛΟΝΔΗΓΑΛΗΝΗΜΗΣΕΙΝΑΙΤΕΒΗ  
ΕΑΝΔΕΤΙΣΠΑΡΑΒΗΤΑΥΤΑΗΝΑΠΟΛΥΣΗΤΝΕΚΙΩ  
5 ΓΕΓΡΑΜΜΕΝΩΝΕΚΤΝΗΕΒΗΚΩΕΕΙΣΕΤΟΝΔΙΑ  
ΚΑΙΤΗΝΣΕΛΗΝΗΚΑΙΒΑΛΕΤΒΕΙΣΕΤΟΥΣΗΕΑΥ  
ΡΟΥΣΑΥΣΝΑΝΑΔΡΑΧΜΑΣΧΑΙΛΙΑΚΑΙΘΕΝΣΕ  
ΒΑΣΘΑΒΗΝΑΛΚΑΙΤΝΕΒΑΣΘΗΝΗΝΔΗΜΩ  
ΑΠΟΔΟΤΗΜΚΑΙΜΗΔΕΝΗΝΕΚΝΩΤΕΒΗΣΕ  
10 ΕΙΣΕΤΟΥΣΡΟΓΕΓΡΑΜΜΕΝΟΥΣΘΕΟΥΣΚΑΙΤΟΝ  
ΗΛΙΟΝΚΑΙΝΕΝΕΚΘΒΑΙΤΑΙΡΑΙΚΑΙΕΓΓΟΝΟΙΑΥΤΟΥ  

The first two letters of line 1 and the last three letters of line 4 are difficult to read, and I cannot be sure of them. The cipher too in lines 8, 9, is obscure; I take it to signify μυ[ρίας]; compare No. 4, line 12.

Θωκαμις Διν[γ]όλεως κατασκεύασειν τὸ μυθικοῖον ἐκ τῶν ἱδίων ἐπὶ τῷ τιθήματο ἐν αὐτὸν μόνον, ἄλλων ἐν ἄλλην καὶ τὰς γυναῖκας τιθήματο ἐν ἄλλην ἄλλην τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐν τῷ τιθήματο ἐ

10 Ἑλίῳ καὶ ἕνεχθον ταῖς ἁραις καὶ ἔγγοιν αὐτοῖς.
II.—Site about three miles to the West of Kanygelleis and its Cave. The place is described by Mr. Bent ante. He had to reach it by returning to the coast and striking inland again from Ayash.

12. 'On the face of the wall of the temple, immediately to the right of the entrance into the cella, facing you as you enter within the antæa. The letters were painted red.' From excellent squeeze taken by Mr. Bent.

ΕΔΟΣΕΝΕΑΝΤΙΚ
ΕΥΡΕΘΝΗΚΙΑΙΚΩΜΕ
ΤΡΩΜΕΤΡΩΝΑΙΠ
ΟΔΩΣΕΙΣΟΝΦΙΧΙΚ
5 ΟΝΔΗΝΑΡΙΑΕΙΚΟΣΙ
ΠΕΝΤΕΜΕΤΡΕΙΝΔΕ
ΜΕΤΡΟΙΟΙΟΙΗΠΟΛ
ΙΚΝΟΜΙΤΕΥΕΤΕ

"Εδοξεν. Ειν την εἶρεθη Κιλικιοι μετροι μετραν ἀποδασει η τον ψικον δημαρα εικοσι πέντε μετρειν δε μέτρου ος η πολικ νομιτευετε.

The inscription is hardly earlier than 100 A.D.; the last word (= νομιστευεται) points even later. It is an interesting municipal ordinance. Rome did not compel her subjects to adopt exclusively the imperial weights and measures (Mommsen, Staatsrecht, iii. 758); but as of course the Roman standards were made legal, while in remoter regions the local standards lingered in use, there would result at times a confusion very injurious to honest trading (see the passage from Epiphanius cited by Mommsen l.c.). To prevent this, the ordinance compels the exclusive use of Roman standards.

13. 'In the Pronoa of the temple of Hermes.' From excellent squeeze made by Mr. Bent. A caduceus occupies the bottom right-hand corner.

ΠΟΜΠΛΗΝΙΟΝΙΓΕΡΟΣ
ΙΕΡΕΥΣΤΟΥΕΡΜΟΥΘΝΑΝΑΚΑΙΕΙΝ
ΚΑΙΤΗΝΑΠΟΚΛΕΙΜΑΚΩΝΤΟΥ
ΟΥΚΑΙΤΟΜΑΓΕΙΡΙΟΝΚΑΤΕΣΚΕΥ
ΑΣΕΝΕΚΤΧΝΙΩΝ

Πομπληνιος Νιγερος
ιερευς του Ηρμου την ανακλοιει τε και την αποκλειμακωσιν του νο- ου και το μαγειρευον κατασκευ- ασεν δε του ιδιου.
The restoration ἁρόδι in line 4 is confirmed by No. 14. As Mr. Bent describes this temple as built on a jutting rock that stands out into the valley, ἄνακλινει may be a bench or seat, and ἀποκλεισκεῖαν would be a flight of steps, either cut in the rock or built in the slope, leading down from the temple-platform. As Mr. Hogarth suggests, these little temples may have been way-side halting-places. Μαγειρεῖον clearly refers to a kitchen now made for the purpose of sacrificial feasts held at the site. The readings given are certain.

14. 'From the inner face of left-hand anta-wall of the same temple; the stone had fallen down.' Mr. Bent’s copy only: he notes that the letters were late.

ΜΗΝΟΔΟΤΟΣ ΔΙΟΣ
ΙΕΡΕΥΣΤΟΥΝΑΟΥΤΗΝ
ΑΝΑΚΛΙΝΕΙΝΤΩΝΙΔΙ
ΩΝ

Munodoreus seems to have repaired what Niger (No. 13) had built.

15. 'On a tomb near the same place.' Copy only by Mr. Bent.

ΤΟΗΡΨΕΙΟΝΤΕΥΚΡΙΑΔΟΣΜΗΝΟΔΟΤΟΥ
ΤΑΤΑΤΗΣΥΓΝΕΚ...ΜΗΝΟΔΟΤΟΥΤΗΣ
ΤΟΥΑΥΤΩΝ

Τὸ ἡρῴον Τευκριάδος Μηνοδότου
Τάτας τῆς γυνῆς[ὁ]. Μηνοδότου τ ὦ
(ὑ) ὀ αὐτῶν.

Mr. Bent’s copy seems inaccurate. For Τάτα see C.I.G. 4000b.

16. Inscribed upon the face of the rock, side by side with No. 17. From squeeze made by Mr. Bent.

ΕΔΟΞΕΤΟΙΚΕΤΑΙΡΩΙΚΚΑΙΚΑΒΒΑ
ΤΙΣΤΑΙΟΘΕΟΥ...ΟΙΑΙΚΑΒΒΑΤΙΚ
ΤΟΥΣΥΝΗΜΕΝΟΙΚΗΝΕΠΙΡΑ
ΦΗΝΧΑΡΑΞΑΝΤΑΣΜΗΔΕΝΑΑΚΥ
5 ΡΩΝΠΟΙΗΚΑΙΣΙΟΙΕΠΟΙΗΚΑΝ
ΤΙΕΣΤΩΙΑΓΝΕΙΑΣΑΝΤΙΟΘΕΛΗΤΙ
ΑΝΑΘΕΜΑΘΕΙΝΑΙΩΘΕΛΟΝ
ΤΙΑΝΑΘΕΜΑΘΕΙΝΑΙΕΣΕΤΩ
ΠΡΩΤΟΣΛΕΓΕΙΣΤΕΦΑΝΟΥ
10 ΑΘΑΛΙΚΙΒΗΝΑ...ΟΝΤΟΝΥΝΑ
ΓΩΡΕΑΤΩΝΔΕΑΝΑΘΕΜΑΤΩΝ
ΤΩΝΟΝΤΩΝΝΕΝΤΟΙΟΙΝΑΟΙΚ
ΚΑΙΤΩΝΕΠΙΓΕΡΑΜΜΕΝΩΝ
ΤΕΤΑΙΙΚΣΤΙΛΑΙΚΑΙΚΟΙΚΑΝΑΘΕΜΑ
5 ΚΙΝΗΘΕΝΕΙΕΣΤΟΙΜΗΤΕΑΝΑ
ΛΕΙΨΑΙΜΗΤΕΑΧΡΕΩΣΑΜΗΤΕΜΕΤΑ
ΡΑΙΕΑΝΔΕΤΙΣΠΑΡΕΓΒΑΣΠΟΙΧΗΧΗΜΗ
ΜΑΡΤΗΤΟΕΙΣΤΟΝΘΕΟΝΤΟΝΚΑΒ
ΒΑΤΙΣΤΙΚΑΙΑΙΑΝΩΤΕΙΚΑΙΑΙΕΙ
20 ΣΟΝΘΕΟΝΤΟΝΚΑΒΒΑΤΙΣΤΙΧΗΝ
ΚΑΙΤΟΙΟΙΚΣΑΒΒΑΤΙΣΤΙΚΑΙΣ-ΣΡΚΑΘΙΠΟΛΙ
-ΣΡΚΑΙΔΥΝΑΣΤΗΙ-ΣΡΚΟΣΙΩΝΑΤΗΗΑ
ΟΜΟΣΙΑΚΑΙΣΙΟΝΜΗΘΕΝΑΝΥΠΟΔΕ
ΞΑΘΟΙΟΤΗΜΑΡΔΙΑΙΡΕΙΤΩΝΙΟΙΕ
25 ΡΕΥΣΤΑΙΚΣΙΦΕΡΟΝΕΝΑΤΩΘΕΙΩΝΕΙΚΑΤΑ
ΚΕΥΗΝΤΟΥΤΟΠΟΥ

"Εδοξέ τοις ἑταίροις καὶ Σαββα-
ταίταίς θεοῦ . . . οἰς Σαββατισ-
τοῦ συνηγγένους τὴν ἑπετη-
φήν χαράβαντας μηδένα ἄκο-
ρον παθήσας τῷ δὲ ποιήσαν-
τι ἔστω<1> ἀγνεία· ἐκ τῆς θέλη τι
ἀνάθεμα θείαι, τῷ θελαν-
τι ἀνάθεμα θείαινε ξέστων.
Πρότων λέγει· στυφανοῦ-
σθαι διό θῆλλων τὸν συνα-
γείραντον δε ἀναθεμάτων
τῶν δυτῶν ἐν τῷ τοῖς ναοῖς
καὶ τῶν ἐπιγραμμένων ἐν
tε ταῖς στήλαις καὶ τοῖς ἀνάθεμα-
sιν μηδελι ξέστω<1> μήτε ἀπα-
κείμην μήτε ἀχρεώσας μήτε μετά-
ρασι· καί δὲ τὴν παρεγοῖα ποιήσῃ ἡ
ἀμαρτή τῷ εἰς τὸν θεόν τὸν Σαβ-
βαστιστήν καὶ ἀποτεισάτο<1> εἰς
τὸν θεόν τὸν Σαββατιστήν [-<P>]
καὶ τοῖς Σαββατισταίς ·<P> καὶ τῇ πόλι
·<P> καὶ δυνάστῃ ·<P> ἐστο<1> δ ἡ στήλη d[π-
ομοσία κατ' ίσον μηδένα ὑποδέ-
ξαθαι τὸ ἤμαρ διαρείτεν ε ν ἴσην
τοῖς ἵσερομένα τῷ θεῷ εἰς κατα-
σκευήν τοῦ τοποῦ.
The letters have suffered much from the weather, and they are sadly blurred. After many days' toil I have certainly made most of the letters except a few which remain doubtful; viz. in line 10 we might equally read ἅλιοι or Αλβηνίας or δέκα. In line 23 καὶ ἵσσον.

This is the decree of a religious brotherhood (συναγωγή, lines 3, 10–11), the members of which are styled ἵσσος in line 1 (compare No. 56). Apparently a new register of members had been drawn up, and was ordered to be inscribed (ἐπιγραφή, lines 3, 4, which I do not take to be the inscription before us). To guard against misconstruction it is here decreed that the publication of a new register is not to be made the opportunity of excluding any one (μηδὲν ἄξιον ποιῆσαι, lines 4, 5); if any one concerned should chance to omit a member's name from the new register, it will be considered as a blunder which needs atonement by purification (ἀφανά, line 6). So far from excluding any, the decree proceeds to invite members to use their privilege of making offerings to the god (lines 6–8). It is evident that some of the brotherhood had been averse to the drafting of a fresh register, urging that the proposal was aimed at certain members whose claims to membership were doubtful and whose names likely to be struck off.

Lines 9 foll. contain a rider proposed by Protus. The convener of the brotherhood (τὸν συναγώγον) is to be crowned—a special compliment which is equivalent to a vote of confidence. It was he, it seems, who had desired to reorganize the brotherhood; there was need of it, for the place of meeting was in bad repair (lines 25, 26), and the offerings and monuments in the shrines there had suffered ill-usage from the members or others (lines 11—17). He had carried his point, in the face of opposition; the decree in lines 1–8 was probably introduced by him by way of silencing the arguments of the objectors. Upon which Protus carries a vote of confidence, and lays down certain rules which make in the direction of discipline and even of exclusiveness. The sign <— is uncommon; compare however Reimach, Traité d'Épigraphie Grecque, p. 216; Bull. de Corr. Hell. v, 190; Kenyon's Aristotle on the Constitution of Athens, p. 109. Mr. Hogarth tells me it is found at Paphos and Salamis in Cypros. <— P stands for 100 drachmas. The πόλις of line 21 is the town on the adjoining height described by Mr. Bent. Its name is not known (though Mr. Bent was anxious to connect it with the name of the Σαββανισταὶ, which he read 'Εαββανισταὶ). The ἐνώπιος (line 22) must be the dynast of Elaeussa, in the district of which this town probably lay. Lines 22–24: the stele is further to be a monument of the brotherhood having sworn that none of them will entertain strangers at his house on the day of the periodical gathering. Such seems to be the meaning; and, if so, it is quite in keeping with the rest of the rider. If no guests were entertained at home that day, strangers were less likely to presume to attend the festival.

In spite of the circular ζ and η, the ο is of older form, and the iota subscriptum is constant, except at the end of the 3rd pers. subj. The superfluous iotas in the imperatives is common enough in documents from the third century B.C. onwards. I cannot therefore make this document much later
than the Augustan age. If there is clumsiness in the drafting, we must not expect too much of these rude Cilician mountaineers; and if some of the lettering seems late, we must remember that the inscription is not a civic document, but the decree of a brotherhood.

If this is the date, then the dynast of Elaeussa (Solaste) alluded to in line 22 will be Archelaus: see Strabo, pp. 535, 537, 671; Ramsay, *Historical Geography*, p. 371.

But lastly, what of the word Σαββατισταί, which is used not only of the brotherhood (lines 1, 21), but also of the object of their worship both in the singular and plural number—θεοῦ Σαββατισταί, line 2; θεῶν τῶν Σαββατιστῶν, line 18; εἰς θεῶν τῶν Σαββατιστῶν (sc. ιερῶν), lines 19, 20? The word need not necessarily be connected with the Jewish σαββατον. It had another form Σαββατισταί, as we learn from No. 17. We may compare the names Σαββατισταί in *Arch. Epigr. Mittheil. aus Oesterreich*, viii. 1883, p. 197 (from Prusa); Σαμβατίστοι Βρομίλου Ἀγνοράκτη (from Athens, and not Christian) in *C.I.A. III.* 2225 (= Kumanudes, 1392); Σαμβατίστοι (= Σαμβάτοι; Christian) in *C.I.A. III.* 3525 (= Kumanudes, 3600); Σαμβατίστοι (Christian) in *C.I.G.* 8012. These names probably come from the same root as Σαββατος, concerning which see Foucart, *Les Associations Religieuses*, pp. 77 foll., and Storer's *Epigraphical Journey*, No. 45. With Σαββατισταί compare Ἀκαματαί, Δημητριαταί, Ἰρευναταί κ.τ.λ. If it is strange that the worshippers, and the deity or deities they worshipped, should have the same title, we may understand the worship to have been orgiastic, the title Σαββατισταί as describing the god engaged in his πομή or θλασος. The epithet would accordingly suit the god, and his worshippers equally well.

On the other hand, the derivation from Σαββατος is the most obvious, and there is really nothing against it. This synagogue of Jews is organized after the manner of an Hellenic θλασος.

Mr. Bent notes that this inscription and No. 17, together with another wholly unreadable (was it the επιγραφή of line 3?), were all found close by a ruined Byzantine church, which he thinks may mark the site of an ancient temple. If so, this would be the temple alluded to in lines 12, 19, 20; and its site the τόπος of line 26.

17. On the rock, beside the preceding inscription. The original was not copied; the impression made by Mr. Bent I have failed to decipher after hours of labour. But I have recovered for certain in lines 1, 2 ΤΟΝΣΑΜΒΑΤΙΣΤΩΝ, and in line 3 ΣΑΝΤΟΝ. Letters, more or less blurred, appear here and there in other lines, but I can make no sense. Immediately before ΤΟΝΣΑΜΒΑΤΙ I fancy I read ΗΕΤΑΙΡΙΑ, i.e. Ἡ έταιρία τῶν Σαμβατιστῶν. The last word is pretty certain, and is another form of Σαββατιστῶν, for which see No. 16. The lettering is good and would quite suit the Augustan age, to which the form έταιρία points.

18-20. About 1½ miles from the site of the preceding documents, Nos. 12-17, in a valley behind Ayash. Three caves in the face of the rock, one
above the other, with intercommunication. The orifice has in each case been walled up with polygonal masonry, the uppermost and lowest having the wall pierced with a doorway. The lintel of the lowest door consists of a sort of dwarfed veduta in relief. Upon the plinth is the inscription; from the plinth there rises on either side a short column supporting a plain entablature and pediment. The space thus enclosed between pillars, plinth, and entablature, is much broader than high, and is occupied by a male and female figure (busts only) in relief. The letters (I judge from Mr. Bent’s excellent squeeze) are not later than the second century B.C., and are probably earlier. The middle story has neither door, nor relief, nor inscription. The upper cave has over its doorway the inscription No. 19, but the relief is destroyed. The Propylaea, with inscription No. 20, was in front of the lowest cave. Below the upper cave, on the surface of the rock, and on the same level as the lowest cave, is a rock-cut figure in relief.

18. From a perfect squeeze by Mr. Bent.

ΕΠΙΠΕΡΕΩΣ ΕΡΜΟΧΡΑΤΟΥ

Ἐπὶ ἱερέως Ἑρμοκράτου.

The letters are firm and graceful, and point to the second century B.C. at latest.

19. Over the doorway of the upper cave: see on No. 18. From Mr. Bent’s copy; no squeeze could be taken.

ΕΠΙΠΕΡΕΩΣ . . . . . ΣΑΝΔΑΠ ΑΝΗΦΙΣΚΟΥ

This is considerably later than No. 18. It clearly is not earlier than the reign of Augustus. The phrase δαπάνη φίσκου, and the dedication of the Propylaea (No. 20) to Ἑρμῆ καὶ τῷ ἔμερῳ, compel us to adopt Mr. Bent’s view, that this curious series of caves formed a primitive shrine of Hermes (compare the caves of Pan and of Apollo at the N. of the Athenian Acropolis). Otherwise we should at once take them for tombs.

20. ‘Over gateway to Propylaea of the above temple; the stone is overturned. Pediment with nine figures on it.’ From an excellent squeeze by Mr. Bent. The letters are all in one line, and are quite certain.

ΕΠΙΠΕΡΕΩΣΛΟΥΚΙΟΥΜΑΙΤΕΝΝΙΟΥΤΙΤΟΥΛΟΥΚΟΛΛΕΙΝΑΛΟΝΓΕΙ-

ΝΟΥ ΑΓΟΣΙΑΤΕΡΤΙΑΜΑΡΚΟΥΟΥΓΑΤΗΡΥΓΗΕΝΔΕΣΤΙΤΟΥΜΑΙΤΕΝ-

ΝΙΟΥΕΡΜΕΙΚΑΙΤΩΔΗΜΟΤΟΠΡΟΠΥΛΑΙΟΝΕΚΤΩΝΙΩΝ

Ἐπὶ ἱερέως Δαυδίου Μαίτεννου Τίτου υἱοῦ Κολλείνα Δαυδείνου, Ἀγοσία

Τερτία Μάρκου θυγατέρα γυνῆ ἐξ Τίτου Μαίτεννου Ἐρμῆ καὶ τῷ ἔμερῳ τὸ

προπύλαιον ἐκ τῶν ἱεών.
III.—CORUCUS AND THE CORUCIAN CAVE.

From Corycus (Chorgas) a road runs up westward from the sea, leading to the Corycian cave. At a spot called Chokakâ, to the left of this road, on the first plateau above the sea, are the ruins of a town. Thirteen bas-reliefs are here to be seen, cut half-way down a precipitous cliff, two of which (Nos. 22, 23) have inscriptions.

21. 'On a rock-cut tomb in a valley behind the ruins and mediaeval orress of Chorgas.' From copy and impression by Mr. Bent. Published, from a copy by Langlois, C.I.G. 9182; Le Bas-Waddington, No. 1432.

† ΗΡΩΕΙΟΝ
ΝΩΝΝΟΥ
ΜΕΣΣΙΚΑ
ΙΜΑΤΙΟΥ

The letter enclosed in Π is certainly Α. Previous editors read it O, and wrote Ιματιοπριφερεώς).


ΟΥΑΣΙΣΤΟΝΑΝΔΡΟΝΑΥΤΗΣΚΑΙ ΧΙΟΣΑΥΤΟΥΡΩΜΕΣΗΤΙΣ ΜΩΝΩΡΕΣΗΤΙΟΣ

Οδισάς τῶν ἑδρα τῶν αὑτῆς, καὶ ἐν ἑνὸς ἑνὸς Ρωσχητις, Ἡ Μῶν 'Ρωσχήτιος.

Letters of good time, and quite clear, not later than the third century B.C. The inscription is complete. Collignon wrongly ἔν ἑνὸς αὑτῆς.


I ΕΜ ΣΤΟΝΑΝΔΡΟΝΑΥΤΗΞΚΑΙΤΟΝ ἘΜ ΡΙΡΑΧΙΣΟΓΑΜΒΡΟΣ ΤΕΡΦΕΜΑΣΙΝ ἩΤΟ ΙΝΤΕΡΦΕΜΑΣΙΟΣ

ΠΟΗΣΗΣ ΝΑΣ ΑΣΑΜΙΣΤΕΤΕΟΥΣ ΠΡΗΝΑΜΕΥΣ
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The last word in line 5 must give the name of one of these Cilician towns. The letters are good, and cannot be much later than the Christian era.

The inscriptions from the Corycian cave will best be prefaced by Strabo's description of it, which is evidently that of an eye-witness, pp. 670, 671 (see Mr. Bent's remarks ante): Κόρυκες ἄκρα, ὑπὲρ ὅς ἐν ἐκκοι σταθεῖον ἐστὶ τὰ Κορυκίων ἄστρον, ἐν οἴᾳ ἡ ἀρίστη κρόκος φύτεται. ἢστι δὲ κολᾶς μεγάλη κυκλοτηρίῳ ἥκοντα περικυκλωμένου ὅφρων πετρώδος πανταχόθεν ικανοῖς ὕψηλοι καταβαίνει δὲ εἰς αὐτὴν αἰώναλὸν ἐστὶν ἐδαφὸς καὶ τὸ πολὺ πετρωδὲς, μεσοῖν δὲ τῆς θαμβώσουσι ὅλης ἄκαιροῖς τε καὶ ὑμέρων παρέχομεν παρέχομεν δὲ καὶ τὰ ἐδαφᾶ τὰ φέροντα τὴν κράκεων. ἢστι δὲ καὶ ἄστρον αὐτῆς ἄγων πενηντάνοισιν νοταμὼν ἐξεῖσιν καθαροῦ τε καὶ διαφάνοις ὅποτε, εὐθέως καταπίπτοντα ὑπὸ τῆς ἐνεργείας ἀφανῆς ἐξεῖσιν εἰς τὸν ἀλαττάντα καλοῦσι τε πικρὸν ἔδορ. The description of Pomponius Mela (l. 13, § 71 full) is more elaborate, but to the same effect: Non longe hinc Corycios oppidum portu saleaque incingitur, angusto tergore continenti adjunctum. supra specus est nomine Corycium singulari ingenio, ac supra quanum ut describi facile possit eximius, grandis namque hiatus patens montem litor adpositum et decem stadiorum clivo satis aridum ex summo statim vertice apercit. tuno alte dessus et quantum demittitur amplior viror lucis pendentibus undique, et totum semem solem laterum orbe complectitur: adeo mirificus ac pulcher, ut mentes accédentium primo aspectu consternat, ubi contemplari duraveret non satiet.

unus in eum descensus est angustus asper quingentorum et mille passuum per amoenas umbras et opacas silvæ quiddam agrestis resonantis, rivis hinc atque illac fluantibus. ubi ad ima pervertent est rursum specus alter aperitur ob alia dicenda. terret ingredientes sonitu cymbalorum divinantis et magno fragore erupitantium, deinde aliquamdiu perpeccus, mox et quo magis subitum obturor, ducit aulas penitus, altaque quasi cuniculo admittit. ibi ingens annis ingenti fonte se extollens tantummodo se ostendit, et ubi magnum impetum brevi alveo traxit iterum demersus absconditur. intras spatium est magis quam ut propredi quiesciam ausit horribile et ideo incognitum. totus autem specus angustus et vere saeber, habitariique ad diis et dignus et creditus, nihil non venerabile et quasi eum aliquo numine se ostentat. (He then proceeds to describe the smaller depression near by, which was also visited by Mr. Bent, ante.) alias ultra est quem Typhonem vocant, ore angusto et multum, ut experti tradidere, pressus, et ob id adscita nocte suffusus aequo unquam perspicui facilis, sed quia aliquando cubile Typhonis huit et quia nunc demissa in se confestim examinat natura fabulaque
memorandum. There is an account of the cave by Tchihatscheff in *Ergebnisseheft* 20 zu *Petermann's Geographische Mittheilungen* (Ferteth, Gotha, 1867, with Map by Kiepert), p. 54: 'Exkursion zur Corycischen Höhle. Nach viertelstündigen nicht stellen, aber durch die Zerstrümmern des antiken Pfahleiweges urschwertigen Steigen ein halbzerstörtes altes Gebäude von dem Stufen nördlich in eine Engschlucht hinauf führen, an deren Ende nach einer weiteren Viertelstunde eine zerstörte Kirche mit Resten byzantinischer Malerei im Innern, die jetzt als Moschee dienst, unmittelbar am bequemen Eingang der Grotte; diese ist voll von Stalakiten und Stalagmiten, zeigt auf dem Wande noch griechische Inschriften, fällt gegen N.O. hinab; ihr Haupttraum hat eine mittlere Höhe von 50 m. (am Eingang über 80 m.) bei einer Breite von 20 m. und einer Länge von 270 m., weiterhin verengt sich zu einer unangangbaren Felsenspalte, in der man einen Bach rauschen hört. Die Schilderungen der Alten, namentlich Strabon's und Mele'a, zeichnen sich als dichterisch ausgeschmückt, von der angeblichen reichen Vegetation (namentlich Cressus) im Innern ist keine Spur zu finden und überhaupt steht der Grotte von Antiparos und anderen weniger berühmt gewordenen weit nach.' This does not substantially differ from Mr. Bent's account; Tchihatscheff seems to confine his attention too exclusively to the inner cavern. The ancients meant by the Corycian Cave not only this cavern, but also the large depression out of which it led. What caused their wonder was the contrast between the rich profusion of growth in this deep depression open to the sky, and the gloom and mysterious noises of the inner cave. The grotto visited and described by Victor Langlois in the Sheitan-lik is, of course, not the Corycian Cave (Langlois, *Report*, &c., p. 9).

24 'Within the cave itself, just below the old temple, and previously covered up in part with rubble.' From a good squeeze by Mr. Bent.

The letters are quite clear, and probably belong to the latter half of the second century A.D. The names of the dedications may have been inscribed
on the plinth of the statues or reliefs referred to in line 4, εἰκώσιμα[e]. They had set up figures of Pan and Hermes amid the wild brushwood of the outer and open cave, just before one enters into the inner cavern. The latter is described in exact terms which recall the descriptions of Strabo and Mela. It is ἐν γαλήνῃ θείῳ κοιλίᾳ: the epithet θείοὶ takes us back to Πλοιόν ii. 783, and Aeneid, ix. 716. Virgil was not the only writer who read εἰς Αἴγος as one word (see commentators on both passages), and the legend of Typhon belonged to Cilicia more than to S. Italy, though Pindar (Pyth. i.) harmonizes the two accounts. From line 3 we learn that the name of the river which rose and disappeared so noisily within the cave was Αἴγος; this agrees with Ἐπομ. Mag. s. v. 'Αἴγος, where, though the gloss is sadly confused, a line is cited from Parthenius referring to the Cilician Αἴγος:

Καρυκίων σεβόμενος ἡξ ὀρίων.

Similarly Hosychius s. v. 'Αἴγος: θεοὶ οί ἐκ Δήλου μετακομισθέντες εἰς Σαμοθράκην λίμνην (Lobeck corrigit ἡ Λήμνη), καὶ Κύλλης, ὕστα Ἀἰγόν τοῦ Κεφαλαίου, μὲν παραβίεσθέν τεταμένοι. These glosses will be found discussed by Meineke, Analeeia Alexandrina, pp. 279 foll. Line 4: it is not strange that Pan and Hermes should be associated together in this wild sport. But Oppian, who was a native of Corycus, tells us the local legend which connected the two deities with the cave (Hautest, iii. 1–28). Invoking Hermes as the god of his fathers and of Corycus (ἐν Κύκλεσσιν ὕστ' Ἐρμηίοις ἄδικους), ἢ Ἐρμηία σὺ δὲ μνεῖ ταυρῶι, κ.τ.λ.), he tells how Hermes instructed his son Pan in the fisherman's arts, and how Pan helped Zeus thereupon to slay Typhon. It was Pan who by a tempting dinner of fish drew the monster out of his cave to the shore; there Zeus at once slew him with the thunderbolt, and the marks of his blood were still seen on the sands:

Πάιν ἔδε Καρυκίως βυθίου παρακατεέε τέχνης, παιδό τερ, τὸν φασὶ Διὸς ρυτῆρα γενέσθαι, Ζεύγον μὲν ρυτήρα, Τυφάοναν δ' ὀλέηρα. Κεῖνος γὰρ δείπνοντος ἐπ' ἤχοιβολοις διόλωσις σφετεράλων Τυφόνον ταρταροὺν, ἐκ τε βερίβου ἐδύνατο εὖροποιοί καὶ εἰς ἀλάς ἐλεάμεν ἀκτήν \ ἐνά μὲν ὅς εἰς ζυγίας πεταλήθη μετὰ τε κερανίων ζαφαλέγει πράγματαν ὑστ' αἰθόμενος τυρός ἄμβρως κράδι εκατον πετρυσσὶ περιστεφάλειο πάντη ξανόμενον. Συνθαλλ' το ροπ' ἱμνοσσίν ἐν' ὅρθωι λύθρῳ ἐρευνάμεις Τυφανών ἄλαλητών.

The invocation of Paphian Zeus is strange: the dedicators were doubtless from Cyprus, and on p. 35 of Mr. Hogarth's Devia Cypria will be found an inscription from old Paphos mentioning Ζεὺς Πολεύς (= Le Bas, 2705). It is also worth while to remember that the Corycian Cave was sacred to Zeus
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(the destroyer of Typhoens), and that there was an Aous river in Cyprus. Strabo does not give the name of the Corycian stream; he simply says: καλοποι ἐπὶ πικρὼν ἔδωρ.

25. 'Over the door of the Byzantine Church in the Corycian Cave. No squeeze taken.' Copy by Mr. Bent.

†ΩΕΙΠΕΡΘΕΟΝΕΔΟΣΩΤΟΝΧΩΡΙΩΝΟΝΤΟΝ
ΧΑΙΡΟΥΣΑΜΕΙΚΡΟΙΟΤΙΚΑΤΩΚΗΚΟΝΔΟΝΟΙΩΝ
ΟΙΝΠΑΥΛΟΚΑΝΗΝΕΙΡΕΘΕΡΑΠΟΝΟΚΑΜΩΝ
ΤΟΝΠΑΙΔΑΤΟΝΚΟΝΧΡΙΣΤΟΝΕΚΜΙΜΟΥΜΕΝΗ

"Ω(α)περ Θεον ἐν(ε)ξω των [α]κωρητον Δαγον,
χαιροσα μεικροι ἐνκατ(ο)κασον δωμοιν,
οις Παυλος ἀνήγειρε θεράπων ὁ σως καμων,
των παιδα των σων Χριστων ἐκμιμαυμενη.

A beautiful quatrain, recording the dedication of the church to the Blessed Virgin by one Paulus, probably in the fourth century.

26. 'From temple on height above Corycian Cave.' From a good squeeze by Mr. Bent.

ΔΙΙΚΩΡΥΧΙΩ
ΕΠΙΝΕΙΚΙΩ
ΤΡΟΠΑΙΟΥΧΟ
ΕΠΙΚΑΡΠΙΩ
ΥΠΕΡΕΥΣΕΚΣΙΑΣ
ΚΑΙΦΙΛΑΔΕΛΦΙΑΣ
ΩΝ
ΣΕΒΑΣΤΩΝ

Δι Καρνεκιον
Επινεικιον
Τροπαιουχο
Επικαρπιο
ὑπερ εὐπεκτιαις
καὶ φιλαδελφιαις
των
Σεβαστων.

Line 5 appears to have been anciently erased, to judge by the impression. But either Φ is clear, and also the last three letters and ΔΕ: parts of the other letters are also faintly visible, so that there is no doubt of the reading.

The inscription is an ex voto on behalf of Caresilla and Geta, A.D. 211, and the word φιλαδελφιαις was erased after Geta had been murdered and declared a public enemy, A.D. 212.
27. On the front of North anta of Temple above the Cave. For the text I have Mr. Bent's excellent squeezes of stones III.–IX. In addition, Mr. Ramsay has given me his own and Mr. Hogarth's very careful copy of the whole of the original, which I have collated minutely with the impressions: only in one or two slight details could I detect any error. The uncial text gives their copy. Mr. Ramsay notes: *O and Ω are smaller by a very little than other letters; the vertical stroke of Σ leans, sometimes more, sometimes less. The entire surface of upper stones has scaled off, and they are very hard to read; the lower stones are clear and well-preserved. All has been seen by me, and in great part by D. G. Hogarth. I send you my copy (W. M. R.), which in almost all respects is that of both. All variants of D. G. H. were verified carefully by W. M. R., and in most cases re-verified by D. G. H. One or two variants are recorded, where of interest.' I may add, from the evidence of the impression, that Π and Π are both found. The letters, strange to say, increase in size towards the bottom; the reverse is usually the case with inscriptions on temple-walls, for convenience of reading.
STONE I.

Α. Α

ΛΟΣΑΘΗΝΑΙΟΥ
ΩΝΑΖΙΣΤΡΑΤΟΥ
ΛΛΩΝΙΩΔΗΣΛΥΣΤΙΣΤΡΑΤΟΥ

5 ΑΠΕΛΛΗΣΛΥΣΙΣ ΑΤΟΥ
ΑΞ ΑΠ ΛΑΩΤΟΣ
ΝΟΣΑΡΤΕΜΩΝΟ
Ν ΚΟΜΟΡΡ
ΝΟΔΩΡΟΣΖΗΝΟΔΟ

10 ΛΤ ΤΑΣΣΙΕΡΑΚΛ
ΕΛΕΥ Ω ΑΤΕΛ
Flaw in Stone.

ΡΙΟΥ
ΝΔΒ Ω

15 ΙΟΣ
Ν ΜΙΩ ΟΣ
ΑΡΙΩΝΑΠΕΛΛΕΟΥΣ
ΝΟΡΑΠΟ ΛΩΝΙΔΟΥ
ΡΑΚΛΕΟΥΣ

20 ΨΡΑΙΟ////

STONE II.

ΚΥΑΡΙ . . ΑΡΤΕΜΩΝΟΣ
ΚΡΑΤΗΣΑΠΟΛΩΝΙΔΟΥ

ΔΙΟΜΗ////ΣΑΓΓΟΛ/ΩΝΙΔΟΥ
ΘΥΡΟΛΑΟΣΑΡΤΕΜΙΝΟΣ

25 ΙΑΣΩΝΝΕΩΝΟΣ
ΘΙΘΥΣΛΑΚΡΑΤΟΥ
ΟΨΒΙΖΑΠΟΛΩΝΙΟΥ

Line 21.—Hogarth preferred ΕΥΑΡΙ . . . Ρ . ΕΥΣ ΙΟΣ even after comparing my copy.
Line 26.—ΒΙΟΥΣ, Hogarth.
Line 27.—ΟΤ ιΣ, Hogarth.
In the cursive text I follow Meurs, Ramsey and Hogarth's readings, save only when they are corrected by the impressions.

STONE I.

Λ Α

ος Λαθραίου

Κλέον Δυναστείου

Ἀπολλονίδος Δυναστείου

5 Ἀπελλάς Δυναστῆρα

ὁ Ἀπολλώνιος

Ἀρτέμιος

Καμιρρ...

Ζηνόδορος Ζωροδίτου

οτ τος παξ...

ἐλευθερος...[Ἀπὸ]κλέον

Placed in Stone.

Ῥωμαῖοι...

ιος...

Ῥωμαῖος Ὀξιστᾶ

Ἄπελλάς

Νικάκης Ἀπολλωνίου...

Ἱκακλέως...

20 Μίσιος...

STONE II.

Ταρκώρι[σ] Ἀρτέμιος

Ἐπὶ Ἐράτης Ἀπολλωνίου

Διοκέτης Δ(π)ολ(λ)ονίδου

Θυμόλαος Ἀρτέμιος

25 Ἰάσιον Νέοιος...

Βίδων Λακράτου...

Ὀρβίς Ἀπολλωνίου
MOYRMISNEI
РОΣΓΗΣΙΣ
КНΙΔΑΣΝΕΝΑ
ТЕΡΒΕΜΑΣΙΣΣΑΝΔΑ
ТЕΤΗΣΝΕΝΑΙΟΥΣ
ТЕΔΙΑΡΙΣ ΡΟΥ Α
ΠΟΛΥΚΛΕΙΤΟΣΝΕΝΑΜΩ
35 ΞΕΝΩΝΑΠΟΛΛΩΝΙΔΟΥ
ΡΩΣΡΥΜΕΡΙΣΕΤΑΣΙΟΣ
ΛΥΣΙΣΤΡΑΤΟΣΝΙΚΑΝΟΡΟΣ
ΙΛ-ΑΡΜΑΣΡΩΣ
М ΢ΕΠΙΚΡΑΤΟΥ
40 ΜΩ-ΑΛΗΣΡΩΝΔ
ΝΕΩΝΝΙΚΑΝΟΡΟΣ
ΝΙΚΑΝΩΡΕΠΙΚΡΑΤΟΥ

STONE III.

Ε
ΑΡΧΟΣΟΞΕΟΥΣ
45 ΟΛΙΣΤΡΟΚΟΑΡΒΑΣΙΟΣ
ΡΩΝΔΒΗΣΞΕΝΩΝΟΣ
ΡΩΝΙΡΥΜΕΡΙΣΕΘΑΣΙΟΣ
ΤΕΤΗΣΟΞΕΟΥΣ
ΜΩΞΡΩΣΓΗΣΙΟΣ
50 ΝΕΩΠΡΙΑΡΜΑ
ΜΑΡΩΛΑΣΟΗΣΑΙΟΣ

Line 28.—Or ΜΩΡ. Impossible to say how much, if anything, is lost at the end of these lines.

Lines 30, 32, 34.—Probably the same name: but the text is very doubtful, the stones being much decayed. My reading approximates to ΝΕΝΑΡΙΟΣ, Hogarth's to ΝΕΝΑΟΡΜΙΟΣ (cp. 72, on which we agree).

Line 34.—Or ΡΙΩ at end of line.

Line 36.—The variation of spelling in 36, 47, was carefully compared by me. Read ΘΕΥΑΣΙΟΣ. (So W.M.R. But the impression in 47 has ΟΕΤ, in 51 ΟΗΤ, E.L.H.)

Line 38.—ΡΩΣΑΡΜΑΣ may be correct: A several times was read in my first copy for Α: but compare 62.

Line 39.—Μ[Ο] Σ certainly, as in 49.

Line 45.—The impression certainly has ΠΡΟΚ, E.L.H.

Line 51.—The impression certainly has ΜΑΡΡ, E.L.H.
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Μούρρυε Νει...
'Ρωσχήττος...

30 Κνίδας Νευάμοιος
Τερβέματις Σαλίναδι
Τετής Νευάρ(ρ)ιοιο
Τεθλαρο [Δ][ρου][μ][τ][ρ][γ]οιος
Πολύκλαπος Νευσρ[ρ]ιοι

35 Ξημων 'Απολλανίδου
'Ρωζρύμερος 'Ογγαίταςος
Λυσσατατος Νικανορος
'I[α][γ]αμας 'Ρω(σ)[γ]ταςος
Μ[ο]ς 'Επικράτου

40 Μο(τ)μιλος 'Ροσθ[β]ίου
Νέος Νικανορος
Νικάνωρ 'Επικράτου

STONE III.

... Θ...

Δηλ[αρχος Οξέουν

45 'Ολλος Προσαιρβατιος
'Ρονδοβος Ξένωνος
'Ρωζρύμερος Οετάτιος
Τετής Βνέουν
Μάς 'Ρωσχήττος

50 Νέος 'Ρωξάρμα
Μαρρόλλας Οπτάτιος

Line 36.—See lines 47, 51. W. M. R. conjectures Θενάτιος.
ΤΕΤΗΣΟΞΕΟΥΣ
ΟΞΟΛΛΑΣΟΞΕΟΥΣ
ΠΑΠΑΣΔΗΛΙΑΡΧΟΥ
ΡΩΜΒΙΓΡΕΜΙΣΡΩΣΓΗΤΙΟΣ
ΠΑΡΑΣΡΟΥΝΙΣΡΩΜΝΑΜΙΟΣ
ΜΙΣΡΑΙΟΣΡΩΣΓΗΤΙΟΣ
ΚΟΜΩΝΡΩΜΝΑΜΙΟΣ
ΔΙΟΜΕΔΩΝΡΩΝΔΩΙΟΥ
ΤΡΟΚΟΜΒΙΓΡΕΜΙΣΝΗΝΙΟΣ
ΥΒΡΙΣΤΕΥΚΡΟΥ
ΣΗΝΟΦΑΝΗΣΑΣΑΡΜΑ
ΤΒΕΡΑΣΗΣΑΣΤΟΚΡΙΟΥ
ΨΩΣ///ΗΤΙΣΑΡΤΕΜΩΝΟΣ

STONE IV.

65

ΩΝΔΒΕΒΡΑΣΡΩΝΔΙΝΑΣΙΟΣ Β
ΝΤΙΠΑΤΡΙΟΣΤΑΡΚΥΜΒΙΟΥ
ΛΟΥΣΤΕΔΙΑΡΙΟΣ
ΣΑΣΤΕΔΙΑΡΙΟΣ
ΣΗΝΩΝΑΠΟΛΑΩΝΙΟΥ
70
ΟΞΗΙΣΤΕΤΕΟΥΣ
ΣΥΙΣΠΑΡΑΣΕΡΡΥΜΟΥ
ΟΝΙΑΣΝΕΝΛΟΡΜΙΟΣ
ΤΡΟΚΟΣΑΡΜΑΣΡΩΣΑΡΜΑ
ΟΠΡΑΜΙΣΙΣΝΗΝΙΟΣ
75
ΡΩΝΙΕΙΣΡΩΝΔΩΙΟΥ
ΓΙΑΛΙΣΤΕΔΙΑΡΙΟΣ
ΡΩΣΓΗΣΙΜΩΙΟΣ (sic)
ΡΩΝΔΒΗΣΑΠΟΛΑΩΝΙΟΥ Β
ΡΩΝΔΕΡΒΕΜΙΣΝΗΝΙΟΣ
80
ΡΩΝΔΙΝΕΣΙΣΡΩΝΔΒΕΡΡΑ
ΚΒΕΔΙΑΣΙΣΡΩΝΔΩΙΟΥ

Line 63, 64 should change places, so impression certainly, E.L.H.
Line 66.—Impression certainly ΑΤΡΟΣ, E.L.H.
Line 67.—ΚΛΟΥΣ.
Line 71.—Probably ΑΡΙΣ, W.M.R. But Σ...Σ certainly in squeez, E.L.H.
Line 72.— Probably ΟΝΙΑΣ.
Τετής Ὀξέους
Ὀξόλας Ὀξέους
Πιπάς Δηλιάρχου

55
Ρωμβύρρημας Ῥωσηγήτης
Παρασαρίνης Ῥωμάμοιος
Μίσραος Ῥωσηγήτης
Κόμων Ῥωμαμίος
Διμιήδων Ῥωμβίου

60
Τροκομβύρρημας Νήμιος
Τῆρις Τένκρατος
Ζηνοφώνης Ἀξάρμα
Ῥοισγήτης Ἀρτέμιονος
Τιθρασάτος Τόκριος

STONE IV.

65
Ῥωνδέβρας Ῥωνδεμίατος β.
Ἁρτέταπτως Τακρυμίβου
Κλαοὺς Τεδιάριος
Ζῶς Τεδιάριος
Ζήμων Ἀπολλώνιον

70
Ὀξής Τετέος
Σ... γ. Παρασαρρέων
(Ο)υιάς Νευλάμως
Τροκοζάρμας Ῥωζάρμα
Οπράμωςις Νήμιος

75
Ῥωνίας Ῥωνδβίου
Γίαλίς Τεδιάριος
Ῥωσηγήτως Μῶ[τρ]ος
Ῥωνδβίους Ἀπολλώνιον β.
Ῥωνδέβρας Νήμιος

80
Ῥωνδείνεις Ῥωνδέβρα
ΚΒΕΙΑΣΙΣ Ῥωνδβίου
ΕΡΜΟΚΡΑΤΗΣ ΣΗΝΟΦΑΝΟΥ
ΡΩΝΔΙΝΑΣΙΣΡΩΝΔΙΟΥ
ΜΩΣΜΙΚΥΡΟΥ
ΙΑΣΩΡΤΙΟΣ

Stone V.

/////ΚΙΜΩΣΧΟΜΑΣ/////ΙΟΥ
/////ΑΣΤΡΟΚΟΜΒΙΓΡΕΜΙΟΣ
/////ΟΠΡΑΜΩΣΙΣΤΕΥΚΡΟΥ
/////ΔΙΟΝΙΚΟΣΤΑΡΚΥΜΒΙΟΥ
ΠΛΩΣΟΛΙΟΣ
ΙΑΣΩΝΡΩΜΒΙΓΡΕΜΙΟΣ
ΤΕΥΚΡΟΣΥΒΡΙΟΣ
ΑΡΙΣΤΟΒΟΥΛΟΣΥΒΡΙΟΣ
ΝΕΝΙΚΑΜΙΔΙΣΡΩΜΒΙΓΡΕΜΙΟΣ
ΝΙΚΑΝΩΡΙΗΝΟΦΑΝΟΥ
ΑΝΤΙΓΕΝΗΣΡΩΝΔΙΕΡΑ
ΣΗΝΟΦΑΝΗΣΑΝΤΙΠΑΤΡΟΥ
ΕΡΜΙΠΠΟΣΤΕΒΕΡΑΣΗΤΑ
ΙΑΣΡΩΝΔΕΡΒΕΜΙΟΣ

/////ΟΛΥΚΛΕΙΤΟΣΟΞΕΟΥΣ
ΔΗΛΙΑΡΧΟΣΠΑΡΑ
ΚΛΕΑΓΟΡΩΣΓΟΡΓΙΟΥ
ΝΙΚΑΝΩΡΡΩΣΓΗΤΙΟΣ
ΚΛΟΥΣΜΩΤΟΣ
ΙΑΣΩΡΤΙΟΣ

Stone VI.

/////ΑΝΩΡΧ_ΙΡΟΧΡΑ
/////ΕΩΝΗΝΟΦΑΝΟΥ
ΠΑΡΑΣΕΡΡΥΜΟΣΡΩ/////ΒΕΜΙΟΣ
ΡΩΝΔΙΒΗΣΑΝΤΙΓΕΝΟΥ
ΜΕΝΕΔΗΜΟΔΙΟΜΕΔΟΝΤΟΣ

Line 86.—Impression /////ΑΟΥ, E.L.H.
Line 101.—Impression ΠΑΠΑ, E.L.H.
Line 102.—ΡΟΣ or ΡΩΣ; doubtful [o impression (E. L. H.).]
I. Emakrátis Zephyrínou
'Ωρανθέας Ρανθέινου
Μος Μικύρου

85
Ζάς Δόρτιος

STONE V.

... κύος Κομασ ... λον
ζής Τρακομβρέμιος
'Οπτίαμας Τεύκρου
Διόνυκος Ταρκυμβίου β.

90
Πλάς Θαύρως
'Iάσιον 'Ρωμβιγρέμος β.
Τεύκρος "Τήριος β.
'Αριστόβουλος "Τήριος
Νεκάμιδος (σί) 'Ρωμβερέμος

95
Νικάνωρ Ζεροφάνου β.
'Αρτενέης Ρανθέρρα β.
Ζεροφάνης Αντιπάτου β.
'Ερμηπτος Τέροπτηα
Ζάς 'Ρανθέρριος

100
Πολυελευτον 'Οξέους
Διηλιάρχος Παπά
Κλεάγορος (σί) Γοργίου
Νικάνωρ Ρασαγίτιος
Κλούς Μύτος

105
Διόυκος Διηλιάρχου
Ζάς Πάλλιος

STONE VI.

Νικάνωρ Χ(ση)ρακράτου
Κλέων Ζεροφάνου
Παρασέφρυμος Ρα[θέρ]βήμου

110
'Ρανθέρρα 'Αρτενέην β.
Μενδέμος Διομέδουνος
NEOTPLOEMOΣERMIMΠΤΟΥ
ΗΡΑΚΛΕΟΔΩΡΟΣΒΙΟΥ B
ΕΠΙΚΡΑΤΗΣΙΑΣΤΟΣ B

115
ΑΝΤΙΠΑΤΡΟΖΑΝΤΙΠΑΤΡΟΥ B
ΑΝΤΙΓΕΝΗΣΑΠΟΛΛΩΝΙΟΥ B
ΥΒΡΙΣΑΡΙΣΤΟΒΟΥΛΟΥ B
ΕΠΙΚΡΑΤΗΣΤΕΥΚΡΟΥΤΟΥΥΒΡΙΤΟΣ
ΣΗΝΟΦΑΝΤΟΣΜΙΣΙΟΣ B

120
ΔΙΟΣΚΟΥΡΙΔΗΣΕΡΜΙΠΠΟΥ
ΟΡΟΝΤΙΣΜΩΤΟΣ B?
ΤΑΥΡΙΣΚΟΣΝΙΚΟΛΑΟΥ B
ΔΑΣΑΣΙΔΑΣΤΟΣ
ΕΡΜΟΚΡΑΤΗΣΠΟΛΥΚΛΕΙΤΟΥ B
ΥΒΡΙΣΤΕΥΚΡΟΥ
ΔΙΟΚΛΗΣΠΟΛΕΜΩΝΟΣ

STONE VII.

ΌΡΑΣΕΑΣΕΡΜΟΚΡΑΤΟΥ B
ΕΡΜΟΚΡΑΤΗΣΤΕΥΚΡΟΥΤΟΥΥΒΡΙΤΟΣ B
ΔΙΟΜΗΔΗΣΕΡΜΟΚΡΑΤΟΥ

130
ΖΗΝΟΦΑΝΙΣΤΕΥΚΡΟΥ
ΚΛΕΩΝΕΡΝΙΜΠΠΟΥ B
ΙΑΣΩΝΕΡΝΟΓΕΝΟΥΣ B
ΕΡΜΟΦΑΝΤΟΣΝΙΚΑΝΟΡΟΣ B
ΚΛΕΩΝΙΔΙΟΜΗΔΟΥ
ΕΡΜΟΚΡΑΤΗΣΜΩΤΟΣ B
ΑΠΟΛΛΟΔΟΤΟΣΔΙΟΝΙΚΟΥ B
ΑΡΜΑΡΩΝΙΑΣΜΙΣΙΟΣ
ΚΛΕΩΝΙΔΙΟΣΚΟΥΡΙΔΟΥ
ΑΝΤΙ ΘΟΧΗΣΜΕΝΕΔΗΜΟΥ B
ΙΑΣΩ ΝΝΙΚΑΝΟ///ΟΣ
ΤΕΥΚΡΟΣΝΙΚΑΔΟΥ B

Line 113.—Perhaps BỊΩY.
Line 120.—B at end of line in impression, E.I.H.
Line 121.—Doubtful if B or mark in stone.
Line 127.—ὉΡΑΣ...
Line 137.—Impression Z, E.I.H.
Lines 139, 140.—N.H. Flaw in stone.
Νεοπτόλεμος Ἰερείπτου
Πρακλεόδωρος Βίλον β.
Ἐπικράτης Ζάτος β.

115
Ἀντίπατρος Ἀρτεμάτρου β.
Ἀρτεμάνθις Ἀπολλονίου β.
Τῆμις Ἀριστοβούλου β.
Ἐπικράτης Τεύκρου τοῦ Τῆμιτος
Ζηνοφάντος Μιάσος β.

120
Διοσκουρίδης Ἰερείπτου β.
Ὀράντης Μώτος β.
Ταυρίδος Νικόλαου β.
Δάξας Ζάτος
Ἐρμοκράτης Πολυκλείτου β.
Τῆμις Τεύκρου
Διοκλής Πολέμαρος

STONE VII.

(Θ)ρασίας Ἰεροκράτου β.
Ἐρμοκράτης Τεύκρου τοῦ Τῆμιτος β.
Διομήδης Ἐρμοκράτου

130
Ζηνοφάνης Τεύκρου
Κλέων Ἰερείπτου β.
Ἰάσων Ἐρμογέννη β.
Ἐρμοφάντος Νικάνορος β.
Κλέων Διομήδου

135
Ἐρμοκράτης Μώτου β.
Ἀπολλόδωτος Διονύκου β.
Ἀρμαρώφαν Μίσιον
Κλέως Διοσκουρίδου
Λεύκος Μενεδήμου β.

140
Ἰάσων Νικάνορος
Τεύκρου Νικάδου β.
TEUKROΣΔΙΟΚΑΣ///ΥΣ
ΔΙΟΜΗΔΙΣΔΙΟΝΙΚΟΥ
ΕΡΜΟΦΑΝΤΟΣΔΙΟΣΚΟΥΡΙΔΟΥ Β
ΕΡΜΙΠΠΟΣΛΑΚΡΑΤΟΥ

STONE VIII.

ΝΕ . . . ΙΟΜΗΔΟΥ
ΛΟΥ . . . ΣΔΡΥΜΑΡΙΟΥ Β
ΚΝΩΣΕΡΜΟΚΡΑΤΟΥ
ΔΙΟΝΙΚΟΣΕΥ///ΟΥΛΟΥ

150
ΑΡΙΣΥΒΡΡΙΟΣ
ΕΡΜΗΣΙΑΝΑΞΕΡΜΟΚΡΑΤΟΥ
ΕΡΜΟΚΡΑΤΗΣΕΓΙΚΡΑΤΟΥ
ΕΠΙΚΡΑΤΗΣΤΕΥΚΡΟΥ
ΔΙΟΣΚΟΥΡΙΔΗΣΑΠΟΛΛΟΔΟΤΟΥ

155
ΝΙΚΟΛΑΟΣΤΑΥΡΙΣΚΟΥ
ΕΡΜΟΦΑΝΤΟΣΕΡΜΟΦΑΝΤΟΥ

STONE IX.

ΖΗΝΟΦΑΝΤΟΣΕ . ΟΦΑΝΤΟΥ
ΔΙΟΣΚΟΥΡΙΔΗΣΕ///ΜΟΦΙΛΟΥ
ΔΗΜΑΡΧΟΣΤΕΥΚΡΟΥ Β

160
ΔΙΟΝΙΚΟΣΒΟΘΟΥ Β
ΕΠΙΚΡΑΤΗΣΑΠΟΛΛΟΔΟΤΟΥ
ΔΙΟΣΚΟΥΡΙΔΗΣΚΛΕΙΝΟΣ Β
ΤΕΥΚΡΟΣΠΑΤΟΥ
ΠΟΛΥΚΛΕΙΤΟΣΔΙΟΣΚΟΥΡΙΔΟΥ Β

165
ΑΡΧΕΛΑΟΣΑΡΧΕΛΑΟΥ

Lines 146, 147.—Probable number of letters lost indicated by dots.
Line 148.—B at the end of line in squeeze, E.L.H.
Line 150.—Name anciently erased after ΑΡΙΣ in squeeze, E.L.H.
Line 158.—Apparently P never engraved.
Line 159.—ΔΗΜ, W. M. R.; but certainly ΔΗΛ on squeeze, E.L.H.
Τέκκρος Διοκλέ[σ]αν
Διομήδης Διονίκου
'Ερμοφάντος Διοσκουρίδου β.
"Ερμυτπος Δακράτ(ο)ν

STONE VIII.

Νέ[ων Διομήδου
Λου...ς Δρυμαρίου β.
Κυώς "Ερμακράτου β.
Διόνικος Ε[β]ιθύλου
"Αρι"ς Τ[β]ρυτος
'Ερμοσιάναξ 'Ερμοκράτου
'Ερμοκράτης 'Επικράτου
'Επικράτης Τέκκρου
Διοσκουρίδης "Απολλοδότου
Νικόλαος Ταχύσκου
'Ερμοφάντος 'Ερμοφάντου

STONE IX.

Ζηροφάντος 'Εμ[μ]οφάντου
Διοσκουρίδης 'Εμ[μ]οφίλου
Δηλαρχός Τέκκρου β.

Διόνικος Βοήθου β.
'Επικράτης "Απολλοδότου
Διοσκουρίδης Κλεανος β.
Τέκκρος Πάπου
Πολέκειτος Διοσκουρίδου β.
'Αρχελάος 'Αρχελάον.
This list not only acquaints us with the characteristic names of the Cilician people, but may also, in the hands of a sound philologer, yield important data concerning their ethnic affinities. What is the purpose of the list, and what is its data? I should assign it to the Augustan age, in point of date. It is probably a list of contributors to the building of the temple,—although we should expect a cipher appended to each name to indicate the amount of the donation. It might also be a register of the men of Corycus who by birth were entitled to share in the sacra of the temple. Unhappily the uppermost stone, which contained the heading, is lost, and we are left to conjecture. The remains of the later entries, No. 26, seem to point to a list of contributors. In this case Β will signify two donations, and we must suppose all donors to have given the same fixed account. The list cannot be a catalogue of the priests of Olbian Zeus, as Mr. Bent at one time supposed: but there is no reason why the Archelaos of line 165 should not be the Ἀρχέλαιος of Strabo 671, the king of Cappadocia.

28. On the South or inner face of the same anta Mr. Bent found a number of names similarly inscribed, but evidently of rather later date. The inscriptions on the lower courses are evidently mere graffiti. For the upper course (a) I rely upon Mr. Hogarth's copy; but owing to the height above the eye, and the impossibility of taking a squeeze, the text is hardly certain. For the next two courses (b, c) I have deciphered Mr. Bent's excellent squeezes. For the graffiti below I follow the transcript of Mr. Hogarth.

(b)  
... Ν... ΣΔΙΟΣΚΟΥΡΙ
ΗΝΟΔΩΡΟΣ
ΕΠΙΚΡΑΤΟΥΣ
ΤΟΥΚΑΙΑΙΠΙΑ Β
ΚΑΤΥΛΛΟΣ
ΚΑΛΛΙΣΤΡΑΤΟΥ Β
ΠΑΙΔΙ... <ΥΙΙ
ΤΟΣΑΠΕ - ΑΗΣ Β
ΖΗΝΟΦΑΝΗΣ Β
ΟΚΑΙΡΨΗΛΟΣ
ΙΕΡΕΥΣΑΙΑΡΙΟΥ

(c)  
ΤΩΝΝΕΜΕΣΕΩΝ
ΔΗΜΗΤΡΙΟΣ
ΖΗΝΟΦΑΝΟΥΣ
ΔΙΟΓΕΝΗΣΟΚΑΙ
ΚΟΠΠΑΛΟΣΑΙΠΙΑ

Line 5 (c) — Second Π and Α dubious.
The list reads as follows:—

(a)  
M[...][ø]
καὶ Ἀπ[...]
Κατευλλος
'Επικράτων,
'Αθηναδότος
Ζηνοφάδιος.

(b)  
... v... φ Διοσκουρίδου,
... ηρώδειαθος
'Επικράτων
τοῦ καὶ Ἀππα[...]
Κατευλλος
Καλλιστράτου β,
Πο. Αλίκου (Κ)νη-
τός Ἀπ[...]
Ζηνοφάδιος β,
ὁ καὶ Ρωμύλος,
ἰερεὺς διὰ βλου
τῶν Νεμέατων,
Δημήτριος
Ζηνοφάδιος,
Διογένης ὁ καὶ
Κύππαλος (?)[...]
τῆς πόλεως β,
'Ιάσων Ζηνο-
φάδιου β.

(c)  
... β...
... λευτ β,
... οἰκιῶν
... λ[...]
... Αρ... ν[...]
... Ε[...][νχ...][φ]
... δ[...][φ][καὶ Πομπή][...]

(d)  
... ὁ καὶ... ε[...][καὶ Ζηνοφάδιος]
... π[...][καὶ χος][β]

The inscription here is illegible—D.G.II.
29. 'A long inscription running along the side of the cave, in one line; letters 6 in. high.' Copied by Mr. Bent; no squeeze.

30. 'On the inner wall of the temple of Zeus above the Cave, rudely scratched.' Mr. Bent's MS. copy; no squeeze taken.

31. 'On the coast, about five miles south of Ghorgan, at a spot called Chock-Oren; over the inscription is the sign of the cross.' From Mr. Bent's excellent impression. Published in C.I.G. 4480 from Beaufort's copy; but he omitted line 6, which reveals the name.
V.—Up the Lamos Gorge.

32. An aqueduct from the R. Lamos brought water to Eleneussa-Sebaste; its course can be traced for nearly ten miles. On one of the arches is the following inscription. No squeezes taken; copy only by Mr. Bent.

† ΕΓΕΝΕΤΟΤΟΟΕΡΓΟΝΤΟΥΤ
ΟΕΠΙΜΟΥΤΟΥΜΕΓΑΛΟΠΡΕΠ. ΚΟΜΣ. Π
ΑΤΡΟΣΕΝΙΝΔΙ ΑΙ

'Εγένετο τὸ ἐργόν τοῦτον ἐπὶ Ἰμος τοῦ μεγαλόπρεπος Κόμης Πατρος, ἐν Καρύκατος χίλιοι.

The date is given by mentioning the year of the induction, and by naming the pater of the city: see Bull. de Corr. Hell, v. 262. It is not earlier than 400 A.D.

33. Near the head of aqueduct: rock-cut figure with sword. At the side of relief is a much obliterated inscription. Copy only by Mr. Bent: another copy, after Langlois, is given by Le Bas-Waddington, No. 1470.

BENT. .................................................. ΑΓΕ .................................................. ΑΓΕ
NI. ........................................ IAΚ ........................................ N ................................ M
ΕΡΜΟΓΕΝ ........................................ ΕΡΜΟΓΕ ........................................ ΠΟΗ
ΩΝ ............................................. ........................................

Line 3: 'Ερμογένης.

34. Ascending the gorge you pass extensive ruins on left bank: the only inscription was cut on rock in good letters. Copy by Mr. Bent.

ΠΟΥ

S. 2
35. "To right and left of Lamos R. are many towns and fortresses. By a bridge, about fifteen miles from the mouth of river, are two stones facing opposite ways cut thus in large letters." Copy by Mr. Bent.

(a) 'Facing north; letters 1 ft. high.'

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{OP} \\
\text{ΠΡΕ} \\
\text{IP} < ΟΚΜ
\end{array}
\]

(b) 'Thirty feet distant, on a rock facing south.'

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{OP} \\
\text{ΠΡΕ} \\
\text{IP} < ΟΚΜ
\end{array}
\]

(c) 'On another rock near.'

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Ο} \\
\text{Ο}
\end{array}
\]

These must surely be boundary stones—δρ[α]ς, δρ[ας]. But the rest I cannot explain.

36. "From a town a little higher up the Lamos gorge, on the right-hand cliff: rock-cut figure with sword and lance, and inscription in shallow letters painted red." Mr. Bent's impression, which is very dim.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{ΟΣΔΑΝΒΑ} \\
\text{ΛΗΗ} \\
\text{ΑΣΚΗΤΟΝ} \\
\text{ΔΟΜΟΝΒΑ} \\
\text{Λ ΑΥΤΟ} \\
\text{Ε} \text{ΟΣ} \\
\text{ΣΕΛΙΣ}
\end{array}
\]

The letters are very difficult to read, but are of fairly good time, not later than the Christian era.

37. "Ruins of very large town on left bank (Tapourelu), with castles, temples, theatre, &c., overgrown with brushwood. Only one inscription found, over window of a Byzantine church; no squeeze possible." Copy by Mr. Bent.

+ΤΗΒΕΜΙΚΟΥΠΟΛΙΑΚΩΝΕΥΣ
ΑΜΕΝΟΚΤΗΝΕΥΧΗΝΑΠΕΔΩΚΕ

\[\text{T}\left(\text{ερ})\text{θεμις \ οι ιππ(δ)ιακων ευ(ξ)-}
\]
\[\text{αμενος την ευχην απεδωκε}.\]
88. ‘Village near this point, with fortress guarding a plain.’ Copy by Mr. Bent.

ΕΥΣΑΜΕΝΟΙΟΙΤΕΣΟΧΑ
ΡΕΣΑΔΕΛΦΟΙΟΙΟΙΑ
ΡΟΥΑΡΑΘΝΗΧΗΝ
ΑΠΕΔΩΚΕΝΤΩΝΩΝ
5 † ΚΟΝΩΝΕΙ †

There was a St. Conon martyred at Iconium under Aurelian; see Dict. of Christian Antiqu. s.v., and D. G. Hogarth, Devia Cyprus, pp. 13, 14, where this saint is named.

39. ‘Ruins a little inland from Lamos River, at spot called Settò Gul: no squeeze.’ Copy by Mr. Bent.

ΜΑΚΤΟΝΕΑΥΤΗΣΚΑΝ
ΔΡΑΜΝΗΜΧΧΑΡΙΝ
ΤΕΧΝΟΡΑΣΟΥ

40. ‘Ezbeği: further up the Lamos valley. In relief a soldier with lance at his side. The letters are large and clear, and painted with red.’ From impression.

ΕΤΡΑΤΩ
ΝΕΤΡΑΤΩ
ΝΑΤΟΝΥ
ΟΝΝΗΜΧΗ
5 ΧΑΡΙΝ

41. ‘Mara. Near source of Lamos, high up in mountains on frontier of Karamania: extensive ruins, in acropolis of which many coins of Olba have been found. Only one inscription, on a late tomb: no squeeze taken.’ Copy by Mr. Bent. Given by Sterrett, Wolfe Expedition No. 2.

BENT.

ΑΙΛΙΟΣΒΙΑΝΩ
ΤΟΥΕΤΡΑΝΟ
ΑΛΙΑΙ
ΤΕΥΕ
5 ΕΠΟΙΗΣΕ

STERRETT.

ΑΙΛΙΟΣΒΙΑΝΩ
ΤΟΥΕΤΡΑΝΟ
ΑΛΙΑΙ
ΤΕΥΕ
5 ΕΠΟΙΗΣΕ

Αλία Βιάνω-
ρ ουετρανός
άμα Αλίανή
τυ συβι[βι]
5 Εποίησε.

The name Beano is not uncommon in these parts, see Sterrett, ib. Nos. 240, 328.
VI.—FURTHER INLAND: JAMBALII.

42. 'Jambazli: extensive ruins, but yielding only three poor inscriptions. On a late stele, the following inscription running along the top and sides, round male bust.' From Mr. Bent's copy and partial squeeze.

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{ΑΙΝΓΟΛΙΟΣΕΡΜΑΙΟΥ} & \text{ΑΡΚIΩ} \\
\text{ΑΥΤΟΣ} & \text{ΕΠΟΙ} & \text{ΝΙΝ} \\
\text{ΗΓΙΡΗ} & \text{ΕΠ} & \text{ΤΩΝ} \\
\text{ΒΩΜΟΝ} & \text{ΜΟ} & \text{ΕΙ} & \text{ΥΕΟΝ} \\
\text{ΜΝ} & \text{ΦΙ} \\
\text{ΑΣ} & \text{ΛΟΣ} \\
\text{ΧΑ} \\
\text{ΡΙΝ} \\
\end{array}
\]

Αίγολος ἔρματος [Τ]ίτρων τοι δε(ι)όν· αὐτὸς ἡγίρη βομών µι[εὶ]ας χάριν. Ἐρμάφιλος ἐποίει.

43. 'Jambazli: circular stele built into a well; no squeeze taken.' Copy by Mr. Bent.

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{ΜΑΥΡ} & \text{Μ. Ἀδρ.} \\
\text{ΑΙΝΓΟΛΑΙΣΙΟ} & \text{Αίγολος Διο-} \\
\text{ΓΕΝΟΥΣΙΑΝΑ} & \text{γένος Ναῦ Δω-} \\
\text{ΚΡΑΤΟΥΣΤΗΝ} & \text{κράτος τῆν} \\
\text{5} & \text{ἐαυτὸ ἵναι-} \\
\text{ΕΛΙΤΟΥΚΥΝΑΙ} & \text{κα µήνῃς} \\
\text{ΚΑΜΝΗΜΗΣ} & \text{χάριν.} \\
\text{ΧΑΡΙΝ} \\
\end{array}
\]

44. 'Jambazli: stuck into a well; probably taken from one of two fine heroa just above.' Copied by Mr. Bent.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{ΣΑΒΙΝΟΣΑ ΑΓΙΟΥΡΨΩΝ} \\
\text{Possibly: Σαβίνος Ἄδω (τή) ἵρων. The name Ἄδω is not impossible.}
\end{array}
\]

VII.—OURA (OLBA) AND UZUNJABURDJ.

45. 'On large square fortress at Uzunjaburdji.' From a good impression which was taken with difficulty on a ladder. The letters are well preserved, and are 3½ in. in height. Lower down on the fortress, carefully cut and surrounded by an oblong frame or border is a horizontal club, the Olban symbol.
The letters are quite certain, and are at least as early as 100 B.C.

46. 'Uzunjaburdj: running along wall of the same fortress, and too high to take a squeeze; letters late, but well and deeply cut.' Copy of Mr. Bent corrected from copy by Mr. Hogarth.

ΕΠΙΠΕΤΡΩΝΙΟΥΦΑΥ…ΕΙΝΟΥΤΟΥΛΑΑΠΡΩΤΑΤΟΥΥΠΑΤΙΚΟΥΚΑΙΚΤΙΣΤΟΥ

'Επί Πετρωνίου Φαυ[στ]ινού τοῦ λαπροτατοῦ ὑπάτειοῦ καὶ κτίστου.

47. 'On a large square fortress at Uzunjaburdj, too high to take a squeeze.' Copy by Mr. Bent.

ΛΟΠΙΣΤΕΥΟΝΤΟΣ ΠΑΠΙΑΚΑΠΕΤΩΛΕΙΝΟΥΤΟΥΚΡΑΤΙΣΤΟΥ

Λοπίστιτεύοντος Παπία Καπετωλεῖνον τοῦ κρατίστου.

Compare the following document,

48. 'On the same level as the preceding: no squeeze taken.' Copy by Mr. Bent.

ΕΡΓΕΠΟΠΤΟΥΛΑΤΩΝΤΟΥ
ΤΩΝΕΙΝΟΥΣΕΚΟΥΝ
ΔΟΥΤΟΥΚΡΑΤΙΚΟΥ

'Εργεπόπτου τῶν Εινούσεκούν τοῦ κρατικοῦ.

These three last documents date the repair of this fortress at a later period.

49. 'Uzunjaburdj: found built into the wall of a Yourook's cottage.' Impression by Mr. Bent.

ΔΑΙ ΟΝΑΙΟΛΟΝΕΝΤΙΠΥΡΗ
ΧΡΥΣΟΣΟΝΑΧΡΑΝΤΩΘΗΚ
ΜΟΤΙΔΙΣΤΕΥΡΟΙΟΣΥΔΩ
ΟΠΛΙΣΕΙΣ ΙΤΟΥΔΕΚΑΤΑΝ*
Inscribed in letters of good style, with iota adscriptum: the bar of Θ does not quite touch the circle. I should incline to assign the inscription to the first century B.C. If Ξάθη is rightly restored in line 1 (and I can think of nothing else), I should take the dedication to made by some Cilician of mark who had assisted in the pillage and burning of Xanthus by Brutus, B.C. 43 (Appian, Bell. Civ. iv. 18, foll.). The endings of the lines are merely suggested metri gradie.

50. "Uzunaburdij: façade with five elegant columns, and inscription running along the architrave; the last stone overturned. Letters about a foot high, all in one line; no squeeze possible." From Mr. Bent's MS. corrected from a copy by Mr. Ramsay.

ΟΠΠΟΣΟΒΡΙΜΟΥΚΑΪΚΥΡΙΑΛΕΩΝΙΔΟΥΓΥΝΟΠΠΙΟΥΤΟΥΤΟΥΧΑΙΟΝΤΗΠΟΛΕΙ
"Οππος Ὀβρίμου και Κυρία Λεωνίδου ἐ γυνή Ὀππίου το Τυχαίον τῇ πόλει.
Apparently of the first century A.D.

51. "Block of entablature, Uzunaburdi." from copy communicated to me by Prof. W. M. Ramsay.

ΙΑΝΟΥΠΑΡΘΙ
ΑΙΑΝΟΝΑΔΡΙ

Αὐτοκράτορα Καίσαρα, θεοῦ Τραϊανοῦ Παρθι[κόι
νεόν, θεοῦ Νεροῦ νεόν, Τραϊανοῦ Ἀδρι[ανοῦ κ.τ.λ.

52. "Uzunaburdij: from ornamental border of the proscenium of theatre badly engraved letters, 6 in. high." No squeeze; copy by Mr. Bent.

ΙΝΕΙΝΩΜΕΒΑΡΜΕΝΙΑΚΩ
ΒΑΡΜΕΝΙΑΚΩ

Αὐτοκράτορι Καίσαρι Μ. Ἀδρ. Ἀντ[ι]υνοῦ Σεβ. Ἀρμενιακῷ
Αὐτοκράτορι Καίσαρι Α. Λίπ. Βήροι Σεβ. Ἀρμενιακῷ.

The date is within A.D. 164–165.
53. "On a base beside No. 56." Copy communicated by Prof. Ramsay.

ΣΩ
ΑΡΠΩ
ΛΝΟΣ
ΙΕΙΝΟΣ
ΙΣ
ΟΥΡΓΩΣ

Διονύσιος
πολυκάρπος
Απτιανός
Αντεύφεος
δή
δημιουργός.

Compare No. 55; and, for δημιουργός, see also the inscription from Hierapolis-Castabala, *Hell. Journal*, xi. (1890), p. 248.

54. "Uzunjaburdj : on a bracket on a column. Compare the brackets on rows of columns at Pompeipolis and Hieropolis." A good woodcut of one of these brackets from Pompeipolis (carved in one piece with the drum) may be seen in Davis' *Asiatic Turkey*, p. 23. The inscription is complete on the right, but broken on left. The copy below is by Mr. Ramsay.

ἈΜΥΝΤΑ
ΜΟΝΑΚΑΙ
ΑΡΕ///

.......

Ἀμύντα
τὸν ἡγεμόνα καὶ
κτιστηρὶ ἄρει
[ἐγκα.]

55. "Among the ruins at Uzunjaburdj." Copy communicated by Prof. Ramsay.

ΗΠΟΛΗΣ
ΠΟΛΑΙΩΝΤΙΒΕΡΙ
ΟΝΚΙΝΤΥΛΛΙΑΝ
ΑΠΠΙΑΝΟΝΑΝΤΚ
5 ΝΕΙΝΟΝΤ...
ΔΗΜΙΟΥΡΡ

Πολίς
Πολιος Τιμήτης
Κυριακίας
Ἀππιανὸν Ἀρτ(ω)-
νεὸν τὸν δή
δημιουργόν.

Compare No. 53.

56. "Square stone which had supported a statue; at Uzunjaburdj : no squeeze." Copy only.

ΜΑΥΡΠΑΠΕΙΡΙΑΝΟΝ
ΤΟΝΚΑΙΑΜΑΧΙΝ
ΙΕΡΕΑΔΙΩΝΥΣΟΥ
ΤΟΝΥΙΟΝΟΥΚΙΟΛΟ

Μ. Ἀθρ. Παπαρίμαθος
τὸν καὶ Ἀμαχὼν,
ἴερα διώνυσιον,
τὸν νῦν τοῦ ἄξιολο-
5. ΕΓΩΤΑΤΟΥΑΘΗΝΟ
ΔΩΡΟΥΟΕΤΑΙΡΟΣ
ΗΡΑΚΛΑΣΤΟΥΓΝΗ
ΣΙΩΤΑΤΟΥΦΙΛΟΥ

We expect φίλον, but the writer has either been confused by the preceding genitives or else he intends the genitive to depend on έταιρος.

57. 'Round the exterior of the apse of a church, Olba.' From a copy by Mr. Bent, supplemented by a copy communicated by Prof. Ramsay.

†ΕΠΙΠΩΛΑΝΟΥΛΟΝΤΙΟΥΤΟΥΚΑΡΙΩΤΑΤΟΥΗΜΩΝΕΠΙΚΟΠΟΥΕΓΕΝΕΤΟ
ΤΟΕΡΓΟΝΤΟΥΤΟ
†ΕΡΓΩΝΟΣΤΕΦΑΝΟΥΛΟΥΚΑ†

†'Επι Ιωάννου Λητολού τοῦ μακροωντού ἡμῶν ἐπισκόπου ἐγένετο
to έργον τούτο.
†'Εργον Στεφάνου Λουκᾶ.

58. 'Broken stone built into a wall at Uzanjaburd.' From good impression by Mr. Bent and copy by Messrs. Ramsay and Headlam.

ΤΕΡΒΕΒΑΣΙΣΤΕΙΔΙΝΙΟΣ
ΠΛΑΤΑΝΈ ΣΚΑΙΛΙΟΥΣΗΓΝΗ
ΤΕΥΚΡΥ ΥΝΤΟΝΕΝΤΩΝΥΙΟΝ
ἈΝΛΡΑΓΑΘΙΑΣ

Τερβέβασις: Τείδωνιος | Πλατανέ[ίς καὶ Δλούς ἡ γυνή | Τευκρ[έ]ν
tον έστων νιόν, | ανδραγαθίας.

There is some doubt about the 8th letter in line 1, which may be Ε; and about the third of line 2. All the other letters are quite certain, so far as they are given in the uncial text. Πλατανές points to a deme of Olba; hardly to Platanes in Bithynia (Ramsay, Historical Geography, p. 65).

59. 'Tomb in valley at Uzanjaburd.' From impression made by Mr. Bent, and a MS. copy communicated later by Messrs. Headlam and Hogarth; the latter add that the tomb stands on the W. side of gorge, by the Sacra Via.'
INScriptions FROM WESTERN CILICIA.

'Αππιανὸς Μηνά καὶ 'Αβα 'Αππιανὸς ἡ γυνὴ αὐτῶν ἐνοπλίζομεν τοὺς οἰδραίους θεοὺς καὶ τοὺς καταξθοῦνός ὡς τὸ μεθ' ὦμας καὶ γρανίς ἡμῶν μέχρι τέκνων Κακάμοου ἔσον εἶναι τεθηρέον ἐν ταύτῃ τῇ σοφίᾳ δε δ' ἄν τοις μὴ ἐνευθέουσῃ ἔξει πάντα τὰ δίκαια καὶ τὰς στυγερὰς Ἑρεμίας.

For the Furics, see Hell. Journal, xi. (1890) p. 239. The inscriptions are even more common that are commonly met with on Cilician tombs. The word κεφαλομένος occurs frequently in this connexion in Mr. Sterrett's tombstones (Epigraphical Journey, Nos. 28-30, &c.).

60. 'At 'Uṣuna'barārū: on E. side of gorge by Sacra Via.' This and the following epitaphs are given from a MS. copy communicated by Mons. Headlam and Hogarth. They may be compared with the similar group of Christian tombstones from Cilicia in C.I.G. 9155 foll.

+ ΘΗΚΗΚΟΝ ... ΕΥΡΕΝΙΟΥΣΥΛΙΚΑΙΡΙΟΥΚΑΤΑΕΠΡΩΠΙΝ +

+ Θήκη Κοῦ[νον] Εν[γ]ενίου, Ξυλικαρίου κατὰ ἐπὶ(τ)ποτίν +.

61. Same place: see No. 60.

+ Βηκιποπρενοντεκαϊεια. Τ ... 

+ Θήκη Παρθένον τη και Ελα ... 

Probably the second word was intended for a possessive.
62. Same place: see No. 60.

+ ΘΗΚΗΚΨΙΑΚΨΙΝΚΣ
    ΔΙΑΡΙΣΕΡΓΙΟΥ
    ΤΟΥ ΤΗΚΝΟ
    ΑΤΤΥ

+ Θηκη Κυριακ(ο)β κε
    Σεργιου
    του τηκνον
    (α)ττυ (= αυτου).)

63. Same place: see No. 60.

+ ΘΗΚΗΝΑΡΕΑ
    ΑΒΙΒΑΣΤΟΝ
    ΑΥΤΥΤΕΚΝΟΝ +

+ Θηκη Ναρεά
    Αβιβαστον
    αυτου τηκνον +

64. Same place: see No. 60.

+ ΘΗΟΕΩΡΙΟΥ
    ΠΡΟΜΑΧΙΟ +

+ Θη(κη) Εωριου
    Προμαχιον.

65. Same place: see No. 60.

+ ΢ΩΜΑΣΟΓΗΗ
    ΠΑΛΟΥΒΑΕΙΛΙΑ
    ΤΑΤΙΑΝΗ, ΤΩΝ
    ΑΥΤΙΤΕΚΝΟΝ +

+ Σωματοθηη
    Παλου, Βασιλιας,
    Τατιανη, των
    αυτης τηκνο.

66. Same place: see No. 60.

+ ΘΗΚΕΙΔΙΑ
    ΦΕΡΟΥΕΑΓΗΝΑΔΙΟΥ
    ΚΑΙΤΟΝΑΥΤΩ
    ΤΕΚΝΟΝ +

+ Θηκει δια-
    φερου(σ)α Γενναδιου
    και τ(θ)μ αυτου
    τ(ς)κου(ω)ν +.

67. Same place: see No. 60.

+ ΜΝΗΜΑΔΙΑΦΕΡΟΝΤΑ
+ ΚΩΝΟΝΟΣΥΙΟΣ +
+ ΣΑΝΔΑΝΕΑΚΑ

+ Μνημα διαφεροντα.
+ Κωνονος νιος +
+ Σανδανεακα.
68. Same place: see No. 60.

ΤΟΠΙΝΑΝΑΤΟΛΙΟΥ
ΕΤΥΧΙΟΥ

Τόπων Ἀνατολίου
Εὐτυχίου.

69. Same place: on W. side of Via Sacra. See on No. 60.

ΜΑΧΡΔΕΙΟ
ΦΑΝΤΟϹ
ΑΓΑΘΗΜΕ
ΡΟΥΤΕΚΡ
ΟΧΑΝΙΜΗϹ
ΧΑΡΙΝ

Μ. Ἀφρ. Δειό-
φαντος
Ἀγαθημέ-
ρος Τεύκ-
ρως μνήμης
χάριν.

70. 'In the same gorge; about 1 mile to the S. on W. side.' See on No. 60.

ΜΝΗΜΙΟΝΔΑΥΡΗ
ΛΙΩΝΖΩΙΟΥ
ΚΑΙΔΙΟΓΕΝΟΥϹ
ΙΟΥΑΕΩΝ

Μνήμεων Μ. Ἀφρ.-
Χίων Ζωίου
καὶ Διογένως,
Ιούδεων.

71. 'On the aqueduct at Oura, which spans the valley; too high up to take squeeze, except of the words ΟΛΒΕΒΝΗΠΟΛΙϹ. The inscription is 20 feet long, and the outer stones are obliterated. Besides this squeeze, I have Mr. Bent's MS. copy, and a still fuller copy made by Mr. Ramsay. The letters are 3½ in. high.

AY
 sorter
CARIACET
PERT
PABIKWADABHNIKWTAIPHK
KAI
RATOPIIKAIAPIMAYPHAINANTWNEIN
erasure
KAIOYAI

5 ἌΗ
ΚΑΣΤΡΩΝ ΟΛΒΕΒΝΗΠΟΛΙϹ
ΗΕΤΟΥΤΑΓΟΙΚΑΙΑΙΟΡΧΡ
ΤΑΑ...ΤΕΕ...ΗΝ...
ΟΙΡΑΚΛΕΙΔΙ
ΑΦΛ
Τ.Ν.ΟΙ
ANTI

The foregoing text is from Mr. Ramsay's MS. He notes further: 'In line 7 my earlier copy has EICINTW ΛΟΠΑΚΛΕΙΔΙ. It was taken by me in the evening at close inspection; the copy here given was taken by Hogarth and myself next morning with a glass.'
72. 'Built into wall of tower above aqueduct of Oura.' From impression and MS. copy by Mr. Bent.

\[\text{ΕΡΜΟΙΝΝΕΑΝΙΑΝΑΜΕ}
\text{ΠΤΩΝΜΗΝΑΣΚΑΙΓΓΟΛΙΟΣ}
\text{ΤΟΥΑΠΕΠΑΛΟΥΟΠΑΤΗΡ}
\text{ΜΧΝΗΜΗΣ ΧΑΡΙΝ}
\]

'Ερμο(ν)υ νεανιαν αδε(μ)-
πτον Μπάν Λύγγολος
τού 'Απελλού κ η πατήρ
μηνήμχ χάριν.

73. 'Oura: wall of later fort. On a round column or stele.' From a copy and impression. The inscription is complete, and letters quite clear and well engraved.

\[\text{ΠΑΡΘΕΝΟΝ}
\text{ΟΙΓΟΝ}
\]

The meaning is obscure: perhaps a funeral monument to a virgin named Oigos.

VIII.—MEIDAN.

74. 'Ruins of Meidan, six or eight miles west of Uzunjaburdj, and just to right of the Seleukeh and Karanian road: very extensive and fine polygonal towers, but no inscription, only an ornamented circle enclosing the club of Olba. But on a solitary column, about half an hour from Meidan, was inscribed the following: it was too high up to make a squeeze.' Copy by Mr. Bent.
INSCRIPTIONS FROM WESTERN CILICIA.

75. 'Opposite side of Meidan, up deep valley, inscribed on a rock in clear letters painted red. By the side of the inscription is carved the figure of a man with arms.' From an excellent impression by Mr. Bent.

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{ΔΙΩΔΩ} & \quad \text{Διόδω|ρος Ἐρμ} | σε\text{σεως ὑπό \ Ταύ} | \\
\text{ΡΟΕ(ΡΟ)} & \quad \text{κόλεις | ΜοΘραμμένοι} \text{ιεραι|σάμευς|υὶ} \text{Ἐρ} | \\
\text{ΑΡΒΑ} & \quad \text{μεῖ| τὸ} \text{σφῆν} | \text{λαίων | καὶ τῶν | Ἐρμ} | \\
\text{ΣΕΛΕ} & \quad \text{ἐνθῇ|καὶ εἰ} \text{τῶν|λαίων}. \\
\text{ΚΑΙΤΟΥ} & \\
\text{ΚΟΛΕΙ} & \\
\text{ΜΟΟΡΜ(Ι)} & \\
\text{ΟΣΙΕΡΑ} & \\
\text{ΣΑΜΕΝ} & \\
\text{ΟΙΕΡΜΕΙ} & \text{I have bracketed in the uncial text those letters which are doubtful in the impression.} \\
\text{TΟΟΠΗ} & \\
\text{ΛΑΙΟΝ} & \\
\text{ΚΑΙΤΟΝ} & \\
\text{ΕΡΜΗΝ} & \\
\text{ΑΝΕΒΗ} & \\
\text{ΚΑΝΕΚΤΩ} & \\
\text{ΝΙΔΙΩΝ} & \\
\end{align*} \]

IX—MILLIARIA FROM THE DISTRICT NEAR ÖLBA.

I am indebted to Mr. Ramsay for the following memoranda of the Roman milestones of the district, which will form a valuable appendix to this paper.

76. '1½ miles from Uzunjaburdj, ½ mile from Oura, column in valley by road side.'
INSCRIPTIONS FROM WESTERN CILICIA.

IMP(erator) Caes(ar)
L. Sc[ptimus
S[everus Fius
Pertinax Aug(ustus)
M. A]ureliu[s
Anton[ius Caesar
Imp(erator) desig(natus).

M(illia) P(assuum) V.

The titles of Severus fix the date to A.D. 197; the titles of Caracalla fix it to 197 or the first months of 198.

77. 'Beside the last. It could all be read, with time.'

ARI

78. 'Beside the last, on the opposite side of the road.'

ΔΑΝΝ
MAXIMIANO
MAXIMIANO
INVICTISAVGG

5
ETMAXIMINO
ETCONSTANTINO

BJUSSIMIS ΔΔΑ

8///I\IS

IMPX
COS., PP

M(illia) P(assuum) II

Towards the bottom right-hand corner is seen the relic of a previous inscription of a similar kind, of which the dating (says Mr. Ramsay) points to A.D. 198.

79. 'Milestones on the road from Korykos to Jambazli, Olba, Koropissos, and Laranda.'

'First; group of several milliaria, at original position, but all fallen. One has the numeral inscribed very large.'

A

'Second; group, one standing in its original position, not legible after sunset except these letters':

PIO
"Third, not observed."

"Fourth, a group: one has the following:

\[ \text{Imp Cae} \text{SARLSEPTIMIVS} \]
\[ \text{Sever} \text{SPIVSPTINAX} \]
\[ \text{Aug} \text{ARABADIABPM} \]
\[ \text{trib} \text{POTVIMPVIII} \]
\[ \text{Cos} \text{JIPROCPPETM} \]
\[ \text{AureliusANTONINVS} \]
\[ \text{CaesarIMPDESIG} \]
\[ \text{Imp Caes} \text{MARCOAVRE} \]
\[ \text{lin} \text{ANTONINOPIO} \]
\[ \text{ET} \]
\[ \Delta \]

Line 1. The date is A.D. 197. — E. L. H.

"Several other groups of stones were observed between the last and Jambazli: thence to Oura we did not touch the line of the road. Between Oura and the bierun the road is still quite distinct, and the group of stones described above (Nos. 76-78) belongs to this point. Between Uzunbabaudj and Maghra we followed it for about five miles, and found milestones (all illegible or buried) every fifteen minutes. In all cases our time between each group of stones was within a fraction of a minute of fifteen minutes."

E. L. Hicks.
ON THE ANCIENT HECATOMPEDON WHICH OCCUPIED THE SITE OF THE PARTHENON ON THE ACROPOLIS OF ATHENS.

[Plates XVI.—XVIII.]

Amongst the many interesting discoveries made in the excavations carried on chiefly during the year 1889 between the Parthenon and the citadel wall were two inscriptions which were put together by Herr Lolling and published in the Athenae for 1890. These show that a temple named the Hecatompedon existed at Athens previous to the Persian invasion. It is the object of this article to show that this Hecatompedon occupied the same site as the present Parthenon.

Previous to the discovery by Dr. Dörpfeld of the site of the great archaic temple between the Erechtheum and the Parthenon, and the views which he has propounded with respect to its theoretical restoration, every archaeologist was disposed to agree with Col. Leake that an earlier Parthenon had existed—and must have supposed that the sub-basement on the south side of the Parthenon and the entablatures which are so well known to visitors to Athens, which have been built into the north wall of the Acropolis, originally belonged to each other; and I propose in the first instance to endeavour to show what a high probability there is for the correctness of this view, and afterwards to discuss the newer theory both in its bearings on the substructure of the Parthenon and on such of the extant remains as undoubtedly belonged to the archaic temple itself.

Firstly we may consider what historical, epigraphical or architectural evidence there may be bearing on the question. Of the first there seems to be very little, and what there is, limited to the fact that Herodotus when describing the storming of the Acropolis by the Persians speaks only of one temple. This however we must reduce somewhat in its application, as we now know that there must have been at that time many smaller sacred edifices of which fragments have been recovered, and indeed the earlier Erechtheum is in a subsequent passage referred to by Herodotus himself; but we may at any rate accept the statement as demonstrating that there was only one great and preeminent temple. There is also the well known passage in Hecyridus which states that the Parthenon was 50 feet longer than its predecessor. As
ON THE ANCIENT HECATOMPEDON

respects inscriptions, which are tolerably numerous, they appear, with the exception at least of those relating to the completion of the Erechtheum, to be all Treasury documents, and it seems to be established by these and some other records that the opisthodomus of the archaic temple was used for secular purposes till a period at least as late as 406 B.C. Still it is only an indirect light that they throw upon the question.

The architectural evidence however is tolerably abundant. We have first the means of recovering the exact extent of the stylobate of the archaic temple and the width of the stylobate itself on the flank. The data also upon which the following Hecatompedon theory is based are preserved on the substructions of the Parthenon in a condition admitting of exact measurement, viz. the dimensions measured from the south-west corner and taken along the channels of the panelled course, 340 feet below the great marble steps, and extending 104255 from north to south and 231481 from west to east. These measurements are assumed as giving the size of the terrace or podium of the temple as it stood before it was extended in both directions to support the present Parthenon.

Then we have a great many fragments, 

_ disjecta membra_ of temples, some and the most important of which are the objects of the rival claims. Prominent amongst these are the two conspicuous groups of entablatures consisting of architrave, frieze and cornice built into the north wall of the Acropolis. These stones, whilst agreeing well amongst themselves in the two groups, give different measures of length for the columnations deduced from them. The cornice top of the longer variety is flat and that of the shorter sloping; showing that the latter occupied the flanks of the temple as its upper surface exhibits the slope of the roof. In height and all details except that of length they are identical and therefore belonged to the same temple. The material is poros stone with the exception of the metopes which are of marble. The mean length obtained from three stones of the front architraves is 13·208 and that of the flank from four stones 12·561. These must be close approximations to the columnations (axovite) on the front and flank respectively.

Built into the north wall of the Acropolis about 200 feet eastwards of the last-mentioned are remains of marble steps suitable for a large temple: and there are some unfinished marble drums of columns, twenty-six in number, but these latter cannot be associated with the poros stone entablatures. There is also a three-facia moulding of stone identical with a course which may be seen on the top of the sub-basement wall of the Parthenon, but which seems there to have been shifted from its original position and reduced in thickness in adapting it to the newer temple. Under a broken portion of

---

1 As respects the _eikáma tò eis tò Ἑσπαρτικόν_ of the inscription published in the Ἀκρόπολις, 1890, p. 97, I conclude that these were store chambers built subsequently to its first foundation within the Naos of the Hecatompedon.

2 As it bears a certain resemblance to a step, it may have been taken from one of the lower steps of the temple which preceded the Parthenon, but the position I should assign to it would be the coping of the sub-basement wall on which it may have carried some kind of parget.
the stylobate of the present structure one of these stones may also be seen used as foundation for the inner part of the stylobate. There are also built into the north wall a number of blocks of poros stone which it is reasonable to suppose originally formed part of the cela walls.

Built into the Cimonium or south wall of the Acropolis may be seen other fragments, amongst which is a marble lion’s head which, if (as may be fairly presumed from existing remains) the cymatium of the temple we are considering was of that material, may have very fitly formed its termination at one of the angles; and there are some large poros stone blocks which judging from the suitableness of their length and height may also have belonged to the same temple.

The recent excavations on the Acropolis which laid bare the internal face of the citadel wall also produced some very important fragments, many of which must evidently be referred to the same building as the entablatures. The principal recoveries were some large poros stone capitals of a type very similar to the capitals of the temple of Jupiter at Olympia, sufficiently well preserved to determine the upper diameters of the columns which supported them. There were four varieties as regards diameter but of similar character in other respects, so that it is reasonable to consider them as originally in juxtaposition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total depth of capital</th>
<th>Breadth of abacus</th>
<th>Full diameter at working</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>including abacus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.380</td>
<td>7.700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>about 3.430</td>
<td>broken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.430</td>
<td>7.080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.730</td>
<td>about 4.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Variations to this extent may be fully expected in the same temple and we may properly assign the first to the front, the second to the flank, the third to the pronaos or posticum, and the last to the interior order of the naos. There were also some poros stone drums of size and character suitable to the corresponding columns. One of these in remarkably good preservation with the contour of its flutes beautifully worked showed a full diameter of 5'811 ft. The capitals and drums retained portions of the fine stucco with which they had been coated and for the most part exhibited traces of the action of fire.

The marble drums referred to seem to have been prepared for an order considerably larger than the poros stone remains. Their probable destination will be mentioned further on. One point however connected with these and some other of the fragments is material to the question before us on the question of when they were inserted in the citadel wall. This seems to be exactly in accordance with the words of Thucydides i. 98.

"ὅθεν ἡ οἰκοδομία ἐτε καὶ ἐνν' ἑστὶν ὅτι κατὰ σπονδήν ἐγένετο· οἱ γὰρ θερμοὺς ποντών λίθων ὑπόκεινται καὶ αὐτὸς ἀνειργάσμενον ἑστὶν ἣ ἀλλ' ἦς ἑκαστὸν ποιεῖ τροφόφορον πολλαὶ τε στὴλαι ἀπὸ σημάτων καὶ λιθοὶ εἰργασμενοί ἐγκατελέγησαν."
The passage would by itself be conclusive as to the time when these drums of columns and the poros stone capitals were built into the wall, viz by the orders of Themistocles on the occasion referred to in the above passage, but for the fact that Thucydides is primarily speaking of the city walls; but it seems very unreasonable to except the walls of the Acropolis from the statement, especially as the particular courses in which these remains are used were evidently both inside and out built up hurriedly and they occur exactly in that portion of the citadel where it had been proved to be most accessible. In the remains of the walls of Themistocles near the Dipylon gate it is to be observed a curious and interesting converse of the construction of the citadel wall we are speaking of. At the base of the former are two courses of beautifully finished polygonal walling, whilst the upper courses are built in a more hurried manner and contain various borrowed blocks. From this we may conclude that the Athenians began their city wall deliberately, leaving the citadel alone at first. Then came the threatened interruption from the Spartans—the city walls were hurried on and the Acropolis walls begun where most required, also hurriedly, up to a certain point, after which they had leisure to construct the citadel walls in a more workmanlike manner. The entablatures are inserted in the upper and more carefully finished part of the north wall.

In addition to the above the sub-basement wall of the Parthenon retains some evidences of the very highest importance towards the solution of the question, in a series of original chiselled marks extending along nearly the whole extent of the original wall at a level about 7 feet below the bottom of the present great marble steps. Each mark is a sharp V-shaped cut which has been coloured red and formed in a separate smooth sunk tablet about 2½ inches square. The first, reckoning from east to west, is 20-56 feet from the point where the panelled blocks change their character at a distance of 237-481 from the finished arris of the same course at the S. W. angle already referred to, and where presumably the extension provided for the present Parthenon joins the older work. In the measurements below given I call this point $F$ and the chiselled marks $A$, $B$, $C$, $D$, etc., in order as far $T$ and I call the S. W. angle itself $X$. See Pl. XVII.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$F$ to $A$ 20-580</th>
<th>$G$ to $H$ 9-394</th>
<th>$O$ to $P$ 6-225</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A - B$ 7-374</td>
<td>$B - I$ 9-185</td>
<td>$P - Q$ 6-384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B - C$ 9-374</td>
<td>$I - J$ 7-912</td>
<td>$Q - R$ 11-722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C - D$ 7-928</td>
<td>$J - K$ 6-347</td>
<td>$R - S$ 15-272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D - E$ 8-620</td>
<td>$K - L$ 4-810</td>
<td>$S - T$ 12-927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E - F$ 3-919</td>
<td>$L - M$ 4-971</td>
<td>$T - X$ 57-928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F - G$ 2-392</td>
<td>$M - O$ 14-010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It has been shown that the architraves which give near approximations to the columnations on the front and flank measure respectively 13-268 and

1. $N$ is omitted from the list as between $M$ and $O$ about 3-8-9-0 from the former there is a defect in the stone, so it is possible that a mark may have been there but there is no sign of it.

2. $N$, $X$ if measured to the face of the panel instead of along the channel would be 57-778.
12·561. We can find very remarkable coincidences between multiples of both these quantities and certain continuous combinations of the distances between the marks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Front</th>
<th>Multiples of</th>
<th>Flask</th>
<th>Multiples of</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Measurement</td>
<td>13·288</td>
<td>measurement</td>
<td>12·561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HL</td>
<td>30·454</td>
<td>YE</td>
<td>50·561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mq</td>
<td>28·450</td>
<td>IG</td>
<td>50·561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JF</td>
<td>20·251</td>
<td>CH</td>
<td>57·839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JT</td>
<td>52·217</td>
<td>PL</td>
<td>38·667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FV</td>
<td>68·236</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>57·839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HK</td>
<td>68·236</td>
<td>KF</td>
<td>57·839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td>60·231</td>
<td>JP</td>
<td>57·839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FX</td>
<td>231·065</td>
<td>IM</td>
<td>25·240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or</td>
<td>231·065</td>
<td>HS</td>
<td>25·240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to finished area</td>
<td>231·065 = 17½</td>
<td>RX</td>
<td>87·857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>OQ</td>
<td>12·410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ST</td>
<td>12·287</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean of the two latter, 12·618 12·561 = 1

It is quite impossible to ascribe so great a number of coincidences to chance and it is evident that a relationship has been established between these sub-basement measures and the north wall entablatures, and we may now proceed without hesitation to correct our approximate conclusions by the small amount of -030 in the case of the fronts and +026 in the case of the flanks which thus become 13·238 and 12·587 respectively, and we may notice that these quantities bear to each other the proportion of 20 to 19 (13·238 : 12·576). I have confined the above comparison except in one instance to integer multiples of the columnation measures, but if, as indeed might have been expected from the habits of the Greeks to subdivide their measures of length into eight or sixteen parts, they be subdivided further say into quarters the number of close coincidences will be vastly increased. I have also found in the case of other temples, as will be more fully mentioned further on, that a close relation exists between the proportions of the main divisions of the plan and elevation and the measure of the columnation.

These marks evidently served a similar end in the building on which they are found with those used by modern masons for the purpose of setting out their work full-size on an extended floor or boarded surface. These therefore in the attempt to restoration of the earlier Hecatompedon cannot fail to be of the greatest use.

The excavations showed that the substructions of the south peristyle of the Parthenon consisted of a wall of about 20 courses of poros stone resting on the Acropolis rock. More or less of the 4 or 5 upper courses had long been visible. Lying against this wall, as shown in section on Pl. XVI., was a mass of earth more than 30 feet deep which rested upon the top of the rock. The upper and larger portion had been evidently formed subsequently to the Persian invasion, as it contained many fragments of architecture and sculpture and pottery of which the combination could only be referred to that period. The lower portion however was pre-Persic and contained only evidences
earlier date. I shall give proofs further on that this upper stratum was filled in (no doubt for the purpose of levelling up the ground) against a wall already built. In the lower stratum there were evidences that the older soil had at some period been cut down in a sloping direction (see Pl. XVI.) for the purpose of building the great sub-basement wall, which supports the south flank of the terrace surrounding the temple. Upon the surface of this earlier soil and with no other foundation, was built the retaining wall, shown in the same figure, for the purpose of supporting the earth thrown in after the Persian invasion. The sub-basement wall itself is built of large well-jointed stones, but with uneven face except the 4 or 5 upper courses, so that it was evidently intended to be covered with soil. This work resembles very closely both in workmanship and material the walls built by Pisistratus for the foundations of his temple of Jupiter Olympus, which are of superior workmanship and of different orientation to the foundation prepared for the later temple. It is reasonable to suppose that the cause of the delay of the levelling up the soil against this sub-basement wall until the post-Persic times was in consequence of the area below having been occupied by houses at a time when the Acropolis was the great defence of Athens and was crowded with population.

It has already been stated that when we look at this sub-basement wall and also at that under the west front of the Parthenon, we see that the former has at some period been lengthened towards the east, namely at a point underneath the S. E. angle column of the Parthenon, and the latter has been lengthened towards the north at a point between the two columns of the west front nearest to the N. W. angle. Both these increments were for the sake of enlarging the old foundations to suit the increased size given to the Parthenon. That under the west front is of a rough character. It was certainly concealed under the pavement. The upper courses of the extension towards the east are highly finished and must have been intended to be exposed. There are signs of the pavement level having been below them. In 1887, at the commencement of the excavations, I saw that the ground lying against the sub-basement wall had towards the east end been cut down so as to reach the rock for the purpose of building this extension (see Fig. 1). Photographs were taken from time to time as the excavations proceeded—and these show that at various points further towards the west there had been no such disturbance of the filling in (see Fig. 3). The junction of the masonry at the east end has been effected with great skill, but this cutting of the outside ground and the difference of character noticeable in the course worked into panels (about 3-40 feet below the great marble steps) is decisive of the point. This change occurs at the point I have called Y in Pl. XVII. The reader may also be referred to The Principles of Athenian Architecture, Plate IX.

As a confirmation of the connection between the chiselled marks described above, and the temple of which we obtain the columnation from the

1 It was not necessary to work the courses for the north-west extension with such exactness because the rock was immediately below them; but here the angle of the temple had to be supported on a very deep artificial foundation so that it was necessary to bond the new and old together more carefully.
remains on the north wall, we may try what would happen if we were to apply a similar treatment to other temples of which the plans and dimensions are known. This I have done in the cases of that of Jupiter at Olympia, the Theseum and the temples of Bassae and Aegina, viz. on a straight line I form a series of points derived from the main divisions of the temple. A on the extreme right is taken to represent the south-east angle of the step. Measured from it to C is the angle columnation of the flank, viz. the distance from the angle of the upper step to the axis of the second column if we reckon the angle column as the first. CE represents the distance from the angle to the corresponding column of the front. Then H and I are determined by the distance from A of the pronaos wall; HI being the thickness of that wall. Then follows the east peristyle IM and then MP is the distance across between the axes of the columns of the naos. (This of course is deficient in the Theseum.) We then proceed to the extremity of the naos T, then measure back from TST, equal to the depth of the posticum. Observe—the step of the cells, not the wall, is selected for
measurement. $SQ$ is then taken as the height of the exterior columns and $QR$ as the width of the flank peristyle. Lastly, $AX$ is made equal to the entire length of the upper step. It may happen in some cases that these points will vary from their alphabetical order. It will be found that in the case of each temple, but less conspicuously in the Parthenon than in the other examples, if a scale be applied formed of integer multiples of the columnation, there will be found a considerable number of close coincidences which proves, what indeed might have been inferred a priori, that a relationship exists between the main subdivisions of a temple and the measure of the columnation, and this is what is claimed for the marks on the sub-basement of the Hecatompедon. These last, if compared with the columnation scale of the Parthenon or of the temple at Bassae, show only very few and unimportant coincidences. But both with the Aegina scale and that of the temple of Jupiter at Olympia there are a good many; but that is easily explained, for the columnation of the former temple is almost exactly 5-eighths of the front measure (13:238) of the temple under consideration and to that of the example at Olympia; it bears the proportion of 9 to 7.

The attempt to reconstruct upon paper this older Hecatompедon would have been well-nigh impossible without the aid of these marks; but with them, I hope to show a scheme which carries with it a high degree of probability.

I hold it then as incontrovertible that the marks have reference to the building on which they are found.

If they had reference to the Parthenon, they would have shown a number of exact coincidences with the important subdivisions of the temple. I have searched diligently for these and can find but three, viz. the columnation itself $GL$, the west peristyle $BS$, the height of the order from stylobate to cymatium inclusive, $HO$, leaving a very large majority of marks totally without significance. That in so great a number of combinations possible (210) there should be three coincidences with some of the spaces on the Parthenon need not imply any relationship whatsoever. We may therefore conclude that they have nothing to do with the Parthenon. But they have distinct relationship with the multiples of the north wall columnations as has been shown. We are therefore justified in the endeavour to apply them to a restoration of the Parthenon's predecessor on its proper site.

This restoration, of which a plan is given in Pl. XVII., is based on the following considerations, viz.

Let it be granted, that we have the full extent of the original sub-basement as above stated 104·253x231·481, and that the ordinary front and flank columnation measured respectively 13·238 feet and 12·587, as explained above. We have to decide two unknown points, viz. what was the number of the columns and what were the distances in each colonnade of the columns contiguous to the angle column from the angles of the stylobate. For this last point we must look for the analogy of early examples; of these we may take three, viz. the temple at Corinth, that of Jupiter at Olympia and Aegina.
WHICH OCCUPIED THE SITE OF THE PARTHENON.

As compared with the ordinary colonnuation we have:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Front.</th>
<th>Flank.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corinth</td>
<td>1:121</td>
<td>1:209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jupiter at Olympia</td>
<td>1:206</td>
<td>1:152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jupiter at Aegina</td>
<td>1:137</td>
<td>1:137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean of these three examples</td>
<td>1:139</td>
<td>1:163</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hence we find that approximately in this case the angular spaces in question should be about 15:080 on the fronts and 14:640 on the flanks. With the data as above collected two solutions are possible as to the number of the columns in front, one hexastyle, the other octastyle. As regards the latter, the platform measuring 104:253 would indeed admit of a façade of 8 columns with one or even two projecting steps, and if we suppose 16 columns on the flanks the proportion of 2 to 1 could have been formed between the length and the breadth on the upper step; but this arrangement is very unlikely, as the width would have been inconveniently great for the sub-basement, as it would have admitted of no margin between the stylobate and the lower levels on the south side—a necessity which has been felt in the construction of the existing Parthenon. Moreover the proportions of breadth and height, unless the columns had been made much lofther than the date would warrant, would have been unpleasing. The hexastyle arrangement is free from the above objections, besides which at the time we are supposing it was the usual disposition even for the largest temples of the Doric order, for instance, the great temple at Olympia. We may then accept the hexastyle as by far the most probable form of the temple and proceed to enquire if any confirmation can be found from the measurements taken from the sub-basement of the temple. Firstly as regards the front.—We have seen that analogy offers 15:080 as a probable dimension for the colonnations nearest the angles. On the sub-basement there is $EC = 15:054$. To twice this quantity, 30:108, add 3 colonnations 39:714 and we obtain 69:822 for the breadth of the upper step. Deducting this from 104:253 we obtain 2 margins each of 17:215. This dimension also is represented on the sub-basement by $RS = 17:272$. We may compose our front thus: $2RS + 2CE + 3 \times 13:238 = 104:366$ to compare with the measured extent 104:253.

Secondly as regards the flank.—The angular dimension from analogy is 14:640. This is well represented on the sub-basement by $AU = 14:747$. The number of columns is not supposed to be known, but let it be assumed that the number was 16. Then $2AC + 13 \times 12:587 = 193:125$ leaving 38:356 to make up the total length of the platform. We have no reason to suppose that the two margins would be exactly equal, but it is a fair presumption that $YA = 20:560$ represents the eastern one, leaving about 17:796 for the western. We find this last dimension represented very closely by $PR = 17:906$. Let the flank be now composed of $YA + 2AC + 13$ colonnations $+ PR = 231:591$ to compare with the measured length 231:481 or 231:638 if the general face instead of the channel between the panels is taken.

It will be observed that not only have we succeeded in finding amongst
the marks on the sub-basement dimensions practically identical with those pointed out by analogy and which satisfy the known conditions, but also they are taken not by arbitrary selection but exactly from significant places along the sub-basement. The lines $YA$ and $AC$ have simply to be ruled up to occupy the places where they are wanted. $EC$, which adjoins $AC$ (being at right angles to it), adjoins it on the sub-basement also, and $RS$ and $PR$ which are complementary to each other on the proposed restoration adjoin each other also on the sub-basement.

Omitting now the margins which have helped so much in this preliminary enquiry we find we have for the upper step of the temple a length of 193'125 and a breadth of 69'822. But the temple by all analogy is bound to have a simple proportion between the length and the breadth on one of its steps; generally the upper or lower; but on an intermediate step it is not unknown, as in the case of the great temple at Olympia.

In the case of this Athenian temple the measurements on the upper step are not in harmony, but if $\frac{1}{16}$ feet be added to each term of the comparison it will be exactly as 8 to 3. This would probably mean that the step or steps had a projection of 2'08 feet each, which would be a very suitable quantity, and the ratio of 8:3 would hold on the middle step if there were two projecting steps, or on the lower if there had been but one.

A proportion so long as 8:3 is rather unusual but not without parallel. The Heraeum at Olympia has this proportion exactly and also the same number of columns as we have assumed. There are also several examples of 5:2; and here on the Acropolis a long temple was obviously very desirable for the sake of its effect from a distance. And besides if the naos was to be Hecatompedos length was a necessity.

Let us now consider or assume the upper step as determined in its length and breadth and proceed to the other arrangements of the plan which we may approach in the following manner, viz.:

The analogy of a great number of temples amongst which the greatest weight has been given to the most ancient examples, namely Corinth, the two great temples at Olympia, the archaic temple on the Acropolis itself, and the temple at Aegina,¹ points out that the length of the cells at the bottom of the step or steps is $\frac{1}{4}(74975)$ of the total length on the upper step, also that the ratio of the eastern to the western peristyle is as 11 to 10 (661 : 600).

Of the flank peristyle it is in this case unnecessary to speak from analogy as there is, as we shall see, a better guide.

The eastern and western peristyles according to the above should be respectively 25'291 and 22'990. Referring to the marks we find $IM = 25.246$ and $EH = 22.796$. Deducting these dimensions from total length that of the cells becomes 144'844.

That of the existing Parthenon is 196'390 or 51'546 longer.²

¹ When ever Aegina is mentioned, I always mean, unless otherwise stated, the temple of Jupiter Panhellenis.
² That is, taken on the lower step of the cells in each case.
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'Εκατόμπεδος τειός ἐν τῇ Ἀκρωτηρίῳ Παρθενώνοι κατασκευασθεὶς ὑπὸ Ἀθηναίων μειζόν τὸν ἐμπροσθέντος ὑπὸ τῶν Περσῶν ποσὶ πεντήκοντα. Ἡσύχιος.¹

It will be observed that up to this point we have used the mark spaces continuously from V to M with one break only, namely HI.

This occurs exactly where we should expect the pronao wall. If we look to the example of Aegina and take a proportional distance to what occurs there from the edge of the eastern stylobate we should have to the face of the pronao wall 52:30 ft. Here AH is 52:597. Again in the Parthenon the thickness of the pronao wall is 6:76, which is exactly the dimension of the abacus of the columns of the E. front. That of the poros stone capitals measures 7:150, and HI = 7:185. Thus we cannot be far wrong in ruling up HI to give the lines of the pronao wall. The point T, which is the last mark of the series, can be no other than the eastern face of the wall dividing the maos from the posticum. No double line was here necessary, as the wall would be determined by the depth to be given to the posticum or would share in the thickness given to the longitudinal walls of the cells. A very important discovery gives the evidence wanted for the position of these longitudinal walls, and thus determines the breadth of the flank peristyle. In a recent excavation under that part of the pavement which was shattered by the explosion A.D. 1687, an ancient foundation was revealed running E. and W. of finely jointed blocks of poros stone, which extended about 2:8 feet southwards of the slightly raised stylobate of the north row of maos columns of the Parthenon, but the original wall to which these blocks belonged must have extended several feet further south, as is evidenced by the joints which were exposed and which showed that the wall had been reduced in thickness.

The darker shading in Pl. XVII shows the position of this foundation: it is also shown in the section Pl. XVI. This foundation can have served no other purpose than to carry the north cella wall of the earlier temple, and when in the plan that wall is placed upon this foundation it is found that RQ among the sub-basement marks agrees with the width of the flank peristyle, whilst in ST we find the requisite dimensions for the depth of the posticum. This latter seems no doubt to be shallow compared with most other temples; but as the opisthodomus of the archaic temple was still doing duty as a Treasury, a deeper posticum would not be so much required, especially as a main object in this temple was to obtain the length necessary for the Hectatempoedon maos. RQ attributed to the flank peristyle, it should be observed, is also narrower than analogy would have suggested, but the argu-

¹ The sequence of growth in these three temples is remarkable, the cells of the Heoctapemdon being approximately equal to the whole length of the archaic temple 144'844 at the bottom of the step compared with 142'272. The Parthenon cells again, as shown above, is fifty feet longer than that of the Heoctapemdon, but also if reckoned on its upper step almost exactly equal to the total length of the Heoctapemdon, viz. 193'738 compared with 193'125, and the interior length of the Parthenon within the walls from pronao to posticum 144'960 to compare with the total exterior length of the cells of the Heoctapemdon 144'844.
ment derived from the foundation must have the preference. Still though narrow it is not without example.

The proportion found at Rhamnus is very nearly as narrow and that in the Parthenon itself much more so; for if in the Parthenon the proportion had been the same to the total width as here it would have been more than 3 feet wider than it is. Something also had to be sacrificed in the peristyles to get a good proportion of width for so long a mas.

If T has been rightly taken as the Eastern face of the posticum wall and its Western face as measured from X has been given by PR, EL, and ST the thickness of the wall becomes 4004, which is quite sufficient for it; there could be no reason for making a wall not pierced by a doorway any thicker.

Let us now consider the dimensions measured eastwards from T. It will be found that from T to the middle point of the wall HT is 97.109.1

No greater exactness than this could be wished for the 100 feet. By the laws of Solon this dimension would be 97.114 (29.60 m.)—see Dr. Dorpfeld’s paper in the Mittheilungen of 1882—and this value agrees very well with other authorities. Here then we find most clearly the Hecatompédon and the connection of this measurement with the age of Solon may perhaps not be altogether without significance.

It will have some further confirmation of what has gone before, if the Solonian foot with its palus and dactyls be found to measure accurately; some of the subdivisions proposed for the temple and obtained from the sub-base-ment marks, and some are very close indeed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solonian</th>
<th>Calculated</th>
<th>Measured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LM</td>
<td>29 feet</td>
<td>29.248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n. 6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>14.749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>15.983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQ</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>11.715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MF</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>20.273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>17.905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TA</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>20.970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>12.987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EH</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>22.821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18.121</td>
<td>17.267</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The total width assumed 69.82 would be 72 feet less 1 ½ dactyls and the total length of the temple 100 feet less 2 dactyls—both exactly.

There is no particular reason for expecting exact integer numbers of feet, as exact proportion of one part with another was the thing aimed at and the standard foot would be used only as a medium for measurement.

Besides the poros stone capitals, drums, and entablatures there are some other fragments which seem to have belonged to the earlier Hecatompedon. I refer to the marble steps built into the north wall and some other marble fragments which have been more lately discovered. We may the more

---

1 Mr. W. W. Lloyd has shown that in the Parthenon the Hecatompédon measure is to be
readily admit the use of this material, as the metopes which are combined with the entablatures in the north wall are of marble; and when we consider both the beauty of the material, and, owing to its hardness, its suitableness for steps, and the opportunity which the neighbourhood of Pentelicus afforded, there seems good reason for allowing its use in combination with the stuccoed poros stone architecture, and on similar considerations we may admit for the finish of the pediment the marble cornice which was discovered a few years ago near the S.E. angle of the Acropolis adorned with paintings recalling the Aeginetan decorations, and also a cymatium of marble which corresponded in all respects. The marble drums in the north wall are of a different category and will be further referred to later on. We may also attribute to this temple, namely to its eastern pediment, the spirited sculptures which were found in the recent excavations to the south of the Parthenon representing the combat of the gods and the giants with a marble figure of Minerva in the centre, of which a large fragment remains. The dimensions of the marble steps referred to above are very favourable to the hypothesis that they were used for the stylobate of the Hecatompedon (possibly the upper step only was of marble). From the lengths of ten of them of which I have obtained the measure, two complete sets can be formed of three each, of which each set differs by less than half an inch from the calculated collumination.

From analogy of early examples we might expect the height of the columns to be about 28·600. It obtained from the mean collumination by the favourite proportion of 9 : 4 it would be 29·050. Here we have \( QS = 28·994 \) and contiguous to it is \( \Omega Q = 12·420 \). The known total height of entablature including cymatium is 12·386.

The section in Pl. XVI. shows the Parthenon and the rock to the south of it, as ascertained from a trigonometrical survey, and points out how the more recent temple would inclose the walls of the Hecatompedon so that it would have been possible (as indeed probably may have been done) to have retained the use of the maos of the old temple, restored as we must suppose it in a temporary manner, until the new temple was very near its completion. This has been done both in mediaeval and modern times in respect to churches. It also would explain why the peristyles of the Parthenon are so remarkably narrow.

The solution arrived at in the previous discussion produces a plan of a temple surrounded by margins of moderate extent, whereas we are more familiar with cases where a more ample peribolus was provided. With reference to this point it has to be remembered that the Acropolis was in early times above all things the citadel and was crowded with houses, great economy of space was therefore imperative.

A temple of greater proportional length than this and with still narrower peristyles has just been discovered at Plataea.  

1 The excavations at the temple referred to have been conducted by the American School under the superintendence of Mr. Washington. It promises to be a very interesting discovery in many ways.
It is a natural enquiry how far the foundations of the earlier temple as thus restored would be available for the Parthenon. This consideration has not entered into the calculations by which the plan has been formed in the slightest degree, except in the one instance where the old foundation shown by the dark hatching on Plates XVI. and XVII. presented itself and was used as a guide to the position of the N. cella wall.

The adjoining woodcut gives a plan of the lines of wall and stylobates of the old temple, the hatched portions of which are coincident with walls or stylobates of the Parthenon.

Speaking first of the walls which range E. and W., the great subbasement or terrace wall 1 performs the same office now as then. We have no knowledge of the thickness of this wall. If it had been altogether solid so as to include the foundations of the southern peristyle it would scarcely have exceeded the known thickness of the Cimonium; but assuming it to have been about 8 feet thick there might have been a vacuity of about 5 feet between it and the wall supporting the peristyles. The builders of the Parthenon would have found ready means of adapting these walls to their use by providing supports between the two walls at intervals for their columns with a comparatively small amount of material. A portion of the stylobate would have had a direct bearing upon the old wall.

1 It has been objected that so costly a wall as this would never have been built merely for the purpose of upholding a terrace, but must have been intended for the direct support of the peristyle of a magnificent temple, but the ancient wall-builders—witness the costly substructions at Sunium, the Heraeum near Argos and other places—were not penetrated with the economic idea of the present day. This terrace around the temple, answering to the peristyle in places where there was more space available, would have had an important function of its own.
Then as respects the naos columns of the Parthenon, fully 60 feet in length of the southern row would have coincided vertically with foundations required for the old Hecatompedon as now restored. The parallels drawn east and west through the centres of the two colonnades would have differed by less than ten inches and we may feel certain that the margin provided for the foundations of the old building would have been ample for the new.

Almost the whole length of the N. row of naos columns in the new temple would have been assisted by the old cella wall. That there was an ancient wall which does this duty is not a matter of speculation but, as has already been shown, of certain evidence. Two of the columns of the opisthodomus would rest exactly centrally upon the line of the old naos wall. To the north of this latter wall there would be no more coincidences in an E. and W. direction but no deep foundations would be there required owing to the nearness of the rock.

Looking at the walls running N. and S. the plan shows how large an amount of assistance the new temple would receive from the foundations of the old. Particular attention may be called to the posticum wall of the Parthenon. To the western face of this wall the measurement from the podium is 40.130 feet whilst the distance attributed to the commencement of the stylobate of the posticum in the old temple is 40.703. These walls therefore practically coincide. It is also evident that (as judging from the analogy of other early structures a wide margin was allowed in building the foundations) the actual assistance afforded to the newer temple would be in excess of what is shown by the hatched lines on the plan.

Having now established what I venture to think is an extremely probable restoration of the Hecatompedon on the Parthenon site, I find myself obliged to take account of the very different view which has been advanced on this subject. There is indeed no dispute on one point, viz. that the foundations we are considering except at their extreme eastern end were built previous to the works of Pericles: what is in question is the lapse of time which intervened between the two constructions.

It seems quite essential to the acceptance of the new views that the sub-basement of the Parthenon should not be coeval with the north wall remains, otherwise its claim upon them would be irresistible. Accordingly the theory has been advanced that it was built by Cimon, to whom also the authorship of the marble drums has been referred. The late excavations have shown that when the ground to the south of the Parthenon was levelled up, the part first taken in hand was that between the Parthenon and the retaining wall shown in Pl. I. and that this part contained the richest store of pre-Persian fragments, and that afterwards the Cimonic wall was built and the space between it and the retaining wall before mentioned was then filled up with layers of earth differently arranged and with a rather scantier store of relics.

Let us notice then these points following: viz.—

(1) The great wall of the sub-basement is entirely composed of squared blocks, without a single architectural fragment that can bear witness to the ravages of the Persians embedded in it.
(2) The Cimonian citadel wall, both inside and out, contains a great number of such stones borrowed from pre-Persic structures.

(3) If the temple foundation had been built immediately subsequent to the Persian invasion, doubtless some of the materials afterwards found so useful for the citadel wall would have been used in it.

(4) Several marble unfinished drums were found embedded in the filling in contiguity to the temple foundations. If Cimon had prepared these materials for the intended temple with which he has been credited, would he,

when superintending the filling in which has covered them, have wasted in this manner such costly material? Whereas, had they only been the Tyrant's property, there would have been rather a satisfaction in burying them.

(5) The photographs taken during the progress of the excavations show conclusively that the sub-basement wall was built before the soil was thrown in against it. It is part of the new theory that this soil was laid in bit by bit as the wall arose and was used instead of a timber scaffolding to
aid in building it. Some of the stones of that wall weigh not less than 3
tons— it is easy to imagine the disturbance which would have been oc-
casioned by the traction and handling of such weights upon it, whereas the
photograph bears witness to the perfect evenness of the layers. It is evident
that the pre-Persic rubbish was thrown in against a wall which for the
greater part of its length was already built.

There is really no difficulty in believing that the wall was built with the
help of timber scaffolding, nor is there any that the wall, although always in-
tended to be covered except as to its 3 or 4 upper courses by a terrace, may
have remained, for the reasons already assigned, unfinished in this par-
ticular.

As respects the marble drums built into the north wall, it is evident
that they must have been considered as material immediately available for
the fortification of the Acropolis when that work was hurried forward in the
time of Themistocles. It is reasonable to suppose that they had been pre-
pared by Pisistratus or his sons for rebuilding the poros stone temple. As to
the theory that they were built into the north wall at a later period and
had formed part of the material prepared by Cimon for his imagined temple
on the Parthenon site, it is in the first place entirely wanting in any his-
torical support that he ever had that intention, and secondly supposing he
had left them as prepared but unused materials, was Pericles so reckless and
regardless of expense as to have thrown away masses of marble so admirably
adapted to his work and, if not for the lower drums of his columns, suitable
for almost any other situation? The unfinished drums already referred
to, which were found underground south of the Parthenon, were evidently
part of the same batch of materials and point to the same Pisistratid
origin.

If in consideration of the preceding arguments we refuse the claim of
the archaic temple to the entablatures preserved in the north wall and the
fire-marked capitals and the poros stone drums associated with them, we
must still allow that the discovery of that temple, which with so many other
things we owe to Dr. Dörpfeld's sagacity, is a great and important fact and
requires to be considered both for what it was and what it was not. There
is, I believe, no dispute of any consequence as to the general facts and dimen-
sions of the parts which exist. The length of the stylobate according to Dr.
Dörpfeld is 43+ m. = 142-522 ft. By my measurement 142-273 ft. The
breadth according to Dr. Dörpfeld is 21+7 ft. = 70-014 ft. By my measurement
69-987. The width of the stylobate is sita 1-59 = 5-210 ft. I made it 5-210.

The above differences are very slight and will not in any way affect the
arguments which may be based on them.

In my drawing of the restoration of the Heptastadion I have supposed
although no part of my argument rests upon it—that a poros stone drum
measuring 5-811 ft. from fillet to fillet belonged to that temple. This drum
however Dr. Dörpfeld thinks may have belonged to a different structure alto-

1 See the observations on this head in a previous page.
ON THE ANCIENT HECATOMPEDON

together. So in the present enquiry I make no use of it and I will even leave out of my reckoning a large poros stone capital embedded in the inside of the north wall close to the entablatures which, where it joined the column, measured 4.282 ft. from fillet to fillet, and according to Dr. Dorpfeld about 4.266—a difference of no consequence; but as I said before I will pass over this capital and found my calculations upon another which is also embedded in the N. wall a little to the east of the Erechtheum, which measures 4.088 from fillet to fillet where it rested on the column.

The upper diameter of the column being thus given, we have to seek from analogy of the earliest examples the dimension at the base. In this enquiry we may include one of the columns of the Heraeum at Olympia, from among the great variety of different proportions in that temple, which seems to hold a middle place between excessive archaism and quite late work. This column gives the value marked (a) in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a.</th>
<th>1.285m. at the base and 0.930 at the neck giving the ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13.817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>After this we place Corinth, from Stuart's measurements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13.440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.</td>
<td>Then the temple of Jupiter at Olympia, Blondet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13.381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d.</td>
<td>&quot;          &quot;      &quot;      Laux and Monceux</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13.060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e.</td>
<td>&quot;          &quot;      &quot;      The Ausgrifflagen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f.</td>
<td>&quot;          &quot;      &quot;      Cockeall, Blondet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13.330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g.</td>
<td>&quot;          &quot;      &quot;      Cockeall, Blondet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13.206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h.</td>
<td>&quot;          &quot;      &quot;      An archaic example on the Acropolis of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Athens, measurement at necking 2.247,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>combined with a drum, not necessarily  at least</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13.700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the lowest, measuring 4.616 ft.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The general mean of all the above gives \( \frac{13.437}{10} \) as the proportion of the lower to the upper diameter in these early examples. But for the purpose of the arguments following, we may even afford to discard the six larger proportions and use the mean of the four smaller varieties which would be \( \frac{13.207}{10} \).

We have now to see if a column with a lower diameter applicable to this cap of 4.088 ft. could be placed on the stylobates of which we have, in part at least, certain data.

In addition to the block in situ there lie near the western front of the Parthenon a certain number of stylobate slabs which from their material shape and workmanship it is evident had been placed there when the archaic temple was dismantled.

They are of various breadths to which allusion will be made hereafter, but

---

1 The measurements given by Stuart of this temple seem to give the only record where we can feel any confidence that the two diameters are measured from the same column. Blondet, who seems to have had access by ladder to the top, fails to record the measurements required. Stuart's measurements are generally trustworthy and in his measure of the height he agrees with Blondet—and also with my own taken trigonometrically.
the width of the stylobate resulting from such of the stones as can be measured agrees in making it about 5'320 ft., which is a little wider than that given by the block in situ but not so greatly in excess that they might have belonged to the southern stylobate of the same temple. If we place them on the fronts the argument would of course be at an end; for they would not have received the column of which the diameter (derived by multiplying the dimension at the necking by 1'3207) would be 5'399: and it is necessary that the stylobate should also be considerably wider than the diameter of the column which rests upon it. With 5'210 on the north side and 5'320 on the south we must suppose that the width we have to calculate from, to obtain that on the fronts, is 5'265. There are at least two instances, namely the Heraeum at Olympia and the temple at Corinth, in which the width of the front stylobate exceeds that on the flanks. It is therefore legitimate to look for it in this case. The question however will turn upon the extent that is permissible, and it amounts to this, Could the stylobate of the fronts according to any admissible analogy have been wide enough to receive a column of 5'399 diameter?

For the excess of the width of the stylobate beyond that of the column we must look to the temple at Corinth and that of Jupiter at Olympia, for nothing could be concluded from the extraordinary varieties of diameter found at the Heraeum. At Corinth the stylobate exceeds the diameter of the column on the flanks by 23/163 and on the fronts by 20/172. In the temple at Olympia the excess is 21/221 on the flanks and 17/225 on the fronts. The general mean of these four values shows the stylobate as exceeding the column in the proportion of 1 to 90334, and therefore for a column of 5'399 diameter it should require to have a width of 5'975. Let us see now from the examples how much excess may be given to the front stylobe over that of the flanks, that is beyond 5'265 feet. We have three cases to refer to, namely the temple at Corinth, and the two great temples at Olympia (for in this examination we may admit the Heraeum). The excess at Corinth is 134/135 at the Heraeum of Olympia, and at the temple of Jupiter there is no difference. The mean of these three shows that we may add 174 to our 5'265 making it 5'439. But we have seen that we require 5'987 to carry the column consistently with precedent; it is therefore more than six inches too narrow, and it has been by a very indulgent use of the proportions applicable to the known upper diameter that so small a base diameter as 5'399 has been deduced.

It follows from this enquiry that the width of the stylobates of the archaic temple is inconsistent with the dimensions of the order which it is proposed to place upon them; and if the analogies which I have pointed out are to be discarded, the advocates of the new faith must be contented with a very much lower amount of probability than if they were accepted.

Now suppose instead of combating these difficulties we accept the Hearer-
tompedon theory as above explained, and let us suppose that the 4:088 cap was used on the flanks, and the 4:282 cap, which has in the previous discussion been kept in reserve (although the measurements of its depth and abacus and the character of its annulets and necking proclaim its relationship with that which has been worked from), was used in the fronts of the temple: and let the legitimate mean of 13:487 be applied to determine the lower diameters. We should then have for the latter 5:492 and 5:752 respectively, which bear to each other exactly the proportion of the example at Corinth, viz. 162:67:172, and if this were so, we should find in LM and OP of the sub-basement marks breadths for suitable stylobates within the conditions established by analogy, viz. 5:977 and 6:226.

The sole favourable argument in favour of a Doric hexastyle and 12 column arrangement on the site of the archaic temple appears to me to be the fact that this number could be fitly arranged, supposing the diameters were suitable, on a stylobate having the dimensions given above, and that the columniations would agree with those of the north wall architraves both front and flank. If it be thought an objection to the Hecatompedon theory above given that its breadth should so nearly equal that of the archaic temple, I can only reply that it is the only objection I can see and that there seems very little in it. When it was determined to rebuild the temple in a statelier fashion and on higher ground there would have been obvious economy in using some of the roof materials in a temple of the same span.

It must however be granted that if the hexastyle Doric and 12 column plan was the only disposition that the stylobate of the archaic temple admitted of, there would be much temptation to endeavour to strain the analogies almost to the breaking point or else to imagine, what is unlikely, that every vestige of it had perished; but firstly I must call attention to a difficulty independent of the question of diameter which occurs in placing any Doric peristyle of 12 columns on the site in question.

This arises from the block in situ on the north flank. That block is situated at such distance from the N.W. angle of the stylobate that one, namely the fifth, of the supposed Doric columns would be placed upon it; as shown in Pl. XVIII., not indeed exactly centrally, but approximately so. It was doubtless the usual practice to place the centres of the columns over the joints of the stylobate, but it was not invariable, and the stylobate blocks near the Parthenon show such differences of breadth that probably in this temple the centres of the columns were sometimes over the joints and sometimes over the middle of the block; that therefore is not the difficulty, but it is this. There is on that block a sinking which has every right to be considered an original sinking but which does not coincide with the centre of the block and therefore could have no relation to the construction of the columns, but seems rather to have been formed between them and to have

---

6 The hole may of course have been formed subsequently to the removal of the columns, but the leading probability is that of its co-existence with them, especially as the wall of which the traces are visible against the eurythel porch must probably have been built over it at an early date.
carried some statue or anathema. This sinking therefore appeals against this position of the column; compare Pl. XVIII.

It is nevertheless certain that we have the foundations and dimensions of a great temple. Is the Doric disposition the only possible one? It is not the only possible disposition. An Ionic octastyle temple with 16 columns on the flanks would fit the stylobate equally well. The columniation on the flanks would be 9:13 and on the fronts 9:23.

On this scheme the block which has been referred to falls approximately centrally between two columns (see Pl. XVIII.) but nearest to the western one of the pair. And now there is seen a reason for the eccentric cutting of the sinking before referred to, being so done that the pedestal, for which it seems to have been cut as a socket, should occupy more nearly the centre between the two columns.

The stylobate stones near the Parthenon offer also a certain amount of support to this theory. It is in the first place likely that among the 6 or 7 which are there, two at least should have occupied positions adjoining one another.

There are two which measure respectively 5:177 and 3:928 in breadth, which combined make 9:115, a satisfactory correspondence with 9:130. There is however also a combination of 3 stones which agrees almost as closely with the 12:561 columniation. So that as between the two systems this proves nothing except that there is nothing inconsistent with the Ionic theory. That the Erechtheum was successor to the archaic temple as that of Minerva Polias is generally allowed. The fact of its being Ionic is in favour of the view that its predecessor was built in that order also.

The recent thorough search for architectural relics on the Acropolis has brought to light a fragment of a large Ionic cap of poros stone. The lower diameter of a column suited to it would have had a diameter of about 4 feet, and if a base were added on the analogy of the early temple of Juno at Samos, it would have occupied about 4'6 or 4'7 ft. of the width of the stylobate, which would suit its width very well; but the question will be asked—How is it, if the temple had originally 44 such columns, that only one portion of a cap should be extant? Was it not rather part of the base of some statue, of which several instances (though much smaller) have occurred? This answer would have great weight if we had to suppose that the Ionic peristyle had existed in the time of the Persian invasion; but this is by no means a necessary conclusion.

The theory of the early Parthenon or Hecatompedon supposes that that temple was founded at least 100 years (and probably more) before the Persian invasion, in greater magnificence and on a more commanding site and more in accordance with the prevailing taste than the archaic temple; and that the latter was taken down except so much of it as was used for secular purposes as a treasury, and which remained, so used, until the final completion of the Erechtheum, the new Hecatompedon taking its place as a temple and being that which was the one conspicuous temple of Minerva answering to the description by Herodotus, in which the fugitives vainly sought for asylum.
There would have been plenty of time in the interval we are supposing for the remains of the columns of the archaic temple to be broken up and dispersed. Length of time and domestic occupation of a site has much more effect in obliterating objects of antiquity than sudden catastrophe.

At the same time I wish to make this point clear, viz. that the acceptance or otherwise of this particular view which I have propounded respecting the Ionic order used in the Cecropiam (if that was one of the names by which the archaic temple was known) has extremely little to do with the main contention of this paper, which is that the entablatures built into the north wall and most of the great Doric capitals and porous stone drums which have been brought to light during the recent excavations belonged to a temple which preceded the Parthenon on the same site, and not to the archaic temple discovered about seven years ago.

E. C. P.

Postscript.

Some mention ought to be made of an independent source of enquiry which, when the details are confirmed by a more complete examination of the subject, cannot fail to throw much light on the occasion of the archaic temple being superseded by a temple built on the lines of the Parthenon.

It may be said to have been practically demonstrated by Mr. Lockyer that the orientation of the Egyptian temples was determined by the amplitudo, or distance northwards or southwards of the true east or west of certain conspicuous stars, as they rose or set above or below the visible horizon of the place, and careful observations of Greek temples show that similar principles must have prevailed in that country at the earliest times although apparently neglected later.

It is one of the facts of astronomy that year by year the apparent position of the stars with reference to the equator and the poles is affected by the change which is known as the precession of the equinoxes by which the earth's polar axis shifts its place continually though slowly along a definite course (approximately circular) in the heavens, so that the position of the stars (which amongst themselves can roughly but not quite accurately be called fixed) is altered very materially with reference to the equator and the pole, and this affects very much the time and place of their rising and setting for any particular place.

Although as before stated this motion is slow, yet after the lapse of two

---

1 Mr. Lockyer (as he informs us, in Nature), after he had commenced the investigations alluded to, found he had been anticipated by Herr H. Nissen in Germany. Mr. Lockyer however has carried the enquiry much further (ed. articles in Nature, Nov. for April 18, May 7 and 21, and June 4 of this year, on The Early History of Astronomy. He has also expanded his views on Orientation, in a lecture to the Society of Antiquaries in May last). See also the contributions to this subject by H. Nissen in the Rheinisches Museum f. Philologie, particularly the 1886 and 1887 volumes. M. Bertsch Bernand also in his Légende Afternoise seems to have approached very near to the point without however reaching it.
or three centuries or sometimes even less, a star which could be seen from the sanctuary of a temple through an eastern or western opening at its rising or setting would be altogether shifted out of sight, so that either its use in connection with the ceremonial, whatever it was, would have to be given up; or some structural change made to retain the observation.

In Egypt in several instances alterations of the jambs of the doorways have been made as if for the purpose of prolonging the means of observation, and in more than one instance a new temple has been built alongside of the original one with a slight deviation of axis suitable for the observation at its rising or setting of the identical star which presumably had determined the axis of the adjacent and earlier temple. In every instance of such alteration or renewal the sculptural and epigraphical archaeology appears to accord in sequence of date with the precessional movement of the star and the second temple is found to follow the same cult as the previous one.

Accurate observations of several of the temples in Greece show that in these, in every case excepting one (the Theseum), of which the date of foundation is probably comparatively late, a connection exists (similar to that which prevails so generally in Egypt) between the direction of the axis and the heliacal rising or setting of a conspicuous star or constellation at an epoch not inconsistent with the earliest foundation on the site; and it is probable that when the detail has been sufficiently worked out it will be found possible to determine within fairly close limits the dates of the foundations of the earlier temples from the directions of their axes and the apparent heights of the opposite mountains. The two temples on the Acropolis which are under discussion and the two at Rhæmus which also have slight deviations from one another seem particularly to invite examination on these principles. On the best hypothesis that in the present state of the enquiry can be formed the foundation of the Hecatompedon and consequently the probable supersession of the archaic Temple would have taken place long before the Persian invasion.
EXCAVATIONS IN CYPRUS.

THIRD SEASON'S WORK—POLIS TES CHRYSOCHOU.

[PLATES XIII.—XV. (A).]

The main object of the third season's work of the Cyprus Exploration Fund was the excavation at Salamis, of which the results were published in the last number of this Journal. But, as was there mentioned, a small additional sum of money was procured to continue the previous season's work at Polistes Chrysochou. It was especially important that the field known to us as Site T should be excavated, both because it promised to yield objects of rare beauty and interest, and because the results of the previous operations were, as was pointed out in last year's report, of little scientific value owing to the character of the evidence on which they were based, and required to be tested by further excavation on more trustworthy sites. Before leaving England, therefore, I had written to Mr. J. W. Williamson asking him to negotiate a contract, which (our departure having produced a good effect on the owner's mind) he was fortunately able to secure. To him and to Mr. Cecil Smith, who was most active in procuring the funds, the execution of the project is largely due.

It was near the end of June before work was started at Poli. H. A. Tubbs had been called home by other engagements, so that I was deprived of his cooperation for the remainder of the season. Poli is not to be commended as a summer residence. The heat in the valley is intense, fevers are more easily caught than avoided, and every drop of water fit to drink has to be brought an hour's journey on a donkey. The excavation was uneventful. The only incident which interrupted its course was an attempt by the joint-owner of one of the sites to conclude a contract on his own behalf and defraud his partners of their share of the price, a malpractice which was at once detected by the ever watchful Commissioner, and cost us a couple of days.

Site T was of course the first object. It lies, as a reference to the plan
published last year will show, in the eastern necropolis immediately to the south of Mr. Williamson's vineyard. Our contract covered the whole field right down to the road, a larger area than is enclosed in the red dotted line on the plan. The tombs lay on either side of the shallow dip which runs down the middle of the field, and did not extend so far as the southern end of the site. With few exceptions they proved to be, as had been anticipated, of early date (the majority perhaps of the last decades of the sixth and first part of the fifth century B.C.), in fair preservation, and undisturbed. The record is therefore valuable, but the contents were a little disappointing. Comparatively few tombs contained more than the staple unpainted and Cypriote pottery, plain black-glazed ware, iron knives, etc., and wherever black-figured vases were found they were usually isolated specimens. Some of these vases are, however, of interest, and several tombs yielded jewellery and other objects to break the monotony of the finds. The tombs were mostly very small and at no great depth from the surface, so that the fifty-six opened on this site were cleared within three weeks.

Having still funds in hand I cast about for another site. There was no time or money to spend in experiments, and of the possible sites the field of our old friend the blind Turk in the western necropolis seemed the most promising. Although it was now bare of crop Mehemet Halofa was not to be hurried into a bargain, and remembering our experience of the previous season I was not sorry to secure first of all the courtyard which borders on the south end of the field. Here we found in one tomb two Attic lekythi of the very finest style, which would themselves have repaid a whole season's work. Encouraged by this find I acquired first Halofa's field, agreeing to pay according to the number of shafts sunk, and lastly, to round off the excavation, a second yard which lies between the first and our old "Oven Site." The ground explored is in fact that bounded by the three tracks to the east of the Oven site and site A. None of the remaining tombs were comparable to the one mentioned, most of them indeed seemed to be of quite late date and many had been robbed, but two or three contained valuable jewellery and other interesting objects. On the whole the results of the excavation amply repaid the small sum devoted to it. We may now consider them in detail taking first the tombs, then the finds, and lastly any conclusions that may be drawn from them.

I.

Eighty tombs were opened, fifty-six in the eastern, and twenty-four in the western necropolis. In the eastern necropolis the type was very constant—a small chamber sometimes rounded, sometimes of very irregular shape, but

---

1 J.H.S. xi. Plate III.
most often roughly rectangular, measuring from five to nine feet, both ways by four or five high; at a depth of from three to six feet from the surface to the top of the door, which was usually level with the roof. Larger tombs were occasionally met with, especially towards the eastern extremity of the site, but it was very rare to find one that measured more than twelve feet in either direction, or lay at a greater depth than seven feet. One small group near the north-west corner of the field consisted of mere shallow holes scraped in the ground. The door seemed as a rule to have been approached by a straight sloping ἔρομα, but in the case of very shallow tombs the approach was sometimes dispensed with altogether. The ἔρομα of course is not excavated, but false casts for the door now and then furnish information about it. We may note therefore that the ἔρομα seems usually to have been a long one, sometimes very long for the depth of the tomb. Two examples were discovered of a ἔρομα with a double turn in it (12, 47), and in one of these (47) the difference of direction coincided with a difference of level, making a staged descent. True steps in an orderly flight appeared only once (46). The doors were almost without exception built of small unsquared stones, as suits the humble character of the tombs. Many of them were found intact, but even where the door or the tomb was broken down, there was very seldom any trace of disturbance other than was caused by the fall. One tomb (13) had certainly been robbed, and another (18) probably, but (although nearly one third of the total number had collapsed) there is no reason to suppose that any one of the rest had ever been tampered with, indeed a robber would soon have found that his labour was ill required. A second chamber, whether opening off the first or on to the same ἔρομα, was never found. Bed-niches and raised banks were extremely rare, and of sarcophagi there was scarcely a trace.

The western necropolis had a different character. There was greater variety in the tombs; robbers had been more active, and some tombs seemed to have been used a second time. The same general type was

---

* The largest of all was tomb 41, which measured 15 feet in length. 37, 40, and 45 were large tombs in the same region.
* Tomb 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 9 were.
* Tomb 9, for instance, over 15 ft., tomb 10 over 14 ft.; tomb 11 over 16 ft., tomb 25 over 11 ft., tomb 48 over 24 ft.
* The only certain exception is tomb 25, which had a door of rough unsquared slabs, or flakes of stone.
* Numbers 4, 9, 15, 16, 17, 22, 25, 29, 24, 36, 37, 48, are exact instances.
* There were two instances of bed-niches, in tomb 15 one was built up with a supporting wall of rough stones in a recess 2 ft. long by 2 ft. deep, and in tomb 41 was a series of them cut in the walls, some armed with stone slabs.
* In 37 there was a raised bank formed of three stone blocks laid side by side.
* From tomb 29 were extracted several large stone blocks. The tomb had collapsed, and it at first believed the blocks to have come from the door, but the door of unsquared stones was afterwards discovered intact, so the blocks may perhaps be referred to some sort of pillar. A few iron nails, which may possibly be taken to imply a wooden coffin, were found in 40 and 47, and in 18 two straight bronze clamps, each with two large bronze nails sticking in it.
* Four tombs, 57, 58, 59, 60, had certainly been robbed, two more, 61 and 74, probably, and possibly others.
* The mixed contents of 68; the fact that outside the door of 74 three fragments of fine
predominant, but there was a larger proportion of tombs above the average size, and the depth from the surface was sometimes much greater. The greater depth may, however, be explained by the difficulty, which must frequently have been experienced by the tomb-diggers on this site, of finding near the surface suitable strata in which to excavate a chamber. Perhaps it is partly owing to the greater depth and steepness of many of the shafts that steps were more common than in the eastern necropolis. As to the length of the δρόμοι there is nothing to be said, except that in one instance (75) it was over twenty-one feet long. Niches or μνημεία in the δρόμοι outside the door were found twice (60, 72). The doors were in striking contrast to those of the eastern tombs. Only two (74 and 76) were built of unsquared stones, the rest were all of regular stone slabs or blocks placed sometimes lengthwise, sometimes upright. Fully one half of them were found intact. A limestone block from the door of tomb 60 bears an inscription in the Cypriote script, and in the δρόμοι of tomb 58 was found a small sculptured limestone stele. Double-chambered tombs were again absent. Long narrow niches at right angles to the walls appeared for the first time in 65 and 75. In 65 there was but one, which was closed with a large plaque of tile, and one of the four in 75 was similarly closed with a stone slab. Bed-niches, closed with upright stone slabs resting on the floor, were discovered in 66 and 67, and one side of the narrow tomb 60 was occupied by an open bed or bank. A low bed-niche in 72 contained a small stone sarcophagus with a gable-lid. Sarcophagi built of slabs came to light in 57 and 70. In the latter were remnants of a wooden coffin with bronze nails. Similar nails with clamps were found in 74 and 75, nails only in 69, and smaller nails in 66 and in the niche outside the door of 69. Tomb 70 seemed to be merely an earth-grave with the sarcophagus at the bottom. Analogous was tomb 64, a mere niche at the bottom of a hole, with a door of roughly piled stone slabs.

On the whole the condition of the tombs may be pronounced to have

red figured vases were found, and the presence of isolated incongruous fragments among the thoroughly homogeneous contents of such undisturbed tombs as 63, 65, and the μνημεία in the δρόμοι of 69, seem to prove this; other cases are possible.

11 The floor of 78 was 17 ft. of 78 within one inch of 22 ft., below the surface. 71 was a mere shaft, which we followed down 10 ft. 3 inches to find nothing but solid rock and a Roman lamp with two little Cupids in relief.

12 Between one third and one half of the tombs had wholly or partially collapsed. 57 was excavated in a bed of hard sand and gravel, an unsuiting material which had staled the test of time better than could have been expected, but had sadly incrusts the vases.

13 Flights of steps led down to 60, 63, 68, 74, and 75. The stair of 75 was partly composed of stone blocks.

14 Numbers 60, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 72, 75, 76, 77. The niches outside 69 and 72, and the sarcophagi in 76 were also intact. The door of 57 was undisturbed but an entrance had been cut round the left side of it. The robbers seem to have closed the tomb again by laying across the door and hole a great slab of tempa.

15 See p. 329 for the inscription, and p. 519 for the stele. On the narrow side of one of the slabs from the door of 88 was incised the Cypriote symbol πε, and on the face of a slab from the door of 67 was painted in purple the symbol φα.
been good, in spite of the ravages of nature and of man. The occasional
refurnishing or reconstruction of a tomb in particular had done little mis-
cchief beyond the inevitable substitution of inferior art for better. No real
confusion capable of misleading the investigator had been introduced by it
save in the rarest instances, for nothing beyond the merest stray frag-
ments of the former contents were left behind at the time of the
second burials. In this respect the tombs contrast most favourably with
those discovered on the neighbouring sites the year before, where the mix-
ture of periods was more serious, and the work of the tomb-riffer had effec-
tually obscured it by reducing all to confusion.

The plans on Plate XV. (A) will give some idea of the tombs.

II.

The staple contents of the tombs, taken as a whole, present great
uniformity. The great bulk of the finds consists of Plain and Cypriot
pottery, to which may be added black-glazed ware and iron knives. It
will be well to consider these commonest contents first, the attenuated rem-
ant may then be dealt with tomb by tomb, and any supplementary notes
added, without running to undue length.

The annexed Tables, A and B, furnish a rough classification of the Plain
and the Cypriote pottery, and a synoptic view of the distribution of the
various types of vessels among the tombs. Types which are so rare as to
occur in only two tombs are not included, but will be afterwards enumerated.
Under the term 'Plain pottery' are comprehended all vessels without
painted patterns, glaze, or plastic decoration. Light (from greyish white to
yellow), red, and brown are the ordinary varieties, in rare instances small
vessels are coated with a simple wash of matt red or black. In the table of
Cypriote pottery the numbers in heavy type denote that the vases of the
particular class, which were found in the tomb indicated, are in what may be
named the 'red technic,' are painted, that is to say, with a deep red ground-
colour. The other vessels are of the surface colour of the clay, light or pale
red as the case may be. The clay of the light vases is sometimes of the
same colour as the surface throughout, in which case it has a more or less
yellow tone, sometimes the surface is nearly white but the clay beneath is
red or grey. Yet the white surface appears to be no artificial coating, but

19 The contents of 25 are very miscellaneous, and objects unconnected with any tomb have
found their way in. The extreme eastern verge of the field, towards which this tomb lay, falls
within the limits of the site of the ancient city, and has probably been a good deal turned over
in digging foundations etc. We sunk several shafts in the same region, and here and there
same upon fragments of marble and architectural remains.

I hesitate to say definitely whether the frag-
ments of a terracotta figure of poor style,
which were found in the shaft of 25, and a
hand, perhaps from the same figure, inside the
door, are really 18 be assigned to that tomb
or not.
the natural result of some process of firing, a slight variation or miscarriage of which has now and then produced a vase half white half pale red. There seems therefore to be no reason for distinguishing the two. The decoration of the Cypriote pottery is mostly of the usual kind, dark or red bands, concentric circles, etc., with occasional floral ornaments, or more rarely birds, on the shoulders of jars or jugs. Additional white touches or details are found especially on vases of the red technique. One or two jugs with plastic decoration are altogether without colour or patterns, and in the western necropolis appears a system of decoration not found in the eastern, narrow bands, streaks, zigzags, crosshatchings, and other patterns are painted either on the natural red or brown surface of the vessel, or on a white ground laid over it. The colours are usually bright, red, magenta, or yellow, and the lines are thin, carelessly drawn with a free hand without any of the mechanical precision of the ordinary patterns. Concentric circles are entirely absent. This style may be called the 'polychrome technique.' The little smooth red bottles with meagre dark bands round them, and one or two pots with stems, one of which bears a red ivy-branch round the shoulder, seem also to belong to this same class rather than to any other. The magnificent Cypriote ware with tawny ground and dark leaf patterns, hatchings, etc., is not represented at all among the finds, except by a stray fragment in tomb 66.

### Vessels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Large amphorae (<em>long-necked form</em>)</th>
<th><strong>Eastern Nekropoi</strong></th>
<th><strong>Western Nekropoi</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6, 8, 9, 15, 16, 17, 22, 23, 40, 41, 43, 45, 47, 51, 53</td>
<td>57, 59, 68, 61*, 64*, 69*, 73*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2. Large-earred neckless diotae</th>
<th><strong>Eastern Nekropoi</strong></th>
<th><strong>Western Nekropoi</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10, 11, 38, 39, 43</td>
<td>12, 14, 16, 25, 30, 37, 38, 44, 47, 49, 52, 54</td>
<td>57, 61, 64, 67, 70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 3. Neckless jars, with little vertical ring handles | 9, 11, 13, 31, 59 | 57, 63*, 65*, 69*, 73* |

| 4. Large jars, with neck and handles on the shoulder | 13, 19, 20 | 57, 65, 66, 67, 68, 70, 72 |

| 5. Wide-mouthed jugs (*with pinch in the lip in front*) | 10, 12, 13, 28, 30, 41, 42, 44, 49, 50, 54* | 58, 59, 65* |


| 7. Funnel-necked jugs of smooth red clay | 7, 28, 31, 38 | 63, 65, 66, 67, 68, 70, 72 |

| 8. Bottle jugs (*pinched lip*) | 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11*, 12, 13, 16, 17, 19, 22, 28*, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 35, 36, 37, 40, 41, 43, 46, 49, 51*, 54, 55 | 57, 62, 69* |

| 9. Minute jugs | 2, 8, 9, 10, 15, 17, 20, 32, 36, 37, 41, 49, 51 | 59 |

| 10. Flat bowls | 7, 10, 13, 26, 36, 40, 42 | 57, 62, 69*, 69*, 67* |

| 11. Plates | 17, 36, 37, 43, 47, 49, 50 | 60, 75 |


| 13. One-handled pots | 35, 36, 37, 54 (similar, but two-handled, 47) | 57, 62, 69*, 69*, 67* |

| 14. Jugs or pots with a vertical rim | 2, 3, 6, 8, 12, 15, 17, 22, 26, 30, 33, 35, 36, 37, 39, 41, 42, 43, 47, 49, 53 | 62, 75 |

| 15. Saucoxx | 7, 20, 23, 27, 37, 47, 48, 49 | 57, 59, 60, 67 |

| 16. Little open cups with one vertical handle | 3, 14, 27, 28, 30, 40, 41, 48, 54 (a *double* specimen in 30) | 65, 69 (both thumb and *uvrema*), 72, 73 |

| 17. Cocked-lid lamps | 61, 62, 63, 65, 68 | 64, 67, 69 (thumb and *uvrema*) |

| 18. Bottles with swelling middle and slender necks | 63, 65, 69 | 63, 65, 69 |

| 19. Simple straight-necked jugs | 63, 65, 69 |

| 20. Jugs with a double rim | 63, 65, 69 |

* = specimens.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vessels</th>
<th>Eastern Necropolis</th>
<th>Western Necropolis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Large jars, with neck, and handles on the shoulder</td>
<td>7, 11, 19, 20, 21, 26, 27, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 39, 43, 44, 45, 47, 48, 49, 50, 52, 53, 54</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Small jars of the same type</td>
<td>4, 18, 45</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Large jars with vertical handles</td>
<td>5, 26, 54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Small jars of the same type</td>
<td>13, 20, 49, 50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Simple straight-necked jugs</td>
<td>8, 10, 17, 29, 37, 40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Bottle-jugs (with pinched lip)</td>
<td>20, 42, 43, 44, 52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Jugs with spouts</td>
<td>5, 17, 26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Jugs with figurine and pitcher (standing type)</td>
<td>3°, 40, 40°, 41</td>
<td>57, 58 (without colour)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Jugs with ox-head (without colour)</td>
<td>6°, 15, 17, 37, 40</td>
<td>59°, 70 (polychrome), 70°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Funnel-necked jugs</td>
<td>36, 41, 42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Minute jugs</td>
<td>7, 17, 20, 23, 32, 34, 35, 36, 43, 54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Little jugs with double stepped necks (the rim usually more or less shiny)</td>
<td>13, 19, 24, 26, 28, 33, 42, 49, 50, 51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Bowls with independent rim</td>
<td>16, 20, 21, 24, 26, 28, 40, 48, 47, 54</td>
<td>57, 59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Open cups (with one little vertical handle)</td>
<td>13, 17, 19, 20°, 24, 26°, 33, 35, 41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Jars or pots with a vertical rim</td>
<td>28, 30, 41, 48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Sockets</td>
<td>4, 6, 17, 23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Plates</td>
<td>11, 13, 19, 20, 21, 42, 43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. Flat basins</td>
<td>6, 10, 16, 17, 32, 36, 37, 40, 41, 42, 47</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. Little smooth red bottles with dark handle</td>
<td></td>
<td>61, 63, 74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. Polychrome technique</td>
<td></td>
<td>61, 74, 75, 76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

§ The shapes are: funnel-necked jug (61), simple straight-necked jugs (74), jugs with ox-head (75).
It is instructive to compare the two necropoleis as they appear on the Tables. It will be observed that, of the 21 forms\(^{10}\) under which the Plain pottery is grouped, 12 are common to both, and 4 peculiar to the one, 5 to the other. Peculiar to the eastern necropolis are (1) Large-cared dionae, (2) Neckless jars, (3) Flat basins, and (4) Little cups with a vertical handle. One of these four forms, the flat basin appears in the western necropolis under Cypriote guise, but only in tomb 59. Peculiar to the western necropolis are (1) Long-necked amphorae, (2) Jars or pots with an upright rim, (3) Swelling bottles with slender ends, (4) Simple straight-necked jugs, (5) Jugs with a double rim. But of these five forms two, the second and the fourth, are not uncommon as Cypriote vases in the eastern necropolis. Turning now to the other Table we find that among the 21 types of Cypriote vessels 7 are common to both necropoleis, 12 are peculiar to the eastern, and 2 to the western necropolis. These last are of the class, peculiar to the western necropolis, which I have for convenience called polychrome. If now we examine more closely the 7 types common to both necropoleis, it appears that 5 of them are accounted for by tombs 57 and 59. There remain only the two classes of jugs with plastic decoration, the figurine-and-pitcher type, and the ox-head type. If we examine again the several western specimens of these two types, we find that whereas those from tombs 57 and 59 are in the red technique, which is extremely frequent in the eastern necropolis, those from tombs 58 and 79 are wholly without colour, and those from tomb 75 are in the polychrome technique. Except, therefore, in the two tombs 57 and 59, all 7 types which seemed to be common to the two necropoleis disappear, so far as painted decoration goes, from the western. Those two tombs would seem accordingly to be related in character rather to the eastern necropolis than to the western, an inference which is only strengthened, as will become evident, by a consideration of their other contents. Putting them aside, therefore, we arrive at the important fact that not a single example of the ordinary Cypriote painted pottery was found in the whole of the rest of the western necropolis, but the traditional plastic decoration and the degenerate polychrome technique alone survive there. On the other hand, of the 19 types with the ordinary decoration, which are thus confined to the eastern necropolis (and tombs 57 and 59), 11 occur in the western as plain or polychrome. It would seem in fact that the distinction between the two necropoleis is more strongly marked with reference to the decoration than the shapes of the vessels. With these two general observations we may content ourselves for the present, and pass on to the rarer specimens not included in the Tables. Briefly they are as follows:

Plain pottery:

- Plain light jugs with a spout (2, 13).
- A plain red etyile (3).
- Little squat wide-mouthed jugs or mugs (3, 59).
- A curious vase like a swelling short-necked bottle with handles rising  

\(^{10}\) 21 out 30, because the long-necked amphorae are really to be reckoned another form.
from the shoulders (20), and a somewhat similar vase but with a wider neck and smaller handles (39).

A clay disk, like a bung, with a hole through the centre (20).

A little amphoroid jug (23).

An open saucer with a little cup rising from the middle, the whole rudely resembling a bed-room candlestick (25).

A small cup of egg-cup shape but with little vertical catch-handles on each side (30).

A jug of the true askos shape (31).

A large jar with a vertical handle in addition to the two ordinary horizontal handles (42).

Little globular jars with two vertical handles (42).

Narrow-necked jars with little handles on the shoulders (43, 49).

A two-handled bottle (61).

A long jar (66).

A large red open pot with horizontal rim and rudimentary handles (67).

A jug with a wide mouth and narrowing neck on a pretty ovoid body (67).

Four very large jugs like amphorae with one handle and a base (75).

A two-handled red pot with a lid (8).

A large jar with vertical handles (57).

Jugs of elegant form with a slender neck like a bottle's (64, 69).

A little 'rouge pot' (68).

Cypriote pottery.

A small top-shaped vase (6).

A small jug with a mouth shaped as if to take a capsule cover (11).

A large jar with a third (vertical) handle (13).

A jug of upright ovoid form with a broad rim (cf. J.H.S. xi. p. 37) (16).

A large jar with double 'ogee' handles (21).

A large round jar with a wide low neck (28).

A jar with a small plain neck and vertical loop handles (42).

Two jugs with a stepped neck (42, 43).

A jar with a simple round aperture and rim but no neck (43).

An askos, plain red with a black top, short handle (43).

An askos in the form of a bird with barrel-shaped body and fan tail, light ground covered with little dark concentric circles (51).

Of the variety which has been classed with the polychrome are six:

Stemmed pots with handles rising high above the shoulder and low rimmed apertures as though for a lid (66, 70, the latter with an ivy pattern on the shoulder and a vandyke pattern of lines on the body).

A jug of novel shape, with very slender bottle-neck and delicate handle, red ground, narrow dark and white bands (69, μυρία in the δόμος).

Next in quantity after the Plain and Cypriote pottery comes the Black-glazed ware. Under this term are comprehended only vessels which are glazed all over so far as they are meant to be visible. Figured vases, and vases in the black-figure or red-figure technique, will be noted under their
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respective tombs. To the black-glazed vessels are here added a few red-glazed, and a certain number which are partly red partly black. The colour of the glaze does not seem an essential distinction. The vessels are mostly plain, but some few bear little impressed patterns. The list is as follows:—

**Plain black.**
- Cotylæ (15, 17, 67, 68, 76).
- Cylyses, with independent rim (17, 25, 35 (stemless), 38, 49, 41, 45).
- Stommed cups, or cylyses without handles (41, 55).
- Two-handled open cups (35, 59).
- One-handled open cups (6, 41, 66).
- Saucers, ordinary (2, 6, 15, 41, 66).
- Saucers, flat type with independent rim (35, 36, 41).
- Little ‘ointment pots’ (41, 61).
- Askos-lamps, plain (41, 66, 76).
- Askos-lamps, decorated (v. the several tombs) (41, 66, 67).
- A large amphora (30).
- A pinax with central ‘well’ (67).
- A fragmentary pyxis with lid (40).
- A ribbed mug (15).
- Irrecognizable fragments (73).

**Plain red.**
- A one-handled open cup (15).
- An ordinary saucer (one of a pair, of which the other is black) (66).
- A little vessel with a spout and vertical ring-handle to one side (75).

**Plain red and black.**
- Cotylæ (36, 59).
- Cylyses with independent rim (35 stemless, 40).
- A one-handled open cup (76).
- A little ‘ointment pot’ (40).

**Black with impressed patterns.**
- Two-handled open cups (15 merely an impressed circle, 66).
- Saucers, ordinary (15 ἵππος, 66, 67).

**Red with impressed patterns.**
- A two-handled open cup (15).

**Red and black with impressed patterns.**
- A stemless cylix (3) (fragment of another ? in 19).

Many of these vessels bear inscriptions scratched on the bottoms, which will be noticed under their respective tombs.

To clear off another class of very common objects let us here note that iron knives were found in tombs 3, 6, 11, 13, 15, 26, 35, 36, 41, 54, 59, 60, 67.
We may now take stock of the remaining finds tomb by tomb, commenting on anything that appears to be of interest.

Tomb 1.—The only distinctly late tomb opened in the eastern necropolis. Besides glass and a fragmentary ironimplement, it contained only a Roman lamp with a representation of Actaeon attacked by a hound, which leaps against his right side. Actaeon is, as usual, horned. He holds a branch or club in each hand. The right arm is raised to strike, the left held back. Round the latter hangs a chlamys floating out behind. The composition is strikingly like that of the small marble group in the British Museum, wherein the influence of Myron has been traced. I saw in private possession at Larnaca two more lamps with the same design.

Tomb 3.—An iron strigil.

Tomb 6.—A small squat lecythus with decoration in the red-figure technique, a stroke pattern round the root of the neck, a wreath of olive leaves round the shoulder, and just below it a meander pattern.

One of the plain large amphorae from this tomb bears an inscription in the Cypriote script incised on the shoulder in the wet clay—

\[ \text{\textit{Mi\textasciendum }ti\textasciendum ri\textasciendum vo\textasciendum se}} \]

\[ \text{M\textasciendum \textit{pp}} \]

A genitive \textit{M\textasciendum pp} from \textit{M\textasciendum pp} = \textit{M\textasciendum } is found, and the form \textit{M\textasciendum pp} is almost universally used by the Greeks, seems to show that \textit{M\textasciendum } or \textit{M\textasciendum } was the more familiar declension. The name is not confined to the deity, v. Papa's Wörterbuch und ecc.

At the root of one of the handles of the same vessel is incised the symbol \textasciendum 3.

Tomb 8.—A cylix, black-figure technique, 'Kleinmeister' type, without figures.

A gold pendant, amphora shape, with a granulated line at the top and bottom of the neck.

Tomb 10.—A black-figured cylix, 'Kleinmeister' type, with the same pair of figures on each side. A nude male figure, raising his left hand before him, strides rapidly to the right. He seems to hold something (a cup?) in his right hand close to his hip, and looks back at another figure

\[ \text{\textasciendum 2} \]

\[ \text{\textasciendum This and the other Cypriote inscriptions (except the last) are reproduced from photographs of scribes pencilled with chalk. I find this method a good practical compromise between clearness and accuracy.} \]
muffled in a purple cloak, who follows him more slowly. Rough hasty work.

_Tomb 11._—A little bronze suspension ring.

_Tomb 12._—A cylix, black-figure technique, "Kleinknecht" type. No figures, but black-and-purple palmettes from the roots of the handles. A minute light-blue porcelain figure, seated, having an animal head. Behind the shoulder is a little hole for suspension (Pl. XV).

_Tomb 13._—Two little jars: ornamented with red and black vertical streaks.

_Tomb 14._—A small bronze bracelet ending in snakes' heads.

A curious open lamp, plain on the under side, glazed (red to black) above, with a yellowish white line round the rim. In the middle of the circular aperture rises a hollow cone, intended no doubt to fit on to a pointed stand. There is a wick-spout, but no handle. Cf. another specimen from tomb 25.

_Tomb 15._—An iron signet-ring.

A black-glazed saucer, and a red-glazed two-handled cup with impressed pattern, bear scratched on their bottoms the same monogram Ψ, to say:

_Tomb 16._—A plain large-eared diotia has the symbol με painted in red between the roots of one handle.

A small light-blue porcelain "sacred eye" (Pl. XV).

A silver signet-ring.

_A black-figured cylix, "Kleinknecht" type, an excellent specimen of its class. The figures are below the rim, which is black. On the one side a man flees before a leopard. He looks back at his pursuer, and in his extended right hand holds a white stone ready to throw at him. Over his left arm, as though to shield him, hangs a black ekhamys adorned with a purple spot in the centre surrounded by white dots. He wears a purple tunic and close-fitting purple helmet. The leopard, black with white spots and a red mane, is ludicrously stiff and grotesque. His neck is very high and long, his head full en face. He raises one paw as if to strike. On the other side the positions are reversed. A huntsman in close-fitting helmet and white tunic, mounted on a powerful horse with purple mane and tail, chases a wounded hind. The animal (white spots and purple neck) falls on one knee looking backward. She is stricken in the hind quarter by a spear with a loop handle in the middle of the shaft, and the red blood flows out. The work is delicate and careful throughout. The vase although much broken is practically complete.

Another black-figured cylix of the same type. Beneath a black rim is a band of birds in plain black without incised lines. The glaze is a good deal eaten and incrusted, but among the birds may be distinguished a swan and two cocks.

_Tomb 17._—A silver signet ring.

_Tomb 18._—A large amphora (mouth and handles lacking), of rather slender form, with smooth white ground. At wide intervals are narrow dark bands, and on the shoulder at each side what seems to be a sinuous snake.
Tomb 19.—Fragments of a small bronze vessel.

A cylix, 'Kleinmeister' type, with patterns outside in the black-figure technique—a band of rays or spikes from near the stem, then a wreath of leaves, and outermost a circle of ivy.

Tomb 22.—A good black-figured cylix, with inner picture, and two outer pictures between 'eyes.' Inside a bearded warrior, nude but for a crested helmet and sword-belt, advances rapidly to the right, but looks back behind him. His right hand seems to rest on his hip, his left on the hilt of his sword. Outside, the scene is a wood or vineyard. Bearded Satyrs peer through the trees from beyond the 'eyes' at the struggle between Heracles and the Cretan bull on the one side, and Theseus and the Marathonian bull on the other. Heracles, clad only in a cloth about the loins, his cloak hung on a branch above, and his club resting against a stem behind, has just brought the bull to his knees by reaching forward over his shoulders and straining on a rope, which he has slipped over a fore and a hind leg. The motive is not an uncommon one, and is repeated without change on the opposite side, only Theseus is beardless and has no club. White, purple, and incised lines are used in moderation. The glaze often passes into brown, and is a good deal damaged on the second outer picture. The drawing is firm and confident, the vase an excellent example of its kind. Although much broken it is complete.

Tomb 23.—On the shoulder of a plain large amphora is a symbol in the form of a Greek cross (3 lo) incised in the wet clay.

Tomb 25.—An open lamp similar to the lamp from Tomb 14.

Fragments of a bronze vessel.

A small jug of exceptional character, black-glazed with a band of the natural colour of the clay, on which are painted two purple lines.

A small cylix, 'Kleinmeister' type, without figures.

A black-figured cylix, 'Kleinmeister' type. Under a black rim is a band of figures, seven on the one side, six on the other. All stand in much the same attitude, the hands nearer the spectator muffled in their mantles, the others holding up the ends of the mantle. All wear a close-fitting red cap. The artist seems to have started painting them in pairs, a black-cloak, adorned with three red-and-white flowers, facing a red-cloak, with a white tunic showing below. But a black-cloak always occupies each end. The figures are grotesque and puppet-like. The work is ordinary.

Tomb 27.—A cylix, 'Kleinmeister' type, black-figure technique. Glaze black to red. Below the rim a band of black palmettes with white dots, between each a purple lotus bud.

Tomb 28.—Fragments of a bronze saucer.

Tomb 29.—A broken cylix, 'Kleinmeister' type, black-figure technique, similar to that from Tomb 27.

A little red-figured lecythus, with an owl between two olive twigs. The neck and shoulder of the vase are left red, and round the latter is a dot and dash pattern. Above the owl a maeander pattern runs round the top of the body of the lecythus. The style is facile and hasty, but I should judge the
vase to be an early specimen of its class, and find in the decoration of the shoulder a confirmation of my impression. Nevertheless it was surprising to find in the same tomb—

An aryballos with the curious, but not uncommon, conventional pattern in which four almond-shaped radiating 'wings' form the most prominent element. The conjunction naturally excites distrust, but although the tomb had collapsed, the door was intact, and there was no proof of any disturbance. An exact parallel is, moreover, quoted by Mr. Cecil Smith from Camirus (J.H.S. vi. p. 375). The vases stand side by side in Fig. 1.

Tomb 30.—A black-figured kylix, of 'Kleinmeister' type, with black-edged rim decorated with vertical strokes, palmettes from the handles. The figures are in plain black without incised lines, both sides alike, a winged Sphinx between two 'mantle-figures'; on the one side she raises a fore-paw. Commonplace work.

Tomb 32.—A broken kylix, 'Kleinmeister' type, black-figure technique, with a band of palmette and lotus bud pattern.

An iron sheep-bell had found its way in from above, the tomb having collapsed.

Tomb 35.—A silver signet-ring.

Part of an iron signet-ring.

A bronze strigil.

On the bottom of a black-glazed oinochoe are inscribed the Cypriote symbols A, Δ, α, Δ/κ, and Λ, o, ω.

Tomb 36.—A black-figured kylix, 'Kleinmeister' type, with two rams charging, the same both sides. White on the horns and bellies. Ordinary style.

Several crude little terracotta figurines—a dove; a horse with head-harness; a dog with traces of red on his ears and paws; a grotesque horse-
man wearing a curious high cap, his hair, which falls behind his neck, black; the head-stall and saddle-cloth (?) of his high-necked horse red.

A gold earring, of the woollen type, adorned with patterns of minute granulation (Pl. XV.). The fretted indented edge below was clearly intended to grip a gem or bead now lost. The fellow to this pretty little prize was not discovered.

A number of silver ornaments—three signet rings, a pair of silver-plated bronze spirals of 3½ turns each, nine small silver spirals and fragments of several more, a little connecting link in the form of two cylinders side by side, six small silver-gilt plates (besides fragments) of curious shape, forming one may suppose part of a necklace or bracelet, and lastly a little flat piece of silver like a half sixpence.

_Tomb 37._—Between the roots of one handle of a large diota is painted in red a circle with a horizontal stroke above and below it.

A red-glazed kylix, with two bands of the natural pale red ground, left clear on the outside, has an early appearance.

A silver ring with points for holding a seashell.

A plain silver ring still on the finger bone.

A pair of silver earrings of the woollen type with tassel-like pendants.

_Tomb 40_ is of especial interest and importance for the chronological evidence furnished by a silver coin found in it, which proves to be of the Lion's head type, _circa_ 480–400 B.C., attributed by M. Six to Soli.

Among the nine or ten Cypro-Babylonian jugs with plastically decorated spouts is one with a ram's head in place of the ordinary ox-head, and one with a standing figural to five or six of the seated variety. The latter especially have a distinctly archaic appearance, the better worked out examples, with neatly tired hair and a crinkled woollen tunic under their mantles, recalling some of the statues in the Acropolis Museum at Athens, while others with their knob-like breasts and rat-tail locks exhibit a style of art more rude and simple, although, to judge from the heads, contemporary.

A little bearded terracotta head in a pointed hat with a brim. Close under the brim on each side of the head is a little round boss, from which depends a streamer. Although much too high set the bosses may be meant for ear-ornaments and the streamers for locks of hair. The features of the face are very indistinct.

A gold ring, with an elaborate setting for two seals or gems side by side, of which one is preserved; a porcelain or paste scarabaeoid not engraved. The ring has a richness and elegance far above the average, and is altogether a very pretty piece of work (Pl. XV.).

A fragment of a light blue porcelain ornament or amulet.

---

Cf. Head Hist. Numis. pp. 226-7, De Layras _Numis. Cypripl.,_ nos. 12. M. Six was formerly inclined to attribute the coins of this type to Mariam, and the discovery of one of them in a tomb at Mariam may be held to support that attribution, but it cannot be proved that the city was not subject to Soli in the fifth century B.C.
Two little blue glass beads.
Fragments of a bronze strigil.

_Tomb 41._—A little thin gold pendant with an embossed Sphinx en face (Pl. XV.).
Six hollow ribbed gold beads.
Three small bronze gilt spirals.
Two small fragments of a silver ring.
A small bronze mirror.
A fragment of alabaster bottle.
The body of a little red-figured aryballos, with a horse of strong stout type with a short high neck. The style is fairly good, and the drawing quite free.

Tomb 57.—A Cypriote jug of the red technique with figurine and pitcher spout (figurine of the seated type and archaic style), with black birds and twigs on the shoulder.

An Attic lecythus with white ground and outline drawing. This vase, which is figured on Plate XIII., was found in scattered pieces, but is practically complete. It had suffered not only from the wanton violence of the robbers who had rifled the tomb, but also from the damp, which filtered through the sandy gravel bed in which the tomb was excavated, and coated it with a hard white incrustation. Much of the brilliancy of the red colour has therefore been sacrificed to the necessity of cleaning. The vase proves to be of singular beauty, and may challenge comparison with the very finest examples of its class. The representation is a parting scene. A soldier receives his helmet from a lady, whom we may conjecture to be his wife. He stands fronting the spectator, his face turned in profile to his right, his left hand holding his long upright spear, and his right extended to take the helmet. A belt over his right shoulder carries a sword. His tall rather slender figure, concealed by no clothing, and his short crisp beard and hair, show him to be in the prime of life. Figure and features are of genuinely
Attic type, such as involuntarily suggests to us the Athenian citizen of the generation of Alethiodes. Facing him stands the lady, proffering his helmet. Behind her is the stool from which she has just risen. She is fully draped in a long chiton with APPLEIS, but, as so often on the vases of this class, within the drapery are drawn with exquisite grace the delicate outlines of her lovely form. Her head, bound with a simple red snood, is slightly bowed, and her face bears a gentle expression of tender sorrow. Although far beneath it in beauty of style and noble sweetness of sentiment, no vase known to me so vividly recalls this figure as the white lecythus in the British Museum inscribed Τοιαίων καλός, on which is represented a lady handing a cloak to her maid. So striking is the resemblance of the heads in particular, that we can scarcely refuse to admit that both were painted at least in the same workshop. There is another lecythus of the same technique and style in Madrid, which bears the same inscription. From the character of the letters, and the style of drawing, the two inscribed vases seem to be among the latest of those with love-names, and our lecythus cannot be separated from them by any considerable interval of years. We may probably conclude that all three were made not long after the middle of the fifth century B.C. A curious detail is the goose between the two figures. On Stephani's principle of interpretation it would symbolize conjugal affection. More natural is the supposition that the bird is a token of domestic life simply, an accessory of the home. Penelope's geese have the run of the house, the goose with which the young boy wrestles in the often repeated group is generally held to be a domestic pet. A goose might be added to the scene before us with the same pathetic touch of home associations as is sometimes given in a modern picture by a dog. It is, however, also possible that the goose may have somehow become an omen of death. The bird appears not infrequently in funeral scenes on sepulchral vases, e.g. the white lecythus figured in Dumont's Κεραμικής c. xiii, where a goose is seen under the hier wherein a corpse is laid out for burial. The favourite oath of Socrates may have a significance beyond what has usually been attributed to it. Can geese have been a customary offering at the grave?

Second only to the white lecythus in beauty is a red-figured lecythus found with it, and like it in scattered fragments, but practically complete. The picture is Aphrodite riding on a swan over the sea (v. Pl. XIV.). The bird flies to the right, the Goddess is seated in profile on his right shoulder, her feet hanging down in front. Her left hand carries a long sceptre, her
right is raised towards the swan’s neck as if to guide or moderate his flight. She is dressed in a long tunic, with a mantle cast about her waist and over her left shoulder. Her long hair falls rippling down her back, and is bound by a plain diadem, above the front of which rises a row of leaves projecting at regular intervals. The swan is a strong powerful bird with mighty wings, rather clumsy and stiff about the legs and tail, but far more slender and long in the neck than his brother on the British Museum cylix. That cylix furnishes the closest parallel to our vase, in their general scheme of composition the two pictures are practically identical. The cylix picture will still remain the finest representation of the theme, but the lecythus is at least no unworthy second. Its style is considerably later, full of graceful charm, although not without some faint echoes of the more severe manner. The least successful point is the hands of Aphrodite, which are clumsy and misshapen. Except for the great wing-feathers the plumage of the swan is but lightly indicated, contrasting with the ‘scale-armour’ in which the swan on the cylix is sheathed. The sea beneath is represented merely by dashes of white.
Aphrodite riding over, or rising from, the sea on a swan is, if not a frequent subject in Greek art, at least not a rare one. The subject has been handled by O. Jahn, Stephani, and more recently by Dr. Kalkmann, who sees in the swan a symbol of the star of Venus. That the leading idea is the advent of Spring, that Aphrodite is conceived of as Queen of the Heavenly Host, and that the swan has some relation to the celestial company of the stars, seems probable from the literary and artistic evidence brought forward by Dr. Kalkmann; but I hesitate to follow him farther in his mythological combinations, and to pronounce the swan to be definitely the particular planet he would have it. If Aphrodite has her home on the 'plaga lactea caeli' (Statius Silv. I. ii. 51), may not the swan be connected with the constellation Cygnus, the brightest group of stars at the zenith of the Milky Way? Any future elucidation of this difficult problem must, however, start from Dr. Kalkmann's results. What one desires is some clearer evidence to identify the swan, and, if possible, some cult-relation between Aphrodite and the bird. Be the interpretation what it may our vase supplies an interesting link in the series, between the British Museum cylix and the later vases noticed by Dr. Kalkmann, and better still is a treasure to be prized for its own sake. We pass on to other objects found in the same tomb, which had evidently been robbed in haste and not completely despoiled even of its jewellery.

A plain gold signet ring, with an oval red transparent stone, swivel-set, not engraved (Pl. XV.).

Two little pendants of gold wire, enclosing a blue and white bead, the one bead lacking.

Part of a silver 'alabastron mouth.'

A piece of an iron ring.

_Tomb 58._—In the ὅπανες, besides a small terracotta bird, was found the limestone sepulchral stele represented by Fig. 4. It measures 2 ft. 11 in. by 1 ft. 6½ in. A young boy in high relief squats in a curious attitude. His right arm is broken off above the elbow, but was evidently raised to the shelf-like remnant of something in the corner above. His left hand grasps the end of an object which has disappeared, but has left its mark on the wall of the recess a little higher up. The surface has suffered a good deal and the lower part of the boy's face has been broken away. The character of the work bespeaks the Ptolemaic period. On the hair are traces of red colour, and the eye-balls were painted blue or black. The top of the stele is of the usual pediment form. Of an inscription there is no trace.

The tomb had been thoroughly cleared by robbers. There remained only a little brown jug and a headless figurine from a jug. The latter is of a novel type, the woman is seated on a chair against the neck of the jug, the pitcher resting at her left side. The jug was apparently perfectly plain.

_Tomb 59._—Robbed but not thoroughly. The pottery but little hurt.
A large red amphora bore an incised X in front, and on each side of the neck what might be a Cypriote loz painted in dark colour.

Fragments of a large seated terracotta figure of heavy style, with traces of red and yellow.

A small silver signet ring.
A little thin silver ring.
A silver-plated bronze bracelet terminating in a snake’s head.
Two bronze mirrors.

Tomb 60.—Although the door was found intact and the tomb undisturbed, there was absolutely nothing inside. Just outside the door, however, lay in scattered fragments the female terracotta head figured on Pl. XV. No. 1. The style is fairly good, but perhaps rather of early Hellenistic date than of the fourth century. The head is about 6 inches high. The pupils of the eyes, as commonly on the terracotta heads from Pali, are marked by a lightly incised circle drawn from a central point.

One of the upright limestone blocks which closed the door was inscribed
in the Cypriote script, with the only inscription on stone found by excavation during the season. The block measured 3 ft. 4 in. × 11 1/2 in. × 7 1/2 in., the letters about 3 in. high, roughly but plainly cut.

For the name Τιμοράνας cf. Meister *Die griechischen Dialekte* II. Bd., pp. 184-5 Nos. 1471 and 1474, and the Τιμοράναςα of our previous season’s inscription No. 14. J.H.S. xi. p. 69. The tenth, eleventh, and twelfth letters, being the whole of the second name except its first letter, are hard to decipher on the stone, which is here a good deal weather-worn. The 10th must, I think, be μαρ. το is perhaps not impossible, but both the marks on the stone and the analogies of Cypriote nomenclature favour μαρ. The 11th is damaged, but would naturally be read as σι or ικ, and the 12th as ις, for the hole near its base seems purely accidental, and there is no sign of a cross stroke. But to read ις leads us into difficulties. A genitive ending in -υ would be unparalleled in a Cypriote inscription except from an α stem. Τιμαλοῦ (τι μαρ-ιου, for the form of τιο, which might be thought possible here, cf. Meister p. 133) is therefore inadmissible. Neither can the 11th letter be plausibly interpreted as any of the -α signs, nor a probable name suggested to fulfil the conditions. I take the twelfth symbol, therefore, to be an eccentric or carelessly cut νο. Reading 11 as κς and 12 as νο, we get τι μαρ-κο νο, Τιμαρένα. The genitive in -ον from compounds of γένος is sufficiently supported by epigraphical and literary evidence, and Τιμαρένα is a common enough name. Should this suggestion seem too bold, it would still be possible, although to my mind unsatisfactory, to fall back on the rare name Τιμαρένα, and read τι μαρ-κο [σι] νο, or τι μαρ[κο] νο νο.

**Tomb 62.**—A piece of a seated terracotta figure of the ordinary type, with traces of red colour.

**Tomb 63.**—A small terracotta head of fair style, probably female, regular features, traces of a wreath or headband.

**Tomb 64.**—A pair of gold earrings terminating in animal heads, very similar to a pair from tomb 69 which is figured on Pl. XV, but rather plainer.

A large silver signet ring, probably hollow.

A silver finger ring.

**Tomb 66** was found quite undisturbed and in excellent condition, the door was intact, and the stone slabs which closed the bed-niche were all in place. The hole communicating with tomb 65 (also undisturbed) as it
appears on the plan may be said to be entirely of our making, for until we
enlarged it there was hardly room for the insertion of a hand, and there
were fragile objects close against it, which had evidently never been displaced.
The excavators of tomb 65 had cut a few inches too near to the neigh-
bouring sepulchre, and even driven the point of a pick through the wall;
but they were no tomb-robbers. On the narrow side of one of the horiz-
ontally laid slabs forming the door of 66, which we pulled down from inside,
was the mason’s mark ψν. In the tomb was found a single small stray frag-
ment of one of the fine Cypriote jugs of the figurine-and-pitcher type with
warm ruddy ground and rich dark decoration. The patterns on it are a
cross-hatching and a band of olive leaves. This fragment, unique and
isolated, seems to indicate that the tomb had been cleared and used a second
time.

A long-necked red amphora bore traces of red colour including n (an η) in
front of the neck.

Graves were frequent on the bottoms of the very numerous black-glazed
vessels. Nine of them, open cups and saucers plain or with impressed pat-
terns, were inscribed Λ Ψ, λω ‘rect; and a black-glazed oikos bore what is
probably meant for the same inscription imperfectly executed. νω also ap-
peared on a saucer.

A black-glazed oikos with a Sphinx in low relief. She has upturned
wings and a flat Egyptian head-dress. The style looks comparatively late.

A red-figured oikos, with a raised central boss and a carelessly drawn beast
to each side of the handle.

A red-figured calyx of late style, with two figures on each side. All
are beardless ‘mantle-figures.’ Each pair stands facing one another, the
left hand figure on either side holding a staff before him. No par-
ticular action seems to be represented. The work is hasty and wholly
without merit.

A large bronze bowl (much damaged) with a double swing handle and
solid circular base.

A bronze saucer or lid.
A bronze mirror.
A small bronze spatula or rod with bulbous end.
A sheaf of bronze-headed arrows or darts with wooden shafts, the wood
much decayed.

Several iron spear-heads with remains of wood about them.
An iron candelabrum, 2 ft. 3 in. high, with a tripod base, and a
round disk on the top, 4½ inches in diameter.

Fragments of an iron strigil.
Several small pieces of lead plating.
A gold signet ring (Pl. XV.), fairly solid, with engraved bezel. The
subject is Athena, seated, with her shield by her side, on which she
rests her left hand (left in the impression). Her right is extended and sup-
ports her owl. She wears a thin chiton, and an upper garment wrapped
about her lower limbs. On her head is a helmet with triple crest. The com-
position is skilfully adapted to the space, the work deep and incisive, the style not earlier than the fourth century, probably early Hellenistic. Beneath the owl is the plainly engraved inscription ΑΝΑΞΙΛΗΣ, for the interpretation of which there are practically only two alternatives: either a κ has dropped out and we have to read Ἀναξιλη[σ], or Ἀναξιλης is meant to be equivalent to Ἀναξιλας. The latter is less violent but not perhaps more probable.

Now there is in the Naples Museum a gold ring found at Capua, engraved with a portrait of some eminent Roman, formerly identified with M. Junius Brutus, but whom Furtwängler has shown good reason for supposing to be of the third or second century B.C. The ring bears an inscription very hard to decipher, which used to be read Ἀναξιλας ἐπόει, but which Braun from the original and Furtwängler from an impression have agreed in pronouncing to be [Ἡρ]ακλειδας ἐπόει. On the other hand Mr. A. S. Murray recently read the name on the original as Ἀναξιλας, and so do the authorities of the Naples Museum and Mr. E. N. Rolfe, who has examined the ring with the express object of deciding the point. Ἀναξιλας is invariably read by those who see an impression for the first time. The reading ultimately agreed upon will depend on the significance to be attached to the marks in front of the first A. Furtwängler, who gives an enlarged facsimile of the inscription, holds them to be the base points of the letters ΗΡ which have otherwise disappeared. It is perhaps possible that they are punctures made by the engraver in spacing out the inscription before cutting it. In favour of the prima facie reading may be adduced the excellent preservation of the ring, which makes it improbable that the two first letters should have so completely disappeared, and the practice usual with gem-cutters of beginning the word ἐποέε, where it occupies a second line, about under the first letter of the name.

Assuming that the name on the Naples ring may be Ἀναξιλας, can we identify the engraver with the Ἀναξιλης of the Poli ring? The rings are of the same material and not dissimilar, the signatures are perhaps possible forms of the same name, the style of both, if the one be put at the earliest the other at the latest date, might be brought within the same period. Nevertheless I am far from being convinced by such slender evidence in the face of many obvious objections. Ἀναξιλης is not Ἀναξιλας, it is not likely that the same man would spell his name differently on different works. It is equally improbable that he would engrave it in two such different styles as the inscriptions present. Ἀναξιλης is simply and freely written without any affectation of care or ornament, with a straight crossed Α and a narrow four-barred Σ. Ἀναξιλας is very neatly inscribed, with little terminal cups at the ends of the strokes, and what seems to be an angular barred Α and a rounded Σ. The difference of subject makes it hard to compare the style, but there seems to be an essential difference. The artist of the Naples ring would have treated the Athena in a broader style with less

18 R. Braun, Bullettino dell' Instituto, 1855, xxxii. : Furtwängler, Jahrbuch iii. p. 297, tav. xii; Middleton, Engraved Gems, p. 75.
EXCAVATIONS IN CYPRUS.

abrupt relief. Moreover, although it might be possible, were there any cogent reason, to approximate the two rings to a central date, say about the middle of the third century, yet the one would naturally be placed quite half a century earlier the other half a century later, and the collateral evidence from the other contents of the tomb must make us jealous of any such straining of chronological probability.

Tomb 67.—On one of the two upright stone slabs that formed the door was painted in purple the Cypriote symbol sr. Outside the door were found the fragments of a reclining terracotta figure of the usual type and scale.

A brown long-necked amphora bore traces of red decoration.

A small bronze suspension ring.

A bronze mirror, or rather what would be called a mirror-case, but no mirror was found and there is only half a case. The handle is joined to it by a Gorgoneion, which, although far from early in style, retains the archaic type with large eyes, wide cheeks, protruding tongue, and snaky locks.

The most interesting objects found in the tomb were the remains of a gold necklace, of which specimens are figured on Pl. XV. The members consist of eight double-petalled gold rosettes or open flowers, with a central globule and delicate granulations; eight gold stars of six points with granulated edges and terminal globules, and a floral centre, the whole resembling an open narcissus flower; twenty-five little hemispherical gold buttons. All these rosettes, stars, and buttons are furnished with little wire loops behind for stringing on a thread. The central ornament is a thin gold pendant, in the form of a very naturalistic open flower with petals and stamens, surmounted by two winged genii, on the knees of each of whom is a fighting-cock. Below the flower depends by a delicate gold chain a small rosette, and behind are two loops for the thread. The whole design is rich and elegant, but especially interesting are the figures with the cocks, which closely resemble the well-known relief on the chair of the priest of Dionysus from the theatre at Athens.

Tomb 68.—This tomb seemed to be in great confusion, so much so that it was hardly possible to determine which was the outside which the inside of the door.

A fragment of a small limestone altar (Fig. 5) of very good workmanship, worthy of the best period. On the curved moulding is painted a series of alternating pairs of red and blue dashes meeting in a point above or below. The colours were very bright and fresh.

A small limestone figure of a boy, headless and armless, 1 ft. 5 1/2 in. high. He is clad in a chiton, which reaches below the knee, and seems to have been seated in much the same attitude as the boy on the stole from tomb 58 already described. Very inferior work.

The feet and broken plinth of a limestone statuette.

A headless female terracotta figure, seated on a chair (the high back of which is broken away) with a footstool, and holding on her lap a little pup-
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pet-like child (Fig. 6). The child, which has none of the proportions of a baby, but resembles a diminutive full-grown man, is especially archaic in appearance. His head is the best finished part of the work which is otherwise of the ordinary heavy style.

Fragments of another seated terracotta figure, and of two reclining figures, of the same style. To one of the latter is probably to be assigned the torso and thighs of an attendant boy bearing a jug in his right hand.

Two female terracotta heads from figures of about the same scale as the above (Pl. XV. Nos. 2, 3). The one has short curly hair bound with a thick head-band on which are traces of purple colour. The face, which is badly damaged about the chin and lower lip, is broad and full. The ears are

![Fragment of Limestone Altar](image)

**Fig. 5.**

pierced for earrings. This type is not uncommon at Poli, but that of the second head is even more frequent. The hair is enclosed in a snood, and the edge of the drapery is carried over the top of the head. The features are regular and unusually well-modelled. The eyes of both heads are incised.

A footless and headless female terracotta figure, about 9 inches high, draped in a sleeved mantle gilt about the waist. The right hand is lacking, the left holds a wreath. Work of middling quality.

An iron object resembling the rim of a jug.

Fragments of an iron strigil.

**Tomb 69.**—A long-necked light amphora with red decoration, the handles of which bear an illegible oblong stamp.

A number of clay beads or buttons (they are not pierced right through) with a red surface on which are remains of gilding.
A bronze platter.
A bronze lid, or slightly concave disk with a peg in the centre.
But the more interesting objects are from the niche outside the door.
They are, so far as not already given—
A pair of gold earrings of the common pattern with animal heads, possibly in this case ox-heads (Pl. XV.). The rings are prettily finished and decorated with spiral and other patterns. A plainer pair were found in tomb 64.

A little cushion-shaped transparent red gem (?).
A large silver signet ring, probably hollow.
A fragmentary smaller silver signet ring.
A silver finger ring.
Two silver pins with a blue and white glass bead at the end.
A small silver spatula.
A thin oval piece of silver, perhaps a coin.
A small bronze swing-handle (or bracelet?).
A crude little terracotta horse's head of archaic appearance is perhaps a stray fragment.

**Tomb 70.** —A silver drachma of Alexander the Great.
Fragments of an iron strigil.

**Tomb 72.** —A little blackened Roman lamp with raised star-points radiating from the central aperture.

**Tomb 73.** —Two light amphorae with stamped handles, on the one (1) 
'Αριστοκλέους; (2) ετί Σωσικλέης Αρταμίτου, on the other (1) Ζώρωνος, (2)
ετί Ευσίμου Τακυθίου, all four inscriptions circumscribed round Rhodian rossa.

A Roman lamp.

**Tomb 74.** —(In the shaft outside the door were found three fragments of
good fourth century red-figured ware, on one of which is a pair of white feet,
on the other portions of drapery.)
A female head from one of the large terracotta statuettes, with aquiline
nose, squinting eyes, and wiggly incised hair. The edge of the mantle is
carried over the head. Poor work.

**Tomb 75.** —(In the shaft were found fragments of a seated terracotta
female figure of the ordinary type.)
Two large red amphorae have each one stamped handle, on the one 
Σ, on
the other a bearded head and three illegible letters. Both have a red
band round the neck.
An alabastron of plain light-patty.
The hand of a terracotta figure.
A bronze mirror.
An iron strigil.

**Tomb 77.** —A bronze gilt ring, the circlet in the form of a spiral twist
or cable, with a light blue porcelain scarab (not engraved) in a gold
setting.

**Tomb 78.** —Six Roman lamps.
Fragments of ordinary transparent glass vessels.

**Tomb 79.** —The remnant of an alabastron.
A little black-glazed pot with a spout and little vertical handle, no neck.
On the top surface round the aperture are spirals roughly drawn in the
red-figure technique.

**Tomb 80.** —A silver drachma of Alexander the Great.
A gold leaf mouth-piece precisely similar to that figured J.H.S. xi,
Pl. V. No. 8.

An otherwise unproductive shaft yielded a small flat Ionic limestone
capital from a stele of some sort, with a small oblong hole through it
vertically, perhaps for the affixment of a piece of sculpture. The volutes bore
traces of red. Apparently good work, but damaged.
III.

Let us now try to gather and apply any larger conclusions which it appears possible to deduce from our evidence. It has already been pointed out that tombs 57 and 59 belong in character to the eastern necropolis, from which the rest of the western necropolis, in spite of a considerable resemblance in the plain pottery, is sharply distinguished by the painted decoration of its Cypriote vases. In the one necropolis only the usual geometric decoration, executed with mechanical precision in black and red on the natural or reddened ground, is to be found. In the other only that system of decoration which we have termed the polychrome. The distinction is fully maintained in other classes of objects. In the eastern necropolis the black-figure technique predominates, vases in the red-figure technique are comparatively rare and of good style; in the western the black-figure technique disappears altogether, and the few red-figured vases exhibit the last degeneracy of the style. Porcelain amulets occur in the eastern tombs, but are absent from the western. The terracotta figurines of the eastern necropolis are very small and crude, the larger figures do not appear, in the western necropolis on the other hand the larger figures are common, and the crude little ones are scarcely found. Obviously the two necropoleis are of quite distinct periods and the eastern is considerably the earlier. Can we more precisely define these periods? I think to some extent we can. There was found in tomb 40, as has been noticed, a silver coin of the Lion type, 480-460 B.C. The vases from tomb 57 may be probably assigned to the earlier part of the second half of the same century. Now tomb 40 belongs to one of the younger groups of tombs in the necropolis. Both tomb 40 and tomb 57 are later in character than perhaps the majority of the eastern tombs. If then these two date from the middle of the fifth century B.C. or thereabouts, the earlier tombs will extend from, say, towards the close of the sixth century over the first half of the fifth. None are probably so late as the fourth century. For the eastern necropolis then we may assign the century 520-420 as a rough but probable date. Now are we to place the western necropolis in the fourth century or the Hellenistic period? Is it to be connected with Marium or with Arsinoë? I am inclined to think the latter, for the following reasons: (1) There is no transition from the one class of tombs to the other, no gradual substitution of the one kind of pottery for the other, but a new start which implies a decisive gap. (2) There is evidence of several tombs having been used a second time, and of two at least of the former burials having been of the fourth century. A repeated use involving the violation of a tomb is scarcely by fourth century red-figure style, and tomb 74 outside the door of which were found fragments of fourth century red-figured vases with white flesh-painting. Two tombs containing fourth century vases were, I understand, found close by in the excavations of 1886–7.
conceivable until two or three generations have passed away. The destruction of Marium by Ptolemy Soter in B.C. 312, and the transportation of its inhabitants, on the other hand, must have caused a break in family traditions, after which it is not surprising that the new settlers of Arsinoe should have used the old tombs without scruple. (3) In tombs 70 and 80 were found drachmae of Alexander the Great. But until 312 B.C. Marium was an independent state with a coinage of its own. Were the burials earlier than that date the coins would more naturally be those issued by Stasios orius king of Marium. (4) The contents of the tombs as a whole point to the Hellenistic period. The earliest tombs, 66 and 67, one would perhaps naturally assign to the end of the fourth century if they stood alone, but I cannot see any cogent reason for separating them from the rest with which they have so much affinity. Their contents seem to be no less possible at the beginning of the third century than at the end of the fourth. About the Hellenistic character of the majority of the tombs of this necropolis there can be little doubt.

If our conclusions as to the two necropoleis are just, certain results seem to follow from them. It appears that the distrust expressed in our last year’s report with regard to the evidence of the western tombs was more than justified. The confusion was even worse than was supposed. One or two errors have therefore to be corrected. The suggestion (J.H.S. xi. p. 29) as to the sepulchral stela is pure moonshine, and only serves to show how atrocious was the condition of the tombs. The suspicion arises that the tombs with two or three chambers opening on to the same ἐπαύλεια (ibid. p. 22) may have been rather groups of small tombs, and that this arrangement may not always have been original. The general view stated for what it was worth on p. 59 requires some modification. On the other hand it is surprising how much is confirmed—the general similarity of the common staple articles in tombs of widely different dates, the persistence after the fourth century of some, although not all, varieties of Cypriote pottery (cf. especially J.H.S. xi. pp. 36-8 (e), (c), (f)), and the probable extension of the black-glazed stamped ware and the slightly executed red-figure technique on both sides of that century. Without pretending to certainty we may add perhaps the retention of the native script for some decades after the Ptolemaic conquest, and the comparatively late date of the larger terracotta figures. What was said of the tombs seems to require no further correction than has already been made.

The general result of the work at Poli goes to confirm the suggestion of Dr. Dümmler (Jahrbuch, ii. p. 168) that the eastern necropolis is in the main to be connected with Marium, the western with Arsinoe. The part of the former on which we have excavated this season belongs to the age

---

32 The lack of pottery in both tombs, as well as in the tomb on Karpaza in which a column of Alexander was found during our previous excavations, may suggest that they belong to the probably brief period between the destruction of Marium and the foundation of Arsinoe. That the site was absolutely desolate is improbable, possibly there was a foreign garrison in possession.
of the severe style of Greek art and has received but little admixture of a later date, whereas the site tried in the western necropolis seems to have been very largely worked over in Ptolemaic times. But it must be remembered that these sites are but a small part of their respective necropoleis. One Roman tomb was discovered even this last season in the eastern necropolis, and on the north side of the vineyard late tombs appear to be frequent, if not the rule. In the western necropolis the earlier burials on our last site are of the fifth and fourth centuries, although but few of the early tombs remain in tolerable condition. Similarly on our previous sites tombs perhaps as early as any of those opened in the eastern necropolis were occasionally discovered, especially on Kapargia and Site A, and sites like Kapargia and Hagios Demetrios we may now see to have consisted mainly of fourth century tombs in spite of later admixtures and reconstructions. It would seem, therefore, that both necropoleis were used by the inhabitants of both Marium and Ariaeae, but the later tomb-makers on the whole preferred the western, without, however, changing the character of large tracts even of that.

The tombs here assigned to the fourth century are marked by an abundance of black-glazed ware (much of it stamped with impressed patterns), and red-figured vases of the later style (chiefly askoi and small vessels), in company with the not yet extinct older kind of Cypriote pottery. It appears probable that the manufacture of that pottery went down with the fall of Cypriote independence, and was to a large extent replaced by importation from Rhodes and Alexandria. Whether it persisted locally to a still later date at Citium or elsewhere is a question with which we are not here concerned, the above account seems to me to be true at least at Poli. I regret to find myself on this point in opposition to the great authority of Dr. Furtwängler, who would have us believe that the older geometrical Cypriote pottery died out before the end of the sixth century, and that no Cypriote pottery whatsoever survived the fourth (v. Jahrbuch v. p. 163). That his contention, which is stated with unnecessary emphasis and perhaps not very seriously weighed, is an exaggeration, I hope this paper has shown reasons for believing. If we can put any confidence whatever in the repeated testimony of the tombs the older Cypriote style continued to flourish during the whole of the fifth century, and the later persisted into Ptolemaic times. But I am also convinced that there is more than sufficient evidence from the previous season's work to prove that the earlier and more familiar Cypriote ware maintained itself during the greater part of the fourth century. In the fifth century tombs it shows no symptoms of decay, and it is found not twice or thrice but again and again, and that in tombs which seem above suspicion, together with Greek pottery, red-figured vases of late style in particular, which no one could hesitate for a moment to assign to the fourth century.

EXCAVATIONS IN CYPRUS.

Without making any dogmatic assertions or pretending to have solved all problems, it may, I think, be fairly claimed that the efforts of the Cyprus Exploration Fund at Polis tes Chrysochou have done something towards answering a few of the many difficult questions in Cypriote archaeology.

J. ARTHUR R. MUNRO.

OXFORD, May 1891.

The following few notes, since some of them refer to Polis tes Chrysochou and its neighbourhood, and are not included in Mr. Hogarth's Devia Cypria, may find a place here.

Before leaving I succeeded in purchasing the inscription built into the stair of Sabas Gialourou (published in last year's report, J.H.S. xi. p. 69), together with the remaining portion of the stone which was built in face downwards a few steps higher up. Mr. Tubbs' reading is right so far as it goes.88

The complete inscription runs:

88 By a slip of the pen it is derived on p. 68 from tomb M 2 instead of M 1. Dr. Meister would never have suggested the connection of this inscription with no. 15 in p. 70, had he seen the stones. (v. Berliner Philologische Wochenschrift 1890, no. 43, pp. 1351-5.)
The country immediately to the east of Poli is full of ruined mining villages; but their ruins are not of great interest. There is one at no great distance to the N.E. of the eastern necropolls, where are heaps of slag and a few stray pieces of thin marble. The latter may be derived from a church, the former certainly indicate a smelting station. It is from this site that the limestone capital that serves as a step to the school-house at Magounda is said to have been taken. The marble block on the roof of the same building (let the itinerant archaeologist note) is not inscribed. There are in Magounda two or three great earthen θήβαι, brought from the old site just below the present village. They probably served as receptacles for grain. Similar receptacles cut in the rock are not uncommon, e.g. at the neighboiring deserted site of Χορτίνα, or (as the local pronunciation has it) Φόρτινα. At Φόρτινα are the most considerable remains of a village, with two churches, one of which is still standing. It is a charming spot, and a spring of delicious water gushes out under the shade of a large fig-tree. On the other, the western, side of Poli we may note the (probably) ancient pier at Latzi, which is now and must always have been the port or anchorage. The pier or mole is constructed of very massive squared blocks of stone, and although many of the blocks are displaced the pier is far from a complete wreck. Little appears above the water, but enough is left to give a welcome shelter to small craft when a gale blows down from the Aeamas. Just beyond Latzi, where the track begins to mount the rocks, are a few tombs. Inland are two or three villages not noticed by Mr. Hogarth. Neokhoro is uninteresting. At Androlitou, a nest of cutthroats haunted by memories of the famous brigand Hassan Poli, there are, as was mentioned in last year's report, some indications of an ancient settlement. The split column engraved with an effigy and inscription I now take to be a very late tombstone, but have no plausible reading of the latter to offer. At Drousa, pleasantly situated high up on the ridge, with a plentiful supply of good water, there is a considerable κατάλημα or tract of ruins, but I cannot vouch for their antiquity.

At New Paphos, among other inscriptions, I saw the mediæval French epitaph copied by Mr. Hogarth (v. Devia Cypria p. 9 no. 4) and can confirm the reading ΗΑΙΡΟΙΟΝ

Ten minutes west of Paramali near the ruined church of S. George there lies a limestone ciprus with a damaged inscription, which I was unable, in the few minutes I had to devote to it, satisfactorily to decipher.
A tomb in the neighbourhood is reported to have contained glass and vases with colours. On the hill-top round the church are miscellaneous fragments of limestone building, columns, coarse red pottery, a black mill, etc.

In Maroni I noted another cippus inscribed:

\[\text{Εὐθρόῳτε \ χαιρε.}\]

and built into the wall (upside down) over the door of Koussas Kara Mustapha's yard a limestone fragment inscribed:

\[\text{ΝΙΚΑΙΟΥΜΟ.}\]

At Larnaca in the garden by the Tourabi Teke, are two limestone cippi, used as supports to a water-channel with the inscriptions:

\[\text{Εὐτύχη \ χαιρε.}\]

The following inscription, on a blue marble base in the shop of M. Zapetos, Chemist, Larnaca, has not, so far as I am aware, been published. The stone is broken to the left.

\[\text{ΙΟΥΛΙΟΙΟΥ\ ΧΑΙΡΕ.}\]

I was enabled by the kindness of the authorities to take copies and squeezes of several Cypriote inscriptions from Poli now in the Cyprus Museum at Nicosia. They have most of them been published by Dr. Deecke in the Berliner Philologische Wochenschrift 1880. I denote them by the numbers under which they appear in Dr. Meister's supplement to Deecke's collection.

25f. Line 2. I read ετε λα: (ל) λα: α: σχ. The α was the only letter I could make out with any confidence in the third line.

25m. Deecke reads Νικα Πρωτιφως ήμω. The third letter I read ας (not φως) and the fourth as νω (not νος). The first line would thus run ωι
κε λο νω τι νο σχ. May not the κε and λο have been transposed by a stone-cutter accustomed to write left to right, and the true reading be
Νικακρατιφως?

25p. There can be no doubt about Θεμιστοκλας for the first line. At the beginning of the second I fancy I can make out ετε λα: ου εμι τας
and the remaining characters look like τι: ενς σχ.

There is one stone without a tomb-number, which I have not been able to identify. The letters are poorly cut and in bad condition, very hard to read. On one side is a mason's mark ω. Read from right to left the lines run as follows:

1. ל νι νכ νא
2. או νכ νא νא
3. או νכ νא νכ
4. פ נא νכ

This reading is given for what it is worth, I feel no confidence in the interpretation of several characters.

J. A. R. M.
HERAKLES AND EURYTOS

AND A

BATTLE-SCENE UPON SOME FRAGMENTS OF A CYLIX IN
THE NATIONAL MUSEUM AT PALERMO.

[PLATE XIX.]

The high degree of interest possessed by the subject-matter of the design upon the two fragments numbered 2351 in the National Museum at Palermo, and here published for the first time, has induced me to bring them to public notice earlier than I intended, and apart from the wider subject with which they are connected by their style. I am indebted to the kindness of M. Salinas of Palermo for the drawing of the fragments which was executed there by Signor Carmelo Giarizzo. They have been noticed already on several occasions by Klein, Euphorion, pp. 58-4, by Koepp, Arch. Ztg., 1884, p. 42, note 21, and recently by Hirsch, De Animaarum opii Antiqua Imaginibus, p. 10, No. 19, and are described in greater detail by Klein, Meistersignaturen, p. 113, No. 11. Klein has classed these fragments on which ἑρωίνας twice repeated is still preserved with the group of red-figured vases signed ἑρωίνας only. Certainly the master who painted them belongs to the earlier group of painters of red-figured vases, the so-called 'Epiktetic school.' To this point, however, further reference will be made at a later point.

First I will proceed to discuss the design of the fragments. A, the larger of the two (Pl. XIX.), represents four male figures hastening to the right, three of whom are looking backward and carry a bow (touched in with red) in the outstretched left hand and an arrow in the right, which is depressed. The foremost of them, on the contrary, seems to be stretching out his imarmed hands towards a figure with drawn bow which faces him from the left.1 Of the latter figure, the archer, only the right leg, which is advanced, a piece of the quiver-case and the lower part of the bow are preserved. On the other, the left side of the fragment opposite the archer just mentioned, a fully-draped female figure, of which only the lower part is preserved, is

1 The incorrect description in Klein, p. 113 n. 11, is to be set right by this.
standing quietly. With these six figures the composition was undoubtedly complete.

The method by which we may explain this singular scene is suggested by a black-figured amphora of later style which is figured by Minervini (Illustrazioni di un vaso Volente), and after him by Brunn in his Vorlesungsblätter, No. 2 (without the inscriptions). The design on the amphora shows on the left side Herakles in the lion-skin, facing right, with drawn bow. This figure, which can be recognized at once, is the only one which is not accompanied by an inscription; the following figures are all provided with them. Two men are rushing towards Herakles with arms upraised, one of whom, Eurytos, wears chiton and himation, while the other, Antiphonos, is in full armour. To the right and left two other men are lying on the ground; the one, Deim, or Deioneus, wears a chiton and carries quiver and bow; the other, Iphiotes, is in the close-fitting dress of an Asiatic archer. Opposite Herakles, at the right end of the scene, a female figure, Iole or Ioleia, brings the composition to a close. She is raising both arms, and a target, in which a number of arrows are sticking, is visible behind her head. The elements of a similar scene are found on the fragments of a red-figured kylix of ripe archaic style found in 1882 among the layers of débris on the Akropolis and published by Winter in the Arch. Jahrbuch, 1887, pp. 230-31. These fragments may from their style be assigned with certainty to the hand of Bryges.\(^1\) The female figure, Iole, standing in a passive attitude, is certainly recognizable on fragment 1,\(^2\) and seems to have closed the composition on the right side, as it does in the black-figured amphora. Her right arm, of which parts are preserved, seems to have been raised as if in astonishment. An archer in short chiton, with bow and arrow in the down-dropped left hand, looks back as he hurries away from her. Above and between these two figures we can recognize the upper part of an arrow whizzing away to the right.

Fragment No. 2 shows Herakles facing right—only the lower half of the figure is preserved, but he is plainly to be recognized by his lion’s skin. He stands with his legs crossed— an attitude which at that period was a favourite one for archers. We may assume that here as well Herakles corresponds to Iole, and closes the composition on the left side.

Considerable difficulties present themselves in the interpretation of the other parts of the design preserved to us. In front of Herakles on fragment 2 portions of a palm-tree and the remainder of a quiver still exist. I cannot feel sure whether we should recognize here the upper part of a quiver, or the lower and rounded end as in the quiver Herakles is wearing at his side. In the former case we must assume that the quiver was suspended from the palm-tree as it is on the Eurythous-cup of Euphronios (Klein,

---

\(^1\) The proof of this I hope to produce in my Grieche Meisterschalen. Eutwanger in Roscher’s Lexicon, p. 2934, is already disposed to assign the fragments to Bryges rather than to Durs, as Winter proposed.

\(^2\) The numbers of the fragments do not correspond with those of note 46, p. 229, which may easily give rise to confusion.
Euphronios, p. 89). The predilection which Brygos had for indicating the locality by a tree, a rock, or a pillar is well known.

The chief difficulty lies, however, in the interpretation of the third fragment. Winter assumes that this belongs to the same side of the cup as fragments 1 and 2, and recognizes upon it the feet of one warrior rushing onwards and of another who has fallen. It is certain that we should rather distinguish here the feet of three figures; there are two left feet of figures moving rapidly to the left, and the left foot of another moving to the right or else possibly lying on the ground.

We should therefore be compelled, if fragment 3 is to be placed on the same side as the shooting-match, to suppose that the design comprised at least six figures: Herakles and Iole on the left and right of the composition, and between them three male figures rushing to the left, and a fourth advancing in an opposite direction or lying on the ground with his face turned towards them.

In the former case—that is, if fragment 3 does not after all certainly belong to the design—we may suppose that the gap between Herakles and the advancing archer was filled up, after the fashion of the fragment at Palermo, by three more male figures pressing forward against him. In the opposite case—that is, if the fragment certainly belongs to the same side as 1 and 2—the design, containing a fallen warrior at the feet of Herakles, would stand in a close relation to that upon the black-figured amphora published by Minervini, which has two fallen figures at the feet of four which are standing.¹

And now that we have reached this point, let us turn our attention again to the fragment of the Palermo cup.

The identification of the figures on the fragment is now quite certain. On the right, at one end of the composition, stands Herakles in the attitude of an archer. Eurytos and three of his sons, whatever names we choose to give them, are hurrying towards him, and on the left side of the composition was represented as advancing upon a man lying upon a couch. We may recognize a resemblance between the Brygos cup from the Akropolis and the interior design of the Louvre cup with white ground (972)—a splendid vase, though almost entirely destroyed—which has been interpreted by Portzanger in Roscher's Lexicon, p. 2233, as representing the slaying of Iphitos by Herakles at a banquet in his (i.e. Herakles') own house, according to Odyssey xxi. 27ff.: a view in which he is undoubtedly correct. This interpretation is especially commended in the present instance by the fact that an incident from the same cycle of myths is also represented on the outside of the vase; and besides this, the stiff lying under the couch speaks strongly in favour of the wandering Iphitos who went in search of the houses he had lost.

¹ I believe that I can prepare the way for a more correct explanation of the fragments of the interior design of the Akropolis kylix than that given by Winter in the Jahrbuch, 1887, p. 229. The club still preserved on fragment 6 proves that this as well as the external design is concerned with the representation of one of the adventures of Herakles. The vine-leaves on fragment 8 led Winter to conjecture that it might be that which took place in the vineyard of Syleas. But the parts of a couch with the remains of the pillow on fragment 7 show too plainly that these vine-tendrils are to be considered as hanging from a dining-table, as is often the case in vase-paintings of this period (cf. the cotyle with the reasoning of Hester, also from the hand of Brygos, Ceusa, Porphyreum, i. 3 after Mosch. vili. 27, or the Symposion cup of Duris). In all probability, then, Herakles
stands Iole. The fact that the whole composition is here reversed is of little or no importance. There can be no doubt that the three designs on the black-figured amphora, on the fragments of a cup in Palermo, and on the Brygos cup from the Akropolis, represent one and the same, or at least closely connected incidents. But of what nature are these?

If any legend appears in confused and conflicting forms in the shape handed down to us by literary tradition through the writers of myths and lexicons and scholia, it is that of Herakles and Eurytos, the archer-king of Oichalia.

Even the scene of the incidents is sometimes placed in Thessaly, sometimes in Messenia, and sometimes in Euboea. Every town of the name put in its claim to be that of the legendary Eurytos. The number of the king’s sons varies; sometimes they are only two, sometimes three or four. Their names, too, are uncertain. And finally, the versions preserved to us of the incident itself are various and conflicting. Naturally, we can only avail ourselves of the older versions of the myth that can be traced back to Epic sources in the interpretation of the three vase-paintings we have grouped together, since they all belong to the last decades of the sixth or the early decades of the fifth century.

Creophylus, one of the masters of the later epics, seems to have been the first to condense the legends of Eurytos and Herakles in his epic poem, Οἰχαλίας or Οἰχαλίας Ἑλλησις. It is possible that our vase-paintings were inspired by this poem either directly—that is, if we assume that they were conceived by the vase-painters themselves independently—or indirectly, if we suppose them to be derived from materials already existing in monumental painting. It is impossible, however, to prove this in detail, since the accounts we possess of the contents of the Oichalia are extremely slight. Let us consider how far they will aid us in the explanation of our three vase-paintings. Eurytos, famed as a bowman, offered his daughter, Iole, as a prize for the man who should surpass him (and his sons?) in archery. Herakles was victorious in the contest, but the king refused him the prize. He then returned, intent on vengeance, and destroyed Oichalia (Schol. Soph. Trach. 265).

So much is clear at once. The archery contest between Herakles and Eurytos was the pith of the story and the point on which it all turns. At first Herakles is kindly received in the house of Eurytos and hospitably entertained. We possess a proof of this in the design on an early Corinthian krater (Muse. vi. 33 = Weleker, A.D. v. xv.), in which Herakles appears reclining at a banquet with the family of Eurytos. Between the king and Herakles stands Iole. (The correctness of the names given to the figures is warranted by inscriptions.) Then followed the contest. The refusal of the king to deliver the prize gave rise to mortal enmity and to the destruction of the whole house of Eurytos.

There can be no doubt that the designs of our three vase-paintings

have for their subject the most pregnant moment of the legend—the actual shooting for the prize.

On this supposition, no difficulties of importance will present themselves, I think, in the interpretation of the Palermo fragment. Herakles, victorious in the contest, has discharged his last arrow, or is on the point of doing so, and Iole, the prize of victory, should be his own. At this moment, Eurytos and his sons, who gaze with wonder at the mark, throw themselves across the hero's path to hold him back.¹

As far as it is possible to judge from fragments 1 and 2 the incident is represented in just the same way on the Brygos cup from the Akropolis as on the earlier Epyktetan cup in Palermo. In the former, the arrow shot from the bow of Herakles, the last, that which decides the issue, is still whizzing through the air, when already one of the sons of Eurytos, who are taking part in the contest, rushes upon him. In the gap between fragments 1 and 2 we must suppose that the king and his other sons were represented. As to the way in which they were represented, it is clear from what has been said above that no absolute certainty can be attained. The interpretation of the design on the black-figured amphora published by Minervini has still to struggle with unsolved difficulties. Furtwängler (in Roscher's Lexicon, p. 2206) considers that the moment here represented is that in which Eurytos and his sons declare themselves conquered in the archery contest, and that two of the sons are lying on the ground, 'completely vanquished.'

Even if unaffected by literary tradition, we nevertheless receive a distinct impression here of hostile action on the part of Herakles against the family of Eurytos, two of whom are lying on the ground, while the others are pressing towards the hero as if to beg for mercy, while he is standing over against them with drawn bow.

The supposition that the painter has confused the different elements of the Eurytos myth in a meaninglessly way has especially little to commend it, since he has given ample evidence of his acquaintance with the story by adding their names to the figures.

Consequently, there remains for us only one way out of the difficulty, that which has already been adopted by Minervini (loc. cit., p. 14) and by Braun (Bull., 1842, p. 186), namely, the hypothesis that the two most important elements of the Eurytos myth—the shooting-match and the destruction of the king and his family—have been combined in one scene. This combination may rest upon a distinct version of the myth which has chanced to disappear. An analogy is offered by the battle of the Centaurs and Lapiths at the wedding-feast of Peirithoos. According to some, the fight took place at the wedding itself, while others tell of an expedition undertaken after an interval by the Centaurs to revenge the insult they received when summarily dismissed from the wedding-feast. It is also possible however

¹ It would lead to over-subtlety of interpretation were we to assume that the king's sons have not yet discharged their arrows because they still hold their bow and arrow in their hand. These should rather be considered as merely attributes.
that the combination of the two motives from the Eurytos myth took its rise in the vase-painter's own mind. The disposition of the scene may have been influenced by artistic types with which the master was acquainted, e.g. Herakles contending against an overwhelming force of his enemies. We need only cite as an example the battle of Herakles against Busiris and his followers.

There is one feature in the representation of the contest between Herakles and Eurytos on the fragments from Palermo which we have not noticed, and which gives it a distinct and peculiar character; I mean the singular dress worn by Eurytos and his sons. They all three wear a chiton of moderate length with short sleeves, the finer folds of which on the upper part of the body are indicated by lines with diluted colour, while the long, perpendicular folds from the hips downwards are touched in with black colour. A nebris, spattered with different colours (a panther's skin rather than, as Klein suggests, that of a fawn) is tied around the body above the chiton.¹

In addition to this, one of the sons of Eurytos, the foremost, wears his hair gathered up under a cap. Klein characterizes this costume (loc. cit.) briefly as 'female dress,' and in fact these figures bear the greatest resemblance to representations of running Gorgons, or to the archaic Nike statues discussed by Petersen (Athen. Mitth., 1887, p. 372).

The supposition that the vase-painter intended by this apparently female dress to characterize the sons of Eurytos as effeminate is quite impossible. There is not the slightest justification for such a view.

I think it more likely that the master's design in adopting this unusual dress was to represent the family of Eurytos as half-barbarian, or at least as dwelling far away from Attica. It is possible that the version which tells of a Thessalian Oichalia and its royal family was floating in his mind (U. ii. 780).

As the Thracian dress is represented with more or less completeness on a number of vases of the fifth century,² it is possible that elements of a distinct (Thessalian) costume exist here,³ with which the painter was acquainted from personal observation, or which he borrowed from an original which formed the groundwork of his design. The works of the vase-painters of the sixth and fifth centuries are continually affording more convincing proofs of the lively interest they took in foreign dress, whether Asiatic, Egyptian, or Scythian.⁴ Some parts of these foreign costumes, such as the felt-hat and Thracian horseman's cloak, were directly adopted by the Athenians (cf. Furtwängler, loc. cit.).

The same cap which is worn by one of the sons of Eurytos upon our fragment is, as is well known, not uncommonly found on men on Attic vases.

² Cf. especially Furtwängler, 50 Berl. Wissensch., LXXXVII (1903) p. 159 ff.
³ Strabo, xi. 5305: οι της Θησείας μινιστρον κατασκευειν...
⁴ I hope to publish some new vases with representations of barbarians in my Grieche, Meisterzeichnungen.
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Reisch has recently (Böhm, Mitth. 1890, p. 323) collected a number of examples of this dress when discussing the beautiful kantharos by Nikosthenes from the Bruschi collection in Corneto, on which Dionysos wears a similar cap.

Such caps are worn as a rule by komastae (Berlin 2100, Jahrbuch, i. Taf. 12; Berlin 2289, cup by Duris, figured by Gerhard, Trinkschalen und Gefässse, Pl. XIV., &c.), and by those men, not yet satisfactorily explained, who pace along dressed in women's robes with sunshades, and preceded as a rule by female flute-players.

Still, I cannot presume to establish any connection between this head-dress and that of the sons of Eurytos on the fragment in Palermo so direct that we might conclude that we had here some portions of a costume, originally foreign, which afterwards passed into use among the Athenian people in connection with an especial priestly or social and religious guild.

The connection between the smaller fragment, here figured $B$, and the larger fragment $A$, which we have just discussed, is established by their common provenance—the Casaccini collection at Chiusi, by the correspondence in the size of the figures, and by the equal delicacy and care shown in the design and manipulation of both.

Upon it are represented parts of a battle-scene, consisting of a warrior, partly visible, who has fallen backward and is supporting himself upon his shield, and two others contending for his spoils after the customary design. The one advancing from the left certainly wore a helmet; the tip of the plume is preserved. This warrior's shield is drawn obliquely from below in
three-quarter view, and in the hollow of the shield the joints of the fingers of the left hand which holds the strap are indicated by small semi-circles. The shield of the warrior on the right is in full front view, and bears the "triskeles" in (black) silhouette as its device.

In the middle, a little naked male figure with wings is hovering over the fallen warrior. The position of the fragment somewhere in the middle of side B of the cup seems to me to be quite certain. The remarkable winged figure must have occupied the centre of the composition, and one more advancing warrior must have been represented on either side, so that on this side of the cup a composition consisting of five figures—the fallen warrior naturally took up more space than a standing figure—corresponded to one containing six figures on the other side A of the cup.

It might occur to us, considering the representation of the shooting-match between Eurytos and Herakles on side A of the cup, that those fragments of a battle-piece might have belonged to some version of the Οἰχαλλία τάξεως. But no reliable tokens of this are to be found on the fragment. Herakles certainly could not have been wanting in the principal group of a "capture of Oichalia." Such a struggle must for the most part have been fought with the bow, in the use of which Eurytos and his sons were masters. Consequently I can only see in this fragment the remains of a struggle between hoplites, the nature of which cannot be more closely determined.

The little winged figure however in our fragment is of exceptional interest. This being has hovered down upon the fallen man from behind; it is holding its open right hand with pointed fingers over his open mouth, while it is pressing its left—the fingers of which unfortunately, through an injury to the surface, have not been completely preserved—upon his forehead.

Our next attempt must be to gain from the action of this figure a clue to guide us in the search for its name.

It is floating down upon the fallen man; it is not endeavouring to leave him, and therefore it cannot possibly be an ἐκφωτεῖν which is forsaking his body. And, besides this, the ἐκφωτεῖν of fallen warriors are always, as far as I know, armed. The winged figure is visibly pressing the fallen hero with one hand to the ground, and prevents him from rising again. It is therefore a hostile being.

The gesture of the right hand, too, can only be interpreted in the sense Klein gives it in his Euphrontos, 1st ed., pp. 53-4. It is catching in its hand the soul of the hero as it escapes from his body through the mouth, as a hound lies in wait for and seizes its prey as it leaves its lair. It is therefore a being which brings death.

1 The triskeles is very often used as the device on shields on black-figured vases (cf. Götting, Jenera Programma, 1855: "de rebus alio in clipeis vasorum Graecorum"); more rarely on red-figured (cf. E. C. Clinton, 1, 9, where it is painted black, as here).

8 Cf. Gerhard, J. F. 128 and Annali, 1883, Pl. Q. Our fragment is accordingly to be removed from Hirsch's list of the ἐκφωτεῖν, 'de animarum quid antiquiss imaginibus,' p. 10.
A series of Homeric conceptions of Death seem to have combined to produce the representation of the singular action of this being.

According to the Homeric view, the vital principle is an actual substance which leaves the body of the dying man through his mouth or his wounds (II. ix. 400):

\[ \text{άνθρωπος δὲ φυσικὴ πάλιν ἀλλεῖν οἰστὲ λειστῆ
οὖθ᾽ ἔλετη, ἐπεὶ ὃ τὸν ἀμείβεται ἔρκος ἄδοντων.} \]

Life escapes through the wounds (II. xiv. 518, xvi. 508). Again, at the bottom of the expressions φρένος, θυμὸν ἐξέλθαι (II. vi. 234, xix. 137, xv. 460, xvi. 678) there lies probably the same material conception of ‘taking the life out of the body’ which, in the vase-painting, finds pictorial expression in the hand of the winged being held over the open mouth of the fallen man. Finally, the epithet ταυροκέφαλιν, so often attributed to death by Homer, seems to be reflected in the pressure exerted on the fallen hero by the left hand of the winged being as it stretches him upon the ground. But now the question arises, whether we are justified in looking upon the little winged figure of our fragment as a representation of Thanatos itself.

A series of well-accredited representations of Thanatos are preserved to us in Greek vase-paintings, which we must briefly bring forward here for comparison. The representation of Thanatos and Hypnos on a cup in the British Museum, No. 897 (published in Klein’s Euphronios, p. 272), which was made by Pamphaios and painted on the exterior by Euphronios, stands nearest to our fragment in point of time. In this, just as on a black-figured amphora in the Louvre (once in the possession of Piot), discussed by Halbig, Bullett. 1865, p. 175, and by Robert, Thanatos, pp. 8-9, Thanatos appears with Hypnos as a fully-grown youth in complete armour.

On a red-figured krater of severe style he appears, again with Hypnos, as unarmed, naked, and winged (Mon. vii. vii. Pl. 22, and after this in Robert’s Thanatos, p. 4, and Baumeister’s Denkmäler, i. p. 727). Unfortunately, the upper part of the figure of Thanatos has been restored, so that it is uncertain whether he is represented here also as a fully-grown youth or as a bearded man—a form in which he appears on a number of lekythi which Robert has discussed, loc. cit. p. 19 ff., and on the (Epigenes) kantharos of the Berlin Museum (Raoul Rochette, Mon. inéd. Pl. 40; Panofka, Cab. Poutriales, Pl. 7; Arch. Zeitung, 1880, p. 189). On none of the vases I have mentioned has the action, in which we find Thanatos engaged, any resemblance to that of the winged figure on the fragment from Palermo. In three of the older representations we see him laying the body of Sarpedon in the tomb; in one, the

---

1 Cf. in especial Robert, Thanatos; 39 Roscher, Winckelmann’s Programm.
2 Six (in the Panette archévol. 1888, p. 21) and Reisch (Röm. Mitth. 1890, p. 281) have recently denied, without further proof, that Euphronios painted this cup. I hope in my Grisch. Meisterschulen to establish his claim more conclusively than it was possible for Klein to do with the material at his command. The figures putting on their armour on the exterior are certainly Amazoni, a point which Robert denies (Thanatos, p. 10). The female breast can be plainly recognized in the one which carries a snake as the device on her shield.
kantharos in Loomon, he is present at the destruction of Laokoon and takes
the dying son in his arms. The lekythi transfer the scheme of the Sarpedon
designs, the laying of the corpse in the grave, to any dead person at will.
Nor can the appearance of Thanatos on the vases we have named encourage
us, as will be seen from the above remarks, to give that name with any
certainty to the winged figure on the fragment from Palermo.

The diminutive size of the figure on the fragment at Palermo is especially
remarkable. We could certainly find an external reason for it in the rela-
tively small space the painter had at his disposal above the fallen warrior
in which to represent the god of death. For a similar reason, Nike, when she
hovered over a sacrificial altar, is represented as a small winged creature
(Gerhard, A. V. 155).

But we are driven too forcibly to the analogy offered by whole groups of
little winged figures of similar shape which are found on vase-paintings.
The earliest examples are those which appear repeatedly on Cyrenean vases.
They are both male and female, and Studniczka (Kyrene, p. 24) takes them,
no doubt with reason, as good and probably also evil daemons, in the widest
possible sense.

A second group is formed by the little 'daemonium' creatures which
appear, sometimes in the shape of human beings and sometimes in that of
birds, in representations of Alkyoneaus, and which have recently been fully
discussed by Koepp (Arch. Ztg. 1884, p. 31 ff.). He decides in favour of
naming these little creatures 'Hymnos,' while earlier authorities decided
sometimes in favour of Thanatos and sometimes of ἂρπες.

A third group is composed of the ἰθολοχο which sometimes appear fully
armed, sometimes as birds and sometimes as little naked winged creatures
who flutter around the tomb where the dead are lying (cf. Mon. viii. 5, 1).
They have been treated, as we mentioned above, by Hirsch, de animarum
apud antiquos imaginibus.

And, finally, we should mention here the little creatures which fre-
cently fly above the horses of a chariot. Sometimes they have the body
of a bird with a human head; that is, they are like harpies in form (as in the
amphora of Exokias, Vorlegebl. 1888, Pl. v.), or they are shaped exactly like
the creature on the fragment from Palermo, and are naked and winged (as on
the cup by Pamphaios at Corneto, Mon. xi. 24). The designation of these
little figures, if not placed beyond the reach of doubt by an accompanying
inscription, or by action or by surroundings, must often remain uncertain in
any particular instance.

In general, however, we may feel sure that we are brought into contact
here with a class of daemonic beings which the popular belief of the Greeks
pictured to itself as friendly or hostile powers flying between heaven and
carth as the ministers and agents of the divine will. It is thus that they
are described in Plato's Symposium (xxiii. 203): ὁ τῶν ὅσιοι τῆς τῆς ἀλλωσίας πολλοῖ καὶ

1 In the vase published in the Arch. Ztg. 1884, Pl. 3, the winged figure sitting on Alkyo-
"name is in the shape of a bird, not of a man, and
should be compared to Amastis, 1884, Pl. Q.
Hermes and Eros are their closest connections among the gods.

Let us consider for a moment the winged beings on the cup of Pamphaios, quoted above (Mon. xi. 24), and the way in which they are characterized. The subject is the fight between Herakles and Kyknos, which is taking place in the middle, while the horses of the heroes with their charioteers are standing on either side. A little naked winged figure is flying towards each of the charioteers. Heydemann suggests Hypnos and Thanatos (Annali, 1880, p. 97), while Koepp (Arch. Ztg. 1888, p. 43, note 22) thinks we should recognize in the figures Erotes, of whom at that time several were generally represented together.

But it must be allowed that this does not afford a satisfactory explanation. Eros, on the side of the victorious Herakles, might certainly be considered as the 'bringer of victory,' but what meaning would he have hovering over the chariot of the defeated Kyknos? It would rather seem that two of those daemons are here represented by whose agency the heroes receive the good or evil destiny assigned them by the will of a higher power. The details harmonize with this explanation, for the daemon over the horses of Herakles wears a wreath and is holding flowers in his outstretched hand, while the other, over the horses of Kyknos, seems to make a hostile gesture with his hands, and is certainly without either wreath or flowers.

The executive power of death, and especially of death in battle, is, in Homer and the poets of the Epic Cycle, the κήρ or κήρες θανάτων. In the Iliad, 2 535, in the description of the shield of Achilles, and in the Shield of Herakles (249) she is represented as an individual of the female sex. She roves over the field of battle with Eris and Kydimize on the watch for prey and thirsting for the blood of heroes. On the chest of Kypselos she was represented in a similar way as a creature something like a Gorgon. But by the side of this conception of the κήρ as an individual there appears in Homer already a generalization of this being and a division into κήρες with a personal existence, who attack men by land and sea and bring to each the death allotted him by the will and counsel of the gods.

The action of the little winged figure on the fragment from Palermo will harmonize exceedingly well with the character of a being of this nature. Its gestures express with the utmost distinctness its malice, its habit of lying in wait, its tendency to destroy.

But this interpretation seems to be excluded by the sex of the daemon, which is clearly male, for we must, to proceed strictly, assume that the κήρες, as well as the κήρ θανάτων, were fashioned as women. Otto Crusius has however, I believe, indicated a way of escape from this difficulty in his article 'Keren' in Erscb and Gruber, which, as he is now in possession of ampler materials, he hopes shortly to work out more fully in Roscher's Lexicon. For the Athenians κήρ is equivalent to ψυγή (that is, the ψυγή of the departed), cf. Hesychius and Suidas; and consequently the ancients could give the κήρ the shape of a man and yet say στα τό κήρ. The εἰκόνα and ψυγή, which flutter away from the dying, were represented as of either sex.
I believe, therefore, that the designation κυρ ὀνωτός is a possible one for the little winged figure on the fragment at Palermo, and is preferable to that of Thanatos. Robert too has been led by his investigations to the conclusion that Thanatos—in contrast to the extremely animated conception of the spirits of death and their activity in the popular superstition of Attica—is not a popular but a purely poetical figure, and that a representation of Thanatos does not occur before the end of the fourth century, except in connection with poetry and myth.

For popular conceptions, however, the Attic vase-paintings of the fifth century have an excellent claim to rank as authorities of the first order.

I should like to extend the designation κυρ ὀνωτός to at least one more representation of a little naked winged figure—that which appears on a black-figured lekythos (late in style) from Gela, which is published by Beinbold, Griech. und Sicil. Vasenbilder, Pl. 42, 2. Two Ethiopians are laving the corpse of Memnon on the ground. Above it, in just the same way as on the fragment at Palermo, there hovers a little naked creature with wings, which grasps the corpse by the shoulder and presses it down with both arms. The sex of the figure is not quite clear. Heydemann (3 Hall, Winckelmann, p. 80) and Koepp (Arch. Ztg. 1884, p. 42, 2) assert that it is male. The former calls it Thanatos, the latter an εἰδωλον. Robert, on the contrary (Thanatos, p. 17), considers it a female figure, and declares it to be a κυρ. The resemblance to the fragment at Palermo favours the belief that this figure too is male. The possibility of its being an εἰδωλον is at once excluded by its action in pressing down the body with a hostile intent; so I consider this too to be the κυρ ὀνωτός of the fallen hero engaged in its specific activity.

A representation entirely parallel in shape and action to the last-named figure on the lekythos from Gela is found upon a black-figured amphora which has frequently been figured and discussed, on which Herakles, supported by Athena, is fighting against Alkyoneus, who lies upon the ground. The creature, advancing with long strides, takes the hero by the head with both hands and presses him down. Its sex, in consequence of its dress, a short chiton, cannot be certainly determined. Koepp (Arch. Ztg. 1884, p. 42) considers it male on account of its black colour, and names it Hypnos, as he does all the other winged creatures of the same kind, though not engaged in a similar action which are to be found in representations of Alkyoneus. We cannot expect to find any pronounced difference between the outward characteristics of the genius of sleep on the one hand and that of death on the other; yet the characteristic action of this creature and its impetuous onward motion, which has not escaped Koepp’s notice, might be urged in favour of

---

1 I consider it in general a doubtful point whether small naked winged figures of this kind are ever represented in ancient art with the character of the female sex. They are either draped and hence to a certain extent sexless, like our pictures of angels, or if they are naked, they bear the character of the male sex.

2 Tischbein ii. 20; Millin exx. 459; Anzall 1833, Pl. D. 1; Müller-Wieseler ii. 70, 821; Jahn, Sachs. Berichte, 1853, Pl. VII. 2.
the explanation which we have given to both the winged figures—that on the lekythos from Gela, and that on the fragments of a cylix from Palermo.

I remarked, when entering upon the discussion of the two fragments from Palermo, that Klein (Meistersignatures, p. 113) has classed them with the group of vases signed ἑποίησεν. In presence of the fragments however on which ἑποίησεν is still preserved, twice repeated, it is impossible to say with certainty whether an artist’s name may not have existed on the parts which are lost. The one fact which may be urged in favour of Klein’s view is the comparatively large amount of empty space on the left side of the larger fragment A, where we should expect to find the artist’s name or at least its final letters. But if we compare the very small space occupied by the artist’s name +A+PVLION on the cylix by this master in London (Klein, Meistersign., No. 8, Vorlegeblätter, D. 7), we shall see that between the two figures which occupy the extreme left of the fragment there is still space enough for an artist’s name. (This name could only, from the style of the fragment, be that of a master belonging to the earlier group of painters of red-figured vases.) The cups which bear only the word ἑποίησεν have been assigned by Klein to the Epiktetan group of artists. The external evidence in favour of connecting these cups with those of the associates of Epiktetos consists in the fact that one of them (Klein, Meistersign., p. 111, 1 = p. 109, 7, British Museum, E. 8, published by Gerhard, A. V. 195, 96) bears the love-name ΠΠΠΑΦΘΟΣ ΚΑΛΟΣ together with the word ἑποίησεν only. The question then arises whether they correspond in style to the manner of the so-called ‘Epiktetan’ group. This is not the case with the cylix, No. 115, of the Thorwaldsen Museum in Copenhagen, No. 6 of Klein’s list, of which I have had a new drawing made. (There is an older one in Gerhard’s Apparat des Berliner Museums, xxi. 83.) But I also found that the inscription on a vase, which had been read as ἑποίησεν, was nothing but an unmeaning collection of letters. All the cups, which are certainly signed ἑποίησεν only, bear this abbreviated signature on the inside; where designs exist on the outside as well, ἑποίησεν is repeated there too.

The Copenhagen cup, therefore, which shows traces already of the influence of Euphronios, is to be removed from Klein’s list of those signed ἑποίησεν only.

In the case of No. 10 in Klein, which was once in the possession of Durand, we are compelled to rely on the description which gives ἑποίησεν only in the interior design. Since this consisted of a single figure, we may conclude with considerable probability, if not with absolute certainty, that the cup was in the style of Epiktetos.

The remaining vases signed ἑποίησεν only, some of which I know from Genelli, in his Illustrations of Homer (IIiad, iii. 361–66), has introduced an exactly similar little winged figure in the ‘Death of Hector’ which, with one hand, presses the head of the fallen man to the ground. It would be interesting to know whether Genelli originated this motive or borrowed it from some ancient model.
personal inspection, and some from drawings which I have, are certainly from
the hand of masters of the Epiktetan school.¹

The same holds good of two cups which should be added to the list of
those signed ἑποίηςεν.

The first is a cup in the Louvre,² mentioned by Klein, under the head
of vases with fragmentary inscriptions (Meistersign. p. 220). This cup, the
diameter of which was considerable, is very much broken. Of the exterior
design only three feet are preserved; the interior design, on the contrary, is
complete; an ephebes facing left is reclining on a couch with a drinking-horn

in the right hand, and a cup, just touched in, in the left. To the left of this
figure, as in all the other cups with this signature, stands the word ἑποίηςεν.
The space to the right is intact, and shows no trace of any other letters.

¹ I should like to call attention to the fact that the interior design of No. 8 in Klein, Brit.
   Mus. 842 (E 52), represents a warrior taking
   aim with his arrow—a motive which will be
   fully discussed in my Griech. Meistersign. in
   connection with the cup in the Bourguignon
   collection (Klein, Lieblingsinschriften, p. 49,
   2) with the name Ἄγενδότως
   Ἐκός.
² No. 603, Camp. 677.
The drawing of the cup is extremely poor and slight. In all probability we may trace in it the hand of Pamphaios.

The second is the cup possessing an interior design only, which I noticed briefly in the *Röm. Mitth.* 1887, p. 169, No. 10. It comes from Chiussi, was purchased in Rome from a dealer in antiquities, and is now in the Archaeological Museum in Baltimore. The surface of the cup is much injured by damp, but it is quite certain that there was no further inscription than ἔρωτεῖν beside the figure in the interior. The accompanying drawing (C) reproduces the motive of the figure, as far as it was preserved, one-half the size of the original. The simple design gains especial interest from the fact that it corresponds almost exactly with one on a cup of Eurytides found in Corinth and published by Tsountas in the *Eph. Arch.* 1885, Pl. III. 2. The latter is reproduced here (D) by the kind permission of Professor Kuma- mides of Athens, from a tracing taken from the copy in the *Ephemeris.* It is a singular fact that the inscription on the little cup of Eurytides is also abbreviated. The words ΕΥΡΑΙΔΕΣΕ can only be completed by the ΕΡΩΤΕΙΕΝ found on the other cup.

The task of assigning the cups signed ἔρωτεῖν only to individual masters (with some degree of certainty) will only become possible, perhaps, when we have complete series of copies of the works of those early artists. We do not possess a copy of a single cup of Epiktetos even, the chief master, of this group, which gives an exact and faithful reproduction of his style.
At present, Chachrylion and Pamphaíos, Epiktetos and Chelís, Hermokrates and Euerghides, seem to have an equal claim to this one or that one among these vases.

Attributions made by one archaeologist today on the ground of his private opinion, and rejected by another to-morrow who takes a different view, will not help us. This unhappy instability will never be put an end to by the publication of works which, like catalogues, group the vases together on the ground of certain external marks, but only by the multiplication of copies which faithfully reproduce the style of the originals. Trustworthy scientific results will then follow of themselves.

P. Hartwig.
ANY one who investigates the mythology of Athens is confronted first and foremost by the figures of Cecrops and his daughters, Pandrosus, Herse, and Aglauros. Such shadowy personalities as Porphyrius, Kolanius, &c., are obvious interpolations from other local cults, and as such quid Athens may be disregarded. In visiting the outlying demes Pausanias was told of other kings (P. i. 31. 5) who preceded Cecrops. Well and good for the demes, jealous of their local heroes and anxious to interpolate their names in the genealogical table of the pre-eminent Athens; but for Athens herself, and for the Athenian Apollodorus (Bibl. iii. 13. 8), it is with Cecrops the autarch; that the real live mythology of Athens begins—he is a person in art as well as in literary tradition. Above all, for our present purpose he has three famous daughters, whose personalities and activity are considerably more vital than that of their father.

In dealing with Athenian local cults (Mythology and Monuments of Ancient Athens, p. xxxiii.), and especially on examining the ceremony of the Hersephoria, I was constantly haunted by the conviction that behind the personalities of these three sisters more was hidden than came to light on the surface. Father and daughters alike seemed to me too personal—if I may be allowed a seeming contradiction—to be mere impersonations. Cecrops we are usually told is the eponymous of the Cecropidae; his three daughters some mythologists hold are impersonations of the dew, a view I hope I have shown is unsatisfactory, if not untenable (op. cit. p. xxxiv.), or else they were incarnations of certain attributes and aspects of Athene, bearing to her much the same relation as Erothemos to Poseidon. If so, these incarnations are very vivacious, and their activity is strangely independent and even adverse to that of the goddess herself. Such solutions somehow fail to carry conviction. The subject has been so long and so ably investigated that it is with considerable deference I offer for criticism a solution I believe to be wholly novel.

The conviction has slowly grown up in my mind that, in seeking for the significance of a mythological figure, the only fruitful method is to examine the cultus. Rites and ceremonies are the facts, and are of amazing permanence; myths are the professed explanation of these facts, and shift and vary
with the mental development of generations of worshippers. I proceed, then, to examine the cults of the three sisters, reserving for the present the cult of the father Cecrops.

At the outset one fact strikes us. Aglauros and Pandrosos had regular shrines and precincts known in historical times, Aglauros on the N. slope of the Acropolis (P. i. 18, 2) and Pandrosos to the west of the Erechtheion (P. i. 26, 6)—shrines, it should be noticed in passing, quite distinct and apart—that of Pandrosos more intimately connected with the Athenae and Erechtheus cults on the Acropolis. Of a shrine, precinct, sanctuary of Herse, no mention is made. Ovid (Met. ii. 739), probably feeling the difficulty, places Herse in a middle chamber between Aglauros and Pandrosos.

Herse, then, has no recorded shrine. Has she a cult? At first the answer seems obvious: she has the all-important ceremony of the Hersephoria, to which she gave her name. A glance at facts, however, shows that this is not the case. We can have no better authority than inscriptions, which deal with actual ritual statements and records, not with the often merely poetical fancies of literature. Three inscriptions deal with the Hersephoria as follows:

C.I.A. iii. 887, ... Γυναῖκα Νάξιστος Δήμητρα Ναϊστίπροφις Αθηνᾶς. Πολυάδες καὶ Πανλόγος ἄνεθηκεν ἐνὶ ἱεραὶς Καλλιστίκοις.

C.I.A. iii. 318, Ἐρυσσόρος β. Ἐλεεθυαῖας ἐν Ἀγραῖοι.

C.I.A. iii. 319, Ἐρυσσόρος β. Μῆθι Θημίδος.

One thing is clear: Herse was not the object (so far as the evidence of inscriptions goes) of the Hersephoria. The only sister mentioned, i.e. if Kochler’s restoration of C.I.A. iii. 887 be correct, is Pandrosos; her connection with Athene, &c., Themis, and Eleusis, will be noted later. Against the evidence of inscriptions such literary statements as that of Istrus (Schol. Aristoph. Lys. 643), τῇ γὰρ Ἐρευνὴ πορεύουσι τῇ Κέκροπος γυναικί, weigh light on the scale; the γὰρ betrays the prejudice of the etymologist. Moreover, to put one literary passage against another, Athenagoras (Leg. c. 1) says, Ἀγραίασσα Ἀθηναῖοι καὶ τελείας καὶ μυστηρίων ἀγορασι καὶ Πανδρόσῳ, where, as the Hersephoria was a typical mystery, the omission of Herse is at least significant. I take it, then, that Herse is a mere etymological corruption of the festival Hersephoria—a senseless double of Pandrosos put in to make up the sisters to the convenient canonical three of the Charites; as such, for mythological purposes, she falls out of our investigation. It is worth noting that the Athenian women seem to have held her useless to swear by; another note of unsubstantial personality—κατὰ γὰρ τῆς Ἀγραίασσας ἀμναίας κατὰ δὲ τῆς Πανδρόσου στάμνωτεραν (Schol. Aristoph. Them. 533).

We are left, then, with Pandrosos and Aglauros. These can certainly not be resolved into equivalents; their shrines, their cults, their characters, are all alike diverse, even antagonistic. Take Pandrosos first, and first her cult. The inscription quoted leaves, if it be correctly restored, no doubt that the Hersephoria was in her honour; further, though Pausanias does not distinctly state that there was any connection, he describes the ceremonial of the Hersephoria immediately after his mention (i. 27, 2) of the Pandrosion.
What we know of the Hersephoria can, as I have shown elsewhere (Mythology and Monuments of Ancient Athens, pp. xxxiii and 102), be supplemented by our knowledge of the analogous Thesmophoria. The scholiast on Lucian (Dial. Mor. 211), and Clement of Alexandria in the Protrepticus (14, 15 P.), both distinctly state that the ceremonies of the Thesmophoria, Arretophoria (i.e. Hersephoria) and the (obscure) Skirphoria were substantially the same, and the clue to the meaning of all three is in the words of the scholiast: καὶ ἀγεται τῶν αὐτῶν λόγων ἄγετα τῆς τῶν καρπῶν γενέσεως καὶ τῆς τῶν θερίων σπορᾶς. My object for the present is not to elucidate the festival, which has indeed, with abundant analogies from the rites of primitive peoples of all parts of the world, been fully expounded by Mr. J. G. Frazer in his Golden Bough, vol. ii. 44-48, but rather to show how the analogy of these festivals lets out the secret of the nature and significance of Pandrosos. Setting aside the Skirphoria, we know that the Thesmophoria was a primitive rite carried on by women in honour of the Earth-goddess both at Athens and Megara, and probably at many other places. I say advisedly of the Earth-goddess, because, though it was associated later with the names of Demeter and Persephone, it probably preceded the formation of their myth. The women of Athens accounted among their various conservative excellences that 'they kept the Thesmophoria as they always used to do' (Aristoph. Ecc. 223). The meaning of the Ἐρωσθήρων β. Γῆς Θεμίδος thus becomes clear. Pandrosos, goddess of all young things, is none other than a form of Ge Themis, who is but the earlier aspect of Demeter Thesmophoros. Ge had, we know, not only a statue on the Acropolis (P. i. 24, 3) as Karpophoros, but also a sanctuary as Κωουροτρόφων just at the entrance to the Acropolis gates (P. i. 22, 3), ὅτι δὲ καὶ Γῆς Κωουροτρόφων καὶ Δήμητρος ἱπών Χλόης; the goddesses, so near akin—in fact the one but the later form of the other—seem to have had a sanctuary in common. The foundation was of great antiquity, and attributed to Erichthonius. Suidas, sub voc. Κωουροτρόφους, says: Κωουροτρόφου Γῆς ταύτη δὲ ἄθετας φαίη τὸ πρῶτον Ἐριχθόνων ἐν Ἀκρόπολει καὶ Σμύρνην ἰδρύσας χάριν ἀποδόθη ἡ τῇ Γῆς τῶν προφείων κ.τ.λ. Pandrosos, as (according to Apollodorus and Pausanias) faithful keeper of the chest, gains a new significance seen to be one and the same with the actual Earth-mother Ge. She could not violate her own trust—she who was essentially Kourotróphos. Themis is substantially Earth, earth when cultivated and owned by ordered men, a somewhat later conception than the primitive earth the mother. We observe the same sequence in the precedence of the oracle at Delphi—

πρῶτον μὲν εὐχή τῆς προφείων θεῶν
τὴν προτόμαντιν Γαίαν ἐκ δὲ τῆς Θεμίδος.

Aesch. Eug. 1, 2.

where Themis is clearly but the later form of Gaia. We know from Clement of Alexandria that the ἀπόρρητα τῆς Θεμίδος were of the same significance as those of the Thesmophoria (Protrep. 86). The Ἐρωσθήρων β. Εὐλείθυιάς ἐν Ἀγραίω has a less obvious connection; but in the old primitive days,
when every god was a god of all work, that Pandrosos-Ge-Kourotrophos-Karpophoros should also be Eileithyia would present no difficulties. I fancy that the Eileithyia, so consistently present at the birth of Athene, was no mere late impersonation, but this early Earth-goddess.

The figure of Ge-Pandrosos-Themis was bit by bit effaced by the more splendid personality of her later double Demeter. With Ge Pandrosos had also faded the image of her old original husband Hermes, god of fertility—not however without leaving some, if dim, traces on the Areopagos (P. i. 28, 6) κεῖται δὲ καὶ Πλατύτον καὶ Ερμῆς καὶ Γῆς ἀγάλμα. Still more important is the ancient image (kept in the temple of Athene Polias) of wood, entirely concealed by myrtle boughs, and said to be the offering of Cecrops (P. i. 27, 1). A statue so ancient and so carefully preserved must have been of very early and very great ritual importance; I hazard the conjecture—a mere conjecture—that the other ancient image of the Acropolis, later associated with the name of the dominant Athene, may have been the familiar correlate of Hermes, this very Ge Pandrosos. It is curious that Tertullian says (Ap. 16) 'et tamen quanto distinguitur a crucis stipite Pallas Attica et Ceres Raria quae sine effigie radii palo et informi ligne prostat.' Literary tradition leaves us with another curious reminiscence of some link between Hermes and a Cecrops' daughter. In the story as told by Ovid, a story to which, when we come to Agraoulos, I shall have occasion to return, Hermes woos Herse; but by another tradition (Ptolemaics in Schol. II. A 334 and Pollux, viii. 108) Pandrosos was his bride, and his son by her was Keryx, the eponymous ancestor of the priestly παρθένοι of Eleusis—a tradition which again brings Pandrosos very appropriately into contact with the Demeter cycle. It is true that tradition here, as constantly, with reference to the sisters is very confused, and each sister is in turn given indirectly to Hermes; but as Herse has been shown to be non-existent, and as Agrauros will shortly be shown to have had a very different husband, only Pandrosos remains. Very possibly the similarity in name—Herse, Hermes—led to their being linked together; as again, when conjointly they are given as parents to Kephalos, a perfectly unmeaning piece of genealogy.

I pass to the third sister, Agrauros, considering first her cult, which throws, as in the case of Pandrosos, a curious light on her special attitude in the myths told of her, which at once are proved to be purely eutiological.

No author, no inscription, connects the name of Agrauros with the Hersephoria; her festival was of widely different significance, and this festival was the Plynteria. Hesychius says: Πλυντηρία ἐφοτή Ἀθηναίων, ἤ τε ἔτοι τῇ Ἀγραύλῳ τῆς Κέρκυρας, πυγατοσ τιμή ἄγουσιν; and Photius, Lecc, p. 127: τὰ μὲν Πλυντηρία φαί διὰ τῶν τιμάτων τῆς Ἀγραύλας ἐυτοῦ ἐναιτοῦ μὴ πλυνθήματ᾽ ἐσθίτας, εἴπ᾽ ὡτῆρ πλυνθέοις τὴν θυραδίαν λαβὲιν τινός. Toppfer (Attische Genealogie, p. 133) has put together what is known of the ceremonial, and has shown clearly that it was a festival of purification and atonement. The image of Pallas was taken down, stripped of its raiment, and carried in procession to the sea, washed, and returned to its place. Other
cathartic ceremonies took place, among them the carrying of the παλάθη ἄγγετος. Photius says, sub voc.: ἄγγετος: παλάθη ἢν σύκαν ἢν ἐν τῷ πομητῷ τῶν Πλούτωνων φέροντι.

A second important function of Aglauros was that of one of the θεοὶ ἑτεροὶ. She comes first on the roll given by Pollux (viii. 106): ἑτεροὶ θεοὶ Ἀγραῦλος Ἐναλλῶς Ἀργὺς Ζεὺς Θηλλὼς Λέξως Ἡρημάνη—οὐκ ὁ μόνος τῆς Ἀργαλίας τῶν ἐφήβων ὅρκον. Why one of the three-sisters should have led the list, and her name be immediately followed by that of Ares Enyalios, has long been a problem to mythologists. We may note here that oaths were frequently taken by underworld gods whose character was known to be avenging. A further sinister light is thrown on the nature of Agraúlos by a chance reference to her worship at Salamis in Cyprus. Porphyry (De Abst. ii. 54) in enumerating instances of human sacrifice, says: ἐν δὲ τῇ νήσῳ Σαλαμίνι πρότερον ὁ Κορωνίδα ἀναμμένη μηνι ὡς Κυπρίων Ἀφροδίτι ἔθετο ἀνθρωπός τῇ Ἀγραυλίᾳ τῇ Κέκροπος καὶ νύμφης Ἀγραυλίδας. καὶ διέμενε τὸ ἔνατον ἐκ τῶν Διομήδων χρώνων εἰς τὸν σταυρόν τῆς Διομήδου τοῦ ἀνθρωπον θεοῦντο τόν ὅτι τῷ Ἀθηνᾶς νεὼν καὶ τῇ Ἀγραυλίᾳ καὶ Διομίδους. οὔτ' ὅτι φανερῶς πρὸ τῶν ἐφήβων αἴγδους τρεῖς περιέλθε τῷ βοῶι ἢ ἐπί τῇ ἱερείᾳ τῶν ὀλοκλήρως. Porphyry goes on to say that Diphilos, King of Cyprus, commuted the human sacrifice for that of an ox.

Agraúlos, then, at Athens was sworn by in conjunction with Ares, and in conjunction with Diomedes at Cyprus had a human sacrifice. That she once had a human sacrifice at Athens is more than possible, as the constant story that Agraúlos threw herself down from a precipice, or sacrificed herself for her country, is probably etiological. Diomedes, it has long been recognized, is but the heroic form of the god Ares; and of the god not only in his later warlike but in his earlier chthonic aspect.

Agraúlos, then, in her cultus is associated with Ares; in mythology the connection is definitely formulated by so good an authority as Apollodorus (iii. 14, 2): Ἀγραυλίου μὲν ἄνω καὶ Ἀρεος Ἀλκατία γίνεται. To such a genealogy I should attach little importance, could it not be based on an identity of cultus. It gains, however, some additional weight as forming part of the etiological myth respecting the Areopagos. In discussing the connection of the Areopagos and the cult of the Erinyes, I have elsewhere (Mythology and Monuments of Ancient Athens, p. 563) fallen into the error of supposing that Ares had originally nothing whatever to do with the Areopagos. Ares as the war-god of Homer, the only aspect in which I had then considered him, had indeed little or no connection; but Ares, god of the underworld, Ares of Thebes, Ares husband of Agraúlos, had everything to do with the hill of the Semnae. It is time to ask who was the original wife of Ares—who was the ancient, underworld goddess worshipped with such rites at Cyprus confirmed by oaths at Athena? The scholiast on the Antigone (126) states very clearly; speaking of the birth of the Kadmos snake, he says:

VITRUVIUS' ACCOUNT OF THE GREEK STAGE.

An interesting contrast may be drawn between the results obtained from the study of Vitruvius in the early years of the sixteenth century and the exposition of his meaning and text by the scholars of to-day. This contrast is almost always to the advantage of the latter-day scholars. Archaeology has done everything in recent times to clear up by consideration of existing monuments a host of difficulties not dreamed of in the days of the Renaissance, and archaeologists—so far as they are agreed as to the testimony of recent discoveries—have little or nothing to learn from remote predecessors. But a serious disagreement exists among them in regard to the stage of the Greek theatre. This want of agreement is reflected in the current interpretations of a difficult passage in Vitruvius. About this very passage the scholars of the early Renaissance were agreed, and since their explanation of it differs in some material respects from any now offered, it may be of some use to us to-day.

The Florentine Leo Battista Alberti¹ reproduced the meaning of Vitruvius, without undertaking to construe his text, then very corrupt. In 1511 was printed the text of Vitruvius which, in spite of many subsequent labours, has bravely held its own up to the present day. This text we owe to Fra Giocondo,² a Franciscan friar who was equally great as an inspiring teacher, a painstaking scholar, and a daring and original architect.³ The condition of the text in the three first editions was lamentable, as appears in the passage describing the Greek theatre which especially concerns the present inquiry. The second (1496) and the third (1497) both reproduce an absurd and confusing printer's blunder made in the first (1484-1492), and all

¹ See his De re aedificatoria, posthumously published, Florence 1885, passim.
² M. Vitruvius per locumum solito castigation facit cum signa et tabula ut iam legi et intelligi possit.... Impressionis Venetae sae magis nisi annam in loco aeternorum: conpotu iure diligentia Ioannis de Tridino alias Tezino, Anno Domini M.D.XI. Diss. xxii. Mali Regiante incolyta Duce Leonardo Laurenziano. Dedicated to Pope Julius II.
³ On his teaching see note (17) below. His scholarship is known by his eddita praeceps of Pliny's Letters, by his remarkable elucidations of Caesar's Commentaries, published at Venice (1517), reprinted by Giunta (1520) at Basle (1521) and finally in a sumptuous folio, Paris (1543). See for his pains in collecting MSS, the dedication of this work to Giuliano de'Medici. Also he there speaks of a meeting of scholars at Venice when his text was discussed in detail. His architectural abilities caused him to be employed by the Emperor Maximilian, Louis XII. of France, Pope Leo X. and the Venetian Republic.
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three leave uncorrected the copyist's blunder which defaces the MSS. and must be discussed below. These confusions, added to its real difficulty, made this passage a byword from the first. Budé * refers to Vitruvius on the theatre, and then, not without a touch of grim humour, he adds: "But not every man can go to Corinth, the proverb says."

The diagram and sketch-plan now redrawn by the kindess of Mr. R. W. Schultz and published on a slightly reduced scale will be found in the folio edition of Vitruvius, Venice 1511, on pp. 52 verso and 53 recto. The same reappear much reduced in size in the octavo reprint (1523) 5 of the Florentine revision published by Giunta in 1519. 6

On the diagram the two arcs drawn in black are Fra Giocondo's, and will be explained later on. For the present I substitute for them a continuation which is shown in the black-dotted lines $o a f$ and $o r f'$ ($o =$ the centre, $n$

---

* See his Annotationes in Pseudo-Athene,
under the rubric "ex loge Athletas."

* M. Vitruvii archetetwli libri decem,
summa diligentia recognita atque excusi. This is a reprint of the 1513 octavo, both being dedicated in identical terms to Giuliano de' Medici. But the plan and diagram for the Greek theatre is taken in the 1523 edition, not from its exemplar of 1513, but from the 1511 edition.

* Vitruvius itenam et Frontinus a Lucando revisid repurgatique quantum ex collatione licuit. In this edition there is a revision of the marginal key to Fra Giocondo's diagram of 1511 which was abandoned in the latest edition (1529).
and $r$ = intersections with $e'$. These are required alike by the sketch-plan and the diagram of Fra Giocondo, as well as by his text of Vitruvius.

The use of paraphrase and digression in explaining this passage is clearly justified, but might not be necessary in the present case if Fra Giocondo himself had explained his plan and diagram instead of leaving them simply confronted by the Vitruvian text which runs as follows:

In Graecorvm theatris non omnia isdem rationibus sunt facienda, quod primum in ima circinatones, ut in Latino trigorum iii, in eo quadratorum trium anguli circinatiois lineam tangunt, et cuina quadrati latus est proximum scenae præceditique curvaturam circinationis ea regione designatrum finitio proscenii. et ab ea regione ad extremam circinationem curvaturae parallelos linea designatur, in qua constitutur frons scenae, per centumque orchestrae a prosceni regione parallelos linea describitur et quae secat circinationis lineas dextra ac sinistra in cornibus hemicycli centra signantur, et circimo conlocato in dextra ab intervallo sinistro circumagitur circinatio ad prosceni locum partem. Item centro conlocato in sinistro cornu ab intervallo dextra circumagitur ad prosceni stadia partem. its tribus centris haec descriptione ampliorum habent orchestram Graecum et scenam recessorem minoreque latitudine pulpittum, quod sorcit appellunt, ideo quod eo tragicci ac comici actores in scena pergent, reliqui autem artifices suas per orchestram prestant actiones itaque ex eo scenici et thymelicis graecis separatim nominantur, eius logi altitudo non minus dobit esse pedum $x$, non plus duodecim, De Architectura, V. viii.

The explanation of the above suggested by Fra Giocondo’s diagram and sketch-plan is indeed unavoidably complicated today by what seems to me its misconception in the Vitruvian commentaries that have appeared since 1511-1525. Having fixed upon the situation of the scene, ($g$, $g'$ in the diagram, $f$ in the sketch-plan), we are required to describe a circumference, as shown in the diagram. Then we must inscribe three squares,—only one of which concerns the present inquiry,—and let $e'$ the side lying next the scene,—Green-room building it may be called,—be the finitio proscenii. By this is meant the forward boundary line ending the proscenium space, marked $f$, $f'$ on the diagram.

The sense attached by Fra Giocondo to proscenium here is given by his townsman and enthusiastic pupil as follows:

"That space on either side of the pulpitum reaching to the forward wall of the scene (ad extremam scenam) which was left vacant was called by the Greeks Proscenium. Let no man oppose that here were the sides of the scenae."

---

1 *Scena* or *scene* had various meanings. Used strictly, in a context where the other parts of the stage-building are explained, it has usually the most primitive of its meanings as here. The stricter and earlier meaning of *proscenium*, or *proscenium*, corresponded to this meaning of *scena*, and designated a rank which screened the *scena* from view. There might or might not be between vacant space (as in Fra Giocondo’s diagram). See Dr. J. Sumner Hulitt, De Architektonic des scenae, part II. (1551) and III. (1558). See also his Deとなす collecta, 1576.

2 *Julli Cassari Scaligeri,* De Comedia et Tragedia in vol. III. of Gronovius’ Thesaurus (1699).
But the finitus proscenii was a part of the proscenium, and was far more important than the useless space behind it. To this finitus proscenii, without reference to Scaliger's vacant space, applies Perrault's definition: "Le Proscenium estoit la face de la scene qui estoit ornée de colonnes." Fra Giocondo's Greek proscenium, then, was a narrow unused space in front of the scene, bounded by a row of columns which stood on the line marked finitus proscenii on his diagram. To this finitus proscenii would apply, I think, the definition of the Greek proscenium sometimes given on the authority of Dr. Dörpfeld to-day. But there is a difference, for Fra Giocondo interrupts this line of columns by the forward projection of the pulpitum (lectorium). Moreover, for reasons to be entered into below, he indicates in front of the finitus proscenii a second proscenium which is clearly that of the Roman theatre and need not here be taken into account. It may be added that the forward projecting stage (lectorium) is spoken of by Bulengerius and by Scaliger as a part of the orchestra. Their plain meaning is that it projected into the orchestra from the forward line of the proscenium. Scaliger also says that this stage was always of wood and removable.

Returning now to Vitruvius, the second line which he requires to be drawn is $y'$ tangent to the circle and parallel to the finitus proscenii just drawn. This line is the frons scene, and separates the scene from the unused space in front. Vitruvius next requires us to draw a third line parallel to the two others, which shall pass through the centre of the orchestra. This third line is a diameter, as all now agree, for schemes like Rode's second, Schoenborn's and Albert Mueller's first have been finally condemned. Vitruvius now requires us to use two new centres, $a$ on the spectators' left, and $c$ on the right. Put your compass, Vitruvius says, at $a$ (on the playgoer's right), measure off the radius toward his left, and then describe the arc $ac$, cutting $c'e''$ at the right hand portion of the proscenium — ad proscenii ductum partem.


9. If I rightly understand Dr. Dörpfeld's view, which he has kindly comminicalled to me, he regards the finitus proscenii as the forward line of the proscenium, then the proscenium pulpitum—on this phrase see note (8) below—is the aectorium built in front of this line. So far he agrees substantially with Fra Giocondo. But, according to Dr. Dörpfeld, the proscenium was at the same time the mask-front or facade of the scene, and also—because of the interval between it and the masked scene—a second aectorium, i.e. the the acclaimed. This last, he sup-
Here following Marinii's text of 1836, Rose and Mueller-Struebing correct all the MSS. and read sinistram for dextram. Fra Giocondo, whose reading I have italicized, gives with all the MSS. dextram.

Put your compass now, Vitruvius proceeds, at b on the playgoer's left, measure off the radius toward his right, and then describe the arc ev to

Here Fra Giocondo makes the correction which Marinii and Rose think should be made above. They of course leave the MS. reading dextrum uncorrected in this place. All admit that correction must be made in one place or the other. There is nothing in any MS. to justify either correction as against the other. The decisive reason which led Fra Giocondo to correct the second rather than the first dextrum was plainly his understanding of the general architectural context, and he is the only great architect who was also a great scholar by whom this question has been debated. Rose and Marinii on the other hand decided to change the first dextrum and leave the second, because there had been much trouble in making any sense out of Fra Giocondo's text. This difficulty connected itself with controversial questions about right and left. This will become clear by an examination of Rode's and Schoenborn's and Albert Mueller's plans already alluded to. The relief afforded by Rose's text, published in 1867, encouraged Wecklein to offer a new explanation, and Albert Mueller soon recanted his first explanation and substituted a new one. Indeed a very strong case might be made out in favour of Marinii's text, if its adoption in Germany, which has been very general, had resulted in any explanation which commanded universal or even general assent. Unhappily the reverse is the case, as may be seen in the three last German Handbooks. In Hermann's Lehrbuch (1888), Baumeister's Denkmäler (1888), and Iwan Mueller's Handbuch (1890), will be found three diagrams to fit this passage of Vitruvius. In each of these the arcs drawn from the right and left centres of Vitruvius produce results in regard to stage and orchestra not favoured by the other two.

The fact is that no one since Fra Giocondo has been able to make plain why Vitruvius attached so much importance to the drawing of the last two circles and Claude Perrault's criticism applies to all subsequent attempts, including his own, at understanding their function. One exception should however be made in favour of Schneider. Of these two circles then the first one drawn

11 See Marinii's note on the passage, folio edition, Rome, 1836. At... in sibi multipartis contradictione, pro dexterae serui intellectu atque prorsus spectatu... inauguration spectatuum sinistram. Non est credibile Vitruvium considerare vobis sumdam rem in codicem locis unde duplum spectat. Non secunda vox dextram et prima mutetur in sinistram. For some of the accounts, like those of Galliarmus and Polesius to which Marinii alludes, see Le- monnais' Dissertation, St. Petersburg, 1850. He there criticizes five diagrams and gives a sixth of his own. Fra Giocondo had no difficulty whatever in dealing with right and left.

12 For Wecklein's diagram see the Philologus 1871, p. 435 ff. of vol. xxxi. A. Mueller's first appeared in 1873, and is reproduced in Hermann's Lehrbuch.

13 Perrault—the well-known architect of Colbert and Louis XIV.—says in a note to his translation, Le mystere du seis true circles est une chose bien obscure ou bien inutile.

14 G. K. W. Schneider's plan is in his Attiachi Theaterwesen 1885. It must be admitted that his stage has a most ridiculous
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brings us, at its intersection with the fundamentum, to the right hand limit of the pulpitum, while the second brings us to the left hand limit of the same.

Returning now to the text, after thus drawing the circles with Fra Giacomo and Schneider, we find Vitruvius saying: “Thus the Greeks obtain, by using three centres an orchestra that is roomier (amphioreum), a scene that lies further back (recessorum), and a pulpitum or logeion, as the Greeks call it, which is narrower (minore latitudine).

Vitruvius thus requires us to refer to the Roman theatre and stage, and the comparison is made easy because the Roman stage is well understood to-day through existing remains. If comparison be made according to the requirements of Vitruvius the differences which he enumerates will all appear. Only we must use the Roman stage as we know it rather than the Roman stage as Vitruvius describes it. This is because Vitruvius insists upon a feature in the Roman stage which he really borrows from the Greeks, namely the pulpitum fundamentum. This is apparently an invention of Vitruvius, one of those refinements in practice not observed by his predecessors nor followed by his successors. The Roman Theatre was after all only a modified type of the Greek theatre changed to suit the New Comedy and thus adapted to the plays of Terence and Plautus. Applied to this type of theatre the words scene and proscenium have a new meaning. Scene takes the place of proscenium, and proscenium is applied to the pulpitum. Hence the comparison required by Vitruvius is between the pulpitum of the Greek and the pulpitum-proscenium, not the proscenii pulpitum, of the Roman theatre. The only thing which the proscenii pulpitum of Vitruvius can mean is a small temporary stage built on the centre of the larger and permanent proscenium-stage. And this is what Scaliger and Fra Giacomo make it out to be.

The closing words of Vitruvius on the Greek theatre sum up the results of the comparison just made. Just these differences, says our author, were forced on the Greeks because only their tragedians and comedians performed on the stage, whereas the others, the artifices, went through with their performance up and down the orchestra (per orchestrae). This circumstance in fact leads the Greeks to distinguish the former as scenici from the latter whom they call tricana. The height of the raised stage occupied by these tragic and comic must be, says Vitruvius, ten feet at least and twelve feet at most. And here ends that part of Vitruvius’ account of the Greek theatre which concerns the stage. If we take the temporary wooden pulpitum on Fra Giacomo’s sketch-plan, to have been ten or twelve feet above the orchestra-level, the difficulties are insurmountable. Accordingly we must either suppose with Dr. Dörpfeld that Vitruvius confused the λογεία with

shape,—like that of a ship’s prow,—but he saw the two circles last drawn to determine the position of the stage (Ae synerg), and so far agrees with Fra Giacomo; but Schneider is too muchhampered by the words of Vitruvius and his details therefore are impracticable.

16 Quoted from a review of Wilkins’ Vitruvius in the MS. note to a Bodlesian Vitruvius, Donec V., sub. 2. Compari on the proscenii pulpitum Perrault’s shrewd remark that the phrase applies rather to the Greek than to the Roman theatre.
the \textit{theaolaeion}, but only so far as the dimension of height was concerned, or we must believe\textsuperscript{17} that our author had in mind such a theatre as that of Cuiculum (Djemila) where the level of the \textit{orchestra} was considerably below that of the \textit{sema}-floor. See Amable Ravoisié, \textit{Exploration Scientifique de \textit{l}Algérie}. This last would not be a Greek theatre, but a transitional type, between the earlier Greek and the later or Roman theatre.

And now some account must be given first of the arcs \( o a f \) and \( o rf \)' which I have added in Fra Giocondo's diagram, second of the double proscenium which he provides, the Greek proscenium \( ff \), and the Roman proscenium \( i \). I have regarded the departure of Fra Giocondo from Vitruvius' literal directions for drawing the second and third circles as a device for greater clearness in teaching.\textsuperscript{18} In practice he found it less confusing to accomplish what Vitruvius had in mind by a method of his own: 'I will simplify the matter,' he can almost hear him say, when his pupils were dazzled by the Vitruvian directions about a centre to the left, a radius to the right and an arc to the left. Take your centre at \( b \) to the left, measure off your radius toward the left \( b' \), and from there describe your arc until you cut the \textit{frons semae} on the left at \( f' \). Similarly, take your other centre at \( c \), on the right, measure off your radius toward \( c' \) on the right, and describe your arc until it touches the \textit{frons semae} at \( f \), on the right. Produce both these arcs until they intersect the \textit{junio proscenii} \( e^\prime e \) (see below), the matter is a simple one and I need not draw the arcs further. Now these two points (\( r \) and \( n \)) of intersection with \( e^\prime e \) are the limits to the right and left of the forward projecting \textit{pulpitum} shown at \( e \) on my sketch-plan.

My reason for thinking that Fra Giocondo's arcs were thus produced in thought by him is that the limits of the \textit{pulpitum} are determined on his sketch-plan in the manner just described. If any doubter should object, then I should appeal to Vitruvius and, neglecting Fra Giocondo's arcs entirely, I should should draw \( o a f \) and \( o rf \) according to the better of Vitruvius' instructions. After that I should proceed as Fra Giocondo has done in his sketch-plan.

As for the introduction into his diagram of the Roman proscenium \( i \) in front of the \textit{junio proscenii}, behind which lies the Greek proscenium \( f \), that can also be explained as a teacher's device to make plain the difference be-

\textsuperscript{17} Possibly these two ways of accounting for the error of Vitruvius' mistake should be combined. He makes no mention of the \textit{theaolaeion}, and probably did not know its function. Finding his authorities giving its height at ten or twelve feet, he might refer for better understanding to existing theatres of the C التونسي type. There the \textit{theaolaeion} was of the height in question and he was justified in a confusion between it and the \textit{theaolaeion}.

\textsuperscript{18} In his commentary on the Pamphlet, fol. ci:ii, \textit{post} in the 1832 edition, Budd gives a sketch of the teaching by Fra Giocondo, and refers especially to Vitruvius: 'I had the good fortune to get, while reading that book, the help of a most rare prosceptor, Procanus the friar, then king's architect, a man of consummate antiquarian lore. Not only by speech but with his pencil (graphel) did he explain what we were seeking to understand. Those were the times when I emulated my Vitruvius at my ease ... For the testimony of Scaliger and others on this same point, see the \textit{Supplementum ad Scriptores trium ordinum, S. Franciscan. Rec. Lucas Waddingius, Rome, 1606.}
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Between the earlier and the later sense of proscenium. It is also possible that Fra Giocondo may have had two minds about the matter, though this is unlikely. Fra Giocondo would in fact have belied the times in which he lived if he had not kept the Roman theatre and the Roman stage before his pupils even when he was discoursing about the Greek stage. In those days the centre of interest was in things Roman far more than it is now. Perhaps for that reason Vitruvius was easier of approach, and could more readily be explained in those days than in these. It is at least certain that, like the pupils of Fra Giocondo and like Bulengerus (De Theatro, 1668), Vitruvius was primarily concerned with things Roman. This is true in spite of a certain pedantry which inclined Vitruvius to suggest Greek
improvements,—as in the case of his Roman prosenium pulpitum. One of his very earliest and most competent critics, Politian's friend the Florentine architect Leo Battista Alberti, cleverly summed up the matter in 1435 by complaining that Vitruvius was Greek to the Romans and Roman to the Greeks. The one building of which we know Vitruvius to have been architect was in fact a Roman basilica. In the forties nearly twenty years after Friar Giocondo's death the Vitruvian academy at Rome went about with the most ambitious plans, and one thing which may be traced back to their schemes is undoubtedly the last building planned by Palladio, Fra Giocondo's townsman,—I mean the Roman stage begun at Verona three months before the great architect died in August 1580, and finished by his son in 1584. It stands to-day a monument of the study of Vitruvius in the 16th century.39

What very different results the latest study of Vitruvius has brought about, we have already seen. Instead of borrowing from contact with great public works, like those of Fra Giocondo at Paris, Rome, and in the Veneto, a broad and practised power of insight, recent expounders of this passage have too often cavilled about the words of Vitruvius. His use of the most innocent and everyday terms like intervallum, sinistrum, dexterum, centrum, and latitudo, has been tormented, discussed, and strained first this way and then that way until their meaning has been fairly driven out of them. Geppert, Lemosius, Schönborn, Wecklein and Albert Mueller were too busy with one or the other of these words to heed the one plan which, so far as the stage is concerned, simply followed the straightforward meaning of Vitruvius' words. Schneider's plan is mentioned by no one with respect. Geppert laughed at it and Schönborn lost his temper over it, but it remains for all that the most nearly faithful presentation of the Greek stage as Vitruvius described it which has appeared since the year 1523.40

The total inability of all others to agree in one interpretation of this passage in our author has meanwhile led to a feeling that it cannot be understood. Geppert began to despair of it, Lemosius also gives it up, and

39 La fabbriche di Andrea Palladio, Ott. Bertazzi Semonzi in Vicenza 1796.
40 It is discouraging to find in the last number of the Zeitschrift der Archäologischen Gesellschaft, a new attempt to confuse with the word intervallum. Schönborn was certain that it meant Pars discharged. Albert Miller could not believe this, but agreed that something very uncommon was to be got out of the word. So he consulted a mathematical expert, who revealed to him that its meaning at the end of the account of the Greek stage must be determined by the context in which it last occurred,—at the beginning of Vitruvius' account of the Roman stage. So they two agreed that it must mean one of the twelve equal segments into which the circle was divided by its inscribed squares. Miller selected the two segments which he found convenient, New comes Fabricius and selects two others which suit his view. Comment may well be left in the field against all these over-ingenuities. His objections have not been and cannot be answered.
41 Fra Giocondo's planes were reproduced, unaccompanied however by the necessary marginal keys, and with no lettering whatsoever upon them—in the French translation of Jean Martin (1547). They were completely supplied in 1566 by that prepared by Daniele Barbaro under advice from Palladio. Ferrante followed Barbaro, and began the modern controversies where no account is ever taken of Giocondo's plans.
Dumon, in 1888, convicts Vitruvius,—at least so far as the Greek stage is concerned,—of ignorance, carelessness, and stupidity.

Therefore I maintain that it is time for us to break away from these tangles of German controversialists and to begin again, following the lead of Fra Giocondo as far as it will go with us. Since the task of bringing the statements about the Greek stage in Vitruvius to bear upon what we know of existing monuments is before us, we cannot perhaps do better than follow the example which that same Friar Ioannes, described as unus humanitate vero Iocundus, has set before us. His method is briefly given by himself in the dedication of his Vitruvius to Giuliano della Rovere, Pope Julius II.

'Take now, my ever blessed father, with favouring countenance,' he writes, 'these my accomplished labours,—Vitruvius, restored to the right rule of his original speech. But think not the toil has been slight. For in seeking to understand him I have compared his words and his meaning with the remnants of ruins and the fabrics of the ancients, and this not once only but often and many times again,—not without great exhaustion and abundant perspiration.'

Louis Dyer.
TWO VASES BY PHINTIAS.

[Plates XX.—XXIII.]

It was my intention to publish in the *Journal of Hellenic Studies* a cylix by Phintias in the Central Museum at Athens, together with the substance of a paper read at a meeting of the British Archaeological School in March of this year. Learning, however, that Dr. P. Hartwig was anxious to publish the cylix in his forthcoming *Meisterschalen*, I entered into correspondence with him, and by his kindness am enabled to publish in its place the well-known hydria in the British Museum (Klein, *Meistersignaturen 3*) and fragments of a stamnos in the possession of Dr. Friedrich Hauser, now at Stuttgart, whose kindness in furnishing me with drawings by his own hand I would gratefully acknowledge.

A.—The first vase to be discussed is the hydria in the British Museum (E 264) found at Vulci. The form is the older one with sharp divisions between neck, shoulder, and body, which is characteristic of h.f. hydrias, and disappears after the 'severe' period of r.f. vase-painting, shoulder and body passing into one and leaving only one field for decoration. On the inside of the lip, in front of the junction with the handle, are three round knobs suggesting pegs or nails. These are in this case painted purple, whereas usually when they appear they are varnished—op. Petersburg 1, 337 and Berlin 1807 = Gerhard, *A.E.* 249, 250. The handles are left unvarnished, which is also comparatively uncommon. The main field of the vase is occupied by a scene, which if not of surpassing originality or interest, is at least unusual. Three naked ἢφισσοι are represented in the act of carrying water from a fountain in hydrias which are of the same form as the vase itself, except that that which is carried by the second youth from the right on his shoulder is apparently of a more developed form, in which the sharp division between shoulder and body is given up. On the extreme right a stream of water issues from a

---

1 The body of the vase is reproduced at three-quarters of the original size on Plate XX.; the shoulder at two-thirds of the original size on Plate XXI.

2 This splendid vase Furtwängler conjectures to be by Hesychios, on what grounds it is not easy to see, probably because the Berlin Museum contains a pithos of Hesychios (2100). I mention this because Klein (*Vasen mit Lieblingsinschriften* p. 22) speaks of the hydria inscribed Τόνησανίλα (Jahrbuch 1890, s.) as 'in the style of Hesychios.' What is the style of Hesychios?
lion's head of admirable execution, worthy to stand beside analogous portions of the work of Sosias and Peithinus, and a youth fills his hydria. Behind him comes a second, bearing an empty hydria on his shoulder, and turning his head to look at a bearded figure, presumably the παιδοτριθής, clothed in a ίμάτιον which passes over the left shoulder, and leaning on a staff. On the left the scene is closed by a third youth, carrying a hydria with both hands. All the figures wear vine-wreaths like those of the Kottabospyktter of Euphrónios, with the exception of the youth who carries his hydria on his shoulder, who is crowned with laurel. In the field is inscribed Μεγαλής καλός, the significance of which will be discussed later on. The subject may be regarded as a variant for the scenes so common on b.f. hydrias where a train of maidens is represented in the act of drawing water from a fountain (cp. British Museum B 93 with the inscription Ποικίλης καλός). An exact parallel from a later period is furnished by the painting in the interior of a cylix from Bomarzo of later 'fine' style preserved in a drawing in the library of the Berlin Museum (Mappe xxi. 89), which represents a youth drawing water from a fountain in the shape of a lion's head. The scene immediately succeeding that depicted on our vase—viz. the act of washing, in which the contents of the hydrias are poured by one youth over the kneeling figure of another, is not uncommon on cylices. (Cf. Gerhard. A.V. 277.)

The subject of the shoulder is drawn from a sphere as well-known to the early r.f. vase-painters as the palaestra, viz. the symposion. Two figures—one bearded and one youthful—are represented lying on couches, with ίμάτια thrown over the lower half of their bodies and crowned with vine-wreaths. The elder of the two, on the left, holds in either hand a cylix, that in his left hand being inverted, and turns his head to look at his companion. It is noticeable that these cylices are of the characteristic b.f. shape with high
foot, and a division between the upper and lower half of the bowl. The two
cylikes of course serve for the practice of the κότταβος, as is evident from a
comparison with the cylix of Kachrylion in the Museo Bocchi (II. 4 Schöne
= Klein Euphronioi, p. 113). The youth on the right holds in his left hand
a lyre. It is useless to multiply parallels for this scene. Besides being
extremely common in the interior of cylikes (see Klein, Euphronioi, p. 310)
the subject was found to be well adapted to a field such as that in which it
appears in this instance. The best parallel is the hydria of Euthumides
(Α.Z. 1873 IX.), which has an external point of connection with our hydria in
bearing the inscription Μεγαλός καλός. In painting this hydria Euthu-
mides has taken the first step towards the later development in which one
field of decoration only is offered by the vase. But he has only gone a very
short distance. The vase is one of a numerous class of 'severe' r.f. hydriæ
which appear simply to leave out the main subject and leave us with only
the subordinate subject of the shoulder. We may also compare a hydria of
Euthumides (Philologus, xxvi. 1867 II.) similar in shape to our vase, where
the shoulder is occupied by a scene closely resembling the greatest of all
Kottabas vases, the Peters burg psykter of Euphronioi.


In the alternation of r.f. with b.f. ornament we may compare Phintias
with Euthumides, and trace the survival of the influence of b.f. vase-painting.
The style of the drawing will be discussed later in relation to that of the
period to which Phintias belongs.

R.—I also publish (Pl. XXII.—III.), from drawings executed by Dr.
Friedrich Hauser, fragments of a stamnos in his possession, which I have un-
fortunately not seen. I must therefore express my indebtedness to Dr. P. Hartwig,
who has examined the fragments in Stuttgart, and has kindly given me such in-
formation as I required. The height of the vase is estimated at 35 cm., which
corresponds exactly with the average size of an early stamnos with four-figure
subjects. As in the case of the British Museum hydria we find b.f. alternating
with r.f. ornament—r.f. palmettes above and between the subjects and b.f.

1 The plates reproduce the fragments at rather more than half of the original size.
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palmettes below. The signature, of which only four letters remain intact, was inscribed in the upper right-hand corner of the obverse of the vase. From the fragments we can infer a subject consisting of a central group formed by a male and female, symmetrically enclosed by two flying females, of whom the one on the left is turning her head to witness the spectacle, and holds a stylised flower in her right hand. The subject which immediately suggests itself is the struggle of Peleus and Thetis, and this appears to me to be supported by the following parallel. In the collection of drawings preserved in the library of the Berlin Museum is to be found a drawing (Mappe xxii. 3) of a c. f. hydria of the same form as that here published, in the style of Euthymides. On the shoulder is represented a dance of five youths, each of whom holds a stick in his right hand and has a sheaf of reeds rolled round his left arm, in the presence of a bearded man who plays the βαρβατόν. The main subject of the vase, however, is the struggle of Peleus and Thetis, without transformations, in the presence of two Nereids who fly in opposite directions. The arms of the three female figures are symmetrically disposed in the upper part of the field; they are clad in precisely the same manner as the female figures of our stamnos, and the outline of the right leg of Thetis is drawn under the clothing, exactly as that of the female on the right of the vase of Phintias.1 It is true that the position of the male figure as determined by fragment b seems to preclude the possibility of reconstructing the usual scheme according to which Peleus clasps Thetis tightly round the waist, while his head appears in front of her breast. That this was not the only scheme, however, is proved e.g. by the 'vase a colonnette' published by Raoul-Rochette, Monumen5a reddits, II., where Peleus occupies almost exactly the position in which he would appear on our vase. The fact that the female figure on the left holds a flower is quite in keeping with this interpretation—cp. Gerhard A.V. 178, 9; M.d.L. i. 38. The Thessalian legend may have represented Thetis and her sisters gathering flowers by the sea, a trait familiar from the Sicilian legend of Persephone.

The stylistic affinities of the vase will be discussed in another connection. It may be well, however, to call attention here to the incised outlines of the hair on fragment d—even the loose back hair being treated in this way—and to the clothing of the female figure, which was undoubtedly the same as that of Iris on the British Museum clyx signed by Pamphaicos, but supposed by Klein to have been painted by Euphronios (Gerhard, A.V. 221, 2). The figure of Eos which corresponds to that of Iris on that vase appears to me to show that in the very numerous female figures of this class two garments only are to be assumed, a long chiton with or without sleeves whose folds are represented in the upper portion by wavy lines drawn with thin varnish, if at all, and in the lower part by the so-called 'swallow-tails,' and secondly, a ἱμάτιον worn in various ways—sometimes thrown over the shoulders, some-

1 Owing to an error of Overbeck (Gallerie Herzoglicher Bildnifs, p. 181 No. 10) it has been supposed that this was a b. f. vase preserved at Münchens, and it accordingly appears in Grait's list (Jahrbschr, 1886 p. 202) as No. 24, Org. 18 = München 7677. Where the vase may be, I do not know, but it is certainly v. c., and certainly not at Münchens. It was discovered by Campagnari,
times arranged so as to pass over the right and under the left shoulder. Both systems may be illustrated from the archaic female statues in the Acropolis Museum. It often seems difficult to avoid the conclusion that the skirts with swallow-tail folds belong to the πετάλως which passes under the left shoulder, and this may sometimes be the case. At the same time, the use of short upper-garments arranged in the manner described is proved by more than one Nereid on the Peleus and Thetis deinos M.d.I. i.38, where the under-garments are stiff and decorated, and I therefore believe that we should see a similar garment in the case of the female figure to the right on our stamnos.

The reverse of the vase is occupied by a scene from the palaestra. This distribution of subjects may be very closely paralleled from a vase which I have been unable to trace beyond the Beugnot Catalogue, published by Gerhard A.F. 22, and described in the text (p. 79) as an amphora from Vulci. It is attributed by Klein to Euthumides and the luxuriance of the inscription certainly speaks in his favour: but the claims of Phintias appear to me to be also worthy of consideration. So far as can be judged from Gerhard's plate at any rate, the figure of Apollo on the obverse resembles the Apollo of the Corneto amphora of Phintias and the Theeseus of the Petersburg krater. The figure holding a pole on the reverse of the vase, besides agreeing in scheme with the figure to which fragment c on the reverse of the stamnos belonged, presents analogies in drawing to the ἐφηβος of the British Museum hydria, especially in the details of the chest with the curious ladder-like scheme of cross-lines. The peculiar form of wreath worn by Apollo and Tityos on the obverse, and by one παιδορριβης and one athlete on the reverse is, it is true, found on works of Euthumides (cp. the psyktier A.d.I. 1870, O.P.), but also occurs on the Petersburg krater, and cannot be separated from the stylised branch or flower carried by the Nereid on our stamnos. The circumstance to which I wish to draw particular attention is the fact that a scene from the palaestra is in both cases employed as a reverse to a subject of a kind very popular at this period—the three varieties being (1) Peleus and Thetis, (2) Boreas and Oreithyia, cp. the great vase, Berlin 2165 (Gerhard Ἐρωτικ. κ. Capp. Vaz. xxvi.—xxix.), (3) Tityos and Leto; illustrated by the vase under discussion and by the early r.f. krater M.d.I. 1856 X.—one of the more developed examples of the series.

Our stamnos—so far as the fragments permit of its reconstruction—forms a worthy counterpart to the Berlin krater (2180 = A.Z. 1879 IV.), which is perhaps the best known vase of the kind, and is often attributed to Euthumides; we may also compare the two vases bearing the inscription Παναϊτζος καλός (A.Z. 1878 XI. and A.Z. 1884 XVI.), which are somewhat more advanced in style. The interior of the first-named of this latter pair furnishes us with parallels to two of the figures on our stamnos (1) the figure of whom fragment c gives us the lower portion, and who must be reconstructed as an athlete holding a balancing-pole, (2) the discobolus preserved in fragments d and e, a frequently recurring figure on palaestric vases—cp. the

---

4 It is less probable that the figure was holding a cud (cp. Gerhard, A.F. 277).
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Antiphon of the Berlin krater. Further than this the restoration cannot be considered certain. For the figure on the extreme right we have only the head (fragment a) and this might belong either to a boxer avoiding the blows of his adversary, or (as Mr. Cecil Smith suggested to me) to a flute-player, who commonly accompanies athletic exercises (op. e.g. Gerhard, A.F. 272). If this be accepted we are left with fragment b requiring explanation, and the difficulty is increased partly by the fact that we cannot be certain whether four or five figures were represented on this side of the vase, so that the figure may or may not belong to a group, and secondly, by the difficulty of finding a scheme which will preserve the spacing, since the law of isosceles 

φαλά was no doubt strictly observed. A second discobolus in an attitude different from that of the first seems very improbable, and a leaper quite out of the question. If we could assume that this side of the vase originally contained five figures, a group of boxers might be reconstructed, and our fragment might represent one of them falling backwards and attempting to steady himself.¹ I have, however, as yet arrived at no certain restoration. The drawing of this side of the vase is quite in the same style as that of the British Museum hydria, and we need only call attention to the remarkable triple division of the knee-cap on fragment d, contrasting the rough way in which the front view of the right foot of this figure is given, for which a parallel may be found on the Corneto amphora.

Besides the two vases here published, the following works of Phintias have been published or described.


Subjects:—
A. Herakles carrying off the tripod of Apollo.
B. Dionysos and theiasos.


Subjects:—
A. Herakles about to kill Alkyoneus in presence of Hermes.
B. Herakles carrying off the tripod of Apollo.
I. Silenus with horn.
This vase also bears the signature of the potter Dein[heid]es.


¹ The group might perhaps be reconstructed somewhat similarly to Bemhhorf, Griech. und It. Vasenbilder, XXXI. 2a.

G.—Upper half of small vase at Athens, Polytechnion 2786, from Eleusis. *Εἰρ. Αρχ.* 1885, pl. IX., 10, p. 174 (Philios). *A.Z.* 1884 p. 251 (Meyer). The vase is in the form of a shell, out of which come a neck and mouth like those of a lekythos.

It is perhaps unsafe to lay too great stress on unsigned vases in discussing the style of a painter: at the same time the example of Brygos shows that they may form a necessary element in estimating the work of a particular artist. I shall therefore not scruple to treat as a work of Phintias.


Lowy compares the vase in style to the works of Kephisodes; and the extremely bad illustration in the *Monumenta dell'Instituto* affords little ground for discrimination between styles so superficially similar as those of that artist and Phintias. The resemblance between the head of Theseus on the Petersburg krater and that of Heracles on the Corneto amphora is, however, sufficiently striking even in the illustrations. I have not attempted to identify the subjects, since, as was pointed out by Petersen, with whose results I agree in all important particulars after a careful examination of the vase, by far the greater portion of the representation is in each case due to an exceedingly clever restorer, who, however, betrays himself in figures such as that of the Maenad on the reverse.

It might be possible to add several other vases to this list, e.g. certain of those which are connected with F by the appearance of the love-name Chairias. Before the appearance of Hartwig’s *Meisterschalen*, however, it would be rash to assume the connection of these vases with Phintias; moreover, the small cylix, Berlin 4040, and the fragment of a h.f. hydria, Berlin 1909, both of which bear the inscription Ναυπιάς καλός, cannot in my opinion be attributed to Phintias on grounds of style.

Before discussing the position of Phintias in the history of vase painting it is as well to state that the spelling of the name here adopted is based on the fact that the Attic form Philtias is found only on the Münchhen cylix, whereas the Western Doric forms Phintias or Phintis (cf. Pind. *Olt.* vi. 22) are either certain or probable in all other cases. Meyer is therefore probably right in assuming that the artist was not a native of Athens. It would be unsafe, however, to base on this fact alone the theory (in itself possible) that, like the charioteer celebrated by Pindar, he was a Sicilian, and to connect this with Dümmler's similar suggestion as to Hieron, Sikelo, and Sikanes.

---

1 See Dümmler, *Romer Studien*, pp. 79-77.
2 *A.Z.* 1884 p. 231.
3 *Romer Studien*, p. 89.
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The list of vases given above enables us to treat of Phintias less summarily than has hitherto been the case. Klein's article accompanying the publication of the Corneto amphora assigns to him a position between Andokides and Euthymides in the series of amphora-painters, and rates his originality at a somewhat low standpoint. It may be admitted that in point of invention, and especially in interest of subject, our artist does not take a high rank when compared e.g. with Euphronios. If, however, the Petersburg krater is rightly included among the works of Phintias, there would be reason to modify this view, while on the other hand the admirably conceived genre-scene from the interior of the Baltimore cylix displays a gift of a different order. The Athens cylix is a piece of admirably fine and careful drawing. The appearance of these small but carefully executed vases beside those of large size finds its parallel in the case of Euthymides, in the list of whose works stands (at present in isolation) the Pinax of the Museo Bocchi (iv. 2 Schöne). This work reminds us in subject—a stooping warrior holding his helmet in his right hand—of the Athens cylix of Phintias, and certainly belongs to the same period. The Museo Bocchi also contains a small cylix (vii. 2 Schöne) with the representation of a youth reclining and playing the Βαρβατος, bearing the inscription Χαμιες καλὸς which may with great probability be attributed to Phintias, and with certainty to a contemporary artist of his school. The series—an extremely numerous one—of pinakes or small cylices with representations only in the interior, is of course a continuation of the tradition of Epiktetos himself, who leads the way in the case of the last-mentioned subject by two cylices which, it is true, also have external representations, Nos. 9 and 10 in Klein's list, both with the love-name Ἱππαρχος, to which we shall have to return. It is important to insist on the appearance of the names of Phintias and Euthymides in this connection as a bar to any too pronounced separation of painters of amphorae &c. from painters of cylices.

Bearing this in mind, let us pass on to the larger works of Phintias. Klein, 1 in discussing the Antaikes-krater of Euphronios, justly called attention to the appearance of a series of large vases, chiefly kraters of calyx-form, at the period of Euphronios' career, and characterised their style as ein Steigerung des gleichzeitigen Schalenstiles. 2 From the kraters of this class it is impossible to separate the few existing psykter, 3 and various forms of the amphora, such as the Kruos vase in the Louvre and the Boreas vase in the Berlin Museum. Apart from the evidence of style, the period to which the greater part of these vases belong is fixed by the signatures (Euphronios, Euthymides, [Euxi]theos, Duris) and the love-name Leagros, which occurs on four vases of the class. It is into this circle that we must admit Phintias, who will take his place with the first three artists named as representing an earlier, more severe stage than Duris, in whose psykter

1 Euphronios, 4 pp. 117 f., 129, &c.
2 I have in my possession a small psykter said to come from Tanagra, which has no figure subjects, but may be inferred from the ornamentation to belong to this period.
Dümmler\textsuperscript{1} has traced the influence of Brygos. Brygos himself will find a place in the list, if, as I believe to be the case, he was the painter of the great Danae-krater in Petersburg (Hermitage 1723), which deserves a more accurate publication than it has received in Gerhard, \textit{Berliner Winckelmannsprogramm}, 1854, from which are derived Welcker, \textit{A.D.}, v. pl. XVI, XVII., and Baumsteiger, \textit{Denkmäler}, 448. The resemblance of this krater to the work of Brygos is apparent from these illustrations, and the attribution is confirmed by an examination of the vase. More particularly I would call attention to the fact that on the \textit{iupárou} worn by Danae as she sits on the couch I found the rows of small, almost imperceptible dots, suggesting stitches, running in a direction at right angles to the folds of the dress, to which Dümmler\textsuperscript{2} has called attention as a practice of Brygos, as also to the form assumed by the black edge of the \textit{iupárou}. Brygos, again, almost entirely gives up the palmettes under the handles of his cylices, and it is quite in keeping with this that the Danae-krater has no ornament above the handles, whereas e.g. the Petersburg krater, which I have attributed to Phintias, shows an elaborate system of large palmettes in that place, recalling the krater in Berlin (2180), published by Klein \textit{A.Z.} 1879 pl. IV, and attributed by him to Kuthumides. The same use of a luxuriant system of palmettes is found on the stamnos-fragments here published, although unusual in the case of \textit{stámmos}, and reminds us of the overgrown palmettes found on early r.f. cylices.

It will thus be seen that a parallel development to that of the painting of cylices went on in the region of the krater, pyskter, amphiara, \&c., to trace the history of which the materials are not sufficiently accumulated. That it was furthered, however, by the same artists in both cases may be seen from the recurrence of the names Euphronios, Doris, Brygos. Perhaps an exaggerated importance has been attached since the appearance of Klein's, \textit{Euphronios} to the development of the cylix. That the krater, for example, is an offshoot of the cylix, as Klein appears to think,\textsuperscript{3} is a very questionable proposition. An examination of the early r.f. kraters shows that we start with a comparatively heavy form (\textit{Fortwängler 40 = Berlin 2180}), in which the lines of the walls are quite straight, with no curve at all, while the handles take their rise from a very prominent swelling below the decorated surface. Instances of this are the Berlin krater mentioned above and the Petersburg krater, which I attribute to Phintias. The Antaios-krater of Euphronios I have not seen, but the untrustworthy illustration \textit{M. d. I.} 1855 V. is at least not inconsistent with the fact of its possessing a similar form. The Danae krater is somewhat lighter in form and measurably lighter in weight, but the curve is still scarcely perceptible. A series might easily be formed, showing how the graceful calix-form of e.g. the Niobid-Argonaut krater from Orvieto was reached.\textsuperscript{4} Now there is at least one

\textsuperscript{1} \textit{Bommer Studien}, p. 75 note 11.
\textsuperscript{2} \textit{Bommer Studien}, p. 73.
\textsuperscript{3} \textit{Euphronios}, pp. 117, 287.
\textsuperscript{4} Cp. forma 194, 6, 0 in Stephani's \textit{Hermitage catalogue}, Pl. IV.
instance known to me at present of a b.f. krater of the older form—Petersburg 49. Moreover the signed vases of the class (except the psykter of Duria) all belong to the Leagros-period, i.e. to a period immediately succeeding the transition of styles; and, in particular, the krater and psykter of Euphranor belong to his Leagros-period, i.e. to the time before he became a really great cylix-painter. That Phintias belongs to the same period is proved not only by his stylistic affinities, but by his use of the love-name Megakles, which he shares with Euthymides.

The occurrence of a stamnos among his signed works is of great importance as furnishing a link in the history of that vase-form, a history which has yet to be written. Klein remarks that the love-names connect the painters of stamnoi with the great cylix-painters, and it would not be difficult to trace the development of the stamnai through the same stages of style as e.g. the krater. I have, it is true, seen no black-figured stamnai. In the collection of drawings, however, preserved in the library of the Berlin Museum there are contained two b.f. vases described in the inventory as stamnai. The first (Mappe xi. 73) is a vase formerly in the Canino collection. The decoration consists of a series of twenty-four figures, engaged in the exercises of the palaestra. There is no drawing of the form of the vase, and the representation appears to be unbroken by handles, so that the vase may perhaps be a deinos—the form from which the stamnos is immediately descended. The second vase (Mappe xiv. 17) might, indeed, be described as a stamnos, if we may trust the drawing, evidently very badly executed. Only one side is represented. On the right is a column with white capital. A youth wearing a band in his hair and a chlamys (with white edge) thrown over his shoulders is running to leftwards, looking back at the column. He holds an axe in his right hand. The drawing is quite styleless, and the whole seems to me not above suspicion. In any case it would not be safe to assume that the vase is really archaic. We may therefore treat the existence of b.f. stamnai as problematical, and proceed to consider early r.f. specimens of the class. The only signatures are those of Pamphaios, whose vase is somewhat exceptional in shape, and Phintias. We do not meet with signed stamnai again until the time of Hermonas, Polygnotos, and Smikros—who should be placed here if the unsigned vase at Arezzo (M. d. 1. viii. 6) is really characteristic of his style. Although, however, signatures are absent, the gradation of styles can be traced as clearly as in the case of the krater. The fragment in Berlin (2181) is rightly described by Furtwängler as being 'in the style of the first period of Euphranor.' The Orestes vase, on the other hand (Berlin 2184, Gerhard, Etrusk. Camp. Vax. xxiv.), shows the distinctive marks of the school of Brygos, although it is not certainly attributable to that master's own hand. We may remark the form of Orestes' helmet, which resembles that of the giant on the reverse of the Gigantomachy cylix (Berlin 2203), where Furtwängler rightly calls attention to the forehead-piece apparently formed so as to express the wavy contour of the hair underneath it. This cylix, although unsigned, may with complete

1 Faunen mit Lichtungseinbruch, p. 6.
certainty be attributed to Brygos, and the formation of the helmet described above is, so far as I know, only found on vases resembling the work of Brygos in style. Moreover, the manner in which 'Vorzeichnung' is employed is that of Brygos. Whereas in the work of Euphranoros, Phintias, &c., the preliminary sketch with the blunt point was made with great care, so that a careful inspection is often necessary in order to determine whether a given vase shows traces of the practice, the vases of Brygos and his school, and among them the Orestes vase, display a free use of the blunt point, which at times is so marked as to suggest the idea that shading was intended e.g. on a convex surface like that of the leg, where we often find two or three lines on each side drawn in this manner in the soft clay. To the same period as the Orestes stamnos will belong that which bears the same love-name, Nikokrates, at Palermo (1503), figured in Inghirami, Vasi fittili 77, 78, while the Medea stamnos (Berlin 2188) is of somewhat more advanced date. Enough has been said to show that the history of the stamnos runs strictly parallel to that of the kylix, and that there is no reason to suppose any division of the branches of industry in the case of vase-painting. To trace the same continuity in the case of the 'Nolan' amphora, 'vase a colomette' and pelike would lead us too far from the immediate subject, as we have no signed vases of Phintias belonging to any of these classes. The results of a study of such vases, however, would certainly not militate against the principle here laid down, viz. that in the history of early r.f. vase-painting the development of the kylix cannot be treated in isolation.

We have, then, established the position of Phintias in the group of r.f. vase painters of which Euphranoros and Euthumides are the leading figures. The first-named is the most versatile member of the circle, as he is also the most original of Greek vase-painters. Euthumides, so far as we know him at present, only departs from the practice of painting large vases in the case of the pinax in the Museo Bocchi, which is, however, of importance as establishing his relations with the Epiktetan circle; while Kachrylion, whose connection with the group may be traced in his use of the love-name Leagros, and in the fact that he made a vase painted by Euphranoros, seems to have confined himself to the kylix and pinax. The (fragmentary) signature of [Euxitheus] on the Louvre krater with Ἀειρίπος καλὸς furnishes a link of connection between our group and that of the 'hieratic' kylix-painters Ottos and Sophias, to the first of whom Euxitheus furnished kylikes for painting. An even more direct connection is given by the fragments in the Acropolis Museum published by Winter and apparently signed by Euphranoros, which treat the legend of Peleus and Thetis quite in the 'hieratic' manner. The characteristic phenomena of this class of vases are well known. In the first place, we have traces that the artists had not

---

1 Cp. the unsigned vase of Brygos Archaeologia, xxxii. 6, 9, 11, which also shows the rows.

2 An interesting parallel to the Danae-krater is furnished by the Danae-stamnos (M. d. J. 1850 viii.), in the developed style of Hieros and Brygos.

3 Jahrbuch, 1888, ii.
yet freed themselves from the restraints of b.f. technique. The use of the incised line is the best known of these indications. Phintias, Euthumides and Kachrylon use it commonly to represent the outline of the hair, &c. Klein, it is true, states 1 that Euphronios never employs it. He attributes, however, to that artist the external decoration of the British Museum cylix signed by Pamphaios, where the incised hair-outline more than once occurs, while it is found on a recently-discovered fragment of the Pelesus-Theis vase from the Acropolis. The use of purple, as Schneider pointed out, 2 is also a survival from b.f. painting. A characteristic instance may be noted in the case of the Antiopeia cylix of Kachrylon in the British Museum, where the drawing is of the most developed r.f. style, showing the influence of Euphronios, while the tails of two of the horses attached to Theseus' chariot remind one of similar horse-tails on b.f. vases. They are filled in, in the one case with purple, in the other with white, and the outlines are incised.

The second notable characteristic of our group is a marked conventionality, not to say stylization, which shows itself (1) in the drawing of garments with severely geometrical "swallow-tail" folds, (2) in a highly elaborated and conventional system of drawing the nude, in order to indicate muscles, ribs, &c. This is usually executed with thin varnish. Among conventional devices may also be classed that of representing curly hair by rows of raised points laid on in black varnish, the so-called "Buckellöckchen." The extraordinary care with which these were formed is well illustrated by the Petersburg krater which I assign to Phintias. A break runs through the back of the head of Theseus, and the restorer has been forced to imitate the "Buckellöckchen," but has entirely failed to lay on the black varnish with the certainty of touch of the original artist. On holding the vase to the light the superior regularity of the small raised cones in the original parts of the head is manifest, and was rightly used by Petersen as a criterion for denying the genuineness of the head of the fallen warrior, otherwise a marvellously clever piece of imitation. A masterpiece of this conventional art is the Antaios-kreter of Euphronios, which combines in one the stylised drawing of the nude illustrated by the British Museum hydria of Phintias, and the geometrical garments to be seen on the obverse of his stamnos.

In respect of technical skill we must assign a high place to Phintias among the exponents of this system of drawing. Both in his larger vases such as the Corneto amphora and in such a small gem as the Athens cylix the resources of the school are displayed to the full. Details such as the eyelashes, the down on the cheek, and the circle of dots representing the hair on the nipple of the male breast are carefully put in, and the contours are drawn with an admirable firmness of touch. Except when looked at under the technical aspects, however, the art of Phintias is not entitled to a high degree of admiration. Originality of conception and inventive genius are not qualities which can be attributed to him. He remains at the standpoint of the earlier works of Euphronios, and does not appear to have been carried away by the influence

1 Euphronios, p. 271.  
2 Jahrbuch, 1889, p. 102.
of the superior originality of that artist as shown in his later productions. Like Euphronios in his earlier days, Phintias treats by preference the current subjects from the myths of Herakles which formed the staple of b.f. vase-painting. Twice he gives us the contest for the Delphic tripod, a subject in the treatment of which he seems to be under the influence of Andokides, although in each case he shows a slightly differing type, as indeed the type of this scene was, it would seem, one of the most unfixed in the répertoire of the b.f. vase-painters. It is unfortunately impossible to identify with certainty the subject of the obverse of the stamnos and those of the unsigned Petersburg krater; the latter, if complete, would no doubt show an advance in respect of originality. The main subject of the British Museum hydria is a somewhat ingenious variation of the scene so common on later b.f. hydriae, where a procession of maidens is represented in the act of drawing water from a fountain. The change of sex gave the artist an opportunity for displaying to the full his powers of drawing the nude; while on the shoulder of the same vase we have one of the long series of scenes from the symposion which suddenly make their appearance at this epoch—a scene exactly similar to that which Enthumides considered sufficient decoration for his hydria now preserved at Böhm. In the paestan scene on the reverse of the stamnos Phintias is again drawing on the common stock of his contemporary artists and produces a picture worthy to take its place beside the well-known Krater in Berlin (2180) already referred to, generally attributed to Enthumides.

We may now consider what the period was of which Phintias is so characteristic a representative. I have called it above the Leagros-period, from the love-name which is most characteristic, and which links together the largest number of artists. From our present point of view, however, it might with equal justice be called the Megakles-period, since the name of Megakles, which we find on the British Museum hydria, forms a link between Phintias and Enthumides. The question is, Do these names furnish us with any external evidence, and if so, of what nature, towards determining the date of the vase-painters who employ them?

Since Studniczka’s article in the Jahrbuch of 1887 there has been a widely-spread tendency to push back the date of the transition of styles into the end of the Peisistratid period. Klein, in the introduction to his Vase mit Lieblingsinschriften, has tried to counteract this theory. His treatment of the evidence centres on two main points of importance.

(1) The chronology of Leagros and Glaukon, whose names mark the beginning and end of the career of Euphronios. Leagros was killed when commanding in Thrace in 407 B.C., Glaucor commanded the Athenian fleet in 432 B.C. Assuming them to have been youthful knights about twenty years before those dates, we should get 490—450 as the period of the activity of Euphronios, and the beginnings of r.f. vase-painting would be thrown back to a period shortly before the Persian wars.
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(3) The pinax in the Ashmolean Museum at Oxford with the inscription ΜΑΤΙΝΙΔΗΣ ΚΑΛΩΣ and the representation of a 'Persian rider' is an advanced work of Epiktetos, stylistically parallel to his two signed vases bearing the inscription ἸΠΠΑΡΧΟΣ ΚΑΛΩΣ. It was painted, according to Klein's theory, under the inspiration of Marathon and must be dated about 488 B.C. This being the case, the Hipparchos whose name appears on the vases of Epiktetos cannot be the son of Peisistratos, as Studniczka would have us believe. It is not as a matter of fact true that the name Hipparchos disappears from Athenian history after 514 B.C. The name of the archon of 496 B.C. is sufficient to disprove this.

It appears to me that Klein's argumentation on these points is in some details open to criticism. I write on this subject, however, with much diffidence, as the subject is shortly to be treated by Studniczka. Nevertheless, as I stated some portion of the argument in a paper read at Athens in March immediately after the publication of Aristotle's treatise περὶ ἈΘΡΟΙΩΝ ΠΟΛΙΤΕΙΩΝ, I shall restate my views shortly in this context. Firstly, as to the Miltiades pinax. That the rider is necessarily a Persian from the army of Darius is in no way proved. Klein compares the painted statue now in the Acropolis Museum. Even the sex of this latter figure is not certain, and it has frequently been held to be an Amazon. That the figure belonged to a monument in memory of Marathon seems quite inconsistent with its style, which can scarcely be placed later than the close of the sixth century. There is therefore no reason why the Oxford pinax should not represent e.g. a Scythian Horseman. As to Miltiades, the question as to his whereabouts between 512 B.C. and 496 B.C. has, as is well known, never been answered. But is there any reason to suppose that he may not have spent at least a portion of that time in Athens? If the Epiktetos pinax be rightly referred, as I believe, to that period, a date will be arrived at which I should consider more in harmony with facts and with the time necessary for the development of vase-painting than the dates either of Studniczka or of Klein. To uphold Studniczka's date we should almost be forced to assume that the Miltiades mentioned was the elder of that name, killed in 515 B.C. and this seems very improbable, whereas the assumption that the victor of Marathon is the person named, and that the painting of the Scythian rider refers to his adventures in the north, creates no difficulty.

Another line of argument converging on the same result is furnished by the information given in the Aristotelian work περὶ ἈΘΡΟΙΩΝ ΠΟΛΙΤΕΙΩΝ as to the ostracism of Hipparchos, Megakles, and Χανθιππος. From the eighteenth chapter of this work we obtain the following series of dates:—

488. Ostracism of Hipparchos, son of Charmon.
487. Ostracism of Megakles, son of Hippokrates.
486. Ostracism of Xanthippos, son of Ariphron.

As is well known, δαστρακον used on the two latter occasions are preserved to us:—

(1) the δαστρακον published by Benndorf, Griechische und Sicilische Vasenbilder, xxix. 10, inscribed ΜΕΓΑΚΛΗΣ ἸΠΠΟΚΡΙΤΟΥ ἈΛΟΥΠΕΚΗΔΩΝ, which
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confirms the statement of Aristotle as against those of the Orators, who refer the ostracism to the maternal grandfather of Alcibiades, who was the son of Kleisthenes, and first cousin of Megakles the son of Hippokrates.1

(2) the δοτρακών—a fragment of carelessly painted b.f. work—published by Studniczka in the Jahrbuch, 1887, p. 161, inscribed Σάνθεπιτος Ἀρβίφ-φινος.

The identification of Megakles the son of Hippokrates with the person celebrated by Phintias and Euthumides is accepted as at least probable by Klein, and it seems to be supported by the polychrome pinax in the Acropolis Museum published by Benndorf (‘Εφ. Ἀρχ. 1887 VI), where the name Μεγακλῆς has been erased and Γλαυκών substituted. The style of the drawing is not at all dissimilar to that of the two artists mentioned. It may very well be a work of Euthumides.

I should further identify the Hipparchos celebrated by Epiktetos, not, as Studniczka does, with the tyrant, but with his brother-in-law, the son of Charmos.2 Studniczka3 argues that both this individual, having been the first person ostracized after the expulsion of the tyrants, and the (possibly identical) archon of 496, would have been in the flower of their youth while the Peisistratidæ still reigned. It is, however, unnecessary to suppose that the epithet καλὸς was applied only to ἐφηβοῦ. No doubt the name of any politician or prominent personage who happened to enjoy a passing popularity might appear in the same formula. And in the light of the information derived from the newly discovered treatise of Aristotle, which shows us that Hipparchos remained in Athens until 488 b.C., the history of vase-painting may be placed on a satisfactory chronological basis by the assumption that the career of Epiktetos and the popularity of Hipparchos and Miltiades fall within the closing decade of the sixth century, while the period of Megakles’ fame will be placed some years later and abruptly terminated by his ostracism in 487 b.C., at which date his name had probably stood for no long period on the Acropolis pinax from which it was erased. The name of his father, Hippokrates, the brother of Kleisthenes, appears, as might be expected, on b.f. hydriae, while that of his son Euryptolemos occurs on cylices in the advanced style of Duris.

Our final result, then, occupies an intermediary position between the chronologies of Studniczka and Klein, and is attained by taking as a starting-point, not the Leagros-Glaukon chronology of the latter, which could without great difficulty be harmonized with the dates given above, nor the Hipparchos chronology of the former, which is based on a confusion of persons, but the chronology whose fixed point is the ostracism of Megakles, who is celebrated on the hydria of Phintias.

H. STUART JONES.

---

2 Kleitophanos ep. Ath. 609 ε. (Müll 17, appy).
3 Jahrbuch 1887, p. 169.
THE NORTH DOORWAY OF THE ERECTHEUM.

Mr. Schultz in his paper upon the above subject, published in the last number of the Journal of Hellenic Studies, pointed out some interesting facts which had not been hitherto noticed, and also advanced several new theories. My object in writing the following notes is to draw attention to one of the theories put forward by him and which I do not think he has proved. And I do this the more willingly as Mr. Schultz at the close of his article expressly states that he gives his theories in order to open up further discussion on the subject. The point I refer to is the contention that the present door-jambs are not contemporary with the rest of the building, and that the decorations of the original doorway were much simpler.

Towards the end of the article, classed under points of miscellaneous evidence, mention is made of some iron cramps 'the principal use for which would have been to steady the jambs, not actually to tie them back.' Now these cramps, which Mr. Schultz considers of such slight importance, appear to me to be the main evidence as to whether the present jambs are original or not, for if it can be proved that the cramps have been in any way altered, or if they are not fulfilling the purpose for which they were placed in the wall, then we have certain proof that the jambs are later.

Fortunately part of the second course of the walling on the east side of the doorway is broken away, which enables us to examine one of these cramps (see photograph, Journal of Hellenic Studies, Vol. xii, Plate 1). When examining and taking measurements of this cramp I discovered that the tail-piece in the jamb still retains some of its lead fixing, and this lead could only have been run in to the mortise-hole before the third course of walling was laid, and so on for each successive cramp, or in other words the jamb stone must have been hoisted up into position before the walling was built, and then as each course of stone was laid the cramps were fixed, first the T-shaped end into the wall, and then the lead run in to the tail-piece in the jamb and the 'slightly wider and downward turn of the holes' was not to allow the jambs to be adjusted into position, but was necessary for the lead to run down and form a key, and also to enable the tail-end of the cramps to be placed in the jamb before the T end could be put in the block of the wall, as otherwise it would not have been possible to fix the cramp at all. (See Plan and Section.) This then to me is conclusive evidence that the jambs as they exist are original and contemporary with the building.

The use of these cramps was certainly to tie back the jambs and not, as Mr. Schultz says, simply to 'steady them.' The rebating of the jamb on to
the wall (A on plan) would prevent any lateral movement towards the interior, but the inclination inwards of the jamb at the top would certainly necessitate the use of such cramps to tie them back to counteract any tendency of falling in.

As far as I can understand from Mr. Schultz's article the reason he ascribes for the present jamb being later is that, "when the first lintel was broken they found it practically impossible to cut out the whole of the lintel and replace it as it stood, so they altered the arrangement and design of the door by putting in new heavy jamb in one stone strong enough to support the new lintel, and so did away with the necessity of again resting and tying it into the wall on each side"; but surely this is very slight evidence upon which to base such an assertion, for when the building was being erected the natural way would have been to tailor the lintel stone, however strong the jamb was, and afterwards when the first lintel was broken the simplest and most practical way of repairing the damage would be not to tail in the ends of the lintel, but to support it on the jamb, provided they were strong enough, and the fact that the present jamb are strong enough is no reason that there were earlier ones that were not.

Mr. Schultz also calls attention to the fact that the ornament on the jamb differs considerably from that of the rest of the building, and seems to assume from this that the present jambs must be later, although at the same time he says the detail is quite equal to any of the other decorations for delicacy and refinement of execution. In answer to this the question naturally arises, Why should not the decoration of such a special feature as this doorway differ from the other parts of the building?
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If then it can be proved by the existence of the cramps that the present jambs are original, the theory put forward by Mr. Schultz and also by Mr. Ernest Gardner that the θόραξ of the inscription were jamb stones belonging to this doorway falls to the ground, and the question as to the meaning of the terms θόραξ and ξηναρεῖα remains still undecided.

Mr. Gardner on page 15 speaking of Michaelis' interpretation as representing the leaves and rails of a door says, 'There are serious difficulties in the way of such an interpretation, especially since a door with marble leaves seems very improbable.' There is certainly no existing example as far as I know of such a door belonging to classic times, though many stone doors still remain in Syria and there are two examples of marble doors of Byzantine times, probably following Greek tradition, one in the gallery of S. Sophia, Constantinople, and another pair of doors, now used as wall panelling in the Monastery of Chora also at Constantinople, a drawing of which was published by Prof. Aitchison in the Builder of February 28th 1891. The sizes of these latter doors agree very nearly with the dimensions given in the Erechtheum inscription.

There is also another point about the inscription I would mention, though perhaps not much value can be attached to it, and it is that the dimensions given are 8½ feet high by 2½ feet broad with no third dimension for the depth or thickness, an omission which might well be allowed in describing a thin slab of marble like a door, where it is the superficial area which is wanted, but not at all likely to be omitted in giving the dimensions of a door-jamb where it is the cubical area which is required.

If I may be allowed to add another theory to the many which have already been advanced as to the position of these four θόραξ in the building, it is that they formed two pairs of doors, connecting the two aisles with the western part of the building—and the sizes of which would be 8½ feet high by 5 feet wide. The two openings in the western cross-wall as shown in Mr. Penrose's plan of the Erechtheum (Principles of Athenian Architecture, 2nd edition) are exactly this width, namely 5 feet, though as Mr. Penrose says, 'The width of these aisles shown in the restored plan is derived from the doorways which lately existed in the western wall, but their exact original position must be considered indeterminate because the whole interior of the temple, including the western cross wall appears to have been much altered.' If one allows that the θόραξ were doors, then, according to Mr. E. Gardner's interpretation of the inscription, the difficulty about the ξηναρεῖα is at once explained, by taking them to be the rails of the doors into which black stones were inlaid as decorations; and as the features of a marble door would in all probability be borrowed from a wooden one, so would these names also be borrowed from the same source. This method of inlaying different materials as decorations we know was used elsewhere in the Erechtheum, as for instance the inlaid centres of different coloured glass or stone in the interlacing ornament round the capitals of the north portico.

SIDNEY H. BARNESLEY.
AN INSCRIPTION FROM EGYPT.

ΘΕΑΜΕΓΙΣΤΗ
ΕΙΣΙΔΙ ΕΝ ΜΑΛΑΛΙ
ΕΙΣΙΔΗΡΟΣ
ΠΙΑΘΡΟΥΣΚΑΤΕΣΚΕΥΑΣΕΝ
ΕΚΤΟΥΙΔΙΟΥΕΥΣΕΒΙΕΙΑΟΧΑΙΝ
ΕΠΑΓΑΘΩΙ
ΘΕΑΤΟΚΡΑΤΩΡΟΣΚΑΙΚΑΙΡΟΣΤΙΤΟΥ
ΑΙΛΙΟΥΑΓΙΑΝΟΥΑΝΤΩΝΙΟΥΣΕΒΑΚΤΟΥ
ΕΥΣΕΒΟΥΣ

θεα μεγιστη
εισιδι ευ μαλαλι
εισιδηρος
πιαθρουσ κατεσκευασεν
εκ του ιδιου ευσεβειαν χαριν
επ' άγαθωι
λωθ αυτοκρατορος καιλεαρος τιτου
αιλιου λαυριανου αντωνιου σεβαστου
ευσεβοις.

A rectangular slab of marble, measuring 14½ in. \times 12 in. \times \text{nearly 1} \frac{1}{4}. Brought from Egypt in 1890 by Prof. W. Robertson Smith, now in the library of Christ's College, Cambridge; said to have been found in the neighbourhood of Memphis.

Dated the nineteenth year of Antoninus Pius, A.D. 157.

The letters are not all of the same size or shape, being squarer in the upper part of the inscription, 1–3, as Σ, and in the rest, especially the last three lines, approaching to the shape of written characters, as Σ, Ε, Λ, Δ. They have been coloured red, and many of them still are so.

(2) Μάλαλις, (4) Πιαθρούσ: I can find no trace of these places. The second, Prof. W. R. Smith suggests, may be the Place of Hathor.

(6) Iota subscript kept in this old formula, although it is omitted in (1).

W. H. D. Rouse.
The season which is to be recorded in the following pages has been marked by a persevering and widespread activity, both on the part of the Greek Government and the Archaeological Society, and also among all the foreign schools established in Athens. This activity has been rewarded by results which are in many cases very interesting; but at the same time there are no discoveries to record so fortunate and brilliant as those which gave us last season the gold cups of Raphion or the great group by Damophon at Lyceum. One fact, however, is of higher importance than any single discovery. The long-postponed excavation of Delphi has at last been formally conceded to the French School. Those who have heard of the complicated negotiations which have been going on about this matter for the last few years may be surprised to hear that the original draft of the contract, which was published last spring, bears the date 1887. But it did not receive the Royal assent and so become law until 13/25 April, 1891. The chief features of the agreement, which follows the same lines as that made with the Germans about Olympia, are as follows. Right of compulsory expropriation is given, as in the case of roads and railways; all land thus acquired becomes the property of the Greek Government, as also do all antiquities of any kind which may be discovered. On the other hand the right of excavation is given to the French for ten years, and also the exclusive right of copying, photographing, and publishing all antiquities discovered for five years from the date of discovery in each case. The expropriation of the village of Castri is a difficult and tedious process; but it is to be hoped that work will actually begin upon the site of Delphi during the coming season. All will await its results with the highest interest, and with confidence that the French School, under the able direction of M. Mommsen, will carry out the excavations with the same high efficiency that has marked its other undertakings.

The excavation of the Acropolis at Athens had been completed before my last report; but one or two inscriptions, which though previously found had neither been pieced together nor published, call for notice. In referring to these, as for much other information, I am indebted to the official Δελτίον, edited by M. Callias. Dr. Lolling's publications and notes upon inscriptions in this periodical are of the highest interest; and the descriptions
and plans of recently discovered monuments, which take a more prominent place than before, add greatly to its scientific value. It is only to be regretted that, in conjunction with this higher efficiency, a greater punctuality in the production of the monthly numbers cannot be attained. The difficulties in the way of such an improvement are obvious, but the gain would certainly be proportionate.¹

The most important of the inscriptions has been pieced together out of forty-one fragments, nine of them already published in the Attic Corpus, and is published by Dr. Lolling in the Δελτίον, and discussed by him at greater length in the Αθηναί. It is concerning a temple described in the inscription as the Hecatompedon; it seems nearly certain that the two slabs on which the inscription is cut formed part of the arches of this temple itself. Thus we have it proved that at the time when the inscriptions were cut—probably in the last quarter of the sixth century, and certainly long before the present Parthenon was built—there existed a building with the name hecatompedon; its relation to the Parthenon, and the manner in which its name became transferred, if it was so transferred, to the cells of the later building, are matters of controversy which cannot be touched here; but it must be acknowledged that τα ὁλήματα τὰ ἐν τῷ Ἐκατομπέδῳ is a description fitting remarkably well the plan of the temple just south of the Erechtheum. Dr. Lolling's attempt to connect all later inscriptions that mention the Hecatompedon with this early temple, and not with the Parthenon, seems open to much graver doubts, and will hardly meet with universal acceptance.

Another short inscription is worth quoting in full; it runs:—

τῷ δὲ κορίῳ ἀνέθηκεν ἀπαρχήν... λοχὸς ἄγρας ἀν ο Ποιητείῳ χρυσοστομίῳ ἐπορεύ.

Here it seems that we have a help in the difficult problem of the identification of the female statues found in such numbers on the Acropolis—or rather a warning against any attempt to identify them, since the dedicator himself was content to call his offering 'a maiden'; we have also a warning against drawing any conclusions from the nature of the offering as to the sex or character of either deity or worshipper, since the one is Poseidon in this case, the other a fisherman. Other inscriptions which were found on the Acropolis contain dedications to Zeus καταβάτης, Zeus Naos, Dion, and Zeus Polieus.

A good many very interesting discoveries have resulted, as was to be expected, from the extension of the Piraeus Railway. The line taken by the new cutting proceeds parallel to the Hermes Street across the district north of the Theseum, and then it bends at right angles, and proceeds along the Athena Street to the Place de la Concorde (Ομόνοια). On a spot which lies upon a straight line drawn from the Theseum to the Dipylon Gate, several inscriptions were found in situ, which have a special interest from the record

¹ For many of the facts recorded in this report I am indebted to this invaluable periodical throughout.
they contain that they were set up in the temenos of the Demos and the Charites. It was known before, from a throne in the theatre and other evidence, that a common cult of these divinities existed; but its seat is now uncertain for the first time. Unfortunately Pausanias does not mention their temenos by name, or we should have gained a valuable point in the much-disputed topography of his route; but it is suggested with much probability that it was among the *iēra theōn* that he speaks of as adjoining one of the porticoes that led from the gate to the Ceramicus. In any case, the contents of the inscriptions, which are mostly in memory of public and political services, seem to imply that they were set up in or near the Agora, the centre of public life; and thus we have a distinct gain in the evidence as to the most difficult of all problems in Athenian topography. Another discovery, made only about 40 yards east of these inscriptions, is in itself of still higher interest, for it gives us one more work which, if it cannot be reckoned as an original from the hand of one of the great masters of antiquity, may at least be a subordinate part of his design. It consists of a square basis, surmounted by what appears to be the base of a circular pedestal; on each of three sides is represented a tripod and a figure of a horseman, in relief; on the fourth side is the inscription:

Φυλαρχούντες ἐνίκων ἄθικτασίας
Δημαίνετος Δημέου Παιανίου,
Δημέως Δημαίνετου Παιανίου,
Δημοκράτεις Δημαίνετου Παιανίου,
Βρύαξις ἐποίησεν.

It is clear, as Dr. Lolling remarks, that the victories in the contest of the *ἀθλητικεῖα*, or cavalry manoeuvres—as described by Xenophon in his *Hipparchicus*, iii. 11 sqq.—must have been won by Demaenetus and his two sons at different times, when they successively held the office of Phylarch. What the offering was is not clear; it may have been a tripod, but it appears from the mention of the artist's name to have been some other more sculptural work. In any case it was probably an early work of Bryaxis, before he was associated with Scopas in the sculptural decoration of the Mausoleum, and was probably dedicated about the middle of the 4th century. The reliefs upon the basis may well be considered as bearing as close a relation to Bryaxis as the Mantinean reliefs, from the basis of the great group of Leto Apollo and Artemis, bear to Paraxiteles. But it must be confessed that, judged by this standard, the new reliefs are disappointing, though of course the subject offers no very great scope for originality. The horse is well designed, but is mechanically repeated upon all three sides; and the execution in detail does not rise above artisans' work. It is natural to compare at once the horses in the Mausoleum frieze; and some points certainly do seem to show resemblance; the result of a more careful investigation and comparison will be interesting. The basis has now been placed in the National Museum.

H.S.—VOL. XII.
Another inscription found in the railway cutting tells us of the evil days of Athens; it belonged to an honorary statue set up by the Athenians to C. Carrinas Secundus, the envoy sent by Nero to ransack Greece for statues to fill the gaps made by the great fire at Rome. By this honour, and by making him eponymous ariphon, as we learn from this inscription, the Athenians seem to have tried to induce him to spare the art treasures of their city.

Two inscriptions mentioning the temene of Artemis Soteira have been found in the excavations near the Dipylon Gate. Hence it would appear that she had a shrine in this region, possibly the same as that mentioned by Pausanias as 'on the way to the Academy.'

The tombs of Athens and Attica have during the past season been carefully investigated, chiefly by M. Stairs on behalf of the Greek government; and a systematic excavation of them has given us valuable information about a period for which evidence has hitherto been strangely wanting in Greece—that which comes between the so-called Mycenaean civilisation and the earliest historical remains. Meanwhile the cemeteries of Athens too have continued to yield results of all periods. The tomb-reliefs near the Dipylon Gate have received the addition of another sculptured stela with a maiden holding an oenochoe—a very graceful figure; it was discovered in the excavations directed by M. Mylonas for the Archaeological Society. Further out, in the outer Ceramicus, the Government has been examining a very interesting cemetery—in the same neighbourhood where the great Gorgon vase, now pieced together and preserved in the National Museum, was discovered in the spring of 1890. In the more recent excavations, in the spring of 1891, three cemeteries have been found, one above another. The earliest of these belongs to the seventh century; in it we find burial, not burning, customary. Here many large and small vases of the Dipylon type have been found; and it is recorded that in some cases large Dipylon vases have actually been discovered in situ, set up as monuments over tombs; thus what has long been surmised is now finally proved. The date of this cemetery is fortunately proved by two small lions of Egyptian porcelain, with hieroglyphic inscriptions; these are of a fabric known to belong to the seventh century. In the same tomb was also found an ivory female statuette. The second cemetery is pre-Persian; in it the corpses were burnt, and in one case was an air-channel to facilitate burning in the grave itself, as at Bourbá (see below, and this Journal, 1890, p. 212). Here we find also the same system of graves covered by tumuli, and in some cases by tombs of unburnt bricks. The third cemetery consists of graves dug in these tumuli; the bodies are not burnt, and some are in stone coffins; these burials are not earlier than the fourth century B.C.

The tumuli at Bolamidza and at Bourbá were excavated in the season 1889-90, and I referred to them briefly in my last report. But since then full descriptions (by M. Stairs) and plans of them (by M. Kawerau) have

---

4 Mr. Petris, who examined those with me, concurs in this statement; it is made also by M. Calinescu in the Archäol.
been published in the Δελτιον, and it is therefore now possible to describe them more accurately, and to correct some errors in my previous account.

Belanidexa, which preserves, in its meaning, the name of the ancient deme Φύργυ (Belanidexa = oak-tree), is the place where the stela of Aristion was discovered; but it is unknown whether it came from the same tumulus: fragmentary inscriptions from some early stelae were found in the excavation. In the tumulus is a double enclosure; the outer consisting of square blocks of porous or rough limestone alternating with baked bricks, the inner of baked bricks only. Without counting later tombs, there are nineteen of about the same period within this enclosure; but all are not contemporary, as is proved both by their position and their contents. Two graves in the middle have a common monument of rough stones built over them; this was evidently meant to be seen, and must therefore be earlier than the tumulus. The tumulus was probably piled up when the third grave was made; and then all the later ones were excavated in it round the edge, the middle, where the three earlier graves were, being respected. The two earliest tombs have the hollowed air-channel now often found in early Attic tombs, to facilitate burning the corpse in the grave; and were actually full of ashes. The third tomb, and some others, contained traces of a wooden coffin in which the corpse was buried; this was sometimes let into a narrower hollow in the bottom of the grave itself, which is coated on the sides with clay. These graves contain black-figured vases, and seem to belong to the sixth century. Later graves in the same tumulus (of the fifth and fourth centuries) contain white and red-figured lecythi; these have no coffins. Then again there are burials, apparently of Roman period, in which stone coffins are found.

Similar tumuli have been excavated elsewhere in the same neighbourhood. At Petreza was another tumulus with central and surrounding graves; and in the earliest of these was a black-figured vase with a sixth century inscription. But the largest and most interesting of all is the tumulus at Bourbá, of which also a full description and plans, by the same authors, have been published in the Δελτιον. Here, in addition to later graves, excavated in the tumulus, there are three tombs which must have been built before the digging of the open grave over which it was piled, and there was also a monument, consisting of a statue (of which the feet only are preserved) upon a basis consisting of four steps; on the top step is a sixth century inscription... Φύργυ παύδος, κατέθηκεν κάλον θείον, αὐτῷ Φυργος εἰργάσατο. The most interesting of the tombs is one which has an oblong monument of unbaked bricks built over it; the roof of this monument is of clay, and on it lay fourteen large stones, irregularly disposed. In this grave the body had been burnt, and the usual air-channel is found, as in the other early graves here. The two other built tombs consist of rough stones. Near the brick tomb is a narrow dug in the earth, evidently as a place for offerings to the dead; it contained broken vases of archaic period, and bones of birds. The statue above spoken of was at the corner of the mound away from the earliest tombs: it may perhaps belong to a slightly later one; but it was
not near any; the basis and feet have now been removed to the National Museum.

The tumulus of Marathon has also been excavated by M. Staïs. After some insufficient investigations that had previously been made a report was spread that the tumulus was prehistoric, and had nothing to do with the battle. But it now proves that the 'soros,' as it is usually called, is certainly the grave of the 192 Athenians who fell at Marathon. Beneath the tumulus was found a stratum about 85 feet long by 20 broad, consisting of a layer of sand, above which lay the ashes and bones of many corpses, together with lecythi and other vases of the style which prevailed at the time of the Persian wars. In the middle was one large vase, of strange technique, containing ashes. It is conjectured, not without probability, by M. Staïs that this may have been the burial urn of one the Athenian generals who fell. But in any case there can be no more doubt that we see in this tumulus the monument of those who fell in the first great victory of Greece over Persia, and that modern scepticism must for once give way to an identification hallowed by all the associations of the spot.

But the list of tomb-sites in Attica explored during the past season is not yet exhausted. At Thoricus a domed tomb of 'Mycenaean' period has been discovered; the unique peculiarity of this tomb lies in the fact that it has also a vaulted 'dromos.' Near it was a small building containing fragments of vases—doubtless a pit for offerings to the dead, like the trench found at Bourbã. At Thoricus also was found an inscription, ὁρὸς ἱερᾶς Δῖος Αἰαστήρος (on the stone Α is cut by mistake for the first Α).

At Bari, which has long been known to contain many ancient cemeteries, some exploratory digging has been done, but it does not seem to have led to any very important results, chiefly because almost all the tombs, being easy to distinguish and to excavate, have fallen a prey to speculative tomb-robers. The tombs at Bari seem to fall into three classes—tumuli such as those found elsewhere: square-built tombs like those at Eretria, with earlier burials beneath the original surface of the ground, and later ones in the heaped-up earth: and common cemeteries. In one large mound, which contained many tombs but has not yet been completely cleared, was found a portion of an archaic female statue, doubtless once belonging to a monument like that at Bourbã.

Though the chief energy of the Government has been directed to excavations in Attica, other sites have not been neglected. At Lycosura, where the great group by Damophon was discovered, and where the heavier portions of that group still remain, awaiting the construction of a road to bring them down to Athens, the excavation of the temple has been completed, and a plan by M. Kaweran is promised. On the authority of the same architect it is stated that two periods of construction can be recognised in the building; the foundations and the lower course of large stones have no lime mortar, but only clay, used in their construction, I may add that all the details of the work bear the strongest resemblance to what is almost certainly fourth century building at Megalopolis; so that there is no difficulty-
in reconciling the architectural evidence with the date of the sculptor Damophon. There was a reconstruction in Roman times, and later too the building was used for other purposes; but of course vicissitudes like this, which have come to most of the temples in Greece, do not in any way affect the evidence as to the original purpose and period of the building.

At Rhamnus, where M. Staun has been excavating for the Archaeological Society, some very interesting statues and reliefs have been discovered. The investigations conducted here by the Society of Dilettanti at the beginning of this century must have been very slight, or they would hardly have left the best of the harvest to be reaped by later hands. In the larger temple, which all have recognised as the temple of Nemesis mentioned by Pausanias, were found many fragments of small figures in half-relief, which doubtless come from the basis of the great statue made by Phidias or Agoracritus. Some of the figures from this basis were recognised by Leake when he visited Rhamnus. The fragments now discovered consist of two female heads, and a portion of another, a head of a young man, and a head of a horse; also of a male and a female torso, the legs of a male figure, and others. Some of these may be identified with probability or even certainty from the description of Pausanias, who says that the relief carved on the basis represented Leoda bringing Helen to Nemesis, and Tyndareus and his sons and a man with a horse called Hippes; and also Agamemnon, Menelaus, and Pyrrhus the son of Achilles, and other figures.

In the smaller temple even more works of sculpture have been found; and three inscribed bases too, together with the statues belonging to them. These have all been now transported to the National Museum at Athens, where they nearly fill a special room. They were found in situ at the west end of the cella; and they confirm the evidence already given by the two chairs, dedicated one to Nemesis and the other to Themis, which stood on each side of the door of this temple. These chairs alone were enough to show, as Leake observed, that the temple continued in use after the construction of the larger one, although it belonged to an earlier period originally: but the later discoveries show that it was still used, at least to house statues in, until Hellenistic or even Roman times. It will be remembered that the English excavators found a draped female figure of archaic style here, which they supposed to be the temple statue. The finest of the statues found by M. Staun probably represents the goddess Themis herself; it is a figure over life size, and is a good specimen of Attic fourth century work. It shows considerable breadth of treatment and dignity of conception, although the proportions and modelling of the body are somewhat clumsy. Still, no one who sees the statue mounted in its place can fail to be impressed by the excellence of its general effect. The inscription on the basis of this statue runs as follows, in characters of the end of the fourth or the beginning of the third century: Μεγακλής Μεγακλέους Ραμανίσιος ἀνεθηκεν Θέμηδι, στεφανοθείς ὑπὸ τῶν δημώτων δίκαι. The last two words are added below at the right hand of the line; at the left end is
another addition, καὶ Φειδίστρατος Νεμέαι ἱερείας. In the middle of the plinth is the artist's signature

Χαίρέστρατος Χαίρετίμου Ραμπόπουλου ἐπώνυμος.

We see from this that there must have been some confusion in the relation of the cults of the two goddesses, since the name of the priestess of Nemesis is inserted as an afterthought, perhaps in consequence of a protest on her part. Another basis, which records the dedication of the statue of a priestess of Nemesis, Aristonoe, is dedicated to Themis and Nemesis in common. On the whole, it seems that there is no sufficient reason for rejecting the old view that the smaller temple was especially sacred to Themis, though her position in the sacred precinct of Nemesis implied a constant recognition of that goddess also in dedications. The statue of Aristonoe is a fair specimen of Hellenistic work; its period, from the inscription, is about the second century B.C. Her figure is almost entirely enveloped in a himation, and she holds a patera in one hand. A third statue, with inscribed basis of the end of the fifth century, represents a youth; it is about half life-size, and is of the common style of the period. Several statues of very peculiar form have also been found in the excavations; they are of square shape below, like hermae, but above they are worked as ordinary draped statues; one or two of these are of considerable artistic interest from their execution; they are mostly of later period.

At Epidaurus, the Archaeological Society has resumed excavations in the great square building approached by the great propylaea; this proves to be surrounded by a Doric peristyle. Within this building, in later Roman times, an Odeum was constructed; the walls of the earlier building were utilised and even columns in situ are built in. The Odeum, of which auditorium and stage are well preserved, has now been cleared, and a mosaic pavement has been found in the orchestra. A systematic exploration of what still remains buried at Epidaurus is promised, and interesting results are still to be expected.

The same Society has also continued its work at Mycenae, under the direction of M. Tsountas. In the Acropolis foundations of houses of the 'Mycenaean' period have been found; in a chamber in one of these was a number of bronze implements, axes, knives, &c. A steep road has also been discovered leading up from the Lion Gate; it consists of alternate layers of large and small stones; a small bronze male statuette was also found. Two tombs outside the Acropolis were decorated with pilasters that were painted and ornamented with polychrome rosettes—a new and instructive addition to Mycenaean architecture. The tomb commonly known as the treasury or tomb of Clytemnestra, which was partially excavated by Man. Schliemann, has now been completely cleared. The door of this tomb had the fluted base and a part of the fluted shaft of a semi-column preserved on one side of it; within the tomb itself and along the dromos was a strongly built water channel.

At Abia, south of Calamata M. Tsountas has excavated another vaulted
grave of 'Myceenaean' type; but no important discovery was made except two lead figures of a man and a woman, in 'Myceenaean' dress; the figure of the man, which is the better preserved, is about five inches high.

In Melos, during the summer of 1891, a statue has been found which is a very valuable addition to the series of archaic 'Apollo' statues. The new figure is on the whole in remarkably good preservation. All that is lost is one foot and the other leg from the knee. But one leg is complete down to the ankle, and thus the Melos statue has an advantage in this respect over almost all other early 'Apollo' statues, except the Apollo of Tenea. The modelling of the knee is certainly the most careful piece of work in the whole statue, and, though not beyond criticism, it compares favourably with the hard and exaggerated treatment of the knee-cap and surrounding muscles in the Apollo of Tenea. The upper muscle, in particular, is treated with much more truth to nature, and the roll of flesh above the knee-cap, visible in some other early figures, is avoided. The calf is large and heavy, and seems out of proportion to the thigh. In general proportions, and in treatment of hair and face, the new statue resembles, as was to be expected, the Apollo of Tenea more than any other of the series; but the shoulders are broader and squarer, and the arms and adjacent parts of the sides are cut away obliquely, not squarely. There are some signs of an attempt to indicate in the treatment of the abdominal muscles the different tension of the two sides, owing to the advance of the left leg. This Malian statue is in every way among the most interesting of the numerous series to which it belongs. Melos has always, since the discovery of the Aphrodite now in the Louvre, been famous for the sculptures it has yielded to the excavator; and recently several of the most prominent works in the National Museum at Athens have come from this island.

The foreign Schools in Athens have also contributed their share, as usual, to the work of the season. The French School, in view of its intended excavations at Delphi, has not attacked any new site of first-rate importance; but the excavations at Theopetra and at Troezen have been continued. At Theopetra various sites have been explored in the valley of the Muses and its neighbourhood; the results are several inscriptions and a peristyle temple of Apollo in the river-bed about two hours distance from the sanctuary of the Muses, and south-west of the town of Theopetra. In the town itself there were found, built into a later wall, many inscriptions and a sarcophagus with the labours of Hercules; and the foundations of a temple were also discovered. The chief product of the excavations at Troezen is a statue of Hermes Criophorus, life-size. Here we have a variation of the type; the god is standing, and raises the ram from the ground by its horns. This statue has been transported to the National Museum at Athens.

I cannot conclude my mention of the work of the French School without referring to the change in its Director which has taken place during the past season. In M. Foucart, who has been transferred to Paris, Athens has lost an archaeologist of the highest ability and distinction; his masterly handling of the inscriptions found both by the French School and others will be greatly
missed. But the continued excellence of the work of the French School is sufficiently assured by the appointment of M. Homerl as his successor; it seems peculiarly fitting that one whose name will always be associated with the discovery and the admirable publication of the statues and inscriptions of Delphi should take command of the work projected at Delphi also. It is also a great gain to all in Athens that under M. Homerl the French School now holds open meetings at which the work done by the members of the School is made public; this practice, already customary among the three younger Schools in Athens, tends to produce harmony in their work, and to prevent waste of energy such as might well occur if each went on its way quite independently.

The German School has made no excavations in Greece during the past season. Its excavations at Magnesia have had very interesting results, which, however, cannot be recorded here. In the theatre was found a vaulted passage leading from the region of the scena to the middle of the orchestra; similar passages have now been discovered at Eretria, at Sicyon, and elsewhere; they are difficult to explain, and certainly form an item which will have to be included in all future discussions of the ancient theatre. But it would be premature to say any more about them till more evidence as to the date and position in each case is published.

The American School, under the direction of Dr. Waldstein, has devoted its chief energies to Eretria, where the theatre and the tombs have divided the attention of the excavators. I need not here do more than mention the tomb which, as Dr. Waldstein has suggested, may perhaps be that of Aristotle. The evidence both for and against the identification has already been published very clearly by him, in a form accessible to English readers. As to the theatre also I can only speak in a general manner, as it is not yet published; but I may at least say that it certainly supplies very valuable evidence upon several disputed points in connection with the Greek theatre, and that when published it will take a prominent place in all future discussions of the subject. A preliminary account by Dr. Waldstein has appeared in the DeArchiv. The chief features of the theatre at Eretria are an orchestra and auditorium of which but few seats remain, and scena buildings apparently of two or three different epochs; the greater part of these are built upon a low mound, some twelve feet above the level of the orchestra; a massive terrace wall serves to separate the two levels; and in front of this at the usual distance, is the foundation of a proscenium with columns. A vaulted passage leads from the orchestra right under the foundation of the scena buildings, and ends in a flight of steps leading to the level of the ground behind them. There is also another subterranean passage, leading from within the proscenium to the centre of the orchestra. Until the theatre is published, and material is available for deciding the period and relation of all these parts of the structure, it is clearly impossible to draw any conclusions from them, especially as to disputed points. But it is evident that they will offer many problems of high interest to the student of theatrical antiquities. The walls of the ancient town of Eretria have also been surveyed.
At Plataea, Mr. Washington, of the American School, has continued the exploration of the site commenced by Dr. Waldstein last year; he has found the foundations of a large oblong building, probably a peristyle temple; this he conjectures to be the Heraeum. If so, an important point is gained for the topography of the battle of Plataea.

I need not speak here in detail of the excavations of the British School at Megalopolis. In view of the complication of the evidence with which we have had to deal, we have found it inadvisable to prepare our final publication in time for the present number; but we hope, without fail, to have it ready for the spring number of this Journal. The results of the last season’s work have already been described in the Annual Report of the British School at Athens; as to our final conclusions I am not yet in a position to speak. Complete plans of the theatre are now being prepared by Mr. Schultz, and with their help we shall be able to publish the whole of the evidence in a form that will enable even those who have not seen the site to judge for themselves as to the correctness of our conclusions. This seems most desirable in a case where it is probable that the views of those most competent to decide seem likely to differ widely from one another as to the inferences to be drawn from the architectural evidence. As to the facts on which these inferences are based, I do not now think that there will be any room for difference of opinion; and so it is most desirable that they should be placed before the public in an intelligible form.

The preliminary plan of the theatre, which we published in this Journal last year, has been shown by a more complete excavation of the site to be in some respects misleading; we wish to acknowledge the help of Dr. Dörpfeld, in pointing out this fact during his visit to Megalopolis last April while our excavations were going on. It now appears that the wall with the three thresholds resting upon it is of later construction, and has bases corresponding to the bases of the portico built into its foundations; it cannot therefore have been the back wall (scena) of the original stage. The broad foundation in front of this was a stylobate, and probably carried the columns and entablature of which fragments are lying about. This structure consists of five steps, the two upper ones having actually been discovered; but the three lower ones are not part of the original plan. The inferences from these facts are very important, but it seems better to reserve them for the present; without the evidence upon which they are based, they could only awake controversy without offering materials for its decision. The orchestra of the theatre, the seats as far as they are extant, the scena buildings and the parodi and scenotheca have all been cleared as far as possible, and the theatre now offers a most attractive site to students and visitors. The building at the back of the theatre, supposed by us to be a great stoa, proves to be almost filled with rows of column bases; it must have been a great roofed hall, something like that at Eleusis; and can hardly be anything but the Thersilion, or senate-house of the 10,000 Arcadians, mentioned by Pausanias as near the theatre. On the other side of the river the plan of the Agora has made considerable progress. We have now not only the stoa of Philip—
identified by its inscribed tiles—and the temenos of Zeus Soter, but two other buildings which form the east boundary of the Agora and the east end of the north side, adjoining the stoa of Philip; these can hardly be anything but the stoa Myropolis and the Archives, according to the description of Pausanias. We intend to publish these, together with the inscriptions and plans of Megalopolis, in a future number of this Journal.

The extensive repairs found necessary for the preservation of the mosaics of the dome at Daphne are now being carried out. The process used is worth recording. First a cloth is glued close to the mosaics themselves; then it is backed, in sections, with plaster until a solid block is formed, fitting the curved surface of the dome exactly. The plaster in which the mosaics are set is next gradually chipped away, leaving the mosaic adhering to the plaster block, which can be safely removed and stored until it is wanted. All the mosaics of the dome have been treated in this way, and now the structure of the dome, which had been condemned as unsafe since the recent earthquakes, has been rebuilt and is nearly ready for the mosaics to be restored to their original position. In case of accidents, a complete and very good series of photographs was taken before the mosaics were moved. It is fortunate that Mr. Schultze and Mr. Barnsley also made their series of drawings of these mosaics last year. It is to be hoped, however, that the experiment will be completely successful, and that this magnificent series of Byzantine works will now be preserved from the danger which has so long threatened them.

In the administration and arrangement of antiquities in Athens the past season has again been a very busy one. The Acropolis Museum remains as it was last year; the almost endless labour of sorting and cataloguing the vase fragments discovered in the excavations is being carried on by Dr. Wolters and Dr. Graf; they have now nearly finished the black-figured vases. The National (formerly Central) Museum is continually being enriched by new discoveries; the most prominent this year are the Apollo from Melos, a whole room from Bhammus, and the Bryaxis base. But a protest may well be raised against the extensive restorations (only in plaster, and so not irrevocable) which are being made of broken statues. Surely this is a practice going out of use in all museums which are under scientific direction, and so is least of all to be expected in Athens. And it seems particularly useless in the case of an archaic statue like the Apollo from Melos. Such a work as this can never be attractive to the public, and to the archaeologist its appearance is greatly impaired by the modern restorations. But this is only a suggestion, and in no way detracts from the thanks which are due for the untiring energy of M. Cabbbadies. In the court of the Museum the inscriptions are being arranged round the walls by Dr. Lolling, and will be covered by a roof to protect them from the weather. The Egyptian collection, presented by M. Demetrius, has been transferred from the Polytechnic to the rooms on the right of the door in the National Museum—a doubtful advantage, considering the amount of room constantly required for new acquisitions. A still less desirable change is the transference of the Mycene collection, now excellently arranged and housed, to the National Museum. This is officially
announced in the last Δελτίον. In addition to new discoveries, the Museum has been enriched by various gifts, including the interesting Busiris vase published in Dumont and Chaplain, *Céramiques de la Grèce*, I. pl. xviii. The catalogue of this Museum is said to be nearly ready, and the old one is practically useless owing to the change of arrangement and numbering; meanwhile a small catalogue in French has been published, and is very useful for ascertaining at least the provenance of many works. A new and interesting feature in the building is offered by the central gallery, which is being decorated in the Myceean style from the designs of M. Kawerau.

The collection of coins has at last been taken in hand, and is now accessible to students. It is temporarily housed in the Academy, pending the provision of a room for it in the new National Library now in course of construction, and is in charge of M. Svoronos, who has already made considerable progress with its arrangement and catalogue. M. Svoronos has in his charge not only the old National collection, but also all the coins found in the excavations conducted by the Government and the Archaeological Society, and thus, under his able management, it bids fair to attain in time unrivalled completeness, at least for the districts now in possession of Greece.

The periodical issued by the Επιστημονική Έταιρεία in Athens, called the *Αθηναία*, is now in its third year. There has been a distinct need for such a periodical since the cessation of the *Αθηναίοι*. It contains articles and discussions of a scientific character, rather than new publications, for which the *Εφημερίς Αρχαιολογική* is peculiarly adapted, and has already published several very useful and interesting articles.

On the whole, during the past season, though the new discoveries have not been so brilliant or numerous as in some recent years, the amount of material available for students has been greatly increased; and so Athens has even further increased its claim to be an indispensable place of study for archaeologists.

E. A. G.

November, 1891.

CORRIGENDUM.

Vol. XII. p. 30, ll. 18, 19, 23, for *425-425* read *325, 325 n. o.*
1. SAND SITE. THE EAST COLUMNS FROM THE NORTH.

2. SAND SITE. THE WEST COLUMNS FROM THE SOUTH.
SALAMIS: EXCAVATIONS ON THE SITE OF THE LOUTRON & ACORA

CENTRAL FLOORING OF THE AGORA

A.A.A: PORTION OF EARLY WALLS UNDER FLOOR

SCALE: 1 EMPIRE TO 1 METER

OLD PRESS:
FRAGMENTS OF PAINTED TERRACOTTA STATUES
FROM CYPRUS.
RESTORED PLAN OF PREPERSIC HECA TOMPEDON
SHOWING ITS RELATION TO LINES OF PARTHENON
FIGURE 1: IS A PLAN SHOWING THE WESTERN PORTION OF THE ARCHAIC TEMPLE RESTORED AS OCTASTYLE OF THE IONIC ORDER.

FIGURE 2: IS PART OF THE SAME PORTION OF THE TEMPLE SHOWN AS IT WOULD HAVE BEEN IF RESTORED AS HEXASTYLE DORIC USING THE EXISTING REMAINS.

SCALE (OF FEET)

FIG. 2

SECTION OF BLOCK IN SITU

FIG. 3

FIG. 4

TOTAL WIDTH OF UPPER STEP: 87.485
Vase by Phintias (B).